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                             The Monty Python FAQ

                                  Version 2.0.1

                        Last Modified: 23 February 1996

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This FAQ has been skillfully crafted by well informed Python fans using
ancient, well-known, classical hand-tooled knowledge. It has been specially
designed to sit at the back of some web sites amongst the other Python pages;
to be linked to and read every so often. Any complaints about the humourous
quality of the FAQ should be addressed to British Airways, Ingraham's Drive,
Greenwich.

Any additional contributions and comments may be sent to:

   * Noims Rooney: sprooney@alf2.tcd.ie
   * Brian Johnson: johns594@gold.tc.umn.edu

The most recent plain text version of this file may be found at the following
sites:

   * Brian's Page
        o  http://www.umn.edu/nlhome/g034/johns594/mpfaq.txt
   * Sir DarkWolf's site
        o  ftp://ftp.clark.net/pub/kolesar/Monty.Python/mp.faq

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The FAQ Index

Here is a quick look at all the topics that this file covers.

  1. What is an FAQ?
  2. Who was Monty Python?
  3. Questions About the Flying Circus
  4. The Films of Monty Python
  5. Monty Python's Songs
  6. Sources of Monty Python Information
  7. Miscellaneous Questions

And now for something completely different.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Q: What is an FAQ?
A: FAQ stands for Frequently Asked Questions. These files are created for the
purpose of reducing the amount of redundant questions being asked. By reading
this file, you should have many of your questions answered or be able to find
additional resources that can help. For questions relating to the newsgroup,
alt.fan.monty-python, point your web browser at:
  http://www.prairienet.org/rec/britcom/afmp.faq.html

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Who was Monty Python?

Q: Who were the members of the Monty Python comedy troupe?
A: There were six cast members and a few others that helped out on a number of
occasions.
Cast members:



   * John Cleese
     Born in Weston-Super-Mare on 27 October, 1939. Married Connie Booth on 20
     February 1968. They divorced shortly after the first series of Fawlty
     Towers was broadcast.
   * Terry Gilliam
     Born in Minneapolis, Minnesota on 22 November, 1940.
   * Graham Chapman
     Born on 8 Jan, 1941 and died of cancer on 4 October 1989.
   * Terry Jones
     Born 1 February, 1942.
   * Eric Idle
     Born 29 March, 1943.
   * Michael Palin
     Born 5 May, 1943.

The extras:

   * Carol Cleveland
     Appeared with the Pythons in almost all the Flying Circus TV series as
     well as in the films and stage performances.
   * Neil Innes
     Gained popularity originally as a member of the Bonzo Dog (Doo Dah) Band.
     Wrote and performed songs and appeared with the Pythons in their films,
     stage shows and a few Flying Circus episodes.
   * Connie Booth
     Appeared in a few episodes of the Flying Circus and also in the film Monty
     Python and the Holy Grail. Best known as Polly from Fawlty Towers. She was
     married to John Cleese from the late 60s to the mid 70s (see above).
   * The Fred Tomlinson Singers
     Did just about all of the group singing stuff in the Flying Circus,
     including such things as Summarising Proust, and The Lumberjack Song.

Q: Who else has received writing credits for Python material?
A: Neil Innes and Douglas Adams (yes, the Douglas Adams) have both helped with
material in the fourth series.

Q: When did Monty Python become a comedy troupe?
A: Most probably on 11 May, 1969. John Cleese and Graham Chapman were
introduced to Terry Gilliam, Eric Idle, Terry Jones, and Michael Palin after a
filming of Do Not Adjust Your Set. Their next meeting was 23 May, 1969 where
the BBC gave them the go-ahead to begin creating 13 episodes of a programme for
the BBC.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Questions About the Flying Circus

Q: What is the real name of the Monty Python's Flying Circus theme?
A: The music is from the Liberty Bell March by John Philip Sousa.

Q: How many episodes of Monty Python's Flying Circus are there?
A: There were 13 shows from each of the first 3 series and 6 shows in the 4th
series plus 2 specials made for German television for a total of 47.

Q: When were these episodes originally shown in the U.K.?
A: The broadcast dates for Monty Python's Flying Circus are as follows:

       Series 1: 5 October 1969 - 11 January 1970
       Series 2: 15 September 1970 - 22 December 1970
       Series 3: 19 October 1972 - 18 January 1973

Since John Cleese left the group after the third series, the fourth was just



called Monty Python.

       Series 4: 31 October 1974 - 5 December 1974

Q: What is the translation of the world's funniest joke, "Wenn ist das Nunstuck
git und Slotermeyer? Ja! Beiherhund das Oder die Flipperwaldt gersput!?"
A: There is no translation since it is just gibberish. A few of the words are
German but others are just made up. The same is true for "Die ist ein
Kinnerhunder und zwei Mackel uber und der bitte schön ist den Wunderhaus
sprechensie. 'Nein' sprecht der Herren 'Ist aufern borger mit zveitingen'."

Q: What is the correct pronunciation of the name "Raymond Luxury Yacht"?
A: The name is pronounced "Throatwobbler Mangrove".

Q: Who are Reginald Maudling and Reginald Bosinquat?
A: Reginald Maudling was the English Tory home secretary under MacMillan, Home,
and Heath. Reginald Bosinquat was a newscaster on News at Ten, also during the
sixties and seventies.

Q: What is a pooftah?
A: A poofter is slang for a (male) homosexual.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Films of Monty Python

Q: How many films have Monty Python done and what are they about?
A: They made five full-length features. A description of each follows.

  1. And Now For Something Completely Different (1971)
     The Pythons made this film for about 80,000 (GBP) and recorded it at
     various locations over a period of five weeks during November and December
     of 1970. Most of the interior shots were filmed in a former milk depot in
     north London. The film opened on 28 September, 1971 and consisted of
     highlights from the first two series of the Monty Python's Flying Circus
     television programme.
  2. Monty Python and the Holy Grail (1974)
     This film was also shot in about five weeks on a budget of just under
     230,000 (GBP). The locations used for the film were mostly in Scotland in
     and around Doune Castle, Castle Stalker, Glen Coe, Arnhall Castle,
     Bracklinn, Killin, and Sherriffmuir. The scene with the Black Knight was
     shot in a forest outside of London. The film first premiered in March 1975
     in Los Angeles and opened in London on 3 April, 1975. The movie is based
     upon King Arthur's quest for the Holy Grail.
  3. Monty Python's Life of Brian (1979)
     Shot entirely in Tunesia, this movie was filmed from 16 September to 12
     November, 1978. The script had gone through a number of revisions before
     the final version was settled upon. Funding was also a major problem since
     EMI, who originally said it would fund the film, withdrew its support.
     Luckily, Handmade Films, which was created by George Harrison and Denis
     O'Brien, stepped in and saved the project. The movie premiered 17 August,
     1979 in New York and is about a contemporary of Christ who is mistaken as
     being the Messiah. The film caused quite a stir amongst the religious
     communities in many countries because they believed that it was
     blasphemous towards Christ. The book Monty Python: The Case Against gives
     an excellent detailing of these events.
  4. Monty Python Live at the Hollywood Bowl (1982)
     While struggling trying to write the script for their next film, the
     Pythons decided to take a break and raise some more money for their
     project. The idea of performing a show at the Hollywood bowl was struck
     upon. The concert was videotaped and later transferred to film, re-edited,



     then released in New York on 25 June, 1982. The movie contains some of
     their best sketches and also footage from the German TV specials that they
     did in 1971 and 1972.
  5. Monty Python's The Meaning Of Life (1983)
     By far the most difficult movie for the Pythons to agree upon. Filming
     began on 12 July, 1982 and continued throughout that summer. The movie
     went through a number of screenings and re-edits before finally being
     released on 30 March, 1983. The film examines the different stages of life
     and attempts to answer the question of the meaning of life.

Q: In the film, Monty Python and the Holy Grail, what does the witch say after
she has been tried and found guilty by the logician?
A: "It's a fair cop." The phrase is thieves cant for "you've got me dead to
rights" which means that there has been no entrapment and the person was fairly
caught in the act. The line has also been used in a few other Flying Circus
sketches like Dead Bishop on the Landing / The Church Police and Whizzo
Chocolates.

Q: At the beginning of the film, the guard speaking to Arthur says, "Pull the
other one." What is the guard implying?
A: In essence, the guard conveys his disbelief of what Arthur had just said.
The phrase might also be taken as a challenge to Arthur to tell yet another,
even more exaggerated lie. The origin of the phrase most likely comes from
"You're pulling my leg" (i.e. "You're lying to me").

Q: What is an anarcho-syndicalist commune?
A: Anarcho: relating anarchism; the rejection of the state or any other forms
of authority for a society based upon voluntary cooperation of individuals.
Syndicalist: relating to syndicalism; originally, a socialist doctrine that
emphasized the workers taking control of the factories where they worked; the
term has been broadened to include many other doctrines that support worker
control.
Commune: A settlement of people based upon the common ownership of material
goods which have a tradition of self government.

Q: What do the monks chant in the film?
A: The language they are chanting in is Latin and the phrase is Pie Iesu
Domine. Dona Eis Requiem. It means "Holy Lord Jesus. Grant them rest." The
phrases are included in many Catholic funeral masses.

Q: What do the knights who no longer say "NI!" now call themselves?
A: They are now the knights who say "Ekki ekki ekki ekki pikang zoom-boing
<mumble> <mumble>." This is more of a phonetic spelling since what was actually
said does not match what was printed in the script.

Q: What is the name of Biggus Dickus' wife in the film Monty Python's Life of
Brian?
A: Incontinentia Buttocks. If you don't understand the reference, drink a lot
of Guinness, or eat a lot of curry (of course, you could just look incontinence
up in the dictionary, but the other methods are more fun!).

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Monty Python's Songs

Q: In The Medical Love Song, there is a reference to "NSU". What is this?
A: Non-Specific Urethritis. That is, any inflammation of the Urethra, caused by
an organism not otherwise covered in any other disease.

The lyrics for this song can be found at:
  ftp://ftp.ocf.berkeley.edu/pub/Library/Monty_Python/medical



Q: What are the words to The Philosopher's Drinking Song?
A: Grab a Fosters, Bruce, and join in!

   Immanuel Kant was a real pissant
        who was very rarely stable.
   Heidegger, Heidegger was a boozy beggar
        who could think you under the table.
   David Hume could out consume
        Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel, (Other versions: "Shoppenhauer and Hegel")
   And Wittgenstein was a beery swine
        who was just as sloshed as Schlegel.

   There's nothing Nietzsche couldn't teach ya
       'bout the raisin' of the wrist.
   Socrates himself was permanently pissed.

   John Stewart Mill, of his own free will,
        after half a pint of shandy was particularly ill.
   Plato, they say, could stick it away,
        'alf a crate of whiskey every day!
   Aristotle, Aristotle was a bugger for the bottle,
        and Hobbes was fond of his Dram.
   And Rene Descartes was a drunken fart:
        "I drink, therefore I am."

   Yes, Socrates himself is particularly missed;
   A lovely little thinker, but a bugger when he's pissed.

To download a .au sound file of the song (412686 bytes), point your web
browser at:
  http://cathouse.org/cathouse/humor/monty.python/sound/philosopher-s_song.au

Q: What is shandy?
A: Shandy is a mixed drink of beer with ginger beer or lemonade (for the US
readers, substitute "lemonade" with "7-UP").

Q: What are the words to The Lumberjack Song?
A: The Larch!

       Lumberjack: (sings)
   Oh, I'm a lumberjack and I'm OK,
   I sleep all night and I work all day.

       Mounties: (sing)
   He's a lumberjack and he's OK,
   He sleeps all night and he works all day.

       Lumberjack: (sings)
   I cut down trees, I eat my lunch,
   I go to the lavatory.
   On Wednesdays I go shopping,
   And have buttered scones for tea.

       Mounties: (sing)
   He cuts down trees, he eats his lunch,
   He goes to the lavatory.
   On Wednesdays he goes shopping,
   And has buttered scones for tea.

       Lumberjack/Mounties: (sing)
   I'm/He's a lumberjack and I'm/he's OK,



   I/He sleep/sleeps all night and I/he work/works all day.

       Lumberjack: (sings)
   I cut down trees, I skip and jump,
   I like to press wild flowers.
   I put on women's clothing
   And hang around in bars.

       Mounties: (sing)
   He cuts down trees, he skips and jumps,
   He likes to press wild flowers.
   He puts on women's clothing
   And hangs around in bars ... ?

       Lumberjack/Mounties: (sing)
   I'm/He's a lumberjack and I'm/he's OK,
   I/He sleep/sleeps all night and I/he work/works all day.

       Lumberjack: (sings)
   I cut down trees, I wear high heels,
   Suspenders and a bra.     (Other versions: "Suspendies and a bra.")
   I wish I was a girlie     (Other versions: "I wish I'd been a girlie")
   Just like my dear Papa.   (Other versions: "Just like my dear Mama.")

       Mounties: (sing)
   He cuts down trees, he wears high heels,
   Suspenders ... and a bra? (Shocked, the Mounties start to mumble)

   [Note: some versions end here, some include dialogue, and others continue
   with the song.]

   (Piano vamp)

       Lumberjack/Mounties: (sing)
   I'm/He's a lumberjack and I'm/he's OK ...
   I/He sleep/sleeps all night and I/he work/works all day.

To download a .au sound file of the song (1323442 bytes), point your web
browser at:
  http://cathouse.org/cathouse/humor/monty.python/sound/lumberjack.au

Q: I've heard that The Philosopher's Drinking Song and The Lumberjack Song both
have different lyrics for a few phrases. What are the correct lyrics for these
songs?
A: Actually there is no one correct version. Usually if someone posts a
transcription of a song or sketch, it has been taken from only one source. The
Pythons on many occasions performed songs or sketches differently by changing
lyrics or adding different conclusions and transitions. An excellent example of
this is The Pet Shop Sketch (a.k.a. The Dead Parrot Sketch) that can be found on
many of the Pythons' recordings.  To download this text, point your web
browser at:
  http://cathouse.org/cathouse/humor/monty.python/flying.circus/dead.parrot

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Sources of Monty Python Information

Q: What are the names of the Monty Python albums and when were they released?
A: I will not buy this record. It is scratched.

  1. Monty Python's Flying Circus (1970)
     This album was recorded before a live studio audience. Contains sketches



     from the first series of Monty Python's Flying Circus.
  2. Another Monty Python Record (1971)
     Their second album consists mostly of sketches from the second series of
     Monty Python's Flying Circus but it does include some original material.
  3. Monty Python's Previous Record (1972)
     Contains an equal mix of original material and third series work.
  4. Monty Python's Matching Tie and Handkerchief (1973)
     The original album was the world's first three sided LP record. One side
     had two separate groves that played different material depending upon
     where the needle had been dropped. Contains original material and sketches
     from the third series.
  5. Monty Python Live at the Theatre Royal, Drury Lane (1974)
     Live sketches performed during their 1973 tour of England. Contains some
     original material.
  6. The Album of the Soundtrack of the Tralier of the Film of Monty Python and
     the Holy Grail (1975)
     Mostly contains bits from the movie but they are linked together with new
     material.
  7. Monty Python Live at City Center (1976)
     Concert performance of sketches in New York. New songs by Neil Innes.
  8. The Worst of Monty Python (1976)
     A repackaging of Another Monty Python Record and Monty Python's Previous
     Record.
  9. The Monty Python Instant Record Collection (1977)
     The first collection of Monty Python's best sketches. No original
     material.
 10. Monty Python's Life of Brian (1979)
     Contains bits from the film but has many original links joining the
     sketches together.
 11. Monty Python's Contractual Obligation Album (1980)
     Many songs but everything is original.
 12. The Monty Python Instant Record Collection (Vol II) (1981)
     Another collection of Monty Python's greatest hits.
 13. Monty Python's the Meaning of Life (soundtrack) (1983)
     Bits from the movie with original introductions and links.
 14. The Final Ripoff (1988)
     A double length compilation of the best of Monty Python. Contains a brief
     original introduction by Michael Palin.
 15. Monty Python Sings (1990)
     Contains almost all of the songs that the Pythons have ever released.
 16. The Instant Monty Python CD Collection (1994)
     A six CD box set containing all the material from Another Monty Python
     Record, Monty Python's Previous Record, Monty Python's Matching Tie and
     Handkerchief, Monty Python Live at the Theatre Royal, Drury Lane, The
     Album of the Soundtrack of the Trailer of the Film of Monty Python and the
     Holy Grail, Monty Python's The Life of Brian, Monty Python's Contractual
     Obligation Album, and Monty Python's the Meaning of Life. The set also
     includes a 40 page booklet.

Note: There are also a number of singles and compilation albums that contain
Python material.

Q: What are the Monty Python books and what years were they first published?
A: Wait! I can't read!

  1. Monty Python's Big Red Book (1971)
  2. The Brand New Monty Python Bok (1973)
  3. The Brand New Monty Python Papperbok (1974)
     A paperback printing of The Brand New Monty Python Bok.
  4. Monty Python And The Holy Grail (Book) (1977)



     Also known as Mønty Pythøn Ik Den Hølie Grälien (Bok). Film script for the
     movie that also contains the first draft, pictures, and more.
  5. Monty Python's Life of Brian/MONTYPYTHONSCRAPBOOK (1979)
     One side of the book has the script from the film, the other side has bits
     from the script plus photos and more.
  6. Monty Python's Life of Brian (1979)
     The film script with scenes cut from the film and much more.
  7. The Contractual Obligation Songbook (1980)
  8. The Complete Works of Shakespeare and Monty Python: Volume 1 - Monty
     Python (1981)
  9. The Meaning of Life (1983)
     The film script.
 10. The Monty Python Gift Boks (1988)
     A repackaging of the first two books with a poster.
 11. Monty Python's Flying Circus: Just the Words - Volume 1 (1989)
     Released in the US as The Complete Monty Python's Flying Circus: All the
     Words - Volume 1. Includes the scripts from the first 23 episodes of Monty
     Python's Flying Circus.
 12. Monty Python's Flying Circus: Just the Words - Volume 2 (1990)
     Released in the US as The Complete Monty Python's Flying Circus: All the
     Words - Volume 2. Includes the scripts from the last 22 episodes of Monty
     Python's Flying Circus.
 13. Monty Python's Flying Circus - Just the Words (Volumes 1 & 2) (1990)
     Combines the two previous volumes into one book.
 14. The Fairly Incomplete Rather Badly Illustrated Monty Python Song Book
     (1994)
     Released in the US as The Monty Python Songbook in 1995. The original UK
     publication included a CD single with The Spam Song and The Lumberjack
     Song.

Q: Are there any reference books dealing with the subject of Monty Python?
A: Yes. Quite a few, actually.

  1. From Fringe to Flying Circus (1980)
     Author: Roger Wilmut
     Covers the more recent history of British comedy and includes a section on
     Monty Python. Contains many photos and excerpts from some scripts.
  2. Monty Python: The Case Against (1981)
     Author: Robert Hewison
     Deals with the many cases where Monty Python stepped over the line of what
     was considered humour. Includes the BBC concern over the undertakers
     sketch, the ABC injunction and court case, and the controversy surrounding
     the release of the film The Life of Brian.
  3. Monty Python: Complete and Utter Theory of the Grotesque (1982)
     Author: John O. Thompson
  4. Life of Python (1983)
     Author: George Perry
     Gives an overview of British comedy's history and origins along with a
     personal history of each Python member. Lots of photos.
  5. The First 200 Years of Monty Python (1989)
     Author: Kim "Howard" Johnson
     Has many interesting facts from each Flying Circus episode, profiles of
     each member, lists of Python stuff, and more.
  6. And Now For Something Completely Trivial: The Monty Python Trivia and Quiz
     Book (1991)
     Author: Kim "Howard" Johnson Tests how well you know your Python.
  7. Monty Python: A Chronological Listing of the Troupe's Creative Output and
     Articles and Reviews About Them, 1969-89 (1992)
     Author: Douglas L. McCall
     Gives a day-by-day account of the accomplishments of the Pythons and other



     events concerning them.
  8. Life Before and After Monty Python: The Solo Flights of the FlyingCircus
     (1993)
     Author: Kim "Howard" Johnson
     Contains just about everything else that the Pythons have ever done.
     Excellent companion to The First 200 Years of Monty Python. Has a special
     chapter devoted to Graham Chapman.

Q: What other projects have Python members been involved in?
A: Lots of them. There are books, films, television shows, computer games, and
public lavatories that have involved them in one way or another. For a complete
listing of these, have a look for Hans ten Cate's bibliography (available, most
probably at the cathouse ftp site (address to follow)). The most notable have
been the films Jabberwocky, Yellowbeard, Erik The Viking, Brazil, and A Fish
Called Wanda; and the computer game Monty Python's Complete And Utter Waste Of
Time.

Q: Where can I get film and television scripts, song lyrics, sounds and
pictures?
A: Look no further! Use your web browser to connect to one of the best
Monty Python sites on the internet.

   * Scripts
      o http://cathouse.org/cathouse/humor/monty.python/flying.circus
      o http://cathouse.org/cathouse/humor/monty.python/holy.grail
      o http://cathouse.org/cathouse/humor/monty.python/life.of.brian
   * Songs
      o http://cathouse.org/cathouse/humor/monty.python/songs
   * Sounds
      o http://cathouse.org/cathouse/humor/monty.python/sound
   * Pictures
      o http://cathouse.org/cathouse/humor/monty.python/holy.grail/pictures
      o http://cathouse.org/cathouse/humor/monty.python/life.of.brian/pictures

Q: Are there any World Wide Web pages that have links to Monty Python material?
A: The best place to start is at The Official alt.fan.monty-python Home Page.
Point your Web browser at:
  http://www.prairienet.org/rec/britcom/afmp.home.html

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Miscellaneous Questions

Q: Will the Monty Python comedy troupe ever get back together again?
A: No.

Q: What would it take to get them back together?
A: Since Graham Chapman has already died, I'd imagine a couple of bullets each
would do the trick.

Q: Why is it the world never remembers the name of Johann Gambolputty de von
Ausfern-schplenden-schlitter-crasscrenbon-fried-digger-dingle-dangle-dongle-
dungle-burstein-von-knacker-thrasher-apple-banger-horowitzticolensic-grander-
knotty-spelltinkle-grandlich-grumblemeyerspelterwasser-kurstlich-himbleeisen-
bahnwagen-gutenabend-bitte-einnürnburger-bratwustle-gerspurten-mitz-weimache-
luber-hundsfutgumberaber-shönendanker-kalbsfleisch-mittler-aucher von
Hautkopft of Ulm?
A: Good question.

Here endeth the lesson.



                          Monty Python's Flying Circus

                          The Complete Index of Shows

                            Compiled by Sir DarkWolf

Series One:  October 5, 1969 - January 11, 1970

1) Whither Canada

      "It's Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart"

      Famous deaths

      Italian lesson

      Whizzo butter

      "It's the Arts"

      Arthur "Two-Sheds" Jackson

      Picasso/cycling race

      The funniest joke in the world

2) Sex and Violence

      Flying sheep

      French lecture on sheep-aircraft

      A man with three buttocks

      A man with two noses

      Musical mice

      Marriage guidance counsellor

      The wacky queen

      Working-class playwright

      A Scotsman on a horse

      The wrestling epilogue

      The mouse problem

3) How to recognize different types of trees from quite a long way away

      Court scene (witness in coffin/Cardinal Richelieu)



      The larch

      Bicycle repair man

      Children's stories

      Restaurant sketch

      Seduced milkmen

      Stolen newsreader

      Children's interview

      Nudge nudge

4) Owl-stretching time

      Song ("And did those feet")

      Art gallery

      Art critic

      It's a man's life in the modern army

      Undressing in public

      Self-defence

      Secret Service dentists

5) Man's crisis of identity in the latter half of the twentieth century

      Confuse-a-Cat

      The smuggler

      A duck, a cat and a lizard (discussion)

      Vox pops on smuggling

      Police raid

      Letters and vox pops

      Newsreader arrested

      Erotic film

      Silly job interview

      Careers advisory board

      Burglar/encyclopaedia salesman

6) It's the Arts

      Johann Gombolputty.... von Hautkopf of Ulm



      Non-illegal robbery

      Vox pops

      Crunchy frog

      The dull life of a City stockbroker

      Red Indian in theatre

      Policemen make wonderful friends

      A Scotsman on a horse

      Twentieth-century vole

7) You're no fun any more

      Camel Spotting

      You're no fun any more

      The audit

      Science fiction sketch

      Man turns into Scotsman

      Police station

      Blancmanges playing tennis

8) Full frontal nudity

      Army protection racket

      Vox pops

      Art critic - the place of the nude

      Buying a bed

      Hermits

      Dead parrot

      The flasher

      Hell's Grannies

9) The ant, an introduction

      Llamas

      A man with a tape recorder up his nose

      Kilimanjaro expedition (double vision)

      A man with a tape recorder up his brother's nose



      Homicidal barber

      Lumberjack song

      Gumby crooner

      The refreshment room at Bletchley

      Hunting film

      The visitors

10) Untitled

      Walk-on-part in sketch

      Bank robber (lingerie shop)

      Trailer

      Arthur Tree

      Vocational Guidance Counsellor (chartered accountant)

      The first man to jump the Channel

      Tunnelling from Godalming to Java

      Pet conversions

      Gorilla librarian

      Letters to "Daily Mirror"

      Strangers in the night

11) The Royal Philharmonic Orchestra goes to the bathroom

      Letter (lavatorial humour)

      Interruptions

      Agatha Christie sketch

      Literary football discussion

      Undertakers film

      Interesting people

      Eighteenth-century social legislation

      The Battle of Trafalgar

      Batley Townswomens' Guild presents the Battle of Pearl Harbour

      Undertakers film

12) The Naked Ant



      Falling from building

      "Spectrum" -  talking about things

      Visitors from Coventry

      Mr Hitler

      The Minehead by-election

      Police station (silly voices)

      Upperclass Twit of the Year

      Ken Shabby

      How far can a minister fall

13) Intermission

      Intermissions

      Restaurant (abuse/cannibalism)

      Advertisements

      Albatross

      Come back to my place

      Me Doctor

      Historical impersonations

      Quiz programme - "Wishes"

      "Probe-around" on crime

      Stonehenge

      Mr Attila the Hun

      Psychiatry - silly sketch

      Operating theatre (squatters)

Series Two:  September 15, 1970 - December 22, 1970

1) Dinsdale

      "Face the Press"

      New cooker sketch

      Tobacconists (prostitute advert)

      The Ministry of Silly Walks



      The Piranha brothers

2) The Spannish Inquisition

      Man-powered flight

      The Spanish Inquisition

      Jokes and novelties salesman

      Tax on thingy

      Vox pops

      Photos of Uncle Ted (Spanish Inquisition)

      The semaphore version of "Wuthering Heights"

      "Julius Caesar" on an Aldis lamp

      Court scene (charades)

3) Untitled

      A bishop rehearsing

      Flying lessons

      Hijacked plane (to Luton)

      The Poet McTeagle

      Psychiatrist milkman

      Complaints

      Deja vu

4) The Buzz Aldrin Show

      Architect sketch

      How to give up being a Mason

      Motor insurance sketch

      "The Bishop"

      Living room on pavement

      Poets

      A choice of viewing

      chemist sketch

      Words not to be used again

      After-shave



      Vox pops

      Police Constable Pan-Am

5) Live from the Grillomat

      Live from the Frill-o-Mat snack bar

      Paignton

      "Blackmail"

      Society for Putting Things on top of Other Things

      Escape (from film)

      Current affairs

      Accidents sketch

      Seven Brides for Seven Brothers

      The man who is alternately rude and polite

      Documentary on boxer

6) School Prizes

      "It's a Living"

      The time on BBC 1

      School prize-giving

      "if" - a film by Mr Dibley

      "Rear Window" -  a film by Mr Dibley

      "Finian's Rainbow" (starring the man from the off-licence)

      Foreign Secretary

      Dung

      Dead Indian

      Timmy Williams interview

      Raymond Luxury Yacht interview

      Registry office

      Election Night Special (Silly and Sensible Parties)

7) The Attila the Hun Show

      "The Attila the Hun Show"

      Attila the Nun



      Secretary of State striptease

      Vox pops on politicians

      Ratcatcher

      Wainscotting

      Killer sheep

      The news for parrots

      The news for gibbons

      Today in Parliament

      The news for wombats

      Attila the Bun

      The Idiot in Society

      Test match

      The Epsom furniture race

      "Take Your Pick"

8) Archaeology Today

      Trailer

      "Archaeology Today"

      Silly vicar

      Leapy Lee

      Registrar (wife swap)

      Silly doctor sketch (immediately abandoned)

      Mr and Mrs Git

      Mosquito hunters

      Poofy judges

      Mrs Thing and Mrs Entity

      Beethoven's mynah bird

      Shakespeare

      Michaelangelo

      Colin Mozert (ratcatcher)

      Judges

9) How to recognize different parts of the body



      "How to recognize different parts of the body"

      Bruces

      Naughty bits

      The man who contradicts people

      Cosmetic surgery

      Camp square-bashing

      Cut-price airline

      Batley Townswomen's Guild presents the first heart transplant

      The first underwater production of "Measure for Measure"

      The death of Mary Queen of Scots

      Exploding penguin on TV set

      There's been a murder

      Europolice Song contest

      "Bing Tiddle Tiddle Bong" (song)

10) Scott of the Antarctic

      French subtitled film

      Scott of the Antarctic

      Scott of the Sahara

      Fish licnece

      Derby Council v. All Blacks rugby match

      Long John Silver Impersonators v. Bournemouth Gynaecologists

11) How not to be seen

      Conquistador coffee campaign

      Repeating groove

      Ramsay MacDonald striptease

      Job hunter

      Agatha Christie sketch (railway timetables)

      Mr Neville Shunte

      Film director (teeth)

      City gents vox pops

      "Crackpot Religions Ltd"



      "How not to be seen"

      Crossing the Atlantic on a tricycle

      Interview in filing cabinet

      "Yummy yummy"

      Monty Python's Flying Circus again in thirty seconds

12) Spam

      "The Black Eagle"

      Dirty Hungarian phrasebook

      Court (phrasebook)

      Communist quiz

      "Ypres 1914" - abandoned

      Art gallery strike

      "Ypres 1914"

      Hospital for over-actors

      Gumby flower arranging

      Spam

13) Royal Episode 13

      The Queen will be watching

      Coal mine (historical argument)

      The man who says things in a very roundabout way

      The man who speaks only the ends of words

      The man who speaks only the beginnings of words

      The man who speaks only the middles of words

      Commercials

      How to feed a goldfish

      The man who collects birdwatcher's eggs

      Insurance sketch

      Hospital run by RSM

      Mountaineer

      Exploding version of "The Blue Danube"



      Girls' Boarding school

      Submarine

      Lifeboat (cannibalism)

      Undertaker's sketch

Series Three: October 19, 1972 - January 18, 1973

1) Whicker's World

      Cdourt scene - multiple murderer

      Icelandic saga

      Court scene (Viking)

      Stock Exchange report

      Mrs Premise and Mrs Conclusion visit Jean-Paul Sartre

      Whicker Island

2) Mr and Mrs Brian Norris' Ford Popular

      Emigration from Surbiton to Hounslow

      Schoolboys' Life Assurance Company

      How to rid the world of all known diseases

      Mrs Niggerbaiter explodes

      Vicar/salesman

      Farming Club

      "Life of Tschaikovsky"

      Trim-Jeans Theatre

      Fish-slapping dance

      World War One

      The BBC is short of money

      Puss in boots

3) The Money Programme

      "The Money Programme"

      "There is nothing quite so wonderful as money" (song)



      Erizabeth L

      Fraud film squad

      Salvation fuzz

      Jungle restaurant

      Apology for violence and nudity

      Ken Russell's "Gardening Club"

      The Lost World of Roiurama

      Six more minutes of Monty Python's Flying Circus

      Argument Clinic

      Hitting on the head lessons

      Inspector Flying Fox of the Yard

      One more minute of Monty Python's Flying Circus

4) Blood, Devastation, Death, War and Horror

      "Blood, Devastation, Death, War and Horror"

      The man who speaks in anagrams

      Anagram quiz

      Merchant banker

      Pantomime horses

      Life and death struggles

      Mary recruitment office

      Bus conductor sketch

      The man who makes people laugh uncontrollably

      Army captain as clown

      Gestures to indicate pauses in a televised talk

      Neurotic announcers

      The news with Richard Baker (vision only)

      "The Pantomime Horse is a Secret Agent film"

5) The All-England Summarize Proust Competition

      "Summarize Proust Competition"

      Everest climbed by hairdressers

      Fire brigade



      Our Eamonn

      "Party Hints" with Veronica Smalls

      Language laboratory

      Travel agent

      Watney's Red Barrle

      Theory on Brontosauruses by Anne Elk (Miss)

6) The war against pornography

      Tory Housewives Clean-up Campaign

      Gumby brain specialist

      Molluscs - "live" TV documentary

      The Minister for not listening to people

      Tuesday documentary/children's story/party political broadcast

      Apology (politicians)

      Expedition to Lake Pahoe

      The silliest interview we've ever had

      The silliest sketch we've ever done

7) Salad Days

      Biggles dictates a letter

      Climbing the north face of the Uxbridge Road

      Lifeboat

      Old lady snoopers

      "Storage jars"

      The show so far

      Cheese shop

      Philip Jenkinson on Cheese Westerns

      Sam Peckinpah's "Salad Days"

      Apology

      The news with Richard Baker

      Seashore interlude film

8) The Cycling Tour



      Mr Pither

      Clodagh Rogers

      Trotsky

      Smolensk

      Bingo-crazed Chinese

      "Jack in a Box"

9) The nude man

      Bomb on plane

      A naked man

      Ten seconds of sex

      Housing project built by characters from 

         nineteenth-century English Literature

      M1 interchange built by characters from "Paradise Lost"

      Mustico and Janet - flats built by hypnosis

      "Mortuary Hour"

      The Olympic hide-and-seek final

      The Cheap-Laughs

      Bull-fighting

      The British Well-Basically Club

      Prices on the planet Algon

10) Henry Thripshaw's Disease

      Tudor jobs agency

      Pornographic bookshop

      Elizabethan pornography smugglers

      Silly disturbances (the Rev. Arthur Belling)

      The free repetition of doubtful words sketch, by an underrated author

      "Is there?"...life after death?

      The man who says words in the wrong order

      Thripshaw's disease

      Silly noises

      Sherry-drinking vicar



11) Dennis Moore

      "Boxing Tonight" - Jack Bodel v. Sir Kenneth Clark

      Dennis Moore

      Lupins

      What the stars foretell

      Doctor

      "TV4 or not TV4" discussion

      Ideal Loon Exhibition

      Off-Licence

      "Prejudice"

12) A Book at Bedtime

      Party Political Broadcast (choreographed)

      "A Book at Bedtime"

      "Redgauntlet"

      Kamikaze Scotsmen

      No time to lose

      Penguins

      BBC programme planners

      Unexploded Scotsmen

      "Spot the Loony"

      Rival documentaries

      "Dad's Doctors" (trail)

      "Dad's Pooves" (trail)

13) Grandstand

      Thames TV introduction

      "Light Entertainment Awards"

      Dickie Attenborough

      The Oscar Wilde sketch

      David Niven's fridge

      Pasolini's film "The Third Test Match"



      New brain from Curry's

      Blood donor

      International Wife-swapping

      Credits of the Year

      The dirty vicar sketch

Series Four:  October 31, 1974 - December 5, 1974

1) The Golden Age of Ballooning

      Montgolfier Brothers

      Louis XIV

      George III

      Zeppelin

2) Michael Ellis

      Department Store

      Buying an ant

      At home with the ant and other pets

      Documentary on ants

      Ant communication

      Poetry reading (ants)

      Toupee

      Different endings

3) The Light Entertainment War

      "Up Your Pavement"

      RAF banter

      Trivializing the war

      Courtmartial

      Basingstoke in Westphalia

      "Anything Goes In" (song)

      Film trailer



      The public are idiots

      Programme titles conference

      The last five miles of the M2

      Woody and tinny words

      Show-jumping (musical)

      Newsflash (Germans)

      "When Does A Dream Begin?" (song)

4) Hamlet

      Bogus psychiatrists

      "Nationwide"

      Police helmets

      Father-in-law

      Hamlet and Ophelia

      Boxing match aftermath

      Boxing commentary

      Piston engine (a bargain)

      A room in Polonius's house

      Dentists

      Live from Epsom

      Queen Victoria Handicap

5) Mr Neutron

      Post box ceremony

      Teddy Salad (CIA agent)

      "Conjuring Today"

6) Party Political Broadcast

      "Most Awful Family in Britain"

      Icelandic Honey Week

      A doctor whose patients are stabbed by his nurse

      Brigadier and Bishop

      Appeal on behalf of extremely rich people



      The man who finishes other people's sentences

      David Attenborough

      The walking tree of Dahomey

      The batsmen of the Kalahare

      Cricket match (assegais)

      BBC News (handovers)

                           Transmission Details

   

Series        Transmission         Recording       Number as 

/number       date                 date            recorded

1/1           Oct 05, 1969         Sep 07, 1969       2

1/2           Oct 12, 1969         Aug 30, 1969       1

1/3           Oct 19, 1969         Aug 14, 1969       3

1/4           Oct 26, 1969         Sep 21, 1969       4

1/5           Nov 16, 1969         Oct 03, 1969       5

1/6           Nov 23, 1969         Nov 11, 1969       7

1/7           Nov 30, 1969         Oct 10, 1969       6

1/8           Dec 07, 1969         Nov 25, 1969       8

1/9           Dec 14, 1969         Dec 07, 1969       10

1/10          Dec 21, 1969         Nov 30, 1969       9

1/11          Dec 28, 1969         Dec 14, 1969       11

1/12          Jan 04, 1970         Dec 21, 1969       12

1/13          Jan 11, 1970         Jan 04, 1970       13

2/1           Sep 15, 1970         Jul 09, 1970       4

2/2           Sep 22, 1970         Jul 02, 1970       3

2/3           Sep 29, 1970         Jul 16, 1970       5

2/4           Oct 20, 1970         Sep 18, 1970       9



2/5           Oct 27, 1970         Sep 10, 1970       7

2/6           Nov 03, 1970         Sep 10, 1970       8

2/7           Nov 10, 1970         Oct 02, 1970       11

2/8           Nov 17, 1970         Oct 09, 1970       12

2/9           Nov 24, 1970         Sep 25, 1970       10

2/10          Dec 01, 1970         Jul 02, 1970       2

2/11          Dec 08, 1970         Jul 23, 1970       6

2/12          Dec 15, 1970         Jun 25, 1970       1

2/13          Dec 22, 1970         Oct 16, 1970       13

3/1           Oct 19, 1972         Jan 14, 1972       5

3/2           Oct 26, 1972         Jan 28, 1972       7

3/3           Nov 02, 1972         Dec 04, 1971       1

3/4           Nov 09, 1972         Dec 11, 1971       2

3/5           Nov 16, 1972         Apr 24, 1972       9

3/6           Nov 23, 1972         Jan 21, 1972       6

3/7           Nov 30, 1972         Jan 07, 1972       4

3/8           Dec 07, 1972         May 04, 1972       10

3/9           Dec 14, 1972         May 11, 1072       11

3/10          Dec 21, 1972         May 25, 1972       13

3/11          Jan 04, 1973         Apr 17, 1972       8

3/12          Jan 11, 1973         Dec 18, 1971       3

3/13          Jan 18, 1973         May 18, 1972       12

4/1           Oct 31, 1974         Oct 12, 1974       1

4/2           Nov 11, 1974         Oct 19, 1974       2

4/3           Nov 14, 1974         Oct 26, 1974       3

4/4           Nov 21, 1974         Nov 02, 1974       4

4/5           Nov 28, 1974         Nov 09, 1974       5

4/6           Dec 05, 1974         Nov 16, 1974       6



           Title: The Man Who Speaks In Anagrams

            From: Monty Python's Flying Circus

  Transcribed By: Jonathan Partington

      Palin: Hello, good evening and welcome to another edition of Blood,

             Devastation, Death War and Horror, and later on we'll be

             meeting a man who *does* gardening.  But first on the show

             we've got a man who speaks entirely in anagrams.

       Idle: Taht si crreoct.

      Palin: Do you enjoy it?

       Idle: I stom certainly od.  Revy chum so.

      Palin: And what's your name?

       Idle: Hamrag - Hamrag Yatlerot.

      Palin: Well, Graham, nice to have you on the show.  Now, where

             do you come from?

       Idle: Bumcreland.

      Palin: Cumberland?

       Idle: Stah't it sepricely.

      Palin: And I believe you're working on an anagram version of

             Shakespeare?

       Idle: Sey, sey - taht si crreoct, er - ta the mnemot I'm wroking

              on "The Mating of the Wersh".



      Palin: "The Mating of the Wersh"?  By William Shakespeare?

       Idle: Nay, by Malliwi Rapesheake.

      Palin: And what else?

       Idle: "Two Netlemeng of Verona", "Twelfth Thing","The Chamrent

              of Venice"....

      Palin: Have you done "Hamlet"?

       Idle: "Thamle".  'Be ot or bot ne ot, tath is the nestquoi.'

      Palin: And what is your next project?

       Idle: "Ring Kichard the Thrid".

      Palin: I'm sorry?

       Idle: 'A shroe! A shroe! My dingkom for a shroe!'

      Palin: Ah, Ring Kichard, yes...  but surely that's not an anagram,

             that's a spoonerism.

       Idle: If you're going to split hairs, I'm going to piss off.  (Exit)



           Title: The Architects Sketch

                  by John Cleese and Graham Chapman

            From: Monty Python's Flying Circus, 20 October 1970

  Transcribed By: Dawn Whiteside

     Scene: A large posh office.  Two clients, well-dressed city gents, sit

            facing a large table at which stands Mr. Tid, the account manager

            of the architectural firm. (original cast: Mr Tid, Graham Chapman;

            Mr Wiggin, John Cleese; City Gent One, Michael Palin; Client 2:,

            Terry Jones; Mr Wymer, Eric Idle)

   Mr. Tid: Well, gentlemen, we have two architectural designs for this new

            residential block of yours and I thought it best if the architects

            themselves explained the particular advantages of their designs.

            There is a knock at the door.

   Mr. Tid: Ah! That's probably the first architect now. Come in.

            Mr. Wiggin enters.

Mr. Wiggin: Good morning, gentlemen.

   Clients: Good morning.

Mr. Wiggin: This is a 12-story block combining classical neo-Georgian features

            with the efficiency of modern techniques.  The tenants arrive here

            and are carried along the corridor on a conveyor belt in extreme

            comfort, past murals depicting Mediterranean scenes, towards the

            rotating knives.  The last twenty feet of the corridor are heavily

            soundproofed.  The blood pours down these chutes and the mangled

            flesh slurps into these...



  Client 1: Excuse me.

Mr. Wiggin: Yes?

  Client 1: Did you say 'knives'?

Mr. Wiggin: Rotating knives, yes.

  Client 2: Do I take it that you are proposing to slaughter our tenants?

Mr. Wiggin: ...Does that not fit in with your plans?

  Client 1: Not really. We asked for a simple block of flats.

Mr. Wiggin: Oh. I hadn't fully divined your attitude towards the tenants. You

            see I mainly design slaughter houses.

   Clients: Ah.

Mr. Wiggin: Pity.

   Clients: Yes.

Mr. Wiggin: (indicating points of the model) Mind you, this is a real beaut.

            None of your blood caked on the walls and flesh flying out of the

            windows incommoding the passers-by with this one.  (confidentially)

            My life has been leading up to this.

  Client 2: Yes, and well done, but we wanted an apartment block.

Mr. Wiggin: May I ask you to reconsider.

   Clients: Well...



Mr. Wiggin: You wouldn't regret this. Think of the tourist trade.

  Client 1: I'm sorry. We want a block of flats, not an abattoir.

Mr. Wiggin: ...I see.  Well, of course, this is just the sort of blinkered

            philistine pig-ignorance I've come to expect from you non-creative

            garbage.  You sit there on your loathsome spotty behinds squeezing

            blackheads, not caring a tinker's cuss for the struggling artist.

            You excrement, you whining hypocritical toadies with your colour TV

            sets and your Tony Jacklin golf clubs and your bleeding masonic

            secret handshakes. You wouldn't let me join, would you, you

            blackballing bastards.  Well I wouldn't become a Freemason now if

            you went down on your lousy stinking knees and begged me.

  Client 2: We're sorry you feel that way, but we did want a block of flats,

            nice though the abattoir is.

Mr. Wiggin: Oh sod the abattoir, that's not important.  (He dashes forward and

            kneels in front of them.)  But if any of you could put in a word

            for me I'd love to be a mason.  Masonry opens doors.  I'd be very

            quiet, I was a bit on edge just now but if I were a mason I'd sit

            at the back and not get in anyone's way.

  Client 1: (politely) Thank you.

Mr. Wiggin: ...I've got a second-hand apron.

  Client 2: Thank you.  (Mr. Wiggin hurries to the door but stops...)

Mr. Wiggin: I nearly got in at Hendon.

  Client 1: Thank you.



            Mr. Wiggin exits.  Mr Tid rises.

   Mr. Tid: I'm sorry about that.  Now the second architect is Mr. Wymer of

            Wymer and Dibble. (Mr. Wymer enters, carrying his model with great

            care.  He places it on the table.)

 Mr. Wymer: Good morning gentlemen.  This is a scale model of the block, 28

            stories high, with 280 apartments.  It has three main lifts and

            two service lifts.  Access would be from Dibbingley Road. (The

            model falls over.  Mr Wymer quickly places it upright again.)

            The structure is built on a central pillar system with...

            (The model falls over again.  Mr Wymer tries to make it stand up,

            but it won't, so he has to hold it upright.) ...with cantilevered

            floors in pre-stressed steel and concrete.  The dividing walls on

            each floor section are fixed by recessed magnalium-flanged grooves.

            (The bottom ten floors of the model give way and it partly

            collapses.)  By avoiding wood and timber derivatives and all other

            inflammables we have almost totally removed the risk of.... (The

            model is smoking.  The odd flame can be seen.  Wymer looks at the

            city gents.)  Frankly, I think the central pillar may need

            strengthening.

  Client 2: Is that going to put the cost up?

 Mr. Wymer: I'm afraid so.

  Client 2: I don't know we need to worry too much about strengthening that.

            After all, these are not meant to be luxury flats.

  Client 1: Absolutely.  If we make sure the tenants are of light build and

            relatively sedentary and if the weather's on our side, I think we

            have a winner here.



 Mr. Wymer: Thank you.  (The model explodes.)

  Client 2: I quite agree.

 Mr. Wymer: Well, thank you both very much. (They all shake hands, giving the

            secret Mason's handshake.) Cut to Mr. Wiggin watching at the

            window.

Mr. Wiggin: (turning to camera) It opens doors, I'm telling you.



           Title: The Banter Sketch                                   

            From: Monty Python's Flying Circus

  Transcribed By: Jonathan Partington ( JRP1@PHX.CAM.AC.UK )

(Scene: a wartime RAF station)

 

Jones: Morning, Squadron Leader.

Idle:  What-ho, Squiffy.

Jones: How was it?

Idle:  Top-hole.  Bally Jerry, pranged his kite right in the how's-your-father;

       hairy blighter, dicky-birded, feathered back on his sammy, took a waspy,

       flipped over on his Betty Harpers and caught his can in the Bertie.

Jones: Er, I'm afraid I don't quite follow you, Squadron Leader.

Idle:  It's perfectly ordinary banter, Squiffy.  Bally Jerry, pranged his kite

       right in the how's-your-father; hairy blighter, dicky-birded, feathered

       back on his sammy, took a waspy, flipped over on his Betty Harpers and

       caught his can in the Bertie.

Jones: No, I'm just not understanding banter at all well today.  Give us it

       slower.

Idle:  Banter's not the same if you say it slower, Squiffy.

Jones: Hold on then -- Wingco!  -- just bend an ear to the Squadron Leader's

       banter for a sec, would you?

Chapman: Can do.

Jones:   Jolly good. Fire away.

Idle:    Bally Jerry... (he goes through it all again)

Chapman: No, I don't understand that banter at all.

Idle:    Something up with my banter, chaps?

 

GRAMS: AIR RAID SIRENS

(Enter Palin, out of breath)

 

Palin:  Bunch of monkeys on the ceiling, sir!  Grab your egg-and-fours and



        let's get the bacon delivered!

Chapman (to Idle): Do *you* understand that?

Idle:    No -- I didn't get a word of it.

Chapman: Sorry, old man, we don't understand your banter.

Palin:   You know -- bally tenpenny ones dropping in the custard!

(no reaction)

Palin:   Um -- Charlie choppers chucking a handful!

Chapman: No no -- sorry.

Jones:   Say it slower, old chap.

Palin:   Slower *banter*, sir?

Chapman: Ra-ther.

Palin:   Um -- sausage squad up the blue end?

Idle:    No, still don't get it.

Palin:   Um -- cabbage crates coming over the briny?

The others: No, no.

 

(Film of air-raid)

 

Idle (voice-over):  But by then it was too late.  The first cabbage crates hit

London on July the 7th.  That was just the beginning.

 

(Chapman seen sitting at desk, on telephone)

 

Chapman: Five shillings a dozen?  That's ordinary cabbages, is it?  And what

         about the bombs?...  Good Lord, they _are_ expensive.



           Title: Bicycle Repair Man Sketch

            From: unknown

  Transcribed By: unknown

       Edited By: Adam Fogg <borg@agate.net>

Voiceover: This man is no ordinary man. This is Mr. H G Superman. To all

appearances, he looks like any other law-abiding citizen. But Mr F G

Superman has a secret identity. When trouble strikes at any time, at

any place, he is ready to become... BICICLE REPAIR MAN!

Boy: Hey, there's a bicycle broken, up the road.

Bicycle Repair Man: <Hmmmmm. This sounds like a job for... Bicycle Repair Man.

                    But how to change without revealig my secret identity?>

Superman 1: If only Bicycle Repair Man were here!

Bicycle Repair Man: Yes, wait, I think I know where I can find him.

                    Look over there!

Caption: FLASH!

Supermen 1-3: BRM, but how?

Superman 1: Oh look... is it a stockbroker?

Superman 2: Is it a quantity Surveyor?

Superman 3: Is it a church warden?

Supermen 1-3: NO! It's BRM!

Superman In Need: MY! BRM! Thank goodness you've come! Look!



Caption: Clink!

         Screw!

         Bend!

         Inflate!

         Alter Saddle!

Superman 2: Why, he's mending it with his own hands!

Superman 1: Se how he uses a spanner to tighten that nut!

Superman In Need: Oh, Oh BRM, how can I ever repay you?

Bicycle Repair Man: Oh, you don't need to guv. It's all in a days work for...

                    Bicycle Repair Man!

Supermen 1-3: Our Hero!

Voiceover: Yes! whenever bicycles are broken, or menaced by international

           communism, BRM is ready!



           Title: Buying a Bed

            From: Monty Python's Flying Circus

  Transcribed By: Jonathan Partington

       Edited By: Bret Shefter

 

Husband (Terry Jones):  Hello, my wife and I would like to buy a bed, please.

Mr Lambert (Graham Chapman): Certainly sir, I'll get someone to help you.

Wife (Carol Cleveland): Thank you.

Lambert: Mr Verity!

Mr Verity (Eric Idle): Can I help you, sir?

Husband:  Yes, we'd like a bed, a double bed, and I wondered if you'd got one

          for about fifty pounds.

Verity:   Oh no, I'm afraid not, sir.  Our cheapest bed is eight hundred

          pounds, sir.

Husband & Wife: Eight hundred pounds?

Lambert: Excuse me, sir, but before I go, I ought to have told you that Mr

         Verity does tend to exaggerate.  Every figure he gives you will be

         ten times too high.

Husband: I see.

Lambert: Otherwise he's perfectly all right.

Husband: I see. Er... your cheapest double bed then is eighty pounds?

Verity:  Eight hundred pounds, yes, sir.

Husband: I see. And how wide is it?

Verity:  It's sixty feet wide.

Husband: Yes...

Wife:    (whispers) Sixty feet!

Husband: (whispers) Six foot wide, you see.

Wife:    (whispers) Oh.

Husband: ...and the length?

Verity:  The length is ...  er ...  just a moment.  Mr Lambert, what is the

         length of the Comfidown Majorette?

Lambert: Ah. Two foot long.



Husband: Two foot long?

Verity:  Yes, remembering of course that you have to multiply everything Mr

         Lambert says by three.  It's nothing he can help, you understand.

         Otherwise he's perfectly all right.

Husband: I see, I'm sorry.

Verity:  But it does mean that when he says a bed is two foot long, it is in

         fact sixty foot long, all right?

Husband: Yes, I see.

Verity:  That's without the mattress, of course.

Husband: How much is that?

Verity:  Er, Mr Lambert will be able to tell you that.  Lambert!  Could you

         show these twenty good people the dog kennels, please?

Husband: Dog kennels? No, no, the mattresses!

Verity:  I'm sorry, you have to say 'dog kennel' to Mr Lambert, because if you

         say 'mattress' he puts a bucket* over his head.  I should have

         explained.  Otherwise he's perfectly all right.

Husband: Oh. Ah. I see.  Er, excuse me, could you show us the dog kennels,

         please, hm?

Lambert: Dog kennels?

Husband: Yes, we want to look at the dog kennels, hm.

Lambert: Ah yes, well that's the pets' department, second floor.

Husband: No, no, no, we want to see the DOG KENNELS.

Lambert  (irritated): Yes, second floor.

Husband: No, we don't want to see dog kennels, it's just that Mr Verity said

         that...

Lambert: Oh dear, what's he been telling you now?

Husband: Well, he said we should say 'dog kennels' instead of saying

         'mattresses'.

 

(Lambert puts bucket on his head)

 

Husband: Oh dear. Hello? Hello? Hello?

Verity:  (approaching) Did you say 'mattress'?



Husband: Well, yes, er...

Lambert: (muffled) I'm not coming out!

Verity:  I did *ask* you not to say 'mattress', didn't I?

Husband: But I mean, er...

Lambert: (muffled) I'm not!

Husband: Oh.

Verity:  Now I've got to get him to the fish tank and sing.

Husband: Oh.

Verity:  (sings) And did those feet, in ancient time...

Another assistant (John Cleese): (walking up, hearing the singing) Oh dear,

                                 did somebody say mattress to Mr Lambert?

Husband: Yes, I did.

(Assistant gives nasty look at Husband)

Verity:  (still singing) ...walk upon England's mountains green...

(Assistant joins in)     ...and was the Holy Lamb of God...

 

(Lambert removes bucket; Verity and Assistant immediately stop singing;

assistant leaves.)

 

Verity:  He should be all right now, but don't...you know...*don't*!

Husband: No, no.  (to Lambert) Excuse me, could we see the dog kennels please?

Lambert  (irritated): Yes, pets department, second floor.

Husband: No, no, no. Those dog kennels, like that. You see?

Lambert: Mattresses?

Husband: (relieved) Yes.

Lambert: But if you want a mattress, why not say 'mattress'?

Husband: (nervously) Ha ha, I mean...

Lambert: I mean, it's a little confusing for me when you say 'dog kennel' if

         you want a mattress.  Why not just say 'mattress'?

Husband: But you put a bucket over your head last time we said 'mattress'.

 

(Lambert puts the bucket over his head again)

 



Verity: (running on the scene again) Oh dear! (sings) And did those feet...

Assistant:  (to Husband) We *did* ask!

                  (duet) ...in ancient times,

                         walk upon England's mountains green...

 

(singing continues throughout the next few lines of dialogue)

 

Yet another assistant (Michael Palin): (running in)

                                     Did somebody say 'mattress' to Mr Lambert?

 

(Cleese points angrily towards the Husband and Wife)

 

Verity: *Twice*!

Other Assistant: (shouting throughout the store) Hey, everybody!  Somebody

                 said 'mattress' to Mr Lambert -- *twice*!

                 (joins in the singing)

 

(Organ music swells and they carry on singing)

 

Verity: It's not working, we need more!

 

(The entire Mormon Tabernacle Choir begins to sing in the background. Sounds

 of water splashing; eventually Lambert removes the bucket again and they stop

 singing)

 

Lambert: I'm sorry, can I help you?

Wife:    (brightly) We want a mattress!

 

(Lambert puts the bucket over his head again. Verity, husband and assistants

 all groan and glare accusingly at wife)

 

Wife:    But it's my only line!!!



           Title: The Man With Three Buttocks

            From: Monty Python's Flying Circus

  Transcribed By: unknown

Eric Idle:  And now for something completely different.  A man with three

            buttocks!

 

Host (John Cleese):  I have with me Mr Arthur Frampton who...  (pause)

                     Mr. Frampton, I understand that you - um - as it were...

                     (pause) Well let me put it another way.  Erm, I believe

                     that whereas most people have - er - two...  Two.

Frampton (Michael Palin): Oh, sure.

Host:     Ah well, er, Mr Frampton.  Erm, is that chair comfortable?

Frampton: Fine, yeah, fine.

Host:     Mr Frampton, er, vis a vis your... (pause) rump.

Frampton: I beg your pardon?

Host:     Your rump.

Frampton: What?

Host:     Er, your derriere.  (Whispers) Posterior.  Sit-upon.

Frampton: What's that?

Host (whispers): Your buttocks.

Frampton: Oh, me bum!

Host (hurriedly): Sshhh!  Well now, I understand that you, Mr Frampton, have

                  a...  (pause) 50% bonus in the region of what you say.

Frampton: I got three cheeks.

Host:     Yes, yes, excellent, excellent.  Well we were wondering, Mr Frampton,

          if you could see your way clear to giving us a quick...  (pause) a

          quick visual...  (long pause).  Mr Frampton, would you take your

          trousers down.

Frampton: What?  (to cameramen) 'Ere, get that away!  I'm not taking me

          trousers down on television.  What do you think I am?

Host:     Please take them down.



Frampton: No!

Host:     No, er look, er Mr Frampton.  It's quite easy for somebody just to

          come along here claiming...  that they have a bit to spare in the

          botty department.  The point is, our viewers need proof.

Frampton: I been on Persian Radio, and the Forces' Network!



           Title: Burying The Cat

            From: Monty Python's Flying Circus

  Transcribed By: Jonathan Partington

 

Mrs. Conclusion (Chapman): Hullo, Mrs. Premise.

Mrs. Premise (Cleese):     Hullo, Mrs. Conclusion.

Conclusion: Busy Day?

Premise:    Busy? I just spent four hours burying the cat.

Conclusion: *Four hours* to bury a cat?

Premise:    Yes - it wouldn't keep still.

Conclusion: Oh - it wasn't dead, then?

Premise:    No, no - but it's not at all well, so as we were going to be on the

            safe side.

Conclusion: Quite right - you don't want to come back from Sorrento to a dead

            cat.  It'd be so anticlimactic.  Yes, kill it now, that's what I

            say.  We're going to have to have our budgie put down.

Premise:    Really - is it very old?

Conclusion: No, we just don't like it.  We're going to take it to the vet

            tomorrow.

Premise:    Tell me, how do they put budgies down, then?

Conclusion: Well, it's funny you should ask that, because I've just been

            reading a great big book about how to put your budgie down, and

            apparently you can either hit them with the book, or you can shoot

            them just there, just above the beak.

Premise:    Just there?  Well, well, well.  'Course, Mrs Essence flushed hers

            down the loo.

Conclusion: No, you shouldn't do that - no, that's dangerous.  They *breed* in

            the *sewers*!

 



           Title: Interview With Sir Edward Ross

            From: Monty Python's Flying Circus

  Transcribed By: Jonathan Partington ( JRP1@PHX.CAM.AC.UK )

 

Eric Idle:  Good evening and welcome to another edition of It's the Arts.  And

            we kick off this evening with Cinema.

 

Host (John Cleese):  Good evening.  One of the most prolific film directors of

                       this age, or indeed of any age, is Sir Edward Ross, back

                       in his native country for the first time for five years

                       to open a season of his works at the National Film

                       Theatre, and we are indeed fortunate to have him with us

                       in this studio tonight.

Ross (Graham Chapman): Good evening.

Host:  Edward... you don't mind if I call you Edward?

Ross:  No, not at all.

Host:  Because it does worry some people - I don't know why - but they are a

       little sensitive so I take the precaution of asking on these occasions.

Ross:  No, that's fine.

Host:  So Edward's all right.  Splendid.  I'm sorry to have brought it up.

Ross:  No, no, please.  Edward it is.

Host:  Well thank you very much for being so helpful.  And it's more than my

       job's worth to, er...

Ross:  Yes, quite.

Host:  Makes it rather difficult to establish a rapport - put the other person

       at his ease...

Ross:  Quite.

Host:  Silly little point but it does seem to matter.  Still, er, least said

       the better.  Ted, when you first started you...  I hope you don't mind

       if I call you Ted, er, I mean as opposed to Edward?

Ross:  No, no, everyone calls me Ted.

Host:  Well of course it's shorter, isn't it.



Ross:  Yes it is.

Host:  And much less formal!

Ross:  Yes, Ted, Edward or anything!

Host:  Thank you.  Um, incidentally, do call me Tom. I don't want you bothering

       with this 'Thomas' nonsense!  Ha ha ha ha!  Now where were we?  Ah yes.

       Eddie Baby, when you first started in the...

Ross:  I'm sorry, I'm sorry, but I don't like being called "Eddie Baby".

Host:  What?

Ross:  I don't like being called "Eddie Baby".

Host:  (pause) Did I call you "Eddie Baby"?

Ross:  Yes, you did!  Now if you could get on with the interview...

Host:  I don't think I did call you "Eddie Baby".

Ross:  You did!

Host:  Did I call him "Eddie Baby"?

 

(Audience murmurs of 'yes' etc.)

 

Host:  I didn't really call you "Eddie Baby", did I, sweetie?

Ross:  Don't call me "sweetie"!

Host:  Can I call you "sugar plum"?

Ross:  No.

Host:  "Pussycat"?

Ross:  No!

Host:  "Angel drawers"?

Ross:  No you may not!  Get on with it!

Host:  Can I call you "Frank"?

Ross (suspiciously):  Why "Frank"?

Host:  It's a nice name.  Richard Nixon's got a hedgehog called Frank.

Ross:  What IS going on?

Host:  Now Frank -- Fran -- Frannie -- little Frannie-pooh...

Ross:  No. I'm leaving.  I'm off.  I'm going.  I've never...  (exits)

Host (loudly):  Tell us about your latest film, Sir Edward.

Ross (nearly offstage):  What?



Host:  Tell us about your latest film, Sir Edward, if you'd be so very kind.

Ross:  None of this "Pussycat" nonsense?

Host:  Promise.  (Pats seat next to him.)  Please, Sir Edward.

Ross:  My latest film?

Host:  Yes, Sir Edward.

Ross:  Well the idea, funnily enough, is based on an idea I had when I first

       joined the industry in 1919.  Of course, in those days I was only the

       tea boy and...

Host:  Oh shut up!

 



           Title: The Cycling Sketch

            From: Monty Python's Flying Circus (Episode 10)

  Transcribed By: Jonathan Partington

 

                    MONTY PYTHON'S FLYING CIRCUS

 

                            EPISODE 10

 

                     Written and performed by

 

                JOHN CLEESE, MICHAEL PALIN, TERRY JONES,

                ERIC IDLE, GRAHAM CHAPMAN, TERRY GILLIAM

 

THURSDAY, 4TH MAY, 1972

 

(The green, lush Devon countryside.  Theme music.  There are trees in the

background perhaps and the camera is tracking along the hedgerow along a road.

 

We see a head whizzing along, sometimes just above the hedgerow and sometimes

bobbing down out of sight....  occasionally for long periods.

 

Title:                  THE CYCLING TOUR

 

Mr. Pither, the cyclist, bobs up and down a few more times, then disappears

from sight.  There is a crash and clang of a bicycle in collision, mixed with

the scream of a frightened hen, and stifled shout of alarm.  We are still in

long shot and see nothing.  The music stops abruptly on the crash.)

 

Pither (Voice Over):  August 18th.  Fell off near Bovey Tracey.  The pump

caught in my trouser leg, and my sandwiches were badly crushed.

 

(Cut to interior of a transport cafe.  A rather surly proprietor with fag in

mouth is operating an Espresso coffee machine.  Pither, a fussy bespectacled



little man, in sweater, trousers, is leaning over the counter, talking

chattily).

 

Pither: The pump caught in my trouser leg, and my sandwiches were badly

        crushed.

Prop:   35p.  (He goes back to working the machine).

Pither: These sandwiches, however, were an excellent substitute.

 

(Enormous lorry driver comes up to counter)

Driver: Give us ten woods, Barney.

Pither: Hello!

 

(Lorry driver looks at him without interest, goes off with his cigarettes)

 

Pither: It's funny how one can go through life, as I have, disliking bananas

        and being indifferent to cheese, and then be able to eat, and enjoy, a

        banana and cheese sandwich like that.

Prop:   35p please.  (A juke box starts up in the background)

Pither: Ah! I have only a 50. Do you have change?

Prop. (with heavy sarcasm): Well I'll have a look, but I may have to ring the

        bank.

Pither: I'm most awfully sorry.

 

(Prop gives him change)

 

Prop:  15p.

Pither: Oh, that was lucky. Well, all the very best.

        (Pither proffers his hand.  Prop. ignores it)

        Thank you for the excellent banana and cheese sandwich.

 

(He exits busily.  Prop.  looks after him, shakes his head, and absent-mindedly

opens a sandwich and flicks ash in, and closes it up again.)

 



(Cut to hedgerows.  Theme music.  Pither's head bobbing up and down.  At the

same point in the music....  it disappears and there is a crash mingled with

grunting of pig.)

 

Pither (V.O.): August 23rd. Fell off near Budleigh Salterton.

 

(Cut to a woman gardening.  Behind her we see Pither's head peering over the

hedge.)

 

Pither: ...and the pump caught in my trouser leg.

 

(She carries on digging, trying to ignore him)

 

Pither:  And that's why they were damaged...(no reaction)...the eggs...you

remember...the hard-boiled eggs I was telling you about...(he comes round to

the gate and leans familiarly over the gate)...they were in a Tupperware

container, reputedly self-sealing, which fell open on contact with the

tarmacadam surface of the road.  (He looks for a reaction.  She goes on digging

very butch)...the B409...(he looks again for a glimmer of interest)...the

Dawlish road...(again no reaction) That shouldn't really happen to a

self-sealing container, should it?

 

(Lady gardener goes back into house.  Pither waits for a few moments)

 

Pither (shouting):  What do *you* keep your hard-boiled eggs in?  (No reaction)

                    I think in future I shall lash them to the handlebars with

                    adhesive tape.  That should obviate a recurrence of the

                    same problem...well I can't stop here all day...must get

                    on...I'm on a cycling tour of Cornwall.

 

(Cut to hedgerows again.  Pither's head bowling along.  Theme music.  He dips

out of sight.  Crash and a cow moos.)

 

Pither (V.O.):  Aug. 26th.  Fell off near Ottery St. Mary.  The pump caught in



my trouser leg.  Decide to wear short trousers from now on.

 

(Cut to another hedgerow.  Pither's head bowling along.  Short burst of music.

Crash.)

 

Pither (V.O.):  Fell off near Tiverton.  Perhaps a shorter pump is the answer.

 

(Cut to a tiny village high street, deserted save for an old lady.  Pither

cycles into shot, carefully parks his bike by the kerb.  He is in shorts, but

still has his bicycle clips on.  He takes them off and approaches the old

lady.)

 

Pither:   Excuse me, madam, can you tell me of a good bicycle shop in this

          village, where I could find either some means of adapting my present

          pump, or, failing that, purchase a replacement?

Old lady: There's only one shop here.

 

(She points with a shaking finger. Camera pans very slightly to

one side to reveal a shop with a huge four foot high sign:

 

"BICYCLE PUMP CENTRE. SPECIALISTS IN SHORTER BICYCLE PUMPS."

 

another sign:  "SHORT PUMPS AVAILABLE HERE"

 

another sign:  "WE SHORTEN PUMPS WHILE-U-WAIT"

 

The camera shows the shop only for a couple of seconds and pans

back to the old lady and Pither.)

 

Pither: What a stroke of luck.  Now perhaps cycling will become less

        precarious.

 

(Cut to int. of doctor's surgery. A knock on the door).



 

Doctor: Yes?

Nurse:  (sticking her head around the door):  There's a Mr. Pither to see you,

        Doctor.  His bicycle pump got caught in his sock.

Doctor: Alright, nurse, send him in.

 

(Nurse exits, Pither enters in shorts and sweater)

 

Doctor: Morning.

Pither: A very good morning to you too, Doctor

Doctor: I gather you had an accident?

Pither: Yes, my pump got...

Doctor: ...caught in your sock.

Pither: Yes, and my fruit cake was damaged on one side.

Doctor: Well...

Pither: It's got grit all over it.

Doctor: Well now, are you in pain?  (reaching round for his stethoscope and

        coming around desk)

Pither: Oh heavens no.

Doctor: Well where were you hurt?

Pither: I escaped without injury fortunately.

(Pause)

Doctor: Well what is the trouble?

Pither: Could you tell me the way to Iddesley?

Doctor: I'm a doctor, you know.

Pither: Oh yes.  Under normal circumstances I would have asked a policeman or

        a minister of the Church, but finding no one available, I thought it

        better to consult a man with some qualifications, rather than rely on

        the possibly confused testimony of a passer-by.

Doctor: Oh alright.  (He scribbles something on a piece of paper and hands it

        to Pither) Take this to a chemist.

Pither: Thank you.

 



(Ching of door.  Chemist comes out holding the paper and points up the street.

Pither thanks him and mounts his bike.

 

Cut to the hedgerows again.  Pither's head.  Theme music...reaches the point

where Pither normally falls off...his head disappears, the music cuts off...

no crash...suddenly Pither's head reappears further on and the music starts up

again)

 

Pither (V.O.): Sept 2nd. Did not fall off outside Iddesley.

 

(Cut to a small market town.  Line of cars.  Pither's head just above the roofs

of cars.  Theme music.  He suddenly disappears, the music stops and there is a

crash.)

 

Pither (V.O.): Fell off in Tavistock.

 

(Cut to a discreet corner of a Watney's pub.  Carpet and soft music.  A

middle-aged businessman and a sexy secretary who obviously want to be alone are

sitting huddled over a table.  On the other side of the table is Pither, with

half pint in front of him.)

 

Pither: My leg got caught in my trousers and that's how the bottle broke.

Girl:   Tell her today, you could ring her.

Man:    I can't. I can't.

Pither: I said you'd never guess.

Man:    16 years we've been together. I can't just ring her up.

Girl:   If you can't do it now, you never will.

Pither: Do you like Tizer?

Man (to Pither): What? No. No.

Girl:   Do you want me or not? It's your decision, James.

Pither: I suppose it is still available in this area?

Girl:   Do you want me or not, James?

Man:    What?



Pither: Tizer.

Girl:   Yes or no.

Pither: Is it still available in this area?

Man (to Pither): I don't know.

Girl:   In that case it's goodbye for ever, James.

Man:    No! I mean yes!

Pither: Oh it is?

Man (to Pither): No.

Girl:   You never *could* make up your mind.

Man:    I can.... I have....

Girl (taking off ring):  Goodbye James.  (She runs out sobbing.)

Man:    No wait, Lucille!

Pither: And does your lovely daughter like Tizer?

Man:    Lucille!

Pither: I wouldn't mind buying *her* a bottle of Tizer....  if it's available

        in this area, that is.

Man (turning on Pither): Would you like me to show you the door?

Pither: Well that's extremely thoughtful of you, but I saw it on the way in.

Man:    You stupid, interfering little rat.

Pither: Oh! The very words of the garage mechanic in Bude!

 

(The man picks Pither up by the scruff of the neck and the seat of his pants.

He carries him bodily towards the door.)

 

Pither: I had just fallen off...and my cheese tartlet had become embedded in

        the...

Man:    Damn your cheese tartlet!  And damn you, sir!

Pither:  ...dynamo hub...  which was not at that time functioning...

 

(He is thrown out.)

 

(Cut to ext.  of pub.  Pither picks himself up.  Sees girl outside sobbing.)

 



Pither: Just had a chat with your dad.

 

(Girl bursts into further tears.  Whistling cheerfully, Pither gets on his

bicycle and, happier than he has been for a long time, he cycles off down the

road and round a corner.  Sounds of car tyre screech and crash of Pither going

straight into a car.)

 

(Cut to interior of car speeding along highway.  Pither is sitting in the back

seat with his bicycle.  The driver, Mr Gulliver, is a bespectacled young man.

He talks with a professional precision.)

 

Pither:   Yes...my rubber instep caught on the rear mud-guard stanchion and...

Gulliver: Really? And what happened to your corned beef rolls?

Pither:   They were squashed out of all recog...  here just a minute.  How did

          you know about the corned beef rolls?

Gulliver: I saw them - or what remained of them - on the road.  I noticed also

          that the lemon curd tart had sustained some superficial damage.

Pither:   The curd had become...

Gulliver: Detached from the pastry base.

Pither (with some surprise): Yes.... that's absolutely right!

Gulliver: Otherwise the contents of the sandwich box were relatively unharmed,

          though I detected small particles of bitumen in the chocolate cup

          cakes.

Pither:   But they were wrapped in foil!

Gulliver: Not the hard chocolate top, I'm afraid.

Pither:   Oh dear, that's the bit I liked.

Gulliver: The ginger biscuit, the crisps and the sausage roll were unharmed.

Pither:   How do you know so much about cycling?

Gulliver: I'm making a special study of accidents involving food.

Pither:   Really?

Gulliver: Do you know that in our laboratories we have produced a cheese

          sandwich that can withstand an impact of 4,000 lbs per square inch?

Pither:   Good heavens!



Gulliver: Amazing, isn't it?  We have also developed a tomato which ejects

          itself when an accident is imminent.

Pither:   Even if it's inside am egg and tomato roll?

Gulliver: Anywhere!  Even if it's in your stomach, and it senses an accident

          it will come up your throat and out of the window.  Do you realise

          what this means?

Pither:   Safer food?

Gulliver: Exactly!  No longer will food be damaged, crushed or squashed by the

          ignorance and stupidity of the driver!  (Becoming slightly messianic)

          Whole picnics will be built to survive the most enormous forces!

          Snacks will be stronger than ever!  An ordinary pot of salad cream,

          treated in our laboratories, has been subjected to the force of a

          9,000 lb steam hammer every day for the last 6 years.  And has it

          broken?

Pither:   Er....

Gulliver: Yes, of course it has!  But there are other things that haven't!....

          the safety straps for sardines for instance.

 

(A tomato leaps up out of the glove compartment and hovers, then it ejects

 itself out of the car window)

 

Pither:   That tomato just ejected itself.

Gulliver: Really?

Pither:   Yes.

Gulliver (embracing Pither): It works! It works!

 

(Crash and cut to black.)

(Fade up on country road.  Pither is cycling along with Gulliver on the back of

the bicycle.  Gulliver has his head bandaged and his arm in a sling.

Occasionally strains of 'Jack in a box' by Clodagh Rogers float towards us as

Gulliver moves rhythmically.)

 

Pither (V.O.):  What a strange turn this cycling tour has taken.  Mr Gulliver



appears to have lost his memory and far from being interested in safer food is

now convinced that he is Clodagh Rogers the young girl singer.  I am taking him

for medical attention.

 

(Cut to Pither and Gulliver cycling into hospital.  Sign: "North Cornwall

District Hospital".)

 

(Cut to nurse receptionist at counter with glass window which lifts up and

down.  Above window small notice:  "Casualty Admissions".  Pither appears)

 

Pither: Good afternoon... is this the Casualty Department?

Nurse: Yes, that's right.

 

(Noise of splintering wood and crash out of view.  Pither and nurse look up.

Cut away to three benches under large 4 ft sign "Casualty".  The front bench

has collapsed in the middle and half a dozen or so patients sitting on it have

slid into a heap in the middle.  Some with scalded hands, bandages etc.  some

with bloody heads.  A negro nurse is on her way to assist.  Cut back to Pither

and nurse.)

 

Nurse: What can I do for you?

(The window comes down on her fingers, she winces sharply in pain.  She pushes

 it up again).

 

Pither: Well, I am at present on a cycling tour of the North Cornwall area

        taking in Bude and...

Nurse:  Could I have your name please?

Pither: My name is Pither.

Nurse:  Hm?

Pither: No...  P I T H E R ...  as in Brotherhood, but with PI instead of the

        BRO and no HOOD.

Nurse:  I see...

Pither: I had already visited Taunton...



 

(Terrific crash.  Cut to trolley on its side, and a bandaged patient under a

 mound of hospital instruments and a nurse standing looking down)

 

Nurse:  Sh!

Pither: ...and was cycling north in...

Nurse:  Where were you injured?

Pither: Just where the A397 Ilfracombe road meets the...

Nurse:  No - on your body...

Pither: Ah no... it's not I who was injured, it's my friend.

 

(Nurse scowls, crumples up paper...  and throws it away.  The piece of paper

hits a smallish cabinet of glass which topples forward.)

 

Nurse:  Tut... Name?

Pither: Pither.

Nurse (long sufferingly): Your *friend's* name.

Pither: Clodagh Rogers...

Nurse:  Clodagh Rogers!

Pither: Well...since about 4:30....

Nurse:  ...well I think you ought to tell Doctor Wu... Doctor!

 

(Cut to doctor on top of step ladder, unloading whisky from a crate balanced on

top of ladders into a medicine cupboard already stacked with whisky bottles.

Doctor whips round knocking off the crate of whisky.)

Doctor: What? Damn!

 

(Cut to patient in a wheelchair being pushed.  The wheelchair completely

collapses and the nurse is left holding the handles.  Quick cut to nurse as

window comes down on her fingers again.)

Nurse: Aaaaaagh!

 

(Doctor comes across to pither, limping slightly, in some pain.)



 

Doctor: Now, what's the trouble?

Pither: I am on a cycling tour of...

Nurse (nursing her fingers): He thinks he's had an accident.

Pither: Yes, I have friend who, as a result of his injuries, has become

        Clodagh Rogers.

Doctor: Don't be silly, man; people don't just become Clodagh Rogers.

Pither: So you may think, but what happened in this case was...

(There is a terrifying crash)

(Cut to doors, which are flying open, knocking over a nurse with

a tray of surgical instruments.  Gulliver comes in...)

 

Gulliver (rushing up to Pither):  No time to lose - we must make for Moscow

tonight.  (Grabs Pither and pulls him out.)

 

(The window comes down on the doctor's fingers.)

Doctor: Aaaaagh!

 

(Gulliver and Pither rush out of doors of Casualty Dept.  They slam the door.

Casualty sign drops on the heads of the people on the third bench.)

 

(Cut to camp fire at midnight in a forest clearing. By the light

of the fire, Pither is writing up his diary.)

 

Pither (V.O.):  Sept 4th.  Well I never.  We are now in the Alpes Maritimes

region of Southern France.  Clodagh seems more intent on reaching Moscow than

on rehearsing her new BBC1 series with Buddy Rich and the Younger Generation.

 

(Gulliver enters the scene.  His head is still bandaged but he has a goatee

beard.)

 

Pither:   Hallo!

Gulliver: We cannot stay here.  We must leave immediately.  There is a ship at

          Marseilles.



Pither:   I did enjoy your song for Europe, Clodagh.

Gulliver: I have seen an agent in the town. My life is in danger.

Pither:   Danger, Clodagh?

Gulliver: Stalin has always hated me.

Pither:   No one hates you, Clodagh.

Gulliver: I will not let myself fall into the hands of these scum.

Pither:   I suggest you have a little lie down, my dear.  There is a busy day

          of concerts and promotional visits tomorrow.

Gulliver: I. One of the founders of the greatest nation on earth.  I!  Who

          Lenin called his greatest friend.

 

(From the darkness we hear French voices.)

 

M. Brun: Taissez-vous. Taissez-vous.

 

Pither:   Oh dear.

Gulliver: I!  who have fought and suffered that our people should live.

 

(Pair of middle class froggies in their prix-unis pyjamas appear.)

 

M. Brun:   Taissez-vous.  Qu'est-ce que le bruit?  C'est impossible.

Pither:    Er... my name is Pither.

M. Brun:   Oh... you are English?

Pither:    Er yes.  I'm on a cycling tour of North Cornwall, taking in Bude.

Gulliver:  I will not be defeated.  I will return to my land and continue the

           fight against this new tyranny.

Pither:    This is Clodagh Rogers, the Irish-born girl singer.

Mme. Brun: Mais oui (sings) Jack-in-a-box, I know whenever love knocks (M.

           Brun joins in) Eh!!  Genevieve, Gerard.  C'est Clodagh Rogers la

           chanteuse Anglaise.

 

(Happy shouts from off as two small froggies in their teens appear in pyjamas

with autograph books and run up to Gulliver.  Gen. offers her book to



Gulliver.)

 

Gulliver: They will never silence me. They will nev...

Gen.:     Excusez-moi Mam'selle Clodagh.  Ecrivez vous votre nom dans mon livre

          des celebrites.  (Gulliver takes book.)  S'il vous plait.  La,

          au-dessous de Denis Compton.  (Gulliver, having signed, hands the

          book back.)  Merci...  oh!  Maman.  Ce n'est pas la belle Clodagh.

Mme. B.:  Quoi?

Gen.:     C'est Trotsky le revolutionaire.

M. B.:    Trotsky!

Mme. B.:  Trotsky ne chante pas.

M. B.:    Un peu.

Mme. B.:  Mais pas professionalement. Tu penses de Lenin.

M. B.:    Lenin!! Quel chanteur: 'If I ruled the world'.

 

(Cut to stock shot of famous Lenin-addressing-the-crowd scene doctored so that

we can dub the words 'Every day would be the first day of spring' onto it.)

(Cut back to clearing as before.)

 

Gulliver: Lenin.  My friend.  I come.  (He dashes off into the forest

          possessed.)

Pither (aux Bruns): Oh excuse me, she's not very well you know, pressure of

                    work, laryngitis...  (He gets on his bike and pedals off

                    hurriedly after Gulliver into the forest.)

M. Brun (still reminiscing):  Et Kerensky avec le 'Little White Bull'.

Mme. Brun: Formidable.

 

(Cut to a few quick shots of Gulliver dashing through the trees and then of

Pither making much slower progress due to his bike.)

 

(Cut to a shot possibly of two frogs in a signal box, but probably a mundane

setting and it's not worth wasting too much time on, of Gulliver passing within

sight of the two aforesaid frogs, F1 and F2.)



 

F1 (seeing Gulliver): Maurice!  Regardez!  C'est la chanteuse Anglaise Clodagh

                      Rogers.

F2:  Ah mais oui!  (sings) Jacques dans la boite (he switches on a nearby horn

gramophone and the song is heard throughout the forest)

 

(Cut to Russian street.  Pither cycles along with Gulliver, looking like

 Trotsky, on the back.)

 

Pither (V.O.):  After several days I succeeded in tracking down my friend Mr.

                Gulliver to the outskirts of Smolensk.

 

(Cut to military man in studio.  He has a large map of Europe and Russia and a

stick with which he raps at the places.)

Military man: Smolensk.  200 miles west of Minsk.  200 north of Kursk.  1500

              miles west of Omsk.

 

(Cut back to Pither.)

Pither: Thank you.

 

(They've stopped by a signpost that says:

                                           Smolensk Town Centre 1/2

                                           Tavistock 1612 m.            )

 

Pither (V.O.):  Anyway, as we were so far from home, and as Mr. Gulliver, still

believing himself to be Trotsky, was very tired from haranguing the masses all

the way from Monte Carlo,

 

(Cut to military man who thumps the map again.)

Military man:  Monte Carlo.  100 miles south of Turin.  100 west of Pisa.  500

               miles east of Bilbao.

 

(Cut back to Pither.)



Pither: Thank you. I decided to check...

Pither (V.O.): I decided to check...

Pither: No, you go on.

Pither (V.O.):  I decided to check him into a hotel while I visited the British

                Embassy to ask for help in returning to Cornwall.

 

(By the end of this speech, they are leaving the bicycle on the kerb and

entering a door with the sign "Y.M.A.C.A."  over it, looking like a Y.M.C.A.

sign.  Over this...)

 

Pither (V.O.):  And so we registered at the Smolensk Young Men's Anti-Christian

                Association.

 

(Cut to military man.)

Military man:  Y.M.C.A.  Corner of Anti-semitic street and Pogrom square.

 

Pither (by now standing at the reception desk with Gulliver):  Go away.  (To

departing desk clerk).  No not you.  A single room for my friend please.

Desk clerk: Yes, sir. Bugged or unbugged?

Gulliver (as Trotsky): I think I'd feel happier with a bugged one.

Desk Clerk: One bugged with bath.

(As Gulliver starts to sign the register, Pither starts to leave.  He says...)

Pither:  Have a nice lie down.  I'm just off to the Embassy.  (He goes.)

 

(Desk clerk looks at book.)

Desk clerk: Trotsky! My lack of God, it's Trotsky!

 

(A couple of people race in excitedly.)

 

Gulliver:  Comrades.  Socialism is not a national doctrine it...  (Fade.)

 

(Mix through to sign:  "British Consulate Smolensk" sign is on railings

outside.  Pither cycles up and parks his bike and goes in.  Imperial music.)

 



(Mix through to interior...  smoke and incense about.  A picture of the queen

is dimly visible on the back wall.  A Chinaman approaches.)

 

Pither: Excuse me. Is this the British Consulate?

Chinaman: Yes yes...  si si...  That is correctment.  Yes...  Piccadilly

          Circus, mini-skirt...  Joe Lyons.

Pither:   I wish to see the Consul, please.

Chinaman: That's right. Speakee speakee... me Blitish consul.

Pither:   Oh!  (He examines his diary.)  Are you...  Rear Admiral Dudley de

          Vere Compton Bart then?

Chinaman: No. He died.  He have heart attack and fell out of window onto

          exploding bomb, and was run over in shooting accident.  Nasty

          business.  I his susscussor...  how you say...  succsussor.

Pither:   Successor.

Chinaman: Successor yes... I his successor, Mr. Atkinson.

Pither:   Oh, I see.

Atkinson: You like have drinkee? Game bingo?

Pither:   Well.... a *drink* would be extremely pleasant.

 

(Atkinson snaps fingers. Another chink bows obsequiously.)

Atkinson: Mr. Robinson. Go and get Saki.

Robinson: Yes, Boss. (goes)

Atkinson: How is Tunbridge Wells?  How I long to see once again walls of

          Shakespeare-style theatre in Stratford-on-Avon.

Pither:   I'm a West Country man myself, Mr. Atkinson.

Atkinson: Ho yes! Arizona -- Texas -- Kit Carson Super Scout.

Pither:   No - West of England... Cornwall.

China (with difficulty): Coron... worll...

Pither:   Cornwall.

Atkinson: Coronworl...  oh yes know Coronworl very well.  Go to school there,

          Mother and Father live there, ah yes, have lots of friends there.  Go

          for weekend parties and polo playing cards and bridge in evening.  Oh

          yes belong to many clubs in Coronworld.



 

(Robinson reappears, with drink and plate of pastries.  He puts them down.)

Atkinson: Ah, Mr. Rutherford, saki and bakewells tart.

(Hands glass of Saki to Pither.)

Atkinson: Well, old chap. Buttocks up!

Pither:   Rather.  (They drink.)

Atkinson: Now then Mr... er...

Pither:   Pither.

Atkinson: Pither ah yes...  fine old English name.  My father he Pither, and

          mother she Pither...  all flends Pither...  Now we Blitish here in

          Smolensk velly intellested in playing clicket.

Pither:   Cricket?

Atkinson: No...you not speak English velly wells.  We like play *clicket* -not

           clicket - clicket...clicketty click...housey housey...Bingo.

Pither:   Oh...  Bingo...

Atkinson: Yes. Bingo.

Robinson: Bingo.

Atkinson (trying to get a grip on himself):  Bingo.

Robinson:  Bingo!  Bingo!

 

(Hammering on door.)

Chinese V.O.s: Bingo Bingo Bingo! (etc)

 

(Three Chinese throw themselves out of a cupboard and throw themselves at

Pither's feet, imploringly.)

3 Chinese: Bingo! Bingo! Bingo!

Atkinson: Contloll. Contloll selves!

Robinson: (beating floor with fist): Bingo.

Atkinson: Mr. Richardson! Contloll self!

3 Chinese (under breath): Bingo....

Atkinson: Hsai! (turns to Pither) So solly. Boys get velly excited.

Robinson  (quietly): Bingo.

China     (close into Robinson's face): Shut face. (smiles at Pither)



          Perhaps you help us join Bingo Club back in jolly old Blighty.

Pither:   Well it's not quite my line...

Atkinson: You put in good word, me and flends join really smart Bingo club in

          Coronwold...

Pither:   Well...

Atkinson: We all velly quiet...sit at back...only shout "Housey!  Housey!"

          (Obviously trying to control himself but it is too late.)

Robinson: Housey! Housey!

3 Chinese (still on floor): Housey! Housey!

Atkinson (with supreme effort of will): Contloll selves!!

(Hammering on doors and Chinese V.O.s sound of Chinese hordes from outside.)

Chinese (V.O.): Housey housey! Housey housey!

 

(Atkinson runs onto balcony.  Shot of stock film of Chinese hordes.)

Chinese hordes: Housey housey! Housey housey!

Atkinson:  Ni akawati nihi, keo t'sin feh t'sung, nihi *watai* bingo cards!

 

(There is a sudden silence from the invisible hordes below, except for slightly

shocked muttering.  Atkinson turns, and goes back inside.  Cut back to

interior.  Atkinson stalks in looking grim.)

Robinson: Nihi *watai* bingo cards?

Atkinson: Nihi *watai*!

Robinson: Ah so... (he bows and falls back obediently.)

 

(Atkinson turns to Pither.)

Atkinson: Now then, Pither Mr, which do you think better, Hackney Star Bingo or

          St. Albans Top Rank Suite?

Pither:   Well, Mr Atkinson, I was hoping that you could help me and my friend

          to get back to England as...

Robinson  (terribly quietly):  Hackney Star Bingo.  (Atkinson strikes Robinson

          hard.)

 

Pither:  I'm actually cycling to...



 

(One of the other Chinese falls to the floor.)

Chinaman on floor: Star Bingo!  (He cowers as Atkinson turns on him and

                   strikes him.)

Atkinson: Controll selves!

2 other Chinamen (with awed reverence): Top Rank Bingo...

Atkinson: Shut faces!

All:      Bingo... Top Rank... ahhhh!

(As the word Bingo starts to swell again from all those present and from the

hordes outside, Atkinson rushes around trying to silence them.)

 

Pither: Well I think I'll be off...

Atkinson: Please not go yet...  (he has grabbed Robinson by the throat.)

Robinson (breathlessly): Wimbledon Granada Bingo.

Atkinson: Shut face.  Please Mr. Bingo don't bingo yet...  I mean bingo...

          BINGO!

 

(Pither escapes as all available Simian lungs cry out.)

All: Bingo etc. etc.

Chinese hordes: Bingo!

 

(Chinese are climbing over the balcony.  Cut to stock film of Chinese hordes

rioting.)

Hordes: Bingo! Bingo! Bingo!

 

(Cut to worried Director reading script:  'I'm sorry, News, I'd like to do it,

but...')

 

(Cut to Y.W.A.C.A. Lobby.  Pither walks up to desk.)

Pither:     Is Mr Trotsky in his room please?

Desk clerk: No. He has gone to Moscow.

 

(Cut to military man.)



Military man: Moscow. 1500 miles due East of...

Desk Clerk:   Shut up!

Pither:       Moscow!

 

(Pither is suddenly surrounded by four secret policemen dressed in heavy

 trenchcoats and pork pie hats.)

 

Grip:   Come with us please.

Pither: Who're you?

Bag:    Well we're not secret police anyway.

Wallet: That's for sure.

Grip:   If anything we are ordinary Soviet systems with no particular interest

        in politics.

Bag:    None at all. Come with us.

Pither: Where are you taking me?

 

(Secret police all move to confer.)

Wallet: What do we tell him?

Grip:   Don't tell him any secrets.

Bag:    Agreed.

Grip:   Tell him anything except that we are taking him to Moscow to be present

        as an Honoured Guest when Trotsky is reunited with the Central

        Committee.

Wallet: We're taking you to a Clam Bake.

Pither: Oh a Clam Bake.  I've never been to one of them.

Grip:   Right, let's go.

Bag:    Who's giving the orders round here?

Grip:   I am. I'm senior to you.

Bag:    No, you're not.  You're a greengrocer, I'm an insurance salesman.

Grip:   Greengrocers are senior to insurance salesmen.

Wallet: Cool it. Ice cream salesmen are senior to both of you.

Bag:    You're an ice cream salesman?  I thought you were a window-dresser.

Wallet: I got promoted. Let's go.



Bag:    Taxi!

 

(Man enters dressed as a New York cabbie.)

Taxi: Yes.

Bag: Drive us to Moscow.

Taxi: I haven't got a cab.

Wallet: Why not?

Taxi: I'm in the Secret Police.

(They all snap into salute.)

 

(cut to stock film of train wheels in the night.  The siren sounds.)

 

CAPTION: PETROGRAD.

 

CAPTION: OTTOGRAD.

 

CAPTION: LEWGRAD.

 

CAPTION: LESLIEGRAD.

 

CAPTION: ETCETERAGRAD.

 

CAPTION: DUKHOVSKOKNABILEBSKOHATSK.

 

CAPTION: MOSCVA.

 

*FIRST RUSSIAN HALL SET SCENE*

 

(C.U.  Hammer and sickle flag.  Pull out to reveal the stage of a big Russian

hall.  A banner reads "U.S.S.R.  42nd annual clambake".  At one side of the

stage sits an impressive table on a dais.  At the table are very important

Russian persons.  At a bank of mikes in centre stage a general is orating.

Pither sits on one side of the stage with his bike propped up against his



chair.)

 

General: ...Dostoievye unsye tovarich Trotsky borodins (Applause)

Subtitle:  Here is the man who brought our beloved Trotsky back to us.

 

General: Beluntanks dretsky mihai ovna isky Reg Pither.

Subtitle: The friend of the Revolution - Reg Pither.

 

(Cut to stock shot of wildly cheering Russians.

Cut back to general who beckons for silence.)

General:  Shi muska di svetsana dravenka upstomivia Engleska Vantyat.

Subtitle:  And now, in order to save time, I will continue in English.

General:  And now, Comrades, let us welcome the return of the greatest leader

          of our revolution...  Lev Davidovich Trotsky!

 

(Gulliver appears looking as much like Trotsky as possible.

Pandemonium breaks out. He raises his hands for silence.)

 

Gulliver:  Comrades.  Bolsheviks.  Friends of the Revolution.  I have returned.

(Renewed cheering.)  The bloodstained shadow of Stalinist repression is past.

I bring you new light of permanent revolution (his movements are starting to

become a little camp and slinky).  Comrades, I may once have been ousted from

power, I may have been expelled from the party in 1927, I may have been

deported in 1929 but (sings)

                             I'm just an old-fashioned girl,

                             With an old-fashioned mind.

 

(Shot of Pither looking amazed, and confusion among the generals.)

Gulliver:  Comrades, I don't want to destroy in order to build, I don't want a

state founded on hate and division (sings)

                                           I want an old-fashioned house

                                           With an old-fashioned fence,

                                           And an old-fashioned millionaire.



 

(Gulliver is now totally Eartha Kitt. Cut to Pither.)

Pither (thinking): Poor Mr. Gulliver was clearly undergoing another change of

                   personality.

 

(Senior general appears beside Pither with two guards.)

General: So!  You have duped us.  You shall pay for this.  (To guards) Seize

         him.

 

(The guards seize the startled Pither and drag him away.  The senior general

strides back across the stage.)

General 2 (to boss general):  Shall I seize *him*, sir?  (indicates Gulliver)

Boss G.:  Wait, I think he's going down well.

 

(Cut to audience really enjoying it.)

General 2: He's more fun than he used to be.

Boss G. (tapping fingers): This is an old Lenin number, you know.

 

(Interior of Empty Prison Cell.  Pither is in cell writing diary.  Sign behind:

 'Condemned cell'.)

 

Pither (V.O.): April 26th.  Thrown into Russian cell.  Severely damaged my

               Mars bar.  Shall I ever see Bude Bus station again?  Shall I

               ever...

(Two guards enter)

               Oh excuse me...

(Guards grab him and lead him out of cell.)

 

(Cut to exterior film of door leading out into prison yard.  The door is thrown

open and Pither is marched over and stood against a blank wall.  There are lots

of small holes in the wall, if Roger has time to drill them (!))

 

Pither (V.O.):  What a pleasant exercise yard.  How friendly they were all

being.



 

Officer: Cigarette?

Pither: No thank you I don't smoke.

 

(Cut to shot from behind Pither, including his back to see him facing a line of

uniformed men with guns, obviously a firing squad.  At that moment a regular

slow measured drum beat starts, like the cliche.)

 

Pither (V.O.):  After a few minutes I perceived a line of gentlemen with

rifles.  They were looking in my direction...

 

(Cut to Pither against the wall, looking behind him.)

Pither (V.O.): I looked around but could not see the target.

 

Officer: Blindfold?

Pither (very cheerful): No thank you.

Officer (stepping clear): Slowotny.

(Firing squad snaps to attention.)

Officer: Gridenwa. (Clicking of bolts.)

 

(Cut to shot of firing squad and the officer, his front is to the camera.)

 

Officer: Verschnitzen.

 

(They raise their rifles pointing in the direction of Pither, who is in shot..

The drum starts to roll.  Officer raises his arm.  We hear running footsteps

approaching, and shouting Russian.  Officer waits.  A Russian soldier runs in

waving a telegram.  he runs up and hands it to the officer.)

 

Officer (opens it and reads):  It's from the Kremlin, the Central Committee!

                               It says "Carry on with the execution".

Officer: Verschnitzen! (They raise their rifles.)

Pither (V.O.): Now I was really for it.



 

(Cut to shot of officer with his hand raised, the same shot as before, only

without Pither in shot.  Drum rolls again.  He brings his sword down, (we need

a sword); volley of shots from the firing squad.  Officer is looking in

Pither's direction.  Long pause.)

 

Officer (turning to squad): How could you miss?

Soldier: He moved.

Officer:  Shut up!  Go and practise.  (To Pither) I'm so sorry.  Do you mind

waiting in your cell?

 

(Pither is flung back in his cell by guards.  The door is slammed.)

Pither (V.O.):  What a stroke of luck.  My Crunchie was totally intact.  I

                settled down to a quick intermeal snack...

 

(Fade down. Fade up.)

(Pither has just finished his Crunchie.)

Officer (outside door): Aha! Gut!

 

(The guards race in and take him out.  The door left open.  We hear shouted

instructions.  Drum roll then stop.  Then a volley of shots.  Pause.  Sound of

feet coming back.

 

Pither is thrown into the cell, followed by the officer.)

 

Officer:  Next time.  Definitely!  (To guard as he leaves) Now then, how many

          of them are injured?  Oh God...

 

(Close on Pither.  Outside we hear odd shots and muffled curses from officer.)

 

Pither (V.O.):  As I lay dwon to the sound of the Russian gentlemen practising

their shooting, I realised I was in a bit of a pickle.  My heart sank as I

realised I should never see the Okehampton by-pass again...  (he lies down)

 



(...we close on his sleeping face then we ripple and mix through to film of his

sleeping face, waking up, shaking himself in disbelief at finding himself in a

beautiful garden, with the sun shining, the birds singing, he is in a deck

chair, and his mother having poured him a jug of iced fruit juice, is gently

nudging Pither to wake him.)

 

Mother: Wake up dear, wake up.

Pither: Mother!

Mother: Come on dear.

Pither: So, it was all a dream.

Mother:  No, no dear, *this* is the dream, you're still in the cell.

(Quick ripple to him waking up in cell.)

 

Pither: What a disappointment.

 

(The guards race in and take him out.  The door left open.  We hear shouted

instructions.  Drum roll then stop.  Then a volley of shots.  Pause.

(Music?)  Pither is thrown back into the cell followed by the officer.)

 

Officer:  Next time.  Definitely!  (To guard as he leaves) Now then, how many

of them are injured?  Oh god...

 

(Close up on Pither.)

(Officer enters.)

Officer: O.K.  We're going to have another try.  I think we've got it now.  My

         boys have all been looking down the wrong bit, see.

Pither:  No, no, they want to look down this bit.

Officer: Oh I thought it was that bit.

Pither:  No no this bit, otherwise you won't hit anything.

Officer: Alright, we'll give it a whirl. Seize him guards.

(They take him out.)

 

Officers (V.O.):  Here, come here.  You've got to look down this bit.



 

(We zoom into and mix through the poster on the wall, and the large name of

Eartha Kitt.)

(Mix through to stock film of the Kremlin.  We dub over laughter and applause.

Cheerful band sting.  Mix through to stage where someone dressed as Marshall

Bulganin is standing with a little real ventriloquist's dummy.  He gets up and

takes his bow, walks off as the curtain swings down.  Lots of applause and

atmosphere.  Terrible Russian compere comes on from the wings smiling and

applauding.)

 

Compere:  Osledi Osledi.  (He tells quick joke in Russian, and roars with

laughter, laughter from audience.)  (Holds up his hands, and then becomes very

sincere, saying obviously deeply moving, wonderful things about the next guest.

He finally introduces...)

 

Compere: Eartha Kitt!

 

(He backs off.  The opening bars of "Let's do it" on (RCA Ints.  10 30 Eartha

Kitt, C'est si bon") are played.  Gulliver dressed as Eartha Kitt slinks onto

the stage, the music stops.  He speaks like...)

 

Heath:  We in the Conservative party believe strongly in the virtues of

allowing the People of Britain to get on with the business of running their

affairs, of running their own lives, indeed of standing on their own two feet

without constant interference from the Government.

 

(Slight consternation from the audience.)

 

Voices say:  "Niet Eartha Kitt" "Es Edward Heath" "Who?"  "Der Premier Poofski

             dos Britannia" etc.  "Ah, Edward Heath, capitalist pig".

Gulliver (as Heath):  We shall not shirk our responsibilities, nor desert our

                      principles.

 



(Cut to audience.)

Russian: It's Clodagh Rogers.

Other Russian: No, it's Edward Heath.

Another Russian: Sing "Old fashioned girl".

Gulliver:  ...We shall remain united, in our determination...

Russians are shouting:  Sing Old Fashioned girl.  Old Fashioned girl.  Old

                        Fashioned girl.

 

(The first fruit starts being thrown. It spatters around Heath.)

Gulliver:  Furthermore I cannot reiterate too often our determination to

           take responsibility for our own actions.

(He dashes off, comes back with large shield, with his arm through, he holds it

in front of him and on it there is a large picture of the face and shoulders of

Reginald Maudling (deceased).)

Gulliver: ...I'm very fond of Tchaikowsky.

 

(The fruit is now so thick, that it is impossible for him to continue.  At this

moment a piece of fruit thrown from the audience hits him in the head (possibly

an arty shot in slow motion).  The word 'Tchaikowsky' echoes around as we hold

a close shot of him, indicating that he is reverting to being really Gulliver

again.  He looks at a piece of fruit in his hand that has landed on him.)

 

Gulliver (in original voice as used in car):  Well that turnip's certainly not

safe.  (He looks up and becomes more aware of his surroundings.)  Good heavens.

What's going on?  Mr Pither, Mr Pither!?

 

(At this point it is becoming precarious on stage -- some Russians are coming

across the footlights and the shouting is very angry -- so he turns tail and

runs off the stage).

 

(Cut to outside stage door.)

(Gulliver comes running out of the stage door past a big poster saying 'Next

week Clodagh Rogers with the Goodies', and runs down street closely pursued by



angry Russians.

 

There now follows a chase sequence which should be as dramatic as possible.

Lots of close shots of Gulliver looking frightened as he runs for his life

shouting 'Pither'.  Close shots of Russians pursuing thin lipped and avenging,

some secret police, no longer comic, driving after Gulliver.  Latterly they

fire at him.  Gulliver, exhausted, finally turns into a cul-de-sac and stops,

realising that there is no escape.  He shouts desperately one last time

'Pither', 'Mr Pither'.  From over the wall of the cul-de-sac comes an answering

shout.)

 

Pither: Yes.

(Gulliver hears it, reacts and in the nick of time leaps onto a car and up and

over the wall as his pursuers turn into the street.  Low angle shot from other

side of wall of Gulliver dropping over it.  He lands.)

 

Pither:   Gulliver.

Gulliver: Pither! What a stroke of luck.

Pither:   Well yes and no. (He indicates with his head.)

 

(Cut to show that both of them are standing in front of a firing squad.  The

officer is heard as before.)

 

Officer: Squad! Fix bayonets!

 

(With a terrifying clank the bayonets are fixed.  Gulliver and Pither cower,

terror on their faces.)

Officer: Squad! Charge!

 

(The squad charge towards Pither and Gulliver screaming horribly.

When they are about two feet from them (!)...)

(Cut to Black.)

 

 



CAPTION --- SCENE MISSING

 

(Cut to Cornish country lane.  A road sign says 'Tavistock 12 miles'.  Pither

stands beneath with Gulliver and his bicycle.)

Pither:   Phew, what an amazing escape.

Gulliver: Quite agree.

Pither:   Well goodbye, Reginald.

Gulliver: Goodbye... George.

 

(They shake hands, Gulliver strides off.  Pither mounts his bike and rides off

into the sunset.  Music swells.)



           Title: Dennis Moore

            From: Monty Python's Flying Circus

  Transcribed By: unknown

England, 1747

 

(Sounds of a coach and horses, galloping)

 

Cleese:  Stand and deliver!

Chapman: Not on your life (SHOT) ... aagh!

 

(Girl screams)

 

Cl: Let that be a warning to you all.  You move at your peril, for I have two

    pistols here.  I know one of them isn't loaded any more, but the other one

    is, so that's one of you dead for sure...or just about for sure anyway.  It

    certainly wouldn't be worth your while risking it because I'm a very good

    shot.  I practise every day...well, not absolutely every day, but most days

    in the week.  I expect I must practise, oh, at least four or five times a

    week...or more, really, but some weekends, like last weekend, there really

    wasn't the time, so that brings the average down a bit.  I should say it's

    a solid four days' practice a week...At least...I mean...I reckon I could

    hit that tree over there.  Er...the one just behind that hillock.  The

    little hillock, not the big one on the...you see the three trees over

    there?  Well, the one furthest away on the right...  (fade)

 

(Fade up again)

 

Cl:  What's the...  the one like that with the leaves that are sort of

     regularly veined and the veins go right out with a sort of um...

Girl: Serrated?

Cl: Serrated edges.

Id: A willow!



Cl: Yes.

Id: That's nothing like a willow.

Cl: Well it doesn't matter, anyway.  I can hit it seven times out of ten,

    that's the point.

Id: Never a willow.

Cl: Shut up!  It's a hold-up, not a Botany lesson.  Now, no false moves

    please.  I want you to hand over all the lupins you've got.

Jones: Lupins?

Cl: Yes, lupins. Come on, come on.

Id: What do you mean, lupins?

Cl: Don't try to play for time.

Id: I'm not, but... the *flower* lupin?

Cl: Yes, that's right.

Jo: Well we haven't got any lupins.

Girl: Honestly.

Cl:  Look, my friends.  I happen to know that this is the Lupin Express.

Jo: Damn!

Girl: Oh, here you are.

Cl: In a bunch, in a bunch!

Jo: Sorry.

Cl: Come on, Concorde! (Gallops off)

Chorus (sings):

 Dennis Moore, Dennis Moore, galloping through the sward,

 Dennis Moore, Dennis Moore, and his horse Concorde.

 He steals from the rich, he gives to the poor,

 Mr Moore, Mr Moore, Mr Moore.



           Title: The Hairdressers' Ascent up Mount Everest

            From: Monty Python's Flying Circus

  Transcribed By: Betty McLaughlin ( IO60147@MAINE.BITNET )

(Begins with a picture of the sun rising over two mountain peaks)

 

Announcer (Graham Chapman): Mount Everest.  Forbidding, aloof, terrifying.

                            The mountain with the biggest tits in the world.

 

(Gong crashes, a disgusted voice interrupts)

Voice Over: Start again!

(A hideous clown in green plaid shirt, 14-inch wide blue polka-dotted bow tie,

 red curly wig, false teeth and an ugly mask steps in front of the picture of

 the mountain for a second and waves.)

 

Announcer: Mount Everest.  Forbidding, aloof, terrifying.  This year, this

           remote Himalayan mountain, this mystical temple, surrounded by the

           most difficult terrain in the world, repulsed yet another attempt to

           conquer it.  (Picture changes to wind-swept, snowy tents and people)

           This time, by the International Hairdresser's Expedition.  In such

           freezing, adverse conditions, man comes very close to breaking

           point.  What was the real cause of the disharmony which destroyed

           their chances at success?

 

(Hairdresser #1 is a snowy, bundled up climber with a very gay voice.

 Hairdressers #2 and #3 are even more gay and windswept.)

 

Hairdresser #1:  Well, people keep taking your hairdryer on every turn.

 

Hairdresser #2:  There's a lot of bitching in the tents.

 

Hairdresser #3:  You couldn't get near the mirror.

 



(Cut to the announcer, a stuffy looking older man, delicately trimming

 millimeters off the leaves of cabbages growing in his country garden.)

 

Announcer:  The leader of the expedition was Colonel Sir John Cheesy-Weezy

            Butler, veteran K2, Annapurna, and Vidal.  His plan was to ignore

            the usual route around the south and to make straight for the top.

 

(next part shows a map of the mountain)

 

Cheesy-Weezy:  We established Base Salon here, and climbed quite steadily up to

               Mario's, here.  From here, using crampons and cutting ice steps

               as we went, we moved steadily up the face to the north ridge,

               establishing Camp Three, where we could get a hot meal, a

               manicure, and a shampoo and set.

Announcer:  Could it work?  Could this 18-year old hairdresser from Brixton

            succeed where others had failed?  The situation was complicated by

            the imminent arrival of the monsoon storms.  Patrice takes up the

            story.

 

(cut to Patrice (Eric Idle) in a salon, very effeminately brushing and blow-

 drying a customer's hair.)

 

Patrice:  Well, we knew as well as anyone that the monsoons were due.  But the

          thing was, Ricky and I had just had a blow dry and rinse, and we

          couldn't go out for a couple of days.

 

(Picture of mountaineers climbing down mountain)

 

Announcer:  After a blazing row, the Germans and Italians had turned back,

            taking with them the last of the hairnets.  On the third day, a

            blizzard blew up.  Temperatures fell to minus 30 degrees

            centigrade.  Inside the little tent, things were getting desperate.

 



(Ricky (Michael Palin) and John Cleese are crowded inside a little tent,

 sporting beards, hairnets, and curlers.  They sit beneath stationary

 hairdryers.  Cleese is reading, Ricky is buffing his nails.)

 

Ricky:  Well, things have gotten so bad that we've been forced to use the last

        of the heavy oxygen equipment just to keep the dryers going.  (A woman

        hands him a cup of tea.)  Oh, she's a treasure.

 

Cleese: Shhh!

 

(another mountain climbing scene)

 

Announcer:  But a new factor had entered the race.  A team of French

            chiropodists, working with brand new corn plasters and Dr. Scholl's

            Mountaineering Sandals, were close behind.  The Glasgow Orpheus

            male voice choir were tackling the difficult north part.  All

            together, fourteen expeditions were at the scene.  This was it.

            Ricky had to make a decision.

 

(back to Patrice at his salon)

 

Patrice:   Well, we decided to open a salon.

Announcer: It was a tremendous success.

 

(the following is accompanied by pictures of great mountaineering

 heros upon whom are pasted elaborate Marie Antoinette style hairdos)

 

Announcer: Challenging Everest?  Why not drop in at Ricky Pule's, only 2400

           feet from this cinema.  (A huge pink neon sign reading 'Ricky's'

           appears on the mountain.)  Ricky and Maurice offer a variety of

           styles for the well-groomed climber.  Why should Tensing and Sir

           Edmond Hillary be number one on top, when you're number one on top?

 



           Title: Self-defense Against Fresh Fruit

            From: Monty Python's Flying Circus

  Transcribed By: Jonathan Partington ( JRP1@PHX.CAM.AC.UK )

Colonel (Graham Chapman): get some discipline into those chaps, Sergeant

                          Major!

Sargeant (John Cleese, shouting throughout): Right sir! Good evening, class.

All (mumbling): Good evening.

Sargeant: Where's all the others, then?

All:  They're not here.

Sgt.: I can see that. What's the matter with them?

All:  Dunno.

Chapman (member of class): Perhaps they've got 'flu.

Sgt.:  Huh!  'Flu, eh?  They should eat more fresh fruit.  Ha. Right.  Now,

       self-defence.  Tonight I shall be carrying on from where we got to last

       week when I was showing you how to defend yourselves against anyone who

       attacks you with armed with a piece of fresh fruit.

(Grumbles from all)

Palin: Oh, you promised you wouldn't do fruit this week.

Sgt.:  What do you mean?

Jones: We've done fruit the last nine weeks.

Sgt.:  What's wrong with fruit? You think you know it all, eh?

Palin: Can't we do something else?

Idle (Welsh): Like someone who attacks you with a pointed stick?

Sgt.:  Pointed stick?  Oh, oh, oh.  We want to learn how to defend ourselves

       against pointed sticks, do we?  Getting all high and mighty, eh?  Fresh

       fruit not good enough for you eh?  Well I'll tell you something my lad.

       When you're walking home tonight and some great homicidal maniac comes

       after you with a bunch of loganberries, don't come crying to me!  Now,

       the passion fruit.  When your assailant lunges at you with a passion

       fruit...

All:  We done the passion fruit.



Sgt.: What?

Chapman: We done the passion fruit.

Palin: We done oranges, apples, grapefruit...

Jones: Whole and segments.

Palin: Pomegranates, greengages...

Chapman: Grapes, passion fruit...

Palin: Lemons...

Jones: Plums...

Chapman: Mangoes in syrup...

Sgt.: How about cherries?

All:  We did them.

Sgt.: Red *and* black?

All:  Yes!

Sgt.: All right, bananas.

 

(All sigh.)

 

Sgt.:  We haven't done them, have we?  Right.  Bananas.  How to defend yourself

       against a man armed with a banana.  Now you, come at me with this

       banana.  Catch!  Now, it's quite simple to defend yourself against a man

       armed with a banana.  First of all you force him to drop the banana;

       then, second, you eat the banana, thus disarming him.  You have now

       rendered him 'elpless.

Palin: Suppose he's got a bunch.

Sgt.:  Shut up.

Idle:  Suppose he's got a pointed stick.

Sgt.:  Shut up. Right now you, Mr Apricot.

Chapman: 'Arrison.

Sgt.:  Sorry, Mr. 'Arrison.  Come at me with that banana.  Hold it like that,

       that's it.  Now attack me with it.  Come on!  Come on!  Come at me!

       Come at me then!  (Shoots him.)

Chapman: Aaagh! (dies.)

Sgt.:  Now, I eat the banana. (Does so.)



Palin: You shot him!

Jones: He's dead!

Idle:  He's completely dead!

Sgt.:  I have now eaten the banana.  The deceased, Mr Apricot, is now 'elpless.

Palin: You shot him. You shot him dead.

Sgt.:  Well, he was attacking me with a banana.

Jones: But you told him to.

Sgt.:  Look, I'm only doing me job.  I have to show you how to defend

       yourselves against fresh fruit.

Idle:  And pointed sticks.

Sgt.:  Shut up.

Palin: Suppose I'm attacked by a man with a banana and I haven't got a gun?

Sgt.:  Run for it.

Jones: You could stand and scream for help.

Sgt.:  Yeah, you try that with a pineapple down your windpipe.

Jones: A pineapple?

Sgt.:  Where? Where?

Jones: No I just said: a pineapple.

Sgt.:  Oh. Phew. I thought my number was on that one.

Jones: What, on the pineapple?

Sgt.:  Where? Where?

Jones: No, I was just repeating it.

Sgt.:  Oh. Oh. I see.  Right.  Phew.  Right that's bananas then.  Now the

       raspberry.  There we are.  'Armless looking thing, isn't it?  Now you,

       Mr Tin Peach.

Jones: Thompson.

Sgt.:  Thompson.  Come at me with that raspberry.  Come on.  Be as vicious as

       you like with it.

Jones: No.

Sgt.:  Why not?

Jones: You'll shoot me.

Sgt.:  I won't.



Jones: You shot Mr. Harrison.

Sgt.:  That was self-defence.  Now come on.  I promise I won't shoot you.

Idle:  You promised you'd tell us about pointed sticks.

Sgt.:  Shut up.  Come on, brandish that raspberry.  Come at me with it.  Give

       me Hell.

Jones: Throw the gun away.

Sgt.:  I haven't got a gun.

Jones: You have.

Sgt.:  Haven't.

Jones: You shot Mr 'Arrison with it.

Sgt.:  Oh, that gun.

Jones: Throw it away.

Sgt.:  Oh all right.  How to defend yourself against a redcurrant -- without a

       gun.

Jones: You were going to shoot me!

Sgt.:  I wasn't.

Jones: You were!

Sgt.:  No, I wasn't, I wasn't.  Come on then.  Come at me.  Come on you weed!

       You weed, do your worst!  Come on, you puny little man.  You weed...

 

       (Sgt. pulls a lever in the wall--CRASH!  a 16-ton weight falls on Jones)

 

Jones: Aaagh.

Sgt.:  If anyone ever attacks you with a raspberry, just pull the lever and the

       16-ton weight will fall on top of him.

Palin: Suppose there isn't a 16-ton weight?

Sgt.:  Well that's planning, isn't it? Forethought.

Palin: Well how many 16-ton weights are there?

Sgt.:  Look, look, look, Mr Knowall.  The 16-ton weight is just _one way_ of

       dealing with a raspberry killer.  There are millions of others!

Idle:  Like what?

Sgt.:  Shootin' him?

Palin: Well what if you haven't got a gun or a 16-ton weight?



Sgt.:  Look, look.  All right, smarty-pants.  You two, you two, come at me then

       with raspberries.  Come on, both of you, whole basket each.

Palin: No guns.

Sgt.:  No.

Palin: No 16-ton weights.

Sgt.:  No.

Idle:  No pointed sticks.

Sgt.:  Shut up.

Palin: No rocks up in the ceiling.

Sgt.:  No.

Palin: And you won't kill us.

Sgt.:  I won't.

Palin: Promise.

Sgt.:  I promise I won't kill you.  Now. Are you going to attack me?

Palin & Idle: Oh, all right.

Sgt.:  Right, now don't rush me this time.  Stalk me.  Do it properly.  Stalk

       me.  I'll turn me back.  Stalk up behind me, close behind me, then in

       with the redcurrants!  Right?  O.K.  start moving.  Now the first thing

       to do when you're being stalked by an ugly mob with redcurrants is to --

       release the tiger!

 

(He does so. Growls. Screams.)

 

Sgt.:  The great advantage of the tiger in unarmed combat is that he eats not

       only the fruit-laden foe but also the redcurrants.  Tigers however do

       not relish the peach.  The peach assailant should be attacked with a

       crocodile.  Right, now, the rest of you, where are you?  I know you're

       hiding somewhere with your damsons and prunes.  Well I'm ready for you.

       I've wired meself up to 200 tons of gelignite, and if any one of you so

       much as makes a move we'll all go up together!

       Right, right. I warned you. That's it...

 

(Explosion.)





           Title: Johann Gambolputty...

            From: Monty Python's Flying Circus

  Transcribed By: unknown

Why is it that nobody remembers the name of Johann Gambolputty... de von

Ausfern-schplenden-schlitter-crasscrenbon-fried-digger-dingle-dangle-

dongle-dungle-burstein-von-knacker-thrasher-apple-banger-horowitz-

ticolensic-grander-knotty-spelltinkle-grandlich-grumblemeyer-

spelterwasser-kurstlich-himbleeisen-bahnwagen-gutenabend-bitte-ein-

nurnburger-bratwustle-gernspurten-mitz-weimache-luber-hundsfut-

gumberaber-shonedanker-kalbsfleisch-mittler-aucher von Hautkopft of Ulm?



           Title: The Lumberjack Song
            From: Monty Python's Flying Circus
  Transcribed By: unknown

I never wanted to do this in the first place!
I...  I wanted to be... 
 
A LUMBERJACK! 
 
(piano vamp) 
 
Leaping from tree to tree!  As they float down the mighty rivers of 
British Columbia!  With my best girl by my side! 
The Larch! 
The Pine! 
The Giant Redwood tree! 
The Sequoia! 
The Little Whopping Rule Tree! 
We'd sing!  Sing!  Sing! 
 
Oh, I'm a lumberjack, and I'm okay, 
I sleep all night and I work all day. 
 
CHORUS:  He's a lumberjack, and he's okay, 
         He sleeps all night and he works all day. 
 
I cut down trees, I eat my lunch, 
I go to the lavatree. 
On Wednesdays I go shoppin' 
And have buttered scones for tea. 
 
Mounties: He cuts down trees, he eats his lunch, 
          He goes to the lavatree. 
          On Wednesdays he goes shoppin' 
          And has buttered scones for tea. 
 
CHORUS 
 
I cut down trees, I skip and jump, 
I like to press wild flowers. 
I put on women's clothing, 
And hang around in bars. 
 
Mounties: He cuts down trees, he skips and jumps, 
          He likes to press wild flowers. 
          He puts on women's clothing 
          And hangs around.... In bars??????? 
 
CHORUS 
 
I chop down trees, I wear high heels, 
Suspenders and a bra. 
I wish I'd been a girlie 
Just like my dear papa. 
 
Mounties: He cuts down trees, he wears high heels 
          Suspenders and a .... a Bra???? 
          (mounties break off song, and begin insulting lumberjack)  

    Girl: (crying) I thought you were so rugged!



           Title: The North Minehead Bye-election

            From: Monty Python's Flying Circus

  Transcribed By: unknown

 

Knock. Door opens.

 

Landlady (Terry Jones): Hello, Mr and Mrs Johnson?

Mr Johnson (Eric Idle): Yes, that's right. Yes.

Landlady: Oh, come on in. Excuse me not shaking hands, I've just been

          putting a bit of lard on the cat's boils. (Door closes)

Johnson:  Thank you.

Landlady: Oh, you must be tired.  It's a long way from Coventry, isn't it?

Johnson:  Well, we usually reckon on five and a half hours and it took us six

          hours and 53 minutes, with the 25 minute stop at Frampton Cottrell to

          stretch our legs; and we had to wait half an hour to get onto the M5

          at Droitwich.

Landlady: Really?

Johnson:  Then there was a three mile queue just before Bridgewater on the A38.

          We usually come round on the B3339, you see, just before Bridgewater.

Landlady: Yeah.  Really?

Johnson:  We decided to risk it 'cause they always say they're going to widen

          it there.  Yes, well just by the intersection there where the A372

          joins up.  There's plenty of room to widen it there, there's only

          grass verges.  They could get another six feet, knock down that

          hospital.  Then we took the coast road through Williton - we got all

          the Taunton traffic on the A358 from Crowcombe and Stogumber.

Landlady: Well you must be dying for a cup of tea.

Johnson:  Well, wouldn't say no, long as it's warm and wet.

Landlady: Well come on in the lounge, I'm just going to serve afternoon

          tea.

Johnson:  Very nice.

Landlady: Come on in, Mr and Mrs Johnson and meet Mr and Mrs Phillips.



Mr Phillips (Graham Chapman): Good afternoon.

Johnson:  Good afternoon.

Landlady: It's their third time here; we can't keep you away, can we?

          And over there is Mr Hilter.

 

(In the corner are three German generals in full Nazi uniform, poring over a

map.)

 

Hilter (Cleese with heavy German accent): Ach. Ha! Gut time, er, gut afternoon.

Landlady: Oho, planning a little excursion, eh, Mr Hilter?

Hilter:   Ja, ja, ve haff a little...  (to Palin) was ist Abweise bewegen?

Bimmler (Michael Palin, also with German accent): Hiking.

Hilter:   Ah yes, ve make a little *hike* for Bideford.

Johnson:  Ah yes.  Well, you'll want the A39.  Oh, no, you've got the wrong map

          there.  This is Stalingrad.  You want the Ilfracombe and Barnstaple

          section.

Hilter:   Ah! Stalingrad!  Ha ha ha, Heinri...Reginald, you have the wrong map

          here you silly old leg-before-vicket English person.

Bimmler:  I'm sorry mein Fuhrer, mein (cough) mein Dickie old chum.

Landlady: Oh, lucky Mr Johnson pointed that out.  You wouldn't have had much

          fun in Stalingrad, would you?  Ha ha.

 

(stony silence)

 

          I said, you wouldn't have had much fun in Stalingrad, would you?

Hilter:   Not much fun in Stalingrad, no.

Landlady: Oh I'm sorry.  I didn't introduce you.  This is Ron. Ron Vibbentrop.

Johnson:  Oh, not Von Ribbentrop, eh?

Vibbentrop (Graham Chapman, with German Accent):  Nein!  Nein!  Oh. Ha ha.

Different other chap.  I in Somerset am being born.  Von Ribbentrop is born

Gotterdammerstrasse 46, Dusseldorf Vest 8.....so they say!

Landlady: And this is the quiet one, Heinrich Bimmler.

Bimmler:  Pleased to meet you, squire.  I also am not of Minehead being born



          but I in your Peterborough Lincolnshire was given birth to.  But am

          staying in Peterborough Lincolnshire house all time during vor, due

          to jolly old running sores, and vos unable to go in the streets or to

          go visit football matches or go to Nuremburg.  Ha ha.  Am retired

          vindow cleaner and pacifist, without doing war crimes.  Oh...and am

          glad England vin Vorld Cup.  Bobby Charlton.  Martin Peters.  And

          eating I am lots of chips and fish and hole in the toads and Dundee

          cakes on Piccadilly Line, don't you know old chap, vot!  And I vos

          head of Gestapo for ten years.

(Hilter elbows him in the ribs)

 

          Ah! Five years!

 

(Hilter elbows him again, harder)

          Nein!  No!  Oh.  NOT head of Gestapo AT ALL!  I was not, I make joke!

          (laughs)

Landlady: Oh, Mr Bimmler.  You do have us on!  (Telephone rings) Oh excuse me.

          I'd better get that.

Johnson:  How long are you down here for, Mr Hilter, just the fortnight?

Hilter:   Vot you ask that for, are you a spy?  Get on against the wall,

          Britischer Pig, you are going to die!

Bimmler:    Take it easy, Dickie old chum!

Vibbentrop: He's a bit on edge, Mr Johnson, he hasn't slept since 1945.

Hilter:     Shut your cake-hole, you Nazi!

Vibbentrop: Cool it, Fuhrer cat!

Bimmler:    Ha ha, the fun we have!

Johnson:    Haven't I seen you on the television?

Hilter, Vibbentrop, Bimmler: (hastily) Nicht.  Nein.  No.

Johnson:  Simon Dee show, or was it Frosty?

Hilter, Vibbentrop, Bimmler: Nein.  No.

Landlady: Telephone, Mr Hilter.  It's Mr McGoering from the Bell and

          Compasses.  He says he's found a place where you can hire bombers by

          the hour...?



Hilter:   If he opens his big mouth again, it's Lapschig time!

Bimmler:  Shut up!  Ha ha, hire bombers!  He's a joker, that Scottish person.

Vibbentrop: Good old Norman!

Landlady (to Johnson): He's on the phone the whole time now.

Johnson:  In business, is he?

Bimmler:  Soon, baby!

Landlady: Of course it's his big day Thursday.  They've been planning it for

          months.

Johnson:  What's happening Thursday then?

Landlady: Well it's the North Minehead bye-election.  Mr Hilter's standing as

          the National Bocialist.  He's got wonderful plans for Minehead!

Johnson:  Like what?

Landlady: Well, for a start he wants to annex Poland.

Johnson:  North Minehead's Conservative, isn't it?

Landlady: Well, yes, he gets a lot of people at his rallies.

 

(Short scene cut: huge crowds outside going "Sieg Heil. Sieg Heil. Sieg Heil.")

 

Hilter:  I am not a racialist, but...and dis is a big but...the National

         Bocialist party says that das (stream of German).

Bimmler: Mr Hitler (Hilter slaps him)

         ...Hilter says historically Taunton is a part of Minehead already!

Hilter:  Und der Minehead ist nicht die letze (stream of German)...in die

         Welt!

Crowd: Sieg Heil.

 

( Cut to interviews on the street: )

 

Yokel (Jones):  Oi don't loike the sound of these 'ere Boncentration Bamps.

Woman (Idle):   Well, I gave him my baby to kiss, and he bit it in the head!

Upper class (Cleese): Well, I think he'd do a lot of good to the Stock

                      Exchange.

Gumby (Palin): I THINK HE'S GOT BEAUTIFUL LEGS!



Conservative (Chapman): (droning) Well...  well...  as the Conservative

                        candidate I just drone on and on and on and on without

                        letting anyone else get a word in edgeways, until I

                        start to froth at the mouth and fall over backwards.

                        Ooo-aaahhh.  (THUD)



           Title: The Money Programme

            From: Monty Python's Flying Circus

  Transcribed By: Betty McLaughlin ( IO60147@MAINE.BITNET )

 

 

(begins with pictures of money, bank vaults, gold, etc.  overwritten by THE

 MONEY PROGRAMME)

 

Eric Idle sits at a desk between Michael Palin and John Cleese.  He begins

quietly but becomes increasingly agitated as he speaks.

 

Idle: Good evening, and welcome to The Money Programme.  Tonight on The Money

      Programme, we're going to look at money.  Lots of it.  On film, and in

      the studio.  Some of it in nice piles, others in lovely clanky bits of

      loose change.  Some of it neatly counted into fat little hundreds,

      delicate fivers stuffed into bulging wallets, nice crisp clean checks,

      pert pieces of copper coinage thrust deep into trouser pockets, romantic

      foreign money rolling against the thigh with rough familiarity, beautiful

      wayward curlicued banknotes, filigreed copper plating cheek by jowl with

      tumbly ( ?  ) rubbing gently against the terse leather of beautifully

      balanced bank books!!

 

(He looks around in surprised realization that he's panting and screaming)

 

Idle: I'm sorry.

 

(adjusts tie, darts eyes around room)

 

Idle: But I love money.

      All money.  (growing excited again)

      I've always wanted money.

      To handle! To touch!

      The smell of the rain-washed florin!

      The lure of the lira!



      The glitter and the glory of the guinea!   (stands up )

      The romance of the ruble!   (stands on chair)

      The feel of the franc!   (stands on desk)

      The heel of the deutschmark!   (stomps foot)

      The cold antiseptic sting of the Swiss franc!

      And the sunburnt splendor of the Australian dollar! (slaps knee)

 

(sings the rest while dancing across desk; Michael and John just look at him

 blandly.)

 

I've got ninety thousand pounds in my bank account.

I've got forty thousand French francs in my fridge.

I've got lots and lots of lira,

Now the deutschmark's getting dearer,

And my dollar bill could buy the Brooklyn Bridge.

There is...

 

(enter a chorus of 5 men in women's pilgrim costumes)

 

...nothing quite as wonderful as money!

There is nothing quite as beautiful as cash!

Some people say it's folly, but I'd rather have the lolly (?),

With money you can make a splash!

 

(chorus kneels ans sings "money, money, money" through Idle's solos )

 

There is nothing quite as wonderful as money!

There is nothing quite as beautiful as cash!

Everyone must hanker for the butchness of a banker (all give Italian Salute)

It's the currency that makes the world go round!

 

(a harp is wheeled across the stage but not played)

 



You can keep your Marxist ways, for it's only just a phase...

Money, money, money makes the world go round!

 

(play money falls from above as chorus reaches a glorious crescendo)

 

Money! Money! Money! Money! Money! Money! Money! Money! Money!

 



           Title: The Money Song
            From: Monty Python's Flying Circus
  Transcribed By: Adam Fogg <borg@agate.net>

I've got ninety thousand pounds in my pajamas.
I've got forty thousand French francs in my fridge.
I've got lots and lots of lira,
Now the deutschmark's getting dearer,
And my dollar bill could buy the Brooklyn Bridge.

There is nothing quite as wonderful as money!
There is nothing quite as beautiful as cash!
Some people say it's folly, but I'd rather have the lolly,
With money you can make a smash!
 
There is nothing quite as wonderful as money!
There is nothing like a newly minted pound!
Everyone must hanker for the butchness of a banker,
It's accountancy that makes the world go round!
 
You can keep your Marxist ways, for it's only just a phase...
Money, money, money makes the world go round!!!
 
Money! Money! Money! Money! Money! Money! Money! Money! Money!!!
 



           Title: The News For Parrots

            From: Monty Python's Flying Circus

  Transcribed By: Steve ( ACS045@GMUVAX.BITNET )

Good evening.  Here is the news for Parrots:

 

No parrots were involved in an accident on the M-1 today when a Lorry carrying

High-octane fuel was in collison with a bollard. That's a BOLLARD and *NOT* a

PARROT. A spokesman for parrots said he was glad no parrots were involved.

The Minister of Technology today met the three Russian leaders to discusa

a 4 million pound airliner deal....None of them entered the cage, or swung on

the little wooden trapeze or ate any of the nice millet seed. Yum, Yum.

 

And while thats going on, here's a parliamentary report for Humans:

 In the debate, a spokesman accused the goverment of being silly and doing

 not at all good things. The member accepted this in the spirit of healthy

 criticism, but denied that he had ever been naughty with a choir boy.

 Angry shouts of 'What about the Watermelon then' were ordered then by the

 speaker to be stricken from the record and put into a brown paper bag in the

 lavvy. Any further interruptions would be cut up and distributed amongst

 the poor. For the Government, a front-bench spokesman said the Agricultural

 Tariff WOULD have to be raised. And he fancied a bit. Whats more he argued,

 this would give a large boost to farmers, him, his friends, and Miss Moist

 of Knightsbridge. From the back benches there were opposition shouts of

 'Postcards for sale' and a healthy cry of 'Who likes a sailor then' from the

 minister without portfolio. Replying, the Shadow Minister said he could no

 longer deny the rumors, but he and the Dachsund were very happy. And in any

 case he argued Rhubarb was cheap, and what was the harm in a sauna bath?

 

We're not involved.

 

The Minister of Technology met the three Russian leaders to discuss a 4 million



pound airliner deal....none of them were indigenous to Australia, carried their

young in pouches, or ate any of those yummy Eucalyptus leaves..Yum Yum. Thats

the news for wombats...now Attila the Hun.

 



           Title: The Hungarian Phrasebook Sketch

            From: Monty Python's Flying Circus

  Transcribed By: Betty McLaughlin ( IO60147@MAINE.BITNET )

Set: A tobacconist's shop.

 

Text on screen:  In 1970, the British Empire lay in ruins, and foreign

                 nationalists frequented the streets - many of them Hungarians

                 (not the streets - the foreign nationals).  Anyway, many of

                 these Hungarians went into tobacconist's shops to buy

                 cigarettes....

 

A Hungarian tourist (John Cleese) approaches the clerk (Terry Jones).  The

tourist is reading haltingly from a phrase book.

 

Hungarian: I will not buy this record, it is scratched.

Clerk: Sorry?

Hungarian  I will not buy this record, it is scratched.

Clerk: Uh, no, no, no.  This is a tobacconist's.

Hungarian: Ah! I will not buy this *tobacconist's*, it is scratched.

Clerk: No, no, no, no.  Tobacco...um...cigarettes (holds up a pack).

Hungarian: Ya!  See-gar-ets!  Ya!  Uh...My hovercraft is full of eels.

Clerk: Sorry?

Hungarian: My hovercraft (pantomimes puffing a cigarette)...is full of eels

           (pretends to strike a match).

Clerk: Ahh, matches!

Hungarian: Ya! Ya! Ya! Ya! Do you waaaaant...do you waaaaaant...to come

           back to my place, bouncy bouncy?

Clerk: Here, I don't think you're using that thing right.

Hungarian: You great poof.

Clerk: That'll be six and six, please.

Hungarian: If I said you had a beautiful body, would you hold it against me?



           I...I am no longer infected.

Clerk: Uh, may I, uh...(takes phrase book, flips through it)...Costs six and

       six...ah, here we are.  (speaks weird Hungarian-sounding words)

Hungarian punches the clerk.

 

Meanwhile, a policeman (Graham Chapman) on a quiet street cups his ear as if

hearing a cry of distress.  He sprints for many blocks and finally enters the

tobacconist's.

 

Cop: What's going on here then?

Hungarian: Ah. You have beautiful thighs.

Cop: (looks down at himself) WHAT?!?

Clerk: He hit me!

Hungarian:  Drop your panties, Sir William; I cannot wait 'til lunchtime.

            (points at clerk)

Cop: RIGHT!!! (drags Hungarian away by the arm)

Hungarian: (indignantly) My nipples explode with delight!

 

(scene switches to a courtroom.  Characters are all in powdered wigs and

 judicial robes, except publisher and cop.  Characters:

   Judge: Terry Jones

   Bailiff: Eric Idle

   Lawyer: John Cleese

   Cop: Graham (still)

   Publisher: Michael Palin )

 

Bailiff:   Call Alexander Yalt!

(voices sing out the name several times)

Judge:     Oh, shut up!

Bailiff:   (to publisher) You are Alexander Yalt?

Publisher: (in a sing-songy voice) Oh, I am.

Bailiff:   Skip the impersonations. You are Alexander Yalt?

Publisher: I am.



Bailiff:   You are hereby charged that on the 28th day of May, 1970, you did

           willfully, unlawfully, and with malice of forethought, publish an

           alleged English-Hungarian phrase book with intent to cause a breach

           of the peace.  How do you plead?

Publisher: Not guilty.

Bailiff:   You live at 46 Horton Terrace?

Publisher: I do live at 46 Horton terrace.

Bailiff:   You are the director of a publishing company?

Publisher: I am the director of a publishing company.

Bailiff:   Your company publishes phrase books?

Publisher: My company does publish phrase books.

Bailiff:   You did say 46 Horton Terrace, did you?

Publisher: Yes.

Bailiff:  (strikes a gong) Ah! Got him!

          (lawyer and cop applaud, laugh)

Judge:     Get on with it, get on with it.

Bailiff:   That's fine.  On the 28th of May, you published this phrase book.

Publisher: I did.

Bailiff:   I quote on example.  The Hungarian phrase meaning "Can you direct me

           to the station?" is translated by the English phrase, "Please fondle

           my bum."

Publisher: I wish to plead incompetence.

Cop:       (stands) Please may I ask for an adjournment, m'lord?

Judge:     An adjournment? Certainly not!

 

(the cop sits down again, emitting perhaps the longest and loudest release of

 bodily gas in the history of the universe.)

 

Judge:  Why on earth didn't you say WHY you wanted an adjournment?

Cop:    I didn't know an acceptable legal phrase, m'lord.

(cut to ancient footage of old women applauding)

Judge:  (banging + swinging gavel) If there's any more stock film of women

        applauding, I'll clear the court.





           Title: Flying Sheep

            From: Monty Python's Flying Circus

  Transcribed By: unknown

                                                      

 

(A tourist approaches a shepherd.  The sounds of sheep and the outdoors 

are heard.) 

 

Tourist: Good afternoon. 

Shephrd: Eh, 'tis that. 

Tourist: You here on holiday? 

Shephrd: Nope, I live 'ere. 

Tourist: Oh, good for you.  Uh...those ARE sheep aren't they? 

Shephrd: Yeh. 

Tourist: Hmm, thought they were.  Only, what are they doing up in the 

         trees? 

Shephrd: A fair question and one that in recent weeks 'as been much on 

         my mind.  It's my considered opinion that they're nestin'. 

Tourist: Nesting? 

Shephrd: Aye. 

Tourist: Like birds? 

Shephrd: Exactly.  It's my belief that these sheep are laborin' under 

         the misapprehension that they're birds.  Observe their be'avior. 

         Take for a start the sheeps' tendency to 'op about the field 

         on their 'ind legs.  Now witness their attmpts to fly from 

         tree to tree.  Notice that they do not so much fly as...plummet. 

 

<Baaa baaa... flap flap flap ... whoosh ... thud.> 

 

Tourist: Yes, but why do they think they're birds? 

Shephrd: Another fair question.  One thing is for sure, the sheep is not 

         a creature of the air.  They have enormous difficulty in the 

         comparatively simple act of perchin'. 



<Baaa baaa... flap flap flap ... whoosh ... thud.> 

         Trouble is, sheep are very dim.  Once they get an idea in their 

         'eads, there's no shiftin' it. 

Tourist: But where did they get the idea? 

Shephrd: From Harold.  He's that most dangerous of creatures, a clever 

         sheep.  'e's realized that a sheep's life consists of standin' 

         around for a few months and then bein' eaten.  And that's a 

         depressing prospect for an ambitious sheep. 

Tourist: Well why don't just remove Harold? 

Shephrd: Because of the enormous commercial possibilities if 'e succeeds. 



           Title: The Pet Shop

            From: And Now For Something Completely Different

  Transcribed By: Bret Shefter ( SHEBREB@YALEVM.BITNET ) 

       Edited By: Adam Fogg <borg@agate.net>

 

 

A customer enters a pet shop.

 

Customer: 'Ello, I wish to register a complaint.

 

(The owner does not respond.)

 

C: 'Ello, Miss?

Owner: What do you mean "miss"?

C: <pause> I'm sorry, I have a cold.  I wish to make a complaint!

O: We're closin' for lunch.

C: Never mind that, my lad.  I wish to complain about this parrot what I

   purchased not half an hour ago from this very boutique.

O: Oh yes, the, uh, the Norwegian Blue...What's,uh...What's wrong with it?

C: I'll tell you what's wrong with it, my lad. 'E's dead, that's what's

   wrong with it!

O: No, no, 'e's uh,...he's resting.

C: Look, matey, I know a dead parrot when I see one, and I'm looking

   at one right now.

O: No no he's not dead, he's, he's restin'!  Remarkable bird, the Norwegian

   Blue, idn'it, ay?  Beautiful plumage!

C: The plumage don't enter into it.  It's stone dead.

O: Nononono, no, no!  'E's resting!

C: All right then, if he's restin', I'll wake him up!

   (shouting at the cage)

   'Ello, Mister Polly Parrot!  I've got a lovely fresh cuttle fish for you if

   you show...(owner hits the cage)

O: There, he moved!



C: No, he didn't, that was you hitting the cage!

O: I never!!

C: Yes, you did!

O: I never, never did anything...

C: (yelling and hitting the cage repeatedly) 'ELLO POLLY!!!!!

   Testing! Testing!  Testing!  Testing!  This is your nine o'clock alarm call!

 

(Takes parrot out of the cage and thumps its head on the counter.  Throws it up

in the air and watches it plummet to the floor.)

 

C: Now that's what I call a dead parrot.

O: No, no.....No, 'e's stunned!

C: STUNNED?!?

O: Yeah!  You stunned him, just as he was wakin' up!  Norwegian Blues

   stun easily, major.

C: Um...now look...now look, mate, I've definitely 'ad enough of this.

   That parrot is definitely deceased, and when I purchased it not 'alf an hour

   ago, you assured me that its total lack of movement was due to it bein'

   tired and shagged out following a prolonged squawk.

O: Well, he's...he's, ah...probably pining for the fjords.

C: PININ' for the FJORDS?!?!?!?  What kind of talk is that?, look, why

   did he fall flat on his back the moment I got 'im home?

O: The Norwegian Blue prefers keepin' on it's back!  Remarkable bird, id'nit,

   squire?  Lovely plumage!

C: Look, I took the liberty of examining that parrot when I got it home,

   and I discovered the only reason that it had been sitting on its perch in

   the first place was that it had been NAILED there.

 

(pause)

 

O: Well, o'course it was nailed there!  If I hadn't nailed that bird down,

   it would have nuzzled up to those bars, bent 'em apart with its beak, and

   VOOM!  Feeweeweewee!



C: "VOOM"?!?  Mate, this bird wouldn't "voom" if you put four million volts

   through it!  'E's bleedin' demised!

O: No no!  'E's pining!

C: 'E's not pinin'!  'E's passed on!  This parrot is no more!  He has ceased

   to be!  'E's expired and gone to meet 'is maker!  'E's a stiff!  Bereft

   of life, 'e rests in peace!  If you hadn't nailed 'im to the perch 'e'd be

   pushing up the daisies!  'Is metabolic processes are now 'istory!  'E's off

   the twig!  'E's kicked the bucket, 'e's shuffled off 'is mortal coil, run

   down the curtain and joined the bleedin' choir invisibile!!

   THIS IS AN EX-PARROT!!

 

(pause)

 

O: Well, I'd better replace it, then.

(he takes a quick peek behind the counter)

O:  Sorry squire, I've had a look 'round the back of the shop, and uh, we're

    right out of parrots.

C: I see.  I see, I get the picture.

O: <pause> I got a slug.

 

(pause)

 

C: Pray, does it talk?

O: Nnnnot really.

C: WELL IT'S HARDLY A BLOODY REPLACEMENT, IS IT?!!???!!?

 

O: Well!  I never wanted to do this in the first place.  I wanted to be...

   A LUMBERJACK!



           Title: The Tale Of The Piranha Brothers

            From: Monty Python's Flying Circus

  Transcribed By: Jonathan Partington ( JRP1@PHX.CAM.AC.UK )

 

 

Last Tuesday a reign of terror was ended when the notorious Piranha brothers,

Doug and Dinsdale, after one of the most extraordinary trials in British legal

history, were sentenced to 400 years imprisonment for crimes of violence.  We

examined the rise to power of the Piranhas, the methods they used to subjugate

rival gangs and their subsequent tracking down and capture by the brilliant

Superintendent Harry 'Snapper' Organs of Q Division.

 

Doug and Dinsdale Piranha were born, on probation, in a small house in Kipling

Road, Southwark, the eldest sons in a family of sixteen.  Their father Arthur

Piranha, a scrap metal dealer and TV quizmaster, was well known to the police,

and a devout Catholic.  In 1928 he had married Kitty Malone, an up-and-coming

East End boxer.  Doug was born in February 1929 and Dinsdale two weeks later;

and again a week after that.  Someone who remembers them well was their next

door neighbour, Mrs April Simnel.

 

"Oh yes Kipling Road was a typical East End Street, people were in and out of

each other's houses with each other's property all day.  They were a cheery

lot.  Cheerful and violent.  Doug was keen on boxing, but when he learned to

walk he took up putting the boot in the groin.  He was very interested in that.

His mother had a terrible job getting him to come in for tea.  Putting his

little boot in he'd be, bless him.  All the kids were like that then, they

didn't have their heads stuffed with all this Cartesian dualism."

 

At the age of fifteen Doug and Dinsdale started attending the Ernest Pythagoras

Primary School in Clerkenwell.  When the Piranhas left school they were called

up but were found by an Army Board to be too unstable even for National

Service.  Denied the opportunity to use their talents in the service of their

country, they began to operate what they called 'The Operation'...  They would



select a victim and then threaten to beat him up if he paid the so-called

protection money.  Four months later they started another operation which the

called 'The Other Operation'.  In this racket they selected another victim and

threatened not to beat him up if he didn't pay them.  One month later they hit

upon 'The Other Other Operation'.  In this the victim was threatened that if he

didn't pay them, they would beat him up.  This for the Piranha brothers was the

turning point.

 

Doug and Dinsdale Piranha now formed a gang, which the called 'The Gang' and

used terror to take over night clubs, billiard halls, gaming casinos and race

tracks.  When they tried to take over the MCC they were, for the only time in

their lives, slit up a treat.  As their empire spread however, Q Division were

keeping tabs on their every move by reading the colour supplements.

 

One small-time operator who fell foul of Dinsdale Piranha was Vince

Snetterton-Lewis.

 

"Well one day I was at home threatening the kids when I looks out through the

hole in the wall and sees this tank pull up and out gets one of Dinsdale's

boys, so he comes in nice and friendly and says Dinsdale wants to have a word

with me, so he chains me to the back of the tank and takes me for a scrape

round to Dinsdale's place and Dinsdale's there in the conversation pit with

Doug and Charles Paisley, the baby crusher, and two film producers and a man

they called 'Kierkegaard', who just sat there biting the heads of whippets and

Dinsdale says 'I hear you've been a naughty boy Clement' and he splits me

nostrils open and saws me leg off and pulls me liver out and I tell him my

name's not Clement and then...  he loses his temper and nails me head to the

floor."

 

Another man who had his head nailed to the floor was Stig O' Tracy.

 

Rogers: I've been told Dinsdale Piranha nailed your head to the floor.

Stig:   No.  Never.  He was a smashing bloke.  He used to buy his mother



        flowers and that.  He was like a brother to me.

Rogers: But the police have film of Dinsdale actually nailing your head to

        the floor.

Stig:   (pause) Oh yeah, he did that.

Rogers: Why?

Stig:   Well he had to, didn't he?  I mean there was nothing else he could do,

        be fair.  I had transgressed the unwritten law.

Rogers: What had you done?

Stig:   Er...  well he didn't tell me that, but he gave me his word that it was

        the case, and that's good enough for me with old Dinsy.  I mean, he

        didn't *want* to nail my head to the floor.  I had to insist.  He

        wanted to let me off.  He'd do anything for you, Dinsdale would.

Rogers: And you don't bear him a grudge?

Stig:   A grudge!  Old Dinsy.  He was a real darling.

Rogers: I understand he also nailed your wife's head to a coffee table.

        Isn't that true Mrs O' Tracy?

Mrs O' Tracy: No, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no.

Stig:   Well he did do that, yeah.  He was a hard man.  Vicious but fair.

 

 Vince Snetterton-Lewis agreed with this judgement.

 

Yes, definitely he was fair.  After he nailed me head to the table, I used to

go round every Sunday lunchtime to his flat and apologise, and then we'd shake

hands and he'd nail me head to the floor.  He was very reasonable.  Once, one

Sunday I told him my parents were coming round to tea and would he mind very

much not nailing my head that week and he agreed and just screwed my pelvis to

a cake stand."

 

Clearly Dinsdale inspired tremendous fear among his business associates.  But

what was he really like?

 

Gloria Pules knew him intimately.

 



"I walked out with Dinsdale on many occasions and found him a charming and

erudite companion.  He was wont to introduce one to eminent celebrities,

celebrated American singers, members of the aristocracy and other gang leaders,

who he had met through his work for charities.  He took a warm interest in

Boys' Clubs, Sailors' Homes, Choristers' Associations and the Grenadier Guards.

"Mind you there was nothing unusual about him.  I should say not.  Except, that

Dinsdale was convinced that he was being watched by a giant hedgehog whom he

referred to as 'Spiny Norman'.  Normally Spiny Norman was wont to be about

twelve feet from snout to tail, but when Dinsdale was depressed Norman could be

anything up to eight hundred yards long.  When Norman was about Dinsdale would

go very quiet and start wobbling and his nose would swell up and his teeth

would move about and he'd get very violent and claim that he'd laid Stanley

Baldwin."

 

Rogers:  "Did it worry you that he, for example, stitched people's legs

         together?"

 

Gloria:  "Well it's better than bottling it up isn't it.  He was a gentleman,

         Dinsdale, and what's more he knew how to treat a female impersonator."

 

But what do the criminologists think?  We asked The Amazing Kargol and Janet:

 

"It is easy for us to judge Dinsdale Piranha too harshly.  After all he only

did what many of us simply dream of doing...  I'm sorry.  After all we should

remember that a murderer is only an extroverted suicide.  Dinsdale was a

looney, but he was a happy looney.  Lucky bugger."

 

Most of the strange tales concern Dinsdale, but what about Doug?  One man who

met him was Luigi Vercotti.

 

"I had been running a successful escort agency -- high class, no really, high

class girls --  we didn't have any of *that* -- that was right out.  So I

decided to open a high class night club for the gentry at Biggleswade with



International cuisine and cooking and top line acts, and not a cheap clip joint

for picking up tarts -- that was right out, I deny that completely --, and one

evening in walks Dinsdale with a couple of big lads, one of whom was carrying a

tactical nuclear missile.  They said I had bought one of their fruit machines

and would I pay for it?  They wanted three quarters of a million pounds.  I

thought about it and decided not to go to the Police as I had noticed that the

lad with the thermonuclear device was the chief constable for the area.  So a

week later they called again and told me the cheque had bounced and said...  I

had to see...  Doug.

Well, I was terrified.  Everyone was terrified of Doug.  I've seen grown men

pull their own heads off rather than see Doug.  Even Dinsdale was frightened of

Doug.  He used...  sarcasm.  He knew all the tricks, dramatic irony, metaphor,

bathos, puns, parody, litotes and...  satire.  He was vicious."

 

In this way, by a combination of violence and sarcasm, the Piranha brothers by

February 1966 controlled London and the Southeast of England.  It was in

February, though, that Dinsdale made a big mistake.

 

Latterly Dinsdale had become increasingly worried about Spiny Norman.  He had

come to the conclusion that Norman slept in an aeroplane hangar at Luton

Airport.  And so on Feb 22nd 1966, Dinsdale blew up Luton.

 

Even the police began to sit up and take notice.  The Piranhas realised they

had gone too far and that the hunt was on.  They went into hiding.  But it was

too late.  Harry 'Snapper' Organs was on the trail.

 

"I decided on a subtle approach, viz. some form of disguise, as the old helmet

and boots are a bit of a giveaway.  Luckily my years with Bristol Rep. stood me

in good stead, as I assumed a bewildering variety of disguises.  I tracked them

to Cardiff, posing as the Reverend Smiler Egret.  Hearing they'd gone back to

London, I assumed the identity of a pork butcher, Brian Stoats.  On my arrival

in London, I discovered they had returned to Cardiff, I followed as Gloucester

from _King Lear_.  Acting on a hunch I spent several months in Buenos Aires as



Blind Pew, returning through the Panama Canal as Ratty, in _Toad of Toad Hall_.

Back in Cardiff, I relived my triumph as Sancho Panza in _Man of la Mancha_

which the "Bristol Evening Post" described as 'a glittering performance of rare

perception', although the "Bath Chronicle" was less than enthusiastic.  In fact

it gave me a right panning.  I quote:  'as for the performance of

Superintendent Harry "Snapper" Organs as Sancho Panza, the audience were

bemused by his high-pitched Welsh accent and intimidated by his abusive

ad-libs.' The "Western Daily News" said: 'Sancho Panza (Mr Organs) spoilt an

otherwise impeccably choreographed rape scene by his unscheduled appearance and

persistent cries of "What's all this then?"'"

 Against this kind of opposition for the Piranha Brothers the end

was inevitable.

 

 THE END

 



           Title: A Pet Shop Somewhere Near Melton Mowbray

            From: Monty Python's Flying Circus

  Transcribed By: unknown

       Edited By: Adam Fogg <borg@agate.net>

       Man: Good morning, I'd like to buy a cat.

Shopkeeper: Certainly sir. I've got a lovely terrier. [indicates a box on the

            counter]

       Man: no, I want a cat really.

Shopkeeper: [taking box off counter and then putting it back on counter as if

            it is a different box] Oh yeah, how about that?

       Man: [looking in box] No, that's the terrier.

Shopkeeper: Well, it's as near as dammit.

       Man: Well what do you mean? I want a cat.

Shopkeeper: Listen, tell you what. I'll file its legs down a bit, take its

            snout out, stick a few wires through its cheeks. There you are, a

            lovely pussy cat.

       Man: Its not a proper cat.

Shopkeeper: What do you mean?

       Man: Well it wouldn't miaow.

Shopkeeper: Well it would howl a bit.

       Man: No, no, no, no. Er, have you got a parrot?

Shopkeeper: No, I'm afraid not actually guv, we're fresh out of parrots. I'll

            tell you what though ... I'll lop its back legs off, make good,

            strip the fur, stick a couple of wings on and staple on a beak of

            your own choice. [taking small box and rattling it] No problem.

            Lovely parrot.

       Man: How long would that take?

Shopkeeper: Oh, let me see ... er, stripping the fur off, no legs ... [calling]

            Harry ... can you do a parrot job on this terrier straight away?

     Harry: [off-screen] No, I'm still putting a tuck in the Airedale, and then

            I got the frogs to let out.



Shopkeeper: Friday?

       Man: No I need it for tomorrow. It's a present.

Shopkeeper: Oh dear, it's a long job. You see parrot conversion ... Tell you

            what though, for free, terriers make lovely fish. I mean I could

            do that for you straight away. Legs off, fins on, stick a little

            pipe through the back of its neck so it can breathe, bit of gold

            paint, make good ...

       Man: You'd need a very big tank.

Shopkeeper: It's a great conversation piece.

       Man: Yes, all right, all right ... but, er, only if I can watch.



           Title: The Trial

            From: Monty Python's Flying Circus

  Transcribed By: Jonathan Partington ( JRP1@PHX.CAM.AC.UK )

 

 

Bailiff (Cleese): I'm sorry I'm late, m'lud, I couldn't find a kosher car

                  park.  Don't bother to recap, m'lud, I'll pick it up as we go

                  along.  Call Mrs Fiona Lewis.

 

(Enter Chapman, in drag)

 

Fiona Lewis (Chapman):  I swear to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing

                        but the truth, so anyway, I said to her, I said, they

                        can't afford that on what he earns, I mean for a start

                        the feathers get up your nose, I ask you, four and

                        sixpence a pound, and him with a wooden leg, I don't

                        know how she puts up with it after all the trouble

                        she's had with her you-know-what, anyway, it *was* a

                        white wedding, much to everyone's surprise, of course

                        they bought everything on the hire purchase, I think

                        they ought to send them back where they came from, I

                        mean you've got to be cruel to be kind, so Mrs Harris

                        said, so she said she said she said, a dead crab she

                        said she said?  well her sister's gone to Rhodesia,

                        what with her womb and all, and her youngest, fit as a

                        filing cabinet, and the goldfish, the goldfish, they've

                        got whooping-cough, they keep spitting water at the

                        Bratbys, well they *do*, don't they, I mean, you

                        *can't*, can you, I mean they're not even married or

                        anything, they're not even *divorced*, and he's in the

                        KGB if you ask me, he says he's a tree surgoen, but I

                        don't like the sound of his liver, all that squeaking

                        and banging every night till the small hours, well, his



                        mother's been much better since she had her head off,

                        don't you talk to me about bladders, I said...



           Title: Interview with Arthur "Two Sheds" Jackson

            From: Monty Python's Flying Circus

  Transcribed By: Jonathan Partington ( JRP1@PHX.CAM.AC.UK )

 

Host (Eric Idle): Last week the Royal Festival Hall saw the first performance

                  of a new symphony by one of the world's leading modern

                  composers, Arthur 'Two sheds' Jackson.  Mr Jackson.

Jackson (Terry Jones): Hello.

Host:    May I just sidetrack for one moment.  This -- what shall I call it --

         nickname of yours...

Jackson: Ah yes.

Host:    "Two sheds".  How did you come by it?

Jackson: Well, I don't use it myself, but some of my friends call me "Two

         Sheds".

Host:    And do you in fact have two sheds?

Jackson: No, I've only got one.  I've had one for some time, but a few years

         ago I said I was thinking of getting another, and since then some

         people have called me "Two Sheds".

Host:    In spite of the fact that you only have one.

Jackson: Yes.

Host:    And are you still intending to purchase this second shed?

Jackson (impatient): No!

Host:    ...To bring you in line with your epithet?

Jackson: No.

Host:    I see, I see. Well to return to your symphony.

Jackson: Ah yes.

Host:    Did you write this symphony in the shed?

Jackson (surprised): No!

Host:    Have you written any of your recent works in this shed of yours?

Jackson: No, no, not at all. It's just an ordinary garden shed.

Host:    I see, I see.  And you're thinking of buying this second shed to write

         in!



Jackson: No, no.  Look.  This shed business -- it doesn't really matter.  The

         sheds aren't important.  A few friends call me Two Sheds and that's

         all there is to it.  I wish you'd ask me about the music.  Everybody

         talks about the sheds.  They've got it out of proportion -- I'm a

         composer.  I'm going to get rid of the shed.  I'm fed up with it!

Host:   Then you'll be Arthur 'No Sheds' Jackson, eh?

Jackson: Look, forget about the sheds. They don't matter.

Host (sternly): Mr. Jackson, I think, with respect, we ought to return to the

                subject of your symphony.

Jackson:What?

Host:   Apprently your symphony was written for tympani and organ....

(Picture of a shed appears on the screen behind them)

Jackson (turning around): What's that!?!?!???

Host (innocently): What's what?

Jackson: Its a shed!!...get it off!! get it off!!

(Interviewer motions to picture, and it is replaced by a picture of Jackson him

self)

Jackson: (Grudgingly) All right...Thats better..

Host:    I understand that you used to be interested in train-spotting.

Jackson: What?

Host:    I understand that, about thirty years ago, you were interested in

         train-spotting.

Jackson: Well what's that got to do with my bloody music?

John Cleese (entering): Are you having any trouble with him?

Host:    Yes, a little.  Good Lord!  You're the man who interviewed Sir Edward

         Ross earlier.

Cleese:  Exactly.  Well we interviewers are more than a match for the likes of

         you, "Two Sheds".

Host:    Yes, make yourself scarce, "Two Sheds".  This studio isn't big enough

         for the three of us!  [They throw him out.]

Jackson: Here, what are you doing?  Stop it! [Crash.]

Cleese:  Get your own Arts programme, you fairy!



Host:    Arthur "Two Sheds" Jackson... Never mind, Timmy.

Cleese:  Oh Mike, you're such a comfort.



           Title: The Woody Sketch

            From: Monty Python's Flying Circus

  Transcribed By: Jonathan Partington ( JRP1@PHX.CAM.AC.UK )

       Edited By: Adam Fogg <borg@agate.net>

 

Scene: a 1920s-style drawing room

 

Chapman:   I say!

Cleveland: Yes, Daddy?

Chapman:   Croquet hoops look dam' pretty this afternoon.

Cleveland: Frightfully damn pretty.

Idle (as her mother):  They're coming along *awfully* well this year.

Chapman:   Yes, better than your Aunt Lavinia's croquet hoops.

Cleveland: Ugh! Dreadful tin things.

Idle:      I did tell her to stick to wood.

Chapman:   Yes, you can't beat wood.  Gorn.

Idle:      What's gone, dear?

Chapman:   Nothing, nothing -- just like the word, it gives me confidence.

           Gorn.  Gorn -- it's got a sort of *woody* quality about it.  Gorn.

           Go-o-orn.  Much better than 'newspaper' or 'litter bin'.

Cleveland: Ugh! Frightful words!

Idle:      Perfectly dreadful!

Chapman:   'Newspaper' -- 'litter bin' -- 'litter bin' -- dreadful *tinny* sort

           of word.

(Cleveland screams)

Chapman:   Tin, tin, tin.

Idle:      Oh, don't say 'tin' to Rebecca, you know how it upsets her.

Chapman:   Sorry, old horse.

Idle:      'Sausage.'

Chapman:   'Sausage'!  There's a good woody sort of word, 'sausage'.  'Gorn.'

Cleveland: 'Antelope!'

Chapman:   Where? On the lawn?



Cleveland: No, no, Daddy. Just the word.

Chapman:   Don't want antelope nibbling the hoops.

Cleveland: No, no -- 'ant-e-lope'.  Sort of nice and woody type of thing.

Idle:      Don't think so, Becky old chap.

Chapman:   No, no -- 'antelope' - 'antelope', *tinny* sort of word.

(Cleveland screams)

Chapman:   Oh, sorry old man.

Idle:      Really, Mansfield.

Chapman:   Well, she's got to come to terms with these things.  'Seemly.'

           'Prodding.' 'Vac-u-um.' 'Leap.'

Cleveland: Oh -- hate 'leap'.

Idle:      Perfectly dreadful.

Cleveland: Sort of PVC sort of word, don't you know.

Idle:      Lower middle.

Chapman:   'Bound!'

Idle:      Now you're talking!

Chapman:   'Bound.' 'Vole!' 'Recidivist!'

Idle:      Bit *tinny*...

(Cleveland screams and rushes out sobbing)

Idle:    Oh, sorry, Becky old beast.

Chapman: Oh dear, I suppose she'll be gorn for a few days now.

Idle:    Caribou.

Chapman: Splendid word!

Idle:    No, dear, nibbling the hoops.

(Chapman fires a shotgun)

Chapman  (with satisfaction): Caribou -- gorn... 'Intercourse.'

Idle:    Later, dear.

Chapman: No, no -- the word, 'intercourse'.  Good and woody.  'Inter-course.'

         'Pert,' 'pert,' 'thighs,' 'botty,' 'botty,' 'botty' (getting excited),

         'erogenous zo-o-one'.  Ha ha ha ha -- oh, 'concubine', 'erogenous

         zo-o-one', 'loose woman', 'erogenous zone'...

 

(Idle calmly empties a bucket of water over Chapman)



 

Chapman: Oh, thank you, dear.  There's a funny thing, dear -- all the naughty

         words sound woody.

Idle:    Really, dear -- how about 'tit'?

Chapman: Oh dear, I hadn't thought about that.  'Tit.' 'Tit.' Oh, that's very

         tinny, isn't it?  'Tit.' 'Tit.' Tinny, tinny.

 

(Cleveland, who has just come in, screams and rushes out again)

 

Chapman: Oh dear.  'Ocelot.' 'Was-p.' 'Yowling.' Oh dear, I'm bored.  Better

         go and have a bath, I suppose.

Idle:    Oh really, must you, dear -- you've had nine today.

Chapman: All right -- I'll sack one of the servants.  Simpkins!  Nasty tinny

         sort of name.  SIMPKINS!

 

(Enter Palin, in RAF uniform)

 

Palin: I say, mater, cabbage crates coming over the briny.

Idle:  Sorry dear, don't understand.

Palin: Er -- cow-catchers creeping up on the conning towers?

Idle:  No, sorry old sport.

Palin: Um -- caribou nibbling at the croquet hoops.

Idle:  Yes, Mansfield shot one in the antlers.



           Title: Monty Python's Fliegender Zirkus

            From: 1972 German Special

  Transcribed By: Mr and Mrs and Mrs Zambesi <zambesi@nyphot.demon.co.uk>
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The commentary [in square brackets] and some character designations are

mine; the rest is a direct transcription from a recording of the episode

as shown on BBC2 in the U.K. in 1993(?).

                

                                --oOo--

        [A woodland scene.  To a background of Rossini's "William Tell

        Overture" we see William Tell (Graham) preparing to shoot an

        arrow, and his son's head in close-up bearing an apple.  Others

        look on anxiously, tension mounts; the arrow is fired and

        pierces the apple; the onlookers cheer.  Then a wider camera

        shot reveals the boy riddled with many previous arrows.]

        [Camera pans over a city, then zooms in on three smartly dressed

        men.]

Reporter (John)  Arthur Schmidt, top international economist, government

        adviser on tariff control, lecturer at Hamburg University,

        author of the Schmidt Plan for Transport Subsidies, simply can't

        resist a bit on the side.  [Schmidt (Eric) lunges away from the

        others and chases a young woman.]  Half a chance, and he's away.



        [Shot of another businessman.]  Norbert Schultz, chairman of

        thirty-two companies and a brilliant fiscal theoretician, but

        one glimpse of a bit of tail and you can forget it.  [Schultz

        (Michael) chases a woman.]  You might not see him for weeks.

        [Two men talking in a stair well, while a woman passes.]

        Professor Thomas Woitkewitsch lectures on Business Studies at

        the Wurtemburg Institute.  Son of the famous industrialist,

        he's always slipping into someone.  Blonde or brunette, if it

        goes he'll chase it [Woitkewitsch (Eric) follows her, undoing

        his trousers.]

        [A committee room.]  These six men have just produced a

        controversial report for the Iron and Steel Advisory Committee

        of the Common Market Secretariat, the most vital decision making

        body in European politics today.  [A tea lady enters; all six

        jump her.]  They're always at it.  Bang, bang, bang.  They're

        worse than rabbits.

        [Various shots of buildings, the City etc.]  Here in Brussels,

        headquarters of the Common Market, prices have soared.  It now

        costs ten pounds for half an hour at her flat, and up to twenty

        pounds for a hotel room with trapeze.  In Rome, agricultural

        experts have spent nearly three weeks having a good time with

        some ladies, and it's rumoured that when the International

        Monetary Fund meets next week in London, it'll be pants down and

        on with the job.  Why are so many of these top financial experts

        so keen to get into bed with young girls, to rub themselves up

        against bare skin, to put their tongues into other people's

        mouths, to put their fingers in tight brassieres and to bury

        their faces in handfuls of underwear?  We asked a sociologist.

Sociologist (Graham) [dressed very strangely, holding a goat]  They're



        probably just confused.

Reporter [to camera]  What exactly is it that makes them want to go to

        bed with these people, and do these apparently irrational things

        to them?  Is it for tax concessions?  Is it allowable

        expenditure against half-yearly profits?  Is it something to do

        with central heating?  Do they eat too much citrus fruit?

        Whatever the reason, in the light of this, should the Common

        Market now be cancelled?  Has it become just a thin excuse for a

        multi-national orgy, or is it still a serious attempt to aid the

        rich?  And will tariff cuts bring more trade, or just a higher

        birth rate?  Even as I speak to you now, in this famous Munich

        bank behind me, there are some people who, seventeen or

        eighteen times a night...  [A car screeches to a halt, knocking

        him over out of shot.]

        [Animated title sequence: "Monty Python's Fliegender Zirkus".]

        [A discussion program - caption "Schleimer" {Slimes}; a

        presenter sits between two guests.]

Presenter (Eric)  Good evening.  Tonight, sycophancy.

Thromby (Michael)  What a super title!

Presenter  Shh!  With me tonight is the well-known Bristol sycophant,

        Mr Norman Thromby.

Thromby  Hallo everyone, wherever you are, thanks a million for looking

        in.

Presenter  And a man from Glamorgan who is not a sycophant.

Man (Graham)  Hallo. Nice to be here.

Presenter  I thought you weren't a sycophant.

Thromby  That's right, you tell him Mr chairman, you just tell him.

Man     I'm not a sycophant!  But I do try to be polite to people.

Thromby  Ooh, sounds a bit creepy to me, doesn't it.

Man     It's not creepy!

Reporter [Appearing from left, bandaged.]  This famous TV personality



        has it off...  [He is dragged off camera.]

Presenter  Well I think we'll come back on this point in a few minutes.

Thromby  Oh yes, by far the best idea.  Absolutely right, absoloutely

        right again.

Presenter  First of all, let's see some sycophants on film.

        [Stock film of seals on a rocky shore.]

Voice-Over (Terry J)  The sycophants are one of the largest of marine

        carnivores.  Their soft, furry underbellies made them a

        favourite target for hunters.  Now, on this island, the

        sycophants come to breed every summer, protected by law.  But

        they're not the only breed which has been saved by a small body

        of men determined to preserve the dying species of the world.

        [Shots of wooded mountain scenery.]  Here, in his four thousand

        acre nature reserve in Southern Bavaria, Frank Tutankhamun has

        dedicated his life to preserving mice.  We spoke to his nearby

        neighbour, Mrs Betty Weiss.

Mrs Weiss [a Germanic pepperpot]  Hallo.

Voice-Over Hallo.  Mr Tutankhamun claims that his eight white mice roam

        in these mountains and hills.

Tutankhamun (Terry J)  Well, there's one over there, there's two of the

        little fellows on this plateau here, and I think "Old Squeaky"

        is up on that mountain there.

Voice-Over  Many wildlife preservationists have questioned the need for

        preserving eight mice on these four thousand acres, when there

        are over sixty million of them in nearby Stuttgart alone.

Presenter [back in studio]  Just be another few minutes.

Voice-Over [A Land Rover drives along a country track.]  But Mr

        Tutankhamun is undaunted by criticism, and has recently opened a

        National Fish Park - six hundred acres of pasture and woodland,

        [we can see dead fish suspended from trees] where cod and

        herring can wander freely.  Visitors can drive through the



        reserve and look at the fish [a passenger in the Land Rover

        takes a photo] - provided of course they don't leave their cars.

        The fish wardens work hard, [a man in scuba gear steps out of

        undergrowth near a "FISCHPARK" sign] but so far this year the

        Fish Park has only had six visitors, less than most other zoos;

        indeed, less than most private houses.  We asked the Peruvian

        Minister of Pensions why this was.

Minister (Eric) [In a yucca-laden office.  Caption "PERUANISCHER

        PENSIONSMINISTER".]  Er, well... I suppose it may be...

        [caption "LIVE AUS LIMA"] er... because...

Voice-Over  He hadn't a clue.  But it's mice that are the big business

        here.  [Three cowboys (mouseboys) ride out of "BIG PIEPS

        RANCH".]  And every Monday, Frank Tutankhamun rides out to count

        his herd.  He takes with him three of his most tough and

        hardened mouseboys.  This is mouse country, where a man can ride

        for days and days without seeing his aunty.  But, suddenly

        they're in luck.  Frank has spotted a mouse and the chase is on.

        [One of the mouseboys (Terry G) throws a lasso.  We see a

        lassoed mouse.  The mouseboy is pulled from his horse by the

        rope.]  If it's a mouse Frank hasn't seen before, it's taken

        back to the ranch, broken in by a mouseboy, and branded with a

        big "S".  [Two mouseboys hold down a mouse.  A third approaches

        with a brand, obviously several times the size of the mouse, and

        applies it.]

        [Exterior of "DER SCHNUCKELIGE PLUESCHTIER SALOON" {The Cute

        Cuddly Toy Saloon}; honky-tonk piano music.  A mouseboy is

        ejected, dusts himself down, takes a saddle from the rail,

        places it over one of three tethered mice and straddles it.  He

        looks up; we hear a thunder of hooves (paws?) approaching.  He

        runs back into the saloon.]

Mouseboy (Terry J)  Hey, mouseboys!  There's a mouse stampede!

        [All run out side and stare in horror.]

        [Animation of mouse stampede.]



Voice-Over  Whilst the mouse herds trample their way south, up in the

        hills there are solitary men seeking the even greater rewards

        that lie in these mountains.  [A prospector examines the

        contents of his pan.]  The single magic word that has

        tantalised man since the dawn of history: "Chickens!"  [We see

        the delighted face of the prospector, then the pan in which a

        live chicken now sits.]  Gabby has spent fifty years panning for

        chicken.  He, like many other prospectors, remembers the Great

        Chicken Rush of '49, when this whole river ran with chickens.

        [Gabby is dancing and cheering.]  Then they were defeated by

        primitive methods.  [Interior shot of mine workings.]  Now they

        are defeated by progress.

Miner (Michael)  Chicken bones!  We've struck chickens!

        [A geologist stands in front of a diagram showing geological

        strata, titled "HUEHNERMINEN von NORD-DAKOTA" {Chicken Mines of

        North Dakota}.]

Geologist (John) [with a strange voice and manner]  Die Huehnerminen

        von Nord-Dakota...  [He runs away, chased by two men in white

        coats pushing a dustbin on wheels.]

Second geologist (Michael)  I'm sorry.  The big chicken mines of North

        Dakota are located in this particular geological strata.  As you

        can see, volcanic activity has caused these igneous rocks to

        expand up through the alluvial shales revealing these rich veins

        of chicken here.  [The first geologist runs past, chased by the

        two men in white coats.]

Voice-Over  [Shot of pit-head.] The men who mine these chickens work at

        the chicken face for long and hard hours, [five miners emerge,

        covered in feathers] in appallingly noisy conditions, sometimes

        going for weeks without seeing their aunties.  [Gilliam picture

        of oil wells.]  Nowadays, every possible means is being used to

        tap the world's hen resources.  [Oil gushes from a well;



        chickens rain from the sky.]

        [Gabby enters assay office and takes chicken from box.]

Gabby (Terry G)  Here y'are, pure chicken, from up the creek.

        [Assayer weighs chicken and examines it with magnifying

        glass.]

Assayer (Graham)  I'm sorry, Gabby, that ain't no chicken at all.

Gabby   What?!

Assayer  It's a fake, Gabby.

Voice-Over  Yes, the first forged chickens had appeared.

Expert (Michael) [Describing a sequence of sepia montages.]  This Rhode

        Island Red was a cleverly reconstructed rabbit.  This Suffolk

        bantam was a hollowed-out eagle, stuffed with lizards and

        badgers.  This Kentish poullet turned out to be a Mr S.P.

        Stebbins.  This herd of broilers was made out of a single camel.

        A most interesting development, but not nearly as interesting as

        this man, [Pull out to a Gilliam cartoon face.] who makes his

        living...

Face    Get out of here, I'm busy.

Expert  Oh, sorry.

        [Animation continues.]

        Yes, Heinrich Bonner is a professional flea-buster, capturing,

        breaking and training wild fleas for Europe's leading flea

        circuses.  This year, he's also one of Germany's big hopes in

        the Olympic three-day flea dressage event, and looks a sure bet

        to come away with a medal.  Good luck, Heinrich!

        [Aerial view of Muenchen Olympic stadium.]

Football Commentator (Michael)  Good afternoon, and welcome to a packed

        Olympic stadium, Muenchen [caption "INTERNATIONALE PHILOSOPHIE -

        Rueckspiel" {International Philospohy - Return match}] for the

        second leg of this exciting final.  [German philosophers jog out



        of the dressing room.]  And here come the Germans now, led by

        their skipper, "Nobby" Hegel.  They must surely start favourites

        this afternoon; they've certainly attracted the most attention

        from the press with their team problems.  And let's now see

        their line-up.

        [Caption "DEUTSCHLAND" {Germany}

                "1 LEIBNITZ

                 2 I. KANT

                 3 HEGEL

                 4 SCHOPENHAUER

                 5 SCHELLING

                 6 BECKENBAUER

                 7 JASPERS

                 8 SCHLEGEL

                 9 WITTGENSTEIN

                10 NIETZSCHE

                11 HEIDEGGER"]

        [High shot of Germans jogging onto pitch.]  The Germans playing

        4-2-4, Leibnitz in goal, back four Kant, Hegel, Schopenhauer and

        Schelling, front-runners Schlegel, Wittgenstein, Nietzsche and

        Heidegger, and the mid-field duo of Beckenbauer and Jaspers.

        Beckenbauer obviously a bit of a surprise there.

        [Greek philosophers, all in togas, jog from the dressing room.]

        And here come the Greeks, led out by their veteran centre-half,

        Heraclitus.

        [Caption "GRIECHENLAND" {Greece}

                "1 PLATO

                 2 EPIKTET

                 3 ARISTOTELES

                 4 SOPHOKLES

                 5 EMPEDOKLES VON ACRAGA

                 6 PLOTIN



                 7 EPIKUR

                 8 HERAKLIT

                 9 DEMOKRIT

                10 SOKRATES

                11 ARCHIMEDES"]

        [High shot of Greeks jogging onto pitch, kicking balls about

        etc.]  Let's look at their team.  As you'd expect, it's a much

        more defensive line-up.  Plato's in goal, Socrates a front-

        runner there, and Aristotle as sweeper, Aristotle very much the

        man in form.  One surprise is the inclusion of Archimedes.

        [An oriental referee, holding a large sandglass, walks down the

        centre line, flanked by two linesmen with haloes.]  Well here

        comes the referee, Kung Fu Tsu Confucius, and his two linesmen,

        St Augustine and St Thomas Aquinas.  [Referee spots the ball and

        the captains shake hands.]  And as the two skippers come

        together to shake hands, we're ready for the start of this very

        exciting final.  The referee Mr Confucius checks his sand and...

        [referee blows his whistle] they're off!  [The Germans

        immediately turn away from the ball, hands on chins in deep

        contemplation.]  Nietzsche and Hegel there.  Karl Jaspers number

        seven on the outside, Wittgenstein there with him.  There's

        Beckenbauer.  Schelling's in there, Heidegger covering.

        Schopenhauer.  [Pan to the other end, the Greeks also thinking

        deeply, occasionally gesticulating.]  And now it's the Greeks,

        Epicurus, Plotinus number six.  Aristotle.  Empedocles of

        Acragus and Democratus with him.  There's Archimedes.  Socrates,

        there he is, Socrates.  Socrates there, going through.  [The

        camera follows Socrates past the ball, still on the centre

        spot.]  There's the ball!  There's the ball.  And Nietzsche

        there.  Nietzsche, number ten in this German side.

        [Caption "DEUTSCHLAND - GRIECHENLAND



                            0 : 0"]

        Kant moving up on the outside.  Schlegel's on the left, the

        Germans moving very well in these opening moments.

Anchorman (John) [in the studio]  Well, there you are.  And we'll be

        returning to the match some time in the second half, but right

        now it's time for wrestling.

        [Cut to a wrestling ring containing a Master of Ceremonies.]

Emcee (Michael)  A five round heavyweight contest, three falls, two 

        submissions or a knock-out to decide the winner, between, in the

        red corner, Colin "Bomber" Harris [Bomber (Graham) climbs into

        the ring] and, in the red corner, Colin "Bomber" Harris.

        [The bell rings.  Graham begins his stunningly beautiful, but

        mainly visual, self-wrestling routine.]

Wrestling Commentator (John)  Here comes Bomber now, circling round,

        looking for an opening.  He's wrestled himself many times in the

        past, this boy, so he knows practically all his own moves by

        now.  And he's going for the double hand lock.  He's got it.

        Here's the head squeeze.  And the Albanian head lock.  He's

        going for the throw.  He's got the throw.  And now he's working

        on the left leg, this is an old weakness of his.  Oh, but he

        caught himself beautifully there, with the, er, the flying

        Welshman, and now it's the half Nelson.  And he can twist out of

        this.  And he's twisted beautifully into the Finnish leg lock.

        But he didn't like that!  He did not like that one little bit.

        But the referee's not interested, he's waving him on, and

        Bomber's angry now.  Bomber is really angry with himself now.

        And there's a forearm chop and he's gone for the double overhead

        nostril.  Now this is painful, but he caught himself

        beautifully, a really lovely move there.  Now he's going for the

        fall.  The shoulders have to be on the mat for three seconds.

        No, he's twisting out of that, no problem here.  Oh, but he's

        caught himself beautifully there, with the double overhead.



        He's got the double overhead on, I don't think he can get out of

        this.

Referee (Terry J) [echoed by commentator]  One!... Two!... Three!

Wrestling Commentator  And that's the first fall to Bomber.  Well, what

        a surprise there.  I think Bomber will have to come back at

        himself pretty fast now, before he gets on top.  And there's the

        forearm smash, and the hammer to the head and he's groggy now,

        and there's the flying Welshman again, and another flying

        Welshman.  And a half-Egyptian.  And he's a little stunned

        there, but he's got the half-crab, and he's got the half-crab,

        and this looks very nasty.  This looks very nasty indeed.  But I

        think Bomber's going to make the ropes.  Is he going to make the

        ropes?  [Bomber inches across and touches the rope.]  Yes, he

        made them.  Well, I think he was a little lucky there, he was in

        a tricky situation, and he's gone straight into the neck pin,

        he's got a neck pin there.  He's in a little trouble, he twists

        out of it.  He looks groggy, and he's caught himself with two

        beautiful forearm smashes and he's out.  I think Bomber's out!

Referee [raising the arm of the inert Bomber]  The winner!

Wrestling Commentator  Yes, he's won.  He has won.

Anchorman  Well what a match. And he'll be going on next week to meet

        himself in the final.  Well right now we're going back to the

        Olympic stadium for the closing minutes of the Philosophy Final,

        and I understand that there's still no score.

        [On the pitch, a German is remonstrating with the referee.]

Football Commentator  Well there may be no score, but there's certainly

        no lack of excitement here.  As you can see, Nietzsche has just

        been booked for arguing with the referee.  He accused Confucius

        of having no free will, and Confucius he say, "Name go in book".

        And this is Nietzsche's third booking in four games.  [We see a

        bearded figure in a track-suit is warming up on the touch-line.]



        And who's that?  It's Karl Marx, Karl Marx is warming up.  It

        looks as though there's going to be a substitution in the German

        side.  [Marx removes the track-suit, under which he is wearing a

        suit.]  Obviously the manager Martin Luther has decided on all-

        out attack, as indeed he must with only two minutes of the match

        to go.  And the big question is, who is he going to replace,

        who's going to come off.  It could be Jaspers, Hegel or

        Schopenhauer, but it's Wittgenstein!  Wittgenstein, who saw his

        aunty only last week, and here's Marx.  [Marx begins some

        energetic knees-up running about.]  Let's see it he can put some

        life into this German attack.  [The referee blows his whistle;

        Marx stops and begins contemplating like the rest.]  Evidently

        not.  What a shame.  Well now, with just over a minute left, a

        replay on Tuesday looks absolutely vital.  There's Archimedes,

        and I think he's had an idea.

Archimedes (John) Eureka!  [He runs towards the ball and kicks it.]

Football Commentator  Archimedes out to Socrates, Socrates back to

        Archimedes, Archimedes out to Heraclitus, he beats Hegel [who,

        like all the Germans, is still thinking].  Heraclitus a little

        flick, here he comes on the far post, Socrates is there,

        Socrates heads it in!  Socrates has scored!  The Greeks are

        going mad, the Greeks are going mad.  Socrates scores, got a

        beautiful cross from Archimedes.  The Germans are disputing it.

        Hegel is arguing that the reality is merely an a priori adjunct

        of non-naturalistic ethics, Kant via the categorical imperative

        is holding that ontologically it exists only in the imagination,

        and Marx is claiming it was offside.  But Confucius has answered

        them with the final whistle!  It's all over!  Germany, having

        trounced England's famous midfield trio of Bentham, Locke and

        Hobbes in the semi-final, have been beaten by the odd goal, and

        let's see it again.  [Replay viewed from behind the goal.]

        There it is, Socrates, Socrates heads in and Leibnitz doesn't

        have a chance.  And just look at those delighted Greeks.  [The



        Greeks jog delightedly, holding a cup aloft.]  There they are,

        "Chopper" Sophocles, Empedocles of Acragus, what a game he had.

        And Epicurus is there, and Socrates the captain who scored what

        was probably the most important goal of his career.

        [Aerial view of stadium; segue into Gilliam animation]

Presenter  And now for ten seconds of sex.

        [Totally blank screen for ten seconds; sound of clock ticking.]

Presenter  Okay, you can stop now.

Reporter  Why do they go on about it?  Isn't there anything else of

        interest to these people?

        [A customer enters an optician/hearing aid shop.]

Customer (Eric)  Good evening.  I'm interested in buying a hearing aid.

Rogers (John)  I'm sorry?

Customer  I'm interested in buying a hearing aid.

Rogers  I didn't quite catch it.

Customer  I want to buy a hearing aid.

Rogers  Ah, um, er, hang on just one moment sir, I'll just switch the

        radio off.  [He switches it on; music blares forth.]  Right,

        now what was it again?

Customer  What?

Rogers  What was it again?

Customer  I can't hear.

Rogers  What?

Customer  The radio's too loud.

Rogers  Yes, very nice, isn't it.

        [The customer turns off the radio.]

Customer  I'm sorry, I couldn't hear, the radio was too loud.

Rogers  Ah.  Pardon?  I'm sorry, I don't think my hearing aid's working

        properly.  I've only had it a couple of days.  Hang on.  [He

        takes it from his pocket and adjusts it.]  Yes, there we are,

        it's working now.



Customer  Is it good?

        About fourteen pounds.

Customer  Yes, but is it good?

Rogers  No, no, it fits in the pocket here.

Customer  Can you hear me?

Rogers  What?

Customer [louder]  Can you hear me?

Rogers  Oh!  Contact lenses!

Customer  What?

Rogers  You want contact lenses.

Customer  No.

Rogers  Oh, well I'll get Dr Waring then, he does contact lenses.  I

        only do the hearing aids.

        [Waring emerges through a curtain from a back room and bumps

        into a display case.]

Waring (Michael) [to Rogers]  Ah, good morning sir, you want some

        contact lenses do you?

Rogers  What?

Waring  You want some contact lenses, do you?

Rogers  Er, I can't hear what you're saying, Dr Waring.

Waring  I think you need a hearing aid, not contact lenses.

Customer  No, I want the hearing aid.

Waring  Who said that?  Is there someone else in here?

Rogers  What?

Waring  I think there's someone else in here.

Customer  Yes. it's me.  [He waves his hand.]  Here.

Waring  Ah!  You wanted the contact lenses did you?

Customer  No, I want a hearing aid.

Waring  Ah, Mr Rogers will see to you about that.  [calling] Someone to

        see you, Mr Rogers.  He'll be down in a minute.  [to Rogers]

        Now, you wanted the contact lenses, did you, sir?  Would you

        come this way, please.



Rogers  Er, What?

Waring  This way, please.

Rogers  Er, I don't understand, Dr Waring.

Waring  Just in here. [Waring guides him through into the back room.

        After a pause they both emerge.]

Waring  Why didn't you say you were Rogers?  You know my lenses play me

        up sometimes.

Rogers  What?

Waring [to empty space]  Ah, I do apologise most sincerely for the

        inconvenience, sir.  Now, you wanted the contact lenses, did

        you?

Customer  No, I wanted a hearing aid.

Waring  Mr Rogers will deal with you, sir.  I'm dealing with this

        gentleman here.  [to empty space] Now would you like to come

        this way, sir, we'll try the contact lenses.  Come on sir.  [He

        guides an invisible customer into the back room.]

Customer  Now, Dr Rogers, I want a hearing aid.

Rogers  Pardon?  I'm sorry, look, I'm worried about Dr Waring.  I think

        he thinks he's with someone.

Waring [from back room]  Hallo!  Hallo!

Customer  Well, had you better go and tell him?

Rogers  No, no, I'd better go and tell him.  [He goes to the back room.]

        Er, Dr Waring!

Waring  Ah, there you are.  I thought I'd lost you.

Rogers  Er, no, no.  Dr Waring, you're not with anybody.

Waring  Well, who's that talking to me then.  Don't be silly, sit down.

Rogers  What?  [Waring takes him into the back room.  After a moment

        they emerge.]

Waring  Why didn't you say you were Rogers?

Rogers [looking at his watch]  About quarter to six.

Waring  Ah, sorry.  [to empty space] Now then you wanted the contact

        lenses, did you sir?

Customer  No, I wanted a hearing aid!



Waring  Ah.  [He turns through three quarters of a circle towards the

        customer.]  So you must be the gentleman who wanted the contact

        lenses?

Customer  No, I want a hearing aid.

Waring  Ah, er, Mr Rogers!  Two gentlemen here would like hearing aids!

Rogers  What?  I can't hear you, Dr Waring, I think it must be my

        hearing aid.  Hang on a moment.  [He adjusts it.]  Aaaah!  Too

        loud, it hurts!  [He hits the side of his head repeatedly.]  Ah,

        that's better.  Wait a moment, I've knocked my contacts out.

        [He begins searching on the floor.  An angry man storms in and

        addresses a display stand next to the customer.]

Complainant (Terry J)  I've come to complain about my contact lenses!

Rogers  What?

Complainant  I've come to complain about my contact lenses!  They're

        terrible.  They've ruined my eyesight.

Waring  But I haven't given you any.

Complainant  You're a liar!

Rogers  What?

Complainant  You swindler!  You money-grabbing quack, sir!

Waring  Don't talk to me like that!

Complainant  I'll talk to you any way I...  [He knocks the display

        stand].  Oh, fisticuffs!  Right!  Oh!  [He punches the display

        stand and throws it to the floor.  Waring attacks a seat amid

        much shouting.  The complainant is meanwhile wrestling the

        display stand out of the door.]

Waring  Oh!  To big for you eh?  Ah!  Break up my shop, would you?  [He

        steps back, trips over Rogers and grabs him.]  I've got him!

Rogers  Help!  Help!  I'm being attacked!  Help me, Dr Waring, I'm being

        attacked.  [They grapple with each other.]

Waring  It's all right, Rogers, I've got him.

Rogers  Quick, I've got him!  Grab his arms.

Waring  I can't, he's got me round the waist.  Never mind, get him to



        the door, we'll throw him out.

Rogers  I'm going to throw him out!

Waring  Attack Mr Rogers, would you?  Well, we're more than a match for

        you.

Rogers  Help, he's got me by the throat!

Waring  Go ahead, I've got him by the throat.

Rogers  We're by the door.

Waring  Let's throw him out. One!

Rogers and Waring together  Two!  Three!  [They throw each other out of

        the door.]

Customer [to camera]  You should see them when they've had a couple of

        drinks.  [He takes out a cigar and brandishes it in Groucho Marx

        fashion.]  Goodnight, folks.  Just a fairy tale.

Storyteller (John)  Once upon a time, long, long ago, there lay in a

        valley far, far away in the mountains the most contented kingdom

        the world has ever known.  It was called Happy Valley, and it was

        ruled over by a wise old king called Otto.  And all his subjects

        flourished and were happy, and there were no discontents or

        grumblers, because wise King Otto had had them all put to death,

        along with the trade union leaders, many years before.  And all

        the happy folk of Happy Valley sang and danced all day long, and

        anyone who was for any reason miserable or unhappy or who had any

        difficult personal problem was prosecuted under the Happiness

        Act.

Prosecution (Michael)  Caspar Schlitz, I put it to you that you were, on

        February 5th this year, very depressed with malice aforethought,

        and did moan quietly, contrary to the Cheerful Noises Act.

Schlitz (Terry G)  I did.

Defence (Eric)  May I just explain, m'lud, that the reason for my

        client's behaviour was that his wife had just died that morning.

        [All except the accused laugh uproariously.]

Judge (Graham)  Members of the jury, have you reached your verdict?



Foreman  Guilty.  [All laugh again.]

Judge [donning red nose]  I hereby sentence you to be hanged by the neck

        until you cheer up.  [All laugh.]

Storyteller  And while the good folk of Happy Valley tenaciously

        frolicked away, their wise old king, who was a merry old thing,

        played strange songs on his Hammond organ all day long, up in his

        castle where he lived with his gracious Queen Syllabub, and their

        lovely daughter Princess Mitzi Gaynor, who had fabulous tits and

        an enchanting smile and a fine wit, and wooden teeth which she'd

        bought in a chemist's in Augsburg, despite the fire risk.  She

        treasured these teeth, which were made of the finest pine and she

        varnished them after every meal.  And next to her teeth, her

        dearest love was her pet rabbit Herman.  She would take Herman

        for long walks, and pet and fuss over him all day.  And she would

        visit the royal kitchens and steal him tasty tit-bits which he

        never ate, because, sadly, he was dead, and no one had the heart

        to tell her because she was so sweet and innocent and new nothing

        of death or gastro-enteritis, or even plastic hip joints.

        One day when she was romping with Herman, she suddenly set eyes

        on the most beautiful young man she had ever seen, and fell

        deeply in love with him, naturally assuming him to be a prince.

        Well, fortunately he was a prince, so she found him in the book,

        which her mother made her always carry, [she opens a bird-

        spotting book at a page headed "EBERHARD, PRINZ" opposite a

        photo of him] and learned his name, and went and introduced

        herself, and the subject of marriage.  And he fell deeply in

        love with her, and in what seemed like the twinkling of an eye,

        but was in fact a fortnight, they were in her father's lounge,

        asking his permission to marry.

        [Otto sits at his organ howling a strange song.  He finishes and

        Mitzi and the prince applaud politely.  He starts another.



        Caption "Spaeter am selben Nachmittag" {Later that afternoon}.]

Mitzi (Connie)  Daddy.

Otto (Terry J)  Yes, daughter.

Mitzi   We have something to ask you.

Otto    A request!

Eberhard (John)  Sir, may I have your daughter's hand in marriage?

Otto    Well, I don't know it, but if you hum it I'll soon pick it up.

Eberhard  No sir, I really do wish to marry your daughter, sir.

Otto    Oh.  Are you a prince?

Prince  Yes, sir.

Otto    Is he in the book?

Mitzi   Yes, Daddy.

Otto    Do you really love my daughter?

Prince  I do.

Otto    Well in that case, I must set you a task to prove you worthy of

        her hand in marriage.

Eberhard [standing]  I accept.

Otto    You must climb to the highest part of the castle, first thing

        tomorrow morning, armed only with your sword, and jump out of the

        window.

        [A crowd waits expectantly in the street below the castle.]

Villager (Terry J?)  Hey look, there he is!

        [The crowd look up, clapping and cheering.  Eberhard, up on the

        castle tower, waves, wets his finger to test the wind, then

        plummets to his death.  The crowd laugh and cheer.]

Mitzi   Can we get married now, Daddy?

Otto    No, I'm afraid not, daughter, he wasn't worthy of you.

Mitzi   Oh Daddy!  Will he have to go into the ground like all the

        others?

        [Cut to a cemetary where a coffin is being cheerfully lowered

        into a grave.]



Mitzi   Come on, Herman.  [She walks away, dragging Herman.]

Storyteller  And so Mitzi and Herman went down to the river bank to see

        if they could find another prince.  Everyone was fishing that

        day, the carpenter and the candlemaker and the blacksmith and the

        window-dresser and his friend, and the hangman and all his

        apprentices, and the secret policeman, and the narcotics salesman

        and his aunty, but not a prince for miles.  Until... Mitzi's eyes

        suddenly spotted the slightest flash of gold underneath a weeping

        willow tree and there, sure enough, was a prince.

        He was rather thin and spotty with a long nose and bandy legs and

        nasty unpolished plywood teeth but, thought Mitzi, a prince is a

        prince, and she fell in love with him without another thought.

        [She leaps on top of him and engages him passionately.]  And

        after a time, or a few times anyway, he too fell in love with

        her.  And very soon they were on their way to ask King Otto's

        permission to wed, as this prince didn't read the newspapers any

        more than the others did, [they walk past a news stand on which

        is written "Die Happy Valley ???  Ein ??? Prinz ??? ??? ???" -

        sorry, it's too small and unclear on my recording] decadent,

        dim-witted, parasitic little bastards that they were.  [They

        come across Queen Syllabub romping with a black man.]

Syllabub [getting up hurriedly]  What!  Oh!  Ha ha ha!  Oh, hello,

        darling.

Mitzi   This is my mother the Queen, and, er, this is, er, ...

Syllabub  This is my new algebra teacher, Dr Erasmus.

Erasmus  Hello there.

Syllabub  Don't stare, darling.  And who is this?

Mitzi   Oh, this is Prince Walter.

Syllabub  Oh.

Mitzi   We were just going down to Daddy for permission to get married.

Syllabub  Ah, well I want to talk to him about like that.  I'll see you

        about the binomial theorem in the wood shed at eight o'clock, Dr



        Erasmus.

Erasmus  I'll bring the baby oil, Queen.

Syllabub  Yes.  Ahem.

Mitzi   Does Daddy like Dr Erasmus?

Syllabub  I wouldn't mention him, darling.  He's a bit funny about darker

        people.

Mitzi   I know nothing of racial prejudice.

Syllabub  Good.  Well I'll talk to him first.

        [Syllabub enters the lounge where Otto is at his organ, howling

        one of his songs.]

Syllabub  Stop that and listen to me!  Now!  [She pulls the plug out.]

Otto    Plug my organ in.

Syllabub  Ha, that's a joke.  Now, listen to me.

Otto    What!  What is it?

Syllabub  I've got something important to tell you.  Mitzi's coming in a

        moment with another prince.

Otto    Yeugh.  [He begins howling one of his songs.]

Syllabub  Look, will you stop that again!

Otto    Huh, princes!

Syllabub  Well there soon won't be any left, thanks to you.  Now just you

        make sure you make that task nice and easy, otherwise I'll smash

        your organ.

Otto    Can I play at the wedding?

Syllabub  Yes.

Otto    All right, all right.  I could play  that one about "Yum de boo

        ptang..."

Syllabub  The king agrees to see you now.

Mitzi   Hallo Daddy!

Otto    Come in, child.

Mitzi   This is Prince Walter.

Otto    Eeeugh!  Is he in the book?



Mitzi   Yes.

Otto    Oh, hello Walter.

Walter (Michael)  Prince Walter.

Otto    [sarcastically] Oh, so sorry!  So you want to marry my daughter,

        do you?

Walter  Perhaps.

Mitzi   Oh, say you do, and wing me such joy as I have never tasted

        before.

Walter  Yeah, all right.

Otto    All right.  First I must set you a task, so you may prove

        yourself worthy of my daughter's hand in marriage.

Walter  Why?

Otto    Because she's a f[bleep]ing princess, that's why!  You must go

        tomorrow morning to the highest part of the castle... [Syllabub

        hits him.]  You must go, um... [Syllabub threatens him again] er,

        go down to the shops and get me twenty Rothmans.

Walter  What, now?

Otto    Tomorrow morning.

Storyteller  And so, early next morning, all the happy villagers were

        gathered to watch Prince Walter set off on his quest.

        [From a dais outside the castle, on which King, Queen and

        Princess sit, Prince Walter walks, holding a banknote, past the

        villagers down the street to the tobacconist.  He emerges holding

        a packet of cigarettes aloft triumphantly to cheers from the

        crowd.  He walks back up the street to the dais, on which Mitzi

        is jumping up and down excitedly.]

Walter  Here are your fags.  [He tosses them to Otto.]

Otto [grudgingly]  Thank you, Walter.

Walter  Prince Walter!

Syllabub  Well done, Prince Walter.

Otto [standing]  Loyal subjects, faithful followers, this is indeed a

        proud moment for the Queen and myself.  For this is the moment



        when Princess Mitzi marries Prince Walter.  But first, a little

        number I've written, entitled "Ya Te Buckety Rum Ting Too".

        [Everyone sings "Ya Te Buckety Rum Ting Too" accompanied by

        Otto.  But then Prince Charming draws up on a horse.]

Charming (Eric)  Halt, halt!  Halt, I prithee, gentle king.

Syllabub  Who are you?  What do you want?  [to Otto] Belt up!

Charming  I am Prince Charming, from the Kingdom of the Golden Lakes,

        good Sir King.  Page four in the book.  And I crave the hand of

        your most beautiful daughter, Princess Mitzi.

Walter  You're too late.

Charming  What?

Walter  I've got her, Charming, now buzz off.

Syllabub  Now, wait a minute, Mitzi is not betrothed yet.

Walter  What?  He said, if I went and got him twenty Rothmans I could

        have her.

Charming  Got you twenty Rothmans?

Walter  I had to go down the town.

Charming  For Princess Mitzi?

Otto    Yes.

Charming  For this priceless treasure?  For this most perfect of all

        God's creatures?

Mitzi [to Syllabub]  I think I'm falling in love again.

Charming  For this finest and most delicate flower in the whole of this

        geographical area, I will face in mortal combat that most dreaded

        of all creatures.

Mitzi, Syllabub & Otto  A dragon?!

Charming  And I shall slay it, single-handed, to prove myself worthy of

        your enchanting daughter, O King.

Otto    I accept.

Walter  What?

Otto    I accept.  Tomorrow morning, then.

Walter  Where's he going to get a dragon from?



Charming  I provide my own.

        [The rear of a horse box opens.  A dragon, all of 18 inches long,

        emerges.  Prince Charming fights it matador-style, then draws a

        pistol and shoots it.  The crowd cheer.]

Otto    Loyal subjects, by virtue of Prince Charming's noble deed, I now

        consent to give him Princess Mitzi's hand in marriage.  But

        first, the B side of my latest single.

Walter  I'll be revenged on the lot of you!

        [Otto plays and everybody starts singing "Ya Te Buckety...".]

Storyteller  Nobody in Happy Valley worried about Prince Walter's

        threats, and the joyous day soon arrived for the royal wedding.

        [Interior of cathedral.  Otto is up in the organ loft.

        Everyone sings "Ya Te Buckety, Rum Ting Too, Ni Ni Ni, Yaooo."]

Priest (John)  Dearly beloved, we are gathered here today to join

        together this man, Prince Charming, and this woman, Princess

        Mitzi Gaynor, in holy matrimony.  If there be anyone who knoweth

        just cause or impediment why these two should not be joined

        together...  [There is a loud boom.  A witch enters, followed by

        Prince Walter.]

Witch   Yes, 'tis I, the wicked witch, Ya ha ha!

Priest  Witch, you commit sacrilege here by your very presence.  I

        command you in the name of the Good Book, to leave this holy

        place forthwith.

Witch   Shut up!

Priest  Sorry, sorry.

Witch   Now, where's the King?  Where's the King?  Where's the King?

        [The congregation point upwards.]

Otto    Oh, me.  I'm terribly sorry, I was miles away.

Witch   I forbid this marriage to take place.

Chancellor  You forbid it?

Witch   Who are you?



Chancellor  I am the Lord Chancellor, you old hag!  How dare you speak

        thus to our... [The witch casts spells, turning him successively

        into a lampshade, then a dog, a soda syphon, a rabbit, and back

        into himself.]  Aah!

Witch   Now, watch it!  Now, Mitzi marry Prince Walter, or I curse the

        lot of you, and your aunties.

Otto    Mitzi marries Prince Charming.

Witch   I'm warning you!

Otto    Carry on with the ceremony.

Priest  Dearly beloved, we are gathered here today...

Witch   Very well.  I hereby change every single person in this cathedral

        into chickens!  [then as a shocked afterthought] Except me!

        [Everyone is turned into chickens.]

Chicken [wearing witch's hat]  Oh, bugger.

        [Cut to Gabby with his mule.  He turns and runs excitedly.]

        [Credits, over a sequence of shots of prospectors shouting

        "Chickens!", "Yippee!" etc.
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|           |

|  Scene 1  |

|___________|

    [wind]

    [clop clop clop]

KING ARTHUR:  Whoa there!

    [clop clop clop]

SOLDIER #1:  Halt!  Who goes there?

ARTHUR:  It is I, Arthur, son of Uther Pendragon, from the castle of Camelot.

    King of the Britons, defeator of the Saxons, sovereign of all England!

SOLDIER #1:  Pull the other one!

ARTHUR:  I am,... and this is my trusty servant Patsy.  We have ridden the 

    length and breadth of the land in search of knights who will join me in my 

    court at Camelot.  I must speak with your lord and master.

SOLDIER #1:  What?  Ridden on a horse?

ARTHUR:  Yes!

SOLDIER #1:  You're using coconuts!

ARTHUR:  What?

SOLDIER #1:  You've got two empty halves of coconut and you're bangin' 'em 



    together.

ARTHUR:  So?  We have ridden since the snows of winter covered this land, 

    through the kingdom of Mercea, through--

SOLDIER #1:  Where'd you get the coconuts?

ARTHUR:  We found them.

SOLDIER #1:  Found them?  In Mercea?  The coconut's tropical!

ARTHUR:  What do you mean?

SOLDIER #1:  Well, this is a temperate zone.

ARTHUR:  The swallow may fly south with the sun or the house martin or the 

    plover may seek warmer climes in winter, yet these are not strangers to

    our land?

SOLDIER #1:  Are you suggesting coconuts migrate?

ARTHUR:  Not at all.  They could be carried.

SOLDIER #1:  What?  A swallow carrying a coconut?

ARTHUR:  It could grip it by the husk!

SOLDIER #1:  It's not a question of where he grips it!  It's a simple question 

    of weight ratios!  A five ounce bird could not carry a one pound coconut.

ARTHUR:  Well, it doesn't matter.  Will you go and tell your master that Arthur 

    from the Court of Camelot is here.

SOLDIER #1:  Listen.  In order to maintain air-speed velocity, a swallow needs

    to beat its wings forty-three times every second, right?

ARTHUR:  Please!

SOLDIER #1:  Am I right?

ARTHUR:  I'm not interested!

SOLDIER #2:  It could be carried by an African swallow!

SOLDIER #1:  Oh, yeah, an African swallow maybe, but not a European swallow.

    That's my point.

SOLDIER #2:  Oh, yeah, I agree with that.

ARTHUR:  Will you ask your master if he wants to join my court at Camelot?!

SOLDIER #1:  But then of course a-- African swallows are non-migratory.

SOLDIER #2:  Oh, yeah...

SOLDIER #1:  So they couldn't bring a coconut back anyway...



    [clop clop clop]

SOLDIER #2:  Wait a minute!  Supposing two swallows carried it together?

SOLDIER #1:  No, they'd have to have it on a line.

SOLDIER #2:  Well, simple!  They'd just use a strand of creeper!

SOLDIER #1:  What, held under the dorsal guiding feathers?

SOLDIER #2:  Well, why not?

 ___________

|           |

|  Scene 2  |

|___________|

    [thud]

    [clang]

CART-MASTER:  Bring out your dead!

    [clang]

    Bring out your dead!

    [clang]

    Bring out your dead!

    [clang]

    Bring out your dead!

    [clang]

    Bring out your dead!

    [cough cough...]

    [clang]

    [...cough cough]

    Bring out your dead!

    [clang]

    Bring out your dead!

    [clang]

    Bring out your dead!  Ninepence.

    [clang]



    Bring out your dead!

    [clang]

    Bring out your dead!

    [clang]

    Bring out...

    [rewr!] 

    ...your dead!

    [rewr!]

    [clang]

    Bring out your dead!

CUSTOMER:  Here's one.

CART-MASTER:  Ninepence.

DEAD PERSON:  I'm not dead!

CART-MASTER:  What?

CUSTOMER:  Nothing.  Here's your ninepence.

DEAD PERSON:  I'm not dead!

CART-MASTER:  'Ere.  He says he's not dead!

CUSTOMER:  Yes he is.

DEAD PERSON:  I'm not!

CART-MASTER:  He isn't?

CUSTOMER:  Well, he will be soon.  He's very ill.

DEAD PERSON:  I'm getting better! 

CUSTOMER:  No you're not.  You'll be stone dead in a moment.

CART-MASTER:  Oh, I can't take him like that.  It's against regulations.

DEAD PERSON:  I don't want to go on the cart!

CUSTOMER:  Oh, don't be such a baby.

CART-MASTER:  I can't take him.

DEAD PERSON:  I feel fine!

CUSTOMER:  Well, do us a favor.

CART-MASTER:  I can't.

CUSTOMER:  Well, can you hang around a couple of minutes?  He won't be long.

CART-MASTER:  No, I've got to go to the Robinson's.  They've lost nine today.

CUSTOMER:  Well, when's your next round?



CART-MASTER:  Thursday.

DEAD PERSON:  I think I'll go for a walk.

CUSTOMER:  You're not fooling anyone you know.  Look, isn't there something 

    you can do?

DEAD PERSON:  [singing]  I feel happy... I feel happy.

    [whop]

CUSTOMER:  Ah, thanks very much.

CART-MASTER:  Not at all.  See you on Thursday.

CUSTOMER:  Right.  All right.

    [howl]

    [clop clop clop]

    Who's that then?

CART-MASTER:  I dunno.  Must be a king.

CUSTOMER:  Why?

CART-MASTER:  He hasn't got shit all over him.

 ___________

|           |

|  Scene 3  |

|___________|

    [thud]

    [King Arthur music]

    [thud thud thud]

    [King Arthur music stops]

ARTHUR:  Old woman!

DENNIS:  Man!

ARTHUR:  Man.  Sorry.  What knight live in that castle over there?

DENNIS:  I'm thirty-seven.

ARTHUR:  I-- what?

DENNIS:  I'm thirty-seven.  I'm not old.

ARTHUR:  Well, I can't just call you 'Man'.



DENNIS:  Well, you could say 'Dennis'.

ARTHUR:  Well, I didn't know you were called 'Dennis'.

DENNIS:  Well, you didn't bother to find out, did you?

ARTHUR:  I did say 'sorry' about the 'old woman', but from the behind you 

    looked--

DENNIS:  What I object to is that you automatically treat me like an inferior!

ARTHUR:  Well, I am king!

DENNIS:  Oh king, eh, very nice.  And how d'you get that, eh?  By exploiting 

    the workers!  By 'anging on to outdated imperialist dogma which perpetuates 

    the economic and social differences in our society.  If there's ever going 

    to be any progress with the--

WOMAN:  Dennis, there's some lovely filth down here.  Oh!  How d'you do?

ARTHUR:  How do you do, good lady.  I am Arthur, King of the Britons.  Who's 

    castle is that?

WOMAN:  King of the who?

ARTHUR:  The Britons.

WOMAN:  Who are the Britons?

ARTHUR:  Well, we all are.  We are all Britons, and I am your king.

WOMAN:  I didn't know we had a king.  I thought we were an autonomous 

    collective.

DENNIS:  You're fooling yourself.  We're living in a dictatorship.  A self-

    perpetuating autocracy in which the working classes--

WOMAN:  Oh, there you go, bringing class into it again.

DENNIS:  That's what it's all about.  If only people would hear of--

ARTHUR:  Please, please good people.  I am in haste.  Who lives in that castle?

WOMAN:  No one live there.

ARTHUR:  Then who is your lord?

WOMAN:  We don't have a lord.

ARTHUR:  What?

DENNIS:  I told you.  We're an anarcho-syndicalist commune.  We take it in

    turns to act as a sort of executive officer for the week.

ARTHUR:  Yes.



DENNIS:  But all the decision of that officer have to be ratified at a special

    bi-weekly meeting--

ARTHUR:  Yes, I see.

DENNIS:  By a simple majority in the case of purely internal affairs,--

ARTHUR:  Be quiet!

DENNIS:  But by a two-thirds majority in the case of more major--

ARTHUR:  Be quiet!  I order you to be quiet!

WOMAN:  Order, eh?  Who does he think he is?  Heh.

ARTHUR:  I am your king!

WOMAN:  Well, I didn't vote for you.

ARTHUR:  You don't vote for kings.

WOMAN:  Well, how did you become king then?

ARTHUR:  The Lady of the Lake,...

    [angels sing]

    ...her arm clad in the purest shimmering samite, held aloft Excalibur from

    the bosom of the water signifying by Divine Providence that I, Arthur, was

    to carry Excalibur.

    [singing stops]

    That is why I am your king!

DENNIS:  Listen, strange women lying in ponds distributing swords is no basis

    for a system of government.  Supreme executive power derives from a mandate

    from the masses, not from some farcical aquatic ceremony.

ARTHUR:  Be quiet!

DENNIS:  Well, but you can't expect to wield supreme executive power just

    'cause some watery tart threw a sword at you!

ARTHUR:  Shut up!

DENNIS:  I mean, if I went 'round saying I was an emperor just because some

    moistened bint had lobbed a scimitar at me, they'd put me away!

ARTHUR:  Shut up, will you.  Shut up!

DENNIS:  Ah, now we see the violence inherent in the system.

ARTHUR:  Shut up!

DENNIS:  Oh!  Come and see the violence inherent in the system!  Help, help!

    I'm being repressed!



ARTHUR:  Bloody peasant!

DENNIS:  Oh, what a give-away.  Did you hear that?  Did you hear that, eh?

    That's what I'm on about.  Did you see him repressing me?  You saw it, 

    didn't you?

 ___________

|           |

|  Scene 4  |

|___________|

    [King Arthur music]

    [music stops]

BLACK KNIGHT:  Aaaagh!

    [King Arthur music]

    [music stops]

BLACK KNIGHT:  Aaagh!

GREEN KNIGHT:  Ooh!

    [King Arthur music]

    [music stops]

    [stab]

BLACK KNIGHT:  Aagh!

GREEN KNIGHT:  Oh!

    [King Arthur music]

    Ooh!

    [music stops]

BLACK KNIGHT:  Aaaagh!

    [clang]

BLACK KNIGHT and GREEN KNIGHT:  Agh!, oh!, etc.

GREEN KNIGHT:  Aaaaaah!  Aaaaaaaaah!

    [woosh]

    [BLACK KNIGHT kills GREEN KNIGHT]

    [thud]



    [scrape]

BLACK KNIGHT:  Umm!

    [clop clop clop]

ARTHUR:  You fight with the strength of many men, Sir Knight.

    [pause]

    I am Arthur, King of the Britons.

    [pause]

    I seek the finest and the bravest knights in the land to join me in my

    court at Camelot.

    [pause]

    You have proved yourself worthy.  Will you join me?

    [pause]

    You make me sad.  So be it.  Come, Patsy.

BLACK KNIGHT:  None shall pass.

ARTHUR:  What?

BLACK KNIGHT:  None shall pass.

ARTHUR:  I have no quarrel with you, good Sir Knight, but I must cross this 

    bridge.

BLACK KNIGHT:  Then you shall die.

ARTHUR:  I command you, as King of the Britons, to stand aside!

BLACK KNIGHT:  I move for no man.

ARTHUR:  So be it!

ARTHUR and BLACK KNIGHT:  Aaah!, hiyaah!, etc.

    [ARTHUR chops the BLACK KNIGHT's left arm off]

ARTHUR:  Now stand aside, worthy adversary.

BLACK KNIGHT:  'Tis but a scratch.

ARTHUR:  A scratch?  Your arm's off!

BLACK KNIGHT:  No, it isn't.

ARTHUR:  Well, what's that then?

BLACK KNIGHT:  I've had worse.

ARTHUR:  You liar!

BLACK KNIGHT:  Come on, you pansy!



    [clang]

    Huyah!

    [clang]

    Hiyaah!

    [clang]

    Aaaaaaaah!

    [ARTHUR chops the BLACK KNIGHT's right arm off]

ARTHUR:  Victory is mine!

    [kneeling]

    We thank Thee Lord, that in Thy mer--

BLACK KNIGHT:  Hah!

    [clunk]

    Come on then.

ARTHUR:  What?

BLACK KNIGHT:  Have at you!

    [kick]

ARTHUR:  Eh.  You are indeed brave, Sir Knight, but the fight is mine.

BLACK KNIGHT:  Oh, had enough, eh?

ARTHUR:  Look, you stupid bastard.  You've got no arms left.

BLACK KNIGHT:  Yes I have.

ARTHUR:  Look!

BLACK KNIGHT:  Just a flesh wound.

    [kick]

ARTHUR:  Look, stop that.

BLACK KNIGHT:  Chicken!

    [kick]

    Chickennn!

ARTHUR:  Look, I'll have your leg.

    [kick]

    Right!

    [whop]

    [ARTHUR chops the BLACK KNIGHT's right leg off]

BLACK KNIGHT:  Right.  I'll do you for that!



ARTHUR:  You'll what?

BLACK KNIGHT:  Come here!

ARTHUR:  What are you going to do, bleed on me?

BLACK KNIGHT:  I'm invincible!

ARTHUR:  You're a looney.

BLACK KNIGHT:  The Black Knight always triumphs!  Have at you!  Come on then.

    [whop]

    [ARTHUR chops the BLACK KNIGHT's last leg off]

BLACK KNIGHT:  Ooh.  All right, we'll call it a draw.

ARTHUR:  Come, Patsy.

BLACK KNIGHT:  Oh.  Oh, I see.  Running away, eh?  You yellow bastards!  Come

    back here and take what's coming to you.  I'll bite your legs off!

 ___________

|           |

|  Scene 5  |

|___________|

MONKS:  [chanting]  Pie Iesu domine, dona eis requiem.

    [bonk]

    Pie Iesu domine,...

    [bonk]

    ...dona eis requiem.

    [bonk]

    Pie Iesu domine,...

    [bonk]

    ...dona eis requiem.

CROWD:  A witch!  A witch!

    [bonk]

    A witch!  A witch!

MONKS:  [chanting]  Pie Iesu domine...

CROWD:  A witch!  A witch!  A witch!  A witch!  We've found a witch!  A witch!



    A witch!  A witch!  A witch!  We've got a witch!  A witch!  A witch!  Burn

    her!  Burn her!  Burn her!  We've found a witch!  We've found a witch!  A

    witch!  A witch!  A witch!

VILLAGER #1:  We have found a witch.  May we burn her?

CROWD:  Burn her!  Burn!  Burn her!  Burn her!

BEDEVERE:  How do you know she is a witch?

VILLAGER #2:  She looks like one.

CROWD:  Right!  Yeah!  Yeah!

BEDEVERE:  Bring her forward.

WITCH:  I'm not a witch.  I'm not a witch.

BEDEVERE:  Uh, but you are dressed as one.

WITCH:  They dressed me up like this.

CROWD:  Augh, we didn't!  We didn't...

WITCH:  And this isn't my nose.  It's a false one.

BEDEVERE:  Well?

VILLAGER #1:  Well, we did do the nose.

BEDEVERE:  The nose?

VILLAGER #1:  And the hat, but she is a witch!

VILLAGER #2:  Yeah!

CROWD:  We burn her!  Right!  Yeaaah!  Yeaah!

BEDEVERE:  Did you dress her up like this?

VILLAGER #1:  No!

VILLAGER #2 and 3: No.  No.

VILLAGER #2:  No.

VILLAGER #1:  No.

VILLAGERS #2 and #3:  No.

VILLAGER #1:  Yes.

VILLAGER #2:  Yes.

VILLAGER #1:  Yes.  Yeah, a bit.

VILLAGER #3:  A bit.

VILLAGERS #1 and #2:  A bit.

VILLAGER #3:  A bit.



VILLAGER #1:  She has got a wart.

RANDOM:  [cough]

BEDEVERE:  What makes you think she is a witch?

VILLAGER #3:  Well, she turned me into a newt.

BEDEVERE:  A newt?

VILLAGER #3:  I got better.

VILLAGER #2:  Burn her anyway!

VILLAGER #1:  Burn!

CROWD:  Burn her!  Burn!  Burn her!...

BEDEVERE:  Quiet!  Quiet!  Quiet!  Quiet!  There are ways of telling whether

    she is a witch.

VILLAGER #1:  Are there?

VILLAGER #2:  Ah?

VILLAGER #1:  What are they?

CROWD:  Tell us!  Tell us!...

BEDEVERE:  Tell me, what do you do with witches?

VILLAGER #2:  Burn!

VILLAGER #1:  Burn!

CROWD:  Burn!  Burn them up!  Burn!...

BEDEVERE:  And what do you burn apart from witches?

VILLAGER #1:  More witches!

VILLAGER #3:  Shh!

VILLAGER #2:  Wood!

BEDEVERE:  So, why do witches burn?

    [pause]

VILLAGER #3:  B--... 'cause they're made of... wood?

BEDEVERE:  Good!  Heh heh.

CROWD:  Oh yeah.  Oh.

BEDEVERE:  So, how do we tell whether she is made of wood?

VILLAGER #1:  Build a bridge out of her.

BEDEVERE:  Ah, but can you not also make bridges out of stone?

VILLAGER #1:  Oh, yeah.

RANDOM:  Oh, yeah.  True.  Uhh...



BEDEVERE:  Does wood sink in water?

VILLAGER #1:  No.  No.

VILLAGER #2:  No, it floats!  It floats!

VILLAGER #1:  Throw her into the pond!

CROWD:  The pond!  Throw her into the pond!

BEDEVERE:  What also floats in water?

VILLAGER #1:  Bread!

VILLAGER #2:  Apples!

VILLAGER #3:  Uh, very small rocks!

VILLAGER #1:  Cider!

VILLAGER #2:  Uh, gra-- gravy!

VILLAGER #1:  Cherries!

VILLAGER #2:  Mud!

VILLAGER #3:  Churches!  Churches!

VILLAGER #2:  Lead!  Lead!

ARTHUR:  A duck!

CROWD:  Oooh.

BEDEVERE:  Exactly.  So, logically...

VILLAGER #1:  If... she... weighs... the same as a duck,... she's made of wood.

BEDEVERE:  And therefore?

VILLAGER #2:  A witch!

VILLAGER #1:  A witch!

CROWD:  A witch!  A witch!...

VILLAGER #4:  Here is a duck.  Use this duck.

    [quack quack quack]

BEDEVERE:  We shall use my largest scales.

CROWD:  Ohh!  Ohh!  Burn the witch!  Burn the witch!  Burn her!  Burn her!

    Burn her!  Burn her!  Burn her!  Burn her!  Burn her!  Ahh!  Ahh...

BEDEVERE:  Right.  Remove the supports!

    [whop]

    [clunk]

    [creak]



CROWD:  A witch!  A witch!  A witch!

WITCH:  It's a fair cop.

VILLAGER #3:  Burn her!

CROWD:  Burn her!  Burn her!  Burn her!  Burn!  Burn!...

BEDEVERE:  Who are you who are so wise in the ways of science?

ARTHUR:  I am Arthur, King of the Britons.

BEDEVERE:  My liege!

ARTHUR:  Good Sir Knight, will you come with me to Camelot, and join us at the

    Round Table?

BEDEVERE:  My liege!  I would be honored.

ARTHUR:  What is your name?

BEDEVERE:  Bedevere, my liege.

ARTHUR:  Then I dub you Sir Bedevere, Knight of the Round Table.

 _______________________

|                       |

|  Narrative Interlude  |

|_______________________|

NARRATOR:  The wise Sir Bedevere was the first to join King Arthur's knights,

    but other illustrious names were soon to follow: Sir Lancelot the Brave; 

    Sir Gallahad the Pure; and Sir Robin the-not-quite-so-brave-as-Sir-Lancelot,

    who had nearly fought the Dragon of Angnor, who had nearly stood up to the

    vicious Chicken of Bristol, and who had personally wet himself at the

    Battle of Badon Hill; and the aptly named Sir Not-appearing-in-this-film.

    Together they formed a band whose names and deeds were to be retold

    throughout the centuries: the Knights of the Round Table.

 ___________

|           |

|  Scene 6  |



|___________|

    [clop clop clop]

SIR BEDEVERE:  And that, my liege, is how we know the earth to be banana-

    shaped.

ARTHUR:  This new learning amazes me, Sir Bedevere.  Explain again how sheep's

    bladders may be employed to prevent earthquakes.

BEDEVERE:  Oh, certainly, sir.

SIR LAUNCELOT:  Look, my liege!

    [trumpets]

ARTHUR:  Camelot!

SIR GALAHAD:  Camelot!

LAUNCELOT:  Camelot!

PATSY:  It's only a model.

ARTHUR:  Shh!  Knights, I bid you welcome to your new home.  Let us ride...

    to... Camelot!

    [in medieval hall]

KNIGHTS:  [singing]

    We're knights of the round table.

    We dance when e'er we're able.

    We do routines and chorus scenes

    With footwork impeccable.

    We dine well here in Camelot.

    We eat ham and jam and spam a lot.

    [dancing]

    We're knights of the Round Table.

    Our shows are formidable,

    But many times we're given rhymes

    That are quite unsingable.

    We're opera mad in Camelot.

    We sing from the diaphragm a lot.



    [in dungeon]

PRISONER:  [clap clap clap clap]

    [in medieval hall]

KNIGHTS:  [tap-dancing]

    In war we're tough and able,

    Quite indefatigable.

    Between our quests we sequin vests and impersonate Clark Gable.

    It's a busy life in Camelot.

MAN:  I have to push the pram a lot.

    [outdoors]

ARTHUR:  Well, on second thought, let's not go to Camelot.  It is a silly

    place.

KNIGHTS:  Right.  Right.

 ___________

|           |

|  Scene 7  |

|___________|

    [clop clop clop]

    [boom boom]

    [angels sing]

GOD:  Arthur!  Arthur, King of the Britons!  Oh, don't grovel!

    [singing stops]

    One thing I can't stand, it's people groveling.

ARTHUR:  Sorry.

    [boom]

GOD:  And don't apologize.  Every time I try to talk to someone it's 'sorry

    this' and 'forgive me that' and 'I'm not worthy'.

    [boom]

    What are you doing now?!



ARTHUR:  I'm averting my eyes, O Lord.

GOD:  Well, don't.  It's like those miserable Psalms-- they're so depressing.

    Now knock it off!

ARTHUR:  Yes, Lord.

GOD:  Right!  Arthur, King of the Britons, your Knights of the Round Table

    shall have a task to make them an example in these dark times.

ARTHUR:  Good idea, O Lord!

GOD:  'Course it's a good idea!  Behold!

    [angels sing]

    Arthur, this is the Holy Grail.  Look well, Arthur, for it is your sacred

    task to seek this grail.  That is your purpose, Arthur... the quest for the

    Holy Grail.

    [boom]

    [singing stops]

LAUNCELOT:  A blessing!  A blessing from the Lord!

GALAHAD:  God be praised!

 ___________

|           |

|  Scene 8  |

|___________|

    [King Arthur music]

    [clop clop clop]

ARTHUR:  Halt!

    [horn]

    Hallo!

    [pause]

    Hallo!

FRENCH GUARD:  Allo!  Who is eet?

ARTHUR:  It is King Arthur, and these are my Knights of the Round Table.  Who's

    castle is this?



FRENCH GUARD:  This is the castle of my master Guy de Loimbard.

ARTHUR:  Go and tell your master that we have been charged by God with a sacred

    quest.  If he will give us food and shelter for the night he can join us in

    our quest for the Holy Grail.

FRENCH GUARD:  Well, I'll ask him, but I don't think he'll be very keen.  Uh,

    he's already got one, you see?

ARTHUR:  What?

GALAHAD:  He says they've already got one!

ARTHUR:  Are you sure he's got one?

FRENCH GUARD:  Oh, yes, it's very nice-a.  (I told him we already got one.)

ARTHUR:  Well, u-- um, can we come up and have a look?

FRENCH GUARD:  Of course not!  You are English types-a!

ARTHUR:  Well, what are you then?

FRENCH GUARD:  I'm French!  Why do think I have this outrageous accent, you

    silly king-a?!

GALAHAD:  What are you doing in England?

FRENCH GUARD:  Mind your own business!

ARTHUR:  If you will not show us the Grail, we shall take your castle by force!

FRENCH GUARD:  You don't frighten us, English pig-dogs!  Go and boil your

    bottom, sons of a silly person.  I blow my nose at you, so-called Arthur

    King, you and all your silly English k-nnnnniggets.  Thpppppt!  Thppt!

    Thppt!

GALAHAD:  What a strange person.

ARTHUR:  Now look here, my good man--

FRENCH GUARD:  I don't wanna talk to you no more, you empty headed animal food

    trough wiper!  I fart in your general direction!  You mother was a hamster

    and your father smelt of elderberries!

GALAHAD:  Is there someone else up there we could talk to?

FRENCH GUARD:  No, now go away or I shall taunt you a second time-a!

    [sniff]

ARTHUR:  Now, this is your last chance.  I've been more than reasonable.

FRENCH GUARD:  (Fetchez la vache.)

OTHER FRENCH GUARD:  Quoi?



FRENCH GUARD:  (Fetchez la vache!)

    [mooo]

ARTHUR:  If you do not agree to my commands, then I shall--

    [twong]

    [mooooooo]

    Jesus Christ!

KNIGHTS:  Christ!

    [thud]

    Ah!  Ohh!

ARTHUR:  Right!  Charge!

KNIGHTS: Charge!

    [mayhem]

FRENCH GUARD:  Hey, this one is for your mother!  There you go.

    [mayhem]

FRENCH GUARD:  And this one's for your dad!

ARTHUR:  Run away!

KNIGHTS:  Run away!

FRENCH GUARD:  Thppppt!

FRENCH GUARDS:  [taunting]

LAUNCELOT:  Fiends!  I'll tear them apart!

ARTHUR:  No, no.  No, no.

BEDEVERE:  Sir!  I have a plan, sir.

    [later]

    [wind]

    [saw saw saw saw saw saw saw saw saw saw saw saw saw saw saw saw]

    [clunk]

    [bang]

    [rewr!]

    [squeak squeak squeak squeak squeak squeak squeak squeak squeak squeak]

    [rrrr rrrr rrrr]

    [drilllll]



    [sawwwww]

    [clunk]

    [crash]

    [clang]

    [squeak squeak squeak squeak squeak...]

    [creak]

FRENCH GUARDS:  [whispering]  C'est un lapin, lapin de bois.  Quoi?  Un cadeau.

    What?  A present.  Oh, un cadeau.  Oui, oui.  Hurry.  What?  Let's go.  Oh.

    On y va.  Bon magne.  Over here...

    [squeak squeak squeak squeak squeak...]

    [clllank]

ARTHUR:  What happens now?

BEDEVERE:  Well, now, uh, Launcelot, Galahad, and I, uh, wait until nightfall,

    and then leap out of the rabbit, taking the French, uh, by surprise.  Not 

    only by surprise, but totally unarmed!

ARTHUR:  Who leaps out?

BEDEVERE:  U-- u-- uh, Launcelot, Galahad, and I.  Uh, leap out of the rabbit,

    uh, and uh...

ARTHUR:  Ohh.

BEDEVERE:  Oh.  Um, l-- look, i-- i-- if we built this large wooden badger--

    [clank]

    [twong]

ARTHUR:  Run away!

KNIGHTS:  Run away!  Run away!  Run away!  Run away!  Run away!  Run away!

    Run away!

    [CRASH]

FRENCH GUARDS:  Oh, haw haw haw haw!  Haw!  Haw haw heh...

 ___________

|           |

|  Scene 9  |



|___________|

    [clack]

VOICE:  Picture for Schools, take eight.

DIRECTOR:  Action!

HISTORIAN:  Defeat at the castle seems to have utterly disheartened King

    Arthur.  The ferocity of the French taunting took him completely by

    surprise, and Arthur became convinced that a new strategy was required if

    the quest for the Holy Grail were to be brought to a successful conclusion.

    Arthur, having consulted his closest knights, decided that they should

    separate, and search for the Grail individually.

    [clop clop clop]

    Now, this is what they did:  Launcelot--

KNIGHT:  Aaaah!

    [slash]

    [KNIGHT kills HISTORIAN]

HISTORIAN'S WIFE:  Frank!

 ____________

|            |

|  Scene 10  |

|____________|

    [trumpets]

NARRATOR:  The Tale of Sir Robin.  So each of the knights went their separate

    ways.  Sir Robin rode north, through the dark forest of Ewing, accompanied

    by his favorite minstrels.

MINSTREL:  [singing]  Bravely bold Sir Robin, rode forth from Camelot.

    He was not afraid to die, O brave Sir Robin.

    He was not at all afraid to be killed in nasty ways.

    Brave, brave, brave, brave Sir Robin!

    



    He was not in the least bit scared to be mashed into a pulp,

    Or to have his eyes gouged out, and his elbows broken.

    To have his kneecaps split, and his body burned away,

    And his limbs all hacked and mangled, brave Sir Robin!

    His head smashed in and his heart cut out,

    And his liver removed and his bowels unplugged,

    And his nostrils raped and his bottom burned off,

    And his pen--

SIR ROBIN:  That's-- that's, uh-- that's enough music for now, lads.  Heh.

    Looks like there's dirty work afoot.

DENNIS:  Anarcho-syndicalism is a way of preserving freedom.

WOMAN:  Oh, Dennis, forget about freedom.  We haven't got enough mud.

ALL HEADS:  Halt!  Who art thou?

MINSTREL:  [singing]  He is brave Sir Robin, brave Sir Robin, who--

ROBIN:  Shut up!  Um, n-- n-- n-- nobody really, I'm j-- j-- j-- ju-- just um,

    just passing through.

ALL HEADS:  What do you want?

MINSTREL:  [singing]  To fight and--

ROBIN:  Shut up!  Um, oo, a-- nothing, nothing really.  I, uh, j-- j-- just--

    just to um, just to p-- pass through, good Sir Knight.

ALL HEADS:  I'm afraid not!

ROBIN:  Ah.  W-- well, actually I-- I am a Knight of the Round Table.

ALL HEADS:  You're a Knight of the Round Table?

ROBIN:  I am.

LEFT HEAD:  In that case I shall have to kill you.

MIDDLE HEAD:  Shall I?

RIGHT HEAD:  Oh, I don't think so.

MIDDLE HEAD:  Well, what do I think?

LEFT HEAD:  I think kill him.

RIGHT HEAD:  Oh, let's be nice to him.

LEFT HEAD:  Oh shut up.

ROBIN:  Perhaps I could--



LEFT HEAD:  And you.  Oh, quick!  Get the sword out.  I want to cut his head

    off!

RIGHT HEAD:  Oh, cut your own head off!

MIDDLE HEAD:  Yes, do us all a favor!

LEFT HEAD:  What?

RIGHT HEAD:  Yapping on all the time.

MIDDLE HEAD:  You're lucky.  You're not next to him.

LEFT HEAD:  What do you mean?

MIDDLE HEAD:  You snore!

LEFT HEAD:  Oh, I don't.  Anyway, you've got bad breath.

MIDDLE HEAD:  Well it's only because you don't brush my teeth.

RIGHT HEAD:  Oh stop bitching and let's go have tea.

LEFT HEAD:  Oh, all right.  All right.  All right.  We'll kill him first and

    then have tea and biscuits.

MIDDLE HEAD:  Yes.

RIGHT HEAD:  Oh, not biscuits.

LEFT HEAD:  All right.  All right, not biscuits, but let's kill him anyway.

ALL HEADS:  Right!

MIDDLE HEAD:  He buggered off.

RIGHT HEAD:  So he has.  He's scarpered.

MINSTREL:  [singing]  Brave Sir Robin ran away.

ROBIN:  No!

MINSTREL:  [singing]  Bravely ran away away.

ROBIN:  I didn't!

MINSTREL:  [singing]  When danger reared its ugly head, he bravely turned his

    tail and fled.

ROBIN:  No!

MINSTREL:  [singing]  Yes, brave Sir Robin turned about

ROBIN:  I didn't!

MINSTREL:  [singing]  And gallantly he chickened out, bravely taking to his

    feet.



ROBIN:  I never did!

MINSTREL:  [singing]  He beat a very brave retreat.

ROBIN:  All lies!

MINSTREL:  [singing]  Bravest of the brave, Sir Robin.

ROBIN:  I never!

 ___________

|           |

|  Cartoon  |

|___________|

CARTOON MONKS:  [chanting]  Pie Iesu domine, dona eis requiem.

CARTOON CHARACTER:  Heh heh heeh ooh...

    [twang]

CARTOON MONKS:  [chanting]  Pie Iesu domine,...

CARTOON CHARACTERS:  Wayy!

    [splash]

    Ho ho.  Woa, wayy!

    [twang]

    [splash]

    Heh heh heh heh ho!  Heh heh heh!

CARTOON MONKS:  [chanting]  ...dona eis requiem.

CARTOON CHARACTER:  Wayy!

    [twang]

    Wayy!

    [twang]

VOICE:  [whispering]  Forgive me for asking.

CARTOON CHARACTER:  Oh!  Oooo.

 ____________

|            |



|  Scene 11  |

|____________|

    [trumpets]

NARRATOR:  The Tale of Sir Galahad.

    [boom]

    [wind]

    [howl]

    [howl]

    [boom]

    [angels singing]

    [howl]

    [boom]

    [howl]

    [boom]

    [pound pound pound]

GALAHAD:  Open the door!

    Open the door!

    [pound pound pound]

    In the name of King Arthur, open the door!

    [squeak]

    [thump]

    [squeak]

    [boom]

GIRLS:  Hello!

ZOOT:  Welcome gentle Sir Knight.  Welcome to the Castle Anthrax.

GALAHAD:  The Castle Anthrax?

ZOOT:  Yes.  Oh, it's not a very good name is it?  Oh, but we are nice and we

    will attend to your every, every need!

GALAHAD:  You are the keepers of the Holy Grail?

ZOOT:  The what?

GALAHAD:  The Grail.  It is here.

ZOOT:  Oh, but you are tired, and you must rest awhile.  Midget!  Crapper!



MIDGET and CRAPPER:  Yes, O Zoot?

ZOOT:  Prepare a bed for our guest.

MIDGET and CRAPPER:  Oh thank you!  Thank you!  Thank you!  Thank you!  Thank

    you!  Thank you!...

ZOOT:  Away, away varletesses.  The beds here are warm and soft, and very, very

    big.

GALAHAD:  Well, look, I-- I-- uh--

ZOOT:  What is your name, handsome knight?

GALAHAD:  Sir Galahad... the Chaste.

ZOOT:  Mine is Zoot.  Just Zoot.  Oh, but come.

GALAHAD:  Look, please!  In God's name, show me the Grail!

ZOOT:  Oh, you have suffered much.  You are delirious.

GALAHAD:  No, look.  I have seen it!  It is here, in this--

ZOOT:  Sir Galahad!  You would not be so ungallant as to refuse our

    hospitality.

GALAHAD:  Well, I-- I-- uh--

ZOOT:  Oh, I am afraid our life must seem very dull and quiet compared to

    yours.  We are but eight score young blondes and brunettes, all between 

    sixteen and nineteen-and-a-half, cut off in this castle with no one to

    protect us.  Oooh.  It is a lonely life: bathing, dressing, undressing,

    making exciting underwear.  We are just not used to handsome knights.

    Nay.  Nay.  Come.  Come.  You may lie here.  Oh, but you are wounded!

GALAHAD:  No, no-- it's-- it's nothing.

ZOOT:  Oh, you must see the doctors immediately!  No, no, please!  Lie down.

    [clap clap]

PIGLET:  Well, what seems to be the trouble?

GALAHAD:  They're doctors?!

ZOOT:  Uh, they have a basic medical training, yes.

GALAHAD:  B-- but--

ZOOT:  Oh, come, come.  You must try to rest.  Doctor Piglet!  Doctor Winston!

    Practice your art.

WINSTON:  Try to relax.



GALAHAD:  Are you sure that's absolutely necessary?

PIGLET:  We must examine you.

GALAHAD:  There's nothing wrong with that!

PIGLET:  Please.  We are doctors.

GALAHAD:  Look!  This cannot be.  I am sworn to chastity.

PIGLET:  Back to your bed!  At once!

GALAHAD:  Torment me no longer.  I have seen the Grail!

PIGLET:  There's no grail here.

GALAHAD:  I have seen it!  I have seen it!

    [clank]

    I have seen--

GIRLS:  Hello.

GALAHAD:  Oh.

GIRLS:  Hello.  Hello.  Hello.  Hello.  Hello.  Hello.  Hello.  Hello.  Hello.

    Hello.  Hello.  Hello.  Hello.  Hello.  Hello.  Hello.  Hello.  Hello.

    Hello.  Hello.  Hello.  Hello.  Hello.

GALAHAD:  Zoot!

DINGO:  No, I am Zoot's identical twin sister, Dingo.

GALAHAD:  Oh, well, excuse me, I--

DINGO:  Where are you going?

GALAHAD:  I seek the Grail!  I have seen it, here in this castle!

DINGO:  Oh no.  Oh, no!  Bad, bad Zoot!

GALAHAD:  Well, what is it?

DINGO:  Oh, wicked, bad, naughty Zoot!  She has been setting alight to our

    beacon, which, I have just remembered, is grail-shaped.  It's not the first

    time we've had this problem.

GALAHAD:  It's not the real Grail?

DINGO:  Oh, wicked, bad, naughty, evil Zoot!  She is a bad person and must pay

    the penalty.  Do you think this scene should have been cut?  We were so

    worried when the boys were writing it, but now, we're glad.  It's better

    than some of the previous scenes, I think.

LEFT HEAD:  At least ours was better visually.

DENNIS:  Well, at least ours was committed.  It wasn't just a string of pussy



    jokes.

OLD MAN:  Get on with it.

TIM THE ENCHANTER:  Yes, get on with it!

ARMY OF KNIGHTS:  Yes, get on with it!

DINGO:  Oh, I am enjoying this scene.

GOD:  Get on with it!

DINGO:  [sigh]  Oh, wicked, wicked Zoot.  Oh, she is a naughty person, and

    she must pay the penalty.  And here in Castle Anthrax, we have but one 

    punishment for setting alight the grail-shaped beacon.  You must tie her

    down on a bed and spank her.

GIRLS:  A spanking!  A spanking!

DINGO:  You must spank her well.  And after you have spanked her, you may deal

    with her as you like.  And then, spank me.

AMAZING:  And spank me.

STUNNER:  And me.

LOVELY:  And me.

DINGO:  Yes, yes, you must give us all a good spanking!

GIRLS:  A spanking!  A spanking!  There is going to be a spanking tonight!

DINGO:  And after the spanking, the oral sex.

GIRLS:  The oral sex!  The oral sex!

GALAHAD:  Well, I could stay a bit longer.

LAUNCELOT:  Sir Galahad!

GALAHAD:  Oh, hello.

LAUNCELOT:  Quick!

GALAHAD:  What?

LAUNCELOT:  Quick!

GALAHAD:  Why?

LAUNCELOT:  You are in great peril!

DINGO:  No he isn't.

LAUNCELOT:  Silence, foul temptress!

GALAHAD:  You know, she's got a point.

LAUNCELOT:  Come on!  We will cover your escape!



GALAHAD:  Look, I'm fine!

LAUNCELOT:  Come on!

GIRLS:  Sir Galahad!

GALAHAD:  No.  Look, I can tackle this lot single-handed!

DINGO:  Yes!  Let him tackle us single-handed!

GIRLS:  Yes!  Let him tackle us single-handed!

LAUNCELOT:  No, Sir Galahad.  Come on!

GALAHAD:  No!  Really!  Honestly, I can cope.  I can handle this lot easily.

DINGO:  Oh, yes.  Let him handle us easily.

GIRLS:  Yes.  Let him handle us easily.

LAUNCELOT:  No.  Quick!  Quick!

GALAHAD:  Please!  I can defeat them!  There's only a hundred-and-fifty of

    them!

DINGO:  Yes, yes!  He will beat us easily!  We haven't a chance.

GIRLS:  We haven't a chance.  He will beat us easily...

    [boom]

DINGO:  Oh, shit.

LAUNCELOT:  We were in the nick of time.  You were in great peril.

GALAHAD:  I don't think I was.

LAUNCELOT:  Yes you were.  You were in terrible peril.

GALAHAD:  Look, let me go back in there and face the peril.

LAUNCELOT:  No, it's too perilous.

GALAHAD:  Look, it's my duty as a knight to sample as much peril as I can.

LAUNCELOT:  No, we've got to find the Holy Grail.  Come on!

GALAHAD:  Oh, let me have just a little bit of peril?

LAUNCELOT:  No.  It's unhealthy.

GALAHAD:  I bet you're gay.

LAUNCELOT:  No I'm not.

 _______________________

|                       |

|  Narrative Interlude  |



|_______________________|

NARRATOR:  Sir Launcelot had saved Sir Galahad from almost certain temptation,

    but they were still no nearer the Grail.  Meanwhile, King Arthur and Sir

    Bedevere, not more than a swallow's flight away, had discovered something.

    Oh, that's an unladen swallow's flight, obviously.  I mean, they were more

    than two laden swallows' flights away-- four, really, if they had a coconut

    on a line between them.  I mean, if the birds were walking and dragging--

CROWD:  Get on with it!

NARRATOR:  Oh, anyway.  On to scene twenty-four, which is a smashing scene with

    some lovely acting, in which Arthur discovers a vital clue, and in which

    there aren't any swallows, although I think you can hear a starling-- oooh!

 ____________

|            |

|  Scene 12  |

|____________|

OLD MAN:  Heh, hee ha ha hee hee!  Hee hee hee ha ha ha...

ARTHUR:  And this enchanter of whom you speak, he has seen the Grail?

OLD MAN:  ...Ha ha ha ha!  Heh, hee ha ha hee!  Ha hee ha!  Ha ha ha ha...

ARTHUR:  Where does he live?

OLD MAN:  ...Heh heh heh heh...

ARTHUR:  Old man, where does he live?

OLD MAN:  ...Hee ha ha ha.  He knows of a cave, a cave which no man has

    entered.

ARTHUR:  And the Grail.  The Grail is there?

OLD MAN:  There is much danger, for beyond the cave lies the Gorge of Eternal

    Peril, which no man has ever crossed.

ARTHUR:  But the Grail!  Where is the Grail?!

OLD MAN:  Seek you the Bridge of Death.

ARTHUR:  The Bridge of Death, which leads to the Grail?



OLD MAN:  Heh, hee hee hee hee!  Ha ha ha ha ha!  Hee ha ha...

 ____________

|            |

|  Scene 13  |

|____________|

    [spooky music]

    [music stops]

HEAD KNIGHT OF NI:  Ni!

KNIGHTS OF NI:  Ni!  Ni!  Ni!  Ni!  Ni!

ARTHUR:  Who are you?

HEAD KNIGHT:  We are the Knights Who Say... 'Ni'!

RANDOM:  Ni!

ARTHUR:  No!  Not the Knights Who Say 'Ni'!

HEAD KNIGHT:  The same!

BEDEVERE:  Who are they?

HEAD KNIGHT:  We are the keepers of the sacred words: Ni, Peng, and Neee-wom!

RANDOM:  Neee-wom!

ARTHUR:  Those who hear them seldom live to tell the tale!

HEAD KNIGHT:  The Knights Who Say 'Ni' demand a sacrifice!

ARTHUR:  Knights of Ni, we are but simple travelers who seek the enchanter who

    lives beyond these woods.

HEAD KNIGHT:  Ni!

KNIGHTS OF NI:  Ni!  Ni!  Ni!  Ni!  Ni!...

ARTHUR:  Ow!  Ow!  Ow!  Agh!

HEAD KNIGHT:  We shall say 'ni' again to you if you do not appease us.

ARTHUR:  Well, what is it you want?

HEAD KNIGHT:  We want... a shrubbery!

    [dramatic chord]

ARTHUR:  A what?

KNIGHTS OF NI:  Ni!  Ni!  Ni!  Ni!



ARTHUR and PARTY:  Ow!  Oh!

ARTHUR:  Please, please!  No more!  We will find you a shrubbery.

HEAD KNIGHT:  You must return here with a shrubbery or else you will never pass

    through this wood alive!

ARTHUR:  O Knights of Ni, you are just and fair, and we will return with a

    shrubbery.

HEAD KNIGHT:  One that looks nice.

ARTHUR:  Of course.

HEAD KNIGHT:  And not too expensive.

ARTHUR:  Yes.

HEAD KNIGHT:  Now... go!

 ___________

|           |

|  Cartoon  |

|___________|

    [trumpets]

CARTOON CHARACTER:  Hmm hmm--

    [boom]

    Oh!  Great scott!  Hm.  Hmm.

    [boom]

    Hm!  Hmm.  [mumble mumble mumble]

    [boom]

    [mumble mumble mumble]

    [boom]

    [mumble mumble mumble]

    [boom]

    [mumble mumble mumble]

    [boom]

    [mumble mumble mumble]

    [boom]



    [mumble mumble mumble]

    [boom]

    [mumble mumble mumble]

    [boom]

    [mumble mumble mumble]

    [boom]

    Ohh!

    [crash]

    [mumble mumble mumble]

    [boom]

SUN:  Ay, up!  Thsss.

    [boom]

    Ayy, up!

    [boom]

    Thsss.

    [boom]

    Ayy, up!

CARTOON CHARACTER:  Stop that!  Stop that!

    [boom]

SUN:  Ay, up!

CARTOON CHARACTER:  Stop that!

    [boom]

    Look on!  Clear off!  Go on!  Go away!  Go away!  Go away!  And you!

    Clear off! 

    [sniff]

SUN:  [mumble mumble mumble]

    [bells]

CARTOON CHARACTER:  Hah.  Bloody weather.

 ____________

|            |

|  Scene 14  |



|____________|

NARRATOR:  The Tale of Sir Launcelot.

FATHER:  One day, lad, all this will be yours!

PRINCE HERBERT:  What, the curtains?

FATHER:  No.  Not the curtains, lad.  All that you can see, stretched out over

    the hills and valleys of this land!  This'll be your kingdom, lad.

HERBERT:  But Mother--

FATHER:  Father, lad.  Father.

HERBERT:  B-- b-- but Father, I don't want any of that.

FATHER:  Listen, lad.  I built this kingdom up from nothing.  When I started

    here, all there was was swamp.  Other kings said I was daft to build a

    castle on a swamp, but I built it all the same, just to show 'em.  It sank

    into the swamp.  So, I built a second one.  That sank into the swamp.  So

    I built a third one.  That burned down, fell over, then sank into the

    swamp.  But the fourth one... stayed up!  And that's what you're gonna get,

    lad: the strongest castle in these islands.

HERBERT:  But I don't want any of that.  I'd rather--

FATHER:  Rather what?!

HERBERT:  I'd rather...

    [music]

    ...just... sing!

FATHER:  Stop that!  Stop that!  You're not going into a song while I'm here.

    Now listen, lad.  In twenty minutes you're getting married to a girl whose 

    father owns the biggest tracts of open land in Britain.

HERBERT:  B-- but I don't want land.

FATHER:  Listen, Alice,--

HERBERT:  Herbert.

FATHER:  'Erbert.  We live in a bloody swamp.  We need all the land we can get.

HERBERT:  But-- but I don't like her.

FATHER:  Don't like her?!  What's wrong with her?!  She's beautiful.  She's

    rich.  She's got huge... tracts o' land.



HERBERT:  I know, but I want the-- the girl that I marry to have... 

    [music]

    ...a certain... special... something!

FATHER:  Cut that out!  Cut that out!  Look, you're marrying Princess Lucky, so

    you'd better get used to the idea!

    [smack]

    Guards!  Make sure the Prince doesn't leave this room until I come and get

    him.

GUARD #1:  Not to leave the room even if you come and get him.

GUARD #2:  Hic!

FATHER:  No, no.  Until I come and get him.

GUARD #1:  Until you come and get him, we're not to enter the room.

FATHER:  No, no.  No.  You stay in the room and make sure he doesn't leave.

GUARD #1:  And you'll come and get him.

GUARD #2:  Hic!

FATHER:  Right.

GUARD #1:  We don't need to do anything, apart from just stop him entering the

    room.

FATHER:  No, no.  Leaving the room.

GUARD #1:  Leaving the room.  Yes.

    [sniff]

FATHER:  All right?

GUARD #1:  Right.

GUARD #2:  Hic!

FATHER:  Right.

GUARD #1:  Oh, if-- if-- if-- uhh-- if-- if-- w-- ehh-- i-- if-- if we--

FATHER:  Yes?  What is it?

GUARD #1:  Oh, i-- if-- i-- oh--

FATHER:  Look, it's quite simple.

GUARD #1:  Uh...

FATHER:  You just stay here, and make sure 'e doesn't leave the room.  All

    right?

GUARD #2:  Hic!



FATHER:  Right.

GUARD #1:  Oh, I remember.  Uhh, can he leave the room with us?

FATHER:  N-- no no.  No.  You just keep him in here, and make sure he--

GUARD #1:  Oh, yes.  We'll keep him in here, obviously.  But if he had to

    leave and we were with him--

FATHER:  No, no, no, no.  Just keep him in here--

GUARD #1:  Until you, or anyone else--

FATHER:  No, not anyone else.  Just me.

GUARD #1:  Just you.

GUARD #2:  Hic!

FATHER:  Get back.

GUARD #1:  Get back.

FATHER:  All right?

GUARD #1:  Right.  We'll stay here until you get back.

GUARD #2:  Hic!

FATHER:  And, uh, make sure he doesn't leave.

GUARD #1:  What?

FATHER:  Make sure 'e doesn't leave.

GUARD #1:  The Prince?

FATHER:  Yes.  Make sure 'e doesn't leave.

GUARD #1:  Oh, yes, of course. 

GUARD #2:  Hic!

GUARD #1:  Ah.  I thought you meant him.  You know, it seemed a bit daft me

    havin' to guard him when he's a guard.

FATHER:  Is that clear?

GUARD #2:  Hic!

GUARD #1:  Oh, quite clear.  No problems.

FATHER:  Right.  Where are you going?

GUARD #1:  We're coming with you.

FATHER:  No, no.  I want you to stay here and make sure 'e doesn't leave.

GUARD #1:  Oh, I see.  Right.

HERBERT:  But Father!



FATHER:  Shut your noise, you!  And get that suit on!

    [music]

    And no singing!

GUARD #2:  Hic!

FATHER:  Oh, go and get a glass of water.

    [clank]

    [scribble scribble scribble fold fold]

    [twong]

 ____________

|            |

|  Scene 15  |

|____________|

 

LAUNCELOT:  Well taken, Concorde!

CONCORDE:  Thank you, sir!  Most kind.

LAUNCELOT:  And again!  Over we go!  Good.  Steady!  And now, the big one!

    Uuh!  Come on, Concorde!

    [thwonk]

CONCORDE:  Message for you, sir.

    [fwump]

LAUNCELOT:  Concorde!  Concorde!  Speak to me!  'To whoever finds this note: 

    I have been imprisoned by my father, who wishes me to marry against my

    will.  Please, please, please come and rescue me.  I am in the Tall Tower

    of Swamp Castle.'  At last!  A call!  A cry of distress!  This could be the

    sign that leads us to the Holy Grail!  Brave, brave Concorde, you shall not

    have died in vain!

CONCORDE:  Uh, I'm-- I'm not quite dead, sir.

LAUNCELOT:  Well, you shall not have been mortally wounded in vain!

CONCORDE:  I-- I-- I think I c-- I could pull through, sir.

LAUNCELOT:  Oh, I see.

CONCORDE:  Actually, I think I'm all right to come with you, sir--



LAUNCELOT:  No, no, sweet Concorde!  Stay here!  I will send help as soon as I

    have accomplished a daring and heroic rescue in my own particular... [sigh]

CONCORDE:  Idiom, sir?

LAUNCELOT:  Idiom!

CONCORDE:  No, I feel fine, actually, sir.

LAUNCELOT:  Farewell, sweet Concorde!

CONCORDE:  I'll, um, I'll just stay here then.  Shall I, sir?  Yeah.

 ____________

|            |

|  Scene 16  |

|____________|

    [inside castle]

PRINCESS LUCKY and GIRLS:  [giggle giggle giggle]

    [outside castle]

GUEST:  'Morning!

SENTRY #1:  'Morning.

SENTRY #2:  Oooh.

SENTRY #1:  [ptoo]

LAUNCELOT:  Ha ha!  Hiyya!

SENTRY #2:  Hey!

LAUNCELOT:  Hiyya!, Ha!, etc.

PRINCESS LUCKY and GIRLS:  [giggle giggle giggle]

LAUNCELOT:  Ha ha!  Huy!

GUESTS:  Uuh!  Aaah!

LAUNCELOT:  Ha ha!  And take this!  Aah!  Hiyah!  Aah!  Aaah!  Hyy!  Hya!

    Hiyya!  Ha!...

GUARD #1:  Now, you're not allowed to enter the room-- aaugh!

LAUNCELOT:  O fair one, behold your humble servant Sir Launcelot of Camelot.

    I have come to take y--  Oh, I'm terribly sorry.

HERBERT:  You got my note!



LAUNCELOT:  Uh, well, I-- I got a-- a note.

HERBERT:  You've come to rescue me!

LAUNCELOT:  Uh, well, no.  You see, I hadn't--

HERBERT:  I knew someone would.  I knew that somewhere out there... 

    [music]

LAUNCELOT:  Well, I--

HERBERT:  ...there must be... someone...

FATHER:  Stop that!  Stop that!  Stop it!  Stop it!  Who are you?

HERBERT:  I'm your son!

FATHER:  No, not you.

LAUNCELOT:  Uh, I am Sir Launcelot, sir.

HERBERT:  He's come to rescue me, Father.

LAUNCELOT:  Well, let's not jump to conclusions.

FATHER:  Did you kill all those guards?

LAUNCELOT:  Uh...  Oh, yes.  Sorry.

FATHER:  They cost fifty pounds each!

LAUNCELOT:  Well, I'm awfully sorry.  Um, I really can explain everything.

HERBERT:  Don't be afraid of him, Sir Launcelot.  I've got a rope all ready.

FATHER:  You killed eight wedding guests in all!

LAUNCELOT:  Well, uh, you see, the thing is, I thought your son was a lady.

FATHER:  I can understand that.

HERBERT:  Hurry, Sir Launcelot!  Hurry!

FATHER:  Shut up!  You only killed the bride's father, that's all!

LAUNCELOT:  Well, I really didn't mean to...

FATHER:  Didn't mean to?!  You put your sword right through his head!

LAUNCELOT:  Oh, dear.  Is he all right?

FATHER:  You even kicked the bride in the chest!  This is going to cost me a

    fortune!

LAUNCELOT:  Well, I can explain.  I was in the forest, um, riding north from

    Camelot, when I got this note, you see--

FATHER:  Camelot?  Are you from, uh, Camelot?

HERBERT:  Hurry, Sir Launcelot!

LAUNCELOT:  Uh, I am a Knight of King Arthur, sir.



FATHER:  Very nice castle, Camelot.  Uh, very good pig country...

LAUNCELOT:  Is it?

HERBERT:  Hurry!  I'm ready!

FATHER:  Would you, uh, like to come and have a drink?

LAUNCELOT:  Well, that-- that's, uh, awfully nice of you,...

HERBERT:  I am ready!

LAUNCELOT:  ...um, I mean to be so understanding.

    [thonk]

    Um,...

    [woosh]

HERBERT:  Oooh!

LAUNCELOT:  ...I'm afraid when I'm in this idiom, I sometimes get a bit, uh,

    sort of carried away.

FATHER:  Oh, don't worry about that.

HERBERT:  Oooh!

    [splat]

 ____________

|            |

|  Scene 17  |

|____________|

GUESTS:  [crying]

FATHER:  Well, this is the main hall.  We're going to have all this knocked

    through, and made into one big, uh, living room.

GUEST:  There he is!

FATHER:  Oh, bloody hell.

LAUNCELOT:  Ha ha ha!  Hey!  Ha ha!

FATHER:  Hold it!  Stop it!  Hold it!  Hold it!  Hold it!  Hold it!  Hold it!

    Please!

LAUNCELOT:  Sorry.  Sorry.  You see what I mean?  I just get carried away.  I'm

    really most awfully sorry.  Sorry!  Sorry, everyone.



GUEST #1:  He's killed the best man!

GUESTS:  [yelling]

FATHER:  Hold it!  Hold it!  Please!  Hold it!  This is Sir Launcelot from the

    Court of Camelot, a very brave and influential knight, and my special guest 

    here today.

LAUNCELOT:  Hello.

GUEST:  He killed my auntie!

GUESTS:  [yelling]

FATHER:  Please!  Please!  This is supposed to be a happy occasion!  Let's not

    bicker and argue about who killed who.  We are here today to witness the 

    union of two young people in the joyful bond of the holy wedlock.

    Unfortunately, one of them, my son Herbert, has just fallen to his death.

GUESTS:  Oh!  Oh no!

FATHER:  But I don't want to think I've not lost a son, so much as... gained a

    daughter!

    [clap clap clap]

    For, since the tragic death of her father--

GUEST #2:  He's not quite dead!

FATHER:  Since the near fatal wounding of her father--

GUEST #2:  He's getting better!

FATHER:  For, since her own father, who, when he seemed about to recover,

    suddenly felt the icy hand of death upon him.

BRIDE'S FATHER:  Uugh!

GUEST #2:  Oh, he's died!

FATHER:  And I want his only daughter to look upon me as her old dad, in a very

    real, and legally binding sense.

    [clap clap clap]

    And I feel sure that the merger-- er, the union between the Princess and

    the brave, but dangerous, Sir Launcelot of Camelot--

LAUNCELOT:  What?

GUEST #2:  Look!  The dead Prince!

GUESTS:  Oooh!  The dead Prince!



CONCORDE:  He's not quite dead.

HERBERT:  No, I feel much better.

FATHER:  You fell out of the Tall Tower, you creep!

HERBERT:  No, I was saved at the last minute.

FATHER:  How?!

HERBERT:  Well, I'll tell you.

    [music]

FATHER:  Not like that!  Not like that!  No!  Stop it!

GUESTS:  [singing]  He's going to tell!  He's going to tell!...

FATHER:  Shut uuup!

GUESTS:  [singing]  He's going to tell!...

FATHER:  Shut up!

GUESTS:  [singing]  He's going to tell!...

FATHER:  Shut up!

GUESTS:  [singing]  He's going to tell!...

FATHER:  Not like that!

GUESTS:  [singing]  He's going to tell!  He's going to tell!  He's going to

    tell!  He's going to tell!...

CONCORDE:  Quickly, sir!

GUESTS:  [singing]  He's going to tell!...

CONCORDE:  Come this way!

GUESTS:  [singing]  He's going to tell!  He's going to tell!...

LAUNCELOT:  No!  It's not right for my idiom!

GUESTS:  [singing]  He's going to tell about his great escape...

LAUNCELOT:  I must escape more... [sigh]

GUESTS:  [singing]  Oh, he fell a long, long way...

CONCORDE:  Dramatically, sir?

LAUNCELOT:  Dramatically!

GUESTS:  [singing]  But he's here with us today...

LAUNCELOT:  Heee!  Hoa!

    [crash]

    Hoo!

GUESTS:  [singing]  What a wonderful escape!



LAUNCELOT:  Excuse me.  Could, uh-- could somebody give me a push, please?

 ____________

|            |

|  Scene 18  |

|____________|

    [King Arthur music]

    [clop clop clop]

    [rewr!  rewr!  rewr!  rewr!  rewr!  rewr!]

ARTHUR:  Old crone!

    [rewr!]

    [music stops]

    Is there anywhere in this town where we could buy a shrubbery?

    [dramatic chord]

OLD CRONE:  Who sent you?

ARTHUR:  The Knights Who Say 'Ni'.

CRONE:  Aggh!  No!  Never!  We have no shrubberies here.

ARTHUR:  If you do not tell us where we can buy a shrubbery, my friend and I

    will say... we will say... 'ni'.

CRONE:  Agh!  Do your worst!

ARTHUR:  Very well!  If you will not assist us voluntarily,... ni!

CRONE:  No!  Never!  No shrubberies!

ARTHUR:  Ni!

CRONE:  [cough]

BEDEVERE:  Nu!

ARTHUR:  No, no, no, no...

BEDEVERE:  Nu!

ARTHUR:  No, it's not that, it's 'ni'.

BEDEVERE:  Nu!

ARTHUR:  No, no-- 'ni'.  You're not doing it properly.  No.

BEDEVERE:  Ni!



ARTHUR and BEDEVERE:  Ni!

ARTHUR:  That's it.  That's it.  You've got it.

ARTHUR and BEDEVERE:  Ni!

CRONE:  Ohh!

BEDEVERE:  Ni!

ARTHUR:  Ni!

CRONE:  Agh!

BEDEVERE:  Ni!

ARTHUR:  Ni!

BEDEVERE:  Ni!

ARTHUR:  Ni!

BEDEVERE:  Ni!

ROGER THE SHRUBBER:  Are you saying 'ni' to that old woman?

ARTHUR:  Erm, yes.

ROGER:  Oh, what sad times are these when passing ruffians can 'ni' at will

    to old ladies.  There is a pestilence upon this land.  Nothing is sacred.

    Even those who arrange and design shrubberies are under considerable

    economic stress at this period in history.

ARTHUR:  Did you say 'shrubberies'?

ROGER:  Yes.  Shrubberies are my trade.  I am a shrubber.  My name is Roger

    the Shrubber.  I arrange, design, and sell shrubberies.

BEDEVERE:  Ni!

ARTHUR:  No!  No, no, no!  No!

 ____________

|            |

|  Scene 19  |

|____________|

ARTHUR:  O Knights of Ni, we have brought you your shrubbery.  May we go now?

HEAD KNIGHT:  It is a good shrubbery.  I like the laurels particularly.  But

    there is one small problem.



ARTHUR:  What is that?

HEAD KNIGHT:  We are now... no longer the Knights Who Say 'Ni'.

KNIGHTS OF NI:  Ni!  Shh!

HEAD KNIGHT:  Shh!  We are now the Knights Who Say 'Ecky-ecky-ecky-ecky-pikang-

    zoop-boing-goodem-zoo-owli-zhiv'.

RANDOM:  Ni!

HEAD KNIGHT:  Therefore, we must give you a test.

ARTHUR:  What is this test, O Knights of-- Knights Who 'Til Recently Said 'Ni'?

HEAD KNIGHT:  Firstly, you must find... another shrubbery!

    [dramatic chord]

ARTHUR:  Not another shrubbery!

RANDOM:  Ni!

HEAD KNIGHT:  Then, when you have found the shrubbery, you must place it here

    beside this shrubbery, only slightly higher so you get the two-level effect 

    with a little path running down the middle.

KNIGHTS OF NI:  A path!  A path!  A path!  Ni!  Shh!  Ni!  Ni!  Ni!  Shh!

    Shh!...

HEAD KNIGHT:  Then, when you have found the shrubbery, you must cut down the

    mightiest tree in the forest... with... a herring!

    [dramatic chord]

ARTHUR:  We shall do no such thing!

HEAD KNIGHT:  Oh, please!

ARTHUR:  Cut down a tree with a herring?  It can't be done.

KNIGHTS OF NI:  Aaaaugh!  Aaaugh!

HEAD KNIGHT: Augh!  Ohh!  Don't say that word.

ARTHUR:  What word?

HEAD KNIGHT:  I cannot tell, suffice to say is one of the words the Knights of

    Ni cannot hear.

ARTHUR:  How can we not say the word if you don't tell us what it is?

KNIGHTS OF NI:  Aaaaugh!

HEAD KNIGHT:  You said it again!

ARTHUR:  What, 'is'?



KNIGHTS OF NI:  Agh!  No, not 'is'.

HEAD KNIGHT:  No, not 'is'.  You wouldn't get vary far in life not saying 'is'.

KNIGHTS OF NI:  No, not 'is'.  Not 'is'.

BEDEVERE:  My liege, it's Sir Robin!

MINSTREL:  [singing]  Packing it in and packing it up,

    And sneaking away and buggering up,

    And chickening out and pissing off home,

    Yes, bravely he is throwing in the sponge.

ARTHUR:  Sir Robin!

ROBIN:  My liege!  It's good to see you.

HEAD KNIGHT:  Now he's said the word! 

ARTHUR:  Surely you've not given up your quest for the Holy Grail?

MINSTREL:  [singing]  He is sneaking away and buggering up--

ROBIN:  Shut up!  No, no.  No.  Far from it.

HEAD KNIGHT:  He said the word again!

KNIGHTS OF NI:  Aaaaugh!

ROBIN:  I was looking for it.

KNIGHTS OF NI:  Aaaaugh!

ROBIN:  Uh, here-- here in this forest.

ARTHUR:  No, it is far from this place.

KNIGHTS OF NI:  Aaaaugh!

HEAD KNIGHT:  Aaaaugh!  Stop saying the word!  The word...

ARTHUR:  Oh, stop it!

KNIGHTS OF NI:  ...we cannot hear!

HEAD KNIGHT:  Ow!  He said it again!

ARTHUR:  Patsy!

HEAD KNIGHT:  Wait!  I said it!  I said it!

    [clop clop clop]

    Ooh!  I said it again!  And there again!  That's three 'it's!  Ohh!

KNIGHTS OF NI:  Aaaaugh!

 _______________________



|                       |

|  Narrative Interlude  |

|_______________________|

NARRATOR:  And so, Arthur and Bedevere and Sir Robin set out on their search to

    find the enchanter of whom the old man had spoken in scene twenty-four.

    Beyond the forest they met Launcelot and Galahad, and there was much

    rejoicing.

KNIGHTS:  Yay!  Yay!

    [woosh]

NARRATOR:  In the frozen land of Nador, they were forced to eat Robin's

    minstrels.

MINSTREL:  [high-pitched]  Get back!  Eee!

NARRATOR:  And there was much rejoicing.

KNIGHTS:  Yay!

NARRATOR:  A year passed.

CARTOON CHARACTER:  [shivering]

NARRATOR:  Winter changed into Spring.

CARTOON CHARACTER:  Mmm, nice.

NARRATOR:  Spring changed into Summer.

CARTOON CHARACTER:  Oh.  Ahh.

NARRATOR:  Summer changed back into Winter.

CARTOON CHARACTER:  Oh?

NARRATOR:  And Winter gave Spring and Summer a miss and went straight on into

    Autumn.

CARTOON CHARACTER:  Aah.

    [snap]

    Oh!  Waa!

NARRATOR:  Until one day...

 ____________

|            |



|  Scene 20  |

|____________|

    [King Arthur music]

    [clop clop clop]

    [music stops]

    [boom]

KNIGHTS:  Eh.  Oh.  See it?  Oh.  Oh.

ARTHUR:  Knights!  Forward!

    [boom boom boom boom boom]

    [squeak]

    [boom boom boom boom]

    What manner of man are you that can summon up fire without flint or tinder?

TIM THE ENCHANTER:  I... am an enchanter.

ARTHUR:  By what name are you known?

TIM:  There are some who call me... Tim?

ARTHUR:  Greetings, Tim the Enchanter.

TIM:  Greetings, King Arthur!

ARTHUR:  You know my name?

TIM:  I do.

    [zoosh]

    You seek the Holy Grail!

ARTHUR:  That is our quest.  You know much that is hidden, O Tim.

TIM:  Quite.

    [pweeng boom]

    [clap clap clap]

ROBIN:  Oh.

ARTHUR:  Yes, we're-- we're looking for the Holy Grail.  Our quest is to find

    the Holy Grail.

KNIGHTS:  Yeah.  Yes.  It is.  It is.  Yeah.  Yup.  Yup.  Hm.

ARTHUR:  And so we're-- we're-- we're-- we're looking for it.

BEDEVERE:  Yes, we are.



GALAHAD:  Yeah. 

ROBIN:  We are.  We are.

BEDEVERE:  We have been for some time.

ROBIN:  Ages.

BEDEVERE:  Umhm.

ARTHUR:  Uh-- uh, so, uh, anything that you could do to, uh-- to help, would

    be... very... helpful.

GALAHAD:  Look, can you tell us where--

    [boom]

ARTHUR:  Fine.  Um, I don't want to waste any more of your time, but, uh, I

    don't suppose you could, uh, tell us where we might find a, um-- find a,

    uh-- a, um-- a, uh--

TIM:  A what...?

ARTHUR:  A g-- a-- a g-- a g-- a-- a g--

TIM:  A grail?!

ARTHUR:  Yes, I think so.

ROBIN:  Y-- y-- yes.

ARTHUR:  Yes.

GALAHAD:  Yup.

KNIGHTS:  That's it...

TIM:  Yes!

ROBIN:  Oh.

ARTHUR:  Oh.  Thank you.

ROBIN:  Ahh.

GALAHAD:  Oh.  Fine.

ARTHUR:  Thank you.

ROBIN:  Splendid.

KNIGHTS:  Aah...

    [boom pweeng boom boom]

ARTHUR:  Look, um, you're a busy man, uh--

TIM:  Yes, I can help you find the Holy Grail.

KNIGHTS:  Oh, thank you.  Oh...

TIM:  To the north there lies a cave-- the cave of Caerbannog-- wherein, carved



    in mystic runes upon the very living rock, the last words of Olfin Bedwere 

    of Rheged...

    [boom] 

    ...make plain the last resting place of the most Holy Grail.

ARTHUR:  Where could we find this cave, O Tim?

TIM:  Follow.  But!  Follow only if ye be men of valor, for the entrance to

    this cave is guarded by a creature so foul, so cruel that no man yet has

    fought with it and lived!  Bones of full fifty men lie strewn about its

    lair.  So, brave knights, if you do doubt your courage or your strength,

    come no further, for death awaits you all with nasty, big, pointy teeth.

ARTHUR:  What an eccentric performance.

 ____________

|            |

|  Scene 21  |

|____________|

  

    [clop clop clop]

    [whinny whinny]

GALAHAD:  They're nervous, sire.

ARTHUR:  Then we'd best leave them here and carry on on foot.  Dis-mount!

TIM:  Behold the cave of Caerbannog!

ARTHUR:  Right!  Keep me covered.

GALAHAD:  What with?

ARTHUR:  W-- just keep me covered.

TIM:  Too late!

    [dramatic chord]

ARTHUR:  What?

TIM:  There he is!

ARTHUR:  Where?

TIM:  There!

ARTHUR:  What, behind the rabbit?



TIM:  It is the rabbit!

ARTHUR:  You silly sod!

TIM:  What?

ARTHUR:  You got us all worked up!

TIM:  Well, that's no ordinary rabbit.

ARTHUR:  Ohh.

TIM:  That's the most foul, cruel, and bad-tempered rodent you ever set eyes

    on.

ROBIN:  You tit!  I soiled my armor I was so scared!

TIM:  Look, that rabbit's got a vicious streak a mile wide; it's a killer!

GALAHAD:  Get stuffed!

TIM:  He'll do you up a treat mate!

GALAHAD:  Oh, yeah?

ROBIN:  You mangy scots git!

TIM:  I'm warning you!

ROBIN:  What's he do, nibble your bum?

TIM:  He's got huge, sharp-- eh-- he can leap about-- look at the bones!

ARTHUR:  Go on, Bors.  Chop his head off!

BORS:  Right!  Silly little bleeder.  One rabbit stew comin' right up!

TIM:  Look!

    [squeak]

BORS:  Aaaugh!

    [dramatic chord]

    [clunk]

ARTHUR:  Jesus Christ!

TIM:  I warned you!

ROBIN:  I done it again!

TIM:  I warned you, but did you listen to me?  Oh, no, you knew it all, didn't

    you?  Oh, it's just a harmless little bunny, isn't it?  Well, it's always

    the same.  I always tell them--

ARTHUR:  Oh, shut up!

TIM:  Do they listen to me?



ARTHUR:  Right!

TIM:  Oh, no...

KNIGHTS:  Charge!

    [squeak squeak squeak]

KNIGHTS:  Aaaaugh!, Aaaugh!, etc.

ARTHUR:  Run away!  Run away!

KNIGHTS:  Run away!  Run away!...

TIM:  Ha ha ha ha!  Ha haw haw!  Ha!  Ha ha!

ARTHUR:  Right.  How many did we lose?

LAUNCELOT:  Gawain.

GALAHAD:  Ector.

ARTHUR:  And Bors.  That's five.

GALAHAD:  Three, sir.

ARTHUR:  Three.  Three.  And we'd better not risk another frontal assault.

    That rabbit's dynamite.

ROBIN:  Would it help to confuse it if we run away more?

ARTHUR:  Oh, shut up and go and change your armor.

GALAHAD:  Let us taunt it!  It may become so cross that it will make a mistake.

ARTHUR:  Like what?

GALAHAD:  Well... ooh.

LAUNCELOT:  Have we got bows?

ARTHUR:  No.

LAUNCELOT:  We have the Holy Hand Grenade.

ARTHUR:  Yes, of course!  The Holy Hand Grenade of Antioch!  'Tis one of the

    sacred relics Brother Maynard carries with him!  Brother Maynard!  Bring up

    the Holy Hand Grenade!

MONKS:  [chanting]  Pie Iesu domine, dona eis requiem.  Pie Iesu domine, dona

    eis requiem.  Pie Iesu domine, dona eis requiem.  Pie Iesu domine, dona eis

    requiem.

ARTHUR:  How does it, um-- how does it work?

LAUNCELOT:  I know not, my liege.

ARTHUR:  Consult the Book of Armaments!

BROTHER MAYNARD:  Armaments, Chapter Two, verses Nine to Twenty-one.



SECOND BROTHER:  And Saint Attila raised the hand grenade up on high, saying,

    'O Lord, bless this thy hand grenade that with it thou mayest blow thine

    enemies to tiny bits, in thy mercy.'  And the Lord did grin, and the people

    did feast upon the lambs and sloths and carp and anchovies and orangutans

    and breakfast cereals and fruit bats and large chu--

MAYNARD:  Skip a bit, Brother.

SECOND BROTHER:  And the Lord spake, saying, 'First shalt thou take out the

    Holy Pin.  Then, shalt thou count to three, no more, no less.  Three shalt 

    be the number thou shalt count, and the number of the counting shall be

    three.  Four shalt thou not count, nor either count thou two, excepting 

    that thou then proceed to three.  Five is right out.  Once the number

    three, being the third number, be reached, then lobbest thou thy Holy Hand

    Grenade of Antioch towards thy foe, who, being naughty in my sight, shall 

    snuff it.'

MAYNARD:  Amen.

KNIGHTS:  Amen.

ARTHUR:  Right!  One... two... five!

GALAHAD:  Three, sir!

ARTHUR:  Three!

    [angels sing]

    [boom]

 ____________

|            |

|  Scene 22  |

|____________|

ARTHUR:  There!  Look!

LAUNCELOT:  What does it say?

GALAHAD:  What language is that?

ARTHUR:  Brother Maynard!  You are a scholar.

MAYNARD:  It's Aramaic!



GALAHAD:  Of course!  Joseph of Arimathea!

LAUNCELOT:  'Course!

ARTHUR:  What does it say?

MAYNARD:  It reads, 'Here may be found the last words of Joseph of Arimathea.

    He who is valiant and pure of spirit may find the Holy Grail in the Castle

    of uuggggggh'.

ARTHUR:  What?

MAYNARD: '... the Castle of uuggggggh'.

BEDEVERE:  What is that?

MAYNARD:  He must have died while carving it.

LAUNCELOT:  Oh, come on!

MAYNARD:  Well, that's what it says.

ARTHUR:  Look, if he was dying, he wouldn't bother to carve 'aaggggh'.  He'd

    just say it!

MAYNARD:  Well, that's what's carved in the rock!

GALAHAD:  Perhaps he was dictating.

ARTHUR:  Oh, shut up.  Well, does it say anything else?

MAYNARD:  No.  Just, 'uuggggggh'.

LAUNCELOT:  Aauuggghhh.

ARTHUR:  Aaauggh.

BEDEVERE:  Do you suppose he meant the Camaaaaaargue?

GALAHAD:  Where's that?

BEDEVERE:  France, I think.

LAUNCELOT:  Isn't there a Saint Aauuuves in Cornwall?

ARTHUR:  No, that's Saint Ives.

LAUNCELOT:  Oh, yes.  Saint Iiiives.

KNIGHTS:  Iiiiives.

BEDEVERE:  Oooohoohohooo!

LAUNCELOT:  No, no.  'Aauuuuugh', at the back of the throat.  Aauuugh.

BEDEVERE:  N-- no.  No, no, no, no.  'Oooooooh', in surprise and alarm.

LAUNCELOT:  Oh, you mean sort of a 'aaaah'!

BEDEVERE:  Yes, but I-- aaaaaah!



ARTHUR:  Oooh!

GALAHAD:  My God!

    [dramatic chord]

    [roar]

MAYNARD:  It's the legendary Black Beast of Aaauugh!

    [Black Beast of Aaauugh eats BROTHER MAYNARD]

BEDEVERE:  That's it!  That's it!

ARTHUR:  Run away!

KNIGHTS:  Run away!

    [roar]

    Run away!  Run awaaay!  Run awaaaaay!

    [roar]

    Keep running!

    [boom]

    [roar]

    Shh!  Shh!  Shh!  Shh!  Shh!  Shh!  Shh!  Shh!...

BEDEVERE:  We've lost him.

    [roar]

KNIGHTS:  Aagh!

NARRATOR:  As the horrendous Black Beast lunged forward, escape for Arthur and

    his knights seemed hopeless, when suddenly, the animator suffered a fatal 

    heart attack.

ANIMATOR:  Ulk!

    [thump]

NARRATOR:  The cartoon peril was no more.  The quest for Holy Grail could

    continue.

 

 ____________

|            |

|  Scene 23  |

|____________|



    [gurgle]

GALAHAD:  There it is!

ARTHUR:  The Bridge of Death!

ROBIN:  Oh, great.

ARTHUR:  Look!  There's the old man from scene twenty-four!

BEDEVERE:  What is he doing here?

ARTHUR:  He is the keeper of the Bridge of Death.  He asks each traveler five

    questions--

GALAHAD:  Three questions.

ARTHUR:  Three questions.  He who answers the five questions--

GALAHAD:  Three questions.

ARTHUR:  Three questions may cross in safety.

ROBIN:  What if you get a question wrong?

ARTHUR:  Then you are cast into the Gorge of Eternal Peril.

ROBIN:  Oh, I won't go.

GALAHAD:  Who's going to answer the questions?

ARTHUR:  Sir Robin!

ROBIN:  Yes?

ARTHUR:  Brave Sir Robin, you go.

ROBIN:  Hey!  I've got a great idea.  Why doesn't Launcelot go?

LAUNCELOT:  Yes.  Let me go, my liege.  I will take him single-handed.  I shall

    make a feint to the north-east that s--

ARTHUR:  No, no.  No.  Hang on!  Hang on!  Hang on!  Just answer the five

    questions--

GALAHAD:  Three questions.

ARTHUR:  Three questions as best you can.  And we shall watch... and pray.

LAUNCELOT:  I understand, my liege.

ARTHUR:  Good luck, brave Sir Launcelot.  God be with you.

BRIDGEKEEPER:  Stop!  Who would cross the Bridge of Death must answer me these

    questions three, ere the other side he see.

LAUNCELOT:  Ask me the questions, bridgekeeper.  I am not afraid.

BRIDGEKEEPER:  What is your name?

LAUNCELOT:  My name is Sir Launcelot of Camelot.



BRIDGEKEEPER:  What is your quest?

LAUNCELOT:  To seek the Holy Grail.

BRIDGEKEEPER:  What is your favorite color?

LAUNCELOT:  Blue.

BRIDGEKEEPER:  Right.  Off you go.

LAUNCELOT:  Oh, thank you.  Thank you very much.

ROBIN:  That's easy!

BRIDGEKEEPER:  Stop!  Who approacheth the Bridge of Death must answer me these

    questions three, ere the other side he see.

ROBIN:  Ask me the questions, bridgekeeper.  I'm not afraid.

BRIDGEKEEPER:  What is your name?

ROBIN:  Sir Robin of Camelot.

BRIDGEKEEPER:  What is your quest?

ROBIN:  To seek the Holy Grail.

BRIDGEKEEPER:  What is the capital of Assyria?

ROBIN:  I don't know that!  Auuuuuuuugh!

BRIDGEKEEPER:  Stop!  What is your name?

GALAHAD:  Sir Galahad of Camelot.

BRIDGEKEEPER:  What is your quest?

GALAHAD:  I seek the Grail.

BRIDGEKEEPER:  What is your favorite color?

GALAHAD:  Blue.  No yel-- auuuuuuuugh!

BRIDGEKEEPER:  Hee hee heh.  Stop!  What is your name?

ARTHUR:  It is Arthur, King of the Britons.

BRIDGEKEEPER:  What is your quest?

ARTHUR:  To seek the Holy Grail.

BRIDGEKEEPER:  What is the air-speed velocity of an unladen swallow?

ARTHUR:  What do you mean?  An African or European swallow?

BRIDGEKEEPER:  Huh?  I-- I don't know that!  Auuuuuuuugh!

BEDEVERE:  How do know so much about swallows?

ARTHUR:  Well, you have to know these things when you're a king, you know.

    [suspenseful music]



    [music suddenly stops]

    [intermission]

    [suspenseful music resumes]

 ____________

|            |

|  Scene 24  |

|____________|

ARTHUR:  Launcelot!  Launcelot!  Launcelot!

BEDEVERE:  Launcelot!  Launcelot!

ARTHUR:  Launcelot!

    [police radio]

    Launcelot!

BEDEVERE:  Launcelot!  Launcelot!

    [angels sing]

    [singing stops]

    [ethereal music]

ARTHUR:  The Castle Aaaagh.  Our quest is at an end!  God be praised!  Almighty

    God, we thank Thee that Thou hast vouchsafed to us the most holy--

    [twong]

    [baaaa]

    Jesus Christ!

    [thud]

FRENCH GUARD:  Allo, dappy English k-niggets and Monsieur Arthur King, who has

    the brain of a duck, you know.  So, we French fellows outwit you a second

    time!

ARTHUR:  How dare you profane this place with your presence!  I command you, in

    the name of the Knights of Camelot, to open the doors of this sacred 

    castle, to which God Himself has guided us!

FRENCH GUARD:  How you English say, 'I one more time, mac, unclog my nose in

    your direction', sons of a window-dresser!  So, you think you could out-



    clever us French folk with your silly knees-bent running about advancing

    behavior?!  I wave my private parts at your aunties, you cheesy lot of 

    second hand electric donkey-bottom biters.

ARTHUR:  In the name of the Lord, we demand entrance to this sacred castle!

FRENCH GUARD:  No chance, English bed-wetting types.  I burst my pimples at you

    and call your door-opening request a silly thing, you tiny-brained wipers 

    of other people's bottoms!

ARTHUR:  If you do not open this door, we shall take this castle by force!

    [splat]

    In the name of God and the glory of our--

    [splat]

FRENCH GUARDS:  [laughing]

ARTHUR:  Agh.  Right!  That settles it!

FRENCH GUARD:  Yes, depart a lot at this time, and cut the approaching any more

    or we fire arrows at the tops of your heads and make castanets out of your

    testicles already!  Ha ha haaa ha!

ARTHUR:  Walk away.  Just ignore them.

FRENCH GUARD:  And now, remain gone, illegitimate-faced bugger-folk!  And, if

    you think you got a nasty taunting this time, you ain't heard nothing yet,

    dappy English k-nnniggets!  Thpppt!

FRENCH GUARDS:  [taunting]

ARTHUR:  We shall attack at once!

BEDEVERE:  Yes, my liege!

ARTHUR:  Stand by for attack!

    [exciting music]

    [music stops]

    [silence]

    French persons!

FRENCH GUARDS:  [taunting]  ...Dappy!...

ARTHUR:  Today the blood of many a valiant knight shall be avenged.  In the

    name of God,...

FRENCH GUARDS:  Hoo hoo!  Ohh, ha ha ha ha ha!...

ARTHUR:  ...we shall not stop our fight 'til each one of you lies dead, and the



    Holy Grail returns to those whom God has chosen!

FRENCH GUARDS:  ...Ha ha ha!...

ARTHUR:  Charge!

ARMY OF KNIGHTS:  Hooray!

    [police siren]

HISTORIAN'S WIFE:  Yes.  They're the ones.  I'm sure.

INSPECTOR:  Come on.  Anybody armed must go too.

OFFICER #1:  All right.  Come on.  Back.

HISTORIAN'S WIFE:  Get that one.

OFFICER #1:  Back.  Right away.  Just... pull it off.  Come on.  Come along.

INSPECTOR:  Put this man in the van.

OFFICER #1:  Clear off.  Come on.

BEDEVERE:  With whom?

INSPECTOR:  Which one?

OFFICER #1:  Oh-- this one.

INSPECTOR:  Come on.  Put him in the van.

OFFICER #2:  Get a blanket.

OFFICER #1:  We have no hospital.

RANDOM:  Ahh.

    [squeak]

RANDOM:  Ooh.

OFFICER #1:  Come on.  Back.  Riiight back.  Come on!

OFFICER #2:  Run along!  Run along!

OFFICER #1:  Pull that off.  My, that's an offensive weapon, that is.

OFFICER #2:  Come on.  Back with 'em.  Back.  Right.  Come along.

INSPECTOR:  Everything?

    [squeak]

OFFICER #1:  All right, sonny.  That's enough.  Just pack that in.

    [crash]

CAMERAMAN:  Christ!

                                  ___________



                                 |           |

                                 |  THE END  |

                                 |___________|
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      "MONTY PYTHON AND THE HOLY GRAIL"        Reel 1 (1A) Page 1

       00.01 is the first action frame

       which is 391.00 before the first

       Clear Cut, which is Scene 4

        Sc                                   Spot

        No.     Complete DIALOGUE            No.    Start   End   Ftge.

        -------------------------            --------------------------

        1       FADE IN:

        Starts

        00.01   TITLES ON BLACK B.G.

                         PYTHON (MONTY) PICTURES LTD

                             in association with

                                MICHAEL WHITE

                                  presents

FADE OUT:

 FADE IN: MUSIC STARTS

                                 MONTY PYTHON

                                     and



                                THE HOLY GRAIL

then:

                      M0nti Pyth0n ik den H0lie Gralen

FADE OUT:

 FADE IN:

                           Written and preformed by:

                             GRAHAM CHAPMAN

                             JOHN CLEESE

                             ERIC IDLE

                             TERRY GILLIAM

                             TERRY JONES

                             MICHAEL PALIN

then:

                           R0tern nik Akten Di

FADE OUT:

 FADE IN:

                                  with

                             CONNIE BOOTH

                             CAROL CLEVELAND

                             NEIL INNES

                             BEE DUFFELL



                             JOHN YOUNG

                             RITA DAVES

then:

                                  Wik

TITLE OUT:

 TITLE IN:

                             Also appearing

                             AVRIL STEWART

                             SALLY KINGHORN

then:

                                Als0 wik

FADE OUT:

 FADE IN:

                           Also also appearing

                 MARK ZYCOON           ELSPETH CAMERON

                 MITSUKO FORSTATER     SALLY JOHNSON

                 SANDY ROSE            ROMILLY SQUIE

                 JONI FLNN             ALISON WALKER

                 LORAINE WARD          ANNA LANSKI

                 SALLY COOMBE          VIVIENNE MACDONALD

                 YVONNE DICK           DAPHNE DARLING

                 FIONA GORDON          GLORIA GRAHAM



                 JUDY LAMS             TRACY SNEDDON

                 SYLVIA TAYLOR         JOYCE POLLNER

                              MARY ALLEN

then:

                            Als0 als0 wik

TITLE OUT:

 TITLE IN:

                Camera Operator       HOWARD ATHERTON

                   Camera Focus       JOHN WELLARD

               Camera Assistant       ROGER PRATT

                    Camera Grip       RAY HALL

         Chargehand Electrician       TERRY HUNT

                       Lighting       TELEFILM LIGHTING SERVICE LTD

                                      ANDREW RICHIE AND SON LTD

                                      TECHNICOLOR

              Rosturm Cameraman       KENT HOUSTON

then:

               Wi n0t trei a h0liday in Sweden thi yer?

TITLE OUT:

 TITLE IN:

                Sound Recordist       GARTH MARSHALL

                    Sound Mixer       HUGH STRAIN



                   Boom Swinger       GODFREY KIRBY

              Sound Maintenance       PHILIP CHUBB

                Sound Assistant       ROBERT DOYLE

                 Dubbing Editor       JOHN FOSTER

              Assistant Editors       JOHN MISTER, NICK GASTER,

                                      ALEXANDER CAMPBELL ASKEW,

                                      BRIAN PEACHEY, DANIELLE KOCHAVI

                  Sound Effects       IAN CRAFFORD

then:

                          See the l0veli lakes

TITLE OUT:

TITLE IN:

                     Continuity       PENNY EYLES

                     Accountant       BRIAN BROCKWELL

           Production Secretary       CHRISTINE WATT

                 Property Buyer       BRIAN WINTERBORN

                Property Master       TOM RAEBURN

                   Property Men       ROY CANNON, CHARLIE TORBETT,

                                      MIKE KENNEDY

                       Catering       RON HELLARD LTD

                       Vehicles       BUDGET RENT-A-CAR

then:

                    The W0nderful teleph0ne system



TITLE OUT:

 TITLE IN:

         Assistant Art Director       PHILIP COWLAM

           Construction Manager       BILL HARMAN

                     Carpenters       NOBBY CLARK, BOB DEVINE

                        Painter       GRAHAM BULLOCK

                     Stagehand        JIM N. SAVERY

                        Rigger        ED SULLIVAN

then:

                  And mani interesting furry animals

 TITLE IN:

TITLE OUT:

                       With special extra thanks to

           Charlie Knode, Brian McNully, John Gledhill, Peter

           Thompson, Sue Cable, Valerie Charlton, Drew Mara,

           Sue Smith, Charlie Coulter, Iain Monaghan, Steve

           Bennell, Bernard Belenger, Alpini McAlpine, Hugh

           Boyle, Dave Taylor, Garry Cooper, Peter Saunders, Less

           Sheppard, Vaughn Millard, Mamish MacInnes, Terry Mosaic,

           Bawn O'Beirne Ranelagh.

           Made entirely on location in Scotland at Doune Castle,



           Castle Stalker, Killin, Glen Coe, Arnhall Castle,

           Braklim falls, Sherroffmiur.

           By Python (Monty) Pictures Ltd., 20, Fitzroy Square,

           London W1 England.

            And completed at Twickenham Film Studios, England.

           Copyright (c) 1974 National Film Trustee Company Lt.

                            All Rights Reserved.

then:

     The producers would like to thank the Forestry Commission

     Doune Admissions Ltd, Keir and Cawdor Estates, Stirling

     University, and the people of Doune for their help in the

     making of this film.

     The Characters and incidents portrayed and the names used

     are fictitious and any similarity to the names, characters,

     or history of any person is entirely accidental and

                            unintentional.

                                  Signed RICHARD M. NIXON

                    Including the majestic m00se



 TITLE IN:

TITLE OUT:

                              Songs

                           NEIL INNIS

                        Additional music

                            DEWOLFE

then:

                 A M00se once bit my sister ...

 TITLE IN:

TITLE OUT:

                        Costume Designer

                          HAZEL PETHING

then:

      No realli!  She was Karving her initals on the m00se

      with the sharpened end of an interspace t00thbrush given

      by Svenge - her brother-in-law - an Oslo dentist and

      star of many Norwegian m0vies: "The H0t Hands of an Oslo

      Dentist", "Fillings of Passion", "The Huge M0lars of Horst

                               Nordfink".

TITLE OUT:

 TITLE IN:



                  We apologise for the fault in the

                subtitles. Those responsible have been

                              sacked.

then:

              Mynd you, m00se bites Kan be pretty nasti ...

TITLE OUT:

 TITLE IN:

              We apologise again for the fault in the subtitles.  Those

              responsible for sacking the people who have just been sacked

                          have been sacked.

FADE OUT:

 FADE IN:

            Production Manager        JULLIAN DOYLE

            Assistant Director        GERRY HARRISON

               Special Effects        JOHN HORTON

                  Choreography

              Fight Director &

             Period Consultant        JOHN WALKER

               Make-up Artists        PEARL RASHBASS, PAM LUKE

                   Photography        JULLIAN DOYLE

          Animation Assistance        LUCINDA COWELL, KATE HEPBURN

              M00se Trained by        TUTTE HERMSGERV0RDENBR0TB0RDA



DISSOLVE TO:

              Lighting Cameraman       TERRY BEDFORD

          Special M00se Effects       OLAF PROT

                 M00se Costumes       SIGGI CHURCHILL

DISSOLVE TO:

                       Designer       ROY SMITH

         M00se Choreographed by       HORST PROT III

        Miss Taylor's M00ses by       HENGST DOUGLAS-HOME

        M00se trained to mix

        concrete and sign com-

        plicated insurance

                       forms by       JURGEN WIGG

DISSOLVE TO:

                         Editor       JOHN HACKNEY
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                       "Monty Python and the Holy Grail"

                         ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

1  EXTERIOR - CASTLE WALLS - DAY

   Mist.  Several seconds of it swirling about.  silence

   possibly, atmospheric music.  SUPERIMPOSE "England AD 787".

   after a few more seconds we hear hoofbeats in the distance.

   They come slowly closer.  Then out of the mist comes KING ARTHUR

   followed by a SERVANT who is banging two half coconuts

   together.   ARTHUR raises his hand.

                              ARTHUR

       Whoa there!

   SERVANT makes noises of horses halting, with a flourish.  ARTHUR

   peers through the mist.  CUT TO shot from over his shoulder:

   castle (e.g. Bodium) rising out of the mist.  On the castle

   battlements a SOLDIER is dimly seen.  He peers down.



                               SOLDIER

       Halt!  Who goes there?

                               ARTHUR

       It is I, Arthur, son of Uther Pendragon, from the castle

       of Camelot.  King of all Britons, defeator of the Saxons,

       sovereign of all England!

   Pause.

                               SOLDIER

       Get away!

                               ARTHUR

       I am...  And this my trusty servant, Patsy. We have ridden the

       length and breadth of the land in search of knights who will join

       our court at Camelot..  I must speak with your lord and master.

                               SOLDIER

       What?  Ridden on a horse?

                               ARTHUR

       Yes!



                               SOLDIER

       You're using coconuts!

                               ARTHUR

       ...What?

                               SOLDIER

       You've got two empty halves of coconuts and you're banging

       them together.

                               ARTHUR

           (Scornfully)

       So?  We have ridden since the snows of winter covered this

       land, through the kingdom of Mercea.

                               SOLDIER

       Where did you get the coconuts?

                               ARTHUR

       Through ... We found them.

                               SOLDIER



       Found them?  In Mercea.  The coconut's tropical!

                               ARTHUR

       What do you mean?

                               SOLDIER

       Well, this is a temperate zone.

                               ARTHUR

       The swallow may fly south with the sun, or the house martin

       or the plover seek warmer hot lands in winter, yet these are

       not strangers to our land.

                               SOLDIER

       Are you suggesting coconuts migrate?

                               ARTHUR

       Not at all.  They could be carried.

                               SOLDIER

       What? A swallow carrying a coconut?

|                               ARTHUR



|       Why not?

|

|                               SOLDIER

|       I'll tell you why not ... because a swallow is about eight

|       inches long and weighs five ounces, and you'd be lucky

|       to find a coconut under a pound.

|

                               ARTHUR

       It could grip it by the husk ...

                               SOLDIER

       It's not a question of where he grips it,  It's a simple

       matter of weight - ratios ...  A five-ounce bird could not

       hold a a one pound coconut.

                               ARTHUR

       Well, it doesn't matter.   Go and tell your master that

       Arthur from the Court of Camelot is here.

   A Slight pause.  Swirling mist.  Silence.



                               SOLDIER

       Look! To maintain Velocity, a swallow needs to beat

       its wings four hundred and ninety three times every

       second.   right?

                               ARTHUR

           (irritated)

       Please!

                               SOLDIER

       Am I right?

                               ARTHUR

       I'm not interested.

                               SECOND SOLDIER

           (who has loomed up on the battlements)

       It could be carried by an African swallow!

                               FIRST SOLDIER

       Oh  yes! An African swallow maybe ... but not a European

       swallow. that's my point.



                               SECOND SOLDIER

       Oh yes, I agree there ...

                               ARTHUR

           (losing patience)

       Will you ask your master if he wants to join the Knights

       of Camelot?!

                               FIRST SOLDIER

       But then of course African swallows are non-migratory.

                               SECOND SOLDIER

       Oh yes.

   ARTHUR raises his eyes heavenwards and nods to PATSY.  They turn

   and go off into the mist.

                               FIRST SOLDIER

       So they wouldn't be able to bring a coconut back anyway.

                               SECOND SOLDIER

       Wait a minute! Suppose two swallows carried it together?



                               FIRST SOLDIER

       No, they'd have to have it on a line.

   Stillness.  Silence again.

2  ANIMATION/LIVE ACTION SEQUENCE - DEATH AND DEVASTATION

   CUT TO Terry Gilliam's sequence of Brueghel prints.  Sounds of

   strange medieval music.  Discordant and sparse.  Wailings and

   groanings.  The last picture mixes through into live action.

   BIG CLOSE UP of contorted face upside down.  A leg falls across

   it.  Creaking noise.  The bodies lurch away from CAMERA to

   reveal they are amongst a huge pile of bodies on a swaying cart

   that is lumbering away from CAMERA.  It is pulled by a couple of

   ragged, dirty emaciated WRETCHES.  Behind the cart walks another

   MAN who looks slightly more prosperous, but only on the scale

   of complete and utter impoverishment.  He wears a black hood and

   looks sinister.

                               CART DRIVER



       Bring out your dead!

   We follow the cart through a wretched, impoverished plague-ridden

   village.  A few starved mongrels run about in the mud scavenging.

   In the open doorway of one house perhaps we jug glimpse a pair of

   legs dangling from the ceiling.  In another doorway an OLD WOMAN

   is beating a cat against a wall rather like one does with a mat.

   The cart passes round a dead donkey or cow in the mud.  And a MAN

   tied to a cart is being hammered to death by four NUNS with

   huge mallets.

                               CART DRIVER

       Bring out your dead!

   There are legs stick out of windows and doors.  Two MEN are fighting

   in the mud - covered from head to foot in it.  Another MAN is on his

   hands in knees shovelling mud into his mouth.  We just catch

   sight of a MAN falling into a well.

                               CART DRIVER

       Bring out your dead!



                               LARGE MAN

       Here's one!

                               CART DRIVER

       Ninepence.

                               BODY

       I'm not dead!

                               CART DRIVER

       What?

                               LARGE MAN

       Nothing... There's your ninepence.

                               BODY

       I'm not dead!

                               CART DRIVER

       'Ere.  He says he's not dead.

                               LARGE MAN

       Yes he is.



                               BODY

       I'm not!

                               CART DRIVER

       He isn't.

                               LARGE MAN

       He will be soon. He's very ill.

                               BODY

       I'm getting better!

                               LARGE MAN

       You're not.   You'll be stone dead in a few minutes.

                               CART DRIVER

       I can't take him like this.  It's against regulations.

                               BODY

       I don't want to go on the cart.

                               LARGE MAN



       Don't be such a baby.

                               CART DRIVER

       I can't take him.

                               BODY

       I feel fine.

                               LARGE MAN

       Do me a favour.

                               CART DRIVER

       I can't.

                               LARGE MAN

       Well, can you hang around a couple of minutes.  He won't

       be long.

                               CART DRIVER

       I promised I'd be at the Robinson's.  They've lost nine

       today.

                               LARGE MAN



       When's your next round?

                               CART DRIVER

       Thursday.

                               BODY

       I think I'll go for a walk.

                               LARGE MAN

       You're not fooling anyone you know.

           (to CART DRIVER)

       Isn't there anything you could do?

                               BODY

           (singing unrecognisably)

       I feel happy... I feel happy.

   The CART DRIVER looks at the LARGE MAN for a moment.  Then they both

   do a quick furtive look up and down the street.  The CART DRIVER

   very swiftly brings up a club and hits the OLD MAN. (Out of shot

   but the singing stops after a loud bonk noise.)



                               LARGE MAN

           (handing over the money at last)

       Thanks very much.

                               CART DRIVER

       That's all right.  See you on Thursday.

   They turn ... Suddenly all the village fall to their knees, touching

   forelocks etc.  ARTHUR and PATSY ride into SHOT, slightly nose to

   the air, they ride through without acknowledging anybody.  After

   they pass, the LARGE MAN turns to the CART DRIVER.

                               LARGE MAN

       Who's that then?

                               CART DRIVER

           (Grudgingly)

       I dunno, Must be a king.

                               LARGE MAN

       Why?

                               CART DRIVER



       He hasn't got shit all over him.

3  EXTERIOR - DAY

   ARTHUR and PATSY riding.  They stop and look.  We see a castle in the

   distance, and before it a PEASANT is working away on his knees trying

   to dig up the earth with his bare hands and a twig.  ARTHUR and

   PATSY ride up, and stop before the PEASANT

                               ARTHUR

       Old woman!

                               DENNIS

       Man!

                               ARTHUR

       Man.  I'm sorry.  Old man, What knight live in that castle

       over there?

                               DENNIS

       I'm thirty-seven.



                               ARTHUR

       What?

                               DENNIS:

       I'm thirty-seven ... I'm not old.

                               ARTHUR:

       Well - I can't just say:  "Hey, Man!'

                               DENNIS

       Well you could say: "Dennis"

                               ARTHUR

       I didn't know you were called Dennis.

                               DENNIS

       You didn't bother to find out, did you?

                               ARTHUR

       I've said I'm sorry about the old woman, but from the behind

       you looked ...

                               DENNIS



       What I object to is that you automatically treat me like

       an inferior ...

                               ARTHUR

       Well ... I AM king.

                               DENNIS

       Oh, very nice. King, eh!  I expect you've got a palace and fine

       clothes and courtiers and plenty of food.  And how d'you get that?

       By exploiting the workers! By hanging on to outdated imperialist

       dogma which perpetuates the social and economic differences in our

       society!  If there's EVER going to be any progress ...

   An OLD WOMAN appears.

                               OLD WOMAN

       Dennis! There's some lovely filth down here ...  Oh!

       how d'you do?

                               ARTHUR

       How d'you do, good lady ... I am Arthur, King of the Britons ...

       can you tell me who lives in that castle?



                               OLD WOMAN

       King of the WHO?

                               ARTHUR

       The Britons.

                               OLD WOMAN

       Who are the Britons?

                               ARTHUR

       All of us are ... we are all Britons.

   DENNIS winks at the OLD WOMAN.

       ... and I am your king ....

                               OLD WOMAN

       Ooooh!  I didn't know we had a king.  I thought we were

       an autonomous collective ...

                               DENNIS

       You're fooling yourself.  We're living in a dictatorship,



       A self-perpetuating autocracy in which the working classes ...

                               OLD WOMAN

       There you are, bringing class into it again ...

                               DENNIS

       That's what it's all about ...  If only -

                               ARTHUR

       Please, please good people.  I am in haste.  What knight lives in

       that castle?

                               OLD WOMAN

       No one live there.

                               ARTHUR

       Well, who is your lord?

                               OLD WOMAN

       We don't have a lord.

                               ARTHUR

       What?



                               DENNIS

       I told you,  We're an anarcho-syndicalist commune,  we take

       it in turns to act as a sort of executive officer for the week.

                               ARTHUR

       Yes.

                               DENNIS

       ... But all the decision of that officer ...

                               ARTHUR

       Yes, I see.

                               DENNIS

       ... must be approved at a bi-weekly meeting by a simple majority

       in the case of purely internal affairs.

                               ARTHUR

       Be quiet!

                               DENNIS

       ... but a two-thirds majority ...



                               ARTHUR

       Be quiet!  I order you to shut up.

                               OLD WOMAN

       Order, eh -- who does he think he is?

                               ARTHUR

       I am your king!

                               OLD WOMAN

       Well, I didn't vote for you.

                               ARTHUR

       You don't vote for kings.

                               OLD WOMAN

       Well, how did you become king, then?

                               ARTHUR

       The Lady of the Lake, her arm clad in the purest shimmering samite,

       held Excalibur aloft from the bosom of the water to signify by

       Divine Providence ...  that I, Arthur, was to carry Excalibur ...



       That is why I am your king!

|

|                              OLD WOMAN

|      Is Frank in?  He'd be able to deal with this one.

|

                               DENNIS

       Look,  strange women lying on their backs in ponds handing out

       swords ... that's no basis for a system of government.  Supreme

       executive power derives from a mandate from the masses, not from

       some farcical aquatic ceremony.

                               ARTHUR

       Be quiet!

                               DENNIS

       You can't expect to wield supreme executive power

       just 'cause some watery tart threw a sword at you!

                               ARTHUR

       Shut up!

                               DENNIS



       I mean, if I went around saying I was an Emperor because some

       moistened bint had lobbed a scimitar at me, people would

       put me away!

                               ARTHUR

           (Grabbing him by the collar)

       Shut up, will you. Shut up!

                               DENNIS

       Ah! NOW ... we see the violence inherent in the system.

                               ARTHUR

       Shut up!

   PEOPLE (i.e. other PEASANTS) are appearing and watching.

                               DENNIS

           (calling)

       Come and see the violence inherent in the system.

       Help, help, I'm being repressed!

                               ARTHUR

           (aware that people are now coming out and watching)



       Bloody peasant!

           (pushes DENNIS over into mud and prepares to ride off)

                               DENNIS

       Oh, Did you hear that!  What a give-away.

                               ARTHUR

       Come on, patsy.

   They ride off.

                               DENNIS

           (in the background as we PULL OUT)

       did you see him repressing me, then?  That's what I've

       been on about ...

4  EXTERIOR - FOREST - DAY

   MIX THROUGH to ARTHUR and PATSY riding through the forest.  They pass rune

   stones.  We TRACK with them.  CLOSE-UPS of their faces as they ride.

   MIX to another TRACKING SHOT of them riding through the forest.  They

   come to a clearing and stop, looking ahead intently. Their eyes light up.



   Sound FX of fight.

   CUT TO their eyeline.  A clearing on the other side of which is a rough

   wooden foot-bridge across a stream.   At the start of the bridge a

   tremendous fight is going on.  A huge BLACK KNIGHT in black armour, his

   face totally masked in a visor, is fighting a slightly smaller KNIGHT in

   green armour.  (Perhaps the GREEN KNIGHT's armour is identical to the

   BLACK KNIGHT's save for the colour.)

   CUT BACK TO ARTHUR and PATSY.  They watch, growing more impressed

   as they watch the fight.

   CUT BACK TO the fight.  The GREEN KNIGHT lunges at the BLACK KNIGHT, who

   avoids the blow with a skillful side-step and parry, knocking the sword

   out of the GREEN KNIGHT's hand.

   CUT BACK TO ARTHUR and PATSY even more impressed.

   CUT BACK TO the fight.  The GREEN KNIGHT has drawn out a particularly nasty

   mace or spiked ball and chain, much longer than the BLACK KNIGHT's sword.

   ARTHUR narrows his eyes, wondering whether the BLACK KNIGHT will survive.



   CUT BACK to the fight. The GREEN KNIGHT swings at the BLACK KNIGHT, who

   ducks under the first swing, leaps over the second and starts to close

   on the GREEN KNIGHT.

   CUT BACK TO ARTHUR and PATSY watching like a tennis match. Sound FX of the

   fight reaching a climax.  Four almighty clangs.  Then Silence.

   CUT BACK to see the GREEN KNIGHT stretched out.  The BLACK KNIGHT

   sheathes his sword.

   ARTHUR looks at PATSY.  Nods and they move forward.

   CUT BACK TO the BLACK KNIGHT picking up the GREEN KNIGHT above his head

   and hurling him into the river.  ARTHUR and PATSY approach him.

                               ARTHUR

       You fight with the strength of many men, Sir knight.

|                              BLACK KNIGHT

|      Who dares to challenge the Black Knight?

|



|                              ARTHUR

|      I do not challenge you.

   The BLACK KNIGHT stares impassively and says nothing.

                               ARTHUR

       I am Arthur, King of the Britons.

   Hint of a pause as he waits for a reaction which dosn't come. ARTHUR is

   only slightly thrown.

       ... I seek the bravest and the finest knights in all

       the world to join me in my court at Camelot ...

   The BLACK KNIGHT remains silent

                               ARTHUR

       You have proved yourself worthy. ... Will you join me?

   Silence.

|                              ARTHUR

|      A man of your strength and skill would be the chief of all



|      my knights ...

|

|                              BLACK KNIGHT

|      Never.

|

                               ARTHUR

       You make me sad.  But so be it.  Come Patsy.

   As he moves, the BLACK KNIGHT bars the way.

                               BLACK KNIGHT

       None shall pass.

                               ARTHUR

       What?

                               BLACK KNIGHT

       None shall pass.

                               ARTHUR

       I have no quarrel with you, brave Sir knight, but I must

       cross this bridge.



                               BLACK KNIGHT

       Then you shall die.

                               ARTHUR

       I command you, as King of the Britons to stand aside.

                               BLACK KNIGHT

       I move for no man.

                               ARTHUR

       So be it!

   ARTHUR draws his sword and approaches the BLACK KNIGHT.  A furious fight

   now starts lasting about fifteen seconds at which point ARTHUR delivers

   a mighty blow which completely severs the BLACK KNIGHT's left arm at

   the shoulder.  ARTHUR steps back triumphantly.

                               ARTHUR

       Now stand aside worthy adversary.

                               BLACK KNIGHT

           (Glancing at his shoulder)

       'Tis but a scratch.



                               ARTHUR

       A scratch?  Your arm's off.

                               BLACK KNIGHT

       No, it isn't.

                               ARTHUR

           (Pointing to the arm on ground)

       Well, what's that then?

                               BLACK KNIGHT

       I've had worse.

                               ARTHUR

       You're a liar.

                               BLACK KNIGHT

       Come on you pansy!

   Another ten seconds furious fighting till ARTHUR chops the BLACK KNIGHTS's

   other arm off, also at the shoulder.  The arm plus sword, lies on the ground.

                               ARTHUR



       Victory is mine.

           (sinking to his knees)

       I thank thee O Lord that in thy ...

                               BLACK KNIGHT

       Come on then.

                               ARTHUR

       What?

   He kicks ARTHUR hard on the side of the helmet.  ARTHUR gets up still

   holding his sword.  The BLACK KNIGHT comes after him kicking.

                               ARTHUR

       You are indeed brave Sir knight, but the fight is mine.

                               BLACK KNIGHT

       Had enough?

                               ARTHUR

       You stupid bastard.  You havn't got any arms left.



                               BLACK KNIGHT

       Course I have.

                               ARTHUR

       Look!

                               BLACK KNIGHT

       What!  Just a flesh wound.

           (kicks ARTHUR)

                               ARTHUR

       Stop that.

                               BLACK KNIGHT

           (kicking him)

       Had enough ... ?

                               ARTHUR

       I'll have your leg.

   He is kicked.

       Right!



   The BLACK KNIGHT kicks him again and ARTHUR chops his leg off.

   The BLACK KNIGHT keeps his balance with difficulty.

                               BLACK KNIGHT

       I'll do you for that.

                               ARTHUR

       You'll what ... ?

                               BLACK KNIGHT

       Come Here.

                               ARTHUR

       What are you going to do. bleed on me?

                               BLACK KNIGHT

       I'm invincible!

                               ARTHUR

       You're a looney.

                               BLACK KNIGHT



       The Black Knight always triumphs. Have at you!

   ARTHUR takes his last leg off.  The BLACK KNIGHT's body lands upright.

                               BLACK KNIGHT

       All right, we'll call it a draw.

                               ARTHUR

       Come, Patsy.

   ARTHUR and PATSY start to cross the bridge.

                               BLACK KNIGHT

       Running away eh?  You yellow bastard, Come back here and take

       what's coming to you.  I'll bite your legs off!

5  EXTERIOR - DAY

   A village.  Sound of chanting of Latin canon, punctuated by short, sharp

   cracks.  It comes nearer.  We see it is a line of MONKS ala SEVENTH SEAL

   flagellation scene, chanting and banging themselves on the foreheads with

   wooden boards.  They pass a group of villagers who are dragging a beautiful



   YOUNG WOMAN dressed as a witch through the streets.  They drag her to a

   strange house/ruin standing on a hill outside the village.  A

   strange-looking knight stands outside, SIR BEDEVERE.

                               FIRST VILLAGER

       We have found a witch.  May we burn her?

                               ALL

       A Witch! Burn her!

                               BEDEVERE

       How do you know she is a witch?

                               ALL

       She looks like one. Yes, she does.

                               BEDEVERE

       Bring her forward.

   They bring her forward - a beautiful YOUNG GIRL (MISS ISLINGTON) dressed up

   as a witch.

                               WITCH



       I am not a witch.  I am not a witch.

                               BEDEVERE

       But you are dressed as one.

                               WITCH

       They dressed me up like this.

                               ALL

       We didn't, we didn't!

                               WITCH

       This is not my nose,  It is a false one.

   BEDEVERE takes her nose off.

                               BEDEVERE

       Well?

                               FIRST VILLAGER

       ... Well, we did do the nose.

                               BEDEVERE



       The nose?

                               FIRST VILLAGER

       And the hat.  But she is a witch.

                               ALL

       A witch,  a witch,  burn her!

                               BEDEVERE

       Did you dress her up like this?

                               FIRST VILLAGER

       ... Um ... Yes ... no ... a bit ... yes... she has got a wart.

                               BEDEVERE

       Why do you think she is a witch?

                               SECOND VILLAGER

       She turned me into a newt.

                               BEDEVERE

       A newt?



                               SECOND VILLAGER

           (After looking at himself for some time)

       I got better.

                               ALL

       Burn her anyway.

                               BEDEVERE

       Quiet! Quiet!  There are ways of telling whether she is a witch.

   ARTHUR and PATSY ride up at this point and watch what follows with interest

                               ALL

       There are?  Tell up.  What are they, wise Sir Bedevere?

                               BEDEVERE

       Tell me ...  what do you do with witches?

                               ALL

       Burn them.

                               BEDEVERE

       And what do you burn, apart from witches?



                               FOURTH VILLAGER

       ... Wood?

                               BEDEVERE

       So why do witches burn?

                               SECOND VILLAGER

           (pianissimo)

       ... Because they're made of wood...?

                               BEDEVERE

       Good.

   PEASANTS stir uneasily then come round to this conclusion.

                               ALL

       I see.  Yes, of course.

                               BEDEVERE

       So how can we tell if she is made of wood?

                               FIRST VILLAGER



       Make a bridge out of her.

                               BEDEVERE

       Ah ... but can you not also make bridges out of stone?

                               ALL

       Ah.  Yes, of course ... um ... err ...

                               BEDEVERE

       Does wood sink in water?

                               ALL

       No, no,  It floats.   Throw her in the pond Tie weights on her.  To

       the pond.

                              BEDEVERE

       Wait.  Wait ... tell me, what also floats on water?

                               ALL

       Bread?  No, no, no.  Apples .... gravy ... very small rocks ...

                               ARTHUR



       A duck.

   They all turn and look at ARTHUR.  BEDEVERE looks up very impressed.

                               BEDEVERE

       Exactly.  So... logically ...

                               FIRST VILLAGER

           (beginning to pick up the thread)

       If she ... weighs the same as a duck ... she's made of wood.

                               BEDEVERE

       And therefore?

                               ALL

       A witch! ... A duck!  A duck!  Fetch a duck.

                               FOURTH VILLAGER

       Here is a duck, Sir Bedevere.

                               BEDEVERE

       We shall use my largest scales.



   He leads them a few yards to a very strange contraption indeed,  made of

   wood and rope and leather.  They put the GIRL in one pan and the duck

   in another.  Each pan is supported by a wooden stave.  BEDEVERE checks

   each pan then ... ARTHUR looks on with interest.

                               BEDEVERE

       Remove the supports.

   Two PEASANTS knock them away with sledge hammers.  The GIRL and the duck

   swing slightly but balance perfectly.

                               ALL

       A witch!  A witch!

                               WITCH

       It's a fair cop.

                               All

       Burn her!  Burn her!  Let's make her into a ladder.

   The VILLAGERS drag the girl away, leaving ARTHUR and BEDEVERE regarding

   each other admiringly.



                               BEDEVERE

       Who are you who are so wise in the ways of science?

                               ARTHUR

       I am Arthur, King of the Britons.

                               BEDEVERE

       My liege ... forgive me ...

   ARTHUR looks at PATSY with obvious satisfaction.

                               ARTHUR

       Good Sir knight, will you come with me to Camelot,

       and join our number at the Round Table?

                               BEDEVERE

       My liege,  I am honored.

   ARTHUR steps forward, drawing his sword, with a slight hint of difficulty

                               ARTHUR

       What is your name?



                               BEDEVERE

       Bedevere, my Liege.

                               ARTHUR

       Then I dub you ... Sir Bedevere ... Knight of the Round Table!

|6  VARIOUS MONTAGE - ANIMATION

|

|                               VOICE OVER

|       And so King Arthur gathered his knights together ... bringing from all

|       the corners of the kingdom the strongest and bravest in the land ...

|       To sit at The Round Table ...

|

|   Under this voice over we have a montage of shots of ARTHUR recruiting

|   his Knights:

|

|   1.   ARTHUR, PATSY, BEDEVERE and PAGE riding through hillside.

|        MIX TO:

|

|   2.   A castle.  LONG SHOT of SIR GAWAIN standing outside and ARTHUR's

|        group approaching and shaking hands perhaps.



|

|   3.   MIX TO the group now plus SIR GAWAIN and PAGE (who is weighted

|        down by an enormous quantity of luggage) riding down by a stream

|        and approaching SIR HECTOR.  ARTHUR dubs him.

|

|   4.   MIX TO the group (now plus HECTOR and PAGE) approaching some group

|        of buildings or whatever.  In the distance SIR ROBIN is being taught

|        the lute by one of his MUSICIANS.  ARTHUR calls and SIR ROBIN

|        immediately reacts and hands the lute to his MUSICIAN and comes to

|        join ARTHUR & CO.

|

|   5.   MIX TO SIR GALAHAD surrounded by chickens.  He is wearing a carpenters

|        apron over his immaculate armour and is finishing off a hen-house.

|        We see the group approach and he throws off the apron and puts down

|        the hen-house and goes to join them.

|

|   6.   MIX TO the group riding along again.

|

|   7.   MIX TO SIR LAUNCELOT handing a BABY to his WIFE (who has several other

|        CHILDREN hanging about) and he strides off to join ARTHUR, leaving his

|        castle, WIFE and CHILDREN.  The castle (Eilean Donan) has washing

|        hanging outside it.  A real family castle.  There are at least



|        six kids.

|

|   8.   MIX TO the complete group, i.e. ARTHUR and PATSY, BEDEVERE and PAGE,

|        GAWAIN and PAGE, HECTOR and PAGE, GALAHAD and PAGE, SIR ROBIN and

|        six MUSICIANS, LAUNCELOT and PAGE.

+

+6  CLOSE-UP of a book on which is written:

+

+   THE BOOK OF THE FILM

+

+                               VOICE OVER

+       The wise Sir Bedevere was the first to join King Arthur's knights ...

+       but other illustrious names were soon to follow ...

+

+   Hand turns page.

+

+                               VOICE OVER

+       Sir Launcelot the Brave ...

+

+   Hand turns page.

+

+                               VOICE OVER



+       Sir Galahad the Pure ...

+

+   Hand turns page.

+

+                               VOICE OVER

+       And Sir Robin-the-not-quite-so-pure-as-Sir-Launcelot ...

+

+   Hand turns page.

+

+                               VOICE OVER

+       ... Who had nearly fought the Dragon of Agnor ...

+

+   Hand turns page.

+

+                               VOICE OVER

+       ... Who had nearly stood up to to the vicious Chicken of Bristol ...

+

+   Hand turns Page.

+

+                               VOICE OVER

+       ... and who had personally wet himself at the Battle of Badon Hill ...

+       and the aptly named ...

+



+   Hand turns page.

+                               VOICE OVER

+       Sir Not-appearing-in-this-film.

+

+   Hand turns page.

+

+                               VOICE OVER

+       Together they formed band whose names and deeds were to be retold

+       throughout the centuries ... The Knights of the Round Table ...

+

+   A gorilla's hand snatches away the hand.

+

+   Music swells and fades and we MIX THROUGH TO:

7  EXTERIOR - SUNSET

   Fairly close HEAD-ON SHOT of the KNIGHTS riding along. BEDEVERE and ARTHUR

   at the front of the group deep in conversation.

                               BEDEVERE

       And that, my lord, is how we know the Earth to be banana-shaped.



                               ARTHUR

       This new learning amazes me, Sir Bedevere.  Explain again how

       sheep's bladders may be employed to prevent earthquakes.

                               BEDEVERE

       OF course, my Liege ...

                               LAUNCELOT

           (he points)

       Look, my liege!

   They all stop and look.

                               ARTHUR

           (with thankful reverence)

       Camelot!

   CUT TO shot of amazing castle in the distance.  Illuminated in the rays of

   the setting sun.

   Music.



   CUT BACK TO ARTHUR and the group.  They are all staring with fascination.

                               GALAHAD

       Camelot ...

                               LAUNCELOT

       Camelot ...

                               GAWAIN

           (at the back, to PAGE)

       It's only a model.

                               ARTHUR

           (turning sharply)

       Sh!

           (to the rest)

       Knights!  I bid you welcome to your new home!  Let us ride ...

       to Camelot.

8  INTERIOR - NIGHT

   CUT TO interior of medieval hall.  A large group of armoured KNIGHTS are



   engaged in a well choreographed song-and-dance routine of the very up-beat

   'If they could see me now' type of fast bouncy number.  The poorer verses

   are made clearer by CUTTING to a group of knights actually engaged in

   the described task while the line itself is sung.  They sing:

                               KNIGHTS

       We're knights of the round table

       We dance whene'er we're able

       We do routines and chorus scenes

       With footwork impeccable.

       We dine well here in Camelot

       We eat ham and jam and spam a lot.

       We're knights of the Round Table

       Our shows are formidable

       But many times

       We're given rhymes

       That are quite unsingable

       We're opera mad in Camelot

       We sing from the diaphragm a lot.

   Booming basses.  A routine where two XYLOPHONISTS play parts of KNIGHTS'

   armour producing a pleasing effect.



       In war we're tough and able.

       Quite indefatigable

       Between our quests

       We sequin vests

       And impersonate Clark Gable

       It's a busy life in Camelot.

                               SINGLE MAN

       I have to push the pram a lot.

   CUT BACK TO ARTHUR and BEDEVERE and COMPANY as we had left them.

                               ARTHUR

       No, on second thought, let's not go to Camelot.

                               KNIGHTS

       Right!

                               ARTHUR

       It is a silly place.

   They set off again almost immediately they are suffused in ethereal radiance



   and strange heavenly choir music.  The PAGES, horselike, take fright for a

   moment, they whinny and rattle their coconuts.  ARTHUR and the KNIGHTS

   fall on their knees.  A holy voice booms out.

                               GOD

       Arthur!  Arthur ...  King of the Britons ...

   They all prostrate themselves even further

       Oh, don't grovel ... do get up!  If there's one thing I can't stand,

       it's people grovelling!!

   ARTHUR and COMPANY rise.

                               ARTHUR

       Sorry ...

                               GOD

       And don't apologize.  Every time I try to talk to someone it's

       sorry this and forgive me that and I'm not worthy and ...

       What are you doing now?



                               ARTHUR

       I'm averting my eyes, Lord.

                               GOD

       Well, don't.

|      I really don't know where all this got started.

       It's like those miserable psalms.  they're so depressing.

       Now knock it of

                               ARTHUR

       Yes, Lord.

                               GOD

       Right.  Arthur, King of the Britons, you're Knights of the Round

       Table shall have a task to make them an example in these dark times ...

                               ARTHUR

       Good idea, O Lord!

                               GOD

       Course it's a good idea.

   Suddenly another light glows beside GOD or possibly within the light which



   is GOD a shape slowly starts to form.

       Behold ... Arthur ... this is the Holy Grail ...

|      the Sacred Cup from which Christ drank at the Last Supper ...

   The form in the bright light is just discernible as an iridescent chalice

   ... the KNIGHTS gasp.

       Look well, Arthur ... for it is your sacred task to seek

       this Grail.

   It begins to fade.  Music crescendo as both lights fade.

       That is your purpose Arthur ... the Quest for the Holy Grail ...

   It is gone.  All the KNIGHTS are left gasping in awe and wonderment.  They

   all turn and look at ARTHUR.

                              LAUNCELOT

       A Blessing.  A blessing from the lord.

|                             BEDEVERE

|      Praise be to God!



|

|  An awed pause, then ARTHUR rallies them.

|

|                              ARTHUR

|      We have a task,  we must waste no time! To Camelot!

|

+                              GALAHAD

+      God be praised!

   Stirring music crescendo.  They ride off.

   CUT TO TITLES SEQUENCE Animation: "The Quest For The Holy Grail" After

   titles CUT TO:

9  EXTERIOR - CASTLE - DAY

   MIX THROUGH one or two shots of them on their way again, until they approach

   a terrific castle (a little one would do too).  They advance quite close to

   the castle and draw themselves into a line.  At a signal from ARTHUR the two

   PAGES step forward and give a brief fanfare.

   A MAN appears on the battlements.  ARTHUR addresses him.



                               ARTHUR

       Hello.

                               MAN

       'Allo.  Whoo is eet?

                               ARTHUR

       I am King Arthur and these are the Knights of the Round

       Table.  Whose castle is this?

                               MAN

       This is the castle of of my master, Guy de Loimbard.

                               ARTHUR

       Please go and tell your master that we have been charged by God

       with a sacred quest,  and if he will give us food and shelter for

       this night he can join us in our quest for the Holy Grail.

                               MAN

       Well, I'll ask him, but I don't think he'll be very keen.

       He's already got one, you see?



                               ARTHUR

       What?

                               GALAHAD

       He says they've already got one!

   They are stunned.

                               ARTHUR

       Are you sure he's got one?

                               MAN

       Oh yes.  It's very nice

+

+  CUT TO BATTLEMENTS. THE TAUNTER (MAN) turns to some others.

+

+                              MAN

+      I told him we already got one.

+

+  They all giggle.

+



                              ARTHUR

       Well ... can we come up and have a look?

                               MAN

       Of course not!  You are English pigs.

                               ARTHUR

       Well, what are you then?

                               MAN

       I'm French.  Why do think I have this outrageous accent, you

       silly king.

                               GALAHAD

       What are you doing in England?

                               MAN

       Mind your own business.

                               ARTHUR

       If you will not show us the Grail we shall storm your castle.

   Murmurs of assent.



                               MAN

       You don't frighten us, English pig-dog!  Go and boil your

       bottoms, son of a silly person.  I blow my nose on you, so-called

       Arthur-king, you and your silly English K...kaniggets.

   He puts hands to his ears and blows a raspberry.

                               GALAHAD

       What a strange person.

                               ARTHUR

       Now look here, my good man!

                               MAN

       I don't want to talk to you, no more, you empty-headed animal,

       food trough wiper.  I fart in your general direction.  You mother

       was a hamster and your father smelt of elderberries.

                               GALAHAD

       Is there someone else up there we could talk to?

                               MAN



       No.  Now go away or I shall taunt you a second time.

                               ARTHUR

       Now this is your last chance.  I've been more than reasonab...

+

+                              MAN

+      Fetchez la vache!

+

+                              GUARD

+      Quoi?

+

+                              MAN

+      Fetchez la vache!

+

   CUT BACK TO battlements.  A cow is led out of a stall.

   CUT BACK TO ARTHUR.

                               ARTHUR

       Now that is my final offer.  If you are not prepared to agree to my

       demands I shall be forced to take ... Oh Christ!



   A cow comes flying over the battlements,  lowing aggressively.  The cow

   lands on GALAHAD'S PAGE, squashing him completely.

|

|                              ROBIN

|      What a cruel thing to do.

|

|                              BEDEVERE

|          (Choking back tears)

|      It hadn't even been milked.

|

                               ARTHUR

       Right! Knights! Forward!

   ARTHUR leads a charge toward the castle.  Various shots of them battling on,

   despite being hit by a variety of farm animals.

                               ARTHUR

           (as the MAN next to him is squashed by a sheep)

       Knights!  Run away!

   Midst echoing shouts of "run away" the KNIGHTS retreat to cover with the odd

   cow or goose hitting them still.  The KNIGHTS crouch down under cover.



                               LAUNCELOT

       The sods!  I'll tear them apart.

                               ARTHUR

           (restraining LAUNCELOT from going out and having a go)

       No!

                               BEDEVERE

       I have a plan sir.

   CUT BACK TO battlements of castle.  FRENCH SENTRIES suspiciously peering

   towards the English lines.  Wind whistles.

   Shot of the empty scrubland or undergrowth or woodland around the castle.

   Emptiness.  Wind.  More shots of the FRENCH SENTRIES peering into the dusk.

|  As night falls.  MIX THROUGH TO night On the battlements a brazier burns or

|  torches on the wall as the SENTRIES peer into the dark. Shots of the

|  woodland with fires burning where the English lines are.

   During all this the sounds of extensive carpentry have possibly been herd,

   followed by silence, followed by renewed outbursts or activity.

   CLOSE-UP FRENCH looking very nervous.  Dawn breaking. Shot of woodland.



   Nothing.  Wind.  Dawn still breaking.  Shots of the FRENCH.  They suddenly

   hear something.  A faintly detectable squeaking which is getting louder.

   CUT TO WIDE SHOT of castle and woodland.  Squeaking getting louder.  Shot of

   the FRENCH TAUNTER pointing.  WIDE SHOT again.  The squeaking gets louder

   an enormous twenty-foot-high wooden rabbit is wheeled out of the

   undergrowth into the open space in front of the castle.  The ENGLISH scuttle

   back into the undergrowth.  The rabbit has a large red bow tied round it

   and a rather crudely written label,  which reads "Pour votres amis

   Francais". The CHIEF TAUNTER looks at it, narrowing his eyes.  Then he

   turns and leaves battlements.

   CUT TO ARTHUR and COMPANY watching from the bushes.  The main gate of the

   castle opens a little and the CHIEF TAUNTER's head sticks out,  then another

   Froggie head,  then another.  They mutter to each other in French,  look

   rather pleased,  then rush out and start to pull the giant rabbit in.

   CUT BACK TO ARTHUR and COMPANY behind some bushes watching.

                               ARTHUR

       Now what happens?



                               BEDEVERE

       Well now, Launcelot, Galahad, and I wait until nightfall

       and then leap out of the rabbit and take the French by surprise,

       not only by surprise but totally unarmed!

                               ARTHUR

       Who ... Who breaks out?

                               BEDEVERE

       Er ... We ... Launcelot, Galahad, and I ... Er ...  leap out of the

       rabbit and ...

   LAUNCELOT covers his eyes.

                               BEDEVERE

       Look, if we were to build a large wooden badger...

   ARTHUR cuffs him.  ARTHUR looks at the battlements.  There is a loud twang.

   Look of horror.  The rabbit comes sailing over the battlements.

                               ARTHUR

       Run away!



   More shouts.

       Run away!

|                              SIR GAWAIN

|          (to his PAGE as they run away)

|      It's only a model.

|

|                              ARTHUR

|      Sh!

   They continue to retreat.  The rabbit lands on GAWAIN'S PAGE

   (who is already weighed down by enormous quantity of luggage).

10  EXTERIOR - CASTLE WALLS - DAY

    CUT TO a MAN in modern dress standing outside a castle.  He speaks straight

    to CAMERA in a documentary kind of way.

    SUPERIMPOSE CAPTION:  A Very Famous Historian.



                               HISTORIAN'S SPEECH

       Defeat at the castle seems to have utterly disheartened

       King Arthur ... The ferocity of the French taunting took him

       completely by surprise and Arthur became convinced that a new strategy

       was required if the quest for the Holy Grail were to be brought

       to a successful conclusion.  Arthur, having consulted his closest

       knights, decided that they should separate, and search for the Grail

       individually.  Now, this is what they did.  No sooner...

    A KNIGHT rides into shot and hacks him to the ground.  He rides off.

    We stay for a moment on the glade.  A MIDDLE-AGED LADY in a C. & A.

    twin-set emerges from the trees and looks in horror at the body of her

    HUSBAND.

                               MRS HISTORIAN

       FRANK!

    CUT TO animated frame,  with the words "The Tale of Sir Robin" on it.

    Pleasant pastoral music.  MIX THROUGH TO:

+   VOICE: "The Tale Of Sir Robin"



11  EXTERIOR - GLADE - DAY

    A KNIGHT is trotting along through a wooden sun-dapled glade, followed by

    his trusty PAGE banging the usual half coconuts.  As we see them approach

    we hear the beautiful lilting sound of medieval music, and see that

    the KNIGHT is followed by a small retinue of MUSICIANS in

    thirteenth-century courtly costume, one sings, and plays the tambourine,

    one bangs at a tabor (A small drum O.E.D) and one plays the pipes.

    The KNIGHT looks very proud and firm as we hear the first part of the song,

    but the combination of the lyrics and the large signs they pass, start

    to have their effect ...

    SONG:

       Bravely bold Sir Robin, rode forth from Camelot,

       He was not afraid to die, Oh Brave Sir Robin,

       He was not at all afraid to be killed in nasty ways

       Brave, brave, brave, brave Sir Robin.

       He was not in the least bit scared to be mashed into a pulp

       Or to have his eyes gouged out and his elbows broken;



       To have his kneecaps split and his body burned away

       And his limbs all hacked and mangled, brave Sir Robin.

       His head smashed in,  and his heart cut out,

       And his liver removed, and his bowels unplugged,

       And his nostrils raped, and his bottom burned off,

       And his penis split ... and his ...

                               ROBIN

       Er, That's ... That's enough music for a while, lads.

       It Looks as though like there's dirty work afoot.

                               SINGERS

       Brave, Sir Rob ...

                               ROBIN

       Shut up.

   They have ridden past the following signs, all in triplicate:-

       +------------------------------------------------------+

       | CAMELOT 43                         CERTAIN DEATH I   |

       | CAMELOT 43                         CERTAIN DEATH I   |



       | CAMELOT 43                         CERTAIN DEATH I   |

       +------------------------------------------------------+

    +------------------------------------------------------------+

    |  BEWARE               GO BACK           DEAD PEOPLE ONLY   |

    |  BEWARE               GO BACK           DEAD PEOPLE ONLY   |

    |  BEWARE               GO BACK           DEAD PEOPLE ONLY   |

    +------------------------------------------------------------+

12 EXTERIOR - GLADE - DAY

   They now pass three KNIGHTS impaled to a tree.  With their feet off the

   ground,  with one lance through the lot of them, they are skewered up

   like a barbecue.

   Then they pass three KNIGHTS sitting on the ground with one enormous axe

   through their skulls.  They look timorous.

|  Then a huge tree is absolutely packed with MAIDENS tied to it.  They all

|  look fed up.  SIR ROBIN calls out cheerfully as he passes.

|

|                              ROBIN

|      Morning.



|

|                              ONE LADY

|      Bye.

|

   SIR ROBIN rides on a little way with the music building up enormous and

   terrifying tension, until suddenly there standing before him is an

   enormous THREE-HEADED KNIGHT.

                               THREE HEADS

       Halt!  Who art thou?

                               SINGERS

       He is brave Sir Robin, brave Sir Robin, who ...

                               ROBIN

           (to SINGERS)

       Shut up.  Oh, nobody really. just passing through.

                               THREE HEADS

       What do you want?

                               SINGERS



       To fight and ...

                               ROBIN

       Shut up.  Nothing really.  just to pass through, good Sir knight.

                               THREE HEADS

       I'm afraid not.

|      This is my bit of the forest.  Find your own bit.

                               ROBIN

       I am a Knight of King Arthur's Round Table.

|      I seek the Holy Grail - Stand aside and let me pass.

                               THREE HEADS

       You are a Knight of the Round Table?

                               ROBIN

       I am.

   From now on the THREE HEADS speak individually.

                               SECOND HEAD

       Shit.



                               FIRST HEAD

       In that case I shall have to kill you.

                               SECOND HEAD

       Shall I?

                               THIRD HEAD

       Oh, I don't think so.

                               SECOND HEAD

       I'm not sure.

                               MIDDLE HEAD

           (to FIRST)

       What do I think?

                               LEFT HEAD

       I think kill him.

|

|                              SECOND HEAD

|      I'm still not sure.

|



|                              THIRD HEAD

|      All right.  How many of me think I should kill him?

|

|                              FIRST HEAD

|      I do.

|

|                              THIRD HEAD

|      One.

|

|                              SECOND HEAD

|      That's not a quorum.

|

|                              FIRST HEAD

|      It is if I'm the Chairman.

|

|                              THIRD HEAD

|      Oo, it's not.

|

|                              SECOND HEAD

|      I'm the Chairman this week.

|

|                              FIRST HEAD



|      You're not.

|

|                              SECOND HEAD

|      Look, it'll make it much simpler if I vote with me.

|

|                              THIRD HEAD

|      To kill him.

|

|                              SECOND HEAD

|      Yeah.

|

|                              THIRD HEAD

|          (tuts)

|      Oh, damn.

|

|                              FIRST HEAD

|         (to SIR ROBIN)

|      Knight, I have decided to kill you.

|

|                              THIRD HEAD

|      With one absenting.

|



|                              FIRST HEAD

|      Knight, I have decided to kill you with one absenting.

|

|                              THIRD HEAD

|          (to SIR ROBIN)

|      Sorry about this but I have to be fair.

|

|                              ROBIN

|      Oh, that's all right.  So you are going to kill me with your big axe.

|

|                              FIRST HEAD

|      Er no, with my sword.

|

|                              SECOND HEAD

|      Dagger.

|

|                              THIRD HEAD

|      Mace is quicker.

|

|                              FIRST HEAD

|      No, no, the sword, it's easier.

|

|                              THIRD HEAD



|      He said axe.

|

|                              ROBIN

|      Look, hurry up six eyes, or I shall cut your head off.

|

|                              THIRD HEAD

|          (to SIR ROBIN, referring to FIRST HEAD)

|      For God's sake, CUT that one off, and do us all a favour.

|

|                              FIRST HEAD

|      What do you mean?

|

|                              THIRD HEAD

|      Yapping on all the time.

|

|                              SECOND HEAD

|      You're lucky, you're not next to him.

|

|                              THIRD HEAD

|      What do you mean?

|

|                              SECOND HEAD



|      You snore.

|

|                              THIRD HEAD

|      Oo, lies.  Anyway, you've got bad breath.

|

|                              SECOND HEAD

|          (aspirating heavily)

|      I haven't.

|

|  Both THIRD and FIRST HEADS turn away slightly, making faces.

|

|                              SECOND HEAD

|      It's not my fault.  It's what you both eat.

|

|                              FIRST HEAD

|      Look, stop this bitching.  We've got a knight to kill.

|

|                              SECOND HEAD

|      He's buggered off.

|

|                              THIRD HEAD

|      So he has.  He's scarpered.



|

|                              FIRST HEAD

|      That's all your fault.

|

|                              THIRD HEAD

|      No, it's not.

|

|                              FIRST HEAD

|          (swipes at himself)

|      Take that.

|

|                              SECOND HEAD

|      Ow.

|

|                              FIRST HEAD

|      I'm sorry.

|

|                              THIRD HEAD

|      'Ere, stop it.  I'll teach you.

|

|  The BODY starts laying into itself with sword and mace, while the HEADS

|  argue and shout with pain.  We PAN gently across to the MAIDENS on their

|  tree.  They are still very fed up.



|

|                              MAIDEN

|      I suppose we're lucky he's only got three heads.

|

|                              LOVELY

|      Chance would be a fine thing.

+

+                              THIRD HEAD

+      Oh! let's be nice to him.

+

+                              FIRST HEAD

+      Oh shut up.

+

+                              ROBIN

+      Perhaps I could ...

+

+                              FIRST HEAD

+      Oh! quick! get the sword out I want to cut his head off.

+

+                              THIRD HEAD

+      Oh, cut your own head off.

+



+                              SECOND HEAD

+      Yes - do us all a favour.

+

+                              FIRST HEAD

+      What?

+

+                              THIRD HEAD

+      Yapping on all the time.

+

+                              SECOND HEAD

+      You're lucky, you're not next to him.

+

+                              THIRD HEAD

+      What do you mean?

+

+                              SECOND HEAD

+      You snore.

+

+                              THIRD HEAD

+      Ooh, lies! anyway you've got bad breath.

+

+                              SECOND HEAD



+      Well only because you don't brush my teeth ...

+

+                              THIRD HEAD

+      Oh! stop bickering and let's go and have tea and biscuits.

+

+                              FIRST HEAD

+      All right! All right! We'll kill him first and then have tea

+      and biscuits.

+

+                              SECOND HEAD

+      Yes.

+

+                              THIRD HEAD

+      Oh! not biscuits ...

+

+                              FIRST HEAD

+      All right! All right! not biscuits - but lets kill him anyway ...

+

+  WIDE-SHOT THE 3-HEADED KNIGHT is alone.

+

+                              SECOND HEAD

+      He's buggered off!

+



+                              THIRD HEAD

+      So he has! He's scarpered.

13 EXTERIOR - GLADE - DAY

   Quick sequence of SIR ROBIN.  The music is jolly and bright, as if

   triumphant.  ROBIN is not at all happy with the lyrics.

                               SINGERS

       Brave Sir Robin ran away.

                               ROBIN

       I didn't.

                               SINGERS

       Bravely ran away, away.

                               ROBIN

       No, no, no.

                               SINGERS

       When danger reared its ugly head,



       He bravely turned his tail and fled

       Yes, Brave Sir Robin turned about

       And gallantly he chickened out

       Bravely taking to his feet

       He beat a very brave retreat

       Bravest of the brave Sir Robin

       Petrified of being dead

       Soiled his pants then brave Sir Robin

       Turned away and fled.

   They disappear into distance.

   ANIMATION:  "The Tale Of Sir Galahad"

14 EXTERIOR - STORM - FOREST - DUSK

   As the storm rages we pick up GALAHAD forcing his way through brambles and

   over slippery rocks.  Progress is hard.  He pauses and at this moment

   we hear the howling of wolves.  GALAHAD turns, then hurries onward even

   more urgently.  Another louder, closer howl is herd and GALAHAD stumbles

   and falls heavily.  Though obviously injured he bravely struggles



   forward a little and regains his feed reacting with pain.  More louder

   closer howling.  He grips his sword valiantly and as he glances around

   a flash of lightning reveals the silhouette of a huge terrifying castle,

   perhaps looking rather derelict.  He makes up his mind in an instant and

   stumbles manfully toward it.  More louder howling.  He reaches the

   forbidding and enormous doors of the castle and beats on the doors with the

   handle of his sword, looking over his shoulder the while.  Pause.

   He beats again, shouting:

                               GALAHAD

       Open.  Open the doors.  In the name of King Arthur.  Open the doors.

|      I am Sir Galahad, a knight of the Round Table.

|

|  Some suitable noises are herd inside.

|

|      I am on a quest for the Holy Grail.  I seek shelter.

   Some rattling chainy noises come from inside with huge bolts being

   drawn.  The wolves' howling is very close.  As the door creaks

   open GALAHAD steps quickly inside.

15 INTERIOR - CASTLE - NIGHT



   From inside we see GALAHAD enter, wiping the rain from his eyes, and turn

   as the door crashes behind him.  GALAHAD turns to the door reacting to the

   fact he is trapped.

                               ZOOT (OUT OF VISION)

       Hello!

   GALAHAD turns back.  We see from his POV the lovely ZOOT standing by him

   smiling enchantingly and a number of equally delectable GIRLIES draped

   around in the seductively poulticed room.  They look at him smilingly and

   wave.

                               GIRLIES

       Hello!

                               ZOOT

       Welcome, gentle Sir knight, welcome to the Castle Anthrax.

                               GALAHAD

       The Castle Anthrax?

                               ZOOT

       Yes.  It's not a very good name, is it?  But we are



       nice and we shall attend to your every ... every need!

                               GALAHAD

       Er ...

+      You are the keepers of the Holy Grail?

                               ZOOT

       The what?  But you are tired and you must rest awhile.  Midget!

       Crapper!

                               MIDGET AND CRAPPER

       Yes, O Zoot?

                               ZOOT

       Prepare a bed for our guest.

                               MIDGET AND CRAPPER

           (grovelling with delight)

       Oh thank you, Zoot, thank you, thank you.

                               ZOOT

       Away varletesses!



           (to GALAHAD)

       The beds here are warm and soft and very, very big.

                               GALAHAD

       Well, look er, I ...

                               ZOOT

       What is your name, handsome knight?

                               GALAHAD

       Er ... Sir Galahad... the Chaste.

                               ZOOT

       Mine is Zoot. Just Zoot

           (she is very close to him for a moment)

       But come.

   She turns away and leads him towards a door leading to a corner leading

   to the bedchamber

                               GALAHAD

       Well Look, I'm afraid I really ought to be ...



                               ZOOT

       Sir Galahad!!

   There is a gasp from the other GIRLS

                               ZOOT

       You would not be so ungallant as to refuse our hospitality.

   GALAHAD looks at the other GIRLS.  They are clearly on the verge of

   being offended.

                               GALAHAD

       Well ...

                               ZOOT

           (she moves off and GALAHAD unwillingly follows)

       I'm afraid our life must seem very dull and quiet compared

       to yours.  We are but eightscore young blondes, all between

       sixteen and nineteen-and-a-half, cut off in this castle, with no

       one to protect us.  Oooh.  It is a lonely life ... bathing ...

       dressing ... undressing ... making exciting underwear....

   They reach the end of the corridor and enter the bedchamber.



   ZOOT turns

                               ZOOT

       We are just not used to handsome knights ...

           (she notices him limping)

       But you are wounded!

                               GALAHAD

       No, It's nothing!

                               ZOOT

       You must see the doctors immediately.

            (she claps again)

       You must lie down.

   She almost forces him to lie on the bed as PIGLET and WINSTON enter the

   room.  They are equally beautiful and dressed exotically.  They

   approach GALAHAD.

                               PIGLET

       Well,  what seems to be the trouble?



                               GALAHAD

       They're doctors?

                               ZOOT

       They have a basic medical training, yes.  Now you must try to rest.

       Dr. Winston! Dr. Piglet!  Practice your art!!

                               WINSTON

       Try to relax.

                               GALAHAD

       No look, really, this isn't nescess ...

                               PIGLET

       We must examine you.

                               GALAHAD

       There's nothing wrong with ... that.

                               PIGLET

           (slightly irritated)

       Please ... we are doctors.



   ZOOT reappears.  GALAHAD tries for one brief moment to relax.  Then there is

   a sharp boing from the lower part of his armour.  WINSTON glances quickly

   in the appropriate direction as GALAHAD sits up and starts getting off the

   bed and collecting his armour, saying:

                               GALAHAD

       No, no, this cannot be.   I am sworn to chastity!

                               PIGLET

       Back to your bed!  At once!

                               GALAHAD

       I'm sorry, I must go.

   GALAHAD hurries to the door and pushes through it.  As he leaves the room

   we CUT TO the reverse to show that he is now in a room full of bathing

   and romping GIRLIES, all innocent, wide-eyed and beautiful.  They smile

   enchantingly at him as he tries to keep walking without being diverted by

   the lovely sights assaulting his eyeballs.  He nods to them stiffly once

   or twice and then his eye catches a particularly stunning YOUNG LADY.

   He visibly gulps with repressed emotion and cannot resist saying:

|

|                              GALAHAD



|      Good evening ... Ah, Zoot!  Er ...

|

|                              DINGO

|      No, I am Zoot's identical twin sister, Dingo.

|

|                              GALAHAD

|      Oh.  Well, I'm sorry, but I must leave immediately.

|

|                              DINGO

|          (very dramatically)

|      No!  Oh, no!  Bad ... bad Zoot.

|

|                              GALAHAD

|      Er, why?

|

|                              DINGO

|      She has been lying again ... she told us you had promised to

|      stay for ever!

|

|                              GALAHAD

|      Oh!

+



+                              GALAHAD

+      Oh ... will you excuse me?

+

+                              DINGO

+      Where are you going?

+

+                              GALAHAD

+      I have seen the Grail! I have seen it - here in this castle!

+

+                              DINGO

+      No!  Oh, no!  Bad ... bad Zoot!

+

+                              GALAHAD

+      What is it?

+

+                              DINGO

+      Bad, wicked, naughty Zoot!  She has been setting fire to our beacon,

+      which - I have just remembered - is grail-shaped ...  It is not the

+      first time we've had this problem.

+

+                              GALAHAD

+      It's not the real Grail?



+

+                              DINGO

       Wicked wicked Zoot ... she is a bad person and she must pay the

       penalty.  And here in Castle Anthrax, we have but one punishment

       ... you must tie her down on a bed ... and spank her.  Come!

                               GIRLS

       A spanking!  A spanking!

                               DINGO

       You must spank her well and after you have spanked her you

       may deal with her as you like and then ... spank me.

                               AMAZING

       And spank me!

                               STUNNER

       And me.

                               LOVELY

       And me.

                               DINGO



       Yes, yes, you must give us all a good spanking!

                               GIRLS

       A spanking.  A spanking.  There is going to be a spanking tonight.

                               DINGO

       And after the spanking ... the oral sex.

                               GALAHAD

       Oh, dear! Well, I...

                               GIRLS

       The oral sex ...  The oral sex.

                               GALAHAD

       Well, I suppose I could stay a BIT longer.

   At this moment there is a commotion behind and SIR LAUNCELOT and CONCORD,

   possibly plus GAWAIN, burst into the bathing area with swords drawn and

   form themselves round SIR GALAHAD threatening the GIRLS.

                               LAUNCELOT

       Sir Galahad!



                               GALAHAD

       Oh ... hello ...

                               LAUNCELOT

       Quick!

                               GALAHAD

       Why?

                               LAUNCELOT

       You are in great peril.

                               DINGO

       No he isn't

                               LAUNCELOT

       Silence! Foul temptress!

                               GALAHAD

       Well, she's got a point.

                               LAUNCELOT



       We'll cover your escape!

                               GALAHAD

       Look - I'm fine!

                               GIRLS

       Sir Galahad!

   He threatens DINGO.

                               GALAHAD

       No. Look, I can tackle this lot single-handed!

                               GIRLS

       Yes, yes, let him Tackle us single-handed!

                               LAUNCELOT

       Come Sir Galahad, quickly!

                               GALAHAD

       No, really, I can cope.  I can handle this lot easily!

                               DINGO



       Yes, let him handle us easily.

                               LAUNCELOT

       No sir.  Quick!

   He starts pulling GALAHAD away.

                               GALAHAD

       No, please.  Please! I can defeat them!  There's only a hundred.

                               GIRLS

       He will beat us easily.  We haven't a chance.

                               DINGO

       Oh shit!

   By now LAUNCELOT and CONCORDE have hustled GALAHAD out of the bathing

   area and are running through the outside door.

                               LAUNCELOT

       We were in the nick of time.  You were in great peril.



                               GALAHAD

           (dragging his feet somewhat)

       I don't think I was.

                               LAUNCELOT

       You were, Sir Galahad, You were in terrible peril.

                               GALAHAD

       Look, let me go back in there and face the peril?

                               LAUNCELOT

       It's too perilous.

   They are right outside the castle by now.

                               GALAHAD

       Look, it's my duty as a knight to try and sample as much peril as I can.

                               LAUNCELOT

       No, no, we must find the Grail.

  The thunderstorm is over.  A bunch (sic) of PAGES are tethered to a tree with

  more MEN waiting.  Their tethers are untied and the PAGES start banging away



  with their coconuts.  GALAHAD is swept along with them as they ride off.

                               GALAHAD

       Oh, let me go and have a bit of peril?

                               LAUNCELOT

       No.  It's unhealthy.

                               GALAHAD

       ... I Bet you're gay.

                               LAUNCELOT

       No, I'm not.

   GAWAIN or CONCORDE gives a knowing glance at LAUNCELOT.  VOICE comes in as

   they ride off.

                               VOICE OVER

       Sir Launcelot had saved Galahad from almost certain

       temptation but they were still lost, far from the goal

       of their search for the Holy Grail.  Only Bedevere and

       King Arthur himself, riding day and night, had made



       any progress.

16  ANIMATION/LIVE ACTION

    ARTHUR and BEDEVERE in the depths of a dark forest with an old blind

    SOOTHSAYER.  He lies in a broken down old woodman's hut.

                               ARTHUR

       And this "Enchanter" of whom you speak,  he has seen the grail?

   The SOOTHSAYER laughs forbiddingly, adding to the general spookiness of

   this encounter.

                               ARTHUR

       Where does he live?

           (he stares into the blind eyes of the OLD MAN)

       Old man ... where does he live ...

                               SOOTHSAYER

       He knows of a cave ... a cave which no man has entered.

                               ARTHUR



       And ... the Grail ... The Grail is there?

   The BLIND MAN laughs again to himself.

                               SOOTHSAYER

       There is much danger ... for beyond the cave lies the Gorge

       of Eternal Peril which no man has ever crossed.

                               ARTHUR

       But the Grail ... where is the Grail!?

                               SOOTHSAYER

       Seek you the Bridge of Death ...

                               ARTHUR

       The Bridge of Death? ... which leads to the Grail?

   The OLD MAN laughs sinisterly and mockingly.  They look down and he is

   gone.  They stand up.  Suddenly behind them is a noise.  They turn sharply

   in the door of the little hut is a cat.  It miaows and is gone.  They

   slowly back out of the hut.  As they touch the doorposts they just flake

   away into dust.  The whole hut is rotten.  It collapses



   Spooky music.  They are thoroughly shaken, and they begin to hear noises of

   people moving in the forest around them.  They start to back cautiously

   away from the hut, suddenly there is heavy footfall behind them.  They

   turn in fear and:

   Sudden CUT TO BIG CLOSE-UP of a frightening black-browed evil face.

                               TALL KNIGHT OF NI

       Ni!

   ARTHUR and BEDEVERE recoil in abject fear.  PATSY rears up with coconuts.

                               ARTHUR

           (to PATSY)

       Easy ... boy, easy ...

   ARTHUR peers into the darkness.

       Who are you?

                               SIX VOICES FROM DARKNESS

       NI! ... Peng! ... Neeee ... Wom!



   An extraordinary TALL KNIGHT in all black (possibly John with Mike on his

   shoulders) walks out from the dark trees.  He is extremely fierce and

   gruesome countenance.  He walks towards KING ARTHUR and PATSY, who are

   wazzing like mad.  (Salopian slang, meaning very scared.  almost to the

   point of wetting oneself, e.g. before an important football match or

   prior to a postering.  Salopian slang meaning a beating by the school

   praeposters.  Sorry about the Salopian slant to this stage direction - Ed.)

                               ARTHUR

           (wazzed stiff)

       Who are you?

                               TALL KNIGHT

       We are the Knights Who Say "Ni"!

                               BEDEVERE

       No!  Not the Knights Who Say "Ni"!

                               TALL KNIGHT

       The same!

                               ARTHUR

       Who are they?



                               TALL KNIGHT

       We are the keepers of the sacred words.  NI ... Peng ... and Neee

       ... Wom!

                               BEDEVERE

       Those who hear them seldom live to tell the tale.

                               TALL KNIGHT

       The Knights Who Say "Ni"! demand a sacrifice.

                               ARTHUR

           (to the TALL KNIGHT)

       Knights Who Say "Ni" ... we are but simple travellers.  We seek the

       Enchanter who lives beyond this wood and who ...

                               TALL KNIGHT

       NI!

                               ARTHUR

           (recoiling)

       Oh!



                               TALL KNIGHT

       NI!   NI!

                               ARTHUR

           (he cowers in fear)

       Oh!

                               TALL KNIGHT

       We shall say Ni! again to you if you do not appease us.

                               ARTHUR

       All right!  What do you want?

                               TALL KNIGHT

       We want ... a shrubbery!

                               ARTHUR

       A what?

                               TALL KNIGHT

       Ni!  Ni!  Ni ... Peng ... Nee ... Wum!

   The PAGES rear and snort and rattle their coconuts.



                               ARTHUR

       All right!  All right! ... No more, please.  We will find you

       a shrubbery ...

                               TALL KNIGHT

       You must return here with a shrubbery or else ...  you shall

       not pass through this wood alive!

                               ARTHUR

       Thanks you, Knights Who Say Ni!  You are fair and just.  We will

       return with a shrubbery.

                               TALL KNIGHT

       One that looks nice.

                               ARTHUR

       Of course.

                               TALL KNIGHT

       And not too expensive.

                               ARTHUR



       Yes ...

                               TALL KNIGHT

       Now - go!

   ARTHUR and BEDEVERE turn and ride off.

                               OTHER KNIGHTS

       Ni!  Ni!

   Shouts of "Ni" and "Peng" ring behind them.

17 EXTERIOR - DAY

   CUT BACK TO the HISTORIAN lying in the glade.  His WIFE, who has been

   kneeling beside him, rises as two POLICE PATROLMEN enter the glade.

   They bend over her HUSBAND.  One takes out a notebook.

   CUT TO and animated title - "The Tale of Sir Launcelot"

18 INTERIOR - PRINCE'S ROOM IN CASTLE - DAY



   A young, quite embarrassingly unattractive PRINCE is gazing out of a castle

   window.  His FATHER stands beside him.  He is also looking out.  The

   PRINCE wears a long white undershirt (like a night shirt).

                               FATHER

       One day, lad, all this will be yours ...

                               PRINCE

       What - the curtains?

                               FATHER

       No!  Not the curtains, lad ...  All that ...

           (indicates the vista from the window)

       all that you can see, stretched out over the hills and

       valleys ... as far as the eye can see and beyond ...

       that'll be your kingdom, lad.

                               PRINCE

       But, Mother ...

                               FATHER



       Father, lad.

                               PRINCE

       But, Father, I don't really want any of that.

                               FATHER

       Listen, lad, I built this kingdom up from nothing.  All I had when

       I started was swamp ...  other kings said I was daft to build a

       castle on a swamp, but I built it all the same ... just to show 'em.

       It sank into the swamp.  So I built a another one ... that sank

       into the swamp.  I built another one ...  That fell over and THEN

       sank into the swamp ....  So I built another ... and that stayed up.

       ... And that's what your gonna get, lad: the most powerful kingdom in

       this island.

                               PRINCE

       But I don't want any of that, I'd rather ...

                               FATHER

       Rather what?

                               PRINCE

       I'd rather ... just ... sing ...



   MUSIC INTRO

                               FATHER

       You're not going to do a song while I'm here!

   Music stops.

       Listen, lad, in twenty minutes you're going to be married to

       a girl whose father owns the biggest tracts of open land in Britain.

                               PRINCE

       I don't want land.

                               FATHER

       Listen, Alice ...

                               PRINCE

       Herbert.

                               FATHER

       Herbert ...  We built this castle on a bloody swamp, we need all

       the land we can get.



                               PRINCE

       But I don't like her.

                               FATHER

       Don't like her?   What's wrong with her?  She's beautiful ...

       she's rich ... she's got huge tracts of land ...

                               PRINCE

       I know ... but ... I want the girl that I marry to  have ...

       a certain ... special ... something ...

   MUSIC INTO FOR song.

                               FATHER

       Cut that out!

   Music cuts off abruptly.

       You're marrying Princess Lucky, so you'd better get used to the idea!

       Guards!

   TWO GUARDS enter and stand to attention on either side of the door



   One of them has hiccoughs and does so throughout.

                               FATHER

       Make sure the Prince doesn't leave this room until

       I come and get him.

                               FIRST GUARD

       Not ... to leave the room ... even if you come and get him.

                               FATHER

       No.  Until I come and get him.

                               SECOND GUARD

       Hic.

                               FIRST GUARD

       Until you come and get him, we're not to enter the room.

                               FATHER

       No ...  You stay in the room and make sure he doesn't leave.

                               FIRST GUARD

       ... and you'll come and get him.



                               SECOND GUARD

       Hic.

                               FATHER

       That's Right.

                               FIRST GUARD

       We don't need to do anything, apart from just stop him

       entering the room.

                               FATHER

       Leaving the room.

                               FIRST GUARD

       Leaving the room ... yes.

                               FATHER

       Got it?

                               SECOND GUARD

       Hic.



   FARTHER makes to leave.

                               FIRST GUARD

       Er ... if ... we ... er ...

                               FATHER

       Yes?

                               FIRST GUARD

       If we ... er ...

           (trying to remember what he was going to say)

                               FATHER

       Look, it's  simple.  Just stay here and make sure he doesn't

       leave the room.

                               SECOND GUARD

       Hic.

                               FATHER

       Right?

                               FIRST GUARD



       Oh, I remember ... can he ... er ... can he leave the room with us?

                               FATHER

           (carefully)

       No ....  keep him in here ... and make sure he doesn't ...

                               FIRST GUARD

       Oh, yes!  we'll keep him in here, obviously.  But if he had

       to leave and we were with him.

                               FATHER

       No ... just keep him in here.

                               FIRST GUARD

       Until you, or anyone else ...

                               FATHER

       No, not anyone else - just me.

                               FIRST GUARD

       Just you ...



                               SECOND GUARD

       Hic.

                               FIRST GUARD

       Get back.

                               FATHER

       Right.

                               FIRST GUARD

       Okay.  Fine.  We'll remain here until you get back.

                               FATHER

       And make sure he doesn't leave.

                               FIRST GUARD

       What?

                               FATHER

       Make sure he doesn't leave.

                               FIRST GUARD

       The Prince ... ?



                               FATHER

       Yes ...  make sure ...

                               FIRST GUARD

       Oh yes, of course!  I thought you meant him!

           (he points to the other GUARD and laughs to himself)

       You know it seemed a bit daft me havin' to guard him when

       he's a guard ...

                               FATHER

       Is that clear?

                               SECOND GUARD

       Hic.

                               FIRST GUARD

      Oh, yes.  That's quite clear.  No problems.

   FATHER pulls open the door and makes to leave the room.  The GUARDS follow.

                               FATHER

           (to the GUARDS)



       Where are you going?

                               FIRST GUARD

       We're coming with you.

                               FATHER

       No, I want you to stay here and make sure he doesn't leave

       the room until I get back.

                               FIRST GUARD

       Oh, I see,  Right.

   They take up positions on either side of the door.

                               PRINCE

       But, Father.

                               FATHER

       Shut your noise, you,  and get that suit on!

    He points to a wedding suit on a table or chair.  FATHER throws one last

    look at the BOY and turns, goes out and slams the door.



    The PRINCE slumps onto window seat, looking forlornly out of the window.

    MUSIC INTRO to song ...

    The door flies open, the music cuts off and FATHER pokes his head in.

                               FATHER

        And no singing!

                               SECOND GUARD

       Hic.

                               FATHER

           (as he goes out.)

       Go and have a drink of water.

   FATHER slams the door again.  The GUARDS take up their positions.  The SON

   gazes out of the window again ... sighs ... thinks ... a thought strikes him

   ... he gets up, crosses to his desk and scribbles a quick note and impales

   it on an arrow ... takes a bow down from the wall ... and fires the arrow

   out of the window.

   He looks wetly defiant at the GUARDS, who smile pleasantly.



15 EXTERIOR - A FOREST - DAY

   CUT TO the middle of the forest.  SIR LAUNCELOT is riding along with

   a trusty servant, CONCORDE.

                               LAUNCELOT

       And ... o v e r ...  we go!

   He strides over a big tree trunk ... his "horse" does run and jump ...

                               LAUNCELOT

           (enthusiastically)

       Well taken, Concorde!

                               CONCORDE

       Thank you, sir, most kind ...

                               LAUNCELOT

       And another!

   CONCORDE misses a beat.



       Steady!  Good ... and the last one ...

   CONCORDE does the run-up with the coconuts.  He does the break for the

   leap ... there is a thwack.  SIR LAUNCELOT is waiting for the horse

     to land.

                               CONCORDE

       Message for you, sir.

   He falls forward revealing the arrow with the note.

                               LAUNCELOT

       Concorde - speak to me.

   He realises he might be in danger and so starts to crawl off ...

   when he notices the note.  He takes it out and reads it.

                               LAUNCELOT

           (reading)

       "To whoever finds this note -

       I have been imprisoned by my father who wishes me to marry

       against my will.  Please please please please come and rescue me.



       I am in the tall tower of Swamp Castle."

   SIR LAUNCELOT's eyes light up with holy inspiration.

                               LAUNCELOT

       At last!   A call!  A cry of distress ...

           (he draws his sword, and turns to CONCORDE)

      Concorde!  Brave, Concorde ... you shall not have died in vain!

                               CONCORDE

       I'm not quite dead, sir ...

                               LAUNCELOT

           (a little deflated)

       Oh, well ... er brave Concorde!  You shall not have been fatally

       wounded in vain!

                               CONCORDE

       I think I could pull through, sir.

                               LAUNCELOT

       Good Concorde ... stay here and rest awhile.



   He makes to leap off dramatically.

                               CONCORDE

       I think I'll be all right to come with you, sir.

                               LAUNCELOT

       I will send help, brave friend, as soon as I have accomplished

       this most daring, desperate adventure in this genre.

                               CONCORDE

       Really, I feel fine, sir.

                               LAUNCELOT

       Farewell, Concorde!

                               CONCORDE

       It just seems silly ... me lying here.

   SIR LAUNCELOT plunges off into the forest.

20 EXTERIOR - CASTLE GATEWAY - DAY

   Two hanging banners one each side of the gate with the monogram:



   "H & L".

   TWO SENTRIES with spears ... slightly weddingly ... red ribbons on their

   right spears.  We can hear from inside revelry and celebration music.

   We hear LAUNCELOT's footsteps.  The TWO SENTRIES are watching him.  One of

   them raises his hand.

|

|                              FIRST SENTRY

|      Halt, friend ...

|

   LAUNCELOT leaps into SHOT with a mighty cry and runs the GUARD through and

   hacks him to the floor.  Blood.  Swashbuckling music (perhaps).

   LAUNCELOT races through into the castle screaming.

                               SECOND SENTRY

       Hey!

   He looks down at his mutilated comrade.

21 EXTERIOR - DAY



   CUT TO inside of the castle grounds or courtyard.

   in the sunlight beautifully dressed WEDDING GUESTS are arriving.

   Converging on a doorway.  A country dance in progress.

   SIR LAUNCELOT rushes towards them.

   CUT TO HAND-HELD CLOSE-UPS as he charges through the crowd, hacking

   right and left a la Errol Flynn at all who come in his way.

   He fights his way through the country dance.  Blood.  Shrieks.  Bemused

   looks of GUESTS - not horror so much as uncomprehending surprise.

   Possibly Errol Flynn music.

   One COUNTRY DANCER is left holding just a hand.

   Right and left the GUESTS crumple in pools of blood as he fights his

   way through the door and into the main hall.

22 INTERIOR - DAY



   CUT TO interior of main hall.  Sound of busy preparations.  MEN setting

   up huge hogsheads of wine.  MEN putting up last minute flower arrangements.

   COOKS bearing huge trays of food, pies, suckling pigs, a swan, boar's

   head, etc.

   The BRIDE being dressed by several ATTENDANTS.  FATHER ordering SERVANTS

   around - organizing the STEWARDS etc.

   SIR LAUNCELOT bursts through the middle of them, slashing heroically,

   hacking, wounding and killing.  Again fairly CLOSE-UP chaotic SHOTS.

   We see GUESTS stagger back wounded - a COOK bites the dust, etc.

   SIR LAUNCELOT eventually reaches the staircase ... runs up it and

   into a small door.

23 INTERIOR - DAY

   CUT TO SIR LAUNCELOT running up spiral staircase.  He reaches the door

   of the PRINCE's room.  he flings it open.

                               FIRST GUARD



       Ah!  Now ... we're not allowed to ...

   SIR LAUNCELOT runs him through,  grabs his spear and stabs the other

   guard who collapses in a heap.  Hiccoughs quietly.

   SIR LAUNCELOT runs to the window and kneels down in front of the PRINCE,

   averting his head.

                               LAUNCELOT

       Oh, fair one, behold your humble servant, Sir Launcelot,

       from the Court of Camelot.  I have come to take you ...

           (he looks up for the first time and his voice trails away)

        away ... I'm terribly sorry ...

                               PRINCE

       You got my note!

                               LAUNCELOT

       Well ... yes ...

                               PRINCE

       You've come to rescue me?



                               LAUNCELOT

       Well ... yes ... but I hadn't realised ...

                               PRINCE

           (his eyes light up)

       I knew that someone would come.  I knew ... somewhere out there ...

       there must be ...

   MUSIC INTRO to song.

                               FATHER

           (suddenly looking in the door)

       Stop that!

   Music cuts out.

   FATHER sees SIR LAUNCELOT still kneeling before his son.

                               FATHER

       Who are you?

                               PRINCE

       I'm ... your son ...



                               FATHER

       Not you.

                               LAUNCELOT

           (half standing self-consciously)

       I'm ... er ... Sir Launcelot, sir.

                               PRINCE

       He's come to rescue me, father.

                               LAUNCELOT

           (embarrassed)

       Well, let's not jump to conclusions ...

                               FATHER

       Did you kill all those guards?

                               LAUNCELOT

       Yes ...  I'm very sorry ...

                               FATHER

       They cost fifty pounds each!



                               LAUNCELOT

       Well, I'm really am most awfully sorry but I ...

       I can explain everything ...

                               PRINCE

       Don't be afraid of him, Sir Launcelot.  I've got a rope here all

       ready ...

    He throws a rope out of the window which is tied to a pillar in the room

    He  looks rather pleased with himself that he has got it all ready.

                               FATHER

       You killed eight wedding guests in all!

                               LAUNCELOT

       Er, Well ... the thing is ... I thought your son was a lady.

                               FATHER

       I can understand that.

                               PRINCE



           (half out of the window)

       Hurry, brave Sir Launcelot!

                               FATHER

           (to his SON)

       Shut up!

           (to LAUNCELOT)

       You only killed the bride's father - that's all -

                               LAUNCELOT

       Oh dear, I didn't really mean to...

                               FATHER

       Didn't mean to?  You put your sword right through his head!

                               LAUNCELOT

       Gosh - Is he all right?

                               FATHER

       You even kicked the bride in the chest!  It's going to cost

       me a fortune!

                               LAUNCELOT



       I can explain ...  I was in the forest ... riding north

       from Camelot ... when I got this note.

                               FATHER

       Camelot?  Are you from Camelot?

   The PRINCE's head peeps over the windowsill.

                               PRINCE

       Hurry!

                               LAUNCELOT

       I am, sir. I am a Knight of King Arthur.

                               FATHER

       'Mm ... very nice castle, Camelot ... very good pig country....

                               LAUNCELOT

       Is it?

                               PRINCE (out of vision)

       I am ready, Sir Launcelot.



                               FATHER

       Do you want to come and have a drink?

                               LAUNCELOT

       Oh ... that's awfully nice.

                               PRINCE (OOV)

           (loud and shrill)

       I am ready!

   As they walk past the rope, the FATHER nonchalantly cuts with his knife.

   there is no sound except after a pause a slight squeal from very far away

   as the PRINCE makes contact with the ground.

                               LAUNCELOT

       It's just that when I'm in this genre, I tend to get over-excited

       and start to leap around and wave my sword about ... and ...

                               FATHER

       Oh, don't worry about that ... Tell me ... doesn't Camelot own

       that stretch of farmland up by the mountains?

   He puts his arm round LAUNCELOT's shoulders as they go though the door.



24 INTERIOR - DAY

   CUT TO the great hall.  GUESTS wounded and bloody, are tending to the dead

   and injured, sighs and groans, the PRINCESS in her white wedding dress is

   holding her chest and coughing blood.

   People dabbing the stains off her dress.

   FATHER and SIR LAUNCELOT start to walk down the grand staircase.  Talking

   to each other.

   One of the GUESTS notices and points to SIR LAUNCELOT.

                               GUEST

       There he is!

   As one man all remaining able-bodied MEN look up and make for the staircase,

   muttering angrily.  SIR LAUNCELOT grabs his sword.

                               FATHER

       Hold it!



   But it is too lake.  SIR LAUNCELOT cannot be stopped.  With fearless abandon

   he throws himself into the CROWD and starts hacking and slashing.  He has

   carved quite a number up before the FATHER can stop him and pulls him back

   onto the stairs.  Renewed groans and cries.

                               FATHER

           (shouting above noise)

       Hold it!  Please!

                               LAUNCELOT

       Sorry!  Sorry ...

           (with bitter self reproach)

       There you See ... I just got excited again and I got carried away ...

       I'm ever so sorry.

           (to the CROWD)

       Sorry.

   CROWD kneeling round their wounded again.  Moans etc.

                               GUEST

       He's killed the best man!



                               SECOND GUEST

           (holding a limp WOMAN)

       He's killed my auntie.

                               FATHER

       No, please!  This is supposed to be a happy occasion!

       Let's not bicker and argue about who killed who ...  We

       are here today to witness the union of two young people in

       the joyful bond of the holy wedlock.  Unfortunately, one

       of them, my son Herbert, has just fallen to his death.

   Murmurs from CROWD;  the BRIDE smiles with relief, coughs.

       But I don't want to think I've not lost a son ...

       so much as gained a daughter ...

   Smattering of applause.

       For, since the tragic death of her father ...

                               SHOUT FROM BACK

       He's not quite dead!



                               FATHER

       Since the fatal wounding of her father ...

                               SHOUT FROM BACK

       I think He's getting better!

   FATHER nods discreetly to a SOLDIER standing to one side.  The SOLDIER

   slips off.  FATHER's eyes watch him move round to where the voice

   came from.

                               FATHER

       For ... since her own father ... who ... when he seemed about to

       recover ... suddenly felt the icy ... hand of death upon him.

   A scuffle at the back.

                               SHOUT FROM BACK

       Oh, he's died!

                               FATHER

       I want his only daughter, from now onwards, to think of me as her

       old dad ... in a very real and legally binding sense.



   Applause.

       And I'm sure sure ... that the merger ... er ... the union

       between the Princess and the brave but dangerous Sir Launcelot

       of Camelot ...

                               LAUNCELOT

       What?

   Gasp from the CROWD.

                               CROWD

       The dead Prince!

   There is CONCORDE holding "THE DEAD PRINCE" in his arms.

                               CONCORDE

       He's not quite dead!

                               PRINCE

       I feel much better.

                               FATHER



       You fell out of the Tall Tower you creep!

                               PRINCE

       I was saved at the last minute.

                               FATHER

       How?

                               PRINCE

       Well ... I'll tell you ...

   MUSIC INTRO to song.  CONCORDE stands the SON on his feet and adopts cod

   "and now a number from my friend" pose.

                               FATHER

       Not like that!

   But the music doesn't stop and the CROWD starts to sing.

                               CROWD

       He's going to tell.

                               FATHER



       Shut up!

                               CROWD

       He's going to tell ...

                               FATHER

           (screaming)

       Shut UP!

    As the song starts the FATHER tries yelling at them and eventually gives

    up.  SIR LAUNCELOT joins CONCORDE in the CROWD.

|

|                              LAUNCELOT

|      We must escape.  Quickly before the song.

|

|                              CONCORDE

|      Come with me, sir.

|

|                              LAUNCELOT

|      You're not right for this genre ... I must escape more dramatically.

|

+



+                              CONCORDE

+      Quickly, sir, come this way!

+

+                              LAUNCELOT

+      No!  It's not right for my idiom.  I must escape more  ... more ...

+

+                              CONCORDE

+      Dramatically, sir?

+

+                              LAUNCELOT

+      Dramatically.

+

                               CROWD

       He's going to tell

       He's going to tell

       He's going to tell about his great escape.

       Oh he fell a long long way

       But he's here with us today

       What a wonderful ... escape.

   CONCORDE goes.  SIR LAUNCELOT runs back up the stairs, grabs a rope

   of the wall and swings out over the heads of the CROWD in a

   swashbuckling manner towards a large window.  He stops just short



   of the window and is left swing pathetically back and forth.

+

+                              LAUNCELOT

+      Excuse me ... could somebody give me a push ...

+

25 EXTERIOR - A DESERTED VILLAGE - DUSK

   Toothless old CRONE by the roadside.  ARTHUR and BEDEVERE and two PAGES

   ride up and draw up alongside the CRONE.

                               ARTHUR

        Is there anywhere where we could buy a shrubbery?

   The OLD CRONE crosses herself with a look of stark terror.

                               CRONE

       Who sent you?

                               ARTHUR

       The Knights Who Say Ni!

                               CRONE



       Aaaagh!

           (she looks around in rear)

       No!  We have no shrubberies here.

                               BEDEVERE

       Surely, there must be.

|

|  ARTHUR restrains from threatening the LADY.

|

|                              ARTHUR

|          (aside)

|      It will be not good to argue.  These simple people are terrified

|      of the Knights Who Say Ni!

|

|                              CRONE

|          (she cowers)

|      Ohhh!

|

|  ARTHUR takes BEDEVERE further aside.

|

|                              ARTHUR

|      There is only one way to get the information we want ...



|

|                              BEDEVERE

|      Send her a letter from a long way away?

|

|                              ARTHUR

|      Er, no ... no, we must ...

|

|                              BEDEVERE

|      Talk to her in funny voices?

|

|                              ARTHUR

|          (slightly crossly)

|      No ...

|

|                              BEDEVERE

|      How about trying ourselves to a tree?

|

|                              ARTHUR

|          (grittily)

|      No.  Our only hope is to make her as afraid of us as she is of

|      the awful Knights Who Say Ni!

|



|                              BEDEVERE

|          (sagely)

|      Ah!  Hit ourselves with a big rock ...

|

|  He nods knowingly.

|

|                              ARTHUR

|          (tolerantly but firmly)

|      No.  Nothing we do to ourselves will frighten her as much as

|      what we can do to her ...

|

|                              BEDEVERE

|      Ah!

|

|                              ARTHUR

|      We must threaten to say "Ni"!

|

|                              BEDEVERE

|          (terror)

|      Oh, no.

|

|  They reapproach the OLD CRONE who is cowering more than ever.

|



                               ARTHUR

       Listen, old crone!  Unless you tell us where we can buy a

       shrubbery, my friend and I will ... we will say "Ni!"

                               CRONE

       Do your worst!

|      I have herd the Knights say "Ni"! in the night.  I have herd the

|      hideous Peng! and they have said "Nee-wum"! to my sister but still

|      I have not revealed ...

                               ARTHUR

       Very well, old crone.  Since you will not assist us voluntarily

       ... "Ni"!

                               CRONE

       No.  Never.  No shrubberies.

                               ARTHUR

       Ni!

                               BEDEVERE

       Nu!



                               ARTHUR

       No.  Ni!  More like this. "Ni"!

                               BEDEVERE

       Ni, ni, ni!

                               ARTHUR

|      It's not working.

       You're not doing it properly.  Ni!

                               BEDEVERE

       Ni!

                               ARTHUR

       That's it.  Ni!  Ni!

   A PASSER-BY on a horse is observing them.

                               ROGER

       Are you saying "Ni" to that old woman?

                               ARTHUR



       Erm, yes.

                               ROGER

       Oh, what sad times are these when passing ruffians can say "Ni"

       at will to old ladies.  There is a pestilence upon this land!

       nothing is sacred.  Even those who arrange and design

       shrubberies are under considerable economic stress

       at this point in time.

                               ARTHUR

       Did you say shrubberies?

                               ROGER

       Yes.  Shrubberies are my trade.  I am a shrubber.  My name

       is Roger the Shrubber.  I arrange, design, and sell shrubberies.

                               BEDEVERE

           (rather aggressively, to ROGER)

       Ni!

                               ARTHUR

       No.  No.  No!



26 EXTERIOR - GLADE - DUSK

   CUT TO the glade in the forest again.

                               ARTHUR

        Oh, Knights of Ni, here is your shrubbery.  May we go now?

                               TALL KNIGHT

       That is a good shrubbery.  I like the laurels particularly -

       But there is one small problem.

                               ARTHUR

       What is that?

                               TALL KNIGHT

       We are now no longer the Knights Who Say Ni!

                               ONE KNIGHT

       Ni!

                               OTHERS

       Sh!



                               ONE KNIGHT

           (wispers)

       Sorry.

                               TALL KNIGHT

       We are now the Knights Who Go Neeeow ... wum ... ping!

                               OTHERS

       Ni!

                               OTHERS

       Ni!

                               ONE KNIGHT

       Peng!

                               OTHERS

       Ni!

                               OTHERS

       Sh!  Sh!



                               TALL KNIGHT

       Therefore ... we are no longer contractually bound by any agreements

       previously entered into by the Knights Who Say Ni!

                               ONE KNIGHT

       Ni!

                               ANOTHER

       Peng!

                               ANOTHER

       Sh!

                               TALL KNIGHT

       Shut up!

           (to ARTHUR)

       Therefore, we must give you a test, a Test to satisfy the Knights who

       say Neeeow ... wum ... ping!

                               OTHERS

         (terrific chorus)

       Neeeow ... wum ... ping!



                               ARTHUR

       What is this test, Knights of N...

           (can't say it)

       ... Recently Knights of Ni!

                               KNIGHT

       Ni!

                               TALL KNIGHT

       Firstly.  You must get us another shrubbery!

                               OTHER KNIGHTS

           (half seen)

       More shrubberies!  More shrubberies for the ex-Knights of Ni!

                               ARTHUR

       Not another shrubbery -

                               TALL KNIGHT

       When you have found the shrubbery, place the shrubbery here,

       beside this shrubbery ... only slightly higher, so you get a

       two-level effect with a path through the middle.



                               OTHER KNIGHTS

       A path!  A little path for the late Knights of Ni!

   Chorus of "Ni!  Ni!"

                               TALL KNIGHT

       When you have found the shrubbery, then you must cut

       down the mightiest tree in the forest ... with a herring.

                               OTHER KNIGHTS

       Yes!  With a herring!  With a herring!  Cut down with a herring!

                               ARTHUR

       We shall do no such thing ... let us pass!

                               TALL KNIGHT

       Oh, please!

                               ARTHUR

       Cut down a tree with a herring?  It can't be done!

                               OTHER KNIGHTS



           (they all recoil in horror)

       Oh!

                               TALL KNIGHT

       Don't say that word.

                               ARTHUR

       What word?

                               TALL KNIGHT

       I cannot tell you.  Suffice to say is one of the words

       the Knights of Ni! cannot hear!

                               ARTHUR

       How can we not say the word, if you don't tell us what it is?

                               TALL KNIGHT

           (cringing in fear)

       You said it again!

                               ARTHUR

       What, "is"?



                               TALL KNIGHT

           (dismissively)

       No, no ... not "is"!

                               OTHER KNIGHTS

       Not "is"!  Not "is"!

   Suddenly singing is heard from deep in the forest.

                               SIR ROBIN'S SINGERS

       Bravely good Sir Robin was not at all afraid

       To have his eyeballs skewered ...

                               TALL KNIGHT

           (irritated)

       "Is" is all right ... You wouldn't get far not saying "Is"!

                               BEDEVERE

       My liege, it's Sir Robin!

                               TALL KNIGHT

           (covering his ears)

       You've said the word again!



   SIR ROBIN and his SINGERS appear in the clearing.  The SINGERS are going on

   cheerfully as usual and ROBIN walks in front of them, continually

   embarrassed at their presence.

                               SINGERS

       ... and his kidneys burnt and his nipples skewered off ...

   ROBIN holds his hand up for silence.

                               ARTHUR

       Sir Robin!

   He shakes his hand warmly.

                               ROBIN

    My liege!  It's good to have found you again ...

                               TALL KNIGHT

    Now he's said the word!

                               ARTHUR

    Where are you going good Sir Robin?



                               ROBIN'S SINGERS

           (starting up again)

       He was going home ... he was giving up,

       He was throwing in the sponge.

                               ROBIN

           (to SINGERS)

       Shut up!  No ... er ... no ... I ... er ... I ... er ... I certainly

       wasn't giving up ... I was actually looking for the grail ...

       er thing ... in this forest.

                               ARTHUR

       No ... it lies beyond this forest.

                               TALL KNIGHT

       Stop saying the word!

                               OTHER KNIGHTS

       Stop saying the word!  The word we cannot hear!  The word ...

                               ARTHUR



           (losing his patience with the fearful KNIGHTS OF "NI")

       Oh, stop it!

   Terrific confusion amongst the KNIGHTS OF "NI", they roll on the ground

   covering their ears.  The TALL KNIGHT remains standing trying to control

   his MEN.

                               OTHER KNIGHTS

       They're all saying the word ...

                               TALL KNIGHT

       Stop saying it.  AAAArghh! ... I've said it ...

                               OTHER KNIGHTS

       You've said it!  Aaaaarghhh! ... We've said it ... Wwe're all saying it.

   ARTHUR beckons to BEDEVERE and ROBIN and they pick their way through

   the helpless KNIGHTS OF "NI" and away into the forest.

27 EXTERIOR - HISTORIAN'S GLADE - DAY

   We CUT TO an almost subliminal shot of the HISTORIAN'S WIFE being shown



   into a police car, which then roars off out of the glade

|   CUT BACK to the forest.  The Knights of "NI" are slowly recovering.  they

|   get up.

|

|                              TALL KNIGHT

|      Well, At least We've got ONE shrubbery.

|

|                              OTHER KNIGHTS

|      Yes, Yes ... We've Done very Well ...  NI!

|

|                              TALL KNIGHT

|      Ssh! I think somebody's coming.  We'll get them to give us

|      another shrubbery.

|

|                              OTHER KNIGHTS

|      Good Idea.  More shrubberies.  As many as possible.

|

|   Perhaps we start to TRACK BACK from the scene as they go on talking.

|

|                              TALL KNIGHT

|      What shall we call ourselves this time?

|



|                              KNIGHT

|      How about "The knights of Nicky-Nicky"?

|

|

|28 EXTERIOR - DAY

|

|   A Small group of PEASANTS are being shuffled into a group formation, at the

|   apparent direction of someone behind the camera.  A Few coughs

|   as they shuffle together.  a moment of silence.  then they burst

|   into pleasant (melliflubus) song.

|

|   Song:   When the trees do blossom full

|           and all the hills are green

|           Oh! Oh! We sing

|           hey! hey! We sing

|           our count....ry Song...

|

|   A hail of arrow hits them and they crumple up.  sound of raucous

|   laughter OFF CAMERA.

|

|   CUT TO Reveal a firing squad of ARCHERS kneeling not ten feet away from

|   the group of SINGERS.



|

|   Sitting on the throne on a dais is KING BRIAN THE WILD.  He is roaring with

|   roaring with laughter.  and his court is slightly shabby - bearing all the

|   marks of a faded richness.  it is a court without women, and nobody

|   does the washing or shaves very well. perhaps there is washing however

|   on the line over the castle.  KING BRIAN'S ADVISERS stand around

|   him.   Everyone bears the signs of past injuries (Except for BRIAN

|   himself) I.E. they have an arm in a sling or head bandaged; all the people

|   at court, except for BRIAN have their left arm missing (possibly

|   the result of some violent edict a few years back)

|

|                              KING BRIAN

|      HA! HA! HA! HA! HA! HO! HO! HO! HO! HA! HA! HA! HA!

|      Oh! Very good! Next!

|

|                              FIRST ADVISER

|          (a Little uncomfortably - perhaps his arm is in a sling obviously

|           giving him some pain)

|      There are no more, Sir.

|

|                              KING BRIAN

|          (grabbing him by the collar)



|      What do'you mean you filthy dog!

|

|                              FIRST ADVISER

|      There are no more close harmony groups in the kingdom, Sir.

|

|                              KING BRIAN

|      No more close harmony groups!!!

|

|                              FIRST ADVISER

|      We have scoured the kingdom.

|

|                              KING BRIAN

|          (lifting him bodily into the air and breaking his

|           arm again slightly)

|      You Miserable worm! you wretch! You Walking son of a dunghill keeper!

|      Guards!

|

|   Two Rather shabby looking GUARDS approach. (as everyone else they also

|   have their left arms missing)

|

|                              FIRST ADVISER

|      have mercy your MAJESTY!

|



|                              KING BRIAN

|   GUARDS! Take him away and suspend him by his nostrils from the highest

|   tree in the kingdom!

|

|   The Guards grab him unmercifully and drag him off.  he whines piteously.

|

|

|29 EXTERIOR - DAY

|

|   CUT BACK to the glade where the KNIGHTS OF NI! were.  A police car

|   roars up.  Two PLAIN CLOTHES DETECTIVE and a CONSTABLE get out, look

|   around suspiciously, perhaps kneel and examine the ground. one POLICEMAN

|   finds PATSY's shoe and the other finds a strange scientific instrument that

|   was hanging from BEDEVERE.

|

|   They nod grimly to each other. Climb back in the car and drive off.

|

|

|30 EXTERIOR - DAY

|

|   Back in KING BRIAN's Court. the FIRST ADVISER has been dragged off.  there

|   are muffled screams coming from the nearby tree.  the FIRST ADVISER



|   is being hauled up it on pulleys.

|

|                              SECOND ADVISER

|      Your Majesty, I can Find you a Lute player, whose music is passing

|      sweet.

|

|                              KING BRIAN

|      It's not the same, You thick-headed fool!

|          (KING BRIAN hits him on the back of the head.  he falls.)

|      There's no fun in killing soloists!

|

|                              SECOND ADVISER

|          (picking himself up)

|      He may have a friend...

|

|                              KING BRIAN

|      GUARDS!

|

|                              SECOND ADVISER

|      Oh Please your majesty!  Please!

|

|                              KING BRIAN



|      Take him away and tie his kidneys to the longest hedge in the kingdom!

|

|   The GUARDS drag the ADVISER roughly away.

|

|                              SECOND ADVISER

|      No!

|          (he is dragged off screaming and protesting)

|

|                              KING BRIAN

|          (roaring at the rest of the court)

|      I will personally disembowel the next little bastard who tells me that

|      there are no more close harmony ...

|

|   At this moment we hear faintly the sound of singing. KING BRIAN stopped

|   to listen.  The entire COURT turns thankfully towards the mellifluous

|   sounds.

|

|      We're the knights of the round table

|      our shows are formidable

|      but many times we're given rhymes

|      that are quite unsingable...

|

|                              KING BRIAN



|      Wait a minute! Five point harmony with a counter-tenor lead!

|

|   Various members of the COURT sigh and breathe more easily.

|

|                              CREEP

|      Thank goodness.

|

|                              KING BRIAN

|      Shut up!

|          (punches him right on the end of the nose and shouts to the

|           SECOND ADVISER)

|      Oy you!

|

|                              SECOND ADVISER

|          (doubled-up, Surrounded by soldiers busy with his stomach)

|      Yes, Your majesty?

|

|                              KING BRIAN

|      Go and get 'em!

|

|                              SECOND ADVISER

|          (gratefully)



|       Thank you sir!

|          (He staggers off with some difficulty)

|

|                              GUARD

|      'ere... We'd just started taking his kidneys out.

|

|   CUT TO ARTHUR,BEDEVERE,GALAHAD and LANCELOT.  (Garwin,thrstam, Hecrot)

|   plus all their pages.  there are riding along singing cheerily.

|

|                              KNIGHTS

|      We're baby mad and Camelot

|      we nurse and push the pram a lot

|      in war we're tough and able

|      quite indefatigable

|      between our quests we sequin vests

|      and dress like betty gable

|      it's a...

|

|                              SECOND ADVISER

|      HALT!

|

|                              SIR GALAHAD



|      Who are you who dares to halt the knights of king Arthur's round table

|      in mid-verse?

|

|                              SECOND ADVISER

|      I bring greetings from the court of king Brian.

|

|                              SIR LANCELOT

|      King Brian the wild?

|

|                              SECOND ADVISER

|      Some call him that, but he's calmed down allot recently.

|

|                              SIR GALAHAD

|      Are those YOUR kidneys?

|

|                              SECOND ADVISER

|          (covering his stomach)

|      No no... It's nothing - just a flesh wound.

|          (The KNIGHTS look at each other)

|      he has herd your beautiful melody; and wishes you to come to his court,

|      that he may listen at his ease ooh!

|

|                              SIR LANCELOT



|      You must be joking!

|          (general murmur or agreement from the other KNIGHTS.)

|      Go to the court of king Brian the wild and sing close harmony!

|

|                              OTHER KNIGHTS

|      No fear etc.

|

|                              SECOND ADVISER

|          (in increasing pain)

|      It need not be close harmony oooh agh!

|

|                              SIR GALAHAD

|      Ah but it would get round to close harmony, wouldn't it?

|

|                              SECOND ADVISER

|      Not necessarily ... As I say king Brian is much more relaxed than

|      he used to be.

|

|                              SIR GALAHAD

|      I mean could we just stick to one line of plainsong with a bit of

|      straight choral work?

|



|                              SECOND ADVISER

|      Well obviously he'd prefer a bit of close harmony arghhh!

|

|                              KNIGHTS

|      Ah! There you are!

|

|                              SIR LAUNCELOT

|      We'd end un-like the Shalott Choral Society.

|

|                              SECOND ADVISER

|      Oh that was an accident - honestly he's so calm now oh!

|

|                              ARTHUR

|      No we must be on our way.

|

|   They start off.

|

|                              SECOND ADVISER

|          (by now lying on the ground at his last gasp but still trying to

|           sound threatening)

|      If you don't come and sing for him ... ah ... he'll drive ... oh

|      ... iron spikes though your heads.



|

|                              KNIGHTS

|      Ah! That sounds more like Brian the wild!

|

|                              SECOND ADVISER

|          (looking helplessly at his intestines)

|      He ... he ... still gets irritable occasionally.

|

|                              SIR GALAHAD

|      Like with close harmony groups.

|

|                              SECOND ADVISER

|      Ooh ... Look if you're scared ...

|

|                              SIR LANCELOT

|      We're not SCARED!

|

|                              SECOND ADVISER

|          (With his last ounce of strength)

|      Very well! King Brian challenges your to sing before him in close

|      harmony!

|

|                              ARTHUR



|      A challenge?

|

|   The KNIGHTS look at each other rather taken aback but an idealistic glow

|   suffuses KING ARTHUR's eyes as he looks heaven-wards. The other KNIGHTS

|   look at him rather fearfully.

|

|                              ARTHUR

|          (majestacally)

|      It is a challenge.  We cannot refuse.

|

|                              SIR GALAHAD

|      King Brian's a fucking looney.

|

|                              SECOND ADVISER

|      Great!

|          (dies)

|

|                              SIR GALAHAD

|      Are you all right?

|

|   CUT TO KING BRIAN the wild on his dias.  he sees the KNIGHTS enter

|   the arena.



|

|                              KING BRIAN

|      Ah good!

|

|   CUT TO TRUMPETERS who executes a rather bad fanfare full of missed

|   notes.  meanwhile various SHOTS of preparation.

|

|   KING BRIAN settling down.

|

|   KNIGHTS being led up to the podium. the last of the previous close harmony

|   group is being loaded onto a cart and pushed away by the cart driver

|   from scene tow (Perhaps we see him being paid off)

|

|   SHOT of KING BRIAN on his podium and the HERALD being untied and having

|   his gag removed.

|

|   SHOT of ARTHUR and KNIGHTS getting into a group on the podium still

|   rather nervous.

|

|   The fanfare comes to an end, and several wrong notes.

|

|                              KING BRIAN



|          (who can't wait)

|      RIGHT! Carry on gentleman.

|

|                              HERALD

|      KING BRIAN SAYS CARRY ON!

|

|                              ARTHUR

|          (wispering)

|      All right ... two tenor lines - I'll take the base.

|

|   They all nod.

|

|      One... Two... Three...

|

|   Sound of Bows being drown very near by.

|

|   ARTHUR looks up and frowns.

|

|   CUT to reveal a line of twenty ARCHERS they all have their left leg

|   missing, but they DO have two arms.

|

|   Their arrows are drawn back and point directly at ARTHUR & CO.

|



|                              ARTHUR

|      Hold it! Err ... King Brian!

|

|                              HERALD

|          (Louder than ever)

|      ARTHUR OF CAMELOT ADDRESSES THEE OH MIGHTY KING BRIAN!

|

|                              KING BRIAN

|           (trueulently)

|      What?

|

|                              ARTHUR

|      What are THEY For?

|          (Indicates the archers)

|

|                              KING BRIAN

|      Them? they're... just to show you where the audience would be.

|

|                              ARTHUR

|      Well we'd prefer to do it without an audience.

|

|                              KING BRIAN



|      Oh you've GOT to have an AUDIENCE!

|

|                              HERALD

|      KING BRIAN THE WISE AND GOOD RULER OF THIS LAND SAYS YOU'VE GOT TO

|      HAVE AN AUDIENCE!

|

|                              ARTHUR

|      We'd rather give a private recital.

|

|                              HERALD

|      THEY SAY THEY'D RATHER GIVE A PRIVATE RECITAL! O WISE GOOD AND JUST

|      KING BRIAN AND NOT THE LEAST BIT WILD!

|

|                              KING BRIAN

|          (to himself)

|      Turds...

|

|   HE nods to the ARCHERS who turn and hop smartly off in step.

|

|                              ONE-LEGGED RSM

|      Left ... Left ... Left, left, left, left

|      Left ... Left ... Left, left, left, left.



|

|   They hop round behind a long fence and disappear from sight

|   (Fence needs to be about 7 or 9 feet high)

|

|                              KING BRIAN

|      Right! Ready when you are.

|

|                              HERALD

|      KING BRIAN IS READY!

|

|                              ARTHUR

|      And ... One ... Two ... Three ... Four ...

|

|   They are just about to sing when the ARCHERS, bows read and arrows points,

|   peep over the top of the fence.

|

|      HOLD IT!

|

|                              SIR GAWAIN

|          (singing)

|      We're

|

|   Quick flash of ARCHERS sensed to fire, one tires to hold his shot back but



|   fails and fires his arrows by accident in the air.

|

|   Quick flash of FIRST ADVISER who is hanging by his nostrils from the

|   highest tree in the kingdom, moaning, getting hit by the arrow.

|

|                              KING BRIAN

|      What is it now?

|

|                              ARTHUR

|      We're not entirely happy with the acoustics.

|

|                              HERALD

|      THEY'RE NOT ENTIRELY HAPPY WITH...

|

|                              KING BRIAN

|          (impatiently)

|      Oh Sod the acoustics!  Get on with the singing!

|

|                              HERALD

|      KING BRIAN SAYS SOD THE ACOUSTICS!

|

|                              ARTHUR



|      In that case we shall just have to perform elsewhere.

|          (turns to his knights and begins to usher them off)

|

|                              HERALD

|      THEY SAY IN THAT CASE THEY SHALL HAVE TO PERFORM ELSEWHERE, O RICH,

|      FAMOUS AND EXTREMELY CALM KING!

|

|                              KING BRIAN

|          (getting very angry and dribbling slightly)

|      NO! you've GOT to sing on the target are - er - convert ... er ...

|      thing ...

|

|                              HERALD

|      KING BRIAN HAS STUMBLED OVER HIS WORDS! WHAT A WONDERFULLY HUMAN

|      INCIDENT.

|

|                              KING BRIAN

|      Don't editorialize!

|

|                              HERALD

|      SORRY, KING.

|



|                              KING BRIAN

|      Come on you bastards! Sing close harmony!

|

|   KING BRIAN snaps his finders and the ARCHERS rise above the fence without

|   any pretence it concealment - fitting arrows into their bows.

|

|                              HERALD

|      KING BRIAN CALLS THEM BASTARDS AND DEMANDS TO HEAD CLOSE HARMONY!

|      WHAT WILL HAPPEN NEXT?

|

|                              KING BRIAN

|      I said don't.

|

|                              HERALD

|      Sorry, King.

|

|                              KING BRIAN

|      Right! On the count of three ... one ...

|

|                              HERALD

|      THE KING'S SAID ONE!

|

|                              KING BRIAN



|      Two!

|

|                              HERALD

|      THE KING'S SAID TWO! THEY'VE ONLY GOT ONE LEFT!

|

|   We hear the sound of bows being drawn back.  Tension mounts.  the KNIGHTS

|   all look pretty grim.  The end is clearly pretty near.

|

|                              KING BRIAN

|          (face in a paroxysm of blood-lust)

|      Three!

|

|                              HERALD

|      THREE!

|

|   Sound in the distance of beautiful close harmony singing

|

|      "Bravely, good sir robin was not at all afraid..."

|

|   CUT TO see SIR ROBIN and his MINSTRELS approaching from round a corner

|   of the castle. SIR ROBIN walks a few feet in from of the them looking

|   rather embarrassed.



|

|                              KING BRIAN

|          (turning to the sound)

|      FANTASTIC!

|

|   CUT BACK TO ROBIN'S MINSTRELS

|

|      "To have his eyeballs skewered and his kidneys ... argh!"

|

|   They are suddenly pin-cushioned with arrows.

|

|                              KING BRIAN

|      HA! HA! HA! HA! HO! HO! HO! HO!

|      Oh bloody marvellous!

|

|   ROBIN turns and looks at the decimated remains of his MINSTRELS, surprised

|   but relieved.

|

|                              ARTHUR

|      Sir Robin! this way!

|

|   ARTHUR leads is MEN off the platform and they are joined by their PAGES and



|   make good their escape.

|

|                              KING BRIAN

|      HA! HA! HA! HA! HA! HA! HO! HO! HO! HO!

|

|                              HERALD

|      KING BRIAN'S SHOT THE WRONG GROUP!

|

|                              KING BRIAN

|      Shut up!

|

|   HE swings his sword and slices the HERALD'S head off.

|

|                              HERALD'S HEAD

|          (as it rolls away)

|      PRESS FREEDOM INFRINGED!

|

28 EXTERIOR - BEYOND FOREST - DAY - ANIMATION

   Shots of ARTHUR etc.  Riding out of the forest.  They leave the forest and

   they meet LAUNCELOT and GALAHAD.



                               VOICE OVER

       And so Arthur and Bedevere and Sir Robin set out on their search to

       find the Enchanter of whom the old man had spoken in scene twenty-four.

       Beyond the forest they met Launcelot and Galahad, and there was much

       rejoicing.

29 EXTERIOR - ANOTHER LANDSCAPE - DAY - ANIMATION

                               VOICE OVER

       In the frozen land of Nador, they were forced to eat Robin's

       minstrels ...  And there was much rejoicing ... A year passed ...

   MONTAGE of shots of the KNIGHTS.

       Autumn changed into Winter ... Winter changed into Spring ...  Spring

       changed back into Autumn and Autumn gave Winter and Spring a miss and

       went straight on into Summer ...  Until one day ...

30 EXTERIOR - WASTES - DAY

   The KNIGHTS are riding along the top of a ridge.  The country is wild and



   inhospitable.  Suddenly some of them see fire in the distance and ride

   towards it.  As they approach they see an impressive WIZARD figure striding

   around conjuring up fire from the ground and causing various bushes and

   branches to burst into flame.

                               ARTHUR

       What manner of man are you that can conjure up fire without flint

       or tinder?

                               TIM

       I am an enchanter.

   ARTHUR looks at BEDEVERE.

                               ARTHUR

       By what name are you known?

                               TIM

       There are some who call me Tim?

                               ARTHUR

       Greetings Tim the Enchanter!



                               TIM

       Greetings King Arthur.

                               ARTHUR

       You know my name?

                               TIM

       I do.

           (does another fire trick)

       You seek the Holy Grail.

                               ARTHUR

       That is our quest.  You know much that is hidden O Tim.

                               TIM

           (does another fire trick)

       Quite.

   Ripple of applause from the KNIGHTS.

                               ARTHUR

       Yes we seek the Holy Grail.



           (clears throat very quietly)

       Our quest is to find the Holy Grail.

                               ONE OR TWO KNIGHTS

       Yes it is.

                               ARTHUR

       And so we're looking for it.

                               KNIGHTS

       Yes, we are.

                               BEDEVERE

       We have been for some time.

                               KNIGHTS

       Yes.

                               ROBIN

       Months.

                               ARTHUR

       Yes ... and obviously any help we get is ... is very ... helpful.



                               GALAHAD

       Do you know where it ...

   TIM does another fire trick.

                               ALL OTHER KNIGHTS

       Sssssh!

                               ARTHUR

       Fine ... well er ... we mustn't take up anymore of your time ...

       I don't suppose ... sorry to sort of keep on about it ... you

       haven't by any chance ... aaah ... any idea where one might

       find ... a ... aaa ...

                               TIM

       What?

                               ARTHUR

       A G...g...g...

                               TIM

       A Grail?



   They all jump slightly and look about apprehensively.

                               ARTHUR

       Er ... yes ... I think so.

                               ALL OTHER KNIGHTS

       Yes.

                               TIM

       Yes.

                               KNIGHTS

       Fine.

                               ROBIN

       Splendid!

                               OTHERS

       Yes, marvellous.

   TIM looks thoughtful and they all stand around a little.  Then TIM produces

   another fire trick producing several different colours.



                               ARTHUR

       Look, you're a busy man ...

                               TIM

       Yes, I can help you with your guest.

   Slight pause.

                               ALL OTHER KNIGHTS

       Thank you.  Yes, thank you very much.

                               TIM

       To the north there lies a cave,  the cave of Caerbannog,

       wherein, carved in mystic runes, upon the very living rock,

       the last words of Olfin Bedwere of Rheged ...

   There is a thunderclap and a wind starts.  They KNIGHTS get nervous.

                               TIM

        ... make plain the last resting place of the most Holy Grail.

                               ARTHUR



       How shall we find this cave, O Tim?

                               TIM

       Follow!

   The KNIGHTS register delight and wheel round on themselves.

       But follow only if you are men of valour.  For the entrance

       to this cave is guarded by a monster, a creature so foul

       and cruel that no man yet has fought with it and lived.

       Bones of full fifty men lie strewn about its lair ...

       therefore sweet knights if you may doubt your strength or courage

       come no further, for death awaits you all with nasty pointy teeth.

+

+                              ARTHUR

+      What an eccentric performance!

+

31 EXTERIOR - DAY

   CUT TO impressive rock face with caves in it.  The KNIGHTS are 'riding'

   towards it.  A foreboding atmosphere supervenes.  TIM gives a signal for



   quietness.  ARTHUR shushes the 'horses'.

                               ARTHUR

       Shhh!

   The PAGES decrease the amount of noise they are making with the coconuts

   for a few seconds.  Then there is a burst of noise from them including

   whinnying.

                               BEDEVERE

           (to ARTHUR)

       They're nervous, sire.

                               ARTHUR

       Then we'd best leave them here and carry on on foot.

   TIM takes a strange look at them.  They walk on leaving the PAGES behind.

   After a few more strides TIM halts them with a sign.

                               TIM

       Behold the Cave of Caerbannog!

   CUT TO shot of cave.  Bones littered around.  The KNIGHTS get the wind



   up partially.  A little dry ice, glowing green can be seen at the

   entrance.  Suddenly we become aware of total silence.  Any noises the

   KNIGHTS make sound very exaggerated.  They unsheathe their swords.

                               ARTHUR

       Keep me covered.

   Stir among KNIGHTS.

                               BEDEVERE

       What with?

                               ARTHUR

       Just keep me covered.

                               TIM

       Too late.

                               ARTHUR

       What?

                               TIM

       There he is!



   They all turn,, and see a large white RABBIT lollop a few yards out of the

   cave.  Accompanied by terrifying chord and jarring metallic monster noise.

                               ARTHUR

       Where?

                               TIM

       There.

                               ARTHUR

       Behind the rabbit?

                               TIM

       It is the rabbit.

                               ARTHUR

       ... You silly sod.

                               TIM

       What?

                               ARTHUR



       You got us all worked up.

                               BEDEVERE

       You cretin!

                               TIM

       That is not an ordinary rabbit ... 'tis the most foul cruel

       and bad-tempered thing you ever set eyes on.

                               ROBIN

       You tit.  I soiled my armour I was so scared!

                               TIM

       That rabbit's got a vicious streak. It's a killer!

                               GALAHAD

|      Oh, fuck off.

+      Get stuffed.

                               TIM

       He'll do you up a treat mate!

                               GALAHAD



       Oh yeah?

                               ROBIN

|      You turd!

+      Mangy scots git!

                               TIM

       Look.  I'm warning you.

                               ROBIN

       What's he do?  Nibble your bum?

                               TIM

       Well, It's got huge ... very sharp ... it can jump a...

       look at the bones.

                               ARTHUR

       Go on, Bors, chop its head off.

                               BORS

       Right.  Silly little bleeder.  One rabbit stew coming up.



                               TIM

       Look!

   As TIM points they all spin round to see the RABBIT leap at BORS'

   throat with an appalling scream.  From a distance of about twenty feet

   there is a tin opening noise, a cry from BORS.  A quick CLOSE-UP

   of a savage RABBIT biting through tin and BORS' head flies off.  The

   RABBIT leaps back to the mouth of the cave and sits there looking

   in the KNIGHTS' direction and growling menacingly.

                               ARTHUR

       Je...sus Christ!

                               TIM

       I warned you!

                               ROBIN

       I done it again.

                               TIM

       Did I tell you?  Did you listen to me?  Oh no, no, you knew better

       didn't you?  No, it's just an ordinary rabbit isn't it.  The names you

       called me.  Well, don't say I didn't tell you.



                               ARTHUR

       Oh, shut up.

                               TIM

           (quietly)

       It's always the same ... if I've said it once.

                               ARTHUR

       Charge!

   They all charge with swords drawn towards the RABBIT.  A tremendous twenty

   second fight with Peckinpahish shots and borrowing heavily also on the

   Kung Fu and karate-type films ensues, in which some four KNIGHTS are

   comprehensively killed.

       Run away!  Run away!

                               ALL KNIGHTS

           (taking up cry)

       Run away!  Run away!

   They run down from the cave and hide, regrouping behind some rocks.  TIM,



   some way away, is pointing at them and laughing derisively.

                               TIM

       Ha ha ha.  Ha ha ha.

                               ARTHUR

       Who did we lose?

                               LAUNCELOT

       Sir Gawain.

                               GALAHAD

       Ector.

                               ARTHUR

       And Bors.  Five.

+

+                              GALAHAD

+      Three, sir!

+

                               ARTHUR

       Three.  Well, we'll not risk another frontal



       assault.  That rabbit's dynamite.

                               ROBIN

       Would it help to confuse him if we ran away more.

                               ARTHUR

       Shut up.  Go and change your armour.

   ROBIN leaves, walking strangely.

                               GALAHAD

       Let us taunt it.  It may become so cross that it will make

       a mistake.

                               ARTHUR

       Like what?

   GALAHAD cannot find a suitable answer to this.

                               GALAHAD

       Do we have any bows?

                               ARTHUR



       No.

                               LAUNCELOT

       We have the Holy Hand Grenade.

                               ROBIN

       The what?

                               ARTHUR

       The Holy Hand Grenade of Antioch.  'Tis one of the sacred

       relics Brother Maynard always carries with him.

                               ALL

       Yes. Of course.

                               ARTHUR

           (shouting)

       Bring up the Holy Hand Grenade!

   Slight pause.  Then from the area where the 'HORSES' are, a small group

   of MONKS process forward towards the KNIGHTS, the leading MONK bearing

   and ornate golden reliquary, and the accompanying MONKS chanting and

   waving incense.  They reach the KNIGHTS.  The hand grenade is suffused



   with the holy glow.

   ARTHUR takes it.  Pause

                               ARTHUR

       How does it ... er ...

                               LAUNCELOT

       I know not.

                               ARTHUR

       Consult the Book of Armaments.

                               BROTHER MAYNARD

       Armaments Chapter Two Verses Nine to Twenty One.

                               ANOTHER MONK

           (reading from bible)

       And St.  Attila raised his hand grenade up on high saying

       "O Lord bless this thy hand grenade that with it thou mayest blow

       thine enemies to tiny bits, in thy mercy. "and the Lord did grin and

       people did feast upon the lambs and sloths and carp and anchovies

       and orang-utans and breakfast cereals and fruit bats and...



                               BROTHER MAYNARD

       Skip a bit brother ...

                               ANOTHER MONK

       ... Er ... oh, yes ... and the Lord spake, saying, "First shalt thou

       take out the Holy Pin, then shalt thou count to three, no more,

       no less.  Three shalt be the number thou shalt count, and the

       number of the counting shalt be three.  Four shalt thou not count,

       neither count thou two, excepting that thou then proceed to three.

       Five is right out.  Once the number three, being the third number,

       be reached, then lobbest thou thy Holy Hand Grenade of Antioch

       towards thou foe, who being naughty in my sight, shall snuff it.

                               ARTHUR

       Right.

   He pulls Pin out.  The MONK blesses the grenade as ...

                               ARTHUR

          (quietly)

       One, two



|      , three ...

+      , five ...

+

+                              GALAHAD

+      Three, sir!

+

+                              ARTHUR

+      Three.

+

   ARTHUR throws the grenade at the RABBIT.  There is an explosion and cheering

   from the KNIGHTS.

                               ALL KNIGHTS

       Praise be to the lord.  Huzzah!

32 INTERIOR - CAVE - DAY

   MIX THROUGH TO the KNIGHTS entering the cave.  It is a large cave and as

   they walk inside it we see in the darkness at the side of the cave

   a fearsome looking CREATURE which watches them with some surprise

   as they walk to some writing carved on the back of the cave wall.

   The KNIGHTS are accompanied by BROTHER MAYNARD.



                               ARTHUR

       There!  Look!

                               BEDEVERE

       What does it say?

                               GALAHAD

       What language is this?

                               BEDEVERE

       Brother Maynard, you are a scholar.

                               BROTHER MAYNARD

       It is Aramaic!

                               GALAHAD

       Of course.  Joseph of Aramathea!

                               ALL

       Of course.

                               ARTHUR

       What does it say?



                               BROTHER MAYNARD

       It reads ... "Here may be found the last words of Joseph of

       Aramathea."

   Excitement.

       "He who is valorous and pure of heart may find the Holy Grail

        in the aaaaarrrrrrggghhh..."

                               ARTHUR

       What?

                               BROTHER MAYNARD

        "The Aaaaarrrrrrggghhh..."

                               BEDEVERE

       What's that?

                               BROTHER MAYNARD

       He must have died while carving it.

                               BEDEVERE



       Oh, come on.

                               BROTHER MAYNARD

       That's what it says.

                               ARTHUR

           (miming)

       But if he was dying, he wouldn't bother to carve "Aaaaarrrrrrggghhh".

       He'd just say it.

                               BROTHER MAYNARD

       It's down there carved in stone.

                               GALAHAD

       Perhaps he was dictating.

                               ARTHUR

       Shut up.  Is that all it says?

                               BROTHER MAYNARD

       That's all.  "Aaaaarrrrrrggghhh".

                               ARTHUR



       "Aaaaarrrrrrggghhh".

                               BEDEVERE

       Do you think he meant the Camargue?

                               GALAHAD

       Where's that?

                               BEDEVERE

       France, I think.

                               LAUNCELOT

       Isn't there a St. Aaaaarrrrrrggghhh's in Cornwall?

                               ARTHUR

       No, that's Saint Ives.

   A muffled roar is heard.

|

|                              ROBIN

|      Hey!

|



|                              BEDEVERE

|      No, that's in Herefordshire.

|

|                              ROBIN

|          (more urgently)

|      No ... HEY!!!

|

|                              LAUNCELOT

|      "Aaaaarrrrrrggghhh ... "

|

|                              ROBIN

|      No!  "Hey"! is surprise and alarm!

+

+                              BEDEVERE

+      Oooooh!

+

+                              LAUNCELOT

+      No "Aaaaarrrrrrggghhh ... " at the back of the throat.

+

+                              BEDEVERE

+      No!  "Oooooh!" in surprise and alarm!

+

   He indicated the entrance of the cave.  They all turn and look.  There in



   the opening is a huge, unpleasant, fairly well drawn cartoon beast.

                               ARTHUR

       Oh!

                               GALAHAD

       My God!

                               LAUNCELOT

       What is it?

                               BEDEVERE

       I know!  I know!  I Know!

                               ARTHUR

       What?

                               BEDEVERE

       It's the ... oh ...

           (snaps his fingers as he tries to remember)

       it's the ... it's on the tip of my tongue ...

   Another hideous roar.



       That's it!

                               ARTHUR

       What?

                               BEDEVERE

       It's The Legendary Black Beast of Aaaaarrrrrrggghhh!

|

|  At that moment there is a yell and a scream OUT OF VISION.  ARTHUR turns.

|

|                              ARTHUR

|      Who was that?

|

|                              HECTOR

|          (from back of group; northern and helpful)

|      It was Sir Alf.

|

|                              ARTHUR

|      I didn't know we had a Sir Alf.

|

|                              HECTOR

|      He was feeding it bread.



|

|                              ARTHUR

|          (shouting back)

|      Well, that was a very silly thing to do.  Now the rest of you stand

|      well back from the BLACK BEAST of Aaaaarrrrrrggghhh!

|

|                              HECTOR

|      Aaaaarrrrrrggghhh!

|

|                              ROBIN

|      Look out.

|

|  The animation MONSTER starts lumbering towards them.  The KNIGHTS retreat

|  into the darkness of the cave.

|

|                              GAWAIN

|          (as they run)

|      It's only a cartoon.

|

|                              ARTHUR

|      Sh!



   They run off.  Darkness.  The MONSTER lumbering through on animation.

+                              VOICE OVER

+      As the horrendous Black Beast lunged forward, escape for Arthur

+     and his knights seemed hopeless,  when, suddenly ... the animator

+     suffered a fatal heart attack.

+

+                              ANIMATOR

+      Aaaaagh!

+

+                              VOICE OVER

+      The cartoon peril was no more ... The Quest for Holy Grail

+      could continue.

   ANIMATED SEQUENCE.  Leads through to the group reappearing and seeing a

   distant opening to the cave.  They reach the opening.  It is day.

33 EXTERIOR - DAY

   The KNIGHTS emerge from the mouth of the cave to find themselves in a

   breathtaking, barren landscape.  Glencoe.  They are half they way up

   the side of a mountain.  They rest a few seconds and get their breath



   back.

|

|                              GALAHAD

|     Look!

|

+                              GALAHAD

+     There it is!

+

+                              ARTHUR

+     The Bridge of Death!

+

+                              ROBIN

+          (to himself)

+      Oh! Great ...

|

|   They look and see on the side of the mountain there is a sort of milestone

|   which bears the words:  "Aaaaarrrrrrggghhh!  5 miles" and an arrow.

|

|                              ARTHUR

|      God be praised.  This must be the gorge of which the old man spoke

|      in scene twenty-four.

|



|   The KNIGHTS set off along and rather perilous track edging along

|   the side of the mountain.  GALAHAD is leading.

|

|   MIX THROUGH they are climbing higher.  The path gets more and more

|   slippery and dangerous.  They reach another milestone which says:

|   "Aaaaarrrrrrggghhh!  4 miles" and an arrow, and "Ni!  82 miles" and

|   an arrow pointing in the opposite direction.  They go on.  It is

|   dangerous and difficult.  Tension in their faces.

|

|   As they are climbing, BEDEVERE turns to ROBIN and ARTHUR.

|

|                              BEDEVERE

|      We must find the bridge ... the Bridge of Death ...

|

|                              ROBIN

|          (to himself)

|      Oh, great!

|

|                              BEDEVERE

|      The Bridge is guarded by a bridgekeeper, who asks each traveller

|      three questions.  And he who answers the three questions can

|      cross in safety.

|



|                              ROBIN

|          (warily)

|      And if you get a question wrong?

|

|                              BEDEVERE

|      You are cast into the Gorge of Eternal Peril.

|

|34 EXTERIOR - DAY

|

|   CUT TO them struggling along.  Perhaps downhill now.  It is growing misty.

|   SIR LAUNCELOT stops them and points.  They peer.

|

|   CUT TO see in the mist ... a weird bridge with mist swirling up from the

|   gorge below.  We cannot see the other side.

|

|   Beside the bridge an OLD MAN stands, he is the blind soothsayer they

|   met earlier in the forest.

|

|                              ARTHUR

|          (to BEDEVERE)

|      He's the Keeper of the Bridge.  It's the old man.

|



|                              BEDEVERE

|          (swallowing hard)

|      Who's going to answer the questions?

|

|                              ARTHUR

|      You go, Robin, and God be with you.

|

|                              ROBIN

|          (looking round wildly)

|      Er ... I tell you what -

|          (lowering voice)

|      Why doesn't Launcelot go?

|

|                              ARTHUR

|          (considering a moment)

|      Very well ... Sir Launcelot.  Brave Sir Launcelot.  This is the Bridge

|      of Death ...

|

|                              LAUNCELOT

|      Oh, yes sir ... I will take it single-handed.

|          (drawing his sword)

|      I will ...



|

|   ARTHUR restrains him.

|

|                              ARTHUR

|      No, hang on.  All we want is for you to approach the old man

|      and he will ask you three questions.  Answer those question as

|      best you can, and we will watch ... and pray.

|

|                              LAUNCELOT

|      Yes, my liege ...

|

|                              ARTHUR

|      Good luck, brave Sir Launcelot!  Be careful ...

|

|   They shake hands, Arthur's eyes moisten.  LAUNCELOT approaches the

|   Bridge of Death.

|

|                              ARTHUR

|      Listen to the questions.

+

+                              BEDEVERE

+      Look!  It's the old man from scene 24 - what's he Doing here?

+



+                              ARTHUR

+      He is the keeper of the Bridge.  He asks each traveler five questions ...+

+                              GALAHAD

+      Three questions.

+

+                              ARTHUR

+      Three questions ... he who answers the five questions

+

+                              GALAHAD

+      Three questions.

+

+                              ARTHUR

+      Three questions, may cross in safety.

+

+                              ROBIN

+          (warily)

+      And if you get a question wrong?

+

+                              ARTHUR

+      You are cast into the Gorge of Eternal Peril.

+

+                              ROBIN



+      Oh ... wacho!

+

+                              GALAHAD

+      Who's going to answer the questions?

+

+                              ARTHUR

+      Sir Robin, Brave Sir Robin you go.

+

+                              ROBIN

+      Hey! I've got a great idea!

+      Why doesn't Launcelot go?

+

+                              LAUNCELOT

+      Yes. Let me.  I will take it single-handed ...

+      I will make feint to the north-east ...

+

+                              ARTHUR

+      No, hang on!  Just answer the five questions ...

+

+                              GALAHAD

+      Three questions ...

+



+                              ARTHUR

+      Three questions ...  And we shall watch ... and pray.

+

+                              LAUNCELOT

+      I understand, my liege.

+

+                              ARTHUR

+      Good luck,  brave Sir Launcelot ...  God be with you.

+

+   LAUNCELOT APPROACHES THE BRIDGEKEEPER.

+

                               BRIDGEKEEPER

       Stop!

   SIR LAUNCELOT stops.  The KNIGHTS watch anxiously.  ARTHUR sniffs briefly

   and glances momentarily down at SIR ROBIN's lower armour.

                               BRIDGEKEEPER

       Who approaches the Bridge of Death

       Must answer me

       These questions three!

       Ere the other side he see.



                               LAUNCELOT

       Ask me the questions, Bridgekeeper.  I am not afraid.

                               BRIDGEKEEPER

       What is your name?

                               LAUNCELOT

       My name is Sir Launcelot.

                               BRIDGEKEEPER

       What is your quest?

                               LAUNCELOT

       To find the Holy Grail.

                               BRIDGEKEEPER

       What is your favorite colour?

                               LAUNCELOT

       Blue.

                               BRIDGEKEEPER

       Right.  Off you go.



   SIR LAUNCELOT runs across into the mist.  The bridge perhaps disappears

   into the mist and we cannot see the other side.  ARTHUR and SIR ROBIN

   exchange glances.  ROBIN breathes a great sigh of relief.

                               ROBIN

       That's easy!

                               BRIDGEKEEPER

       Stop!

       Who approacheth the Bridge of Death

       Must answer me

       These questions three!

       Ere the other side he see!

                               ROBIN

       Ask me the questions, Bridgekeeper.  I am not afraid.

                               BRIDGEKEEPER

       What is your name?

                               ROBIN



       My name is Sir Robin of Camelot!

                               BRIDGEKEEPER

       What is your quest?

                               ROBIN

       To seek the Grail!

                               BRIDGEKEEPER

       What is the capital of Assyria?

                               ROBIN

           (indignantly)

       I don't know that!

   He is immediately hurled by some unseen force over the edge of the

   precipice.

                               ROBIN

       Aaaaarrrrrrggghhh!

35 EXTERIOR - DAY



   CUT TO SIR LAUNCELOT who is only just arriving on the other side.  He looks

   back across the invisible chasm.  Dimly in the distance he hears:

                               GAWAIN  (OUT OF VISION)

       Sir Gawain of Camelot!

                               BRIDGEKEEPER (OOV)

       What is your quest?

                               GAWAIN (OOV)

       To seek the Holy Grail.

|

|                              BRIDGEKEEPER (OOV)

|      What goes:  black white ... black white ... black white?

|

|                              GAWAIN (OOV)

|      Oh, er ... Babylon!  er ... Aaaaarrrrrrggghhh!

|

|   SIR LAUNCELOT stands on the other side of the bridge.  In the

|   distance we hear the ritual of questions and then a scream and thud,

|   suddenly a hand lands on LAUNCELOT's shoulder.

|



|                              POLICEMAN (VOICE OVER)

|      Just want to ask you some questions, sir.

|

|    LAUNCELOT turns and reacts.  He is led away.

|

|

|36 EXTERIOR - LAKE - DAY

|

|   CUT TO ARTHUR, GALAHAD and BEDEVERE struggling towards the lake.

|

|                              BEDEVERE

|          (to ARTHUR)

|      How did you know how many wing-beats a swallow needs to

|      maintain velocity?

|

|                              ARTHUR

|      Oh ... when you're king you know all those things.

+

+                              BRIDGEKEEPER

+      What is your favorite colour?

+

+                              GAWAIN



+      Blue ...  No yelloooooww!

+

+   ARTHUR and BEDEVERE step forward.

+

+                              BRIDGEKEEPER

+      What is your name?

+

+                              ARTHUR

+      It is Arthur, King of the Britons.

+

+                              BRIDGEKEEPER

+      What is your quest?

+

+                              ARTHUR

+      To seek the Holy Grail.

+

+                              BRIDGEKEEPER

+      What is the air-speed velocity of an unladen swallow?

+

+                              ARTHUR

+      What do you mean?  An African or European swallow?

+

+                              BRIDGEKEEPER



+      Er ...  I don't know that ... Aaaaarrrrrrggghhh!

+

+   BRIDGEKEEPER is cast into the gorge.

+

+                              BEDEVERE

+      How do you know so much about swollows?

+

+                              ARTHUR

+      Well you have to know these things when you're a king, you know.

+

   Suddenly they appear at water's edge.  They look across the water.  A huge

   expanse disappearing into the mist.  How can they cross?

   Suddenly the air is filled with ethereal music, and out of the mist

   appears a wonderful barge silently and slowly drifting towards them.

   They gaze in wonder.  The mysterious boat comes to where they are standing.

   As if bewitched, they find themselves drawing closer

|   to the boat.  As they are about to step in, a ragged figure looks

|   up at them.

|

|                              BOATKEEPER



|          (he is the same as the BRIDGEKEEPER and the SOOTHSAYER)

|      He who would cross the Sea if Fate

|      must answer me

|      these questions twenty-eight.

|

|   He fixes them with a baleful eye, ARTHUR and BEDEVERE exchange glances,

|   then turn, with minds made up, pick him up bodily and throw him in the

|   water.  They climb into the boat and the boat moves off into the mist

|

|   FADE OUT

|

|

|37 ANIMATION

|

|   A wondrous journey in animation carries them across the lake.

|

|   MIX TO

38 EXTERIOR - DAY

   The boat carries them across a magical lake.  They land and get out of

   the boat, their faces suffused with heavenly radiance, and fall to their



   knees.

   Crescendo on music.

                               ARTHUR

       God be praised!  The deaths of many find knights have this day

       been avenged.

   Music swells.  They bend their heads in prayer, before the castle for

   which they have searched for so long.  Suddenly a voice comes from

   the battlements.

   Music cuts dead.

                               FROG

       Ha ha!  Hello!  Smelly English K...niggets ... and Monsieur Arthur

       King, who has the brain of a duck, you know.

   The KNIGHTS look up.

                               FROG

       We French persons outwit you a second time, perfidious English

       mousedropping hoarders ... how you say:  "Begorrah!"



   ARTHUR stands and shouts.

                               ARTHUR

       How dare you profane this place with your presence!  I command

       you, in the name of the Knights of Camelot, open the door to the

       Sacred Castle, to which God himself has guided us!

           (he turns to the KNIGHTS)

       Come.

   ARTHUR and the KNIGHTS advance towards the castle.

                               FROG

       How you English say:  I one more time, mac, I unclog my nose towards you,

       sons of a window-dresser,  so, you think you could out-clever us French

       fellows with your silly knees-bent creeping about advancing

       behaviour.

           (blows a raspberry)

       I wave my private parts at your aunties, you brightly-coloured,

       mealy-templed, cranberry-smelling, electric donkey-bottom biters.

   By this time ARTHUR and BEDEVERE and GALAHAD have reached the door.



   ARTHUR bangs on the door.

                               ARTHUR

       In the name of the Lord, we demand entrance to this sacred

       castle.

   Jeering from the battlements.

                               FROG

       No chance, English bed-wetting types.  We burst our pimples at you,

       and call your door-opening request a silly thing. You tiny-brained

       wipers of other people's bottoms!

   French laughter

                               ARTHUR

       If you do not open these doors, we will take this castle by force ...

   A bucket of slops land on ARTHUR.  He tries to retain his dignity.

                               ARTHUR

       In the name of God ... and the glory of our ...



   Another bucket of what can only be described as human ordure hits ARTHUR.

       ... Right!

           (to the KNIGHTS)

       That settles it!

   They turn and walk away.  French jeering follows them.

                               FROG

       Yes, depart a lot at this time, and cut the approaching any more or

       we fire arrows into the tops of your heads and make castanets

       of your testicles already.

                               ARTHUR

           (to KNIGHTS)

       Walk away.  Just ignore them.

   ARTHUR, BEDEVERE and GALAHAD walk off.  A small hail of chickens,

   watercress,   badgers and mattresses follows them.  But they are on their

   dignity as they try to talk nonchalantly as they walk away into the trees.

                               FROG

       And now remain gone, illegitimate-faced bugger-folk!  And, if you think



       you got a nasty time this taunting, you ain't heard nothing yet, dappy

       k...niggets, and A. King Esquire.

|  CUT BACK TO the drenched BRIDGEKEEPER/SOOTHSAYER beside the lake He

|  rises up into SHOT.

|

|                              BRIDGEKEEPER

|      He would cross the sea of fate,

|      Must answer me these questions

|      Twenty-eight.

|

|  CUT TO see he is talking to two PLAIN-CLOTHES POLICEMEN and two

|  CONSTABLES.

|

|                              INSPECTOR

|      All right, put him in the van.

|

|  THE BRIDGEKEEPER is led away and put into a police van.

|

   CUT BACK TO ARTHUR still walking away.  French taunts still audible in

   the distance.

                               FRENCH



       You couldn't catch clap in a brothel, silly English K...niggets ...

                               ARTHUR

           (to BEDEVERE)

       We shall attack at once.

                               BEDEVERE

       Yes, my liege.

           (he turns)

       Stand by for attack!!

   CUT TO enormous army forming up.  Trebuchets, rows of PIKEMEN, siege

   towers, pennants flying, shouts of "Stand by for attack!"  Traditional

   army build-up shots.  The shouts echo across the ranks of the army.

   We see various groups reacting, and stirring themselves in readiness.

                               ARTHUR

       Who are they?

                               BEDEVERE

       Oh, just some friends!



   We end up back with ARTHUR.  He seems satisfied that the ARMY is ready.

   PANNING down the serried ranks, pikes ready, pennants flapping in the

   wind.  Some of the horses whinny nervously,  and rattle their coconuts.

   ARTHUR is satisfied at last.  He addresses the castle.

                               ARTHUR

       French persons!  Today the blood of many valiant knights shall

       bee avenged.  In the name of God, we shall not stop our fight

       until each one of you lies dead and the Grail returns to those

       whom God has chosen.

   ARTHUR lowers his visor, turns to have a last look at ARMY, then:

       CHARGE!

   The mighty ARMY charges.  Thundering noise of feet.  Clatter of coconuts.

   Shouts etc.

   The charge towards the castle.

   Suddenly there is a wail of a siren and a couple of police cars roar



   round in front of the charging ARMY and the POLICE leap out and stop

   them.  TWO POLICEMAN and the HISTORIAN'S WIFE.  Black Marias skid up

   behind them.

   The ARMY halts.

                               HISTORIAN'S WIFE

       They're the ones, I'm sure.

                               INSPECTOR END OF FILM

       Grab 'em!

   The POLICE grab ARTHUR and bundle him into the maria.

   SIR BEDEVERE is led off with a blanket over his head.  They are bundled

   into the black maria and the van drives off.

   The rest of the ARMY stand around looking at a loss.

                               INSPECTOR END OF FILM

           (picks up megaphone)

       All right!  Clear off!  Go on!

   A few reaction shots of the ARMY not quite sure what to do.



                               INSPECTOR END OF FILM

       Move along.  There's nothing to see!  Keep moving!

   Suddenly he notices the cameras.

   As the black maria drives away QUICK SHOT through window of all the

   KNIGHTS huddled inside.

                               INSPECTOR END OF FILM

           (to Camera)

       All right, put that away sonny.

   He walks over to it and puts his hand over the lens.

   The film runs out through the gate and the projector shines on the

   screen.

   There is a blank screen for some fifteen seconds.

|

|  Suddenly jazzy music.  Animated titles.  (A new film completely free

|  with the Monty Python film.)

|



|

|                         "THE CREDITS"

|

|  Four of five minute film (mainly animated) about the credits, i.e it

|  includes the actual credits for the film but is really elaborate.

|

|

|                          THE END

|

+

+  Slushy organ music starts and the houselights in the cinema come on ...

+  organ music continues as the audience leave.

+

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cast list:

  GRAHAM CHAPMAN PLAYED:        KING ARTHUR. HICCOUGHING GUARD,

                                THREE-HEADED KNIGHT

  JOHN CLEESE PLAYED:           SECOND SOLDIER WITH A KEEN INTEREST IN BIRDS,



                                LARGE MAN WITH DEAD BODY, BLACK KNIGHT,

                                MR NEWT (A VILLAGE BLACKSMITH INTERESTED IN

                                BURNING WITCHES), A QUITE EXTRAORDINARILY

                                RUDE FRENCHMAN, TIM THE WIZARD, SIR LAUNCELOT

  TERRY GILLIAM PLAYED:         PATSY (ARTHUR'S TRUSTY STEED), THE GREEN

                                KNIGHT SOOTHSAYER, BRIDGEKEEPER, SIR GAWAIN

                                (THE FIRST TO BE KILLED BY THE RABBIT)

  ERIC IDLE PLAYED:             THE DEAD COLLECTOR, MR BINT (A VILLAGE NE'ER-DO

                                -WELL VERY KEEN ON BURNING WITCHES), SIR ROBIN,

                                THE GUARD WHO DOESN'T HICOUGH BUT TRIES TO GET

                                THINGS STRAIGHT, CONCORDE (SIR LAUNCELOT'S

                                TRUSTY STEED), ROGER THE SHRUBBER (A SHRUBBER),

                                BROTHER MAYNARD

  NEIL INNES PLAYED:            THE FIRST SELF-DESTRUCTIVE MONK, ROBIN'S LEAST

                                FAVORITE MINSTREL, THE PAGE CRUSHED BY A

                                RABBIT, THE OWNER OF A DUCK

  TERRY JONES PLAYED:           DENNIS'S MOTHER, SIR BEDEVERE, THREE-HEADED

                                KNIGHT, PRINCE HERBERT

  MICHAEL PALIN PLAYED:         1ST SOLDIER WITH A KEEN INTEREST IN BIRDS,



                                DENNIS, MR DUCK (A VILLAGE CARPENTER WHO IS

                                ALMOST KEENER THAN ANYONE ELSE TO BURN

                                WITCHES), THREE-HEADED KNIGHT, SIR GALAHAD,

                                KING OF SWAMP CASTLE, BROTHER MAYNARD'S

                                ROOMATE

  CONNIE BOOTH PLAYED:          THE WITCH

  CAROL CLEVELAND PLAYED:       ZOOT AND DINGO

  BEE DUFFELL PLAYED:           OLD CRONE TO WHOM KING ARTHUR SAID "NI!"

  JOHN YOUNG PLAYED:            THE DEAD BODY THAT CLAIMS IT ISN'T, AND THE

                                HISTORIAN WHO ISN'T A.J.P. TAYLOR AT ALL

  RITA DAVIES PLAYED:           THE HISTORIAN WHO ISN'T A.J.P. TAYLOR

                                (HONESTLY)'S WIFE

  SALLY KINGHORN PLAYED:        EITHER WINSTON OR PIGLET

  AVRIL STEWART PLAYED:         EITHER PIGLET OR WINSTON

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------



PYTHON (MONTY) PICTURES LTD

 Registered Address: 20 Fitzroy Square, London W1P6BB

 Registerd Number 1138069 England

                                                               August 5th, 1974.

Dear Mike,

The Censor's representative, Tony Kerpel, came along to Friday's

screening at Twinkenham and he gave up his opinion of the film's

probale certificate.

He thinks the film will be AA, but it would be possible, given

some dialogue cuts, to make the film an A rating, which would

increase the audience.  (AA is 14 and over, and A is 5-14).

For an 'A' we would have to:

           Lose as may shits as possible

           Take Jesus Christ out, if possible

           Loose "I fart in your general direction"



           Lose "the oral sex"

           Lose "oh, fuck off"

           Lose "We make castanets out of your testicles"

I would like to get back to the Censor and agree to lose the

shits, take the odd Jesus Christ out and lose Oh fuck off, but

to retain 'fart in your general direction', 'castanets of your

testicles' and 'oral sex' and ask him for an 'A' rating on

that basis.

Please let me know as soon as possible your attitude to this.

Yours sincerely,

Mark Forstater

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

.
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Congratulations

GC:  Congratulations on buying the executive  version  of  this

record.  You  have chosen wisely and we value  your  discerning

taste  in deciding to pay the few extra pence for a product  of

real  quality. Everything on this record has been  designed  to

meet  the exacting standards which you have naturally  come  to

expect.  The  record  itself  is  made  from  the  very  finest

Colombian  extruded polyvinyl. The centerhole has been  created

to  fit  exactly  onto your spindle with all the  precision  of

finest  Swiss craftmanship. The audio content has been  quality

graded  to give you the finest in listening pleasure. There  is

little  or  no  offending material apart from four  cunts,  one

clitoris,  and  a  foreskin. And as they  only  occur  in  this

opening  introduction, you're past them now. You can relax  and

enjoy this quality product, secure in the knowledge that it has

been specially created for the lover of fine things and man  of

good taste. (He farts.) Oh! Sorry! You can edit that out, can't

you?

Recording Coordinator: Yeah, no problem.

Welcome to the cinema

MP:  The album of the soundtrack of the trailer of the film  of

Monty Pithon and the Holy Grail!

GC: Python, Python...Python...

MP: Live from the Classic Silbury Hills!

MP: Hello, and welcome to the Classic Silbury Hill, for the ---

performance  of  Monty Python and the Holy  Grail.  I  can  see

through the door of the gentlemens' thhat the B-feature  "Bring

me  the head of Don Reavy" has only a few minutes left to  run,



just  time  for  me  to tell you a few quick  words  about  the

theatre. The Classic Silbury Hill, formerly The Social Club  of

The Handover Parks and Burials Department was converted into  a

cinema  in 1941, by Ken Poulsen, father of John, in the  Gothic

renaissance  style.  The  lavatory complies  two  ---  standard

fixtures  and  a 12-inch enamel wall bar with self-rinsing  ---

and  were  opened by Gary Cooper in 1957. Well, I can  see  now

Unison Marine Zapper, salesgirls here through two wars and  six

different  toreath administrations, making  their  way  to  the

front  of  the auditorium with their sales trays, full  of  ice

creams, lollipops, sweets, dubbin, and broken glass. There  are

several people in the audience this afternoon, this is  an  old

age pensioners' afternoon, and I can see Mrs. Skeleton from the

Customs  and Exiles in row G, and away there by the  statue  of

Pan,  is  Mr.  Hallway, the local Seamen's Union  organiser.  A

surprise  visitor is Mr. Bhutto, the president of  Pakistan  in

Row   K,   and  up  in  the  circle  is  Enid  Pickles,   local

representative of the Baader-Meinhof group. She is the only one

armed  here  this afternoon. Now, while the film "Monty  Python

and the Holy Grail" is being loaded into the huge projectors by

Vincent  Wong, the Sino-Scottish projectionist here at  Silbury

Hill,  let's  look back to that never-to-be-forgotten  occasion

when  the film premiered in London's busy West End. Bob  Ghandi

is the reporter.

EI: Hello, and welcome to Old Compton Street, it's a mild night

here,  warm  for  early April, and a large crowd  has  gathered

outside to watch this great gala night for the stars. The  cars

are  arriving  quite fast now, here's a beautiful  Rolls  Royce

Silver Corniche, all white, sliding gracefully up to the  doors

of  the  cinema. Commisioner Alf Venables, ex-father of  Terry,

steps  forward,  opens the door, and out steps a  radiant  Miss

Taylor  herself, looking absolutely stunning and  off  the  ---

organs  are  in silk dress, and next comes Burt Reynolds  in  a



huge  red  Ferrari sports car and... My God! Burt Reynolds  has

run  into  the back of the Corniche and Miss Taylor  turns  and

makes  a  splendid  gesture  at... Great  heavens!  It's  Steve

McQueen  --- --- somersaulted through the air and --- into  the

back bumper of --- And who's this coming through the windscreen

of  the  Mini...yes, it's lovely star Barbara Streisand  flying

through  the  air in a beautiful build of creation...and  she's

landed  half  on Roger Moore, looking quite well, and  half  on

Jack  Nicholson, who's not so well, and who's  that  under  the

back  wheel? It's..yes! It's Faye Dunaway! No, no...it's Victor

---  Yes,  all the stars are here tonight...that's --- squashed

inbetween  the  bonnet  and  Pete Murray  and  the  box  office

door...and   Shirley   Temple  ahead  battered   out   of   all

definition...

MP: Ho, yes, a great galaxy of stars there, but now here at the

Classic, the lights are dimming, the film is about to commence,

so, from the gentlemens' rest room, over colleague, Dougie Nero

in the rear stalls.

JC:  Welcome to the rear stalls! I'm in Row T, just three seats

along  from  the  legendary seat 12. And now,  the  titles  are

coming  to  an end, as the film finally get well and truly  all

your own. I'm sorry, I don't know why I said that. Anyway,  the

film  is  now underway. [Clopeti] And it's going quite well  at

the moment. Ahh...

King  Arthur  in  film: Whoa, there! (Audience starts  laughing

hysterically.)

JC:  Ha-ha,  very  good,  very good! Well,  the  audience  here

certainly  enjoyed  that, uh, visual  joke.  I  only  hope  the

soundtrack does justice to it, because it certainly was, ha,  a

most  outstanding joke. Well, it's still all pretty  visual  so

far,  ah, now here is some dialogue. This is the first dialogue

scene,  a very funnt little scene this between Arthur  and  his



servant Patsy there and two unnamed soldiers, standing  on  the

battlements of this castle. The castle itself is, uh,  I'd  say

120  to  130  feet  high, simple stone walled  keep,  uh,  14th

century  probably, and Arthur is engaged in asking the  soldier

standing right up there on the top of the walls, if he knows of

any  knights who might be prepared to join King Arthur  at  the

Round Table and the knight amusingly replies in a cheerful  and

quite unexpected ma-

MP: Oh, shut up!

JC: Sorry.

Professional Logician

Good evening. The last scene was interesting from the point  of

view  of a professional logician because it contained a  number

of   logical   fallacies;   that  is,   invalid   propositional

constructions  and  syllogistic forms, of  the  type  so  often

committed by my wife.

"All   wood  burns,"  states  Sir  Bedevere.  "Therefore,"   he

concludes,  "all that burns is wood." This is, of course,  pure

bullshit.   Universal  affirmatives  can  only   be   partially

converted:  all  of Alma Cogan is dead, but only  some  of  the

class of dead people are Alma Cogan. "Oh yes," one would think.

However,  my wife does not understand this necessary limitation

of  the conversion of a proposition; consequently, she does not

understand  me.  For  how can a woman expect  to  appreciate  a

professor  of  logic,  if  the simplest  cloth-eared  syllogism

causes her to flounder.

For  example, given the premise, "all fish live underwater" and

"all  mackerel are fish", my wife will conclude, not that  "all



mackerel  live  underwater", but that "if she buys  kippers  it

will not rain", or that "trout live in trees", or even that  "I

do   not  love  her  any  more."  This  she  calls  "using  her

intuition".  I call it "crap", and it gets me very  *irritated*

because  it is not logical. "There will be no supper  tonight,"

she  will sometimes cry upon my return home. "Why not?" I  will

ask.  "Because I have been screwing the milkman all  day,"  she

will  say,  quite oblivious of the howling error she has  made.

"But,"  I  will  wearily  point  out,  "even  given  that   the

activities  of  screwing  the milkman and  getting  supper  are

mutually exclusive, now

that  the screwing is over, surely then, supper may, logically,

be  got."  "You  don't love me any more," she  will  now  often

postulate. "If you did, you would give me one now and again, so

that  I would not have to rely on that rancid Pakistani for  my

orgasms."  "I  will  give you one after  you  have  got  me  my

supper,"  I  now  usually scream, "but not before"  --  as  you

understand,  making her bang contingent on the  arrival  of  my

supper.  "God,  you turn me on when you're angry,  you  ancient

brute!"  she  now  mysteriously deduces,  forcing  her  sweetly

throbbing  tongue  down  my  throat.  "Fuck  supper!"   I   now

invariably  conclude, throwing logic somewhat joyously  to  the

four  winds, and so we thrash about on our milk-stained  floor,

transported  by animal passion, until we sink back,  exhausted,

onto the cartons of yoghurt.

I'm  afraid  I seem to have strayed somewhat from  my  original

brief.  But  in a nutshell: sex is more fun than logic  --  one

cannot  prove  this, but it "is" in the same sense  that  Mount

Everest "is", or that Alma Cogan "isn't".

Goodnight.



The Silbury Hill Car Park

JC:   Well,   as  Arthur  rides  off  through  this  stunningly

beautiful, oh, but mainly visual Scottish countryside,  a  word

about the car park here at Silbury.

MP:  Well, the Classic Silbury Hill is very fortunate in 'aving

--- adequate parking facilities adjacent to the cinema. The car

park  itself has an asphalt base rimmed with a foreign concrete

strips  --- --- and brick nugging to a depth of six  feet.  The

parking area could accommodate up to 65 vehicles arranged in  a

crescent formation. Typical of the skill and architecture  used

by  Enid  Poulsen, mother of Ken, father of John, is  that  the

park is self-draining. Over to you, Dougie.

JC:  And  here  we are back with the film as Arthur  approaches

another  castle, uh, oh, 170 to 180 feet high,  I  should  say,

with an inner and outer bailey in the...

MP: Oh, shut up!

JC: Oh.

                [Loimbard etc ...a second time]

Bomb Threat

TJ:  The management of this theatre wish to announce that  they

have received certain information to suggest that there may  be

a  bomb  located  on the premiseses. Patrons are  requested  to

evacuate this theatre as quickly as possible. While evacuating,

the  audience  may  wish to avail themselves at  the  extensive

range  of  facilities offered in our foyer cells display.  Soft

drinks, chocolates, and boiled sweets, a variety of dairy,  ice



cream...  (Bomb  explodes.) ...hot dogs,  rosted  peanuts,  old

copies of Newsweek, big profylactics, dubbin, broken glass...

Executive Announcement

GC:  The  announcement  to  which  you  are  now  listening  is

available only on the executive version of this record  and  is

not available on any other version.

MP:  This is Side Two! If you want to play the record from  the

beginning, please turn over! Do not play this side if you  want

Side One! This is Side Two!

GC:  We  would like to apologize to purchesers of the executive

version  of  this  record  for the paremptory  nature  of  that

announcement.  The brusk tone was intended for  buyers  of  the

cheaper version.

The Story of the Film So Far

MP: The story of the film so far:

Doug and Bob are metropolitan policemen with a difference. Doug

likes  nothing more than slipping into little cocktail  frocks,

while Bob bouffants his hair for a night on duty. Still, as the

art immace, no one gives their last names.

The *Real* Story of the Film So Far:

Pucky Reginald Vas Deferens is a nuclear scientist in love with

mafia  boss  Enrico  Marx, who is himself married  to  Conchito

Macbeth,  a  lively  belly-dancer at the  Belgian  disco  whose



manager, Burly Ivan Crapp, has a naked daughter Janice  engaged

to  J.J.  Spinman,  New  York private  detective,  employed  by

elegant  Laura Herron to trace the missing million-pound  bidet

that Hitler gave to Eva Brown as a bar mitzvah present during a

state  visit to Crufts, and which remained hidden until a World

Cup  referee, Horse Jenkenson, was found hanged in a New Jersey

tenement  with  the plans of a Russian secret weapon  partially

tatooed on his elbow.

In  Brisbon,  the  Brain brothers, Nicky and Vance,  torture  a

Mayfair psychologist, who reveals to Dora Brain in a tender and

emotional death scene that his hair is not his own.

Meanwhile,  the Kent Touring Eleven have trapped husky  Matilda

Tritt  on  a  sticky near Hastings, and she reveals all  before

enforcing the follow army.

Peter  Niesewand and Cyril Garfunkel arrive just in  time  with

the  Welsh Police, and the Harry Orchestra, and proceed to sing

a love song which allows Dr. Indira McNorton *just* enough time

to  cross the alps into Geneva, where he meets Kon Rapp, a kung

fu  fanatic and cat lover, who frivilously shoots him, but  not

before  introducing him to lively intelligent  Norweigan  widow

Lanny Krimt, who shows him her inner thighs, where he finds the

address  of  a  good French restaurant, and unexpectedly  meets

Gabriello Machismo, an ex-Korean plastic surgeon whose  frankly

blond  assistant  Sally Lesbitt is now the  half-brother  of  a

distant  cousin  of Ray Vorn Ding-ding-a-dong,  the  Eurovision

song, and *owner* of the million-pound bidet given by Hitler to

Eva  Brown  as  a bar mitzvah present during a state  visit  to

Crufts, and which remained hidden, etc. etc. etc.

This they now do.



Meanwhile,  Harold  and Victor Medway III discover  a  newfound

love for each other in an flashback near Devon, where they meet

up   with   Doug  and  Bob,  the  metropolitan  policemen   who

suprisingly  turn  out  to be in this film  at  all,  who  kill

everyone, and live happily ever after.

                      [...after] [Halt!]

Description of the Three headed knight

MP:  Yes!  It was the dreaded three-headed knight! The fiercest

creature  for  yards around! For a second after  second,  Robin

held  his own, but the onslaught proved too much for this brave

knight.  Scarcely  was  his armour damp whaen  Robin  suddenly,

dramatically changed his tactics!

               [He buggered off!] [...herring!]

Problems with projectionist

JC:  Oh, uh, well, uhm, welcome back to the rear stalls.  There

seems to have been a slight hitch with the film here at Silbury

Hill.  I can see Vincent Wong, the Sino-Scottish projectionist,

uh, lashed to his projector, beating himself with a stick as he

tries  to  put on the next reel, which the enormous  grizzl  is

trying  to --- from his grasp, and I guess, yes, yes, he's  on!

It's on and I think we're all right! I'm sorry about that delay



and back to the film...

Interview with Carl French (Marilyn Monroe)

Cast:

Interviewer: Michael Palin

Carl French: Graham Chapman

MP:  (Man)  --- --- --- --- Well, this time you've crawled  too

far!

Woman:  Oh,  Jake,  Jake! Why did you do  it?  You  could  have

desrtoyed  the  tapes  and  none of  this  leftist  would  have

happened!

Interviewer: An excerpt from Carl French's latest  film.  Carl,

we're  all a little mystified by your claim that your new  film

stars Marilyn Monroe.

Carl French: It does, yes.

Interviewer: Who died over ten years ago?

Carl French: Uh, that's correct.

Interviewer: Are you lying?

Carl  French:  No, no, it's just that she'e very  much  in  the

public eye at the moment.

Interviewer: Does she have a big part?

Carl French: She is the star of the film.

Interviewer: And dead.

Carl French: Well, we dug her up and gave her a screen test,  a

mere formality in her case, and...

Interviewer: Can she still act?

Carl   French:  Well...well,  she-she's  still  has   this-this

enormous, ah-ah, kinda indefinable, uh...no.



Interviewer: Was decomposition a problem?

Carl  French:  We  did have to put her in  the  fridge  between

takes.

Interviewer: Ah, what sorts of things does she do in the film?

Carl  French: Well, we had her lying on beds, lying on  floors,

falling out of cupboards, scaring the children, ahm...

Interviewer: But surely Miss Monroe was cremated?

Carl French: Well, we had to use a standin for some of the more

visible shots.

Interviewer: Ah! Uh, another actress.

Carl  French:  Dead actress. But Monroe was in shot  the  whole

time.

Interviewer: How?

Carl  French: Oh, in the ash tray, in the fire grate and vacuum

cleaner...

Interviewer: So Marilyn does not appear in the film?

Carl French: Not as such.

Interviewer:  Mr.  French, you're on of the film  world's  most

arrogant queens. I mean not just homosexual or gay or anything,

I mean you are a raving queen.

Carl French: Well, yes.

Interviewer: I mean, a real screamer, a real "Whoops! Get  out!

Don't mind me dear!" limp-wristed caricature.

Carl French: Is that not in order?

Interviewer:  No,  no, that's fine. And I understand  that  you

married the beautiful black heiress Hueyna Tanoy partly for the

publicity but mostly to cover up the fact that you prefer going

out with little boys.

Carl French: Look, really!

Interviewer: Carl, you're an offending little poof,  a  mincing

gay-bar loiterer, a winnet-covered walking perfume shop and  an

evil perverter of innocent little boys!

Carl French: What!? Really! Is this part of the interview?



Interviewer: No, no, I just wanted a few contacts.

Carl French: Well-well, shouldn't we be talking about the film?

Interviewer: --- for ages. Now, where'd you find them?

Carl French: Look, I think we are still on the air.

Interviewer: Oh, sod the fucking air! I just still  get  locked

up with that sort of thing.

Carl French: What about the film?

Interviewer: Just a few addresses, please...

Carl French: Look, we got James Dean in it, in a box!

Interviewer: I-I can turn the microphone off if you...

Carl French: And bits of Jayne Mansfield...

Projectionist is well again

JC:  Ah,  well, back here at the Classic I have good news  that

Vincent  Wong, ah, horribly mutilated, though he is his  partly

dismembered  shoulder bound together with an old ---  top  hat,

has  managed  to  select the correct reel and we're  back  with

Monty Python and the Holy Grail once again.

TJ:  As  Sir  Lancelot, the boldest and most expensive  of  the

knights  lost  his way in the forest of Ewing, at nearby  Swamp

Castle, a celebration was underway.

              [One day, lad... ...glass of water]

Tim the Enchanter helps the Knights



TJ:  Tim, the bizarre and oddly dressed enchanter provides  the

knights with a final clue that leads them to the Holy Grail.

                   [Yes, I can help you...]

Great Performances

JC: A fine performance there in the role of Tim the Magician

GC:  (Starts talking simultaneously) Vernon Tate, drama  critic

of the Transport and General Workers' Union.

JC: by Harry Krepps, formerly of --- now with --- (Simultaneous

talk ends) and a performance that will live in the memory along

with  Sir  John  Gielgud's "Lire" at Stratford  in  1952,  Burt

Lancaster's  extraordinary "Tinker Bell" in Peter  Pan  at  the

Globe in -65, Norman Hunter's uncompromising "Polonius" at  the

Nationals three years ago and most recently, by Claire  Bloom's

breathtaking  portrayal  as Jackie  Charlton  in  Peter  Hall's

"Romeo and Juliet", where Miss Bloom's delicate command of  the

rokoko intricacies of Jordy Abuse was matched only by her tight

ball  control in the balcony seat. But of all these,  Sir  John

Gielgud's "Lire" stays longest in the memory. Many peolpe still

recall his brilliant performances at Stratford that year, but I

prefer  to  remember him one autumn afternoon  in  front  of  a

hostile  crowd  at  Monalow. The play had been  getting  pretty

rough,  with --- and Kent both booked before the interval,  and

Albany,  Edgar and Regan, sent off on the --- But  the  trouble

really began when Cornwall blazently blinded Gloucester in  the

penalty  area  and  referee Ken --- Swansea  waved  "play  on",

unleashing  a  storm  of  booing from the  incensed  Gloucester

supporters  which  reached  a crescendo  as  Sir  John  stepped

forward.



Crowd: Boo!

MP: --- is not the king?

SJG: I, every inch a king, When I do stare, see how the subject

craves, I pardon that man's life.

Man: Offside!

SJG: What was the cause? Adultery? Thou shalt not die, no,  die

for  adultery,  no  ---  let copulation cry.  For  Gloucester's

bastard sons ---

JC: An outstanding performance there. Sir Alf?

JC: Yes, he's certainly very tremendous in terms of his talking

and  moving  and  gesturing and being an actor in  general,  in

fact, in terms of his acting I would say...

JC: Chou En-Lai?

MP: I was tempted to recall the --- in the role of MacBeth.

All: (Marsching) Oh, is this the dagger that we see before  us?

The  handle's  towards our hands! Come! Let us touch  thee!  We

have been ---

JC:  The  finest mass Shakespearean tragic hero I've  certainly

ever seen. Sir Alf?

JC: Well, we're going back to join the film in the sixty second

minute in the terms of the, ah, where there's been fighting and

killing of the knights by the rabbit in general.

                     [Run away! ... Boom!]

Announcement - Sir Kenneth Clarke

GC:  For  the purchasers of the cheaper version of this record:

it  has already ended. For purchasers od the executive version,

there are three more minutes of thsi album. These three minutes

are introduced personally by Sir Kenneth Clarke.



GC:  Hello. This is a very nice record, this is. It's  a  very,

very nice record. That's why I like it, because it's very nice.

(Telephone rings)

GC:  Ah,  no, that was him. Yes, oh, yes. What? Well, well,  he

had a bit of a cold. No, I promise you it was. Lo-look, please.

We'll miss the end of the story.

[The Castle Aarrgh!]

End of Record

GC:  Well,  that's  about  it, really.  The  film  ends  mainly

visually. (He walks away and closes a door behind him.)



           Title: The Tale Of Sir Galahad

            From: Monty Python and the Holy Grail

  Transcribed By: Malcolm Dickinson

     Sir Galahad, making his way through deep forest in the middle of a

     terrible thunderstorm, comes upon a dark, tall castle.  At the top of the

     tower glows a stunning image of the Holy Grail.  A wolf howls. He

     struggles to the door of the castle, upon which, while standing in the

     pouring rain, he bangs with his armored glove.

     Galahad: <banging> Open the door!  <banging again> Open the door!  In the

              name of King Arthur, open the door!

     The door creaks open, and Galahad falls onto the stone floor of the

     castle.  Looking up, he sees the faces of three young women dressed all

     in white.

       Women: Hello!  Hello!  Hello!

        Zoot: Welcome, gentle Sir Knight, to the Castle Anthrax!

     Galahad: (confused) The Castle Anthrax??

        Zoot: Yes... (disappointed) It's not a very good name, is it?

              (brightening) Oh, But *we* are nice!  And we will attend to your

              every, *every* need!

     Galahad: You are the keepers of the Holy Grail?

        Zoot: The what?

     Galahad: The Grail... it is here...



        Zoot: Oh, but you are tired, and you must rest a while!  Midget!

               Creeper!

 Other women: Yes, Sir Zoot!

        Zoot: Prepare a *bed* for our guest.

      Others: Yes, Sir Zoot.  Thank you, Sir Zoot!  Thank you, Sir Zoot!

             Thank you

        Zoot: Away, Away, vile etessence!  (to Galahad) The beds here are

              warm and soft... And very, *very* big.

     Galahad: (protesting) Well, look, I..I, uh--

       Zoot: What is your name, handsome knight?

    Galahad: Sir Galahad.... the Chaste.

       Zoot: Mine is Zoot... just, Zoot.  Oh, but come! (starts to lead him

             upstairs)

    Galahad: No, *please*! In god's name, show me the Grail!!

       Zoot: Oh, you have suffered much!  You are delirious!

    Galahad: (urgently) No, look, I have seen it!  It is here, it--

       Zoot: Sir Galahad!  You would not be so un-gallant as to refuse our

             hospitality!

    Galahad: (pause) Well, I--I, uh....  (looks at feet, fingers edge of

              shield)



       Zoot: (leading him upstairs)  Oh... I'm afraid our life must seem very

             dull and quiet compared to yours.  We are but 8 score young

             blondes and brunettes...  all between 16 and 19-and-a-half...

             cut off in this castle with no one to protect us!  Oh...  it is a

             lonely life.  Bathing... dressing... undressing... knitting

             exciting underwear.... We are just not used to handsome knights!

             (she leads him to a bed and sits him down; he tries to get up.)

             Nay, nay, come, come!  You may lie here.  (pushes him down on the

             bed)  (seeing blood on his armour)  Oh!!  But you are wounded!

    Galahad: No, no.. i-it's nothing!

       Zoot: Oh, you must see the doctors immediately!  (he starts to get up

             and leave)  (pushing him back down) No, no, please!  Lie down.

             She claps her hands twice; two sixteen-year old girls arrive.

     Piglet: Well...  what seems to be the trouble?

    Galahad: (incredulous) They're DOCTORS?

       Zoot: Uh... they have a basic medical training, yes....Galahad once

             again tries to get up and leave.  Zoot, quite adept at it by this

             time, pushes him back down on the bed.  Oh, come, come... you

             must try to rest.  Doctor Piglet, Doctor Winston; practice your

             art.  (leaves) The two girls sit on the bed and relieve Galahad

             of his shield, which he's been holding in front of him during the

             whole scene.

    Winston: *Try* to relax...

    Galahad: Are you sure that's absolutely necessary?

     Piglet: We *must* examine you....  (lifts up a flap of his kilt)



    Galahad: There's nothing wrong with *that*!

    Winston: Please....  we *are* doctors.  (They begin to proceed with the

             examination when a metallic "bong" is heard from Galahad's nether

             region.  He grabs his shield and jumps out of bed.)

    Galahad: Ach!  That cannot be! I am sworn to Chastity!

    Winston: Back to your bed at once!

    Galahad: Torment me no longer!  I have seen the Grail!

     Piglet: There's no grail here...

    Galahad: I have seen it, I have seen it!  (he runs through the curtain

             into another room.)  I have--(suddenly he looks around, and

             realizes that this room is filled with young women, all in their

             nightclothes.  Some are brushing their hair, some are eating

             various sorts of suggestive fruits...  As he passes through them,

             each one whispers "Hello!". He runs out of the chamber, into a

             staircase, where he almost runs into...)  Zoot!!

       Zoot: No, I am Zoot's identical twin sister, Dingo.

    Galahad: Oh.  Well, excuse me, I-- (starting to go by her down the stairs)

      Dingo: (standing in his way) Where are you going?

    Galahad: I seek the Grail!  I have seen it, here, in this castle!

      Dingo: (sudden realization)  No... oh, no!!  Bad, *bad* Zoot!

    Galahad: What is it?



      Dingo: Oh, wicked, bad, *naughty* Zoot!  She has been setting a light to

             our beacon, which, I've just  remembered, is grail-shaped.  It's

             not the first time we've had this problem...

    Galahad: (incredibly disappointed) It's not the real Grail????!

      Dingo: Oh, wicked, bad, naughty, *evil* Zoot!  (leading him back into

             the room with all the women in it)  She is a *naughty* person...

             and she must pay the penalty!  And here in Castle Anthrax, we

             have but one punishment for setting alight the grail-shaped

             beacon: You must tie her down on a bed, and *spank* her.

     Others: A spanking, a spanking!!!

      Dingo: You must spank her well, and after you have spanked her, you may

             deal with her as you like. And then...... spank me!

     Others: And spank me!  And me!  And me!  And me!

      Dingo: Yes, you must give us all a good spanking!!

     Others: A spanking, a spanking, there's going to be a spanking tonight!!!!!

      Dingo: ...and after the spanking.... the Oral Sex!!

     Others:  (amid squeals of delight) The oral sex, the oral sex!!!

    Galahad: Well, I could stay a *bit* longer...



           Title: Bring Out Your Dead 

            From: Monty Python and the Holy Grail

  Transcribed By: Malcolm Dickinson ( CLARINET@YALEVM.BITNET )

   A cart passes through the muddy road through a village.

   A baby cries.  People wrestle in the mud.  A woman beats a cat.

 

The cart-master chants wearily as they trudge along:

 

Bring out your dead!

Bring out your dead!

Bring out your dead!        etc.  while beating occasionally on a large

                            triangle with a wooden spoon.

 

As each person comes forward with his or her dead relative, they throw them on

the cart.  He holds out his hand and they pay.

 

Bring out your dead!

 

A man comes out with a dead-looking old man in a nightshirst slung over his

shoulder.  He starts to put the old man on the cart.

 

Man:         Here's one-

Cart-master: Ninepence.

Old Man:     (feebly) I'm not dead!

Cart-master: (suprised) What?

Man:         Nothing!  Here's your ninepence....

Old Man:     I'm not dead!

Cart-master: 'Ere!  'E says 'e's not dead!

Man:         Yes he is.

Old Man:     I'm not!

Cart-master: 'E isn't?

Man:         Well... he will be soon-- he's very ill...



Old Man:     I'm getting better!

Man:         No you're not, you'll be stone dead in a moment.

Cart-master: I can't take 'im like that!  It's against regulations!

Old Man:     I don't want to go on the cart....

Man:         Oh, don't be such a baby.

Cart-master: I can't take 'im....

Old Man:     I feel fine!

Man:         Well, do us a favor...

Cart-master: I can't!

Man:         Can you hang around a couple of minutes?  He won't be long...

Cart-master: No, gotta get to Robinson's, they lost nine today.

Man:         Well, when's your next round?

Cart-master: Thursday.

Old Man:     I think I'll go for a walk....

Man:         You're not fooling anyone, you know--

             (to Cart-master) Look, isn't there something you can do...?

 

(they both look around)

 

Old Man:     I feel happy!  I feel happy!

 

(the Cart-master deals the old man a swift blow to the head with his wooden

spoon.  The old man goes limp.)

 

Man:         (throwing the old man onto the cart) Ah.  thanks very much.

Cart-master: Not at all.  See you on Thursday!

Man: Right!  All right....

 

King Arthur and his trusty servant, Patsy, "ride" through the town and past

the men.

 

Man:        'Oo's that then?

Cart-master: I don't know.  Must be a king.



Man:         Why

Cart-master: 'E 'asn't got shit all over 'im.



           Title: The French Castle Scene

            From: Monty Python and the Holy Grail

  Transcribed By: Malcolm Dickinson (CLARINET@YALEVM.BITNET)

       Edited By: Bret Shefter (SHEBREB@YALEVM.BITNET)

King Arthur and his knights of the round table, along with their servants,

"ride" up to a castle.  King Arthur's servant, Patsy, blows a horn.

 

Arthur: HELLO!

 

(waits)

 

Bedevere: HELLO!

 

(waits)

 

An armor-clad face appears at the top of the rampart.

It speaks in an outrageous French accent.

 

Soldier: 'Allo!  'Oo is it?

Arthur: It is I, King Arthur, and these are my knights of the Round Table.

        Whose castle is this?

S: This is the castle of my master, Guy de Lombard.

A: Go and tell your master that we have been charged by God with a sacred

   quest.  If he will give us food and shelter for the night, he can join us

   in our quest for the Holy Grail.

S: Well, I'll ask 'im, but I don't think 'e'll be very keen-- 'e's already got

   one, you see?

A: What?

Lancelot: He says they've already *got* one!

A: (confused) Are you *sure* he's got one?

S: Oh yes, it's ver' naahs.

   (to the other soldiers:)  I told 'em we've already *got* one!



   (they snicker)

A: (taken a bit off balance) Well... ah, um...  Can we come up and have a look?

S: Of course not!  You are English types.

A: Well, what are you then?

S: (Indignant) Ah'm French!  Why do you think I have this out-rrrageous

   accent, you silly king?!

Galahad: What are you doing in *England*?

S: Mind your own business!

A: If you will not show us the Grail, we shall take your castle by force!

S: You don't frighten us, English pig-dogs!  Go and boil your bottoms, son of a

   silly person!  Ah blow my nose at you, so-called "Arthur Keeeng"!  You and

   all your silly English Knnnnnnnn-ighuts!!!

 

(the soldier proceeds to bang on his helmet with his hands and stick out his

tongue at the knights, making strange noises.)

 

Galahad: What a strange person.

A: (getting mad) Now look here, my good ma--

S: Ah don' wanna talk to you no more, you empty-headed animal food-trough

   wiper!  Ah fart in your general direction!  Your mother was a hamster, and

   your father smelt of elderberries!

Galahad: Is there someone else up there we can talk to?

S: No!!  Now go away, or I shall taunt you a second time!

(pause)

 

A: Now this is your last chance!   I've been more than reasonable....

S: (to four other soldiers, standing behind him on the rampart)

   Fetchez la vache.

Other Soldier: qua?

S: Fetchez la vache!

 

(the other soldiers are seen leading a cow... mooing noises)



 

A: (continued) ...if you do not agree to my commands, than I shall--

 

(Boing!  The cow goes flying through the air over the rampart...

A: Jesus Christ!

(...and lands, amid great mooing, on one of the footmen.  Various crying-outs

 from Arthur's party.)

 

A: (determined) Right!

   (drawing sword) CHARGE!

Rest of Arthur's Party: CHAAAARGE!

 

(As they run towards the French Castle, swords drawn, they are met by a huge

 onslaught of live animals of all sizes, that come plummeting down from the

 ramparts of the castle.  Amid screams, they all turn back before even reaching

 the castle walls, save Launcelot, who reaches the stone wall in time to give

 it one stroke with his sword before retreating.)

 

French Soldier: (throwing down a goose) Hey, this one is for your mother!

                (and a duck)            And this one's for your gran!

 

Arthur's party:  (hastily retreating) Run away!

                                      RUN AWAAAAY!

 

Launcelot: (as they hunker down behind a grassy knoll out of flying-animal's

            reach of the castle)  Fiends, I'll tear them apart!

Arthur:    No no, no!!

Bedevere:  (to Arthur) Sir... I have a plan, sir.

 

There follows a long scene where the french soldier, stationed atop the

rampart, surveys the surrounding countryside and sees nothing, but hears

various sounds of construction (hammering, the felling of trees, chain saws

being operated) from the woods.  Eventually, amid a great squeaking of wooden



wheels, a giant wooden rabbit is wheeled out of the forest by Arthur's group.

They wheel it right up to the front gates of the French Castle and leave it

there, returning to their concealed spot behind the knoll to watch.

 

A minute later, the castle gate opens and a french soldier peeks out.

His head disappears and he can be heard speaking with the others.

 

Soldier:  C'est un lapin, un lapin de bois.

2nd Soldier: Qua?

 

Three soliders' heads appear around the end of the door and disappear again.

 

Soldier:     Un Cadeau!

2nd Soldier: What?

Soldier:     A present!

2nd Soldier: Ah, un Cadeau!

Soldier:     Allons-y, allons-y!

2nd Soldier: What?

Soldier: Let's go!

2nd Soldier: Ah!

 

The three French Soldiers creep out and wheel the rabbit into the castle,

closing the gate behind them.

 

behind the knoll:

Arthur:   (to Bedevere) What happens now?

Bedevere: Well, now, uh, Launcelot, Galahad and I, uh, wait until nightfall,

          and then leap out of the rabbit, taking the French, uh, by suprise.

          Not only by suprise, but totally unarmed!

Arthur:   *Who* leaps out?

Bedevere: (pointing to each knight as he names him) Uh... Launcelot, Galahad,

          and I.... uh, leap out of the rabbit, uh, and, uh....

Launcelot: (groans)



Bedevere: (pause) Oh... um, look, if we built this large wooden Badger....

Arthur knocks him on the head.

 

Just then, the rabbit comes soaring over the castle wall.  The party disbands

amid great shouts of "Run away, run away!", but the rabbit lands on yet

another helpless footman.  Cries of distress.

 

 

*** Snap!  "Picture for schools, take eight."  ***

 

An old historian is standing in the woods, offering commentary on the story.

 

Director: (off camera) Action!

 

Historian:  (to camera) Defeat at the castle seems to have utterly disheartened

            King Arthur.  The ferocity of the French taunting took him

            completely by suprise, and Arthur became convinced that a new

            strategy was required if the Quest for the Holy Grail were to be

            brought to a successful conclusion.  Arthur, having consulted his

            closest knights, decided that they should separate, and search for

            the Grail individually.  Now this is what they did....

 

A knight in full armor rides past on horseback, cutting off the Historian's

head in the process.

 

Historian's Wife: (running out from behind the camera): Brian!



           Title: The Black Knight

            From: Monty Python and the Holy Grail

  Transcribed By: Malcolm Dickinson ( CLARINET@YALEVM.BITNET )

 

Arthur and his trusty servant Patsy "ride" along through the woods.

Suddenly they come apon a stream crossing where two knights are battling in a

heated duel with giant longswords.  One is dressed in green and one in black.

Arthur stops and watches the fight.

 

The two knights attempt to maul each other in many various ways and with many

different tools of medieval weaponry.  Finally, when the green knight is

charging the black with a battle axe, the black knight throws his sword

straight through the slit in the green knight's helmet.  The green knight falls

to the ground, bleeding profusely.  The black knight steps forward and pulls

his sword out of the helmet.  King Arthur, impressed with the black knight's

fighting, motions to Patsy and they "ride" forward.

 

Arthur: You fight with the strength of many men, sir knight.

        (The black knight does not respond)

Arthur: I am Arthur, king of the Britons.

        (no response)

Arthur: I seek the finest and the bravest knights in the land to join me at my

        court at Camelot.

        (no response)

Arthur: You have proved yourself worthy.  Will you join me?

        (no response)

Arthur: You make me sad.  So be it!  Come, Patsy!

 

As Arthur and Patsy start to ride past the black knight, he suddenly speaks:

 

Black Knight: NONE SHALL PASS.

Arthur:       (taken aback) What?



Black Knight: NONE SHALL PASS.

Arthur:       I have no quarrel with you, good sir knight, but I must cross

              this bridge.

Black Knight: THEN YOU SHALL DIE.

Arthur:       I *command* you, as king of the Britons, to stand aside.

Black Knight: I MOVE FOR NO MAN.

Arthur:       So be it!   (draws sword)

 

A short battle ensues, where Arthur, relatively unencumbered by armor, easily

dodges the slow and heavy strikes by the black knight.   Finally, Arthur

dodges a strike, steps aside, and cuts the black knight's left arm off with

his sword.  Blood spurts from the knight's open shoulder.

 

Arthur: Now stand aside, worthy adversary.

Black Knight: 'Tis but a scratch.

Arthur:       A SCRATCH?  Your arm's off!

Black Knight: No it isn't!

Arthur:       Well what's that then?  (pointing to the arm lying on the ground)

Black Knight: I've had worse.

Arthur:       You LIAR!

Black Knight: Come on, you pansy!

 

There follows an even shorter foray, at the end of which Arthur easily cuts

off the black knight's right arm, causing it and the black knight's sword to

drop to the ground.  Blood spatters freely from the stump.

 

Arthur:       Victory is mine!

              (kneeling, praying)  We thank thee Lord, that in thy mercy--

 

     He is kicked onto his side by the black knight.

 

Black Knight: Come on, then!  (kicks Arthur again)

Arthur:       (on the ground) What?!?



Black Knight: (kicking him again) Have at you!

Arthur:       (getting up) You are indeed brave, sir knight, but the fight

              is mine!

Black Knight: Ohhh, had enough, eh?

Arthur:       Look, you stupid bastard, you've got no arms left!

Black Knight: Yes I have!

Arthur:       LOOK!!!

Black Knight: Just a flesh wound!  (kicking Arthur again)

Arthur:       Look, STOP that!

Black Knight: Chicken!!!  Chicken!!!!!!!

Arthur:       Look, I'll have your leg!

(The Black Knight continues his kicking)

Arthur:       RIGHT! (He chops off the black knight's leg with his sword)

Black Knight: (hopping) Right!  I'll do you for that!

Arthur:       You'll *WHAT*?

Black Knight: Come 'ere!

Arthur:       (tiring of this)  What're you going to do, bleed on me?

Black Knight: I'm *INVINCIBLE*!!!

Arthur:       You're a looney....

Black Knight: The Black Knight ALWAYS TRIUMPHS!  Have at you!!

              (hopping around, trying to kick Arthur with his one remaining

              leg)

 

Arthur shrugs his shoulders and, with a mighty swing, removes the Black

Knight's last limb.  The Knight falls to the ground.  He looks about,

realizing he can't move.

 

Black Knight: Okay, we'll call it a draw.

Arthur:       Come, Pasty!  (they "ride" away)

 

Black Knight: (calling after them) Oh!  Had enough, eh?  Come back and take

              what's coming to you, you yellow bastards!!  Come back here and

              take what's coming to you!  I'll bite your legs off!





           Title: The Peasants

            From: Monty Python and the Holy Grail

  Transcribed By: Malcolm Dickinson ( CLARINET@YALEVM.BITNET )

Arthur and his trusty servant Patsy "ride" into a field where peasants are

working.  They come up behind a cart which is being dragged by a hunched-over

peasant in ragged clothing.  Patsy slows as they near the cart.

 

Arthur: Old Woman!

 

The peasant turns around, revealing that he is in fact a man.

 

Man:    Man!

Arthur: Man, sorry....  What knight lives in that castle over there?

Man:    I'm thirty-seven!

Arthur: (suprised) What?

Man:    I'm thirty-seven!  I'm not old--

Arthur: Well I can't just call you "man"...

Man:    Well you could say "Dennis"--

Arthur: I didn't know you were called Dennis!

Man:    Well, you didn't bother to find out, did you?!

Arthur: I did say sorry about the "old woman", but from behind, you looked--

Man:    Well I object to your...you automatically treat me like an inferior!

Arthur: Well I *am* king...

Man:    Oh, king, eh, very nice.  And 'ow'd you get that, eh?

        (he reaches his destination and stops, dropping the cart)

        By exploiting the workers!  By 'angin' on to outdated imperialist dogma

        which perpetuates the economic and social differences in our society.

        If there's ever going to be any progress,--

Woman:  Dennis!  There's some lovely filth down 'ere!

        (noticing Arthur) Oh!  'Ow'd'ja do?

Arthur: How do you do, good lady.  I am Arthur, king of the Britons.  Whose



        castle is that?

Woman:  King of the 'oo?

Arthur: King of the Britons.

Woman:  'Oo are the Britons?

Arthur: Well we all are!  We are all Britons!  And I am your king.

Woman:  I didn't know we 'ad a king!  I thought we were autonomous collective.

Man:    (mad)  You're fooling yourself!  We're living in a dictatorship!  A

        self-perpetuating autocracy in which the working classes--

Woman:  There you go, bringing class into it again...

Man:    That's what it's all about!  If only people would--

Arthur: Please, *please*, good people, I am in haste!  WHO lives in that

        castle?

Woman:  No one lives there.

Arthur: Then who is your lord?

Woman:  We don't have a lord!

Arthur: (spurised) What??

Man:    I *told* you!  We're an anarcho-syndicalist commune!  We're taking

        turns to act as a sort of executive-officer-for-the-week--

Arthur: (uninterested) Yes...

Man:    But all the decisions *of* that officer 'ave to be ratified at a

        special bi-weekly meeting--

Arthur: (perturbed) Yes I see!

Man:    By a simple majority, in the case of purely internal affairs--

Arthur: (mad) Be quiet!

Man:    But by a two-thirds majority, in the case of more major--

Arthur: (very angry) BE QUIET!  I *order* you to be quiet!

Woman:  "Order", eh, 'oo does 'e think 'e is?

Arthur: I am your king!

Woman:  Well I didn't vote for you!

Arthur: You don't vote for kings!

Woman:  Well 'ow'd you become king then?

(holy music up)

Arthur: The Lady of the Lake-- her arm clad in the purest shimmering samite,



        held aloft Excalibur from the bosom of the water, signifying by

        divine providence that I, Arthur, was to carry Excalibur.  THAT is why

        I am your king!

Man:    (laughingly) Listen: Strange women lying in ponds distributing swords

        is no basis for a system of government!  Supreme executive power

        derives from a mandate from the masses, not from some... farcical

        aquatic ceremony!

Arthur: (yelling) BE QUIET!

Man:    You can't expect to wield supreme executive power just 'cause some

        watery tart threw a sword at you!!

Arthur: (coming forward and grabbing the man) Shut *UP*!

Man:    I mean, if I went 'round, saying I was an emperor, just because some

        moistened bink had lobbed a scimitar at me, they'd put me away!

Arthur: (throwing the man around) Shut up, will you, SHUT UP!

Man:    Aha!  Now we see the violence inherent in the system!

Arthur: SHUT UP!

Man:    (yelling to all the other workers) Come and see the violence inherent

        in the system!  HELP, HELP, I'M BEING REPRESSED!

Arthur: (letting go and walking away)  Bloody PEASANT!

Man:    Oh, what a giveaway!  Did'j'hear that, did'j'hear that, eh?  That's

        what I'm all about!  Did you see 'im repressing me?  You saw it,

        didn't you?!



           Title: The Story of the Film So Far

            From: The Album of the Soundtrack of the Trailer of the Film

                  of "Monty Python and the Holy Grail"     

  Transcribed By: Malcolm Dickinson ( CLARINET@YALEVM.BITNET )

 

The Story of the Film So Far:

 

Doug and Bob are metropolitan policemen with a difference.  Doug likes

nothing more than slipping into little cocktail frocks, while Bob bouffants

his hair for a night on duty.  Still, as the art immace, no one gives their

last names.

 

 

The *Real* Story of the Film So Far:

 

Pucky Reginald Vas Deferens is a nuclear scientist in love with mafia boss

Enrico Marx, who is himself married to Conchito Macbeth, a lively belly-dancer

at the Belgian disco whose manager, Burly Ivan Crapp, has a naked daughter

Janice engaged to J.J. Spinman, New York private detective, employed by

elegant Laura Herron to trace the missing million-pound bidet that Hitler

gave to Eva Brown as a bar mitzvah present during a state visit to Crufts, and

which remained hidden until a World Cup referee, Horse Jenkenson, was found

hanged in a New Jersey tenement with the plans of a Russian secret weapon

partially tatooed on his elbow.

 

In Brisbon, the Brain brothers, Nicky and Vance, torture a Mayfair

psychologist, who reveals to Dora Brain in a tender and emotional death scene

that his hair is not his own.

 

Meanwhile, the Kent Touring Eleven have trapped husky Matilda Tritt on a

sticky near Hastings, and she reveals all before enforcing the follow army.

 

Peter Niesewand and Cyril Garfunkel arrive just in time with the Welsh Police,



and the Harry Orchestra, and proceed to sing a love song which allows Dr.

Indira McNorton *just* enough time to cross the alps into Geneva, where he

meets Kon Rapp, a kung fu fanatic and cat lover, who frivilously shoots him,

but not before introducing him to lively intelligent Norweigan widow Lanny

Krimt, who shows him her inner thighs, where he finds the address of a good

French restaurant, and unexpectedly meets Gabriello Machismo, an ex-Korean

plastic surgeon whose frankly blond assistant Sally Lesbitt is now the

half-brother of a distant cousin of Ray Vorn Ding-ding-a-dong, the Eurovision

song, and *owner* of the million-pound bidet given by Hitler to Eva Brown as a

bar mitzvah present during a state visit to Crufts, and which remained hidden,

etc. etc. etc.

 

This they now do.

 

Meanwhile, Harold and Victor Medway III discover a newfound love for each

other in an flashback near Devon, where they meet up with Doug and Bob, the

metropolitan policemen who suprisingly turn out to be in this film at all, who

kill everyone, and live happily ever after.



           Title: The Swallows

            From: Monty Python and the Holy Grail

  Transcribed By: Malcolm Dickinson ( CLARINET@YALEVM.BITNET )

 

     The film begins.  Out of a dense fog trots Arthur, accompanied on two

     empty coconut halves by his trusty servant, Patsy.  They approach a

     castle.  Suddenly a guard appears atop a high rampart.

 

Guard:  Halt!  Who goes there?

Arthur: It is I, Arthur, son of Uther Pendragon, from the castle of Camelot.

        King of the Britons, defeater of the Saxons, sovereign of all England!

Guard:  Who's the other one?

Arthur: I am, and this is my trusty servant Patsy.  We have ridden the length

        and breadth of the land in search of knights who will join me in my

        court at Camelot.  I must speak with your lord and master.

Guard:  What, ridden on a horse?

Arthur: Yes.

Guard:  You're using coconuts!

Arthur: What?

Guard:  You've got two empty 'alves of coconuts and you're bangin' 'em

        together!

Arthur: So?    We have ridden since the snows of winter covered this land.

        Through the kingdom of Mercia, through...

Guard:  Where'd you get the coconuts?

Arthur: (somewhat taken aback) We found them.

Guard:  Found them?  In Mercia?  The coconut's tropical!

Arthur: What do you mean?

Guard:  This is a temperate zone!

Arthur: The swallow may fly south with the sun, or the house maarten or the

        plummer may seek warmer climes in winter, but these are not strangers

        to our land!

Guard:  Are you suggesting that coconuts migrate?



Arthur: Not at all!  They could be carried.

Guard:  (indcredulous) What, a swallow, carrying a coconut?

Arthur: It could grip it by the husk!

Guard:  It's not a question of where 'e grips it!  It's a simple question of

        weight ratios!  A five-ounce bird could *not* carry a one-pound

        coconut!

Arthur: (exasperated)

        Well it doesn't matter!  Will you go and tell your master that Arthur

        from the court of Camelot is here!

 

(pause)

 

Guard:  Listen.  In order to maintain air-speed velocity, a swallow needs to

        beat its wings forty-three times every second, right?

 

Arthur: Please!

Guard:  (patiently)   Am I right.

Arthur: I'm not interested!

 

       ( A second guard appears on the rampart. )

 

G2:     It could be carried by an African swallow!

G1:     Oh, yeah, an African swallow, maybe, but not a European swallow, that's

        my point.

G2:     Oh, yeah, I agree with that.

Arthur: (extremely exasperated) Will you ask your master if he wants to join

        my court at Camelot!!

 

(pause)

 

G1:     But then of course, African swallows are non-migratory.

G2:     Oh yeah...

 

(Arthur and Patsy give up and trot away)



 

G1:     So they couldn't bring a coconut back anyway.

G2:     Wait a minute!  Supposing *two* swallows carried it together!

G1:     Nooo..... They'd have to have it on a line...

G2:     Well, simple!  They'd just use a strand of creeper!

G1:     What, held under the dorsal guiding feathers?

G2:     Well, why not?



Monty Python's

Life

of

Brian

Angels' Choir: [Sort of a Chant to the Star of Bethlehem]

Brian: Uhuhlk!

Gaspar: Hrmhrm!

Mother falling off stool: [Crash]

Mother: Uhooh! Who are you?

Gaspar: We are three wise men.

Mother: What?

Melchior: We are three wise men.

Mother: Well, what are you doing creeping under a couch at two o'clock in the morning? 
That doesn't sound very wise to me.

Balthasar: We are astrologists.

Melchior: We have come from the East.

Mother: Is this some kind of joke?

Gaspar: We wish to praise the infant.

Melchior: We must pay a homage to him.

Mother: Homage? You're all drunk! It's disgusting! Out! Come on, out!

Gaspar: No...

Mother: Barge in here with tales about all the ancient fortune-tellers. Come on, out!

Gaspar: No, no, we must see him!

Mother: Go and praise someone else's brat! Go on!

Melchior: We...we were led by a star!

Mother: Led by a bottle more like! Go on, out!

Melchior: Well, well, we must see him, we have brought presents!

Mother: Out!

Gaspar: Gold, frankincense, myrrh!



Mother: Well, why didn't you say? He's over there. Sorry the place is a...bit of a mess. 
Well, what is myrrh anyway?

Balthasar: It is a valuable balm.

Mother: A balm?! What are you giving him a balm for? It might bite him!

Balthasar: What?

Mother: That's a dangerous animal! Quick, throw it in the trough!

Melchior: No, it isn't!

Mother: Yes, it is! It's great big uhug...

Gaspar: No, no, no, it is an ointment.

Mother: Oh, well, there is an animal called a balm, or did I dream it? So you're 
astrologists, are you? Well, what is he then?

Gaspar: Hm?

Mother: What star-sign is he?

Gaspar: Ehm...capricorn.

Mother: Ah, capricorn, eh? What are they like?

Gaspar: Oh, well, he's the son of God, ah, Messiah.

Melchior: King of the Jews!

Mother: And that's capricorn, is it?

Gaspar: Ehm, no, no, no, that's just him!

Mother: Oh, that's good to say, otherwise there'd be a lot of them. Snhff.

Melchior: By what name are you calling him?

Mother: Uhm, Brian.

All three wise men: We worship you, oh Brian, who are lord over us all. Praise unto you, 
Brian, and to the Lord, our 

father. Amen.

Mother: Do you do a lot of this, then?

Gaspar: What?

Mother: This praising.

Gaspar: No, no...no, no.

Mother: Oh, well, ehm, if you're dropping by again, do pop in, huh. And thanks a lot for 
the gold and frankincense, ahm, but 

don't worry too much about the myrrh the next time, all right? Huh. Thank you! Goodbye!

Hen: Gdisk!

Mother: Well, were they nice? Hm! Out of their bloody minds, but still, look at that! 
Hohoho...hear! Hear! Here, that...that's 



mine! Hey! Hey, you could hate me, hey! Ourrgh!

Angel's Choir: [Chant to Jesus Christ]

Brian: Aiihaih!

Mother: Shut up!

Mother's hand striking Brian: [Smack]

Brian: Aih!
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Female Singer:

Brian, the babe they called Brian,

he grew, he grew, and grew,

grew up to be, grew up to be,

a boy called Brian. A boy called Brian,

he had arms, and legs, and head, and feet,

the boy, whose name was Brian.

Man sleeping on cloud falling: Aaargh!

Female Singer:

And he grew, he grew, grew, and grew,

grew up to be, yes, he grew up to be,

yes, his name was Brian, a teenager called Brian.

And his face became spotty, yes, his face became spotty,

and his voice dropped down low,

and things started to grow, on young Brian and so,

he was certainly no, no girl named Brian,

not a girl named Brian.

And he started to shave, and have one the wrist,

and want to see girls, and go out and get pissed,

a man called Brian, this man called Brian,

the man they called Brian, this man called Briaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa... 

Flying Prophet imploding upon contact with the sun: [Bang]

Flying Prophet: Aiiih!



JUDEA A.D. 33

SATURDAY AFTERNOON

ABOUT TEA TIME

Jesus Christ: How blessed are those who know that he's of God. How blessed are the 
sorrowful; they shall find consolation. 

How blessed are those of gentle spirit; they shall have the earth for their possession. 
How blessed are those who hunger and 

thirst to see right prevail; they shall be satisfied. How blessed are those whose hearts 
are pure; they shall see God.

Mother: Speak up!

Brian: Sch, quiet, mum!

Mother: Well, I can't hear a thing. Let's go to stoning!

Bignose: Ssch!

Brian: You can go to a stoning anytime!

Mother: Ah, come on, Brian!

Bignose: Will you be quiet!

Bignose's Wife: Don't pick your nose!

Bignose: I wasn't picking my nose. I was scratching it.

Bignose's Wife: You was picking it while you was talking to that lady!

Bignose: I wasn't!

Bignose's Wife: Leave it alone! Give it a rest!

Wiseguy: Do you mind, I can't hear a word he's saying.

Bignose's Wife: Don't you "do you mind" me! I was talking to my husband!

Wiseguy: Well, can't you talk to him somewhere else? I can't hear a bloody thing!

Bignose: Don't you swear at my wife!

Wiseguy: Well, I was only asking her to shut up so that I can hear what he's saying, 
Bignose!

Bignose's Wife: Don't you call my husband "Bignose"!

Bignose: Well, he has got a big nose.

Bearded Man: Could you be quiet, please? What was that?



Wiseguy: I don't know, I was too busy talking to Bignose!

Spectator I: I think it was "Blessed are the cheesemakers".

Bearded Man's Wife: Aha, what's so special about the cheesemakers?

Bearded Man: Well, obviously it's not meant to be taken literally; it refers to any 
manufacturers of dairy products.

Wiseguy: See, if you hadn't been going on we'd have heard that, Bignose.

Bignose: Hey, say that once more, I'll smash your bloody face in!

Wiseguy: Oh, better keep listening, might be a bit about "Blessed are the Bignoses".

Brian: Oh, lay off him!

Wiseguy: Oh, you're not so bad yourself, conkface. Where are you two from? Nose City?

Wiseguy: One more time, mate, I'll take you to fucking cleaners!

Bignose's Wife: Language! And don't pick your nose!

Bignose: I wasn't going to pick my nose! I'm gonna thump him!

Spectator II: Hear that, blessed are the Greek!

Bearded Man: The Greek?

Spectator II: Hmm. Well, apparently he's going to inherit the earth.

Bearded Man: Did anyone catch his name?

Bignose's Wife: You're not gonna thump anybody!

Bignose: I'll thump him if he calls me "Bignose" again!

Wiseguy: Oh, shut up, Bignose!

Bignose: Ha, right! I warned you! I really will slug you! Saaah...

Bignose's Wife: Oh, it's the meek! Blessed are the meek! Oh, that's nice, innit? I'm glad 
they're getting something because they 

had a hell of a time.

Wiseguy: Listen, I'm only telling the truth, you have got a very big nose!

Bignose: Hey, your nose is going to be three foot wide across your face by the time I'm 
finished with you!

Spectator I & Spectator II: Ssch!

Wiseguy: Well, who hit yours then? Goliath's big brother?

Bignose: All right, that's your last warning!

Bearded Man's Wife: Oh, do quiet down!

Bignose hitting Bearded Man's Wife: [Thump]

Bearded Man's Wife: Aiih!

Bignose: Silly bitch, getting in the way!



Bearded Man: Aaargh!

Bignose: Racket all the way...

Mother: Oh, come on, let's go to the stoning!

Brian: All right.

Rogers: Well, blessed is just about everyone with a fested interest in the status quo, if 
I'm right with you there, Reg?

Reg: Yeah, well, what Jesus quietly fails to appreciate is that it's the meek who're the 
problem.

Judith: Yes, yes, absolutely Reg, yes, I see!

Mother: Oh, come on, Brian, or they'll have him stoned before we get there.

Brian: All right.

Bignose: Aaargh!

Bearded Man's Wife: Lay off!

Wiseguy: Hey, don't be there, he's just lying there, Bignose. Stop that, there's a rape 
going on, frankly speaking, it's he that 

started it all...

Mother: Ah, how I hate wearing these beards.

Brian: Why aren't women allowed to go to stonings, mum?

Mother: It's written, that's why.

Beard and stone seller: Pssst! Beard, madam?

Woman carrying donkey: Oh, look, I haven't got the time to go to no stonings. He's not 
well again.

Donkey: Oink! Oink!

Beard and stone seller: Stone, sir?

Mother: No, they've got a lot there, lying around on the ground.

Beard and stone seller: Oh, not like these, sir. Look at this! Feel the quality of that, 
that's craftmanship, sir.

Mother: Hmm...all right, we'll have two with points and...a big flat one.

Brian: Could I have a flat one, mum?

Mother: Ssch!

Brian: Sorry! Dad!

Mother: Ehm...all right, two points, ahm...two flats and a packet of gravel.

Beard and stone seller: Packet of gravel. Should be a good one this afternoon.

Mother: Hm?



Beard and stone seller: Local boy.

Mother: Oh, good.

Beard and stone seller: Enjoy yourselves!

Women disguised as bearded men: [Scream] [Yell]

Bird: Fuiit!

Priest: Matthias, son of Deuteronomy of Gath...

Matthias: Do I say yes?

Guard: Yes.

Matthias: Yes!

Priest: ...you have been found guilty by the elders of the town of uttering the name of 
our Lord, and so as a blasphemer...

Women disguised as bearded men: Ooh...

Priest: ...you are to be stoned to death!

Women disguised as bearded men: Aah!

Matthias: Look, I'd had a lovely supper, and all I said to my wife was: "That piece of 
halibut was good enough for Jehova!".

Women disguised as bearded men: Oooh!

Priest: Blasphemy! He said it again!

Women disguised as bearded men: Yeah! Yes! Yes! 

Priest: Did you hear him?!

Women disguised as bearded men: Yeah! Yes! Yes! 

Woman: Really!

Priest: Are there any women here today?

Women disguised as bearded men: Uh...ooh...no...

Priest: Very well. By virtue of the authority vested in me...

Rock thrown at Matthias: [Bladonk]

Women disguised as bearded men: Ooh...

Matthias: Oh, lay off! We haven't started yet!

Priest: Come on! Who threw that? Who threw that stone? Come on!

Women disguised as bearded men: She did! She did! He did! He did! He did!

Woman: Sorry, I thought we'd started.

Priest: Go to the back!

Woman: Oh, dear...

Priest: Always one, isn't there? Now, where were we?



Matthias: Look, I don't think it ought to be blasphemy, just saying "Jehova"!

Women disguised as bearded men: Aiiih! He did!

Priest: You're only making it worse for yourself!

Matthias: Making it worse? How could it be worse? Jehova, Jehova, Jehova!

Women disguised as bearded men: Aiiih!

Priest: I'm warning you! If you say Jehova once more...

Rock thrown at Priest: [Bladonk]

Priest: Right! Who threw that?

Matthias: Hehehe...

Priest: Come on! Who threw that?

Women disguised as bearded men: She did! She did! She did! Him! Him! Him!

Priest: Was it you?

Woman II: Yes.

Priest: Right...

Woman II: Well, you did say Jehova!

Women disguised as bearded men: Aiiih!

Rocks thrown at Woman II: [Multiple Bladonks]

Priest: Stop! Stop! Will you stop that! Stop it! Now, look! No one is to stone anyone 
until I blow this whistle! Do you 

understand? Even, and I want to make this absolutely clear, even if they do say Jehova!

Women disguised as bearded men: Aiiih!

Rocks thrown at Priest: [Multiple Bladonks]

Priest: Aaargh!

Large boulder crushing Priest: [Bladonk]

Woman III: Good shot!

Women disguised as bearded men: [Applause]

Brian: Have I got a big nose, mum?

Mother: Oh, stop thinking about sex!

Brian: I wasn't!

Mother: You're always on about it. Morning, noon and night: "Will the girls like this, 
will the girls like that? Is it too big, is it 

too small?" 



Leper I: A fish, sir?

Leper II: Alms for a leper!

Leper III: Alms for a leper!

Ex-leper: Alms for an ex-leper! Bloody donkey-owners, all the same, ain't they? Never have 
any change. Oh, here they... 

touch! Spare a talent for an old ex-leper!

Mother: Buzz off!

Ex-leper: Spare a talent for an old ex-leper!

Mother: A talent? That's more than he earns in a month!

Ex-leper: Half a talent then?

Mother: No, get away!

Ex-leper: Come on Bignose, let's haggle!

Brian: What?

Ex-leper: All right, cut the haggling, let's say you open at one shekel, I start at 2000, 
we close at about 1800.

Brian: No.

Ex-leper: 1750?

Mother: Go away!

Ex-leper: 1740?

Mother: Look, will you leave him alone!

Ex-leper: All right. Two shekels, just two. Isn't this fun, eh?

Mother: Look, he is not giving you any money, so piss off!

Ex-leper: All right sir, my final offer, half a shekel for an old ex-leper?

Brian: Did you say ex-leper?

Ex-leper: That's right, sir. Sixteen years behind a bell and fradock, sir.

Brian: Oh...what happened?

Ex-leper: I was cured, sir.

Brian: Cured?

Ex-leper: Yes, a bloody miracle, sir. God bless you!

Brian: Oh, who cured you?

Ex-leper: Jesus did, sir. I was hopping along, minding my own business, all of a sudden up 
he comes, cures me. One minute 

I'm a leper with a trade, next minute I'm alive and newsgone. Not so much as a bye or 
league! "You're cured, mate". Bloody 

do-gooder.



Brian: Tough. Why don't you go and tell him that you want to be a leper again?

Ex-leper: Aah, I could do that sir, yeah. Yeah, I could do that, I suppose. Well, what the 
thing was I was going to ask him if 

he'd make me a bit lame in one leg during the middle of the week. You know, something 
peckable but not leprosy, which is a 

pain in the ass, to be blunt despute my French servant.

Mother: Brian! Come and clean your room out!

Brian: Here you are.

Ex-leper: Thank you, sir. Than...half a dinare for me bloody life story?

Brian: There's no pleasing some people.

Ex-leper: That's just what Jesus said, sir!

Door being kicked in by mother: [Bladonk]

Mother: Oh.

Roman Officer: Good afternoon.

Mother: Oh, eh...hello, officer, ehrm...I'll be with you in a few moments, all right with 
you?

Brian: What's he doing here?

Mother: Ehm...ah, don't start that Brian, ehm...go and clean your room out.

Brian: The bloody Romans!

Mother: Now, look Brian! If it wasn't for them, we wouldn't have all this. And don't you 
forget it.

Brian: We don't owe the Romans anything, mum.

Mother: Oh, that's not entirely true, is it, Brian?

Brian: What do you mean?

Mother: Well...you know when you were asking me about your...

Brian: My nose?

Mother: Yes, well...there's a reason it's like it is, Brian.

Brian: What is it?

Mother: Oh, well, I suppose I should have told you a long time ago, but...

Brian: What?

Mother: Well, Brian, your father isn't Mr. Cohen.

Brian: I never thought he was!

Mother: Now none of your cheek! He was a Roman, Brian. He was a centurion in the Roman 
army.

Brian: You mean...you were raped?!



Mother: Well...at first, yes.

Brian: Who was it?

Mother: Huh...Naughtius Maximus his name was. Hmm...promised me the known world, he did. I 
was to be taken to Rome, 

house by the Forums, slaves, asses' milk, as much gold as I could eat. Then he, having his 
way with me he had; voom! Like a 

rat out of an aqueduct.

Brian: He's a bastard!

Mother: Yes, and next time you go on about the "bloody Romans", don't forget you're one of 
them.

Brian: I'm not a Roman mum, and I never will be. I'm a kike, a jid, a heebe, a hooknose! 
I'm kosher, mum! I'm a red-sea 

pedestrian and proud of it!

Brian closing door: [Bladonk]

Mother: Huh...sex, sex, sex, that's all they think about, eh? Hm. Well, how are you then, 
officer?

SPQR DIVO AVGVSTO CAESARI

THE COLOSSEUM, JERUSALEM

CHILDREN'S MATINEE

Speaker's Voice: Ladies and gentlemen! The next contest is between: Frank the Loyal, the 
Macedonian baby smacker, and 

Boris Fineburn.

Brian: Ah, right, thank you, madam. Lark's tongues! Wren's livers! Chaffinch's brains! 
Jaguar's earlobes! Wolve's nibble chips! 

Get them while they're off, they're lovely. Dromedary pretzel verily after dinner! Tuscany 
fried bats!

Judith: I do feel Reg, that any anti-imperialistic group like ours must reflect such a 
divergence of interest within its 

powerbase.

Reg: Agreed. Rogers?

Rogers: Yes, I think Judith's point of view is very valid, Reg, provided the movement 
never forgets that it is the unalienable 

right of every man...



Stan: Or woman.

Rogers: ...or woman to rid himself...

Stan: Or herself.

Rogers: ...or herself...

Reg: Agreed.

Rogers: Thank you, brother.

Stan: Or sister.

Rogers: Or sister...where was I?

Reg: I think you'd finished.

Rogers: Oh. Right.

Reg: Further more, it it the birthright of every man...

Stan: Or woman.

Reg: Why don't you shut up about women, Stan? You're putting us off.

Stan: Women have a perfect right to play a part in our movement, Reg.

Rogers: Why are you always on about women, Stan?

Stan: I want to be one.

Reg: What?

Stan: I want to be a woman. From now on, I want you all to call me Loretta.

Reg: What?

Loretta: It's my right as a man.

Judith: Well, why do you want to be Loretta, Stan?

Loretta: I want to have babies.

Reg: You want to have babies?!

Loretta: It's every man's right to have babies if he wants them.

Reg: But...you can't have babies!

Loretta: Don't you opress me!

Reg: I'm not opressing you, Stan. You haven't got a womb. Where is the foetus going to 
gestate? You're going to keep it in a 

box?

Loretta: Sniff.

Judith: Here, I've got an idea. Suppose you agree that he can't actually have babies, not 
having a womb, which is nobody's 

fault, not even the Romans', but that he can have the right to have babies.

Rogers: Good idea, Judith. We shall fight the oppressors for your right to have babies, 



brother. Sister! Sorry.

Reg: What's the point?

Rogers: What?

Reg: What's the point of fighting for his right to have babies, when he can't have babies?

Rogers: It is symbolic of our struggle against opression.

Reg: Symbolic of his struggle against reality.

Trumpets: [Fanfares]

Audience: [Applause]

Guard: Get out there! Ah, get out there!

Victim: It's dangerous out there! Aah! Aiih! Oh.

Audience: Aah...come on! Ooh... Out a lot of garbage.

Brian: Lark's tongues! Otter's noses! Ozelot spleens!

Reg: Got any nuts?

Brian: Haven't got any nuts, sorry. I've got wren's livers, badger spleens...

Reg: No, no, no...

Brian: Otters' noses?

Reg: I don't want any of that Roman rubbish!

Judith: Why don't you sell proper food?

Brian: Proper food?

Reg: Yeah, not those rich imperialist tippets!

Brian: Oh, don't blame me, I didn't ask to sell this stuff!

Reg: All right, bag of otter's noses, then.

Rogers: Make it two.

Reg: Two.

Rogers: Thanks, Reg.

Brian: Are you the Judean People's Front?

Reg: Fuck off!

Brian: What?

Reg: Judean People's Front! We're The People's Front of Judea! Judean People's Front, God!

Rogers: Blighters...

Brian: Can I...join your group?

Reg: No, piss off!

Brian: I didn't want to sell this stufff, it's only a job! I hate the Romans as much as 



anybody!

All in PFJ except Brian: Ssch! Ssch! Ssch! Ssch! Ssch!

Brian: Oh.

Judith: Are you sure?

Brian: Oh, dead sure. I hate the Romans already.

Reg: Listen! If you wanted to join the PFJ, you'd have to have really hate the Romans.

Brian: I do!

Reg: Oh, yeah, how much?

Brian: A lot!

Reg: Right, you're in. Listen, the only people we hate more than the Romans, are the 
fucking Judean People's Front.

All in PFJ except Brian: Yeah!

Judith: Splitters!

Rogers: And the Judean Popular People's Front!

All in PFJ except Brian: Yeah! Splitters!

Loretta: And the People's Front of Judea!

All in PFJ except Brian: Yeah! Splitters!

Reg: What?

Loretta: The People's Front of Judea. Splitters!

Reg: We are the People's Front of Judea!

Loretta: Oh. I thought we were the Popular Front.

Reg: People's Front! God...

Rogers: Whatever happened to the Popular Front, Reg?

Reg: He's over there.

All in PFJ except Brian: Splitter!

Gladiator: Oh, oh...I think I'm about to have a cardiac arrest! Ooh...aah!

Roman I: Absolutely dreadful!

Roman II: Huh.

Audience: [Applause]

Reg: Peace, brother! Haha! What's your name?

Brian: Brian. Brian...Cohen.

Reg: We may have a little job for you, Brian.



Centurion: What's this then? Romanes eunt domus? People call around marnays they go the 
house?

Brian: It...it says: "Romans go home."

Centurion: No, it doesn't.

Brian: Aih.

Centurion: What's Latin for Romans? Come on!

Brian: Aih! Aah! Romanus!

Centurion: Goes like...?

Brian: Anis?

Centurion: Vocative plural of anis is...?

Brian: Ani?

Centurion: Romani...Eunt? What is eunt?

Brian: "Go"! De...

Centurion: Conjugate the verb "go"!

Brian: Aah...ere, eo, is, it, imus, itis, eunt.

Centurion: So eunt is...?

Brian: Aah, ehm...third person plural present indicative. Ehm..."they go".

Centurion: But "Romans go home" is an order, so you must use the...?

Brian: Aih! Imperative!

Centurion: Which is...?

Brian: Ehm, oh...oh, ehm...i, i!

Centurion: How many Romans?

Brian: Aah! it's...plural, plural! Ite! Ite!

Centurion: Ite.

Brian: Aah, ah.

Centurion: Domus? Nominative?

Brian: Ah, ah?

Centurion: "Go home", this is motion towards, isn't it, boy?

Brian: Ehm...ehm...dative sir?

Sword: [Slinskt]

Brian: Aih! Ooh! Not dative, not the dative, sir! Nah, aah! Ooh! The...accusative! 
Accusative! Aah! Domum, sir! Ad domum! 

Aah, ooh!

Centurion: Except that domus takes the...?



Brian: Aah! The locative, sir! Aah!

Centurion: Which is...?

Brian: Domum! Aah, ah, aah...

Centurion: Domum...um. Understand?

Brian: Yes, sir!

Centurion: Now, write that a hundred times!

Brian: Yes, sir! Thank you, sir! Hail Caesar, sir!

Centurion: Hail Caesar! And if it's not done by sunrise, I'll cut your balls off.

Brian: Oh, thank you, sir! Thank you, sir! Hail Caesar and everything, sir! Aah. Mmh! 
Aah... Finished! Aah.

Roman Soldier: Right. Now, don't do it again!

Man with bag: Hey! Bloody Romans...

Rogers: We get in through the underground heating-system here ,up through an inamane 
audience chamber here, and Pilate's 

wife's bedroom is here. Having grabbed his wife, we inform Pilate that she is in our 
custody, and fore with issue our demands. 

Any questions?

Revolutionary I: What exactly are the demands?

Reg: We're giving Pilate two days to dismantle the entire apparatus of the Roman 
imperialist state, and if he doesn't agree 

immediately, we execute her.

Matthias: Cut her head off?

Rogers: Cut all her bits off! Send them back on the hour, every hour! Seldom why not to be 
tried for it.

Reg: And of course, we point out that they bear full responsibility when we chop her up, 
and that we shall not submit to 

blackmale.

All revolutionaries except Reg: No blackmale!

Reg: They bled us white, the bastards. They've taken everything we had. And not just from 
us! From our fathers, and from 

our father's fathers.

Loretta: And from our father's father's fathers.

Reg: Yeah.

Loretta: And from our father's father's father's fathers.

Reg: Yeah, all right Stan, don't delay with the point. And what have they ever given us in 



return?

Revolutionary I: The aqueduct?

Reg: What?

Revolutionary I: The aqueduct.

Reg: Oh. Yeah, yeah, they did give us that, ah, that's true, yeah.

Revolutionary II: And the sanitation. 

Loretta: Oh, yeah, the sanitation, Reg. Remember what the city used to be like.

Reg: Yeah, all right, I'll grant you the aqueduct and sanitation, the two things the 
Romans have done.

Matthias: And the roads.

Reg: Oh, yeah, obviously the roads. I mean the roads go without saying, don't they? But 
apart from the sanitation, the 

aqueduct, and the roads...

Revolutionary III: Irrigation.

Revolutionary I: Medicine.

Revolutionary IV: Education.

Reg: Yeah, yeah, all right, fair enough.

Revolutionary V: And the wine.

All revolutionaries except Reg: Oh, yeah! Right!

Rogers: Yeah! Yeah, that's something we'd really miss Reg, if the Romans left. Huh.

Revolutionary VI: Public bathes.

Loretta: And it's safe to walk in the streets at night now, Reg.

Rogers: Yeah, they certainly know how to keep order. Let's face it; they're the only ones 
who could in a place like this.

All revolutionaries except Reg: Hahaha...all right...

Reg: All right, but apart from the sanitation, the medicine, education, wine, public 
order, irrigation, roads, the fresh-water 

system and public health, what have the Romans ever done for us?

Revolutionary I: Brought peace?

Reg: Oh, peace! Shut up!

Judith: [Knock] [Knock] [Knock] [Knock] [Knock] [Knock] [Knock] ... [Knock] [Knock] 
[Knock] [Knock] [Knock]

Matthias: I'm a poor man, my sight is sore, my legs are old and bented.

Judith: All right, Matthias.

Matthias: It's all clear.



Judith: Well, where's Reg?

Rogers: Oh, Reg! Reg! Judith!

Reg: What went wrong?

Judith: The first blow has been struck!

Reg: Did he finish the slogan?

Judith: A hundred times! In letters ten foot high, all the way around the palace!

Reg: Oh, great! Great! We...we need doers in our movement Brian, but...before you join us, 
know this: there is not one of us 

here who would not gladly suffer death to rid this country the Romans once and for all.

Revolutionary VII: Ehm...well, one.

Reg: Oh, yeah. Yeah, there's one. But otherwise we're solid. Are you with us?

Brian: Yes!

Reg: From now on you shall be called "Brian that is called Brian". Fill him in about the 
raid on the Pilate's palace, Francis.

Rogers: Right! This is the plan!

Rogers: Now, this is the palace at Caesar Square. Our commando-unit will approach from 
Fish Street under cover of night, 

and make our way to the north-western main drain. If questioned, we are sewage workers on 
our way to a conference. Reg, 

our glorious leader and founder of the PFJ, will be co-ordinating the assailant at the 
drain heighin. Though he himself will not 

be taking part in any terrorist action, as he has a bad back.

Revolutionary VIII: Aren't you going to come with us?

Reg: Solidarity, brother!

Revolutionary VIII: Oh, yes...solidarity, Reg.

Rogers: Once in the sewer, timing will be of the essence. There's a Roman feast later in 
the evening, so we must move fast. And 

don't wear your best sandals. Turning left here, we enter the Caesar Augustus' Memorial 
Sewer, and from there proceed 

directly to the hypocaust. This has just been retiled, so terrorists: careful with those 
weapons! We will now be directly beneath 

Pilate's audience chamber itself. This is the moment for Habakkuk to get out his prom.

Habakkuk's Prom: 11*[Konk]



Terrorists' leader: Campaign for fFree Galilee!

Rogers: Oh, ehm...People's Front of Judea. Officials.

Terrorists' leader: Oh.

Rogers: What's your group doing here?

Terrorists' leader: We're going to kidnap Pilate's wife, take her back, issue demands.

Rogers: So are we.

Terrorists' leader: What?

Rogers: That's our plan.

Terrorists' leader: We were here first.

Rogers: What do you mean?

Terrorists' leader: We thought of it first.

Loretta: Oh, yeah?

Terrorists' leader: Yeah. It's a couple of years ago.

All revolutionaries: Ohohoh...

Terrorists' leader: We did!

Rogers: Okay, ohkokh, come on. You got all your demands worked out, eh?

Terrorists' leader: Of course we have!

Rogers: What are they?

Terrorists' leader: Well, I'm not telling you!

Rogers: Oh, come on! Tell me another one!

Terrorists' leader: Arghule complaining! We thought of it before you!

Loretta: Did not!

Rogers: You did not!

Terrorists' leader: We did!

Rogers: You did not!

Terrorists' leader: We did!

Rogers: You did not!

All terrorists and revolutionaries except Rogers and terrorist leader: Ssch! Ssch!

Terrorists' leader: You bastards! We've been planning this for months!

Rogers: Well, tough ticking for you, fish face! Aoh, ooh! Sorry!

All terrorists and revolutionaries except Brian: Ah, ouh! You slime! Sorry! Arrgh!



Brian: Brothers, brothers! We should be struggling together!

Rogers: We are! Oh!

Brian: We mustn't fight each other! Surely, we should be united against the common enemy!

All terrorists and revolutionaries except Brian: The Judean People's Front?!

Brian: No, no, the Romans!

All terrorists and revolutionaries except Brian: Oh, yeah...yeah. Yes. Yeah, he's right.

Terrorist I: Look out!

Rogers: Careful!

Terrorists' leader: Right! Where were we?

Rogers: Ehm...you were going to punch him. Aah, eh.

Terrorists' leader: Oh, yeah. Auh, eh.

All terrorists and revolutionaries except Brian: Aouh! Arrgh! [Thump][Thump] Arrgh...aie!

Brian: Brothers!

Terrorist and revolutionary: Aouh! Ahh, ah, ah...

Blunt Object: [Thump]

Brian: Ouh!

Prisoners: Oah! Ouhoh!

Brian: Aie!

Jailor I: Hehehe!

Brian: Auh!

Jailor I: Huhuhe!

Prisoner: You lucky bastard!

Brian: Who's that?

Prisoner: You lucky, lucky bastard!

Brian: What?

Prisoner: Probably the little jailies' pet, aren't we?

Brian: What do you mean?

Prisoner: You must have slipt him a few shekels, eh?

Brian: Slipt him a few shekels? You saw him spit in my face!

Prisoner: Oh, ohoh, what wouldn't I give to be spat at in the face? I sometimes hang awake 
at night, dreaming of being spat at 

in the face.



Brian: Well, it's not exactly friendly, is it? They had me in manacles!

Prisoner: Manacles! Ohuuhoh...what idea of reaving; is to be allowed to put in manacles, 
just for a few hours. They must 

think a sun shines out your arse, sonny!

Brian: Oh, lay off me, I've had a hard time!

Prisoner: You've had a hard time!? I've been here five years, they only hung me the right 
way up yesterday! So don't you 

come 'round...

Brian: All right, all right!

Prisoner: They must think you're lord God Almighty.

Brian: What will they do to me?

Prisoner: Oh, you'll probably get away with crucifixion.

Brian: Crucifixion?!

Prisoner: Yeah. First offense.

Brian: Get away with crucifixion?! It's...

Prisoner: Best thing the Romans ever did for us.

Brian: What?

Prisoner: Oh, yeah. If we didn't have crucifixion, this country'd be in a right bloody 
mess.

Brian: Guard!

Prisoner: Nail 'em up I say!

Brian: Guard!

Prisoner: Nail some sense into 'em!

Jailor I: Hahrkhm...what do you want?

Brian: I want you to move me to another cell.

Jailor I: Hah! Ptui! [Spit]

Brian: Aehw!

Prisoner: Oh! Look at that! Bloody favouritism!

Jailor I: Shut up, you!

Prisoner: Sorry!

Jailor I: Huah! Huhuhu...

Prisoner: Now take my case. They hang me up here five years ago. Every night they take me 
down for twenty minutes, then 

they hang me up again. Which I guard as very fair, in view of what I've done. And if 
nothing else, it has taught me to respect 



the Romans, and it has taught me that you'll never get anywhere in this life, unless you 
are prepared to do a fair day's work 

for a fair day's...

Brian: Oh, shut up!

Jailor I: Here.

Centurion: Pilate wants to see you!

Brian: Me?

Centurion: Come on!

Brian: Pilate? What does he want to see me for?

Centurion: I think he wants to know which way you want to be crucified.

Prisoner: Oh, hahahaha, haha! Nice one, centurion! Like it, like it.

Centurion: Shut up!

Prisoner: Right, right. Terrific race, the Romans! Terrific.

Pontius Pilate: ...and down to this avea. Aah.

Centurion: Hail Caesar!

Pontius Pilate: Hail!

Centurion: Only one survivor, sir.

Pontius Pilate: Aah. Thvow him to the floor!

Centurion: What, sir?

Pontius Pilate: Thvow him to the floor!

Centurion: Aah.

Brian: Aie!

Pontius Pilate: Hm! Now, what is your name, Jew?

Brian: Brian, sir.

Pontius Pilate: Bvian, eh?

Brian: No, no; Brian.

Centurion's hand against Brian's cheek: [Slap]

Brian: Aie!

Pontius Pilate: Huhuhuhu...The little vascal has spivit!

Centurion: Has what, sir?

Pontius Pilate: Spivit.

Centurion: Yes, he did, sir.



Pontius Pilate: No, no, spivit! Sort of...bombavdo, a touch of devving-do.

Centurion: Oh. Ehm...about eleven, sir.

Pontius Pilate: So...you dave to vaid us?

Brian: To what, sir?

Pontius Pilate: Stvike him centurion, vevy roughly!

Centurion's hand against Brian's cheek: [Slap]

Brian: Aih!

Centurion: Oh, and, ehm...throw him to the floor, sir?

Pontius Pilate: What?

Centurion: Throw him to the floor again, sir?

Pontius Pilate: Oh, yes. Thvow him to the floor, please.

Brian: Aie!

Pontius Pilate: Now, Jewish vapscalion...

Brian: I'm not Jewish, I'm a Roman!

Pontius Pilate: A Voman?

Brian: No, no; Roman.

Centurions' hand against Brian's cheek: [Slap]

Brian: Aie!

Centurion: So, your father was a Voman. Who was he?

Brian: He was a centurion, in the Jerusalem garrison, sir.

Pontius Pilate: Veally? What was his name?

Brian: Naughtius Maximus.

Centurion: Pahaha...

Pontius Pilate: Centuvion, do you have anyone of that name in the gavvison?

Centurion: Well...no, sir.

Pontius Pilate: Well, you sound very sure. Have you checked?

Centurion: Well, no, sir, ehm...I think it's a joke, sir. Like, ehm, Sillius Soddus, 
or...or, Biggus Dickus, sir.

Legionary III: Pffhrpffpfff...

Pontius Pilate: What's, ehm...funny about Biggus Dickus?

Centurion: Well, it's a joked name, sir.

Pontius Pilate: I have a vevy gveat fviend in Vome called Biggus Dickus.

Legionary III: Pffhrpffpfff...



Pontius Pilate: Silence! What is all this insolence? You will find yourself in gladiator 
school vevy quickly, with votten 

behaviouv like that.

Brian: Can I go now, sir?

Centurion's hand against Brian's cheek: [Slap]

Brian: Aie! Aou...

Pontius Pilate: Wait till Biggus Dickus hears of this!

Legionary III: Pffhrpffpfff...

Pontius Pilate: Vight! Take him away!

Centurion: Oh sir, he ju...

Pontius Pilate: No, no, I want him fighting rabid wild animals within a week!

Centurion: Yes, sir. Come on, you!

Legionary III: Oh, hahahaha...hohoho! Hoho...

Pontius Pilate: I will not have my friends ridiculed by the common soldiery! Anybody else 
feel like a little...giggle, when I 

mention my friend...Biggus...Dickus?

Legionary IV: Pffhrpffpfff...

Pontius Pilate: And what about you? Do you find it...risible, when I say the 
name...Biggus...

Legionary IV: Iik!

Pontius Pilate: ...Dickus?

Legionaries I and II: Pffhrpffpfff...hihihi...

Pontius Pilate: He has a wife, you know. Do you know what she's called? She's 
called...Incontinentia. Incontinentia Buttocks.

All legionaries: Pffhrpffpfff...hahaha...

Pontius Pilate: Shut up! What is all this? I've had enough of this wowdy webel, spickely 
behaviour! Silence! You call 

yourselves Pawaetonian guards? Seize him! Seize him! Blow your noses and seize him!

Big club: [Bladonk] [Bladonk]

Worker's hand against step: [Donk]

Worker: Hm? Hmm. Fuitt,fuitt...oh, but...

Brian: Aiihhh!

Spaceship catching Brian in mid-air: [Sound of Catching]

Alien I and II: Gcachi?



Alien I: Dzhula grchaba.

Siren: [Emergency Sound]

Alien I: Airchg!

Alien II: Oh.

Alien I: Ah.

Alien II: Schsh.

Alien I: ...

Alien II: Oh, prshtc. Gnom nom.

Alien I: Mtpshtnm.

Spaceship: [Petabladonk]

Astonished Man: Oh, you lucky bastard!

Prophet I: And the bison shall be huge and black, and the eyes still of red, with the 
blood of living creatures! And the whore 

of Babylon, shall ride forth on a red-headed serpent, and throughout the land shall be a 
great rubbing of parts. He and wib...

Prophet II: ...the demon shell carry a nine-bladed sword! Nine-bladed! Not two, or five, 
or seven, but nine, which he will 

wield on all wretched sinner-sinners, just like you sir, there! And the horns shall be on 
the head...

Prophet III: ...through Hebediah, his servants. There shall in that time be rumours, of 
things going astray. Ehm...and there 

shall be a great confusion as to where things really are. And nobody will really know 
where lieth those little things wi...with a 

sort of rackey work base, that has an attachment. At this time, a friend shall lose his 
friend's hammer, and the young shall not 

know where lieth the things possessed by their fathers, that their fathers put there only 
just the night before, 'bout eight 

o'clock.

Prophet IV: Yea, it is written in the Book of Cyril: "That in that time shall the 
turds"...

Brian: How much? Quick! 

Vendor: What?

Brian: It's for the wife.

Vendor: Oh, ehm...twenty shekels.

Brian: Right.

Vendor: What?



Brian: There you are.

Vendor: Wait a minute!

Brian: What?

Vendor: Well, we're...we're supposed to haggle!

Brian: No, no, no, I've got to get...

Vendor: What do you mean, "No, no, no"?

Brian: I haven't got time, I've got...

Vendor: Well, give it back, then.

Brian: No, no, no, I just paid you!

Vendor: Burt!

Burt: Yeah?

Vendor: This bloke won't haggle!

Burt: Won't haggle?!

Brian: All right, do we have to?

Vendor: Now look: I want twenty for that.

Brian: Ehm...I just gave you twenty.

Vendor: Now are you telling me that's not worth twenty shekels?

Brian: No.

Vendor: Look at it! Feel the quality, that's not any of you goat!

Brian: All right, I'll give you nineteen then.

Vendor: No, no, no, come on, do it properly!

Brian: What?

Vendor: Haggle properly, this isn't worth nineteen!

Brian: Well, you just said it was worth twenty!

Vendor: Oh dear, oh dear. Come on: haggle!

Brian: Uh, all right, I'll give you ten.

Vendor: That's more like it! Ten? Are you trying to insult me? Me, with a poor dying 
grandmother? Ten!?

Brian: All right, I'll give you eleven!

Vendor: Now you're getting it. Eleven!? Did I hear you right? Eleven? This cost me twelve, 
you want to ruin me?

Brian: Seventeen?

Vendor: No, no, no, no, "seventeen"!



Brian: Eighteen?

Vendor: No, no, no, you've got to fourteen now.

Brian: All right, I'll give you fourteen.

Vendor: Fourteen!? Are you joking? 

Brian: That's what you told me to say!

Vendor: Oh, dear...

Brian: Oh, tell me what to say, please!

Vendor: Offer me fourteen.

Brian: I'll give you fourteen.

Vendor: He's offering me fourteen for this!

Brian: Fifteen!

Vendor: Seventeen. My last word, I won't take a penny less, or strike me dead.

Brian: Sixteen!

Vendor: Done! Nice to do business with you. 

Brian: Mhm.

Vendor: Tell you what: I'll throw you in this as well.

Brian: I don't want it, but thanks.

Vendor: Burt!

Burt: Yeah.

Brian: All right, all right, all right.

Vendor: Now where's the sixteen you owe me?

Brian: I just gave you twenty.

Vendor: Oh yeah, that's right, that's four I-owe-you, then.

Brian: No, that's all right, that's fine, that's fine.

Vendor: No, hang on, I've got it here somewhere.

Brian: No, it's all right, that's four for the gourd.

Vendor: Four? For this gourd? Four!? Look at it! It's worth ten if it's worth a shekel!

Brian: You just gave it to me for nothing!

Vendor: Yes, but it's worth ten.

Brian: All right, all right!

Vendor: No, no, no, no, it's not worth ten, you're supposed to argue! "Ten for that, you 
must be mad!" Oh, well, one born 

every minute.



Loretta: Daniel.

Rogers: Job.

Reg: Job.

Loretta: Job.

Rogers: Joshua.

Reg: Joshua.

Loretta: Joshua.

Rogers: Judges.

Reg: Judges.

Loretta: Judges.

Rogers: And Brian.

Reg: And Brian.

Loretta: And Brian.

Reg: I now propose that all seven of these ex-brothers be now entered in the minites as 
prevationally martyrs to the cause.

Loretta: I second that, Reg.

Reg: Thank you, Loretta. On the nod. Chimerins! Let us not be down on it! One total 
catastrophe like this, is just the 

beginning! Their glorious deaths to unite us all in a...

Matthias: Look out!

Brian: Hallo! Matthias? Reg?

Table: Go away!

Brian: Huh? Reg! It's me, Brian!

Table: Get off! Get off out of it!

Brian: Stan?

Large cloth: Piss off!

Laundry basket: Yeah, piss off!

Map of Pontius Pilate's Palace: Fucker off!

Door: 17*[Knock]

All revolutionaries except Brian: Oh, shit!

Brian: Ahh?

Matthias: Coming!

Door: 18*[Knock]



Prophet III: Yea, verily at that time, which is written in the Book of Obadiah, when a man 
shall strike his donkey, and his 

nephew's donkey and i...

Balcony: [Krak][Krak]

Matthias: My eyes are dim, I cannot see...

Centurion: Are you Matthias?

Matthias: Yes.

Centurion: We have reason to believe you may be hiding one Brian of Nazareth, the member 
of the terrorist organisation, the 

People's Front of Judea.

Matthias: Me? No, I'm just a poor old man, I have no time for law-breakers. My legs are 
grey, my ears are noud, my eyes are 

old and bent...

Centurion: Quiet! Silly person. Guards, search the house!

Guards' feet: 42*[Clamp]

Centurion: You know the penalty laid down by Roman law for harbouring a known criminal?

Matthias: No.

Centurion: Crucifixion!

Matthias: Oh.

Centurion: Nasty, eh?

Matthias: Hm...could be worse.

Centurion: What do you mean, "Could be worse"?

Matthias: Well, you could be stabbed.

Centurion: Stabbed? Takes a second! Crucifixion lasts hours. It's a slow, horrible death.

Matthias: Well, at least you get you out in the open air.

Centurion: You're weird.

Guards' feet: 32*[Clamp]

Decurion: No, sir, couldn't find anything, sir.

Guards' feet: 6*[Clamp]

Centurion: But don't worry, you've not seen the last of us, weirdo.

Matthias: Bignose!

Centurion: Watch it!

Matthias: Phew! That was lucky.

Brian: I'm sorry, Reg.



Reg: Oh, it's all right siblings, he's sorry. He's sorry he lead the fifth legion straight 
to our official head quarters. Well, that's all 

right then, Brian. Sit down! Have a scone! Make yourself at home! You klutz! You stupid, 
bird-brained, flat-headed...

Door: 17*[Knock]

Balcony: [Crack]

Prophet III: ...with a great juicy melon behind...

Door: [Knock][Knock][Knock][Knock][Knock][Knock]

Matthias: My legs are old and bent, my ears are grizzled, yes?

Centurion: There's one place we didn't look. Guards!

Guards' feet: 17*[Clamp]

Matthias: I'm just a poor old man, my sight is dim, my eyes are poor, my nose is nackered.

Centurion: Have you ever seen anyone crucified?

Matthias: Crucifixion's a doddle.

Centurion: Don't keep saying that!

Guards' feet: 24*[Clamp]

Decurion: Found this spoon, sir!

Centurion: Well done, sergeant!

Decurion's Feet: [Clamp] [Clamp]

Centurion: We'll be back...oddball.

Door: [Knock][Knock][Knock][Knock][Knock]

Centurion: Open up!

Matthias: You haven't given us time to hide!

Balcony: [Crack] [Crumble]

Brian: Aargghhh!

Brian's feet against Prophet III's head: [Thump]

Prophet III falling into pot: Uhuapps! Uhuuarghh!

Pot: [Rumble]

Crowd: [Applause]

All prophets except Brian: And at that time...all sinners...red serpent...men shall 
blackburn...fire...

Brian: Don't, ehm...pass judgement on other people, or you might get judged yourself.

Man in crowd: What?

Brian: I said: "Don't pass judgement on other people, or else you might get judged too".



Man in crowd: Who, me?

Brian: Yes.

Man in crowd: Oh, oh, thank you very much.

Brian: Well, not just you, all of you!

Gourd man: That's a nice gourd.

Brian: What?

Gourd man: How much do you want for the gourd?

Brian: I don't, you can have it.

Gourd man: Have it?

Brian: Yes. Consider the lilies...

Gourd man: Don't you want to haggle?

Brian: No. ...in the fields...

Gourd man: What's wrong with it, then?

Brian: Nothing, take it!

Woman in crowd: Consider the lilies?

Brian: Oh, well, the birds, then.

Man in crowd II: What birds?

Brian: Any birds.

Man in crowd II: Why?

Brian: Well, have they got jobs?

Man in crowd III: Who?

Brian: The birds.

Man in crowd II: Have the birds got jobs?!

Man passing by: What's the matter with him?

Man in crowd III: He says the birds are scrounging!

Brian: Oh, no, no, the point is: the birds, they do all right, don't they?

Man passing by: Well, and good luck to them!

Man in crowd II: Yeah, they're very pretty.

Brian: Okay. And you're much more important than they are, right? So what do you worry 
about? There you are! See?

Man in crowd II: I'm worrying about what you've got against birds.

Brian: I haven't got anything against the birds! Consider the lilies...

Man in crowd III: He's aiming at going at the flowers now!



Man in crowd II: Oh, give the flowers a chance!

Gourd man: I'll give you one for it.

Brian: It's yours!

Gourd man: Two!

Brian: Ah...look, there was this man, and he had two servants...

Man in crowd III: What were they called?

Brian: What? 

Man in crowd III: What were their names?

Brian: I don't know. And he gave them some talents...

Man in crowd II: You don't know?

Brian: Well, it doesn't matter.

Man in crowd II: He doesn't know what they were called!

Brian: Oh, well, they were called Simon and Adrian. Now...

Man in crowd III: Oh, you said you didn't know!

Brian: It really doesn't matter, the point is; there was these two servants...

Man in crowd III: Oh, he's making it up as he goes along!

Brian: No, I'm not! And he gave them some tale...wait a minute, were there tree? Three 
serv...

Crowd: Oh, oh this is...

Man in crowd II: Oh, this is ridiculous!

Brian: There were three ser...three servants...

Man in crowd II: He's terrible!

Crowd: Oh, buuh!

Man in crowd III: [Ptui!]

Crowd: Aeh!

Man in crowd III: Putrey!

Woman in crowd: Oh, get off!

Brian: Ooh!

Roman soldiers: 18*[Clamp]

Brian: Ehm...mmbmp oh, now hear this: blessed are they...

Gourd man: Three!

Brian: ...who can birth their neighbour's ox, for they shall inhibit their girth.

Man in crowd II: Rubbish!



Brian: And to them only shall be given...to them only...shall...be...given...

Woman in crowd: What?

Brian: Hm?

Woman in crowd: Shall be given what?

Brian: Oh, nothing.

Woman in crowd: Hey, what were you going to say?

Brian: Nothing!

All crowd: Yes, you were!

Woman in crowd: Yes, you were going to say something!

Brian: No, I wasn't, I'd finished!

All the crowd: Oh, no, no.

Man in crowd III: Ah, come on, tell us before you go!

Brian: I wasn't going to say anything, I'd finished!

Woman in crowd: Oh, no!

Blind man: What won't he tell?

Man in crowd III: He won't say.

Blind man: It is a secret!

Man in crowd II: I know.

Blind man: Is it?

Man in crowd II: It must be, otherwise he'd tell us.

Man in crowd III: Oh, tell us!

Blind man's stick as blind man gets pushed aside: [Scramble]

Brian: Leave me alone!

Man in crowd IV: What is the secret?

Woman in crowd II: Is it the secret of eternal life?

Man in crowd II: He won't say!

Man in crowd III: Well, of course not, if I knew the secret of eternal life I wouldn't 
say. Would he?

Brian: Leave me alone!

Woman in crowd II: Just tell me, please!

Man in crowd III: No, tell us, Master, we were here first.

Man in crowd IV: Rubbish!

All crowd: Tell us, Master!



Gourd man: Five!

Brian: Go away!

Gourd man: I can't go above five.

Woman in crowd II: Is that his gourd?

Gourd man: Yes, his hunger also.

Woman in crowd II: Oh! This is his gourd!

Gourd man: Ten!

Woman in crowd II: It is his gourd! We will carry it for you, Master! ...Master?

Man in crowd IV: He's gone! He's been taken up!

All the crowd, pointing at the sky: Ooh! He's been taken up!

Gourd man, shouting at the sky: Eighteen!

Man in crowd III: No, there he is.

Crowd: Ooh!

Man in crowd V: Look!

Crowd: Oh, ooh!

Man in crowd III: He has given us a sign!

Man in crowd V: He has given us...his shoe!

Man in crowd III: The shoe is the sign! Let us follow his example!

Man in crowd IV: What?

Man in crowd III: Let us like him, hold up one shoe and let the other one be upon our 
foot, for this is his sign that all who 

follow him shall do likewise!

Man in crowd III: No, no, no, the shoe is a sign that we must gather shoes together in 
abundance!

Woman in crowd II: Cast off the shoes! Follow the gourd!

Man in crowd V: No, let us gather shoes together! Let me!

Woman in crowd: Oh, get off!

Man in crowd IV: No, no, it is a sign that like him we must think not of the things of the 
body, but of the face and head!

Man in crowd V: Give me your shoe!

Man in crowd IV: Get off!

Woman in crowd II: Follow the gourd, the holy gourd of Jerusalem!

Gourdy part of crowd: The gourd! The gourd! 

Man in crowd VI: Hold up the sandal, like he has demanded us...



Man in crowd III: It is a shoe! It is a shoe!

Man in crowd VI: It's a sandal!

Man in crowd III: No, it is not! It is a shoe!

Woman in crowd II: Cast it away!

Man in crowd III: Put it on!

Man in crowd IV: Now clear off!

Man in crowd V: Take the shoes and follow him!

Woman in crowd II: All thee who follow the gourdie!

Man in crowd VII: Stop! Stop it! Stop! Stop! Let us...let us pray! Yea, he cometh to us. 
Like the sea to the grave...

Crowd: Master! Master!

Brian: Hey! Is there another way down? Is there another path down to the river?

Eremite: Mmhmmhmmmh.

Brian: Please, please, help me! I've got to get...

Crowd: Aiih! Quick!

Eremite: Oh, my foot! Oh...

Brian: Ssch!

Eremite: Oh, damned, damned, damned!

Brian: I'm sorry! Ssch!

Eremite: Oh, damned, damned, and blasted!

Brian: I'm sorry! Ssch!

Eremite: Don't you hush me! Eighteen years of total silence, and you hush me!

Brian: What?

Eremite: I've kept my vow for eighteen years; not a single recognisable articulate sound 
has passed my lips.

Brian: Well, I'm sorry, but could you be quiet for just another five minutes?

Eremite: Oh, it doesn't matter now, I might as well enjoy myself! The times in the last 
eighteen years I wanted to...

Brian: Ssch!

Eremite: ...shout and sing, and...

Brian: Ssch!

Eremite: ...scream my name out! Oh, I'm alive! Hava Nagila!

Brian: Ssch!



Eremite: Hava Nagila! Hava Nagila! Hava Nar...mhpfh... Oh, I'm alive! I'm alive! Hallo 
birds! Hallo trees! I'm alive! I'm ali 

...mphgrph...

Crowd: [Grumble]

Eremite: Stay off! I'm alive! Hava Nagila! Hava Narenden...

Crowd: Master! Master! Master!

Man in crowd V: The Master! He is here!

Crowd: Master! The shoe!

Woman in crowd II: It was the gourd, it was the gourd! Oh, Master...oh, Master...

Man in crowd III: The shoe has brought us here! Speak...speak to us, Master! Speak to us!

Brian: Go away!

Crowd: A blessing! A blessing!

Man in crowd III: How shall we go away, Master?

Brian: Oh, just go away and leave me alone.

Man in crowd V: Give us a sign!

Man in crowd III: He has given us a sign, he has brought us to this place!

Brian: I didn't bring you here! You just followed me!

Man in crowd V: Oh, it's still a good sign, by any standard.

Man in crowd III: Master, your people have walked many miles to be with you, they are 
weary and have not eaten.

Brian: It's not my fault they haven't eaten!

Man in crowd III: There is no food in this high mountain!

Brian: Oh, what about the juniper bushes over there?

Crowd: Oh! A miracle! A miracle!

Man in crowd V: He has made the bush fruitful by his word!

Man in crowd IV: They brought forth juniper berries!

Brian: Of course they brought forth juniper berries; they're juniper bushes, what do you 
expect!?

Woman in crowd: Show us another miracle!

Man in crowd III: Do not tempt him, shallow ones, is not the miracle of the juniper bushes 
enough?

Eremite: I say, those are my juniper bushes!

Man in crowd III: They are a gift from God!

Eremite: They're all I've bloody got to eat. Ouf! I say! Get off of those bushes! Come on! 
Clear off, the lot of you! Hey!



Man in crowd VI: Lord, I am affected by a bald patch.

Blind man: I'm healed! The Master has healed me!

Brian: I didn't touch him!

Blind man: I was blind, and now I can see! Aargh!

Blind man's body as he falls down the edge of the hole: [Bladonk]

Crowd: A miracle! A miracle! A miracle!

Eremite: I'll have to stop it! I hadn't said a word for eighteen years till he came along!

Crowd: A miracle! He is the Messiah!

Eremite: Here! He hurt my foot!

Crowd: Hurt my foot! Lord! Hurt mine! Hurt mine!

Man in crowd III: Hail Messiah!

Brian: I'm not the Messiah!

Man in crowd III: I say you are, Lord, and I should know; I've followed a few!

Crowd: Hail Messiah!

Brian: I'm not the Messiah, would you please listen, I am not the Messiah, do you 
understand? Honestly!

Woman in crowd II: Only the true Messiah denies his divinity.

Brian: What? Well, what sort of chance does that give me? All right! I am the Messiah!

Crowd: He is! He is the Messiah!

Brian: Now, fuck off!

Crowd: [Silence]

Man in crowd III: How shall we fuck off, oh Lord?

Brian: Oh, just go away! Leave me alone!

Eremite: You told these people to eat my juniper berries! You break my bloody foot, you 
break my vow of silence, and then 

you try and clean up on my juniper bushes!

Brian: Arh, lay off!

Man in crowd III: This is the Messiah, the chosen one!

Eremite: No, he's not.

Brian: Ak!

Man in crowd III: An unbeliever!

Crowd: An unbeliever!

Man in crowd III: Persecute, kill the heretic!



Crowd: Yeah! Kill! Kill! Kill!

Man in crowd III: Kill! Kill!

Brian: No, leave him alone! Leave him alone! Leave him alone! Put him down! Please!

Judith: Brian?

Brian: Judith?

Man imitating rooster: Cock-di-diddle-hoo!

Crowd: Look! There he is! The chosen one has woken!

Window flaps as Brian closes them as fast as he can: [Bladonk]

Mother: Brian!

Door: [Knock] [Knock] [Knock]

Mother: Brian!

Door: [Knock] [Knock] [Knock]

Brian: Ooh! Haai! Mmh! Haa! huh...

Mother: Brian!

Brian: Ha...hang on, mother!

Door: [Crash]

Brian: Hallo, mother!

Mother: Don't you "Hallo, mother" me! What are all those people doing out there?

Brian: Oh, oh, well, I...

Mother: Come on! What have you been up to, my lad?

Brian: Ehm, I think they must have popped by, or something.

Mother: Popped by?! Swolled by, more like. There's a multitude out there!

Brian: Mmm...they...they started following me yesterday.

Mother: Well, they can stop following you right now! Now, stop following my son! You ought 
to be ashamed of yourselves.

Crowd: The Messiah! The Messiah! Show us the Messiah!

Mother: The who?

Crowd: The Messiah!

Mother: There's no Messiah in here. There's a mess all right, but no Messiah. Now, go 
away!

Crowd: Brian! Brian!

Mother: Right, my lad! What have you been up to?

Brian: Nothing, mom.



Mother: Come on! Out with it!

Brian: Oh, they...they think I'm the Messiah, mum.

Mother's hand against Brian's cheek: [Slap]

Brian: Aiih!

Mother: What have you been telling them?

Brian: Nothing, I only...

Mother: You're only making it worse for yourself.

Brian: Look, I can explain... 

Mother's hand: [Slap]

Brian: Aih!

Judith: Let me explain, Mrs. Cohen! Your son is a born leader! Those people out there are 
following him because they believe 

in him, Mrs Cohen! They believe he can give them hope, hope of a new life, a new world, a 
better future!

Mother: Who's that!?

Brian: Oih! That's...Judith, Mom. Judith...mother.

Mother's hand against Brian's cheek: [Slap]

Brian: Aih!

Mother: Ooohr...

Crowd: Brian! Brian! Show us the Messiah!

Mother: Now you listen here! He's not the Messiah! He's a very naughty boy! Now go away!

Crowd: Who are you?

Mother: I'm his mother, that's who!

Crowd: Behold his mother! Behold his mother! Praise unto thee, Mother of Brian! Blessed 
art thou! Hosianna! All 

things to thee, now and always!

Mother: Ah, now don't think you can get around me like that! He's not coming out, and 
that's my final word! Now, shove off!

Crowd: No!

Mother: Did you hear what I said?

Crowd: Yes!

Mother: Oh, I see. Like that, is it?

Crowd: Yes!

Mother: Oh, oh, all right then, you can see him for one minute, but not one second more! 
Do you understand?



Crowd: Yes...

Mother: Promise?

Crowd: Well...all right.

Mother: All right, here he is then. Come on, Brian, come and talk to them.

Brian: But Mom...Judith...

Mother: Ah, leave that Welsh tart alone!

Brian: I don't really want to, mum...

Crowd: [Excstatic Greetings]

Brian: Good morning!

Crowd: A blessing! A blessing! A blessing!

Brian: Oh, please, please, please, listen! I've got one or two things to say.

Crowd: Tell us! Tell us both of them!

Brian: Look, you've got it all wrong! You don't need to follow me! You don't need to 
follow anybody! You've got to think for 

yourselves! You're all individuals!

Crowd: Yes, we're all individuals!

Brian: You're all different!

Crowd: Yes, we are all different!

Homogenous Man: I'm not.

Crowd: [Multiple Silencing Sounds]

Brian: You all got to work it out for yourselves!

Crowd: Yes, we've got to work it out for ourselves!

Brian: Exactly!

Crowd: Tell us more!

Brian: No! That's the point! Don't let anyone tell you what to do! Otherwise...aooh! No!

Mother: That's enough! That's enough!

Crowd: Ooooh...that wasn't a minute!

Mother: Oh, yes, it was!

Crowd: Oh, no, it wasn't!

Mother: Now stop that, and go away!

Indiscrete man: Excuse me?

Mother: Yes?

Indiscrete man: Are you a virgin?



Mother: I beg your pardon?

Indiscrete man: Well, if it's not a personal question, are you a virgin?

Mother: "If it's not a personal question"?! How much more personal can you get? Now, piss 
off!

Crowd: Yes...yeah...much worse. Definitely. Definitely. Ooh!

Reg: Morning, saviour!

Crowd: [Sounds of Plea]

Woman: Lay your hands on me! Quick!

Rogers: Now don't jostle The Chosen One! Please!

Reg: Don't push that baby in the Saviour's face! He'll touch it later!

Baby: Bihuh!

Bearded Man: I say, I say, could he just see my wife? She has a headache.

Reg: You'll have to wait, I'm afraid!

Bearded Man: She's very bad, and we've got a luncheon appointment!

Reg: Look, the lepers are cueing!

Bearded Man: Her brother-in-law is the ex-mayor of Gath.

Reg: Ehm...Brian, can I introduce you to the gentlemen who's letting us have the mounts on 
Sunday.

Bearded Man: Hallo.

Reg: Don't push!

Brian closing door: [Bladonk]

Reg: Now keep the noise down, please! Those possessed by devils, try and keep them under 
control a bit! Couldn't you? 

Incurables, you'll just have to wait for a few minutes. Uhm, women taken ins line up 
against that wall, will you?

Judith: Brian, Brian! You were fantastic!

Brian: You weren't so bad yourself.

Judith: No, what you said just now! Quite extraordinary!

Brian: What? Oh, that. Was it?

Judith: We don't need any leaders! You're so right! Reg has been dominating us for too 
long.

Brian: Well, yes...

Judith: It needed saying, and you said it, Brian!

Brian: You're very attractive...

Judith: It's our revolution! We can all do it together!



Brian: Can we? I think...

Judith: We're all behind you, Brian! The revolution is in your hands!

Brian: What? No, that's not what I meant at all!

Centurion: You're fucking nits, me old beauty! Right!

Judith's hands slapping Centurion: [Multiple Slaps]

Centurion: Stop it!

Soldier kicking Brian's head: [Bladonk]

Brian: Aih!

Pontius Pilate: Well, Brian, you've given us a good run for ouv money.

Brian: A what?

Soldier kicking Brian: [Bladonk]

Brian: Oah!

Pontius Pilate: At this time, I guarantee you will not escape. Guard! Do we have any 
crucifixions today?

Guard: 139, sir. Special celebration. Passover, sir.

Pontius Pilate: Right! Now we have 140! Nice vound number, eh, Biggus?

Biggus Dickus: Hrmhm.

Centurion: Hail Caesar!

Pontius Pilate: Hail!

Centurion: The crowd outside are getting a bit restless, sir! Permission to disperse them, 
please!

Pontius Pilate: Disperse them? But I haven't addressed them yet!

Centurion: Ah, no, I know, sir, but...

Pontius Pilate: My addressing is one of the high-points of Passover! My friend Biggus 
Dickus has come all the way from 

Vome just to hear it!

Centurion: Hail Caesar!

Biggus Dickus: Hail Thaethar!

Centurion: You're not...uh, you're not, ehm... thinking of giving it a miss this year, 
then, sir?

Pontius Pilate: Give it a miss!?

Centurion: Well, it's just that they're in a rather funny mood today, sir.

Pontius Pilate: Really, Centurion! I'm surprised you, a man like you, vaffled by a vuffle 
of vowdy rebels.



Centurion: A bit thundery, sir.

Pontius Pilate: Take him away!

Brian: Ah, no! I'm a Roman! I can prove it, honestly!

Pontius Pilate: And crucify him well! Biggus!

Centurion: I-I, I really wouldn't, sir!

Pontius Pilate: Out of the way, centurion!

Biggus Dickus: Let me come with you, Pontiuth. I may be of thome athithstance if there ith 
a thudden crithith!

Reg: Right! Now, item four: Attainment of world supremacy within the next five years. Ah, 
Francis, you've been doing some 

work on this?

Rogers: Yeah, thank you, Reg. Well, quite frankly, siblings, I think five years is 
optimistic, unless we can smash the Roman 

Empire within the next twelve months!

Reg: Twelve months?

Rogers: Yeah, twelve months. And let's face it, as empires go, this is the big one. So we 
gotta get up of our arses and stop just 

talking about it!

All in PFJ: Yeah! Yeah! Hear!

Loretta: I agree! It's action that counts, not words, and we need action now!

All in PFJ: Yeah! Yeah!

Reg: You're right. We could sit around here all day, talking, passing resolutions, making 
clever speeches, it's not to ship one 

Roman soldier!

Francis: So let's just stop gabbing on about it! It's completely pointless, and it's 
getting us nowhere!

All: Right!

Loretta: I agree! This is a complete waste of time!

Door: [Sound of Opening]

Judith: They've arrested Brian!

All: What? What?

Judith: They dragged him off! They're gonna crucify him!

Reg: Right! This calls for immediate discussion!

Judith: What?



Sibling: Immediate!

Sibling II: Right!

Loretta: New motion?

Reg: Completely new motion! Uh, that, uh, that there be, uh, immediate action...

Francis: ...uh, once the vote has been taken.

Reg: Well, obviously once the vote has been taken resolution the oh ---- resolution!

Judith: Reg, let's go now, please!

Reg: Right, right!In the - in the light of fresh information from sibling Judith...

Loretta: Ehm...not so fast, Reg.

Judith: Reg, for God's sake! It's perfectly simple! All you've gotta do is to go out of 
that door now and try to stop the 

Romans nailing him up! It's happening, Reg! Something's actually happening, Reg! Can't you 
understand? Oooh!

Door: [Sound of Closing]

Reg: Yeah, hello. Another little ego trip from the feminists...

Rogers: Hrm.

Loretta: What?

Francis: [Whistle]

Reg: Oh, sorry, Loretta. Uh, read that back, would, you?

Crucifixion Supervisor: Next! Crucifixion?

Prisoner I: Yes.

Crucifixion Supervisor: Good. Out of the door, line on the left, one cross each. Next! 
Crucifixion?

Prisoner II: Yes.

Crucifixion Supervisor: Good. Out of the door, line on the left, one cross each. Next! 
Crucifixion?

Wiseguy: Uh, no, freedom.

Jailor I: Uhm?

Crucifixion Supervisor: What?

Wiseguy: Uh, freedom for me. They said I hadn't done anything. so I could go free and live 
on an island somewhere.

Crucifixion Supervisor: Oh, oh, that's jolly good: Well, off you go, then.

Wiseguy: No, I'm only pulling your leg. It's crucifixion really.

Crucifixion Supervisor: Oh, oh, I see, very good, very good. Well, out of the door...



Wiseguy: Yeah, I know the way, out of the door, one cross each, line on the left.

Crucifixion Supervisor: ...line on the left, yes, thank you. Crucifixion?

Prisoner IV: Yes.

Crucifixion Supervisor: Good.

Trumpets: [Fanfare]

Pontius Pilate: People of Jerusalem! Rome is your fviend!

Jewish Crowd: [Laughter]

Pontius Pilate: To prove our friendship it is customary at this time to release a 
wrongdoer from our prisons.

Jewish Crowd: [Laughter]

Guard: [Giggle]

Pontius Pilate: Whom would you have me release?

Man: Release Voger!

Jewish Crowd: Yeah! Release Voger! Release Voger! [Laughter]

Pontius Pilate: Very well, I shall release Voger!

Jewish Crowd: Yeah!

Centurion: Sir, uh, we don't have a Roger, sir.

Pontius Pilate: What?

Centurion: Uh, we don't have anyone of that name, sir.

Pontius Pilate: Ah. We have no Voger!

Crowd: Aah...

Man: But what about Voderick, then?

Jewish Crowd: Yeah! Release Voderick! Release Voderick! [Laughter]

Pontius Pilate: Centurion, why do they...titter so?

Centurion: Just some, ehm...Jewish joke, sir.

Pontius Pilate: Are they...wagging me?

Centurion: Oh, no, sir!

Guard: [Giggle]

Pontius Pilate: Very well, I shall release Voderick!

Jewish Crowd: [Laughter]

Centurion: Sir, we don't have a Roderick either.

Pontius Pilate: No Voger, no Voderick?



Centurion: Sorry, sir.

Pontius Pilate: Who is this Vod...who is this Voderick to whom you refer?

Man: He is a vobber!

Jewish Crowd: [Laughter]

Man II: And a vapist!

Jewish Crowd: [Laughter]

Woman: And a pickpocket!

Jewish Crowd: No, no!

Pontius Pilate: He sounds a notorious criminal.

Centurion: We haven't got him, sir.

Pontius Pilate: Do we have anyone in our prisons at all?

Centurion: Oh, yes, sir! We've got a Samson, sir.

Pontius Pilate: Samson?

Centurion: Samson the Sagutese Strangler, sir, uh, Silas the Syrian Assassin, uh several 
subversive scribes from Ceasarea, uh, 

67...

Biggus Dickus: Let me speak to them, Pontius!

Centurion: Oh, no!

Pontius Pilate: Uh, good idea, Biggus!

Biggus Dickus: Citizens! We have Thamson the Thagutese Thtrangler, Thilas the Athyrian 
Athassin, several subversive 

scribes from Theatharea...

Crucifixion Supervisor: Next! Crucifixion?

Prisoner V: Yes.

Crucifixion Supervisor: Good. Out of the door, line on the left, one cross each. Jailor!

Brian: Excuse me, there seems to have been some sort of mistake...

Crucifixion Supervisor: Just a moment, would you? Jailor! Ehm...how many have come 
through?

Jailor I: What?

Crucifixion Supervisor: Ehm...how many have come through?

Jailor I: What?

Jailor II: Ehm...You will have to s-speak...s-sp-spea...s-s-s-s-sp-p-p-p-p-speak-speak up 
a bit sir, ehm...he's-he's-he's-he's-

he's-he's-he's-d-d-d-he's d-he's...



Crucifixion Supervisor: Ah.

Jailor II: No, he's-he's-he's

Jailor II:s hand as he smacks himself on the head: [Smack]

Jailor II: he's d-deaf and dead. Deaf as a p-p-p-post, sir.

Crucifixion Supervisor: Ah. Ehm...eh...How many have come through?

Jailor I: Hhh...hihihihihihihihihi...

Crucifixion Supervisor: Oh dear.

Jailor I: Haheh...

Jailor II: I make it ninetyffff...ninetyffff...ninetyffff...ninety-six, sir.

Crucifixion Supervisor: Oh. It's such a senseless waste of human life, isn't it?

Jailor I: Nnnnnnno, sir! N-no-not with these bo...bastards, sir! Cu-cu-cruuu-c-c-cru-
ughugh-c-c-c-crucifixion's too good for 

'em, sir.

Crucifixion Supervisor: I don't think you could say it's too good for them, it's...it's 
very nasty!

Jailor I: Oh, it's not as nn...nnnn...nnn...no...no...noo...not as nasty as something I 
just thought of, sir.

Crucifixion Supervisor: Yes.

Brian: Hm?

Crucifixion Supervisor: Ehm...now...ehm...crucifixion, is it?

Brian: Is there someone I could speak to?

Crucifixion Supervisor: Well...

Jailor I: I know where to get it, if you want it.

Crucifixion Supervisor: What?!

Jailor II: Ehm...d-don't don't worry about hi-him, sir. Heee's dee...he's dee...

Jailor II:s hand as he smacks himself on the head: [Smack]

Jailor II: ...he's de...he's de...he's de-de-de...

Jailor II:s hand as he smacks himself on the head: [Smack]

Jailor II: ...he's deaf and mmmmmmad, sir.

Jailor I: Mhrmhrm.

Crucifixion Supervisor: Well, how did he get the job?

Jailor II: B-bloody Pilate pet, sir!

Jailor I: Huhurhm...

Wiseguy: Get a move on, Bignose! There's people waiting to be crucified out here! 



Hahahahahahaha!

Brian: Can I get a lawyer or someone?

Crucifixion Supervisor: Ehm...d-do you have a lawyer?

Brian: No, but I'm a Roman.

Wiseguy: How about a retrial? We've got plenty of time.

Guard: Shut up, you!

Wiseguy: Miserable bloody Romans! No sense of humour. Ouh!

Crucifixion Supervisor: I'm sorry, bit of a hurry. Can you go straight out, line on the 
left, one cross each. Now...

Jewish Crowd: [Immense Laughter]

Biggus Dickus: Was it thomething I thaid?

Pontius Pilate: Silence! This man commands a cvack legion!

Jewish Crowd: Quack! [Laughter]

Pontius Pilate: He wags Assyrian Vome!

Jewish Crowd: [Laughter]

Crucifixion Supervisor: Hrmhrm. Crucifixion party! Morning. Now, we will be on show as we 
go through the town, so let's 

not let the sight down! Keep in a good straight line, three lengths between you and the 
man in front, and a good steady pace. 

Crosses over your left shoulders, and if you keep your backs hard up against the 
crossbeam...

Prisoner IV: Oouuh...

Crucifixion Supervisor: ...you'll be there in no time. Heh... All right, Centurion!

Fat Centurion: Crucifixion party! Wait for it...Crucifixion party! By the left! Forward!

Crucifixion Party: [Moan] [Groan]

Prisoner, hanging up-side-down in a cell: You lucky bastards! You lucky jabby bastards!

Prisoner IV: [Groan] [Moan]

Samson: Let me shoulder your burden, brother!

Prisoner IV: Oh. Thank you.

Samson: Uh...ah...hey! Hey!

Fat Centurion: Hey! What do you think you're doing?

Samson: Ehm...it's...it's not my cross...

Fat Centurion: Shut up and get on with it! Come on!



Wiseguy: Hahahahahahahahahaha! He had you there mate, did he? That would teach you a 
lesson! Hohohohoho!

Pontius Pilate: All vight! I will give you one more chance! This time I want to hear no 
Vuben, no Veginalds, no Vudolf the 

ved-nosed Veindeers...

Biggus Dickus: No Thpenther Trathys!

Pontus Pilate: ...or we shall velease no one!

Judith: Release Brian!

Man in Jewish crowd: Oh, yeah, that's a good one!

Another man in Jewish Crowd: Yeah.

Jewish Crowd: Velease Bvian! Velease Bvian! [Laughter]

Pontius Pilate: Very well! That's it!

Centurion: Sir, we...we have got a Brian, sir.

Pontius Pilate: What?

Centurion: Ehm...you just sent him for crucifixion, sir!

Pontius Pilate: Eh...ehm...wait! Wait! We do have a Bvian. Well, go away and free him, 
straight away!

Centurion: Yes, sir. Yes, sir.

Pontius Pilate: Very well. I shall velease Bvian!

Fat Centurion: Get a move on, there!

Wiseguy: Or what?

Fat Centurion: Or you'll be in trouble!

Wiseguy: Oh, dear. You mean I won't have to give up being crucified in the afternoons?

Fat Centurion: Shut up!

Wiseguy: That would be a blow, wouldn't it? I wouldn't have nothing to do!

Fat Centurion's hand against Wiseguy's shoulder: [Bladonk]

Wiseguy: Oh, thank you!

Door as it slams against the wall whilst being opened by Centurion: [Bladonk]

Centurion: Are they gone?

Jailor I: We...we've got lumps of it 'round the ba...ck.

Centurion: What?



Jailor II: Oh, don't worry about him sir, he's ma...he's mm...he's ma...he-he-he's 
mm...mm...he's mm...he's mm...

Jailor II's foot against the floor: [Stamp]

Jailor II: He's mad, sir.

Centurion: Have they gone?!

Jailor II: Oh, yeah...nnnn...ehm...nn...nna...nnaa...

Jailor I: Huhuhuhuhuhuhuh...

Jailor II: ...nnaa...nnnnaa...nnna...nnna...nna...nna...nnna...nnnn...nnn...nnnn...

Centurion: Oh, come on!

Jailor II: Nnnnn...yes, sir.

Jailor I: Huhuh...huhuh...

Jailor II: Anyway, get on with the story.

Jailor I: Well, I never really liked them, so I just...

Reg: Right! That's the motion to get on with it past with but one obstention. And I 
propose that we go without further ado. 

May I have a second there for...?

Rogers: Yes, let's go.

Reg: Yeah. All right.

Centurion: Go away!

Man getting pushed in the face by the Centurion: Ouf! Bloody Romans!

Centurion: Watch it! Still a few crosses left!

Fat Centurion: Up you go, Bignose!

Bignose: Oh, I'll get you for this, you bastard!

Fat Centurion: Oh, yeah!

Bignose: Oh yeah, don't worry. I never forget a face.

Fat Centurion: No!

Bignose: I warn you. I'm gonna punch you stone hard, you Roman git!

Fat Centurion: Shut up, you Jewish turd!

Bignose: Who are you calling Jewish? I'm not Jewish, I'm a Samaritan!

Bearded Man: A Samaritan? This is supposed to be a Jewish section!

Fat Centurion: It doesn't matter! You're all gonna die in a day or two!



Bearded Man: It may not matter to you, Roman, but it certainly matters to us. Doesn't it, 
darling?

Bearded Man's Wife: Oh, rather!

Bearded Man: Under the terms of the Roman occupancy we're entitled to be crucified in a 
purely Jewish area.

Crucified man I: Pharisees separate from Sadduces!

Crucified man II: And Swedish separate and Welsh!

Crucifixion Party: Yeah, right, yeah!

Fat Centurion: All right, all right, all right, we'll soon settle this! 'Ands up, all 
those who don't want to be crucified here!

Crucifixion Party: Ugh! Aah!

Fat Centurion: Right! Next!

Samson: Ah, look, it's not my cross.

Fat Centurion: What?

Samson: Ah, it's not my cross, I was ehm...holding it for someone.

Fat Centurion: Just lie down, I haven't got all day!

Samson: No, of course, ehm, look, I hate to make fuss, but...

Fat Centurion: Look...

Samson: Eh...

Fat Centurion: We've had a busy day, and there's a hundred and forty of you lot 
together...

Bearded Man: Is he Jewish?

Fat Centurion: Will you be quiet!

Bearded Man: We don't want any more Samaritans around here.

Fat Centurion: Belts up!

Samson: Ehm...would you let me down if he comes back?

Fat Centurion: Yeah, yeah, we'll let you down. Next!

Brian: You don't have to do this! You don't have to take orders!

Fat Centurion: I like orders!

Wiseguy: See? Not so bad once you're up. You're being rescued then, are you?

Brian: I'ts a bit...late for that now, isn't it?

Wiseguy: Oh, no, no, we've got a couple of days up here. Plenty of time. Lots of people 
get rescued.

Brian: Oh?



Wiseguy: Oh, yeah. My brother usually rescues me. If he can keep off the tail for more 
than twenty minutes. Huh.

Brian: Aah?

Wiseguy: Randy little bugger. Up and down like the Assyrian empire. Huhuhuhuhuh. Hallo. 
Your family arrived then?

Brian: Reg!

Reg: Hello, sibling Brian.

Brian: Thank God you've come, Reg.

Reg: Ehm...yes. Well, I think I should point out first Brian in all fairness that we are 
not in fact the rescue committee, however 

I have been asked to read out the following prepared statement on behalf of the movement, 
ehm...: "We the People's Front of 

Judea, brackets, Officials, end brackets, do hereby convey our sincere fraternal and 
sisternal greetings to you, Brian on this, 

the occasion of your martyrdom..."

Brian: What?

Reg: "...your death will stand as a landmark in the continuing struggle to liberate the 
parent land from the hands of the Roman 

imperialist aggressors, excluding those concerned with drainage, medicine, roads, house 
and education, wineculture, and any 

other Romans contributing to the welfare of Jews, of both sexes and hermaphrodites. Signed 
on behalf of the P.F.J. etcetera." 

And I'd just like to add on a personal note, my own admiration for what you're doing for 
us, Brian, and what must be after all 

for you a very difficult time.

Brian: Reg! Wh...what are you going to do?

Reg: Good-bye Brian, and thanks.

Rogers: All right, Brian. Keep it up, lad.

Loretta: Terrific work, Brian.

Reg: Yeah. Right.

Loretta, Rogers, Revolutionary III and Revolutionary VI: With? Mhm.

Reg: And...

People's Front of Judea Committee:

For he's a jolly good fellow,

for he's a jolly good fellow,

for he's a jolly good fellow,



and so say all of us.

Loretta:

And so say all of...

People's Front of Judea Committee: [Applause]

Brian: You bastards! You bastards! You vacuous malodorous bastards!

Centurion: Where is Brian of Nazareth? I have an order for his release.

Brian: You stupid bastards!

Wiseguy: Ehm...I'm Brian of Nazareth.

Brian: What?

Wiseguy: Yeah, I-I-I'm Brian of Nazareth.

Centurion: Take him down!

Brian: I'm Brian of Nazareth!

Crucified man I: I'm Brian!

Bignose: I'm Brian!

Crucified man II: Look, look, I'm Brian!

Brian: I'm Brian!

Bearded Man: I'm Brian and so is my wife!

Crucifixion party: I'm Brian!

Centurion: Right! Take him away and release him!

Wiseguy: No, I'm only joking. I'm not really Brian. No, I'm not Brian! I was 
only...believe me, it was a joke. I'm only pulling 

your leg! It's a joke! I'm not him, I'm just having you on! Put me back! Bloody Romans, 
can't take a joke.

Crucifixion Assistant I: The Judean People's Front!

Fat Centurion: The Judean People's Front!

Judean People's Front Commander: Forward, all!

Crucifixion Assistant II: Look out! The Judean People's Front!

Crucifixion Assistant III: The Judean People's Front!

Crucifixion Assistant IV: The Judean People's Front!

Judean People's Front Commander: We are the Judean People's Front, crack suicide squad. 
Suicide squad...attack!

Judean People's Front committing suicide: Augh! Arrgh...



Judean People's Front Commander: That showed them, huh?

Brian: You silly sods!

Judith: Brian! Brian! Brian! Brian!

Brian: Judith!

Judith: Terrific! Great! Reg has explained it all to me, and I think it's great what 
you're doing. Thank you, Brian, I'll...I'll never 

forget you.

Mother: So, there you are! I might have known it would end up like this. Just think of all 
the love and affection I've wasted on 

you! Well, if that's how you treat your poor old mother, in the autumn years of her life, 
all I can say is: "Go ahead! Be 

crucified! See if I care!". I might have known...

Brian: But mum!

Mother: Not fine thee...said...said...

Brian: Mum! Mum!

Mother: ...like all young people nowadays, I don't know what the world is coming to...

Crucifixion Party: [Silence]

Crucified Man III: Cheer up, Brian! You know what they say?

Crucified Man III:

Some things in life are bad

they can really make you mad,

other things just make you swear and curse.

When you're chewing on life's gristle,

don't grumble, give a whistle!

And this'll help things turn out for the best:

And...always look on the bright side of life,

Crucified Man III: [Whistle]

Crucified Man III:

Always look on the light side of life,

Crucified Man III: [Whistle]



Crucified Man III:

If life seems jolly rotten, there's something you've forgotten,

and that's to laugh and smile and dance and sing,

when you're feeling in the dumps, don't be silly chumps,

just perch your lips and whistle, that's the key.

And always look on the bright side of life,

Crucifixion Party: [Whistle]

Crucifixioned Man III: Come on!

Crucifixioned Man III:

always look on the right side of life,

Crucifixion Party: [Whistle]

Crucified Man III & Crucified Man IV:

For life is quite absurd, and death's the final word,

you must always face the curtain with a bow,

forget about your sin, give the audience a grin,

Crucified Man III & Crucifixion Party:

enjoy, it's your last chance anyhow.

So, always look on the bright side of death.

Crucifixion Party: [Whistle]

Crucified Man III & Crucifixion Party:

Ah, just before you draw your terminal breath,

Crucifixion Party: [Whistle]

Crucified Man III:



Life's a piece of shit, when you look at it,

life's a laugh, and death's a joke, it's true.

You'll see it's all a show, people laughing as you go,

just remember that the last laugh is on you!

Crucified Man III & Crucifixion Party:

And always look on the bright side of life,

Crucifixion Party: [Whistle]

Crucified Man III & Crucifixion Party:

Always look on the right side of life,

Crucifixion Party: [Whistle]

Crucifixioned Man III: Come on, Brian! Cheer up!

Crucified Man III & Crucifixion Party:

Always look on the bright side of life,

Crucifixion Party: [Whistle]

Crucified Man III & Crucifixion Party:

always look on the right side of life,

Crucifixion Party: [Whistle]

Crucifixioned Man III: Worse things happens to see, you know.

Crucified Man III & Crucifixion Party:

always look on the right side of life,

Crucifixion Party: [Whistle]



Crucifixioned Man III: I mean, what have you got to lose? You know, you come from nothing, 
you're going back to nothing, 

what have you lost? Nothing!

Crucified Man III & Crucifixion Party:

always look on the right side of life,

Crucifixion Party: [Whistle]

Crucified Man III: Nothing will come from nothing, you know what they say?

Crucified Man III & Crucifixion Party:

always look on the right side of life,

Crucifixion Party: [Whistle]

Crucified Man III: Cheer up, you old bugger! Come on! Give us a grin! There you are! See? 
The end of the film. Incidentally, 

this record is available in the forehands.

Crucified Man III & Crucifixion Party:

always look on the right side of life,

Crucifixion Party: [Whistle]

Crucified Man III: Summer's got to live as well, you know? Who do you think pays for all 
this rubbish?

Crucified Man III & Crucifixion Party:

always look on the right side of life,

Crucifixion Party: [Whistle]

Crucified Man III: They're not gonna make their money back, you know. I told them. I said 
to them. Bernie, I said they'll 



never make their money back.

Crucified Man III & Crucifixion Party:

Always look on the right side of life...

Crucifixion Party: [Whistle]
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                 Monty Python's Life of Brian

Brian ... the babe they called Brian

Grew ... grew grew and grew, grew up to be

A boy called Brian

A boy called Brian

He had arms and legs and hands and feet

This boy whose name was Brian

And he grew, grew, grew and grew

Grew up to be

Yes he grew up to be

A teenager called Brian

A teenager called Brian

And his face became spotty

Yes his face became spotty

And his voice dropped down low

And things started to grow

On young Brian and show

He was certainly no

No girl named Brian

Not a girl named Brian

And he started to shave

And have one off the wrist

And want to see girls

And go out and get pissed

This man called Brian

This man called Brian

Three camels are silhouetted against the bright stars of the

moonless sky, moving slowly along the horizon.  A star leads

them towards Bethlehem.  The Wise Men enter the gates of the



sleeping town and make their way through the deserted streets.

A dog snarls at them.  They approach a stable, out of which

streams a beam of light.  They dismount and enter to find a

typical manger scene, with a baby in a rough crib of straw and

patient animals standing around.  The mother nods by the side

of the child.  Suddenly she wakes from her lightish doze, sees

them, shrieks and falls backwards off her straw.  She's up

again in a flash, looking guardedly at them.  She is a ratbag.

Mandy:        Who are you?

Wise Man 1:   We are three wise men.

Wise Man 2:   We are astrologers.  We have come from the East.

Mandy:        Is this some kind of joke?

Wise Man 1:   We wish to praise the infant.

Wise Man 2:   We must pay homage to him.

Mandy:        Homage!!  You're all drunk you are.  It's disgusting.

              Out, out!

Wise Man 3:   No, no.

Mandy:        Coming bursting in here first thing in the morning

              with some tale about Oriental fortune tellers...

              get out!

Wise Man 1:   No.  No we must see him.

Mandy:        Go and praise someone else's brat, go on.

Wise Man 2:   We were led by a star.

Mandy:        Led by a bottle, more like.  Get out!

Wise Man 2:   We must see him.  We have brought presents.

Mandy:        Out!

Wise Man 1:   Gold, frankincense, myrrh.

(her attitude changes immediately)

Mandy:        Well, why didn't you say so?  He's over here...Sorry

              this place is a bit of a mess.  What is myrrh, anyway?



Wise Man 3:   It is a valuable balm.

Mandy:        A balm, what are you giving him a balm for?  It might

              bite him.

Wise Man 3:   What?

Mandy:        It's a dangerous animal.  Quick, throw it in the trough.

Wise Man 3:   No it isn't.

Mandy:        Yes it is.

Wise Man 3:   No, no, it is an ointment.

Mandy:        An ointment?

Wise Man 3:   Look.

Mandy:        (sampling the ointment with a grubby finger)

              Oh. There is an animal called a balm or did I dream it?

              You astrologers, eh?  Well, what's he then?

Wise Man 2:   H'm?

Mandy:        What star sign is he?

Wise Man 2:   Capricorn.

Mandy:        Capricorn, eh, what are they like?

Wise Man 2:   He is the son of God, our Messiah.

Wise Man 1:   King of the Jews.

Mandy:        And that's Capricorn, is it?

Wise Man 3:   No, no, that's just him.

Mandy:        Oh, I was going to say, otherwise there'd be a lot of

              them.

(The Wise Men are on their knees)

Wise Man 2:   By what name are you calling him?

(Dramatic Holy music)

Mandy:        Brian.

Three Wise Men:

              We worship you, Oh, Brian, who are Lord over



              us all.  Praise unto you, Brian and to the

              Lord our Father.  Amen.

Mandy:        Do you do a lot of this, then?

Wise Man 1:   What?

Mandy:        This praising.

Wise Man 1:   No, no, no.

Mandy:        Oh!  Well, if you're dropping by again do pop in. (they

              take the hint and rise)  And thanks a lot for the gold

              and frankincense but...don't worry too much about the

              myrrh next time.  Thank you...Goodbye.  (to Brian)

              Well, weren't they nice...out of their bloody minds,

              but still...

In the background we see the Wise Men pause outside another door

as a gentle glow suffuses them.  They look at each other, confer

and then stride back in and grab the presents from Mandy and turn

to go again, pushing Mandy over.

Mandy:        Here, here, that's mine, you just gave me that. Ow!

The Leper Scene

(As MANDY and BRIAN pass through the city gate, they attract a sort of

 muscular, fit and healthy young BEGGAR, who pursues them relentlessly through

 the busy streets.)

        EX-LEPER

     Spare a talent for an old ex-leper, sir.

        MANDY

(to EX-LEPER)

     Buzz off!

        EX-LEPER

(The EX-LEPER has come round to BRIAN's side.)

     Spare a talent for an old ex-leper, sir.



        BRIAN

     Did you say -- ex-leper?

        EX-LEPER

     That's right, sir.  (he salutes)  ... sixteen years behind the bell, and

     proud of it, thank you sir.

        BRIAN

     What happened?

        EX-LEPER

     I was cured, sir.

        BRIAN

     Cured?

        EX-LEPER

     Yes sir, a bloody miracle, sir.  Bless you.

        BRIAN

     Who cured you?

        EX-LEPER

     Jesus did.  I was hopping along, when suddenly he comes and cures me.

     One minute I'm a leper with a trade, next moment me livelihood's gone.

     Not so much as a by your leave.

(gestures in the manner of a conjuror)

     You're cured mate, sod you.

        MANDY

     Go away.

        EX-LEPER

     Look.  I'm not saying that being a leper was a bowl of cherries.  But it

     was a living.  I mean, you try waving muscular suntanned limbs in people's

     faces demanding compassion.  It's a bloody disaster.

        MANDY

     You could go and get yourself a decent job, couldn't you?

        EX-LEPER

     Look, sir, my family has been in begging six generations.  I'm not about

     to become a goat-herd, just because some long-haired conjuror starts

     mucking about. (makes gesture again)



     Just like that.  "You're cured."  Bloody do-gooder!

        BRIAN

     Well, why don't you go and tell him you want to be a leper again?

        EX-LEPER

     Ah yeah, I could do that, sir yes, I suppose I could.  What I was going

     to do was ask him if he could ... you know, just make me a bit lame in one

     leg during the week, you know, something beggable, but not leprosy, which

     is a pain in the arse to be quite blunt, sir, excuse my French but ...

(They have reached BRIAN and MANDY's house.  MANDY goes in.  BRIAN gives the

 BEGGAR a coin.)

        BRIAN

     There you are.

        EX-LEPER

     Thank you sir ... half a denary for my bloody life story!

        BRIAN

     There's no pleasing some people

        EX-LEPER

     That's just what Jesus said.

The Inalienable Rights Scene

(A huge Roman amphitheatre sparsely attended.  REG, FRANCIS, STAN and JUDITH

 are seated in the stands.  They speak conspiratorially.)

        JUDITH

     ... Any Anti-Imperialist group like ours must *reflect* such a divergence

     of interests within its power-base.

        REG

     Agreed.

(General nodding.)

     Francis?

        FRANCIS

     I think Judith's point of view is valid here, Reg, provided the Movement



     never forgets that it is the inalienable right of every man ...

        STAN

     Or woman.

        FRANCIS

     Or woman ... to rid himself ...

        STAN

     Or herself.

        REG

     Or herself.  Agreed.  Thank you, brother.

        STAN

     Or sister.

        FRANCIS

     Thank you, brother.  Or sister.  Where was I?

        REG

     I thought you'd finished.

        FRANCIS

     Oh, did I?  Right.

        REG

     Furthermore, it is the birthright of every man ...

        STAN

     Or woman.

        REG

     Why don't you shut up about women, Stan, you're putting us off.

        STAN

     Women have a perfect right to play a part in our movement, Reg.

        FRANCIS

     Why are you always on about women, Stan?

        STAN

     ... I want to be one.

        REG

     ... What?

        STAN



     I want to be a woman.  From now on I want you all to call me Loretta.

        REG

     What!?

        STAN

     It's my right as a man.

        JUDITH

     Why do you want to be Loretta, Stan?

        STAN

     I want to have babies.

        REG

     You want to have babies?!?!?!

        STAN

     It's every man's right to have babies if he wants them.

        REG

     But you can't have babies.

        STAN

     Don't you oppress me.

        REG

     I'm not oppressing you, Stan -- you haven't got a womb.  Where's the

     fetus going to gestate?  You going to keep it in a box?

(STAN starts crying.)

        JUDITH

     Here!  I've got an idea.  Suppose you agree that he can't actually have

     babies, not having a womb, which is nobody's fault, not even the Romans',

     but that he can have the *right* to have babies.

        FRANCIS

     Good idea, Judith.  We shall fight the oppressors for your right to have

     babies, brother.  Sister, sorry.

        REG

     What's the point?

        FRANCIS

     What?

        REG



     What's the point of fighting for his right to have babies, when he can't

     have babies?

        FRANCIS

     It is symbolic of our struggle against oppression.

        REG

     It's symbolic of his struggle against reality.

The Front's Demands Scene

(The interior of MATTHIAS'S HOUSE.  A cellar-like room with a very

 conspiratorial atmosphere.  REG and STAN are seated at a table at one end of

 the room.  FRANCIS, dressed in commando gear -- black robes and a red sash

 around his head -- is standing by a plan on the wall.  He is addressing an

 audience of about eight MASKED COMMANDOS.  Their faces are partially hidden.)

        FRANCIS

     We get in through the underground heating system here ... up through to

     the main audience chamber here ... and Pilate's wife's bedroom is here.

     Having grabbed his wife, we inform Pilate that she is in our custody and

     forthwith issue our demands.  Any questions?

        COMMANDO XERXES

     What exactly are the demands?

        REG

     We're giving Pilate two days to dismantle the entire apparatus of the

     Roman Imperialist State and if he doesn't agree immediately we execute her.

        MATTHIAS

     Cut her head of?

        FRANCIS

     Cut all her bits off, send 'em back every hour on the hour ... show him

     we're not to be trifled with.

        REG



     Also, we're demanding a ten foot mahogany statue of the Emperor Julius

     Caesar with his cock hanging out.

        STAN

     What?  They'll never agree to that, Reg.

        REG

     That's just a bargaining counter.  And of course, we point out that they

     bear full responsibility when we chop her up, AND ... that we shall NOT

     submit to blackmail.

        ALL

     (Applause) No blackmail!!!!

        REG

     They've bled us white, the bastards.  They've taken everything we had,

     not just from us, from our fathers and from our fathers' fathers.

        STAN

     And from our fathers' fathers' fathers.

        REG

     Yes.

        STAN

     And from our fathers' fathers' fathers' fathers.

        REG

     All right, Stan.  Don't labour the point.  And what have they ever given

     us IN RETURN?  (he pauses smugly)

        XERXES

     The aqueduct?

        REG

     What?

        XERXES

     The aqueduct.

        REG

     Oh yeah, yeah they gave us that.  Yeah.  That's true.

        MASKED COMMANDO

     And the sanitation!



        STAN

     Oh yes ... sanitation, Reg, you remember what the city used to be like.

        REG

     All right, I'll grant you that the aqueduct and the sanitation are two

     things that the Romans HAVE done ...

        MATTHIAS

     And the roads ...

        REG

     (sharply) Well YES OBVIOUSLY the roads ... the roads go without saying.

     But apart from the aqueduct, the sanitation and the roads ...

        ANOTHER MASKED COMMANDO

     Irrigation ...

        OTHER MASKED VOICES

     Medicine ... Education ... Health

        REG

     Yes ... all right, fair enough ...

        COMMANDO NEARER THE FRONT

     And the wine ...

        GENERAL

     Oh yes!  True!

        FRANCIS

     Yeah.  That's something we'd really miss if the Romans left, Reg.

        MASKED COMMANDO AT BACK

     Public baths!

        STAN

     AND it's safe to walk in the streets at night now.

        FRANCIS

     Yes, they certainly know how to keep order ...

     (general nodding)

     ... let's face it, they're the only ones who could in a place like this.

     (more general murmurs of agreement)

        REG

     All right ... all right ... but apart from better sanitation and medicine



     and education and irrigation and public health and roads and a freshwater

     system and baths and public order ... what HAVE the Romans done for US?

        XERXES

     Brought peace!

        REG

     (very angry, he's not having a good meeting at all)

     What!?  Oh ... (scornfully) Peace, yes ... shut up!

Latin Lesson

Brian is writing a slogan to a wall, oblivious to the Roman patrol approaching 

from behind. The slogan is "ROMANES EUNT DOMUS".

C: What's this thing?

   "ROMANES EUNT DOMUS"?

   "People called Romanes they go the house"?

B: It, it says "Romans go home".

C: No it doesn't. What's Latin for "Roman"?

B: (hesitates)

C: Come on, come on!

B: (uncertain) "ROMANUS".

C: Goes like?

B: "-ANUS".

C: Vocative plural of "-ANUS" is?

B: "-ANI".

C: (takes paintbrush from Brian and paints over) "RO-MA-NI".

   "EUNT"? What is "EUNT"?

B: "Go".

C: Conjugate the verb "to go"!

B: "IRE". "EO", "IS", "IT", "IMUS", "ITIS", "EUNT".

C: So "EUNT" is ...?

B: Third person plural present indicative, "they go".

C: But "Romans, go home!" is an order, so you must use the ...?



   (lifts Brian by his hairs)

B: The ... imperative.

C: Which is?

B: Ahm, oh, oh, "I", "I"!

C: How many romans? (pulls harder)

B: Plural, plural! "ITE".

C: (strikes over "EUNT" and paints "ITE" to the wall)

   (satisfied) "I-TE".

   "DOMUS"? Nominative? "Go home", this is motion towards, isn't it, boy?

B: (very anxious) Dative?

C: (draws his sword and holds it to Brian's throat)

B: Ahh! No, ablative, ablative, sir. No, the, accusative, accusative,

   ah, DOMUM, sir.

C: Except that "DOMUS" takes the ...?

B: ... the locative, sir!

C: Which is?

B: "DOMUM".

C: (satisfied) "DOMUM" (strikes out "DOMUS" and writes "DOMUM") "-MUM".

   Understand?

B: Yes sir.

C: Now write it down a hundred times. 

B: Yes sir, thank you sir, hail Caesar, sir.

C: (salutes) Hail Caesar.

   If it's not done by sunrise, I'll cut your balls off.

B: (very reliefed) Oh thank you sir, thank you sir, hail Caesar and

   everything, sir!

The Brian in Jail Scene

(BRIAN wakes up with a smile on his face to find himself being dragged along a

 cell corridor by TWO GUARDS.  The horrible figure of the JAILER spits at him

 and flings him into a dark damp cell, slamming the iron grate behind him and

 turning the key hollowly in the lock.  BRIAN slumps to the floor.  A voice



 comes out of the darkness behind him.)

        BEN

     You LUCKY bastard!

        BRIAN

     (spins around and peers into the gloom)

     Who's that?

        BEN

(In the darkness BRIAN just makes out an emaciated figure, suspended on the

 wall, with his feet off the ground, by chains round his wrists.  This is BEN.)

     You lucky, lucky bastard.

        BRIAN

     What?

        BEN

     (with great bitterness) Proper little gaoler's pet, aren't we?

        BRIAN

     (ruffled) What do you mean?

        BEN

     You must have slipped him a few shekels, eh?

        BRIAN

     Slipped him a few shekels!?  You saw him spit in my face!

        BEN

     Ohh!  What wouldn't I give to be spat at in the face!  I sometimes hang

     awake at nights dreaming of being spat in the face.

        BRIAN

     Well, it's not exactly friendly, is it?  They had me in manacles ...

        BEN

     Manacles!  Oooh.

     (his eyes go quite dreamy)

     My idea of heaven is to be allowed to be put in manacles ... just for a

     few hours.  They must think the sun shines out of your arse, sonny!

        BRIAN

     Listen!  They beat me up before they threw me in here.



        BEN

     Oh yeah?  The only day they don't beat me up is on my birthday.

        BRIAN

     Oh shut up.

        BEN

     Well, your type makes me sick!  You come in here, you get treated like

     Royalty, and everyone outside thinks you're a bloody martyr.

        BRIAN

     Oh, lay off me ... I've had a hard time!

        BEN

     YOU'VE had a hard time!  Listen, sonny!  I've been here five years and

     they only hung me the right way up yesterday!

        BRIAN

     All right!  All right!

        BEN

     I just wish I had half your luck.  They must think you're Lord God

     Almighty!

        BRIAN

     What'll they do to me?

        BEN

     Oh, you'll probably get away with crucifixion.

        BRIAN

     Crucifixion!

        BEN

     Yeah, first offence.

        BRIAN

     Get away with crucifixion!

        BEN

     Best thing the Romans ever did for us.

        BRIAN

     (incredulous)  What?

        BEN

     Oh yeah.  If we didn't have crucifixion this country would be in a right



     bloody mess I tell you.

        BRIAN

     (who can stand it no longer)  Guard!

        BEN

     Nail 'em up I say!

        BRIAN

     (dragging himself over to the door)  Guard!

        BEN

     Nail some sense into them!

        GUARD

     (looking through the bars)  What do you want?

        BRIAN

     I want to be moved to another cell.

     (GUARD spits in his face.)

        BRIAN

     Oh!  (he recoils in helpless disgust)

        BEN

     Oh ... look at that!  Bloody favouritism!

        GUARD

     Shut up, you!

        BEN

     Sorry!  Sorry!

     (he lowers his voice)

     Now take my case.  I've been here five years, and every night they take

     me down for ten minutes, then they hang me up again ... which I regard as

     very fair ... in view of what I done ... and if nothing else, it's taught

     me to respect the Romans, and it's taught me that you'll never get

     anywhere in life unless you're prepared to do a fair day's work for a fair

     day's pay ...

        BRIAN

     Oh ... Shut up!

        CENTURION



     Pilate wants to see you.

        BRIAN

     Me?

        CENTURION

     Come on.

        BRIAN

     Pilate?  What does he want to see me for?

        CENTURION

     I think he wants to know which way up you want to be crucified.

(He laughs.  The TWO SOLDIERS smirk.  BEN laughs uproariously.)

        BEN

     ... Nice one, centurion.  Like it, like it.

        CENTURION

     (to BEN)  Shut up!  (BRIAN is hustled out.  The door slams.)

        BEN

     Terrific race the Romans ... terrific.

The Pilate's Chamber Scene

(BRIAN is hauled into PILATE'S audience chamber.  It is big and impressive,

 although a certain amount of redecorating is underway.  The CENTURION salutes.)

        CENTURION

     Hail Caesar.

        PILATE

     Hail Caesar.

        CENTURION

     Only one survivor, sir.

        PILATE

     Thwow him to the floor.

        CENTURION

     What sir?

        PILATE



     Thwow him to the floor.

        CENTURION

     Ah!

(He indicates to the two roman GUARDS who throw BRIAN to the ground.)

        PILATE

     Now, what is your name, Jew?

        BRIAN

     Brian.

        PILATE

     Bwian, eh?

        BRIAN  (trying to be helpful)

     No, *BRIAN*.

(The CENTURION cuffs him.)

        PILATE

     The little wascal has spiwit.

        CENTURION

     Has what, sir?

        PILATE

     *SPIWIT*.

        CENTURION

     Yes, he did, sir.

        PILATE

     No, no, spiwit ... bwavado ... a touch of dewwing-do.

        CENTURION  (still not really understanding)

     Ah.  About eleven, sir.

        PILATE  (to BRIAN)

     So you dare to waid us.

        BRIAN  (rising to his feet)

     To what?

        PILATE

     Stwike him, centuwion, vewwy woughly.

        CENTURION

     And throw him to the floor, sir?



        PILATE

     What?

        CENTURION

     THWOW him to the floor again, sir?

        PILATE

     Oh yes.  Thwow him to the floor.

(The CENTURION knocks BRIAN hard on the side of the head again and the TWO

 GUARDS throw him to the floor.)

        PILATE

     Now, Jewish wapscallion.

        BRIAN

     I'm not Jewish ... I'm a Roman!

        PILATE

     *WOMAN*?

        BRIAN

     No, *ROMAN*.

(But he's not quick enough to avoid another blow from the CENTURION.)

        PILATE

     So, your father was a *WOMAN*.  Who was he?

        BRIAN  (proudly)

     He was a centurion in the Jerusalem Garrison.

        PILATE

     Oh.  What was his name?

        BRIAN

     Nortius Maximus.

(An involuntary titter arises from the CENTURION.)

        PILATE

     Centuwion, do we have anyone of that name in the gawwison?

        CENTURION

     Well ... no sir.

        PILATE

     You sound vewwy sure ... have you checked?



        CENTURION

     Well ... no sir ... I think it's a joke, sir ... like ... Sillius Soddus

     or ... Biggus Dickus.

        PILATE

     What's so funny about Biggus Dickus?

        CENTURION

     Well ... it's a ... joke name, sir.

        PILATE

     I have a vewwy gweat fwend in Wome called Biggus Dickus.

(Involuntary laughter from a nearby GUARD surprises PILATE.)

        PILATE

     Silence!  What is all this insolence?  You will find yourself in

     gladiator school vewwy quickly with wotten behaviour like that.

(The GUARD tries to stop giggling.  PILATE turns away from him.  He is angry.)

        BRIAN

     Can I go now sir ...

(The CENTURION strikes him.)

        PILATE

     Wait till Biggus hears of this!

(The GUARD immediately breaks up again.  PILATE turns on him.)

        PILATE

     Wight!  Centuwion ... take him away.

        CENTURION

     Oh sir, he only ...

        PILATE

     I want him fighting wabid wild animals within a week.

        CENTURION

     Yes, sir.

(He starts to drag out the wretched GUARD.  BRIAN notices that little

 attention is being paid to him.)

        PILATE

     I will not have my fwends widiculed by the common soldiewy.

(He walks slowly towards the other GUARDS.)



        PILATE

     Now ... anyone else feel like a little giggle when I mention my fwend ...

(He goes right up to one of the GUARDS.)

     Biggus ... Dickus.  He has a wife you know.

(The GUARDS tense up.)

     Called Incontinentia.

(The GUARDS relax.)

     Incontinentia Buttocks!

(The GUARDS fall about laughing.  BRIAN takes advantage of the chaos to slip

 away.)

        PILATE

     Silence!  I've had enough of this wowdy wabble webel behaviour.  Stop it!

     Call yourselves Pwaetonian guards.  Silence!

(But the GUARDS are all hysterical by now.  PILATE notices BRIAN escaping.)

        PILATE

     You cwowd of cwacking-up cweeps.  Seize him!  Blow your noses and seize

     him!  Oh my bum.

The Market Haggling Scene

(After BRIAN has escaped the CENTURIONS, he runs off towards the crowded

 market square.  At one end of the market there is a speakers' corner, with

 many strangely bearded and oddly dressed PROPHETS attempting to attract an

 audience.  The noisiest or the most controversial are clearly doing best at

 attracting PASSERS-BY.  A STRANGE FIGURE with a rasta hairstyle, covered in

 mud, and with two severed hands on a pole waves wildly at the audience.)

        BLOOD & THUNDER PROPHET

     ... and shall ride forth on a serpents' back, and the eyes shall be red

     with the blood of living creatures, and the whore of Babylon shall rise

     over the hill of excitement and throughout the land there will be a great

     rubbing of parts ...

(Beside him, another PROPHET with red hair, none the less fierce, is trying to

 attract some of the BLOOD & THUNDER PROPHET'S audience.)



        FALSE PROPHET

     And he shall bear a nine-bladed sword.  Nine-bladed.  Not two.  Or five

     or seven, but nine, which he shall wield on all wretched sinners and that

     includes you sir, and the horns shall be on the head ...

(In front of each PROPHET is a ROMAN GUARD, clearly bored but there to break

 up any trouble.  BRIAN races into the market place.  A cohort of ROMANS are

 searching the square roughly turning over baskets and shaking down PASSERS-BY.

 BRIAN appears near a rather dull little PROPHET, who is standing underneath

 the high window that backs out of MATTHIAS' house, the revolutionary HQ.

        BORING PROPHET

     And there shall in that time be rumours of things going astray, and there

     will be a great confusion as to where things really are, and nobody will

     really know where lieth those little things with the sort of raffia work

     base, that has an attachment they will not be there.

(Across the square the ROMANS appear, searching.  BRIAN spots HARRY, the beard

 salesman and moves towards his stall, an idea forming in his mind.)

(The BORING PROPHET drones on and on.)

        BORING PROPHET

     At this time a friend shall lose his friends's hammer and the young shall

     not know where lieth the things possessed by their fathers that their

     fathers put there only just the night before ...

(BRIAN runs up to HARRY the beard seller's stall and hurriedly grabs an

 artificial beard.)

        BRIAN

     How much?  Quick!

        HARRY

     What?

        BRIAN

     It's for the wife.

        HARRY

     Oh.  Twenty shekels.

        BRIAN



     Right.

        HARRY

     What?

        BRIAN

     (as he puts down 20 shekels)  There you are.

        HARRY

     Wait a moment.

        BRIAN

     What?

        HARRY

     We're supposed to haggle.

        BRIAN

     No, no, I've got to ...

        HARRY

     What do you mean, no?

        BRIAN

     I haven't time, I've got to get ...

        HARRY

     Give it back then.

        BRIAN

     No, no, I paid you.

        HARRY

     Burt!  (BURT appears.  He is very big.)

        BURT

     Yeah!

        HARRY

     This bloke won't haggle.

        BURT

     (looking around)  Where are the guards?

        BRIAN

     Oh, all right ... I mean do we have to ...

        HARRY

     Now I want twenty for that ...



        BRIAN

     I gave you twenty.

        HARRY

     Now are you telling me that's not worth twenty shekels?

        BRIAN

     No.

        HARRY

     Feel the quality, that's none of yer goat.

        BRIAN

     Oh ... I'll give you nineteen then.

        HARRY

     No, no.  Do it properly.

        BRIAN

     What?

        HARRY

     Haggle properly.  This isn't worth nineteen.

        BRIAN

     You just said it was worth twenty.

        HARRY

     Burt!!

        BRIAN

     I'll give you ten.

        HARRY

     That's more like it.  (outraged)  Ten!?  Are you trying to insult me?

     Me?  With a poor dying grandmother ... Ten!?!

        BRIAN

     Eleven.

        HARRY

     Now you're getting it.  Eleven!?!  Did I hear you right?  Eleven?  This

     cost me twelve.  You want to ruin me.

        BRIAN

     Seventeen.



        HARRY

     Seventeen!

        BRIAN

     Eighteen?

        HARRY

     No, no, no.  You go to fourteen now.

        BRIAN

     Fourteen.

        HARRY

     Fourteen, are you joking?

        BRIAN

     That's what you told me to say.

(HARRY registers total despair.)

     Tell me what to say.  Please.

        HARRY

     Offer me fourteen.

        BRIAN

     I'll give you fourteen.

        HARRY

     (to onlookers)  He's offering me fourteen for this!

        BRIAN

     Fifteen.

        HARRY

     Seventeen.  My last word.  I won't take a penny less, or strike me dead.

        BRIAN

     Sixteen.

        HARRY

     Done.  (He grasps BRIAN'S hand and shakes it.)  Nice to do business with

     you.  Tell you what, I'll throw in this as well.  (He gives BRIAN a gourd.)

        BRIAN

     I don't want it but thanks.

        HARRY



     Burt!

        BURT

     (appearing rapidly)  Yes?

        BRIAN

     All right!  All right!!  Thank you.

        HARRY

     Where's the sixteen then?

        BRIAN

     I already gave you twenty.

        HARRY

     Oh yes ... that's four I owe you then.  (starts looking for change)

        BRIAN

     ... It's all right, it doesn't matter.

        HARRY

     Hang on.

(Pause as HARRY can't find change.  BRIAN sees a pair of prowling ROMANS.)

        BRIAN

     It's all right, that's four for the gourd -- that's fine!

        HARRY

     Four for the gourd.  Four!!!!  Look at it, that's worth ten if it's worth

     a shekel.

        BRIAN

     You just gave it to me for nothing.

        HARRY

     Yes, but it's *worth* ten.

        BRIAN

     All right, all right.

        HARRY

     No, no, no.  It's not worth ten.  You're supposed to argue.  "What?  Ten

     for that, you must be mad!"

(BRIAN pays ten, runs off with the gourd, and fixes the beard on his face.)

     Ah, well there's one born every minute.



Always Look on the Bright Side of Life

Cheer up, Brian.  You know what they say.

Some things in life are bad,

They can really make you mad.

Other things just make you swear and curse.

When you're chewing on life's gristle,

Don't grumble, give a whistle!

And this'll help things turn out for the best...

And...

(the music fades into the song)

..always look on the bright side of life!

(whistle)

Always look on the bright side of life...

If life seems jolly rotten,

There's something you've forgotten!

And that's to laugh and smile and dance and sing,

When you're feeling in the dumps,

Don't be silly chumps,

Just purse your lips and whistle -- that's the thing!

And... always look on the bright side of life...

(whistle)

Come on!

(other start to join in)

Always look on the bright side of life...

(whistle)



For life is quite absurd,

And death's the final word.

You must always face the curtain with a bow!

Forget about your sin -- give the audience a grin,

Enjoy it -- it's the last chance anyhow!

So always look on the bright side of death!

Just before you draw your terminal breath.

Life's a piece of shit,

When you look at it.

Life's a laugh and death's a joke, it's true,

You'll see it's all a show,

Keep 'em laughing as you go.

Just remember that the last laugh is on you!

And always look on the bright side of life...

(whistle)

Always look on the bright side of life

(whistle)
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Titles on Screen:

 

                         Judea  A.D. 33

 

                         Saturday Afternoon

 

                         About Tea-Time

 

(We hear the distant voice of Jesus Christ floating towards us and cut to see

 him standing at the summit of a hill.  Around him as we track backwards are

 thousands of people, listening to his words:)

 

Jesus:  How blest are the sorrowful, for they shall find consolation.

        How blest are those of gentle spirit.

        They shall have the earth for their posession.

        How blest are those who hunger and thirst to see right prevail.

        They shall be satisfied...

 

(CHRIST's voice gets fainter as we pull back from him revealing the enormous

 size of the crowd.  Standing nearby, isolated but alert, is a large contingent

 of Roman soldiers drawn up in serried ranks, armed, impassive, on foreign

 extra-weekend duty, keeping an eye on a large and potentially anti-Roman

 crowd.)

 

(We are a long way back from JESUS now, on another hillside towards the back

 of this huge multitude.  His voice is barely audible on the wind.  People are

 straining to hear.  The camera comes to rest by Mandy, older now by thirty-

 three years, but still a ratbag.)



 

Mandy:     Speak up!

Brian:     Mum!  Sh!

Mandy:     Well I can't hear a thing!  Let's go to the stoning.

Big-nose:  Sh!

Brian:     You can go to a stoning any time.

Mandy:     Oh, come on Brian!

Big-nose:  Will you be quiet?

Big-nose's wife: Don't pick your nose.

Big-nose:        I wasn't picking my nose ...  I was scratching.

Wife:            You were picking it while you were talking to that lady.

Big-nose:        I wasn't.

Wife:        Leave it alone...give it a rest...

Cheeky Man:  Do you mind?  I can't hear a word he's saying.

Wife:        Don't you "do you mind" me...I'm talking to my husband.

Cheeky Man:  Well go and talk to him somewhere else!  I can't hear a bloody

             thing!

Big-nose:    Don't you swear at my wife.

Cheeky Man:  I was only asking her to shut up so we can hear what he's saying,

             Big-nose.

Wife:        Don't you call my husband "Big-nose."

Cheeky Man:  Well he has got a big nose.

 

(Suddenly another rather well-heeled Jew in a toga turns around.  He constantly

 has trouble with his toga and has to keep pushing it back in place.  His voice

 is very cultured.  A small boy is holding a large parasol over his head.

 He is Gregory and he is out for the day with his wife.)

 

Gregory:     Could you be quiet, please?

             (to Cheeky Man) What was that?

Cheeky Man:  I don't know...I was too busy talking to Big-nose.

Man Further Forward:  I think it was "Blessed are the Cheesemakers."

Wife:        What's so special about the cheesemakers?



Gregory:     It's not meant to be taken literally.  Obviously it refers to any

             manufacturers of dairy products.

Cheeky Man:  See, if you hadn't been going on, you'd have heard that, Big-nose.

Big-nose:    Hey, if you say that once more, I'll smash your fucking face in.

Cheeky Man:  Better keep listening...might be a bit about "Blessed are the big

             noses."

Brian:       Oh, lay off him!

Cheeky Man:  (rounding on Brian) You're not so bad yourself, Conchface.  Where

             are you two from?  Nose City?

Big-nose:    Listen!  I said one more time...mate and I'll take you to the

             fucking cleaners.

Wife:        Language!  And don't pick your nose!

Big-nose:      I wasn't going to pick my nose.  I was going to thump him.

Other Person:  I think it was "Blessed are the Greek."

Gregory:       *The* Greek?

Other Person:  Apparently he's going to inherit the earth.

Gregory:       Did anyone catch his name?

Big-nose:      I'll thump him if he calls me Big-nose again.

Cheeky Man:  Oh shut up, Big-nose.

Big-nose:    Ooh!  Right!  I warned you...I really will slug you so hard...

Wife:        Oh it's the *Meek*...blessed are the Meek!  That's nice, I'm glad

             they're getting something, 'cause they have a hell of a time.

Cheeky Man:  Listen, I'm only telling the truth...you have got a very big nose.

Big-nose:    (trying desperately to control his anger)

             *Your* nose is going to be three foot wide across your face when

             I've finished with you.

Cheeky Man:  Who hit yours then?  Goliath's big brother?

Big-nose:      Oooh...oohh...aargh...ah

               (supreme self-control)

               That's your last warning...

Mrs. Gregory:  Oh do pipe d...

 



(Big-nose lets fly an almighty punch, but the Cheeky Man ducks and he hits Mrs.

 Gregory hard in the face.  Horrible crunching of fist on bone.  A general

 scuffle breaks out.)

 

Big-nose:  Silly bitch, getting in the way.

Mandy:     Brian!  Come on, let's go to the stoning.

Brian:     All right.
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Cheer up, Brian.  You know what they say.
Some things in life are bad,
They can really make you mad.
Other things just make you swear and curse.
When you're chewing on life's gristle,
Don't grumble, give a wistle!
And this'll help things turn out for the best...
And...
 
(the music fades into the song)
 
...always look on the bright side of life!
(whistle)
 
Always look on the bright side of life...
If life seems jolly rotten,
There's something you've forgotten!
And that's to laugh and smile and dance and sing,
 
When you're feeling in the dumps,
Don't be silly chumps,
Just purse your lips and whistle -- that's the thing!
And... always look on the bright side of life...
 
(whistle)
Come on!
 
(other start to join in)
Always look on the bright side of life...
(whistle)
 
For life is quite absurd,
And death's the final word.
You must always face the curtain with a bow!
Forget about your sin -- give the audience a grin,
Enjoy it -- it's the last chance anyhow!
 
So always look on the bright side of death!
Just before you draw your terminal breath.
Life's a piece of shit,
When you look at it.
 
Life's a laugh and death's a joke, it's true,
You'll see it's all a show,
Keep 'em laughing as you go.
Just remember that the last laugh is on you!
 
And always look on the bright side of life...
(whistle)
Always look on the bright side of life
(whistle)



           Title: Inalienable Rights

            From: Monty Python's Life of Brian 

  Transcribed By: Dwayne A. X. E. E. ( CS107124@YUSOL ) 

 

(A huge Roman amphitheatre, sparsely attended.  REG, FRANCIS, STAN and JUDITH

 are seated in the stands.  They speak conspiratorially.)

 

Judith:  Any Anti-Imperialist group like ours must *reflect* such a

         divergence of interests within its power-base.

Reg:     Agreed.

         (General nodding.)

         Francis?

Francis: I think Judith's point of view is valid here, Reg, provided the

         Movement never forgets that it is the inalienable right of every

         man--

Stan:    Or woman.

Francis: Or woman...to rid himself--

Stan:    Or herself.

Reg:     Or herself.  Agreed.  Thank you, brother.

Stan:    Or sister.

Francis: Thank you, brother.  Or sister.  Where was I?

Reg:     I thought you'd finished.

Francis: Oh, did I?  Right.

Reg:     Furthermore, it is the birthright of every man ...

Stan:    Or woman.

Reg:     Why don't you shut up about women, Stan, you're putting us off.

Stan:    Women have a perfect right to play a part in our movement, Reg.

Francis: Why are you always on about women, Stan?

Stan:    (pause) I want to be one.

 

(pregnant pause)

 



Reg:    What?

Stan:   I want to be a woman.  From now on I want you all to call me Loretta.

Reg:    What!?

Stan:   It's my right as a man.

Judith: Why do you want to be Loretta, Stan?

Stan:   I want to have babies.

Reg:    You want to have babies?!?!?!

Stan:   It's every man's right to have babies if he wants them.

Reg:    But you can't have babies.

Stan:   Don't you oppress me.

Reg:    I'm not oppressing you, Stan -- you haven't got a womb.  Where's the

        fetus going to gestate?  You going to keep it in a box?

(Stan starts crying.)

Judith:  Here!  I've got an idea.  Suppose you agree that he can't actually

         have babies, not having a womb, which is nobody's fault, not even the

         Romans', but that he can have the *right* to have babies.

Francis: Good idea, Judith.  We shall fight the oppressors for your right to

         have babies, brother.  Sister, sorry.

Reg:     (pissed)  What's the *point*?

Francis:  What?

Reg:      What's the point of fighting for his right to have babies, when he

          can't have babies?

Francis:  It is symbolic of our struggle against oppression.

Reg:      It's symbolic of his struggle against reality.



           Title: Pilate's Chamber

            From: Monty Python's Life of Brian

  Transcribed By: Dwayne A. X. E. E. ( CS107124@YUSOL )

       Edited By: Adam Fogg <borg@agate.net>

 

 

(Brian is hauled into Pilate's audience chamber.  It is big and impressive,

although a certain amount of redecorating is underway. The Centurion salutes.)

 

Centurion: Hail Caesar.

Pilate:    Hail Caesar.

Centurion: Only one survivor, Sir.

Pilate:    Thwow him to the floor.

Centurion: What, Sir?

Pilate:    Thwow him to the floor.

Centurion: Ah!

           (He motions to the two Roman guards, who throw Brian to the ground.)

Pilate:    Now, what is your name, Jew?

Brian:     Brian.

Pilate:    Bwian, eh?

Brian:     (trying to be helpful)  No, *Brian*.

           (The Centurion cuffs him.)

Pilate:    The little wascal has thpiwit.

Centurion: Has what, sir?

Pilate:    *THPIWIT*.

Centurion: Yes, he did, sir.

Pilate:    No, no, thpiwit...bwavado...a touch of dewwing-do.

Centurion: (still not really understanding) Ah. About eleven, sir.

Pilate:    (to Brian) So you dare to waid uth.

Brian:     (rising to his feet) To what?

Pilate:    Stwike him, centuwion, vewwy woughly.

Centurion: And throw him to the floor, Sir?

Pilate:    What?



Centurion: THWOW him to the floor again, Sir?

Pilate:    Oh, yeth.  Thwow him to the floor.

           (The Centurion knocks Brian hard on the side of the head again and

            the two guards throw him to the floor.)

Pilate:    Now, Jewith wapscallion.

Brian:     I'm not Jewish ...  I'm a Roman!

Pilate:    *WOMAN*?

Brian:     No, *ROMAN*.

          (But he's not quick enough to avoid another blow from the Centurion.)

Pilate:    Tho, your father was a *WOMAN*.  Who wath he?

Brian:     (proudly) He was a centurion in the Jerusalem Garrison.

Pilate:    Oh.  What was his name?

Brian:     Nortius Maximus.

 

(An involuntary titter arises from the Centurion.)

 

Pilate:    Centuwion, do we have anyone of that name in the gawwison?

Centurion: Well...no, sir.

Pilate:    You sound vewwy sure...have you checked?

Centurion: Well...no, sir.  I think it's a joke, sir...like...Sillius

           Soddus, or...Biggus Dickus.

Pilate:    What's so funny about Bigguth Dickuth?

Centurion: Well,...it's a...a joke name, sir.

Pilate:    I have a vewwy gweat fwend in Wome called Bigguth Dickuth.

 

(Involuntary laughter from a nearby guard surprises Pilate.)

 

Pilate:    Silence!  What is all this insolence?  You will find yourself in

           gladiator school vewwy quickly with wotten behaviour like that.

 

(The guard tries to stop giggling.  Pilate turns away from him.  He is angry.)

 

Brian:     Can I go now sir...



           (The Centurion strikes him.)

Pilate:    Wait till Bigguth hears of this!

 

(The guard immediately breaks up again.  Pilate turns on him.)

 

Pilate:    Wight!  Centuwion...take him away.

Centurion: Oh sir, he only....

Pilate:    I want him fighting wabid wild animals within a week.

Centurion: Yes, sir.

           (He starts to drag out the wretched guard.  Brian notices that

            little attention is being paid to him.)

Pilate:  I will not have my fwendth widiculed by the common tholdiewy.

         (He walks slowly towards the other guards.)

Pilate:  Now...anyone else feel like a little giggle when I mention my fwend-

              (He goes right up to one of the guards.)

         Biggus ...  Dickus.  He has a wife you know.

              (The guards tense up.)

         Called Incontinentia.

              (The guards relax.)

         Incontinentia Buttockth!

                (The guards fall about laughing.  Brian takes advantage of the

                chaos to slip away.)

         Thilenth!  I've had enough of this wowdy webel behaviour.  Thtop it!

         You call yourselves Pawaetonian guards?  Thilence!

                (But the guards are all hysterical by now.  Pilate notices

                Brian escaping.)

         You cwowd of cwacking-up cweeps.  Theize him!  Blow your noses and

         theize him!  Oh, my bum.



           Title: The Stoning

            From: Monty Python's Life of Brian

  Transcribed By: Dwayne A. X. E. E. ( CS107124@YUSOL )

(The Stoning Place.  A Jewish OFFICIAL stands there, with some helpers,

 confronting the potential stonee, MATTHIAS.  A large crowd watches.  90% are

 women in beards.  Around the perimeter are a few Roman troops.)

 

Official:  Matthias, son of Deuteronomy of Gath ...

Matthias:  (to Official's Helper): Do I say "Yes"?

Official's Helper: Yes.

Matthias:  Yes.

Official:  You have been found guilty by the elders of the town of uttering the

           name of our Lord and so as a blasphemer you are to be stoned to

           death.

Matthias:  Look, I'd had a lovely supper and all I said to my wife was, "That

           piece

Official:  Blasphemy!  He's said it again.

Women:     Yes, he did.

Official:  Did you hear him?

Women:     Yes we did.  Really.

Official:  (suspiciously) Are there any women here today?

 

(The women all shake their heads.  The Official faces Matthias again.)

 

Official:  Very well, by virtue of the authority vested in me ...

 

(One of the women throws a stone and it hits Matthias on the knee.)

 

Matthias:  Ow. Lay off.  We haven't started yet.

Official:  (turning around) Come on, who threw that?

 

(Silence.)



           Who threw that stone?  Come on.

Women:     (pointing to the culprit, keeping their voices as low in pitch as

           they can)

           She did.

           *He did.*

           He. Him.

Culprit:   (very deep voice) Sorry, I thought we'd started.

Official:  Go to the back.

Culprit:   Oh dear.

           (disappointedly goes to back)

Official:  There's always one, isn't there?  Now, where were we? ...

Matthias:  Look.  I don't think it ought to be blasphemy, just saying

           "Jehovah!"

 

(Sensation!!!!  The women gasp.)

 

Women:    (high voices) He said it again.

          (low voices)  He said it again.

Official: (to Matthias) You're only making it worse for yourself.

Matthias: Making it worse?  How can it be worse?  Jehovah, Jehovah, Jehovah.

 

(Great Sensation!!!!!!)

 

Official:  I'm warning you.  If you say "Jehovah" once more ...

           (He gasps at his error and claps his hand over his mouth.  A stone

           hits him on the side of the head.  He reacts.)

           Right!  Who threw that?

Women:     (high voices)

           It was her.

           It was *him*.

           (low voices)

           It was him.

Official:  Was it you?



Culprit:  Yes.

Official:  All right.

Culprit:  Well, you did say "Jehovah."

 

(The women all shriek and throw stones at her from very close range.  She falls

 to the ground stunned.  Quick cut of Romans reacting.  They shake their heads

 and mutter to each other.)

 

Official:  Stop that.  Stop it, will you stop that.  Now look, no one is to

           stone anyone until I blow this whistle.  *Even*...and I want to

           make this absolutely clear...*even* if they *do* say "Jehovah."

 

(There is a pause.  Then all the women throw stones at the Official and he

 goes down in a heap.  Five women carry a huge rock, run up and drop it on the

 Official.  Everyone claps.  The guards sadly shake their heads.)
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Men with bare bottoms:

Sit on my face, and tell me that you love me

I'll sit on your face and tell you I love you, too.

I love to hear you moralize

When I'm between your thighs

You blow me away

Sit on my face and let my lips embrace you

I'll sit on your face and let my love be truly.

Life can be fine if we're both 69

If we sit on our faces at losses of places and play

'Till we're blown away

Michael Palin: Hello, good evening and welcome to the Ronald Reagan Memorial Bowl, here in 
the pretty little L.A. suburb of 

Hollywood. Well, we're about to go in all for wrestling, brought to you tonight, ladies 
and gentlemen, by the makers of Scum, 

the world's first ever combined hair oil, foot ointment, and salad dressing. And the 
makers of Titan, the novelty nuclear 

missile! You never know when it'll go off! Surprise your friends, amuse your enemies, 
start the party with a bang! 

Introducing, ladies and gentlemen, tonight, all the way from a mudwrestling tour of the 
OPEC countries...in the red corner: 

Colin "Bomber" Harris!...and, ladies and gentlemen, in the blue corner...all the way from 
a mudwrestling tour of the OPEC 

countries...Colin "Bomber" Harris!

John Cleese: Well, now, ladies and gentlemen, this is the first time that Colin "Bomber" 
Harris has met himself. A few 

formalities now, any moment we're out, we'll be ready for the start of Round One. There 
goes the bell! Colin moves to the 

middle of the ring there, he's looking for an opening, going for the handhold...

Colin "Bomber" Harris: Augh!



John Cleese: He's got it! Into the headsqueeze...

Colin "Bomber" Harris: Augh!

John Cleese: A headsqueeze there...

Colin "Bomber" Harris: Augh!

John Cleese: A favorite...

Colin "Bomber" Harris: Augh!

John Cleese: ...a favorite move of Colin's ----...

Colin "Bomber" Harris: Augh!

John Cleese: ...flying there...

Colin "Bomber" Harris: Augh!

John Cleese: ...and already Colin is...

Colin "Bomber" Harris: Augh!

John Cleese: ...working on that weak left knee of his!

Colin "Bomber" Harris: Augh!

John Cleese: A half nelson...a half nelson and a Philadelphia Hamilton and Colin bit 
himself on purpose there, and he has been 

given a public warning by the referee, and Colin did not like that one little bit!

Colin "Bomber" Harris: Augh!

John Cleese: Double overhead nostril...

Colin "Bomber" Harris: Augh!

John Cleese: ...backkick and into the, ah, Boston crayfish, no, it's a crawlfish, or is it 
a longestine, no, it's a longestine! A 

lovely move there! He's caught himself by surprise and this is the first fall to Colin 
"Bomber" Harris! Swell! A lovely move 

there! And Colin must be pretty pleased with himself having put himself up with that one! 
A strawberry whip, a vanilla 

whip, a chocolate whip...there it is, Colin's most famous hold: the one-neck-over-shoulder-
Gerry Ford and Colin's in real 

trouble! He's just made it to the rope...just a little lucky there...

Colin "Bomber" Harris: Augh!

John Cleese: ...and there it is, a double Eydie Gorm‚, should be able to twist...but he 
does...but he's looking pretty 

groggy...and I think he's caught himself ----. Colin "Bomber" Harris has knocked himself 
out and so he is the winner and he 

goes on next week to meet himself in the final!



Anti-rasist singer: 

Never be rude to an Arab

An Israeli or Saudi or Jew

Never be rude to an Irishman

No matter what you do

Never pull fun at a nigger

A Spic or a Wop or a Kraut

And never poke fun at a...[Boom]

Renaissance Choir: [Gregorian Chant]

Servant: A Michelangelo to see you, your Holiness.

Pope: Who?

Servant: Michelangelo, the famous renaissance artist whose best known works include the 
ceiling of the Sistine Chapel, and 

the celebrated statue of David.

Pope: Ah. Very well...

Servant: In 1514 he returned to Florence and de...

Pope: All right, that's enough, that's enough, they've got it now!

Servant: Oh.

Michelangelo: Good evening, your Holiness.

Pope: Evening, Michelangelo. I want to have a word with you about this painting of yours, 
"The Last Supper."

Michelangelo: Oh, yeah?

Pope: I'm not happy about it.

Michelangelo: Oh, dear. It took me hours.

Pope: Not happy at all.

Michelangelo: Is it the jello you don't like?

Pope: No.

Michelangelo: Ah, no, I know, they do have a bit of colour, don't they? Oh, I know, you 
don't like the kangaroo?

Pope: What kangaroo?

Michelangelo: No problem, I'll paint him out.



Pope: I never saw a kangaroo!

Michelangelo: Uuh...he's right in the back. I'll paint him out! No sweat, I'll make him 
into a disciple.

Pope: Aah.

Michelangelo: All right?

Pope: That's the problem.

Michelangelo: What is?

Pope: The disciples.

Michelangelo: Are they too Jewish? I made Judas the most Jewish.

Pope: No, it's just that there are twenty-eight of them.

Michelangelo: Oh, well, another one will never matter, I'll make the kangaroo into another 
one.

Pope: No, that's not the point.

Michelangelo: All right. Well, I'll lose the kangaroo. Be honest, I wasn't perfectly happy 
with it.

Pope: That's not the point. There are twenty-eight disciples!

Michelangelo: Too many?

Pope: Well, of course it's too many!

Michelangelo: Yeah, I know that, but I wanted to give the impression of a real last 
supper. You know, not just any old last 

supper. Not like a last meal or a final snack. But you know, I wanted to give the 
impression of a real mother of a blow-out, 

you know?

Pope: There were only twelve disciples at the last supper.

Michelangelo: Well, maybe some of the others came along afterw...

Pope: There were only twelve altogether.

Michelangelo: Well, maybe some of their friends came by, you know?

Pope: Look! There were just twelve disciples and our Lord at the last supper. The Bible 
clearly says so.

Michelangelo: No friends?

Pope: No friends.

Michelangelo: Waiters?

Pope: No.

Michelangelo: Cabaret?

Pope: No!

Michelangelo: You see, I like them, they help to flesh out the scene, I could lose a few, 



you know I could...

Pope: Look! There were only twelve disciples at...

Michelangelo: I've got it! I've got it! We'll call it "The Last But One Supper"!

Pope: What?

Michelangelo: Well there must have been one, if there was a last supper there must have 
been a one before that, so this, is the 

"Penultimate Supper"! The Bible doesn't say how many people were there, does it?

Pope: No, but...

Michelangelo: Well there you are, then!

Pope: Look! The last supper is a significant event in the life of our Lord, the 
penultimate supper was not! Even if they had a 

conjurer and a mariachi band. Now, a last supper I commissioned from you, and a last 
supper I want! With twelve disciples 

and one Christ!

Michelangelo: One?!

Pope: Yes one! Now will you please tell me what in God's name possessed you to paint this 
with three Christs in it?

Michelangelo: It works, mate!

Pope: Works?

Michelangelo: Yeah! It looks great! The fat one balances the two skinny ones.

Pope: There was only one Redeemer!

Michelangelo: Ah, I know that, we all know that, what about a bit of artistic license?

Pope: A one Messiah is what I want!

Michelangelo: I'll tell you what you want, mate! You want a bloody photographer! That's 
you want. Not a bloody creative 

artist to crease you up...

Pope: I'll tell you what I want! I want a last supper with one Christ, twelve disciples, 
no kangaroos, no trampoline acts, by 

Thursday lunch, or you don't get paid!

Michelangelo: Bloody fascist!

Pope: Look! I'm the bloody pope, I am! May not know much about art, but I know what I 
like!

Anti-rasist singer :

Never be rude to a polack...[Boom]



John Cleese: Hello, and welcome to Munich, for the 27th Silly Olympiad, an event held 
traditionally every 3.7 years, which 

this year has brought together competitors from over 4 million different countries. And 
here we are at the start of the first 

event of the afternoon: the second semifinal of the 100 yards for people with no sense of 
direction.Aah, to see the 

competitors; Lane One: Kolomovski of Poland; Lane Two: Zatapatique of France; Lane Three: 
Gropovich of the United 

States, next to him: Drabble of Trinidad, next to him: Fernand‚z of Spain, and in the 
outside lane: Bormann of Brazil!

Starter: Get set!

Starter's Pistol: [Bang]

John Cleese: Well, that was fun, wasn't it? And now, over to the other end of the stadium. 
And here they're just waiting for 

the start of the 1500 meters for the deaf. And they're on the starter's orders.

Starter's Pistol: [Bang]

John Cleese: Well, we'll be coming back the moment there's any action. And now over to the 
swimming. And you join us here 

at the Bundesabsurd pool just in time to see the start of the 200 meters freestyle for non-
swimmers. Watch for the top 

Australian champion Ron Barnett in the second lane.

Starter's Whistle: [Whistle]

Swimmers: [Splash]

John Cleese: Well, we'll be bringing you back here the moment they start fishing the 
corpses up. And now over to the ---- for 

the start of the marathon for incontinents. Well, we put in for this event 44 competitors 
from 29 different countries, all of 

them with the most superbly weak bladders. Not a tight slinter in sight. Ready to embark, 
nevertheless, on the world's longest 

race and they're just aching to go! 

Starter: On your marks! Get set!

Starter's Pistol: [Bang]

John Cleese: And they're off! They're off! Well... Well, back at the 1500 meters and the 
starter's putting up a magnificent 

show! We've had ---- scattered random fire, fuselage firing, ----. It's enough to make you 
chew your own foot off! And now 

the high jump! Katerina Ovelenskij, Soviet Union! But what a jump! What a jump! That ought 
to be a record! And here we 

are at the 3000 meter steeplechase for people who think they're chickens! There's 
Samuelsson of the United States, and over 



there is Klaus of East Germany! He's been a ---- for the last three olympics. ---- There's 
the leader, Abe Seagull of Canada ---- 

very good start ---- water jump, and has now gone loopy. Now we are back with the marathon 
for incontinents once again. 

There's Polinski of Poland in the lead, and-and now Brewer of Australia is taking over! ---
- And so now it is Alvarez of Cuba, 

followed by the ---- Norwegian Borg, ----. Well, well, these must be some of the weakest 
bladders ever to represent their 

country! And now, let's have a look back at what's going on down on stage!

Bruce I: Good evening, ladies and bruces!

Bruce II: Hello, Bruce.

Bruce I: Hello, Bruce.

Bruce III: Hello, Bruce.

Bruce I: Hey, Bruce.

Bruce II: What's all this lot, Bruce?

Bruce I: It's very nice to be here at the Hollywood Bowl this evening! We're all 
philosophy professors from the University of 

Woolamaloa, Australia!

All Bruces: Hey, Australia, Australia, Australia! God love ya!

Bruce I: I teach Hegelian philosophy, Bruce here teaches Aristotolean philosophy, and 
Bruce here is in charge of the sheep 

dip.

Bruce II: [Cough] Bloody difficult work, I tell ya!

Bruce I: I'll tell you what is thirsty work watching this garn of human. Bruce, why don't 
you just stick out a few of these little 

free examples from your ----.

Bruce I: All right! Now, the reason we do this, ladies and bruces, is frankly over here we 
find your American beer is a little 

like making love in a canoe!

Bruce III: Making love in a canoe?

Bruce I: It's fucking close to water! Well now, we're going to try and raise the tone a 
little here by singing a nice intellectual 

song for for those two or three of you in the audience...

Bruce II: Right!

Bruce I: ...who understand these things. So, here we go!



All Bruces :

Immanuel Kant was a real pissant

Who was very rarely stable

Heidegger, Heidegger was a boozy beggar

Who could think you under the table

David Hume could out-consume

Schopenhauer and Hegel

And Wittgenstein was a beery swine

Who was just as sloshed as Schlegel

There's nothing Nietszche couldn't teach ya

'Bout the raising of the wrist

Socrates himself was permanently pissed

Bruce II: How do you like that? All right!

Bruce I: Let's hold it a second. I can see some of these bruces are in a bit of a playful 
mood tonight. Ain't that, Bruce?

Bruce II: Yeah, Bruce.

Bruce I: Some of the ones that don't have straws up their nose. Anyway, why don't we do 
something rather... Why don't we 

get some of these guys to sing along with us? ----.

Bruce II: Ok, I've got the words somewhere.

Bruce I: Right! Ready!

Bruce II: Right! Ready!

All Bruces & Audience :

Immanuel Kant was a real pissant

Who was very rarely stable

Bruce II: Heidegger, Heidegger was a boozy...

Bruce I: They're a typical Hollywood audience! All the kids are on drugs, and all the 
adults are on roller skates! Have we got 

any...have we got anything bigger to put the words up for these rather shortsighted 
people?

Bruce II: This is Bruce from the Biology Department.



Bruce I: All right. Okay, here we go.

All Bruces & Audience :

Immanuel Kant was a real pissant

Who was very rarely stable

Bruce II: Come on!

All Bruces & Audience :

Heidegger, Heidegger was a boozy beggar

Who could take you under the table

David Hume could out-consume

Schopenhauer and Hegel

And Wittgenstein was a beery swine

Who was just as sloshed as Schlegel

There's nothing Nietszche couldn't teach ya

'Bout the raising of the wrist

Socrates himself was permanently pissed

John Stuart Mill of his own free will

On half a pint of shandy was particularly ill

Plato they say could stick it away 

Half a crate of whiskey every day

Aristotle, Aristotle was a buggar for the bottle

Hobbes was fond of his Dram

And Rene Descartes was a drunken fart

"I drink, therefore I am !"

Yes Socrates himself is particularly missed

A lovely little thinker

But a bugger when he's pissed

Silly Walks Director: Good morning. I'm sorry to have kept you waiting, but I'm afraid my 
walk has become rather silly over 

these months, so it takes so long to get to the office. Now,uhm, what was it again?



Silly Walks Applicant: Uh, well sir, I-I-I I have got a silly walk and I'd like to obtain 
government backing to help me develop 

it.

Silly Walks Director: I see. Well, may I see this silly walk of yours?

Silly Walks Applicant: Oh, yes, certainly.

Silly Walks Director: Yes, I see, tha-tha-that's it, is it?

Silly Walks Applicant: Ah, well, yes, that's it.

Silly Walks Director: Yes, yes, yes. It's not particularly silly, is it?

Silly Walks Applicant: Well, ah-ah...

Silly Walks Director: I mean, the left leg isn't silly at all and the right leg merely 
does a four dare O'Brian half turn every 

alternate step.

Silly Walks Applicant: Yes, but I feel with a federal grant I could make it a lot more 
silly.

Silly Walks Director: Mr. Stagback, the very real problem is what I find out. You see, 
there's defense, education, housing, 

health, social security, silly walks. They're all supposed to get the same. But last year 
the government spent less on Silly 

Walks than they did on industrial organisation. We're supposed to get 348 millions pounds 
a year to cover our entire Silly 

Walks proposal. Coffee?

Silly Walks Applicant: Yes, please.

Silly Walks Director: Hello, uh, Mrs. Twolumps, uhm, could we have two cups of coffee, 
please.

Mrs. Twolumps: Yes, Mr. Teabag.

Silly Walks Director: Mad as a hatter. You see, the Israelis they have a man who can take 
his own left leg off and swallow it 

with every alternate step, whereas the Japanese, cunning electronically obsessed little...

Mrs. Twolumps' tray: [Splash]

Silly Walks Director: Yes, thank you, Mrs. Twolumps. You're...you're really interested in 
silly walks, aren't you?

Silly Walks Applicant: Right there!

Silly Walks Director: Right, well, take a look at this!

Barrister I: Ooh, that bit of a morning in the high court!

Barrister II: Oh, oh!



Barrister I: Oh, I could stamp my little feet at the way those counsels are carrying on.

Barrister II: Oh, don't tell me, love.

Barrister I: Oh, dear, objection here, objection there. And that nice policeman giving his 
evidence so well!

Barrister II: Oh, ah.

Barrister I: Beautiful speaking voice.

Barrister II: And what a body!

Barrister I: Oh, yeah

Barrister II: Oh, yeah. Ooh, ah.

Barrister I: Well, after a bit all I could do was bang me gavel.

Barrister II: You what, love?

Barrister I: I banged me gavel!

Barrister II: Oh, get away!

Barrister I: I did!

Barrister II: Ooh!

Barrister I: I did my "silence in court" bit.

Barrister II: Oh.

Barrister I: If looks could have killed, that prosecuting counsel would have been in for 
thirty years.

Barrister II: Hum-hum!

Barrister I: How did your summing-up go?

Barrister II: Uh, well, I did my box voice, you know, "what the jury must understand", and 
they loved it!

Barrister I: Ah.

Barrister II: I could see that little curly-headed foreman of the jury eyeing me!

Barrister I: Really?

Barrister II: Oh, yeah. Cheating devil. I finished up with, I got really strict: "The 
actions of these vicious men are a violent 

state upon the community and the four pounds of the law is scarcely sufficient to deal 
with their ghastly crimes!"

Barrister I: Oh, yeah?

Barrister II: And I waggled me wig! Whoaaoha!

Barrister I: You waggled you what?

Barrister II: I waggled me wig!

Barrister I: Really?



Barrister II: Ah, the only thing I waggled!

Barrister I: Ooh...

Barrister II: Ever so slightly, stood in effect.

Barrister I: Ooh!

Barrister II: Anyway, I gave him three years. Merely took ten minutes.

Barrister I: Ooh...well, as I said to Melvin Belly the other day, you know: "You can put 
it in the hand of your attorneys, but 

it'll never stand up in court!"

                        GRAOO                   SKRIG                   ARGH

                        FULG                    SKRIG                   MUCK

                        NOW                     SKRIG                   GLAR

[Thus spake Zarathustra op. 30 - Richard Strauss]

WORLD FORUM

Eric Idle: Good evening. Tonight on World Forum we are deeply privileged to have with us 
Karl Marx, the founder of modern 

socialism and author of the Communist Manifesto, Vladimir Ilitj Ulyanov, better known to 
the world as Lenin, leader of the 

Russian Revolution, writer, statesman, and father of modern socialism, Che Guevara, the 
Bolivian guerilla leader, and Mao 

Tse-tung, chairman of the Chinese Communist Party since 1949. And the first question is 
for you, Karl Marx. "The 

Hammers." "The Hammers" is the nickname of what English football team? "The Hammers." No? 
Well, bad luck, Karl. It is, 

in fact, West Ham United. Now, Che Guevara. Che... Coventry City last won the English 
football cup in what year? No? I 

can tell no further question. Anybody else? Coventry City last won the English Football 
Cup in what year? No, I'm not 

surprised you didn't get that. It is in fact a trick question. Coventry City have never 
won the English Football Cup. So now 

with the scores all even, it's on to Round 2, and Lenin, you start at the $10. Jerry Lee 
Lewis has had over 17 major solid gold 

hits in the U.S. of A. What's the name of the biggest? Jerry Lee Lewis' solid gold biggie? 
No?



Mao Tse-tung's buzzer: [Buzz]

Eric Idle: Yes, Mao Tse-tung?

Mao Tse-tung: "Great Balls of Fire?"

Eric Idle: Yes, it was indeed! Very well challenged. Well, now we come on to our third 
round. Our contestant tonight is Karl 

Marx and our special prize is this beautiful lounge suite! Uh, Karl has elected to answer 
questions on workers' control of 

factories, so here we go with question number one. You, nervous, Karl? Just a little. 
Well, never mind pal, have a go! The 

development of the industrial proletariat is conditioned by what other development?

Karl Marx: The development of the industrial bourgeoisie.

Eric Idle: Good! Yes, it is indeed! Well done, Karl! You're on your way to a lounge suite! 
Now Karl, number two. The 

struggle of class against class is a what struggle?

Karl Marx: A political struggle.

Eric Idle: Good! Yes, it is indeed. Well done, Karl! One final question, and that 
beautiful non-materialistic lounge suite will be 

yours! Ready, Karl? You're a brave man. Your final question: Who won the English Football 
Cup in 1949?

Karl Marx: Uhuh, the workers' control of means of production? The-the struggle of the 
urban proletariat?

Eric Idle: Uh, no, it was Wolverhampton Wanderers who beat Lester 3-1.

Karl Marx: Oh, shit!

Eric Idle: Get out of here! Well, no one leaves this show empty-handed, so we're gonna cut 
off his hands. Well, now it's talent 

spotting time, ladies and gentlemen, and please see if you can spot any talent in our next 
competitors? Will you please give a 

very big hand and a warm welcome to Carl Weetabix and Rita!

Carl Weetabix :

I'm the urban spaceman, baby, I've got speed, I've got everything I need

I'm the urban spaceman, baby, I couldn't fly, I'm a supersonic guy

I don't need pleasure, I don't feel pain, if you were to knock me down, I'd just get up 
again

I'm the urban spaceman, baby, I'm making out, I'm all about

I wake up every morning with a smile upon my face

My natural exuberance spills out all over the place

I'm the urban spaceman, baby, I'm intelligent and clean, know what I mean



I'm the urban spaceman, as you lovers second to none, it's a lot of fun

I never let my friends down, I could have made a boop

I'm a glossy magazine, an advert on the tube

I'm the urban spaceman, baby, here comes the twist

I don't exist

WHIZZO

Constable: Mr. Hilton?

Mr. Hilton: Ah, yes.

Constable: You are sole proprietor and owner of the Whizzo Chocolate Company?

Mr. Hilton: I am.

Constable: Constable Parrot and I are from the Hygiene Squad...

Mr. Hilton: Oh, yes.

Constable: ...and we'd like to have a word with you about your box of chocolates entitled 
"The Whizzo Quality Assortment."

Mr. Hilton: Ah, good, yes.

Constable: If I may begin at the beginning. First, there is the Cherry Fondue. Now this is 
extremely nasty, but we can't 

prosecute you for that!

Mr. Hilton: Agreed.

Constable: Next we have number four, "Crunchy Frog."

Mr. Hilton: Ah, yes.

Constable: Am I right in thinking there's a real frog in here?

Mr. Hilton: Yes, a little one.

Constable: Is it cooked?

Mr. Hilton: No.

Constable: What? A raw frog?

Mr. Hilton: We use only the finest baby frogs, due picked and flown from Iraq, cleansed in 
the finest quality spring water, 

lightly killed, and sealed in a ---- treble milk chocolate envelope, and lovingly frosted 
with glucose!

Constable: That's as maybe, but it's still a frog!

Mr. Hilton: What else would it be?



Constable: What! Don't even take the bones out?

Mr. Hilton: If we took the bones out, it wouldn't be crunchy, would it?

Constable: Constable Parrot ate one of those!

Constable Parrot: Would you excuse me for a moment, sir?

Constable: Yes.

Mr. Hilton: Well, it says "Crunchy Frog" quite clearly.

Constable: They'll never mind that. We have to protect the public. People aren't going to 
think there's a real frog in chocolate. 

The superintendent thought it was ----. They're bound to think it's some sort of mock 
frog.

Mr. Hilton: Mock frog?! We use no artificial preservatives or additives of any kind!

Constable: Nevertheless, I advise you to in future change the words "Crunchy Frog" with 
the legend "Crunchy, raw, unboned, 

real, dead frog" if you want to avoid prosecution.

Mr. Hilton: What about our sales?

Constable: I don't give a damn about your sales. We have to protect the public! Now, what 
was this one? Number five. It was 

number five, wasn't it? Number five: "Ram's Bladder Cup!" Now what kind of confection is 
this?

Mr. Hilton: We use choice ---- juicy chunks of fresh Cornish ram's bladder, emptied, 
steamed, flavored with sesame seeds, 

whipped into a fondue, and garnished with larks' vomit!

Constable: Larks' vomit?

Mr. Hilton: Correct.

Constable: It doesn't say anything down here about larks' vomit!

Mr. Hilton: Ah, yes, it does, on the bottom of the box, after monosodium glutamate.

Constable: I hardly think this is good enough! It would be more appropriate if the box 
bore a big red label. "Warning: Larks' 

Vomit!"

Mr. Hilton: Our sales would plummet!

Constable: Well, why don't you move into more conventional areas of confectionery, like 
praline or lime cream, a very 

popular flavor I'm met to understand, or Strawberry Delight? I mean, what's this one? 
"Cockroach Cluster?" And this, 

"Anthrax Ripple?"

Constable Parrot: [Vomit]

Constable: And what's this one, "Spring Surprise?"



Mr. Hilton: Aaah, that's our speciality! Covered in darkest, dowdy, smooth chocolate, when 
you pop it in your mouth, 

stainless steel bolts sprint out and punch straight through both cheeks!

Constable: If people pop a nice chocky in their mouth they don't expect to get their 
cheeks pierced! In any case, it is an 

inadequate description of the sweet in it! I shall have to ask you to accompany me to the 
station.

Mr. Hilton: It's a fair cop.

Constable: And don't talk to the audience!

WHIZZO

INTERMISSION

Albatross Woman: Albatross! Albatross! Albatross! You're not supposed to be smoking that! 
Albatross! Don't take them!

American: What flavor is it? What flavor is it?

Albatross Woman: Seagullsickle! Pelican-bonbon! Albatross!

Man with hat: Could I have... Could I have two icecreams, please?

Albatross Woman: I haven't got any icecreams, I just got this albatross!

Man with hat: Uh...

Albatross Woman: Albatross!

Man with hat: Uh, what flavor is it?

Albatross Woman: Well, it is an albatross, isn't it? There's no bloody flavor! Albatross!

Man with hat: There's gotta be some flavor, I mean everything's got a flavor...

Albatross Woman: All right, all right! It's bloody albatross flavor! Bleedin' seabird, 
bleedin' flavor! Albatross!

Man with hat: Do you get wafers with it?

Albatross Woman: Of course you don't have fucking wafers with it, you cunt! It's a fucking 
albatross, I mean...

Graham Chapman: Stop that! Stop that! It's filthy! Hold on! Right now, we need you! The 
one in the black, we need you for 

another skit on stage. And you, get off! You're not even a proper woman!

Albatross Woman: Don't you oppress me, mate!

Graham Chapman: What are you trying to do? Avoid registration or something?



Albatross Woman: Bleedin' sexist!

Graham Chapman: Come on, we need you for a skit! No one enjoys a good laugh more than I 
do. Except perhaps for my wife 

and some of her friends. Oh, yes, and Captain Johnson. Come to think of it, most people 
enjoy a good laugh more than I do, 

but that's beside the point. Right! Let's get on with this skit! Where's the other person 
for this skit? Right, you want to sit in 

that chair? And...cue...the...skit!

Man: Evening, squire!

Man with hat: Good evening.

Man: Is your...is your wife a goer? Eh? Know what I mean? Know what I mean? Nudge, nudge! 
Know what I mean? Say no 

more!

Man with hat: I-I...I beg your pardon?

Man: Your...your wife. Does she go,eh? Does she go, eh? Eh?

Man with hat: Huh, sometimes she has to go, yes.

Man: I bet she does! I bet she does! Say no more! Say no more! Know what I mean? Nudge, 
nudge!

Man with hat: I'm afraid I don't quite follow you...

Man: Oh, "follow me, follow me"? That's good, that's very good! A nod's as good as a wink 
to a blind bat!

Man with hat: Are...are you selling something?

Man: "Selling, selling"...very good indeed! You're wicked, you are, eh? Wicked, eh? Ho-ho-
ho! Whoa! Wicked! Say no more!

Man with hat: Huhuh?

Man: Whoa! So your wife's interested in...in sport? Eh?

Man with hat: Ah, she likes sport, yes.

Man: I bet she does! I bet she does!

Man with hat: As a matter of fact, she's very fond of cricket.

Man: She likes "games", eh? Likes "games"? Knew she would, she's been around a bit, eh? 
She's been around?

Man with hat: Well, she has travelled, yes. She's from Glendale.

Man: Say no more! Glendale, squire? Say no more! Say no more! Say no more! Say no more!

Man with hat: Well...

Man: Whoa! Is your...is your Glendale wife interested in...photography? Eh? Eh? Eh?

Man with hat: Photography?



Man: "Photographs, eh?" he asked him knowingly!

Man with hat: Photography?

Man: Snap, snap, grin, grin, wing, wing, nudge, nudge, say no more!

Man with hat: Sort of...holiday snaps, eh?

Man: They could be, they could be taken on holiday, you know! Swimming costumes, 
candid...you know, "candid" 

photography?

Man with hat: No, we don't have a camera!

Man: Ah. Still, whoahaah! Eh? Whoahaah! Eh? Whoahaah! Eh? Whoahaahaha! Huhuh!

Man with hat: Look, are you insinuating something?

Man: Oh, no, no, no...yes!

Man with hat: Well?

Man: Why, I mean, you're a man of the world, squire, you know...you're...you've been 
around, you know?

Man with hat: What do you mean?

Man: Well, I mean, like, you've...you know, you...like...you've done it, you know...you've 
slept...with a lady?

Man with hat: Yes.

Man: What's it like?

INTERNATIONAL PHILOSOPHY

GERMANY

vs.

GREECE

Man: Good afternoon, and welcome to a packed Olympic stadium in Munchen for the second leg 
of this exciting final. And 

here comes the Germans now, led by their skipper "Lobby" Hegel. They must truly be 
favorites this afternoon. They've 

certainly attracted the most attention from the press with their team problems. And let's 
now see their line-up :

DEUTSCHLAND

                                        1  LEIBNIZ



                                        2  I.KANT

                                        3  HEGEL

                                        4  SCHOPENHAUER

                                        5  SCHELLING

                                        6  BECKENBAUER

                                        7  JASPERS

                                        8  SCHLEGEL

                                        9  WITTGENSTEIN

                                        10 NIETZSCHE

                                        11 HEIDEGGER

Man: The Germans playing 4-2-4, Leibniz in goal, back four Kant, Hegel, Schopenhauer, and 
Schelling, front runners Schlegel, 

Wittgenstein, Nietzsche, and Heidegger, and the midfield duo of Beckenbauer and Jaspers. 
Beckenbauer obviously a bit of a 

surprise there. And here come the Greeks, led off by their veteran centerhalf Herakleitos. 
Let's look at their team :

GRIECHENLAND

                                        1 PLATO

                                        2 EPIKTET

                                        3 ARISTOTELES

                                        4 SOPHOKLES

                                        5 EMPEDOKLES VON ACRAGA

                                        6 PLOTIN

                                        7 EPIKUR

                                        8 HERAKLIT

                                        9 DERAKLIT

                                        10 SOKRATES

                                        11 ARKIMEDES

Man: As it's expected it's a much more defensive line-up. Plato's in goal, Socrates is a 
front runner there, and Aristotle as 

sweeper. Aristotle, very much the man in form. One surprise is the inclusion of 
Archimedes. Well, here comes the referee: 

Con-Fu-Cu, Confucius and his two linesmen, St. Augustian and St. Thomas Acquinus. And as 
the two skippers come 



together to shake hands we're ready for the start of this very exciting final.. The 
referee, Mr. Confucius, checks his hand...

Referee's Whistle: [Whistle]

Man: ...and...they're off! Nietzsche and Hegel there, old Jaspers ---- on the outside, 
Wittgenstein there with him, there's 

Beckenbauer, Schelling there, Heidegger covering, Schopenhauer, and now it's the Greeks. 
Epikuros, we find him number six, 

Aristotle, Empedokles and Deraklites, and Demokrites with him, there's Archimedes, 
Socrates, there he is, Socrates, Socrates 

there going through...there's the ball, there's the ball. We'll be bringing you back to 
this exciting contest the moment anything 

interesting happens.

GERMANY 0       GREECE 0

Eric Idle: Very fussable, isn't it? Very fussable.

All: Right, all right.

Graham Chapman: Good glass of Chƒteau de Chasselas, ain't just that, sire?

Terry Jones: Oh, you're right there, Obadiah.

Graham Chapman: Right.

Eric Idle: Who would have thought, thirty years ago, we'd all be sitting here drinking 
Chateau de Chaselet, eh?

All: Aye, aye.

Michael Palin: Them days we were glad to have the price of a cup of tea.

Graham Chapman: Right! A cup of cold tea!

Michael Palin: Right!

Eric Idle: Without milk or sugar!

Terry Jones: Or tea!

Michael Palin: In a cracked cup and all.

Eric Idle: Oh, we never used to have a cup! We used to have to drink out of a rolled-up 
newspaper!

Graham Chapman: The best we could manage was to suck on a piece of damp cloth.

Terry Jones: But you know, we were happy in those days, although we were poor.

Michael Palin: Because we were poor!

Terry Jones: Right!



Michael Palin: My old dad used to say to me: "Money doesn't bring you happiness, son!"

Eric Idle: He was right!

Michael Palin: Right!

Eric Idle: I was happier then and I had nothing! We used to live in this tiny old tumbled-
down house with great big holes in 

the roof.

Graham Chapman: House! You were lucky to live in a house! We used to live in one room, all 
twentysix of us, no furniture, 

half the floor was missing, we were all huddled together in one corner for fear of 
falling.

Terry Jones: You were lucky to have a room! We used to have to live in the corridor!

Michael Palin: Oh, we used to dream of living in a corridor! Would have been a palace to 
us! We used to live in an old 

watertank on a rubbish tip. We'd all woke up every morning by having a load of rotten fish 
dumped all over us! House, huh!

Eric Idle: Well, when I say a house, it was just a hole in the ground, covered by a sheet 
of tarpaulin, but it was a house to us!

Graham Chapman: We were evicted from our hole in the ground. We had to go and live in a 
lake!

Terry Jones: You were lucky to have a lake! There were 150 of us living in a shoebox in 
the middle of the road!

Michael Palin: A cardboard box?

Terry Jones: Aye!

Michael Palin: You were lucky! We lived for three months in a rolled-up newspaper in a 
septic tank! We used to have to go 

up every morning, at six o'clock and clean the newspaper, go to work down the mill, 
fourteen hours a day, week in, week out, 

for six pence a week, and when we got home, our dad would slash us to sleep with his belt!

Graham Chapman: Luxury! We used to have to get up out of the lake at three o'clock in the 
morning, clean the lake, eat a 

handful of hot grubble, work twenty hours a day at mill, for two pence a month, come home, 
and dad would beat us around 

the head and neck with a broken bottle, if we were lucky!

Terry Jones: Well, of course, we had it tough! We used to have to get up out of the 
shoebox in the middle of the night, and 

lick the road clean with our tongues! We had to eat half a handful of freezing cold 
grubble, work twenty-four hours a day at 

mill for four pence every six years, and when we got home, our dad would slice us in two 
with a breadknife!

Eric Idle: Right! I had to get up in the morning, at ten o'clock at night, half an hour 



before I went to bed, eat a lump of cold 

poison, work twenty-nine hours a day down mill and pay millowner for permission to come to 
work, and when we got home, 

our dad would kill us and dance about on our graves, singing Hallelujah!

Michael Palin: Aah. Are you trying to tell the young people of today that, and they won't 
believe you!

All: No, no they won't!

SPORTS UPDATE

Man: Well, there may be no score, but there's certainly no lack of excitement here, as you 
can see, Nietzsche has just been 

booked for arguing with the referee. He accused Confucius of having no free will, and 
Confucius he say name going book, and 

this is Nietszche's third booking in four games.

Whistle: [Phuiiih]

Man: And, oh, that is Karl Marx. Karl Marx is warming up, it looks as if it is going to be 
a substitution on the German side. 

Obviously manager Martin Luther has decided on all-out attack and indeed he must, with 
only two minutes of the match to 

go. But the big question is: Who is going to be replaced? Who is gonna come off? It could 
be Jaspers, Hegel or Schopenhauer. 

But it's Wittgenstein! Wittgenstein ---- only last week! And here's Marx! Let's see if he 
can put some light in this German 

attack. Evidently not. What a shame. Well, now, with just over a minute left, replay on 
Tuesday looks absolutely vital. 

There's Archimedes, and I think he's had an idea!

Archimedes: Heureka!

Man: Archimedes out to Socrates, Socrates back to Archimedes, Archimedes out to 
Herakleitos, he beat Hegel, Herakleitos is 

a little flick, here comes on the bardboard Socrates, Socrates is there! It is in! The 
Greeks are going... the Greeks are going 

mad! The Greeks are going there, Socrates scores, beautiful----the Germans are disputing 
it! Hegel is arguing that reality is 

merely a ---- ethics, Kant by the categoric imperative is holding that ultimologically 
possessed only in the imagination and 

Marx is claiming it was off-side! But Confucius blows the final whistle...it's all over! 
Germany, having chanced England's 

famous midfield trio Vincent, Mogalov in the semifinal, have been beaten by the odd goal! 



And that's it again! There it is, 

Socrates, Socrates heads it in, and Leibniz somehow has no chance! And just look at those 
delighted Greeks! There they are, 

chopper Sokrates, Empedokles, and Deraklites! What a game here! And Epikuros is there, and 
Sokrates, the captain who 

scored what must probably be the most important goal of his career!

Customer's finger pressing the secretary's breast nipple as if it were a bell: [Buzz]

Secretary: Ooh! Good afternoon, sir. May I help you?

Customer: Yes, I'd like to have an argument, please.

Secretary: Certainly, sir. Uhm, have you been here before?

Customer: Ah, no, this is my first time.

Secretary: I see. Well, do you want to have just one argument or were you thinking of 
taking a course?

Customer: Well, uh, what is the cost?

Secretary: Yes, it's one pound for a five-minute argument, but only eight pounds for a 
course of ten.

Customer: Well, I think I'll just try the one and see how it goes from there.

Secretary: Fine. Ah, yes, try Mr. Barnard, Room 12.

Customer: Thank you very much.

Mr. Barnard: What do you want?

Customer: Well, I just was...

Mr. Barnard: Don't give me that, you snorty-faced pair of parrot droppings! Shut your 
festering gob, you tit! Your type 

make me puke, you vacuous ---- stuffing old malodrious pervert!

Customer: Listen, I came here for an argument!

Mr. Barnard: Oh, oh, I'm sorry, but this is Abuse!

Customer: Oh, oh, I see!

Mr. Barnard: Hahaha!

Customer: Terribly sorry.

Mr. Barnard: No, you want Room 12A, next door.

Customer: Oh, I see. Thank you very much.

Mr. Barnard: Not at all.

Customer: Uhuh!

Mr. Barnard: Stupid git...



Customer: Uh, is this the right room for an argument?

Argumentator: I told you once.

Customer: Uh, no, you haven't.

Argumentator: Yes, I have.

Customer: When?

Argumentator: Just now.

Customer: No, you didn't.

Argumentator: Yes, I did.

Customer: You didn't!

Argumentator: I did.

Customer: No, you didn't!

Argumentator: I'm telling you I did!

Customer: You most certainly did not!

Argumentator: Ah, wait a moment, is this the five-minute argument or the full half hour?

Customer: Oh, oh, I see. Just the five-minute.

Argumentator: Just the five minutes... Right, thank you. Anyway, I did.

Customer: Oh, no, you didn't.

Argumentator: Now let's get one thing absolutely clear. I most definitely told you.

Customer: No, you didn't.

Argumentator: Yes, I did.

Customer: No, you didn't.

Argumentator: Yes, I did.

Customer: No, you didn't.

Argumentator: Yes, I did.

Customer: No, you didn't.

Argumentator: Yes, I did.

Customer: No, you didn't.

Argumentator: Yes, I did.

Customer: No, you didn't.

Argumentator: Yes, I did.

Customer: No, you didn't.

Argumentator: Yes, I did.

Customer: No, you didn't.



Argumentator: Yes, I did.

Customer: No, you didn't.

Argumentator: Yes, I did.

Customer: No, you didn't.

Argumentator: Yes, I did.

Customer: Oh, look, this isn't an argument!

Argumentator: Yes, it is!

Customer: No, it isn't! It's just contradiction!

Argumentator: No, it isn't!

Customer: It is!

Argumentator: It is not!

Customer: It is! You just contradicted me!

Argumentator: I did not!

Customer: You did!

Argumentator: No, no, no!

Customer: You did just that!

Argumentator: Nonsense!

Customer: Oh, this is futile!

Argumentator: No, it isn't.

Customer: Yes, it is. I came here for a good argument.

Argumentator: No, you didn't. You came here for an argument.

Customer: Yes, but an argument isn't just contradiction!

Argumentator: Well, can be.

Customer: No, an argument is a connected series of statements intended to establish a 
proposition.

Argumentator: No, it isn't!

Customer: Yes, it is! It isn't just contradiction!

Argumentator: Look, if I argue with you, I must take a contrary position.

Customer: Yes, but that isn't just saying "No, it isn't!"

Argumentator: Yes, it is!

Customer: No, it isn't!

Argumentator: Yes, it is!

Customer: No, it isn't!

Argumentator: Yes, it is!



Customer: No, it isn't!

Argumentator: Yes, it is!

Customer: No, it isn't!

Argumentator: Yes, it is!

Customer: Argument is an intellectual process. Contradiction is just a automatic gain-say 
of anything the other person says!

Argumentator: It is not!

Customer: It is!

Argumentator: Not at all!

Customer: Now look...

Bell: [Pling]

Argumentator: Thank you! Good morning!

Customer: What?

Argumentator: That's it! Good morning!

Customer: I was just getting interested!

Argumentator: Uh, I'm sorry, the five minutes is up!

Customer: That was never five minutes, just now!

Argumentator: I'm afraid it was.

Customer: Oh, no, it wasn't.

Argumentator: I'm sorry, I'm...I'm not allowed to argue anymore.

Customer: What?

Argumentator: If you want me to go on arguing, you'll have to pay for another five minute.

Customer: But that was never five minutes, just now!

Argumentator: [Whistle]

Customer: Oh, come on! Oh, this is ridiculous!

Argumentator: If you want me to go on arguing, you'll have to pay for another five 
minutes!

Customer: Oh, all right. Here you are.

Argumentator: Thank you.

Customer: Well?

Argumentator: Well what?

Customer: That was never five minutes, just now!

Argumentator: I told you, if you want me to go on arguing, you'll have to pay for another 
five minutes.



Customer: Yes, yes, well, I've just paid!

Argumentator: No, you didn't!

Customer: I did!

Argumentator: You did not!

Customer: I did!

Argumentator: You never...

Customer: I did!

Argumentator: You never...

Customer: I did!

Argumentator: You never...

Customer: I did!

Argumentator: You never...

Customer: I did!

Argumentator: You never...

Customer: Oh, what are we even arguing about!

Argumentator: Well, I'm very sorry, but you didn't pay!

Customer: Aha! But if I didn't pay, why are you arguing? Ahaaa! Got you!

Argumentator: No, you haven't.

Customer: Yes, I have. If, you're arguing, I must have paid.

Argumentator: Not necessarily. I could be arguing in my spare time.

Customer: Oh, I've had enough of this!

Argumentator: No, you haven't!

Customer: Yes, I have!

Argumentator: No, you haven't!

Customer: Yes, I have!

Argumentator: No, you haven't!

Customer: Yes, I have!

Argumentator: No, you haven't!

Customer: Yes, I have!

Argumentator: No, you haven't!

Customer: Yes, I have!

Argumentator: No, you haven't!

Customer: Yes, I have!



Argumentator: No, you haven't!

Customer: Yes, I have!

Argumentator: No, you haven't!

Customer: Yes, I have!

Argumentator: No, you haven't!

Customer: Yes, I have!

Argumentator: No, you haven't!

Fat Man: Whoa!

Fat Man :

I've got two legs from my hips to the ground

And when I lift them they walk around

And when I lift them they climb the stairs

And when I shave them they ain't got hairs

Argumentator's rifle: [Bang]

Fat Man: Aaargh!

Singer :

How sweet to be an idiot

As harmless as a cow

Too small to hide the sun

Almost poking fun

At the warm but insecure untidy crowd

How sweet to be an idiot

And dip my brain in joy

Children laughing at my back

With no fear of attack

As much retaliation as a toy

How sweet to be an idiot

How sweet

I tiptoe down the street



Smile at everyone I meet

But suddenly a scream

Smashes through my dream

Fi fa fo fum

I smell blood of an asylum

Hey you

You're such a pedant

You've got as much brain as a dead ant

As much imagination as a caravan site

But I still love you

Still love you

How sweet to be an idiot

How sweet

How sweet

How sweet

Jung und

elastisch

Es

macht

spass!
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                                        MOROCCO

                                                Sun, Sea, and Watch

                                        out behind you

Mr. Smoketoomuch: Good morning.

Secretary: Oh, good morning. Uhm, have you come to arrange a holiday or would you like a 
blow job?

Mr. Smoketoomuch: I'm sorry?



Secretary: Uh, oh, you've come to arrange a holiday?

Mr. Smoketoomuch: Uuh...yes.

Secretary: Oh, sorry, sorry. Now, where were you thinking of going?

Mr. Smoketoomuch: Uh, to India.

Secretary: Ah, one of our adventure holidays.

Mr. Smoketoomuch: Yes, that's right.

Secretary: Well, you'd better see Mr. Bounder about that. Uh, Mr. Bounder, this gentleman 
is interested in the "India 

Overland" - and nothing else.

Mr. Bounder: Ah. Hello, I'm Bounder of Adventure.

Mr. Smoketoomuch: Oh, hello. My name is Smoketoomuch.

Mr. Bounder: What?

Mr. Smoketoomuch: My name is Smoketoomuch. Mr. Smoketoomuch.

Mr. Bounder: Well, you'd better cut down a little then. [Laughter]

Mr. Smoketoomuch: I'm sorry?

Mr. Bounder: You'd better cut down a little then. [Snigger]

Mr. Smoketoomuch: Oh, I see! Smoke too much so I'd better cut down a little then!

Mr. Bounder: Yes. [Laughter] Ooh, it's going to get people making jokes about your name 
all the time, eh?

Mr. Smoketoomuch: No, actually, it never struck me before. Smoketoomuch... [Laughter]

Mr. Bounder: Anyway, ehm, you're interested in one of our holidays, are you?

Mr. Smoketoomuch: Yes, that's right. I saw your advert in the blassified ads.

Mr. Bounder: The what?

Mr. Smoketoomuch: In The Times Blassified Ads.

Mr. Bounder: Ah, The Times Classified Ads.

Mr. Smoketoomuch: Yes, that's right. I'm afraid I have a speech impediment. I can't 
pronounce the letter B.

Mr. Bounder: Uh, C.

Mr. Smoketoomuch: Yes, that's right, B. It's all due to a trauma I suffered when I was a 
schoolboy. I was attacked by a 

Siamese bat.

Mr. Bounder: Uh, ah, a Siamese cat.

Mr. Smoketoomuch: No, a Siamese bat. They're more dangerous.

Mr. Bounder: Listen...can you say the letter K?



Mr. Smoketoomuch: Oh, yes. Khaki, kettle, Kipling, Khomeini, Kellog's Born Flakes.

Mr. Bounder: Well, why don't you say the letter K instead of the letter C?

Mr. Smoketoomuch: Well, you mean, pronounce "blassified" with a K?

Mr. Bounder: Yes, absolutely!

Mr. Smoketoomuch: Classified!

Mr. Bounder: Good!

Mr. Smoketoomuch: Oh, it's very good! I never thought of that before. What a silly bunt.

Mr. Bounder: Now then, uhm, about the holiday...

Mr. Smoketoomuch: Yes, well, I've been unpackaged store many times before, so your advert 
really bought my eye.

Mr. Bounder: Good, good, jolly good, well, let me offer you this...

Mr. Smoketoomuch: Why-why, what's the point of going abroad, if your just going to be 
treated like a sheep?

Mr. Bounder: Mmm.

Mr. Smoketoomuch: Cartered around in buses surrounded by sweaty mindless oaves from Vetchy 
and Boventry.

Mr. Bounder: Absolutely.

Mr. Smoketoomuch: They've blothed backs and their bardigans and their chances to radios, 
complaining about the tea or they 

don't make it properly, do they? And stopping at endless Majorcan bodegas selling fish and 
chips and Rodney's Red Barrel 

and calamares and toothache. And sitting in their cotton sunfrost, squirting Timothy White 
Suncream all over their puffy, 

raw, swollen, parollen flesh, 'cos they overdid it on the first day.

Mr. Bounder: Yes, I know just what you mean! Now, what we offer is...

Mr. Smoketoomuch: Being herded into countless Hotel Miramars and Bellevues, Bontinentals 
with their international luxury 

modern roomettes...

Mr. Bounder: Oh, yes.

Mr. Smoketoomuch: ...and swimming pools full of draft Red Barrel and fat German 
businessmen pretending to be acrobats 

and forming pyramids and frightening the children and...

Mr. Bounder: Oh, yes.

Mr. Smoketoomuch: ...barging into the cues. And if you're not at your table...

Mr. Bounder: Oh, yes.

Mr. Smoketoomuch: ...spot on seven you miss your bowl of Campbell's Cream and Mushroom 
Soup, the first item in the 



menu of International Cuisine.

Mr. Bounder: Absolutely. Now what we have here is...

Mr. Smoketoomuch: Every Thursday night there's a bloody cabaret in the bar featuring some 
tiny ---- dego with nine-inch 

hips and some fat bloated tart with her hair really creamed down and big arse presenting 
her to foreigners.

Mr. Bounder: Will you be quiet, please?

Mr. Smoketoomuch: ---- from Birmingham with bloody right...

Mr. Bounder: Will you be quiet?

Mr. Smoketoomuch: ...legs and diarrhea trying to pick up hairy, bandy legs ,whop degos 
called Manuel.

Mr. Bounder: Be-be quiet!

Mr. Smoketoomuch: And once a week there's an excursion to local Roman remains, where you 
can buy Cherry Aid and 

melted ice cream...

Mr. Bounder: Be quiet!

Mr. Smoketoomuch: ...and bleedin' Rodney's Red Barrel.

Mr. Bounder: Shut up!

Mr. Smoketoomuch: And one night they take you to a typical restaurant with local...

Mr. Bounder: Shut up!

Mr. Smoketoomuch: ...atmosphere and color and you sit next to a...

Mr. Bounder: Shut up!

Mr. Smoketoomuch: ...party from Relu who keep singing "I love the Costa Brava!"

Mr. Bounder: Shut up!

Mr. Smoketoomuch: "I love the Costa Brava!" And you get cornered by some drunken green 
grocer from Luton with an 

Instamatic camera and last Tuesday's daily express...

Mr. Bounder: Please be quiet!

Mr. Smoketoomuch: ...and he's on and on and on about how it is running the country and how 
many languages Margaret 

Powell can speak and she throws up all over the cuba libre. And spending four days on the 
tarmac at Luton Airport on a five-

day package store with nothing to eat but dry----sandwhiches.

Mr. Bounder: Shut up! Please shut up!

Mr. Smoketoomuch: And you can't even get a glass of Rodney's Red Barrel because you're 
still in England with the bloody 

bar closes every time you're thirsty. And the kids are crying and vomiting and breaking 



the plastic ashtrays. They keep telling 

you won't be another hour, but you know damn well your plane is still in Iceland, because 
it had to turn back, trying to take a 

party of Swedes to... 

Mr. Bounder: Shut up!

Mr. Smoketoomuch: ...to take a party of Swedes to Yugoslavia. Of course it loads you up 
there at 3 a.m. in the morning. And 

then you sit on the tarmac for four hours because of unforeseen difficulties, i.e. the 
permanent strike of airtraffic control over 

Paris. When you finally get to Malaga airport, everybody's cueing for the bloody toilet, 
and cueing for the bloody half-

customs officers, and cueing for the bloody bus that isn't there, waiting to take you to 
the hotel that hasn't yet been built. 

When you finally get to the half-built----ruin called the Hotel Limassol, while paying 
half the holiday money to a license 

Spaniard in a taxi, there's no water in the pool, there's no water in the bath, there's no 
water in the tap, there's only a bleeding 

lizard in the bid‚, and half the rooms are doublebooked, and you can't sleep anyhow, 
'cause the permanent are in the jungles in 

the hotel next door. Meanwhile, the Spanish National Tourist Board promises that the 
raging cholera epidemic is merely a 

mild outbreak of the Spanish Conleigh, while the like of the previous outbreak in 1616 
even the bloody rats are dying from it!

Graham Chapman: As early as the late 14th century, or indeed as late as the early 14th 
century, the earliest forms of japes 

were divisible in...

Mr. Smoketoomuch: Meanwhile, the bloody guardia are arresting 16-yearolds for kissing in 
the streets----everybody's buying 

awful little horrid donkeys with their names on, I can't tell you the----and when you 
finally get to Manchester, there's only 

another bloody bus to carry you another 60 miles...

Graham Chapman: As early as the late 14th century or indeed as late as the early 14th 
century, the earliest forms of jape were 

divisible into the two categories in which I now intend to divide them. The earliest 
manifestation of the of the basic simple 

precipitation jest incurred, as will be seen from the demonstration, a disproportional 
amount of internal resibility on the part 

of the operator.

Terry Jones falling after tripping on Michael Palin's leg: [Bladonk]



Graham Chapman: The secondary precipitation occurs when both protagonists and dupe are 
located indoors. It is true, 

howeve, that this has involved the development of a special piece of machinery. But it is 
still no more than a simple variation 

of primary precipitation.

Terry Jones falling after down after failing to sit down on a chair held by Terry Gilliam: 
[Bladonk]

Graham Chapman: The opening-up of the African continent revealed a vast new source of 
wealth for humourous exploatation. 

We are to see demonstrated how this was adapted to the basic precipitation jape.

Michael Palin: [Cough]

Graham Chapman: We now come on to a considera... [Cough] [Cough] We now come on to a 
consideration of the more 

sophisticated transitive mode of japing, in which as we'll observe, the operator or 
inceptor remains totally unaware of the 

humorous implications of his action. First...first we are to see the simple sideswipe or 
"wop."

Michael Palin: Hey, Vance!

Terry Jones being knocked down by Terry Gilliam's wooden board: [Bladonk]

Graham Chapman: Next, the "sideswipe and return."

Michael Palin: Hey, Vance!

Terry Jones being knocked down by Terry Gilliam's wooden board: [Bladonk] [Bladonk]

Graham Chapman: And now, the "double sideswipe and return."

Graham Chapman: Hey, Vance!

Terry Jones and Michael Palin being knocked down by Terry Gilliam's wooden board: 
[Bladonk] [Bladonk] 

[Bladonk][Bladonk] 

Graham Chapman: Popular as this jest has always been, however, it cannot compare with the 
ribbled connotations associated 

with the dispatch of an edible missile. First...first the simple straightforward 
"offensive deposit."

Michael Palin throwing a pie in Terry Jones's face: [Blafs]

Graham Chapman: Second...second the simple "sideways offensive deposit."

Terry Gilliam throwing a pie at Terry Jones sideways: [Blafs]

Graham Chapman: Next, the simple "surprise deposit."

Michael Palin throwing a pie in Terry Jones's face: [Blafs]

Graham Chapman: And now, the "foul pie."



Terry Gilliam pressing a pie into Terry Jones's abdominal areas: [Blafs]

Graham Chapman: Uh, could we have new pies, please? Finally, finally we move on to the 
interesting but little known variant 

normally designated the "three-course complex."

Terry Gilliam throwing a pie into Michael Palin's face: [Blafs]

Michael Palin throwing a pie into Terry Jones's face: [Blafs]

Michael Palin and Terry Gilliam simultaneously pressing pies into Terry Jones's face: 
[Face]

Graham Chapman: But...but finally we must not forget the enjoyment, the satisfaction, and 
the edification to be derived from 

the simple straightforward "sideways completely unexpected deposit."

Graham Chapman pressing a pie into John Cleese's face: [Blafs]

CHILDREN'S

HOUR

Storyteller: Once upon a time there was a little house in a dark forest. In this house 
lived a humble woodcutter and his wife 

and their pretty daughter, Little Red Riding Hood.And in the middle of this deep, dark 
forest, there lived a vicious wolf! One 

day Little Red Riding Hood sent off to take some things to her old grandmother who lived 
deep in the forest. The vicious wolf 

saw Little Red Riding Hood and thought: "She looks very good to eat!" "Where are you going 
my, pretty one?" "Oh, kind sir, 

to my grandmother's." "Ha, ha, ha, ha!" snirked the wicked wolf and dashed off through the 
forest to grandmother's house. 

"Knock, knock, knock" went the wicked wolf. The door opened wide, but it wasn't 
grandmother who opened it. It was Buzz 

Aldrin, America's #2 spaceman! But this was not Granny's little house at all, but the 
headquarter of NASA, the American 

space research agency. The wicked wolf was shot by security guards. So all was quiet in 
the forest again. The humble 

woodcutter and his wife sold the their story to Der Speigel for 40 000 DM. NASA agreed to 
limit the number of nuclear tests 

in Granny's little house to two on Thursdays and one on Saturdays after tea.

Wife: Liberal rubbish! What do you want with your jugged fish, Klaus?

Husband: Pardon, my wide-thighed plum?



Wife: What do you want with your jugged fish, you clothied git?

Husband: Hallibut!

Wife: The jugged fish is hallibut!

Husband: All right. What fish do you have that is not jugged?

Wife: Uuh, rabbit.

Husband: What, rabbit fish?

Wife: Well, it's all covered in fur.

Husband: Well, is it dead?

Wife: Well, it was coughing up blood last night.

Husband: All right, I'll have the dead, unjugged rabbit fish.

Female Voice: One dead, unjugged rabbit fish later.

ONE DEAD UNJUGGED

RABBIT FISH LATER

Husband: Apalling!

Wife: Oh, you're always complaining.

Husband: What's for afterwards?

Wife: Well, there's rat pie, rat pudding, rat sorbet or, uh, strawberry tart.

Husband: Strawberry tart?

Wife: Well, uh, it's got some rat in it.

Husband: How much?

Wife: Six. Rather a lot really.

Husband: I'll have a slice without so much rat in it.

Female Voice: One slice of strawberry tart without so much rat in it later.

ONE SLICE OF STRAWBERRY TART

WITHOUT SO MUCH RAT IN IT LATER

Husband: Apalling!

Wife: "Moan, moan, moan!"

Son: Hello, mom! Hello, dad!

Husband: Hello, son!



Son: There's a dead bishop on the landing!

Wife: Where...where's he from?

Son: What do you mean?

Wife: What's his diocese?

Son: Well, he looked a bit Canterburyish to me.

Husband: I'll go and have a look.

Wife: I ---- who's bringing them here.

Son: Well, it's not me.

Wife: I put three out by the trashcans last week and the garbagemen won't touch them.

Husband: It's the bishop of Leicester!

Wife: How do you know?

Husband: Tatooed on the back of his neck! I think I'd better call the police!

Wife: Should you call the church?

Son: Call the church police!

Husband: That's a good idea! The church police!

Michael Palin: Hello! What's all this then? Amen!

Wife: Are you the church police?

Church Police: Oh, yes!

Wife: There's another dead bishop on the landing, sergeant!

Michael Palin: Detective ----, madam! What is he? R.C. or ----?

Wife: How should I know?

Michael Palin: Tatooed on the back of their neck! Here, is that rat tart?

Wife: Oh, uh, yes.

Michael Palin: Disgusting! Right, men! The hunt is on! Let us kneel in prayer! Oh, Lord!

Church Police: Oh, Lord, we deseach thee. Let us ---- the Bishop of Leicester.

The Almighty Powers of God: [Thunder]

Angels' Choir: [Chant]

God: The one in the braces, he done it.

Angels' Choir: [Chant]

Husband: It's a fair cop, but society is to blame.

Michael Palin: Right, we'll arrest them instead!

John Cleese: Come on, you! Are you in society? Are you in society?

Wife: Ho, ho, ho, ho...



Michael Palin: Right, we'd like to conclude this arrest with a hymn.

Michael Palin :

The whole thing's bright and beautiful, all creatures great and small. 

The whole thing's bright and wonderful...

Lumberjack: I never wanted to be in such a shambledy sketch. I always wanted to be...a 
lumberjack! Leaping from tree to 

tree...as they float down the mighty rivers of British Columbia! The larch...the 
redwood...the mighty sequioa...with my best 

girl by my side! The giant deadwood, the spruce...the little Californian root tree! We'd 
sing, sing, sing!

Lumberjack :

I'm a lumberjack and I'm OK, I sleep all night and I work all day.

Choir & Girl :

He's a lumberjack and he's OK, he sleeps all night and he works all day.

Lumberjack :

I cut down trees, I eat my lunch, I go to the lavatory.

On Wednesdays I go shopping, and have buttered scones for tea.

Choir :

He cuts down trees, he eats his lunch, he goes to the lavatory.

On Wednesdays he goes shopping, and has buttered scones for tea.

Lumberjack :

I'm a lumberjack and I'm OK, I sleep all night and I work all day.

Choir :

He's a lumberjack and he's OK, he sleeps all night and he works all day.

Lumberjack :

I cut down trees, I skip and jump, I like to press wild flowers.

I put on women's clothing, and hang around in bars.



Choir :

He cuts down trees, he skips and jumps, he likes to press wild flowers.

He puts on women's clothing, and hangs around in bars?

Lumberjack:

I'm a lumberjack and I'm OK, I sleep all night and I work all day .

Choir & Girl :

He's a lumberjack and he's OK, he sleeps all night and he works all day.

Lumberjack :

I cut down trees, I wear high heels, suspenders and a bra.

I wish I'd been a girlie, just like my dear papa.

Choir :

He cuts down trees, he wears high heels, suspenders and a bra?

John Cleese: What kind of god damn fairy cunny fairy faggot...

All except Girl :

I'm a lumberjack and I'm OK, I sleep all night and I work all day.

I'm a lumberjack and I'm OK!
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**** The Bookshop Sketch                                                 ****

**** from "Monty Python Live at the Hollywood Bowl"                      ****

 



Customer: (entering the bookshop) Good morning.

Proprietor (John Cleese): Good morning, sir. Can I help you?

C: Er, yes. Do you have a copy of "Thirty Days in the Samarkind Desert with

 the Duchess of Kent" by A. E. J. Eliott, O.B.E.?

P: Ah, well, I don't know the book, sir....

C: Er, never mind, never mind.  How about "A Hundred and One Ways to

 Start a Fight"?

P: ...By?

C: An Irish gentleman whose name eludes me for the moment.

P: Ah, no, well we haven't got it in stock, sir....

C: Oh, well, not to worry, not to worry. Can you help me with "David

 Coperfield"?

P: Ah, yes, Dickens.

C: No....

P: (pause) I beg your pardon?

C: No, Edmund Wells.

P: I... *think* you'll find Charles Dickens wrote "David Copperfield", sir....

C: No, no, Dickens wrote "David Copperfield" with *two* Ps. This is

 "David Coperfield" with *one* P by Edmund Wells.

P: "David Coperfield" with one P?

C: Yes, I should have said.

P: Yes, well in that case we don't have it.

C: (peering over counter) Funny, you've got a lot of books here....

P: (slightly perturbed) Yes, we do, but we don't have "David Coperfield"

 with one P by Edmund Wells.

C: Pity, it's more thorough than the Dickens.

P: More THOROUGH?!?

C: Yes...I wonder if it might be worth a look through all your "David Copper-

 field"s...

P: No, sir, all our "David Copperfield"s have two P's.

C: Are you quite sure?

P: Quite.

C: Not worth just looking?



P: Definitely not.

C: Oh...how 'bout "Grate Expectations"?

P: Yes, well we have that....

C: That's "G-R-A-T-E Expectations," also by Edmund Wells.

P: (pause) Yes, well in that case we don't have it. We don't have anything

 by Edmund Wells, actually: he's not very popular.

C: Not "Knickerless Knickleby"? That's K-N-I-C-K-E-R-L-E-S-S.

P: (taciturn) No.

C: "Khristmas Karol" with a K?

P: (really quite perturbed) No....

C: Er, how about "A Sale of Two Titties"?

P: DEFINITELY NOT.

C: (moving towards door) Sorry to trouble you....

P: Not at all....

C: Good morning.

P: Good morning.

C: (turning around) Oh!

P: (deep breath) Yesss?

C: I wonder if you might have a copy of "Rarnaby Budge"?

P: No, as I say, we're right out of Edmund Wells!

C: No, not Edmund Wells - Charles Dikkens.

P: (pause - eagerly) Charles Dickens??

C: Yes.

P: (excitedly) You mean "Barnaby Rudge"!

C: No, "Rarnaby Budge" by Charles Dikkens. That's Dikkens with two Ks, the

 well-known Dutch author.

P: (slight pause) No, well we don't have "Rarnaby Budge" by Charles Dikkens

 with two Ks, the well-known Dutch author, and perhaps to save time I

 should add that we don't have "Karnaby Fudge" by Darles Chickens, or

 "Farmer of Sludge" by Marles Pickens, or even "Stickwick Stapers" by Farles

 Wickens with four M's and a silent Q!!!!! Why don't you try W. H. Smith's?

C: Ah did, They sent me here.

P: DID they.



C: Oh, I wonder...

P: Oh, do go on, please.

C: Yes...I wonder if you might have "The Amazing Adventures of Captain Gladys

 Stoutpamphlet and her Intrepid Spaniel Stig Amongst the Giant Pygmies of

 Beckles"...volume eight.

P: (after a pause for recovery) No, we don't have that...funny, we've got a lot

 of books here...well, I musn't keep you standing here...thank you,--

C: Oh, well do, do you have--            ---\

P: No, we haven't. No, we haven't.       |

C: B-b-b-but--                           |

P: Sorry, no, it's one o'clock now, we're |

 closing for lunch--                     |

C: Ah, I--I saw it--                     |-------loud arguments

P: I'm sorry--                           |

C: I saw it over there! I saw it...      |

P: What? What? WHAT?!?           ---/

C: I saw it over there: "Olsen's Standard Book of British Birds".

P: (pause; trying to stay calm) "Olsen's Standard Book of British Birds"?

C: Yes...

P: O-L-S-E-N?

C: Yes....

P: B-I-R-D-S??

C: Yes.....

P: (beat) Yes, well, we do have that, as a matter of fact....

C: The expurgated version....

P: (pause; politely) I'm sorry, I didn't quite catch that...?

C: The expurgated version.

P: (exploding) The EXPURGATED version of "Olsen's Standard Book of British

 Birds"?!?!?!?!?

C: (desperately) The one without the gannet!

P: The one without the gannet-!!! They've ALL got the gannet!! It's a

 Standard British Bird, the gannet, it's in all the books!!!

C: (insistent) Well, I don't like them...they wet their nests.



P: (furious) All right! I'll remove it!! (rrrip!) Any other birds you don't

 like?!

C: I don't like the robin...

P: (screaming) The robin! Right! The robin! (rrrip!) There you are, any

 others you don't like, any others?

C: The nuthatch?

P: Right! (flipping through the book)   The nuthatch, the nuthatch, the

 nuthatch, 'ere we are! (rrriiip!) There you are! NO gannets, NO robins,

 NO nuthatches, THERE's your book!

C: (indignant) I can't buy that! It's torn!

P: (incoherent noise)

C: Ah, I wonder if you have--

P: God, ask me anything!! We got lots of books here, you know, it's a

 bookshop!!

C: Er, how 'bout "Biggles Combs his Hair"?

P: No, no, we don't have that one, funny!

C: "The Gospel According to Charley Drake"?

P: No, no, no, try me again!

C: Ah...oh, I know! "Ethel the Aardvark goes Quantity Surveying".

P: No, no, no, no, no,...What?  WHAT??????

C: "Ethel the Aardvark goes Quantity Surveying".

P: "Ethel the Aa--" YES!!!YES!!! WE'VE GOT IT!! (throwing books wildly about)

 I-I've seen it somewhere!!!    I know it!!! Hee hee hee hee hee!!! Ha ha hoo

 ho---WAIT!!    WAIT!!  Is it?? Is it??? (triumphant) YES!!!!!! Here we are,

 "Ethel the Aardvark goes Quantity Surveying"!!!!! There's your book!!

 (throwing it down) Now, BUY IT!!!

C: (quickly) I don't have enough money.

P: (desperate) I'll take a deposit!

C: I don't have ANY money!

P: I'll take a check!!

C: I don't have a checkbook!

P: I've got a blank one!!

C: I don't have a bank account!!



P: RIGHT!!!! I'll buy it FOR you! (ring) There we are, there's your change,

 there's some money for a taxi on the way home, there's your book, now, now..

C: Wait, wait, wait!

P: What? What?!? WHAT?!? WHAT???!!

C: I can't read!!!

P: (staggeringly long pause; very quietly) You can't...read. (pause) RIGHT!!!

 Sit down!! Sit down!! Sit!! Sit!! Are you sitting comfortably???

 Right!!! (opens book) "Ethel the Aardvark was hopping down the river valley

 one lovely morning, trottety-trottety-trottety, when she might a nice little

 quantity surveyor..." (fade out)
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                              MONTY PYTHON

                         AT THE HOLLYWOOD BOWL

                               OFFICIAL

                               PROGRAMME

                                 CAST

                             ============

PRINCE DANDINI (A nobleman's son).......Lyn Ashley

PUSS....................................John Cleese

BALTHAZAR (A rich merchant).............Michael Palin

PRINCESS BALDRUBADOR....................Terry Jones and Graham Chapman

THE EMPEROR OF PEKING...................Eric Idle

PISSO, the Alcoholic Dog................Himself

WIDOW TANKEY............................Marlon Brando *

HONEST JACK (A friend of Puss's)........Terry Gilliam

DEPRAVO THE RAT (A friend of Pisso's)...Himself

FAIRY SUNSHINE..........................Neil Innes

RHONDA (Puss's physiotherapist).........Mrs. S. Baldwin

MING                       Det/Sgt Arnold, Special Patrol Squad

     The Policemen................

MONG                       Detective Chief Superintendent Wilson

                      Regional Crime Squad, Special Assignments

                                        Division, C.I.D.

SIMON THE VET (A man who neutered Puss).Eric Idle **

FILTHY PHILIP,the Unhygienic Hedgehog, (The man who

              first had Puss, and a friend of

              Pisso's)..................Sir Laurence Bolivier

ANDY THE TURK...........................All



                              With

The Titan Drilling And Off-Shore Exploration Company Dancers

The Arthur Condom Babes, the Trio Los Cheapos - still at pre-VAT

prices, and The Amazing Berg Fegg 6/5/2 - A death-defying High-Wire

Act.

*   If wet, this part will be taken by Terry Jones and Graham Chapman.

**  If wet, this part will be taken by Stevie Wonder ***.

*** If a bit muggy, but not actually wet, this part will be taken by

Depravo the Rat.
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                        1. INTRODUCTION

(Gustaf Sjöblom May 1995)

Cast:

Introducer: Eric Idle



Introducer: Hello, and welcome to London's Theatre Royal, Drury

Lane.  Here  tonight, before an uninvited audience and  in  the

gratious presence of Her Dummy Royal Highness, we'll be  seeing

jokes,  many  of  which are appearing for the  very  last  time

before retiring. Amongst the glittering audience here tonight I

can  see,  uhm...what's his name, uhm, the-the fellow with  the

glasses on the telly. And next to him is,uhm...oh, uh, the lady

with  the big knockers in the jam commercial. Oh, and  now  Her

Dummy  Royal Highness has given the traditional royal  sign  to

the  audience and the performance is about to begin. The lights

fade, the audience is hushed and another great chapter is about

to be written in the history of Drury Lane.

                               

                2. LLAMAS (INCLUDING "GRANADA")

(Gustaf Sjöblom May 1995)

JC: Señores, señors, señoritas! Buenas noches!

All: Buenas noches!

JC:

                               

                   3. GUMBY-FLOWER ARRANGING

(Gustaf Sjöblom May 1995)

Cast:

EI:  Tonight's talk on flower arranging is given by the  reader

and comparative flower arrangement at the University of Vanessa

Redgrave, Mr. D.P. Gumby!

Good  evening! First take a bunch of flowers! Putting down here

tulips, chrysantheums-ding-ding...munum! Them...arrange them in

a vase!



                               

                      4. TERRY JONES-LINK

(Gustaf Sjöblom May 1995)

TJ:  And  so the show had begun! Please send in the young  boys

and  the  girl! It was their chance of a lifetime! A dram  come

true!  The  spotlight was on them, fame stood  tiptoes  in  the

wings...

                               

                       5. SECRET SERVICE

                               

                               

                         6. WRESTLING

                               

                               

         7. COMMUNIST QUIZ (INCLUDING WORLD IN ACTION)

                               

                               

                         8. IDIOT SONG

Cast:

Singer: Neil Innes

Singer: And now, a song for the sensitive.

Singer:

How sweet to be an idiot,

As harmless as a cloud,

Too small to hide the sun

Almost poking fun,

At the warm but insecure untidy crowd.

How sweet to be an idiot,



And dip my brain in joy,

Children laughing at my back,

With no fear of attack,

As much retaliation as a toy.

How sweet to be an idiot, how sweet.

I tiptoed down the street,

Smiled at everyone I meet,

But suddently a scream,

Smashes through my dream,

Fie fye foe fum,

I smell the blood of an asylum,

    (Blood of an asylum,

     But mother I play so beautifully,

     listen. ha ha)

Fie fye foe fum,

I smell the blood of the asylum,

Hey you, you're such a pennant,

You got as much brain as a dead ant,

As much inagination as a caravan sign.

But I still love you, still love you,

Oooh how sweet to be an idiot,

How sweet. How sweet. How sweet.

                               

                               

                         9. ALBATROSS

                               

                               

                          10. COLONEL

                               

                               

                       11. NUDGE, NUDGE



                               

                               

                       12. COCKTAIL BAR

                               

                               

                       13. TRAVEL AGENT

                               

                               

                    14. SPOT THE BRAIN CELL

(Banal intro music)

Ghastly Quizmaster: Hello, good evening and welcome to the very

final edition of your favourite television quiz programme  Spot

the Braincell. Thirty minutes of cheerful ritual humiliation of

the  old  and  greedy. And could we have our first  contestant,

please!

(Piano  chords.  Hostess (Chapman in drag) escorts  Old  ratbag

(Jones in drag) onto stage.)

Ghastly Quizmaster: Ha ha ha ... ha ha ha. Good evening, Madam!

And your name is?

Ratbag: Yes, Michael.

Ghastly  Quizmaster: Ha ha ha! Jolly good -- and what  is  your

name?

Ratbag: I go to church regularly.

Ghastly Quizmaster: Ha ha ha, I see. And which particular prize

do you have eyes for this evening?

Ratbag: I'd like the blow on the head.

Ghastly Quizmaster: The blow -- on the head!

Ratbag: Yes, just there, where it hurts.

Ghastly  Quizmaster:  Jolly good! Well  now  Madam  your  first



question for the blow on the head this evening is: Which  great

opponent   of  Cartesian  dualism  resists  the  reduction   of

psychological  phenomena to a physical state and insists  there

is no point of contact between the extended and the unextended?

Ratbag: I don't know that.

Ghastly Quizmaster: Well -- have a guess!

Ratbag: Oh... Henri Bergson?

Ghastly Quizmaster: ...is the correct answer! (Piano chords)

Ratbag: Ooh, that was lucky. I never even heard of him.

Ghastly Quizmaster: Ha ha ha!

Ratbag: I don't like darkies.

Ghastly Quizmaster: Ha ha ha (maniacal cackle) She doesn't like

darkies. Ha ha ha. Who does? Ha ha ha! Well now, Mrs Scum, your

second  question for the blow on the head is: What is the  main

food  eaten  by  penguins?  What is  the  principal  food  that

penguins eat?

Ratbag: Pork luncheon meat.

Ghastly Quizmaster: No.

Ratbag: Spam.

Ghastly Quizmaster: No, no, no, no. Penguins.    Penguins.

Ratbag: Horses.

Ghastly Quizmaster: No.

Ratbag: Armchairs.

Ghastly Quizmaster: No, no. All right, take it easy. I'll  give

you  a  clue. (Does fish impression, opening and closing mouth,

puffing up face etc.)

Ratbag: Oh, I know, I know, I know! Brian Clough!

Ghastly Quizmaster: No, ha ha, no.

Ratbag: Brian Johnstone.

Ghastly Quizmaster: No.

Ratbag: Brian Inglis.

Ghastly Quizmaster: No.

Ratbag: Brian Forbes.



Ghastly Quizmaster: No, ha ha.

Ratbag: Nanette Newman.

Ghastly  Quizmaster: No, ha ha (cackles). No, now listen,  I'll

give  you one more clue, one more clue. What lives in  the  sea

and gets caught in nets?

Ratbag: Goats.

Ghastly Quizmaster: No.

Ratbag: Underwater goats with snorkels and flippers.

Ghastly Quizmaster: No, no.

Ratbag: A buffalo with an aqualung.

Ghastly Quizmaster: No.

Ratbag: Reginald Maudling.

Ghastly Quizmaster: (Pause) Yes, that's near enough. I'll  give

you that. (Piano) Right, now you have won tonight's star prize.

Do you still want the blow on the head?

Ratbag: Oh, yes please, Michael.

Ghastly Quizmaster: (Deliberate Pause) I'm offering you a  poke

in the eye...

Ratbag: No no.

Ghastly Quizmaster: All right then, a punch in the throat.

Ratbag: No.

Ghastly  Quizmaster: My very last offer Mrs Scum -- a  knee  in

the  temple  and  a  dagger up the clitoris! (Piano)  (Audience

cries of "Take the Money!" etc)

Ratbag:  That's  very tempting, I've never  had  one  up  there

before! No, I'll still have the blow on the head.

Ghastly Quizmaster: Right, the blow on the head. Mrs Scum,  you

have  won  tonight's star prize, the blow on the (cackles)  (16

ton weight falls on Ratbag).

End of file BRAINCEL PYTHON 7/14/87

                               

                               



                        15. BRUCES SONG

                               

                               

                       16. ARGUMENT SONG

                               

                               

                     17. FOUR YORKSHIREMEN

                               

                               

   18. ELECTION SPECIAL (A) PRESTIGE THEME (B) WE'LL KEEP A

                            WELCOME

                               

             (C) RAINDROPS KEEP FALLING ON MY HEAD

                               

    (D) DON'T SLEEP IN THE SUBWAY (E) CLIMB EVERY MOUNTAIN

(Racy music)

John  Cleese  (talking very fast, as do all the  commentators):

Hello,  good  evening  and welcome to Election  Night  Special.

There's tremendous excitement here at the moment and we  should

be  getting the first results through any moment now. We're not

sure  where it will be from, it might be Leicester or from West

Byfleet, the polling's been quite heavy in both areas. Ah,  I'm

just  getting...I'm just getting... a buzzing noise in my  left

ear.  Urgh,  argh! (removes insect and stamps on it).  And  now

let's go straight over to Leicester.

Michael Palin: And it's a straight fight here at Leicester  and

we're  expecting  the  result any moment now.  There  with  the

Returning  Officer is Arthur Smith the sensible  candidate  and

next  to him is Jethro Q. Walrustitty the silly candidate  with

his agent and his silly wife.



Eric  Idle:  (clears throat) Here is the result for  Leicester.

Arthur J. Smith...

John Cleese: (Sensible Party)

Eric  Idle:  ...30,612.  (applause)  Jethro  Q.  Bunn  Whackett

Buzzard Stubble and Boot Walrustitty...

John Cleese: (Silly Party)

Eric Idle: ...33,108. (applause)

John  Cleese:  Well  there  we have the  first  result  of  the

election and the Silly party has held Leicester. Norman.

Michael Palin: Well pretty much as I predicted, except that the

Silly  party won. Er, I think this is largely due to the number

of votes cast. Gerald.

Graham  Chapman:  Well there's a big swing here  to  the  Silly

Party, but how big a swing I'm not going to tell you.

Michael  Palin:  I  think one should point  out  that  in  this

constituency since the last election a lot of very silly people

have moved into new housing estates with the result that a  lot

of  sensible voters have moved further down the road the  other

side of number er, 29.

John Cleese: Well I can't add anything to that. Colin?

Eric Idle: Can I just say that this is the first time I've been

on television?

John  Cleese: No I'm sorry, there isn't time, we're just  going

straight over to Luton.

Graham  Chapman:  Well  here  at Luton  it's  a  three-cornered

contest  between,  from  left to right,  Alan  Jones  (Sensible

Party),  Tarquin Fintimlinbinwhinbimlim Bus Stop F'tang  F'tang

Ole  Biscuit-Barrel (Silly Party), and Kevin Phillips Bong, who

is running on the Slightly Silly ticket. And here's the result.

Woman: Alan Jones...

John Cleese: (Sensible)



Woman: ...9,112. Kevin Phillips Bong...

John Cleese: (Slightly Silly)

Woman:  Nought. Tarquin Fintimlinbinwhinbimlim Bus Stop  F'tang

F'tang Ole Biscuit-Barrel...

John Cleese: (Silly)

Woman: 12,441. (applause)

John  Cleese: Well there you have it, the first result  of  the

election as the Silly Party take Luton. Norman.

Michael  Palin: Well this is a very significant result.  Luton,

normally a very sensible constituency with a high proportion of

people who aren't a bit silly, has gone completely ga-ga.

John  Cleese: And we've just heard that James Gilbert has  with

him the winning Silly candidate at Luton.

Eric Idle: Tarquin, are you pleased with this result?

Tarquin (Palin): Ho yus, me old beauty, I should say so. (Silly

noises including a goat bleating).

John Cleese: And do we have the swing at Luton?

Graham Chapman: Er... no.

John  Cleese: (pause) Right, well I can't add anything to that.

Colin?

Eric  Idle:  Can I just say that this is the second  time  I've

been on television?

John  Cleese: No, I'm sorry there isn't time, we're just  about

to get another result.

Michael Palin: And this one is from Harpenden Southeast. A very

interesting  constituency  this: in addition  to  the  official

Silly candidate there is an unofficial Very Silly candidate, in

the  slab  of concrete, and he could well split the silly  vote

here at Harpenden Southeast.

Terry Jones: Mrs Elsie Zzzzzzzzzzzzzzz...

John Cleese: (Silly)



Terry Jones: 26,317 (applause). Jeanette Walker...

John Cleese: (Sensible)

Terry Jones: 26,318...

John Cleese: Very close!

Terry  Jones:  Malcolm Peter Brian Telescope  Adrian  Blackpool

Rock  Stoatgobbler John Raw Vegetable Brrroooo  Norman  Michael

(rings  bell)  (blows whistle) Edward (sounds car  horn)  (does

train  impersonation)  (sounds buzzer)  Thomas  Moo...  (sings)

"We'll  keep  a  welcome in the..." (fires gun) William  (makes

silly  noise)  "Raindrops keep falling  on  my"  (weird  noise)

"Don't sleep in the subway" (cuckoo cuckoo) Naaoooo... Smith...

John Cleese: (Very Silly)

Terry Jones: ...two.

John  Cleese:  Well  there you have  it,  a  Sensible  gain  at

Harpenden with the Silly vote being split.

Michael  Palin:  And  we've just heard  from  Luton  that  Tony

Stratton-Smith  has  with him there the  unsuccessful  Slightly

Silly candidate, Kevin Phillips Bong.

Eric Idle: Kevin Phillips Bong. You polled no votes at all. Not

a  sausage. Bugger all. Are you at all disappointed  with  this

performance?

Kevin Phillips Bong: Not at all. As I always say:

        Climb every mountain

        Ford every stream,

        Follow every by-way,

        Till you find your dream.

        (Sings) A dream that will last

        All the love you can give

        Every day of your life

        For as long as you live.

        All together now!



        Climb every mountain

        Ford every stream...

John Cleese: A very brave Kevin Phillips Bong there. Norman.

Michael  Palin: And I've just heard from Luton that my aunt  is

ill. Possibly gastro-enteritis, possibly just catarrh. Gerald.

John Cleese: Right. Er, Colin?

Eric  Idle: Can I just say that I'll never appear on television

again?

John Cleese: No I'm sorry, there isn't time, we have to pick up

a  few results you may have missed. A little pink pussy-cat has

taken  Barrow-in-Furness -- that's a  gain  from  the  Liberals

there.  Rastus Odinga Odinga has taken Wolverhampton Southwest,

that's  Enoch  Powell's old constituency -- an  important  gain

there  for  Darkie  Power. Arthur Negus has  held  Bristols  --

that's  not a result, that's just a piece of gossip.  Sir  Alec

Douglas Home has taken Oldham for the Stone Dead party. A small

piece  of  putty about that big, a cheese mechanic from  Dunbar

and  two  frogs -- one called Kipper the other not -- have  all

gone  "Ni  ni ni ni ni ni!" in Blackpool Central. And  so  it's

beginning to look like a Silly landslide, and with the prospect

of five more years' Silly government facing us we... Oh I don't

want to do this any more, I'm bored!

Michael  Palin:  He's right you know, it is a bloody  waste  of

time.

Graham Chapman: Absolute waste of time.

Michael Palin: I wanted to be a gynaecologist...

end of file ELECTION PYTHON

                               

                               

                      19. LUMBERJACK SONG

                               



                               

                 20. THEME SONG "LIBERTY BELL"

                               

                               

                       21. PARROT SKETCH

                               

                               

                 22. THEME SONG "LIBERTY BELL"



           Title: Albatross

            From: Monty Python Live at the Hollywood Bowl

  Transcribed By: Daniel Rich <drich@research1.bgsu.edu>

       Edited By: Adam Fogg <borg@agate.net>

Salesman: (shouting) Albatross....albatross....albatross....

          albatross....albatross...albatross....albatross....albatross

Man: Two good humors please.

Salesman: I haven't got any good humors, I've just got this bloody

          albatross....(shouts) Albatross

Man: What flavor is it?

Salesman: It's a bird mate, it's a bloody bird, it's not any bloody

          flavor....(shouts) Albatross

Man: It's got to be some flavor, I mean everything's got a flavor.

Salesman: All right, it's blood albatross flavor, it's bloody sea bloody bird

          bloody flavor....(shouts) Albatross

Man: Do you get wafers with it?

Salesman: Course you don't get bloody wafers with it, it's a bloody albatross

          isn't it...(shouts) Albatross

Man: I'll have two please.

Salesman: I've only got one you cocksucker....(shouts) Albatross....albatross....

          albatross....albatross



           Title: The Bookshop Sketch

            From: Monty Python Live at the Hollywood Bowl

  Transcribed By: Bret Shefter ( SHEBREB@YALEVM.BITNET )

       Edited By: Malcolm Dickinson ( CLARINET@YALEVM.BITNET )

 

 

Customer: (entering the bookshop) Good morning.

Proprietor (John Cleese): Good morning, sir.  Can I help you?

C: Er, yes.  Do you have a copy of "Thirty Days in the Samarkind Desert with

   the Duchess of Kent" by A. E. J. Eliott, O.B.E.?

P: Ah, well, I don't know the book, sir....

C: Er, never mind, never mind.  How about "A Hundred and One Ways to

   Start a Fight"?

P: ...By?

C: An Irish gentleman whose name eludes me for the moment.

P: Ah, no, well we haven't got it in stock, sir....

C: Oh, well, not to worry, not to worry.  Can you help me with "David

   Coperfield"?

P: Ah, yes, Dickens.

C: No....

P: (pause) I beg your pardon?

C: No, Edmund Wells.

P: I... *think* you'll find Charles Dickens wrote "David Copperfield", sir....

C: No, no, Dickens wrote "David Copperfield" with *two* Ps.  This is

   "David Coperfield" with *one* P by Edmund Wells.

P: "David Coperfield" with one P?

C: Yes, I should have said.

P: Yes, well in that case we don't have it.

C: (peering over counter)  Funny, you've got a lot of books here....

P: (slightly perturbed) Yes, we do, but we don't have "David Coperfield"

   with one P by Edmund Wells.

C: Pity, it's more thorough than the Dickens.

P: More THOROUGH?!?



C: Yes...I wonder if it might be worth a look through all your "David Copper-

   field"s...

P: No, sir, all our "David Copperfield"s have two P's.

C: Are you quite sure?

P: Quite.

C: Not worth just looking?

P: Definitely not.

C: Oh...how 'bout "Grate Expectations"?

P: Yes, well we have that....

C: That's "G-R-A-T-E Expectations," also by Edmund Wells.

P: (pause) Yes, well in that case we don't have it.  We don't have anything

   by Edmund Wells, actually: he's not very popular.

C: Not "Knickerless Knickleby"? That's K-N-I-C-K-E-R-L-E-S-S.

P: (taciturn) No.

C: "Khristmas Karol" with a K?

P: (really quite perturbed) No....

C: Er, how about "A Sale of Two Titties"?

P: DEFINITELY NOT.

C: (moving towards door) Sorry to trouble you....

P: Not at all....

C: Good morning.

P: Good morning.

C: (turning around) Oh!

P: (deep breath) Yesss?

C: I wonder if you might have a copy of "Rarnaby Budge"?

P: No, as I say, we're right out of Edmund Wells!

C: No, not Edmund Wells - Charles Dikkens.

P: (pause - eagerly) Charles Dickens??

C: Yes.

P: (excitedly) You mean "Barnaby Rudge"!

C: No, "Rarnaby Budge" by Charles Dikkens.  That's Dikkens with two Ks, the

   well-known Dutch author.



P: (slight pause) No, well we don't have "Rarnaby Budge" by Charles Dikkens

   with two Ks, the well-known Dutch author, and perhaps to save time I

   should add that we don't have "Karnaby Fudge" by Darles Chickens, or

   "Farmer of Sludge" by Marles Pickens, or even "Stickwick Stapers" by Farles

   Wickens with four M's and a silent Q!!!!!  Why don't you try W. H. Smith's?

C: Ah did, They sent me here.

P: DID they.

C: Oh, I wonder...

P: Oh, do go on, please.

C: Yes...I wonder if you might have "The Amazing Adventures of Captain Gladys

   Stoutpamphlet and her Intrepid Spaniel Stig Amongst the Giant Pygmies of

   Beckles"...volume eight.

P: (after a pause for recovery) No, we don't have that...funny, we've got a lot

   of books here...well, I musn't keep you standing here...thank you,--

C: Oh, well do, do you have--              ---\

P: No, we haven't. No, we haven't.            |

C: B-b-b-but--                                |

P: Sorry, no, it's one o'clock now, we're     |

   closing for lunch--                        |

C: Ah, I--I saw it--                          |-------loud arguments

P: I'm sorry--                                |

C: I saw it over there! I saw it...           |

P: What?  What?  WHAT?!?                   ---/

C: I saw it over there: "Olsen's Standard Book of British Birds".

P: (pause; trying to stay calm) "Olsen's Standard Book of British Birds"?

C: Yes...

P: O-L-S-E-N?

C: Yes....

P: B-I-R-D-S??

C: Yes.....

P: (beat) Yes, well, we do have that, as a matter of fact....

C: The expurgated version....

P: (pause; politely) I'm sorry, I didn't quite catch that...?



C: The expurgated version.

P: (exploding) The EXPURGATED version of "Olsen's Standard Book of British

   Birds"?!?!?!?!?

C: (desperately) The one without the gannet!

P: The one without the gannet-!!!  They've ALL got the gannet!!  It's a

   Standard British Bird, the gannet, it's in all the books!!!

C: (insistent) Well, I don't like them...they wet their nests.

P: (furious) All right!  I'll remove it!!  (rrrip!)  Any other birds you don't

   like?!

C: I don't like the robin...

P: (screaming) The robin!  Right!  The robin!  (rrrip!)  There you are, any

   others you don't like, any others?

C: The nuthatch?

P: Right!  (flipping through the book)  The nuthatch, the nuthatch, the

   nuthatch, 'ere we are!  (rrriiip!)  There you are!  NO gannets, NO robins,

   NO nuthatches, THERE's your book!

C: (indignant) I can't buy that!  It's torn!

P: (incoherent noise)

C: Ah, I wonder if you have--

P: God, ask me anything!!  We got lots of books here, you know, it's a

   bookshop!!

C: Er, how 'bout "Biggles Combs his Hair"?

P: No, no, we don't have that one, funny!

C: "The Gospel According to Charley Drake"?

P: No, no, no, try me again!

C: Ah...oh, I know!  "Ethel the Aardvark goes Quantity Surveying".

P: No, no, no, no, no,...What?  WHAT??????

C: "Ethel the Aardvark goes Quantity Surveying".

P: "Ethel the Aa--" YES!!!YES!!!  WE'VE GOT IT!!  (throwing books wildly about)

   I-I've seen it somewhere!!!  I know it!!!  Hee hee hee hee hee!!!  Ha ha hoo

   ho---WAIT!!  WAIT!!  Is it??  Is it???  (triumphant) YES!!!!!!  Here we are,

   "Ethel the Aardvark goes Quantity Surveying"!!!!!  There's your book!!



   (throwing it down) Now, BUY IT!!!

C: (quickly) I don't have enough money.

P: (desperate) I'll take a deposit!

C: I don't have ANY money!

P: I'll take a check!!

C: I don't have a checkbook!

P: I've got a blank one!!

C: I don't have a bank account!!

P: RIGHT!!!! I'll buy it FOR you! (ring) There we are, there's your change,

   there's some money for a taxi on the way home, there's your book, now, now..

C: Wait, wait, wait!

P: What?  What?!?  WHAT?!?  WHAT???!!

C: I can't read!!!

P: (staggeringly long pause; very quietly) You can't...read.  (pause)  RIGHT!!!

   Sit down!!  Sit down!!  Sit!!  Sit!!  Are you sitting comfortably???

   Right!!!  (opens book) "Ethel the Aardvark was hopping down the river valley

   one lovely morning, trottety-trottety-trottety, when she might a nice little

   quantity surveyor..."  (fade out)



           Title: Never Be Rude to an Arab
            From: Monty Python's Contractual Obligation Album
                  & Monty Python Live at the Hollywood Bowl
  Transcribed By: Christopher Gayle Lewis <cl1n+@andrew.cmu.edu>

Never be rude to an Arab,
An Isreali, or Saudi, or Jew.
Never be rude to an Irishman,
No matter what you do.

Never poke fun at a Nigger,
A Spic, or a Wop, or Kraut.
And never poke fun at at...

*KABOOM*



           Title: Spot the Braincell

            From: Monty Python live at Drury Lane

  Transcribed By: Jonathan Partington  

 

(Banal intro music)

 

Ghastly Quizmaster (Cleese):  Hello, good evening and welcome to the very final

                              edition of your favourite television quiz

                              programme Spot the Braincell.  Thirty minutes of

                              cheerful ritual humiliation of the old and

                              greedy.  And could we have our first contestant,

                              please!

 

(Piano chords. Hostess (Chapman in drag) escorts Old ratbag (Jones in drag)

onto stage.)

 

Quizmaster: Ha ha ha ... ha ha ha. Good evening, Madam! And your name is?

Ratbag:     Yes, Michael.

Quizmaster: Ha ha ha! Jolly good -- and what is your name?

Ratbag:     I go to church regularly.

Quizmaster: Ha ha ha, I see.  And which particular prize do you have eyes for

            this evening?

Ratbag:     I'd like the blow on the head.

Quizmaster: The blow -- on the head!

Ratbag:     Yes, just there, where it hurts.

Quizmaster: Jolly good!  Well now Madam your first question for the blow on

            the head this evening is:  Which great opponent of Cartesian

            dualism resists the reduction of psychological phenomena to a

            physical state and insists there is no point of contact between the

            extended and the unextended?

Ratbag:     I don't know that.

Quizmaster: Well -- have a guess!



Ratbag:     Oh... Henri Bergson?

Quizmaster: ...is the correct answer! (Piano chords)

Ratbag:     Ooh, that was lucky.  I never even heard of him.

Quizmaster: Ha ha ha!

Ratbag:     I don't like darkies.

Quizmaster: Ha ha ha (maniacal cackle) She doesn't like darkies.  Ha ha ha.

            Who does?  Ha ha ha!  Well now, Mrs Scum, your second question for

            the blow on the head is:  What is the main food eaten by penguins?

            What is the principal food that penguins eat?

Ratbag:     Pork luncheon meat.

Quizmaster: No.

Ratbag:     Spam.

Quizmaster: No, no, no, no.  Penguins.  Penguins.

Ratbag:     Horses.

Quizmaster: No.

Ratbag:     Armchairs.

Quizmaster: No, no.  All right, take it easy.  I'll give you a clue.  (Does

            fish impression, opening and closing mouth, puffing up face etc.)

Ratbag:     Oh, I know, I know, I know!  Brian Clough!

Quizmaster: No, ha ha, no.

Ratbag:     Brian Johnstone.

Quizmaster: No.

Ratbag:     Brian Inglis.

Quizmaster: No.

Ratbag:     Brian Forbes.

Quizmaster: No, ha ha.

Ratbag:     Nanette Newman.

Quizmaster: No, ha ha (cackles).  No, now listen, I'll give you one more clue,

            one more clue.  What lives in the sea and gets caught in nets?

Ratbag:     Goats.

Quizmaster: No.

Ratbag:     Underwater goats with snorkels and flippers.

Quizmaster: No, no.



Ratbag:     A buffalo with an aqualung.

Quizmaster: No.

Ratbag:     Reginald Maudling.

Quizmaster: (Pause) Yes, that's near enough.  I'll give you that.  (Piano)

            Right, now you have won tonight's star prize.  Do you still want

            the blow on the head?

Ratbag:     Oh, yes please, Michael.

Quizmaster: (Deliberate Pause) I'm offering you a poke in the eye...

Ratbag:     No no.

Quizmaster: All right then, a punch in the throat.

Ratbag:     No.

Quizmaster: My very last offer Mrs Scum -- a knee in the temple and a dagger

            up the clitoris!  (Piano) (Audience cries of "Take the Money!"

            etc)

Ratbag:     That's very tempting, I've never had one up there before!  No, I'll

            still have the blow on the head.

Quizmaster: Right, the blow on the head.  Mrs Scum, you have won tonight's

            star prize, the blow on the (cackles) (16 ton weight falls on

            Ratbag).

 



           Title: The Bruces Song
            From: Monty Python Live at the Hollywood Bowl
  Transcribed By: unknown

Immanuel Kant was a real piss-ant who was very rarely stable.
Heideggar, Heideggar was a boozy beggar who could 
    think you under the table. 
 
David Hume could out-consume Schoppenhauer and Hegel. 
And Whittgenstein was a beery swine who was just as sloshed as Schlegel. 
 
There's nothing Nieizsche couldn't teach 'ya 
    'bout the raising of the wrist. 
Socrates, himself, was permanently pissed. 
 
John Stewart Mill, of his own free will 
    On half a pint of shanty was particularly ill. 
Plato they say could stick it away, 
    Half a crate of whiskey every day. 
 
Aristotle, Aristotle was a bugger for the bottle, 
    And Hoppes was fond of his dram. 
And Rene Descartes was a drunken fart. 
    "I drink, therefore I am." 
 
Yes, Socrates himself is particularly missed; 
A lovely little thinker, but a bugger when he's pissed. 



           Title: Sit on my Face
            From: Monty Python Live at the Hollywood Bowl
  Transcribed By: unknown

 
Sit on my face, and tell me that you love me.
I'll sit on your face and tell you I love you, too.
I love to hear you moralize,
When I'm between your thighs;
You blow me away!
 
Sit on my face and let my lips embrace you.
I'll sit on your face and let my love be truly.
Life can be fine if we both sixty-nine,
And we'll sit on our faces in all sorts of places and play,
'Till we're blown away!
 



           Title: The Idiot Song
            From: The Album, Monty Python Live at Drury Lane
  Transcribed By: Tak Ariga <oldeng@gpu.utcs.toronto.edu>

How sweet to be an Idiot,
As harmless as a cloud,
Too small to hide the sun
Almost poking fun,
At the warm but insecure untidy crowd.
How sweet to be an idiot,
And dip my brain in joy,
Children laughing at my back,
With no fear of attack,
As much retaliation as a toy.

How sweet to be an idiot, how sweet.

I tiptoed down the street,
Smiled at everyone I meet,
But suddently a scream, 
Smashes through my dream,
Fie fye foe fum,
I smell the blood of an asylum,
        (Blood of an asylum,
         But mother I play so beautifully,
         listen. ha ha)
Fie fye foe fum,
I smell the blood of the asylum,
Hey you, you're such a pennant,
You got as much brain as a dead ant,
As much inagination as a carvan sign.

But I still love you, still love you, 
Oooh how sweet to be an idiot,
How sweet. how sweet. How sweet.



           Title: I've Got Two Legs
            From: Monty Python Live at the Hollywood Bowl 
  Transcribed By: Bret Shefter ( SHEBREB@YALEVM.BITNET )
 
 
                Oh, I got two legs from my waist to the ground, and
                When I move 'em they walk around, and
                When I lift 'em they climb the stairs, and
                When I shave 'em they ain't got hairs!
 
                              (gunshot)



                         MONTY PYTHON'S

                       THE MEANING OF LIFE

                     written by and starring

                  GRAHAM CHAPMAN * JOHN CLEESE

                   TERRY GILLIAM * TERRY JONES

                    ERIC IDLE * MICHAEL PALIN

                     directed by TERRY JONES

         animation & special sequences by TERRY GILLIAM

                   produced by JOHN GOLDSTONE

First Fish: Morning.

                Second Fish: Morning.

                                Third Fish: Morning.

        Fourth Fish: Morning.

                        Third Fish: Morning.

                                First Fish: Morning.

        Second Fish: Morning.

                                Fourth Fish: What's new?

                First Fish: Not much.

                                        Fifth and Sixth Fish:

Morning.



                The Others: Morning, morning, morning.

First Fish: Frank was just asking what's new.

                Fifth Fish: Was he?

        First Fish: Yeah.  Uh huh...

                Third Fish: Hey, look.  Howard's being eaten.

Second Fish: Is he?

[They move forward to watch a waiter serving a large grilled fish

to a large man.]

                                Second Fish: Makes you think doesn't it?

                Fourth Fish: I mean... what's it all about?

                                        Fifth Fish: Beats me.

Why are we here, what is life all about?

Is God really real, or is there some doubt?

Well tonight we're going to sort it all out,

For tonight it's the Meaning of Life.

What's the point of all these hoax?

Is it the chicken and egg time, are we all just yolks?

Or perhaps, we're just one of God's little jokes,

Well ca c'est the Meaning of Life.

Is life just a game where we make up the rules

While we're searching for something to say



Or are we just simple spiralling coils

Of self-replicating DNA?

What is life?  What is our fate?

Is there Heaven and Hell?  Do we reincarnate?

Is mankind evolving or is it too late?

Well tonight here's the Meaning of Life.

For millions this life is a sad vale of tears

Sitting round with really nothing to say

While scientists say we're just simply spiralling coils

Of self-replicating DNA.

So just why, why are we here?

And just what, what, what, what do we fear?

Well ce soir, for a change, it will all be made clear,

For this is the Meaning of Life - c'est le sens de la vie -

This is the Meaning of Life.

                       THE MEANING OF LIFE

                       -------------------

                             PART I

                      THE MIRACLE OF BIRTH

[Hospital corridor. A mother-to-be is being wheeled very fast down

the corridor on a trolley, which crashes through several sets of

doors. A nurse with her slips into a consultant's room, where one

doctor is throwing beer mats through the crooked arm of another.]

First Doctor: One thousand and eight!



Nurse: Mrs Moore's contractions are more frequent, doctor.

First Doctor: Good. Take her into the foetus-frightening room.

Nurse: Right.

          [They pass through the delivery room.]

First Doctor: Bit bare in here today. isn't it?

Second Doctor: Yeees.

First Doctor: More apparatus please, nurse.

Nurse: Yes doctor.

First Doctor: Yes, the EEG, the BP monitor and the AVV, please.

Second Doctor: And get the machine that goes 'Ping'!

First Doctor: And get the most expensive machines in case the

     administrator comes.

          [Apparatus starts pouring into the room. The mother is

          lost behind various bits of equipment.]

First Doctor: That's better, that's much better.

Second Doctor: Yeeees. More like it.

First Doctor: Still something missing, though. [They think hard for

     a few moments.]

First and Second Doctors: Patient?



Second Doctor: Where's the patient?

First Doctor: Anyone seen the patient?

Second Doctor: Patient!

Nurse: Ah, here she is.

First Doctor: Bring her round.

Second Doctor: Mind the machine!

First Doctor: Come along!

Second Doctor: Jump up there. Hup!

First Doctor: Hallo! Now, don't you worry.

Second Doctor: We'll soon have you cured.

First Doctor: Leave it all to us, you'll never know what hit you.

First and Second Doctors: Goodbye, goodbye! Drips up! Injections.

Second Doctor: Can I put the tube in the baby's head?

First Doctor: Only if I can do the epesiotomy.

Second Doctor: Okay.

First Doctor: Now, legs up.

          [The legs are put in the stirrups, while the Doctors open



          the doors opposite.]

First and Second Doctors: Come on. Come on, all of you. That's it,

     jolly good. Come on. Come on. Spread round there.

          [A small horde enters, largely medical but with two

          Japanese with cameras and video equipment. The first

          doctor bumps into a man.]

First Doctor: Who are you?

Man: I'm the husband.

First Doctor: I'm sorry. only people involved are allowed in here.

          [The husband leaves.]

Mrs Moore: What do I do?

Second Doctor: Yes?

Mrs Moore: What's that for?

          [She points to a machine.]

First Doctor: That's the machine that goes 'Ping'!

          [It goes 'Ping'.]

First Doctor: You see. It means that your baby is still alive.

Second Doctor: And that's the most expensive machine in the whole

     hospital.



First Doctor: Yes, it cost over three quarters of a million pounds.

Second Doctor: Aren't you lucky!

Nurse: The administrator's here, doctor.

First Doctor: Switch everything on!

          [They do so. Everything flashes and beeps and thuds.

          Enter the administrator...]

Administrator: Morning, gentlemen.

First and Second Doctors: Morning Mr Pycroft.

Administrator: Very impressive. What are you doing this morning?

First Doctor: It's a birth.

Administrator: And what sort of thing is that?

Second Doctor: Well, that's when we take a new baby out of a lady's

     tummy.

Administrator: Wonderful what we can do nowadays. Ah! I see you

     have the machine that goes 'Ping'. This is my favourite. You

     see we lease this back to the company we sold it to. That

     way it comes under the monthly current budget and not the

     capital account. [They all applaud.] Thank you, thank you. We

     try to do our best. Well, do carry on.

          [He leaves.]

Nurse: Oh, the vulva's dilating, doctor.



First Doctor: Yes, there's the head. Yes, four centimetres, five,

     six centimetres...

First and Second Doctors: Lights! Amplify the ping machine. Masks

     up! Suction! Eyes down for a full house! Here it comes!

          [The baby arrives.]

First Doctor: And frighten it!

          [They grab the baby, hold it upside down, slap it, poke

          tubes up its nose, hose it with cold water. Then the baby

          is placed on a wooden chopping block and the umbilicus

          severed with a chopper.]

     And the rough towels!

          [It is dried with rough towels.]

     Show it to the mother.

          [It is shown to the mother.]

First and Second Doctors: That's enough! Right. Sedate her, number

     the child. Measure it, blood type it and... *isolate* it.

Nurse: OK, show's over.

Mrs Moore: Is it a boy or a girl?

First Doctor: Now I think it's a little early to start imposing

     roles on it, don't you? Now a world of advice. You may find

     that you suffer for some time a totally irrational feeling of



     depression. PND is what we doctors call it. So it's lots of

     happy pills for you, and you can find out all about the birth

     when you get home. It's available on Betamax, VHS and Super 8.

                       THE MEANING OF LIFE

                       -------------------

                      THE MIRACLE OF BIRTH

                             PART 2

                         THE THIRD WORLD

                            Yorkshire

[A northern street. Dad is marching home. We see his house. A stork

flies above it, and drops a baby down the chimney.]

Dad: Oh bloody hell.

          [Inside the house. A pregnant woman is at the sink. With

          a cry a new-born baby, complete with umbilical cord,

          drops from between her legs onto the floor.]

Mother: Get that would you, Deirdre...

Girl: All right, Mum.

          [The girl takes the baby. Mum carries on.]

          [Dad comes up to the door and pushes it open sadly.

          Inside there are at least forty children, of various

          ages, packed into the living room.]



Mum: [with tray] Whose teatime is it?

Scores of Voices: Me, mum...

Mum: Vincent, Tessa, Valerie, Janine, Martha, Andrew, Thomas,

     Walter, Pat, Linda, Michael, Evadne, Alice, Dominique, and

     Sasha... it's your bedtime!

Children: [all together] Oh, Mum!

Mum: Don't argue...  Laura, Alfred, Nigel, Annie, Simon, Amanda...

Dad: Wait...

          [They all listen.]

     I've got something to tell the whole family.

          [All stop... A buzz of excitement.]

Mum: [to her nearest son] Quick... go and get the others in,

     Gordon!

          [Gordon goes out.  Another twenty or so children enter

          the room.  They squash in at the back as best they can.]

Dad: The mill's closed. There's no more work, we're destitute.

          [Lots of cries of 'Oh no!'... 'Cripes'... 'Heck'... from

          around the room.]

     I've got no option but to sell you all for scientific

     experiments. [The children protest with heart-rending pleas.]



     No no, that's the way it is my loves... Blame the Catholic

     church for not letting me wear one of those little rubber

     things... Oh they've done some wonderful things in their time,

     they preserved the might and majesty, even the mystery of the

     Church of Rome, the sanctity of the sacrament and the

     indivisible oneness of the Trinity, but if they'd let me wear

     one of the little rubber things on the end of my cock we

     wouldn't be in the mess we are now.

Little Boy: Couldn't Mummy have worn some sort of pessary?

Dad: Not if we're going to remain members of the fastest growing

     religion in the world, my boy... You see, we believe... well,

     let me put it like this...

     [sings]

     There are Jews in the world,

     There are Buddhists,

     There are Hindus and Mormons and then,

     There are those that follow Mohammed,

     But I've never been one of them...

     I'm a Roman Catholic,

     And have been since before I was born,

     And the one thing they say about Catholics,

     Is they'll take you as soon as you're warm...

     You don't have to be a six-footer,

     You don't have to have a great brain,

     You don't have to have any clothes on -

     You're a Catholic the minute Dad came...

     Because...



     Every sperm is sacred,

     Every sperm is great,

     If a sperm is wasted,

     God gets quite irate.

Children: Every sperm is sacred,

     Every sperm is great,

     If a sperm is wasted,

     God gets quite irate.

Child: [solo] Let the heathen spill theirs,

     On the dusty ground,

     God shall make them pay for,

     Each sperm that can't be found.

Children: Every sperm is wanted,

     Every sperm is good,

     Every sperm is needed,

     In your neighbourhood.

Mum: [solo] Hindu, Taoist, Mormon,

     Spill theirs just anywhere,

     But God loves those who treat their

     Semen with more care.

Men neighbours: [peering out of toilets]

     Every sperm is sacred,

     Every sperm is great,

Women neighbours: [on wall]

     If a sperm is wasted,

Children: God get quite irate.



Priest: [in church] Every sperm is sacred,

Bride and Groom: Every sperm is good.

Nannies: Every sperm is needed.

Cardinals: [in prams] In your neighbourhood!

Children: Every sperm is useful,

     Every sperm is fine,

Funeral Cortege: God needs everybody's,

First Mourner: Mine!

Lady Mourner: And mine!

Corpse: And mine!

Nun: [solo] Though the pagans spill theirs,

     O'er mountain, hill and plain,

Various artefacts in a Roman Catholic Souvenir Shop:

     God shall strike them down for

     Each sperm that's spilt in vain.

Everybody: Every sperm is sacred,

     Every sperm is good,

     Every sperm is needed,

     In your neighbourhood.

Even more than everybody, including two fire-eaters, a juggler, a



clown at a piano and a stilt-walker riding a bicycle:

     Every sperm is sacred,

     Every sperm is great,

     If a sperm is wasted,

     God gets quite irate.

          [Everybody cheers (including the fire-eaters, the

          juggler, the clown at the piano and the stilt-walker

          riding the bicycle). Fireworks go off, a Chinese dragon

          is brought on and flags of all nations are unfurled

          overhead.]

          [Back inside.]

Dad: So you see my problem, little ones... I can't keep you here

     any longer.

Shout from the back: Speak up!

Dad: [raising his voice] I can't keep you here any longer... God

     has blessed us so much that I can't afford to feed you

     anymore.

Boy: Couldn't you have your balls cut off...?

Dad: It's not as simple as that Nigel... God knows all... He would

     see through such a cheap trick. What we do to ourselves, we do

     to Him...

Voice: You could have them pulled off in an accident?

          [Other voices suggest ways his balls can be removed.]

Dad: No... no... children... I know you're trying to help but



     believe me, my mind's made up. I've given this long and

     careful thought. And it's medical experiments for the lot of

     you...

          [The children emerge singing a melancholy reprise of

          'Every Sperm is Sacred.']

          [They are being watched from another Northern house.]

Mr Blackitt: Look at them, bloody Catholics. Filling the bloody

     world up with bloody people they can't afford to bloody feed.

Mrs Blackitt: What are we dear?

Mr Blackitt: Protestant, and fiercely proud of it...

Mrs Blackitt: Why do they have so many children...?

Mr Blackitt: Because every time they have sexual intercourse they

     have to have a baby.

Mrs Blackitt: But it's the same with us, Harry.

Mr Blackitt: What d'you mean...?

Mrs Blackitt: Well I mean we've got two children and we've had

     sexual intercourse twice.

Mr Blackitt: That's not the point... We *could* have it any time we

     wanted.

Mrs Blackitt: Really?

Mr Blackitt: Oh yes. And, what's more, because we don't believe in



     all that Papist claptrap we can take precautions.

Mrs Blackitt: What, you mean lock the door...?

Mr Blackitt: No no, I mean, because we are members of the

     Protestant Reformed Church which successfully challenged the

     autocratic power of the Papacy in the mid-sixteenth century,

     we can wear little rubber devices to prevent issue.

Mrs Blackitt: What do you mean?

Mr Blackitt: I could, if I wanted, have sexual intercourse with

     you...

Mrs Blackitt: Oh, yes... Harry...

Mr Blackitt: And by wearing a rubber sheath over my old feller I

     could ensure that when I came off... you would not be

     impregnated.

Mrs Blackitt: Ooh!

Mr Blackitt: That's what being a Protestant's all about. That's

     why it's the church for me. That's why it's the church for

     anyone who respects the  individual and the individual's right

     to decide for him or herself. When Martin Luther nailed his

     protest up to the church door in 1517, he may not have

     realised the full significance of what he was doing. But four

     hundred years later, thanks to him, my dear, I can wear

     whatever I want on my John Thomas. And Protestantism doesn't

     stop at the simple condom. Oh no! I can wear French Ticklers

     if I want.



Mrs Blackitt: You what?

Mr Blackitt: French Ticklers... Black Mambos... Crocodile Ribs...

     Sheaths that are designed not only to protect but also to

     enhance the stimulation of sexual congress...

Mrs Blackitt: Have you got one?

Mr Blackitt: Have I got one? Well no... But I can go down the road

     any time I want and walk into Harry's and hold my head up

     high, and say in a loud steady voice: 'Harry I want you to

     sell me a *condom*. In fact today I think I'll have a French

     Tickler, for I am a Protestant...'

Mrs Blackitt: Well why don't you?

Mr Blackitt: But they... [He points at the stream of children still

     pouring past the house.]... they cannot. Because their church

     never made the great leap out of the Middle Ages, and the

     domination of alien episcopal supremacy!
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It was a day much like any other in the quiet little town of

Wittenberg. Mamie Meyer was preparing fat for the evening meal when

the full force of the Reformation struck.

          [A woman and two rather plain daughters are sitting

          outside their house with bowls. A man arrives

          breathless.]

Hymie: Mamie! Martin Luther's out!

          [Consternation amongst the womenfolk.]

Mamie: Oh! Martin Luther!

          [She hurries her daughters inside.]

     Did you get the suet, Hymie?

Hymie: Oy vay - the suet I clean forgot!

Mamie: The suet you forgot!

Hymie: The lard, the fish oil, the butter fat, the dripping, the

     wool grease I remember... [Hands over the shopping]... but the



     suet... oy vay...

Mamie: [pointing to his head] So what'd keep up there? Adipose

     tissue?

Hymie: Look out! Here he comes.

          [Mamie goes inside shouting.]

Mamie: Girls, girls! Your father forgot the suet!

          [Groans from the girls inside.]

          [Martin Luther is at the gate. His ears prick up at the

          female voices. His eyes flick from side to side.]

Hymie: Hallo Martin.

Martin Luther: Where's the john?

Hymie: We don't have one.

Martin Luther: No john? What d'you do?

Hymie: We eat fat.

Martin Luther: And that stops you going to the john?

Hymie: It's a theory.

Martin Luther: Yeah, but does it work?

Hymie: We ain't got no john.



Martin Luther: Yeah, but d'you need to go?

Hymie: You know how it is with theories - some days it's fine...

     maybe one, two... three days... and then just when it looks

     like you're ready for to publish... [Expression of resignation

     and disgust.]... Whoosh! You need a new kitchen floor.

Martin Luther: Oh you should be so lucky!

          [A girl's laugh from inside. Martin Luther looks up -

          alert.]

Martin Luther: D'you need any cleaning inside?

Hymie: Oh no... today it's all going fine.

Martin Luther: Oh well, how's about showing me the cutlery?

Hymie: Martin - I got a woman and children in there.

Martin Luther: So there's no problem... I just look at a few

     spoons... and...

          [Martin Luther starts to go in. Hymie stops him.]

Hymie: I got two girls in there, Martin... you know what I mean.

Martin Luther: Honest! I don't look at your girls! I don't even

     think about them! There! I put them out of my mind! Their

     arms, their necks... their little legs... and bosoms... I

     *wipe* from my mind.

Hymie: You just want to see spoons?



Martin Luther: My life! That's what I want to see.

Hymie: I know I'm going to regret this.

Martin Luther: No, listen! Cutlery is really my thing now. Girls

     with round breasts is over for me.

Hymie: What am I doing? I know what's going to happen.

Martin Luther: I'll crouch behind you.

          [He goes in. Martin Luther follows, crouching.]

Hymie: Mamie! Guess who's come to see us!

Mamie: Hymie! Are you out of your mind already? You know how old

     your daughters are?

Hymie: He only wants to see the spoons.

Mamie: What you have to bring him into my house for?

Hymie: Mamie, he doesn't even think about girls any more.

Martin Luther: Mrs Meyer - as far as girls is concerned, I shot my

     wad!

Mamie: You shot your *wad*?

Martin Luther: Def - in - ately...

          [Pause.]

Mamie: Which spoons you wanna view?



Martin Luther: Eh... [shrugs]... I guess the soup spoons...

Mamie: [suddenly interested] Ah! Now they're good spoons.

Martin Luther: You got them arranged?

Mamie: No, but I could arrange them for you.

Martin Luther: Don't put yourself to no bother, Mrs Meyer.

Mamie: It's no bother... I want for you to see those spoons like I

     would want to see them myself.

Martin Luther: Oh you're too kind, Mrs Meyer... You could get your

     daughters to show me them...

Mamie: Hymie get him out of here.

Hymie: Mamie, he only said for Myrtle and Audrey to show him the

     *spoons*.

Mamie: Like you think I run some kind of bordello here...

Martin Luther: Mrs Meyer! How can you say such a thing?

Mamie: Listen Martin Luther! I know what you want to do with my

     girls!

Martin Luther: Show me the spoons...

Mamie: You want for them to pull up their shirts and then lean over

     the chair with their legs apart...



Hymie: Mamie don't get excited...

Mamie: I'm getting excited? It's him that's getting excited!

Martin Luther: My mind is on the spoons.

Mamie: But you can't stop thinking of those little girls over the

     chairs.

          [Luther is struggling with himself.]

Hymie: I got to go to the bathroom.

Mamie: [grabs him] Hymie! I'm a married woman!

Hymie: So... just show him the spoons.

          [Hymie goes.]

Mamie: And you don't want to put nothing up me?

Martin Luther: Mrs Meyer - you read my mind.

Mamie: Oh...

          [They go out discreetly.]

But despite the efforts of Protestants to promote the idea of sex

for pleasure, children continued to multiply everywhere.

                       THE MEANING OF LIFE

                       -------------------

                             PART II



                       GROWTH AND LEARNING

[A school chapel.]

Headmaster: And spotteth twice they the camels before the third

     hour. And so the Midianites went forth to Ram Gilead in Kadesh

     Bilgemath by Shor Ethra Regalion, to the house of 

     Gash-Bil-Betheul-Bazda, he who brought the butter dish to 

     Balshazar and the tent peg to the house of Rashomon, and there 

     slew they the goats, yea, and placed they the bits in little 

     pots. Here endeth the lesson.

          [The Headmaster closes the Bible. the Chaplain rises.]

Chaplain: Let us praise God. Oh Lord...

Congregation: Oh Lord...

Chaplain: Oooh you are so big...

Congregation: Oooh you are so big...

Chaplain: So absolutely huge.

Congregation: So ab - solutely huge.

Chaplain: Gosh, we're all really impressed down here I can tell

     you.

Congregation: Gosh, we're all really impressed down here I can tell

     you.

Chaplain: Forgive Us, O Lord, for this dreadful toadying.



Congregation: And barefaced flattery.

Chaplain: But you are so strong and, well, just so super.

Congregation: Fan - tastic.

Headmaster: Amen. Now two boys have been found rubbing linseed oil

     into the school cormorant. Now some of you may feel that the

     cormorant does not play an important part in the life of the

     school but I remind you that it was presented to us by the

     Corporation of the town of Sudbury to commemorate Empire Day,

     when we try to remember the names of all those from the

     Sudbury area so gallantly gave their lives to keep China

     British. So from now on the cormorant is strictly out of

     bounds. Oh... and Jenkins... apparently your mother died this

     morning. [He turns to the Chaplain.] Chaplain.

          [The congregation rises and the Chaplain leads them in

          singing.]

Chaplain and Congregation:

     Oh Lord, please don't burn us,

     Don't grill or toast your flock,

     Don't put us on the barbecue,

     Or simmer us in stock,

     Don't braise or bake or boil us,

     Or stir-fry us in a wok...

     Oh please don't lightly poach us,

     Or baste us with hot fat,

     Don't fricassee or roast us,

     Or boil us in a vat,



     And please don't stick thy servants Lord,

     In a Rotissomat...

          [A classroom. The boys are sitting quietly studying.]

Boy: He's coming!

          [Pandemonium breaks out. The Headmaster walks in.]

Headmaster: All right, settle down, settle down. [He puts his

     papers down.] Now before I begin the lesson will those of you

     who are playing in the match this afternoon move your clothes

     down on to the lower peg immediately after lunch before you

     write your letter home, if you're not getting your hair cut,

     unless you've got a younger brother who is going out this

     weekend as the guest of another boy, in which case collect his

     note before lunch, put it in your letter after you've had your

     hair cut, and make sure he moves your clothes down onto the

     lower peg for you. Now...

Wymer: Sir?

Headmaster: Yes, Wymer?

Wymer: My younger brother's going out with Dibble this weekend,

     sir, but I'm not having my hair cut today sir, so do I move my

     clothes down or...

Headmaster: I do wish you'd listen, Wymer, it's perfectly simple.

     If you're not getting your hair cut, you don't have to move

     your brother's clothes down to the lower peg, you simply

     collect his note before lunch after you've done your scripture

     prep when you've written your letter home before rest, move



     your own clothes on to the lower peg, greet the visitors, and

     report to Mr Viney that you've had your chit signed. Now,

     sex... sex, sex, sex, where were we?

          [Silence from form. A lot of hard thinking of the type

          indulged by schoolboys who know they don't know the

          answer.]

     Well, had I got as far as the penis entering the vagina?

Pupils: Er... er... no sir. No we didn't, sir.

Headmaster: Well had I done foreplay?

Pupils: ...Yes sir.

Headmaster: Well, as we all know about foreplay no doubt you can

     tell me what the purpose of foreplay is... Biggs.

Biggs: Don't know, sorry sir.

Headmaster: Carter.

Carter: Er... was it taking your clothes off, sir?

Headmaster: And after that?

Wymer: Putting them on the lower peg sir?

          [Headmaster throws a board duster at him and hits him.]

Headmaster: The purpose of foreplay is to cause the vagina to

     lubricate so that the penis can penetrate more easily.



Watson: Could we have a window open please sir?

Headmaster: Yes... Harris will you?... And, of course, to cause the

     man's penis to erect and har...den. Now, did I do vaginal

     juices last week oh do pay attention Wadsworth, I know it's

     Friday afternoon oh watching the football are you boy - right

     move over there. I'm warning you I may decide to set an

     exam this term.

Pupils: Oh sir...

Headmaster: So just listen... now did I or did I not do vaginal

     juices?

Pupils: Yes sir.

Headmaster: Name two ways of getting them flowing, Watson.

Watson: Rubbing the clitoris, sir.

Headmaster: What's wrong with a kiss, boy? Hm? Why not start her

     off with a nice kiss? You don't have to go leaping straight

     for the clitoris like a bull at a gate. Give her a kiss, boy.

Wymer: Suck the nipple, sir.

Headmaster: Good. Good. Good, well done, Wymer.

Duckworth: Stroking the thighs, sir.

Headmaster: Yes, I suppose so.

Another: Bite the neck.



Headmaster: Good. Nibbling the ear. Kneading the buttocks, and so

     on and so forth. So we have all these possibilities before we

     stampede towards the clitoris, Watson.

Watson: Yes sir. Sorry sir.

Headmaster: All these form of stimulation can now take place.

          [The Headmaster pulls the bed down.]

     ... And of course tongueing will give you the best idea of how

     the juices are coming along. [Calls.] Helen... Now penetration

     and coitus, that is to say intercourse up to and including

     orgasm.

          [Mrs Williams has entered.]

     Ah hallo, dear.

          [The pupils have shuffled more or less to their feet.]

     *Do* stand up when my wife enters the room, Carter.

Carter: Oh sorry, sir. Sorry.

Mrs Williams: Humphrey, I hope you don't mind, but I told the

     Garfields we *would* dine with them tonight.

Headmaster: [starting to disrobe] Yes, yes, I suppose we must...

Mrs Williams: [taking off her clothes] I said we'd be there by

     eight.

Headmaster: Well at least it'll give me a reason to wind up the



     staff meeting.

Mrs Williams: Well I know you don't like them but I couldn't make

     another excuse.

Headmaster: [he's got his shirt off] Well it's just that I felt -

     Wymer. This is for your benefit. Will you kindly wake up. I've

     no intention of going through this all again. [The boys are no

     more interested than they were in the last lesson on the

     Binomial Theorem, though they pretend, as usual.] Now we'll

     take the foreplay as read, if you don't mind, dear.

Mrs Williams: No of course not, Humphrey.

Headmaster: So the man starts by entering, or mounting his good

     lady wife in the standard way. The penis is now as you will

     observe more or less fully erect. There we are. Ah that's

     better. Now... Carter.

Carter: Yes sir.

Headmaster: What is it?

Carter: It's an ocarina... sir.

Headmaster: Bring it up here. The man now starts making thrusting

     movements with his pelvic area, moving the penis up and down

     inside the vagina so... put it there boy, put it there... on

     the table... while the wife maximizes her clitoral stimulation

     by the shaft of the penis by pushing forward, thank you

     dear... now as sexual excitement mounts... what's funny Biggs?

Biggs: Oh, nothing sir.



Headmaster: Oh do please share your little joke with the rest of

     us... I mean, obviously something frightfully funny's going

     on...

Biggs: No, honestly, sir.

Headmaster: Well as it's so funny I think you'd better be selected

     to play for the boys' team in the rugby match against the

     masters this afternoon.

Biggs: [looks horrified] Oh no, sir.

                       THE MEANING OF LIFE

                       -------------------

                            PART III

                       FIGHTING EACH OTHER

Biggs: [now a soldiers-in-arms] O.K. Blackitt, Sturridge and

     Walters you take the buggers on the left flank. Hordern,

     Spadger and I will go for the gunpost.

Blackitt: [a Deptford Cockney] Hang on, you'll never make it,

     sir... Let us come with you... 

Biggs: Do as you're told man.

Blackitt: Righto, skipper. [He starts to go, then stops.] Oh, sir,

     sir... if we... if we don't meet again... sir, I'd just like

     to say it's been a real privilege fighting alongside you,

     sir...



          [They are continually ducking as bullets fly past them

          and shells burst overhead.]

Biggs: Yes, well I think this is hardly the time or place for a

     goodbye speech... eh...

          [Biggs is clearly anxious to go.]

Blackitt: No, me, and the lads realise that but... well... we may

     never meet again, sir, so...

Biggs: All right, Blackitt, thanks a lot.

Blackitt: No just a mo, sir! You see me and the lads had a little

     whip-round, sir, and we bought you something, sir... we bought

     you this, sir...

          [He produces a handsome ormolu clock from his pack. Biggs

          is at a loss for words. He is continually ducking.]

Biggs: Well, I don't know what to say... It's a lovely thought...

     thank you... thank you *all*... but I think we'd better... get

     to cover now...

          [He starts to go.]

Blackitt: Hang on a tick, sir, we got something else for you as

     well, sir.

          [Two of the others emerge from some bushes with a

          grandfather clock.]

     Sorry it's another clock, sir... only there was a bit of a



     mix-up... Walters thought *he* was buying the present, and

     Spadger and I had already got the other one.

Biggs: Well it's beautiful... they're both beau -

          [A bullet suddenly shatters the face of the grandfather

          clock.]

     ... But I think we'd better get to cover now, and I'll thank

     you properly later...

          [Biggs starts to go again but Blackitt hasn't finished.]

Blackitt: And Corporal Sturridge got this for you as well, sir. He

     didn't know about the others, sir - it's Swiss.

          [He hands over a wristwatch.]

Biggs: Well now that is thoughtful, Sturridge. Good man.

          [A shell bursts right overhead. Biggs flings himself down

          into the mud.]

Blackitt: And there's a card, sir... from all of us... [He produces

     a blood-splattered envelope.]... Sorry about the blood, sir.

Biggs: Thank you all.

          [He pockets it and tries to go on.]

Blackitt: Squad, three cheers for Captain Biggs. Hip Hip -

All: Hooray!



Blackitt: Hip Hip -

All: Hoor...

          [An almighty burst of machine-gun fire silences most of

          them... Blackitt is hit.]

Biggs: Blackitt! Blackitt!

Blackitt: [hurt] Ah! I'll be all right, sir... Oh there's just one

     other thing, sir. Spadge, give him the cheque...

Spadger: Oh yeah...

Biggs: Oh now this is really going to far...

Spadger: I don't seem to be able to find it, sir... [Explosion.]

     Er, it'll be in Number Four trench... I'll go and get it. [He

     starts to crawl off.]

Biggs: [losing his cool] Oh! For Christ's sake forget it, man.

          [The others all look at Biggs after this outburst, as if

          they can't believe this ingratitude.]

Blackitt: Oh! Ah!

Spadger: You shouldn't have said that, sir. You've hurt his

     feelings now...

Blackitt: Don't mind me, Spadge... Toffs is all the same... One

     minute it's all 'please' and 'thank you', the next they'll

     kick you in the teeth...



Walters: Let's not give him the cake...

Biggs: I don't want *any* cake...

Spadger: Look, Blackitt cooked it specially for you, you bastard.

          [They all look at Blackitt rolling in the mud.]

Sturridge: Yeah, he saved his rations for six weeks.

Biggs: I'm sorry, I don't mean to be ungrateful...

Blackitt: I'll be all right.

          [Shell crashes. Blackitt dies.]

Spadger: Blackie! Blackie! [He turns to Biggs with tears in his

     eyes.] Look at him... [He pulls up the supine form of

     Blackitt.] He worked on that cake like no-one else I've ever

     known. [He props him in the mud again.] Some nights it was so

     cold we could hardly move, but Blackie'd de out there -

     slicing lemons, mixing the sugar and the almonds... I mean you

     try getting butter melted at fifteen below zero! There's love

     in that cake... [He picks up Blackitt again.] This man's love

     and this man's care and this man's - Aarggh!

     [He gets shot.]

     [Biggs runs over to them in horror.]

Biggs: Oh my Christ!

Sturridge: You bastard.



Biggs: All right! All right! We will eat the cake. They're right...

     it's too good a cake not to eat. get the plates and knives,

     Walters...

Walters: Yes, sir... how many plates?

Biggs: Six.

          [A shot rings out. Walters drops dead.]

Biggs: Er... no... better make it five.

Sturridge: Tablecloth, sir...?

Biggs: Yes, get the tablecloth...!

          [Explosion. Sturridge gets shot.]

Biggs: No no no, I'll get the tablecloth and you'd better get the

     gate-leg table, Hordern.

          [Hordern is shot in the leg.]

Hordern: I'll bring two sir, in case one gets scrumpled...

          [Suddenly we find this has all been a film, which a

          General now stops.]

General: Well, of course, warfare isn't all fun. Right, stop that.

     It's all very well to laugh at the Military, but when one

     considers the meaning of life it is a struggle between

     alternative viewpoints of life itself. And without the

     ability to defend one's own viewpoint against other perhaps

     more aggressive ideologies then reasonableness and moderation



     could quite simply disappear. That is why we'll always need an

     army and may God strike me down were it to be otherwise.

          [The Hand of god descends and vaporizes him.]

          [The audience of two old ladies and two kids applauds

          hesitantly.]

          [Outside the hut RSM Whateverhisnameis is drilling a

          small squad of recruits.]

RSM: Don't stand there gawping like you've never seen the Hand of

     God before. Now! Today we're going to do marching up and down

     the square. That is unless any of you got anything better to

     do? Well, anyone got anything they'd rather be doing than

     marching up and down the square?

          [Atkinson puts his hand up.]

     Yes? Atkinson? What would you rather be doing, Atkinson?

Atkinson: Well to be quite honest, Sarge, I'd rather be at home

     with the wife and kids.

RSM: Would you now?

Atkinson: Yes, sarge.

RSM: Right off you go. [Atkinson goes.] Now, everybody else happy

     with my little plan of marching up and down the square a bit?

Coles: Sarge...



RSM: Yes?

Coles: I've got a book I'd quite like to read...

RSM: Right! You go read your book then! [Coles runs off.] Now

     everybody else quite content to join in with my little scheme

     of marching hup and down the square?

Wycliff: Sarge?

RSM: Yes, Wycliff, what is it?

Wycliff: [tentatively] Well... I'm... er... learning the piano...

RSM: [with contempt] 'Learning the piano'?

Wycliff: Yes, sarge...

RSM: And I suppose you want to go and practise eh? Marching up and

     down the square not good enough for you, eh?

Wycliff: Well...

RSM: Right! Off you go! [Turns to the rest.] Now what about the

     rest of you? Rather be at the pictures I suppose.

Squad: Ooh, yes, ooh rather.

RSM: All right off you go. [They go.] Bloody army! I don't know

     what it's coming to... Right, Sgt Major, marching up and down

     the square... Left-right-left... left... left... 

     left-right-left...

          [The RSM marches himself off into the distance of the



          barracks square.]

Democracy and humanitarianism have always been tarde marks of the

British Army and have stamped its triumph throughout history, in

the furthest-flung corners of the Empire. But no matter where or

when there was fighting to be done, it has always been the calm

leadership of the officer class that has made the British Army what

it is.

                       The First Zulu War.

                    Natal 1879 (not Glasgow)

          [Inside a tent.]

Pakenham-Walsh: Morning Ainsworth.

Ainsworth: Morning Pakenham-Walsh.

Pakenham-Walsh: Sleep well?

Ainsworth: Not bad. Bitten to shreds though. Must be a hole in the

     bloody mosquito net.

Pakenham-Walsh: Yes, savage little blighters aren't they?

First Lieut Chadwick: [arriving] Excuse me, sir.

Ainsworth: Yes Chadwick?

Chadwick: I'm afraid Perkins got rather badly bitten during the

     night.

Ainsworth: Well so did we. Huh.



Chadwick: Yes, but I do think the doctor ought to see him.

Ainsworth: Well go and fetch him, then.

Chadwick: Right you are, sir.

Ainsworth: Suppose I'd better go along. Coming, Pakenham?

Pakenham-Walsh: Yes I suppose so.

          [Chadwick leaves. Ainsworth and Pakenham-Walsh thread

          their leisurely way through the line of assegais.

          Pakenham-Walsh's valet is speared by a Zulu warrior but

          Pakenham-Walsh valiantly saves his jacket from the mud.

          They enter Perkins's tent. Perkins is on his camp bed.]

Ainsworth: Ah! Morning Perkins.

Perkins: Morning sir.

Ainsworth: What's all the trouble then?

Perkins: Bitten sir. During the night.

Ainsworth: Hm. Whole leg gone eh?

Perkins: Yes.

          [As they talk, the din of battle continues outside.

          Screams of dying men, crackling of tents set on fire.]

Ainsworth: How's it feel?



Perkins: Stings a bit.

Ainsworth: Mmm. Well it would, wouldn't it. That's quite a bite

     you've got there you know.

Perkins: Yes, real beauty isn't it?

All: Yes.

Ainsworth: Any idea how it happened?

Perkins: None at all. Complete mystery to me. Woke up just now...

     one sock too many.

Pakenham-Walsh: You must have a hell of a hole in your net.

Ainsworth: Hm. We've sent for the doctor.

Perkins: Ooh, hardly worth it, is it?

Ainsworth: Oh yes... better safe than sorry.

Pakenham-Walsh: Yes, good Lord, look at this.

          [He indicates a gigantic hole in the mosquito net.]

Ainsworth: By jove, that's enormous.

Pakenham-Walsh: You don't think it'll come back, do you?

Ainsworth: For more, you mean?

Pakenham-Walsh: Yes.



Ainsworth: You're right. We'd better get this stitched.

Pakenham-Walsh: Right.

Ainsworth: Hallo Doc.

Livingstone: [entering the tent with Chadwick] Morning. I came as

     fast as I could. Is something up?

Ainsworth: Yes, during the night old Perkins had his leg bitten

     sort of... off.

Livingstone: Ah hah!? Been in the wars have we?

Perkins: Yes.

Livingstone: Any headache, bowels all right? Well, let's have a

     look at this one leg of yours then. [Looks around under sheet]

     Yes... yes... yes... yes... yes... yes... well, this is

     nothing to worry about.

Perkins: Oh good.

Livingstone: There's a lot of it about, probably a virus, keep

     warm, plenty of rest, and if you're playing football or

     anything try and favour the other leg.

Perkins: Oh right ho.

Livingstone: Be as right as rain in a couple of days.

Perkins: Thanks for the reassurance, doc.

Livingstone: Not at all, that's what I'm here for. Any other



     problems I can reassure you about?

Perkins: No I'm fine.

Livingstone: Jolly good. Well, must be off.

Perkins: So it'll just grow back then, will it?

Livingstone: Er... I think I'd better come clean with you about

     this... it's... um it's not a virus, I'm afraid. You see, a

     virus is what we doctors call very very small. So small it

     could not possibly have made off with a whole leg. What we're

     looking for here is I think, and this is no more than an

     educated guess, I'd like to make that clear, is some 

     multi-cellular life form with stripes, huge razor-sharp teeth,

     about eleven foot long and of the genu *felis horribilis*.

     What we doctors, in fact, call a tiger.

All in tent: A tiger...!!

          [Outside, everyone engaged in battle, including the

          Zulus, breaks off and shouts in horror:]

All: A tiger!

          [The Zulus run off.]

Pakenham-Walsh: A tiger - in Africa?

Ainsworth: Hm...

Pakenham-Walsh: A tiger in Africa...?



Ainsworth: Ah... well it's probably escaped from a zoo.

Pakenham-Walsh: Well it doesn't sound very likely.

Ainsworth: [quietly] Stumm, stumm...

          [A severely-wounded Sergeant staggers into the tent.]

Sergeant: Sir, sir, the attack's over, sir! the Zulus are

     retreating.

Ainsworth: [dismissively] Oh jolly good. [He turns his back to the

     group around Perkins.]

Sergeant: Quite a lot of casualties though, sir. C Division wiped

     out. Signals gone. Thirty men killed in F Section. I should

     think about a hundred - a hundred and fifty men altogether.

Ainsworth: [not very interested] Yes, yes I see, yes... Jolly good.

Sergeant: I haven't got the final figures, sir. There's a lot of

     seriously wounded in the compound...

Ainsworth: [interrupting] Yes... well, the thing is, Sergeant, I've

     got a bit of a problem here. [With gravity.] One of the

     officers has lost a leg.

Sergeant: [stunned by the news] Oh *no*, sir!

Ainsworth: [gravely] I'm afraid so. Probably a tiger.

Sergeant: In Africa?

Ainsworth and Pakenham-Walsh: Stumm, stumm...



Ainsworth: The M.O. says we can stitch it back on if we find it

     immediately.

Sergeant: Right sir! I'll organise a party right away, sir!

Ainsworth: Well it's hardly time for that, is it Sergeant...?

Sergeant: A search party...

Ainsworth: Ah! *Much* better idea. I'll tell you what, organise one

     straight away.

Sergeant: Yes sir!

          [Outside dead British bodies (of the other ranks) are

          everywhere.]

Sergeant: [apologetically] Sorry about the mess, sir. We'll try and

     get it cleared up, by the time you get back.

          [They walk through the carnage. Orderlies are cheerfully

          attending to the equally cheery wounded and the only

          slightly less cheery dead.]

A dying man: [covered in blood] We showed 'em, didn't we, sir?

Ainsworth: Yes.

          [He gives a thumbs up and dies.]

Sergeant: [addressing a soldier who is giving water to a dying man]

     We've got to get a search party, leave that alone.



Another cheery cockney: [with an assegai sticking out of his chest]

     This is fun, sir, init... all this killing... bloodshed...

     bloody good fun sir, init?

Ainsworth: [abstracted] Yes... very good.

          [He waves and moves on.]

A severed head: Morning, sir!

Ainsworth: Nasty wound you've got there, Potter.

Severed head: [cheerily] Thank you very much sir!

Ainsworth: Come on private - we're making up a search party.

Another terrible casualty: Better than staying at home, eh sir! At

     home if you kill someone they arrest you. Here they give you

     a gun, and show you what to do, sir. I mean, I killed fifteen

     of those buggers sir! Now at home they'd hang me. *Here* they

     give me a fucking medal sir!

          [The search party for Perkins's leg is passing through

     thick jungle. As they emerge into a clearing they suddenly see

     a tiger's head sticking out of some bushes.]

Ainsworth: Look!

          [Their eyes follow along the bushes to where the tiger's

     tail is sticking out several yards away. For a moment it looks

     like a very long tiger.]

     My God, it's *huge*!



          [The tiger's head rises up out of the thicket with its

          paws up. The tiger's rear end backs out of the thicket

          further down.]

Rear end: Don't shoot... don't shoot. We're not a tiger. [Takes off

     head.] We were just... um...

Ainsworth: Why are you dressed as a tiger?

Rear end: Hmmm... oh... why! Why why... isn't it a lovely day

     today...?

Ainsworth: Answer the question.

Rear end: Oh we were just er...

Front end: Actually! We're dressed like this because... oh no

     that's not it.

Rear end: We did it for a lark. Part of a spree. High spirits you

     know. Simple as that.

Front end: Nothing more to it...

          [All stare.]

     Well *actually*... we're on a mission for British

     Intellingence, there's a pro-Tsarist Ashanti Chief...

Rear end: No, no.

Front end: No, no, no.



Rear end: No, no we're doing it for an advertisement...

Front end: Ah that's it, forget about the Russians. We're doing an

     advert for Tiger Brand Coffee.

Rear end: 'Tiger Brand Coffee is a real treat

     Even tigers prefer a cup of it to real meat'.

          [Pause.]

Ainsworth: Now look...

Rear end: All right, all right. we are dressed as a tiger because

     he had an auntie who did it in 1839 and this is the fiftieth

     anniversary.

Front end: No. We're doing it for a bet.

Rear end: God told us to do it.

Front end: To tell the truth, we are completely mad. we are inmates

     of a Bengali psychiatric institution and we escaped by making

     this skin out of old cereal packets...

Perkins: It doesn't matter.

Ainsworth: What?

Perkins: It doesn't matter why they're dressed as a tiger, have

     they got my leg?

Ainsworth: Good thinking. Well have you?

Rear end: Actually!



Ainsworth: Yes.

Rear end: It's because we were thinking of training as taxidermists

     and we wanted to get a feel of it from the animal's point of

     view.

Ainsworth: Be quiet. Now, look we're just asking you if you have

     got this man's leg...

Front end: A wooden leg?

Ainsworth: No, no, a proper leg. Look he was fast asleep and

     someone or something came in and removed it.

Front end: Without waking him up?

Ainsworth: Yes.

Front end: I don't believe you.

Rear end: We found the tiger skin in a bicycle shop in Cairo, and

     the owner wanted to take it down to Dar Es Salaam.

Ainsworth: Shut up. Now look, have you or have you not got his leg?

Rear end: Yes.

Front end: No. No no no.

Both: No no no no no no. Nope. No.

Ainsworth: Why did you say 'yes'?



Front end: I didn't.

Ainsworth: I'm not talking to you...

Rear end: Er... er...

Ainsworth: Right! Search the thicket.

Front end: Oh come on, I mean do we look like the sort of chaps

     who'd creep into a camp at... night, steal into someone's

     tent, anaesthetise them, tissue-type them, amputate a leg and

     run away with it?

Ainsworth: Search the thicket!

Front end: Oh *leg*! You're looking for a *leg*. Actually I think

     there is one in there somewhere. Somebody must have abandoned

     it here, knowing you were coming after it, and we stumbled

     across it actually and wondered what it was... They'll be

     miles away by now and I expect we'll have to take all the

     blame.

          [During the last exchange a native turns and leers at the

          camera, while the dialogue continues behind him. Then he

          unzips his body to reveal a fully dressed white announcer

          in dinner jacket and bow tie underneath.]

Zulu announcer: Hallo, good evening and welcome to the Middle of

     the Film.

Lady TV presenter: Hallo and welcome to the Middle of the Film. The

     moment where we take a break and invite you, the audience, to

     join us, the film-makers, in 'Find the Fish'. We're going to



     show you a scene from another film and ask you to guess where

     the fish is. But if you think you know, don't keep it to

     yourselves - YELL OUT - so that all the cinema can hear you.

     So here we are with 'Find the Fish'.

                               THE

                             MIDDLE

                           OF THE FILM

                          FIND THE FISH

Man: I wonder where that fish has gone.

Woman: You did love it so.

     You looked after it like a son.

Man: [strangely] And it went wherever I did go.

Woman: Is it in the cupboard?

Audience: Yes! No!

Woman: Wouldn't you like to know.

     It was a lovely little fish.

Man: [strangely] And it went wherever I did go.

Man in audience: It's behind the sofa!

          [An elephant joins the man and woman.]

Woman: Where can the fish be?

Man in audience: Have you thought of the drawers in the bureau?



Woman: It is a most elusive fish.

Man: [strangely] And it went wherever I did go!

Woman: Oh fishy, fishy, fishy, fish.

Man: Fish, fish, fish, fishy oh!

Woman: Oh fishy, fishy, fishy fish.

Man: [strangely] That went wherever I did go.

          First fish: That was terrific!

                    Second fish: Great!

          Third fish: Best bit so far.

Fishes: Yeah! Absolutely... ! Terrific! Yeah!... Fantastic...

     Really great

     [Whistles 'More'... Pause.]

Fifth fish: They haven't said much about the Meaning of Life so

     far, have they...?

First fish: Well, it's been building up to it.

Second fish: Has it?

Fifth fish: yeah, I expect they'll get on to it now.

Third fish: Personally I very much doubt if they're going to say



     anything about the Meaning of Life at all.

Fourth fish: Oh, come on... they've got to say something...

Other fishes: ... Bound to... yeah... yeah...

          [They swim around a bit.]

Second fish: Not much happening at the moment, is there...?

                       THE MEANING OF LIFE

                       -------------------

                             PART IV

                           MIDDLE AGE

[A hotel lobby. The lift doors open.]

[Mrs Hendy is bending down in front of Mr Hendy, doing something of

an intimate nature to his camera lens.]

Mr Hendy: Oh that's much better. Thank you honey.

Mrs Hendy: You're welcome.

Mr Hendy: It was sort of misty before. That's fine.

          [A strange girl in a crinoline steps forward. This is

          M'Lady Joeline. played by Mr Gilliam.]

Joeline: Hi! How are you?

Mr Hendy: We're just fine.



Joeline: So what kind of food you like to eat this evening?

Mr Hendy: Well we sort of like pineapples...

Mrs Hendy: Yeah anything with pineapples in is great for us...

Joeline: Well, how about the Dungeon Room?

Mr Hendy: Oh that sounds fine...

Joeline: Sure is. It's real Hawaiian food served in an authentic

     medieval English dungeon atmosphere...

[Suddenly a red hot brand sears the flesh of some poor wretch. This

is the restaurant. Dark, full of torture instruments, stocks,

Chamber of Horrors stuff.]

[They sit down. A waitress dressed in a grotesque travesty of a

Beefeater's outfit, comes up.]

Waitress: Hello, I'm Diana, I'm your waitress for tonight... Where

     are you from?

Mr and Mrs Hendy: We're from Room 259.

Mr Hendy: Where are you from?

Waitress: [pointing to kitchen] Oh I'm from the doors over there...

Mr Hendy: Oh.

Mrs Hendy: Great...



Waitress: [reaching across to the central serving table] Iced

     Water...

Mrs Hendy: Oh thank you...

Waitress: Coffee...

Mr Hendy: Than you *very* much...

Waitress: Ketchup...

Mr Hendy: Oh lovely... real nice

Waitress: T.V....?

Mr Hendy: Oh... that's fine...

Mrs Hendy: Yeah that's swell

          [The Waitress dumps a T.V. down on the table.]

Waitress: Telephone...

Mr Hendy: Er... telephone...?

Waitress: You can phone any other table in the restaurant after

     six.

Mr Hendy: Oh that's great...

Mrs Hendy: Some choice...

Mr Hendy: Yeah, right...



Waitress: O.K.... D'you want any food with your meal?

Mr Hendy: Well, what d'you have?

Waitress: Well we have things shaped like this in green or we have

     things shaped like that in brown...

Mr Hendy: What d'you think darling?

Mrs Hendy: Well it *is* our anniversary, Marvin...

Mr Hendy: Yeah... what the hell... we'll have a couple of the

     things shaped like that in brown, please...

Waitress: O.K. fine... thank you sir... [She writes]... 2 brown

     Number 259... and will you be having intercourse tonight...?

Mr Hendy: Er... do we have to decide now...?

Mrs Hendy: Sounds a good idea honey. I mean it sounds swell. I mean

     why not?

Mr Hendy: Yeah, right... could be fun...

          [Waitress takes out a condom and slaps it on the table.]

Waitress: Compliments of the Super Inn - Have a nice fuck!

Mr Hendy: Oh, thank you.

Waitress: You're welcome...

          [She leaves.]



Mr Hendy: [reads:] 'Super Inn Skins' - that's nice.

          [Suddenly a Hawaiian band comes through the door and

          surrounds Mr and Mrs Hendy at their table, before leaving

          them to their own devices, which are not many. There is

          a long silence.]

Waiter: Good evening... would you care for something to talk about?

          [He hands them each a menu card with a list of subjects

          on.]

Mr Hendy: Oh that would be wonderful.

Waiter: Our special tonight is minorities...

Mr Hendy: Oh that sounds interesting...

Mrs Hendy: What's this conversation here...?

Waiter: Oh that's football... you can talk about the Steelers-Bears

     game, Saturday... or you could reminisce about really great

     World Series - 

Mrs Hendy: No... no, no.

Mr Hendy: What's this one here?

Waiter: That's philosophy.

Mrs Hendy: Is that a sport?

Waiter: No it's more of an attempt to construct a viable hypothesis

     to explain the Meaning of Life.



          [The fish in the tank suddenly prick up their fins.]

Fish: What's he say, eh?

Mr Hendy: Oh that sounds wonderful... Would you like to talk about

     the Meaning of Life, darling...?

Mrs Hendy: Sure, why not?

Waiter: Philosophy for two?

Mr Hendy: Right...

Waiter: You folks want me to start you off?

Mr Hendy: Oh really we'd appreciate that...

Waiter: OK. Well er... look, have you ever wondered just why you're

     here?

Mr Hendy: Well... we went to Miami last year and California the

     year before that, and we've...

Waiter: No, no... I mean why *we're* here. On this planet?

Mr Hendy: [guardedly]... N... n... nope.

Waiter: Right! Have you ever *wanted* to know what it's all about?

Mr Hendy: [emphatically] No!

Waiter: Right ho! Well, see, throughout history there have been

     certain men and women who have tried to find the solution to



     the mysteries of existence.

Mrs Hendy: Great.

Waiter: And we call these guys 'philosophers'.

Mrs Hendy: And that's what we're talking about!

Waiter: Right!

Mrs Hendy: That's neat!

Waiter: Well you look like you're getting the idea, so why don't I

     give you these conversation cards - they'll tell you a little

     about philosophical method, names of famous philosophers...

     there y'are. Have a nice conversation!

Mr Hendy: Thank you! Thank you very much.

          [He leaves.]

Mrs Hendy: He's cute.

Mr Hendy: Yeah, real understanding.

          [They sit and look at the cards, then rather formally and

          uncertainly Mrs Hendy opens the conversation.]

Mrs Hendy: Oh! I never knew that *Schopenhauer* was a

     *philosopher*...

Mr Hendy: Oh yeah... He's the one that begins with an S.

Mrs Hendy: Oh...



Mr Hendy: ... Um [pause]... like Nietzsche...

Mrs Hendy: Does Nietzsche begin with an S?

Mr Hendy: There's an S in Nietzsche...

Mrs Hendy: Oh wow! Yes there is. Do all philosophers have an S in

     them?

Mr Hendy: Yeah I think most of them do.

Mrs Hendy: Oh!... Does that mean Selina Jones is a philosopher?

Mr Hendy: Yeah... Right, she could be... she sings about the

     Meaning of Life.

Mrs Hendy: Yeah, that's right, but I don't think she writes her own

     material.

Mr Hendy: No. Maybe Schopenhauer writes her material?

Mrs Hendy: No... Burt Bacharach writes is.

Mr Hendy: There's no 'S' in Burt Bacharach...

Mrs Hendy: ... Or in Hal David...

Mr Hendy: Who's Hal David?

Mrs Hendy: He writes the lyrics, Burt just writes the tunes... only

     now he's married to Carole Bayer Sager...

Mr Hendy: Oh... Waiter... this conversation isn't very good.



Waiter: Oh, I'm sorry, sir... We *do* have one today that's not on

     the menu. It's a sort of... er... speciality of the house.

     Live Organ Transplants.

Mrs Hendy: Live Organ Transplants? What's *that*?

                       THE MEANING OF LIFE

                       -------------------

                             PART V

                     LIVE ORGAN TRANSPLANTS

[A photo of the Emperor Haile Selassie hangs on the wall of a

suburban house. Upstairs 'Hava Nagila' is being played on a lone

violin. The door bell rings.]

Mr Bloke: Don't worry dear, I'll get it!

          [He opens the door.]

Mr Bloke: Yes!

First Man: Hello, er can we have your liver...?

Mr Bloke: My what?

First Man: Your liver... it's a large glandular organ in your

     abdomen... you know it's a reddish-brown and it's sort of -

Mr Bloke: Yes, I know what it is, but I'm using it.

Second Man: Come on sir... don't muck us about.



          [They move in.]

Mr Bloke: Hey!

          [They shut the door behind him.]

          [The first man makes a grab at his wallet and finds a

          card in it.]

First Man: Hallo! What's this then...?

Mr Bloke: A liver donor's card.

First Man: Need we say more?

Second Man: No!

Mr Bloke: Look, I can't give it to you now. It says 'In The Event

     of Death'...

First Man: No-one who has ever had their liver taken out by us has

     survived...

          [The second man is rummaging around in a bag of clanking

          tools.]

Second Man: Just lie there, sir. it won't take a minute.

          [They throw him onto the dining room table and, without

          any more ceremony, start to cut him open. A rather sever

          lady appears at the door.]

Mrs Bloke: 'Ere, what's going on?



First man: He's donating his liver, madam...

Mr Bloke: Aarrgh... oh!... aaargh ow! Ow!

Mrs Bloke: Is this because he took out one of those silly cards?

First Man: That's right, madam.

Mr Bloke: Ow! Oooh! Oohh! Oh... oh... God... aargh aargh...

Mrs Bloke: Typical of him. He goes down to the public library -

     sees a few signs up... comes home all full of good intentions.

     He gives blood... he does cold research... all that sort of

     thing.

Mr Bloke: Aaaagh... oh... aaarghh!

Mrs Bloke: What d'you do with them all anyway?

Second man: They all go to saving lives, madam.

Mr Bloke: Aaaaargh! Oh... ow! Oh... oh my God!

Mrs Bloke: That's what *he* used to say... it's all for the good of

     the country, he used to say.

Mr Bloke: Aaaargh!... Ow! Ooh!

Mrs Bloke: D'*you* think it's *all* for the good of the country?

First Man: Uh?

Mrs Bloke: D'*you* think it's *all* for the good of the country?



First Man: Well I wouldn't know about that, madam...we're just

     doing our jobs, you know...

Mr Bloke: Owwwwweeeeeeeeeh! Ow!

Mrs Bloke: You're not doctors, then?

First Man: Oh!... Blimey no...!

          [The second man grins and raises his eyes as he digs

          around in the stomach. They laugh. A head comes round the

          door... It's a young man.]

Young Man: Mum, Dad,... I'm off out... now. I'll see you about

     seven...

Mrs Bloke: Righto, son... look after yourself.

Mr Bloke: Aaargh... ow! Oh... aaargh aargh!

Mrs Bloke: D'you er... fancy a cup of tea...?

First Man: Oh well, that would be very nice, yeah... Thank you,

     thank you very much madam. Thank you. [Aside.] I thought she'd

     never ask...

          [She takes him into the kitchen... shuts the door. She

          bustles about preparing the tea...]

     You do realise... he has to be... well... dead... by the terms

     of the card... before he donates his liver.

Mrs Bloke: Well I told him that... but he never listens to me...



     silly man.

First Man: Only... I was wondering what you was thinking of doing

     after that... I mean... will you stay on your own or... is

     there someone else... sort of... on the horizon...?

Mrs Bloke: I'm too old for that sort of thing. I'm past my prime...

First Man: Not at all... you're a very attractive woman.

Mrs Bloke: [laughs a little] Well... I'm certainly not thinking of

     getting hitched up again...

First Man: Sure?

Mrs Bloke: Sure.

First Man: [coming a little closer] Can we have your liver then?

Mrs Bloke: No... I don't want to die.

First Man: Oh come on, it's perfectly natural. Only take a couple

     of minutes.

Mrs Bloke: Oh... I'd be scared.

First Man: All right, I'll tell you what. Look, listen to this - 

          [A man in pink evening dress emerges from the fridge.]

Man in Pink Evening Dress: Whenever life gets you down, Mrs Brown

     And things seem hard or tough

     And people are stupid obnoxious or daft



     And you feel that you've had quite enough...

[As he starts to sing, the wall of the kitchen disintegrates to

reveal a magnificent night sky. The vocalist in pink escorts Mrs

Bloke up into the stars.]

     Just remember that you're standing on a planet that's evolving

     And revolving at 900 miles an hour,

     That's orbiting at 19 miles a second, so it's reckoned,

     A sun that is the source of all our power.

     The sun and you and me and all the stars that we can see,

     Are moving at a million miles a day

     In an outer spiral arm, at 40,000 miles an hour,

     Of the galaxy we call the Milky Way.

     Our galaxy itself contains 100 billion stars

     It's 100,000 light years side to side.

     It bulges in the middle, 16,000 light years thick

     But out by us its just 3,000 light years wide

     We're 30,000 light years from galactic central point,

     We go round every 200 million years

     And our galaxy is only one of millions of billions

     In this amazing and expanding Universe.

     The Universe itself keeps on expanding and expanding

     In all of the directions it can whizz

     As fast as it can go, at the speed of light you know,

     12 million miles a minute, and that's the fastest speed there

          is.

     So remember when you're feeling very small and insecure

     How amazingly unlikely is your birth

     And pray that there's intelligent life somewhere up in space

     Because there' bugger all down here on earth.



     [The vocalist in pink climbs back into the fridge and the door

     slams to.]

Mrs Bloke: Makes you feel so sort of insignificant, doesn't it?

First Man: Yeah yeah... Can we have your liver, then?

Mrs Bloke: Yeah. All right, you talked me into it.

First Man: Eric!

          [A lettering artist is just finishing painting the words

          'Liver Donors Inc' onto a wall plaque enumerating all the

          subsidiaries of the Very Big Corporation of America.]

Chairman: [of the Very Big Corporation of America]... which brings

     us once again to the urgent realisation of just how much there

     is still left to own. Item 6 on the Agenda, the Meaning of

     Life... Now Harry, you've had some thoughts on this...

Harry: That's right, yeah. I've had a team working on this over the

     past few weeks, and what we've come up with can be reduced to

     two fundamental concepts... One... people are not wearing

     enough hats. Two... matter is energy; in the Universe there

     are many energy fields which we cannot normally perceive. Some

     energies have a spiritual source which act upon a person's

     soul. However, this soul does not exist *ab inito*, as

     orthodox Christianity teaches; it has to be brought into

     existence by a process of guided self-observation. However,

     this is rarely achieved owing to man's unique ability to be

     distracted from spiritual matters by everyday trivia.

          [Pause.]



Max: What was that about hats again?

Harry: Er... people aren't wearing enough.

Chairman: Is this true?

Edmund: [who is sitting next to Harry] Certainly. Hat sales have

     increased, but not *pari passu... as our research -

Bert: When you say 'enough', enough for what purpose...?

Gunther: Can I ask with reference to your second point, when you

     say souls don't develop because people become distracted...

     has anyone noticed that building there before?

          [They all turn towards the window to see a building

          approaching or sliding into position outside.]

All: Gulp! What? Good Lord!

                           THE CRIMSON

                       PERMANENT ASSURANCE

                        A tale of piracy

                        on the high seas

                           of finance

                         London, England

In the bleak days of 1983, as England languished in the doldrums of

a ruinous monetarist policy, the good and loyal men of the

Permanent Assurance Company - a once-proud family firm recently



fallen an hard times - strained under the yoke of their oppressive

new corporate management...

Pushed beyond the bounds of decent and reasonable victimisation -

the aged retainers take their destiny in their own hands and...

MUTINY!

And so - the Crimson Permanent Assurance was launched upon the high

seas of international finance!

There it lay, the prize they sought - the richest jewel in the

crown of the IMF - a financial district swollen with multi-

nationals, conglomerates and fat, bloated merchant banks.

Hidden behind the faceless towering canyons of glass, the world of

high finance sat smug and self-satisfied as their future, in the

shape of their past, slipped silently through the streets -

returning to wreak a terrible revenge.

Adopting, adapting, and improving traditional business practices

the Permanent Assurance puts into motion an audacious and totally

unsuspected Take Over Bid.

And so, heartened by their initial success, the desperate and

reasonably violent men of the Permanent Assurance battled on,

until... as the sun set slowly in the west the outstanding return

on their bold business venture became apparent... the once proud

financial giants lay in ruins - their assets stripped - their

policies in tatters.

[They sing]

It's fun charter an accountant

And sail the wide accountan-cy,



To find, explore the funds offshore

And skirt the shoals of bankruptcy.

It can be manly in insurance:

We'll up your premium semi-annually,

It's all tax-deductible,

We're fairly incorruptible,

Sailing on the wide accountan-cy!

And so... they sailed off into the ledgers of history - one by one

the financial capitals of the world crumbling under the might of

their business acumen - or so it would have been... if certain

modern theories concerning the shape of the world had not proved to

be... disastrously wrong.

                       THE MEANING OF LIFE

                       -------------------

                             PART VI

                        THE AUTUMN YEARS

[Elegant restaurant. A man in a dressing gown, who is not Noel

Coward sits at a piano.]

Not Noel Coward: Good evening ladies and gentlemen. Here's a little

     number I tossed off recently in the Caribbean. [Sings]

     Isn't it awfully nice to have a penis,

     Isn't it frightfully good to have a dong?

     It's swell to have a stiffy,

     It's divine to own a dick,

     From the tiniest little tadger,



     To the world's biggest prick.

     So three cheers for your Willy or John Thomas,

     Hooray for your one-eyed trouser snake,

     Your piece of pork, your wife's best friend,

     Your Percy or your cock,

     You can wrap it up in ribbons,

     You can slip it in your sock,

     But don't take it out in public,

     Or they will stick you in the dock,

     And you won't come back.

[Spontaneous applause breaks out all over the restaurant.]

     Oh... thank you very much.

Woman: Oh what a frightfully witty song.

          [Clapping.]

     [Mr Creosote enters.]

First Fish: [in tank] Oh shit! It's Mr creosote.

          [All the fish disappear with six flicks of the tail.]

Maitre D: Ah good afternoon, sir, and how are we today?

Mr Creosote: Better...

Maitre D: Better?

Mr Creosote: Better get a bucket, I'm going to throw up.



Maitre D: Gaston! A bucket for monsieur!

          [They seat him at his usual table. A gleaming silver

          bucket is placed beside him and he leans over and throws

          up into it.]

Maitre D: Merci Gaston.

          [He claps his hands and the bucket is whisked away.]

Mr Creosote: I haven't finished!

Maitre D: Oh! Pardon! Gaston!... A thousand pardons monsieur. [Puts

     the bucket back.]

          [The Maitre D produces the menu as Mr Creosote continues

          spewing.]

Maitre D: Now this afternoon we monsieur's favourite - the jugged

     hare. The hare is *very* high, and the sauce is very rich with

     truffles, anchovies, Grand Marnier, bacon and cream.

          [Mr Creosote pauses. The Maitre D claps his hands and

          signs to Gaston, who whisks away the bucket.]

Maitre D: Thank you, Gaston.

Mr Creosote: There's still more.

          [Gaston rapidly replaces the bucket.]

Maitre D: Allow me! A new bucket for monsieur.



          [The Maitre D picks the bucket up and hands it over to

          Gaston. Mr Creosote leans over and throws up onto the

          floor.]

     And the cleaning woman.

          [Gaston hurries off. The Maitre D takes care to avoid the

          vomit and places the menu in front of Mr Creosote.]

     And maintenant, would monsieur care for an aperitif?

          [Creosote vomits over the menu. It is covered.]

     Or would you prefer to order straight away? Today for

     appetizers... er... excuse me...

          [The Maitre D leans over and wipes away the sick with his

          hand so that the words of the menu are readable.]

     ... moules marinieres, pate de foie gras, beluga caviar, eggs

     Benedictine, tart de poireaux - that's leek tart - frogs' legs

     amandine or oeufs de caille Richard Shepherd - c'est a dire,

     little quails' eggs on a bed of pureed mushrooms, it's very

     delicate, very subtle...

Mr Creosote: I'll have the lot.

Maitre D: A wise choice, monsieur! And now, how would you like it

     served? All mixed up in a bucket?

Mr Creosote: Yes. With the eggs on top.

Maitre D: But of course, avec les oeufs frites.



Mr Creosote: And don't skimp on the pate.

Maitre D: Oh monsieur I can assure you, just because it is mixed up

     with all the other things we would not dream of giving you

     less than the full amount. In fact I will personally make sure

     you have a *double* helping. Maintenant quelque chose a 

     boire - something to drink, monsieur?

Mr Creosote: Yeah, six bottles of Chateau Latour '45 and a double

     Jeroboam of champagne.

Maitre D: Bon, and the usual brown ales...?

Mr Creosote: Yeah... No wait a minute... I think I can only manage

     six crates today.

Maitre D: Tut tut tut! I hope monsieur was not overdoing it last

     night...?

Mr Creosote: Shut up!

Maitre D: D'accord. Ah the new bucket and the cleaning woman.

          [Gaston arrives. The Cleaning Woman gets down on her

          hands and knees. Mr Creosote vomits over her.]

          [Some guests at another table start to leave. The 

          Maitre D approaches.]

Maitre D: Monsieur, is there something wrong with the food?

          [The Maitre D indicates the table of half-eaten main

          courses. The guests shrink from his vomit-covered hand.



          The Maitre D realises and shakes a little off. It hits

          another guest, who wipes his eye.]

Guest: No. The food was... excellent...

Maitre D: Perhaps you are not happy with the service?

Guest: Er no... no... no complaints.

Guest's Wife: It's just we have to go - um - I'm having rather a

     heavy period.

          [A slight embarrassed silence while the rest of the party

          look at her.]

Guest: And... we... have a train to catch.

Guest's Wife: [as if covering for her previous gaffe] Oh! Yes!

     Yes... of course! We have a train to catch... and I don't want

     to start bleeding over the seats.

          [An awkward pause. The Maitre D gropes for words.]

Guest: Perhaps we should ne going...

          [They start to go. The Maitre D follows.]

Maitre D: Very well, monsieur. Thank you so much, so nice to see

     you and I hope very much we will see you again very soon. Au

     revoir, monsieur.

          [He pauses. A look of awful realization suffuses his

          face.]



Maitre D: ... Oh dear... I've trodden in monsieur's bucket.

          [The Maitre D claps his hands.]

     Another bucket for monsieur...

          [Mr Creosote is sick down the Maitre D's trousers.]

     and perhaps a hose...

          [Someone at another table gently throws up.]

Companion: Oh Max, really!

          [At another table someone else has really thrown up all

          over the place. His mother and brother look at him

          incredulously. Meanwhile Mr Creosote has scoffed the lot.

          The Maitre D approaches him with a silver tray.]

Maitre D: And finally, monsieur, a wafer-thin mint.

Mr Creosote: No.

Maitre D: Oh sir! It's only a tiny little thin one.

Mr Creosote: No. Fuck off - I'm full... [Belches]

Maitre D: Oh sir... it's only *wafer* thin.

Mr Creosote: Look - I couldn't eat another thing. I'm absolutely

     stuffed. Bugger off.

Maitre D: Oh sir, just... just *one*...



Mr Creosote: Oh all right. Just one.

Maitre D: Just the one, sir... voila... bon appetit...

          [Mr Creosote somehow manages to stuff the wafer-thin mint

          into his mouth and then swallows. The Maitre D takes a

          flying leap and cowers behind some potted plants. There

          is an ominous splitting sound. Mr Creosote looks rather

          helpless and then he explodes, covering waiters, diners,

          and technicians in a truly horrendous mix of half

          digested food, entrails and parts of his body. People

          start vomiting.]

Maitre D: [returns to Mr Creosote's table] Thank you, sir, and now

     the check.

                       THE MEANING OF LIFE

                       ___________________

                            PART VI B

                       THE MEANING OF LIFE

[Some time later.]

[The Cleaning Woman is still on her knees, cleaning up the remains

of Mr Creosote. The Maitre D lights up a cigarette in pensive

mood.]

Maitre D: You know, Maria, I sometimes wonder whether we'll ever

     discover the meaning of it all working in a place like this.



Maria: [shrugs] Oh, I've worked in worse places... philosophically

     speaking.

Maitre D: Really, Maria?

Maria: Yes... I used to work in the Academie Francaise

     But it didn't do me any good at all...

     And I once worked in the library in the Prado in Madrid,

     But it didn't teach me nothing, I recall...

     And the Library of Congress, you'd have thought would hold

          some key...

     But it didn't. And neither did the Bodleian Library.

     In the British Museum I hoped to find some clue,

     I worked there from 9 till 6 - read every volume through,

     But it didn't teach me nothing about Life's mystery...

     I just kept getting older, and it got more difficult to see.

     Until eventually me eyes went and me arthritis got bad,

     And so now I'm cleaning up in here - but I can't really be 

          sad,

     Cause you see I feel that Life's a game

     You sometimes win or lose,

     And though I may be down right now

     At least I don't work for Jews...

          [The Maitre D pours the bucket over her head and turns to

          the camera looking most upset.]

Maitre D: I'm so sorry... I had no idea we had a racist working

     here... I apologise... most sincerely... I mean... where are

     you going - I can explain... oh, quel dommage...

          [The camera pans off the Maitre D and alights on Gaston,

          smoking a cigarette.]



Gaston: As for me... if you want to know what I think... I'll show

     you something... come with me...

Maitre D: [out of shot] I was saying that - hallo... hallo...

Gaston: Come on... this way.

          [He nods to the camera and walks out of the restaurant

          and the camera follows him.]

Voice of Maitre D: I can explain everything.

Gaston: Come on - don't be shy. Mind the stairs... All right. I

     think this will help explain.

          [He walks through the town.]

Gaston: Come along... Come along... Over here... Come on... Come

     on... This way... Come on... Stay by me, uh? Nearly there now.

          [Eventually Gaston comes over a hill and nods down to a

          little thatched cottage nestling idyllically in a valley.

          Smoke rises up from the chimney.]

     You see that? That's where I was born. You know, one day, when

     I was a little boy, my mother she took me on her knee and she

     said: 'Gaston, my son. The world is a beautiful place. You

     must go into it, and love everyone, not hate people. You must

     try and make everyone happy, and bring peace and contentment

     everywhere you go.' And so... I became a waiter...

          [There is a rather long pause, while he looks a bit 

          self-deprecating and nods shyly at the live.]



     Well... it's... it's not much of a philosophy, I know...

     but... well... fuck you... I can live my own life in my own

     way if I want to. Fuck off! Don't come following me!

                       THE MEANING OF LIFE

                       -------------------

                            PART VII

                              DEATH

Distraught Male Voice: I just can't go on. I'm not good any more,

     goodbye... goodbye... aaaargh!... Aaaargh!

          [A leaf falls to the ground.]

Distraught Female Voice: Oh my God! What'll I do!? I can't live

     without him... I... aaaargh!

          [Another leaf falls.]

Distraught Children's Voices: Mummy... Mummy... Mummy... Daddy...

     [Two more leaves fall.]

More Distraught Voices: Oh no! Aaaargh!

          [All the remaining leaves fall with one accord.]

This man is about to die. In a few moments now he will be killed.

For Arthur Jarrett is a convicted criminal who has been allowed to

choose the manner of his own execution.



Governor: Arthur Charles Herbert Runcie MacAdam Jarrett, you have

     been convicted by twelve good persons and true, of the crime

     of first degree making of gratuitous sexist jokes in a moving

     picture.

Padre: Ashes to ashes, dust to dust...

          [Ingmar Mergman now takes over the direction of the film

          and re-invokes one of his greatest triumphs on a low

          budget. Bare windswept trees starkly silhouetted against

          the... oh you know. Lots of good sound effects, too:

          howling wind, howling dogs, howling sabre-toothed field

          mice. Suddenly we see the Grim Reaper. He is hooded, in

          a black cloak with a sackcloth jock-strap, and bearing...

          a scythe.]

          [He materializes outside a lowly cottage and strikes the

          door with his scythe. Geoffrey, who is Marketing Director

          of Uro-Pacific Ltd, opens the door. From inside the house

          comes the sound of a dinner party.]

Geoffrey: Yes?

          [Pause. The Reaper breathes death-rattlingly.]

     Is it about the hedge?

          [More breathing.]

     Look, I'm awfully sorry but...

Grim Reaper: I am the Grim Reaper.



Geoffrey: I am Death.

Geoffrey: Yes well, the thing is, we've got some people from

     America for dinner tonight...

          [Geoffrey's wife, Angela is coming to see who is at the

          door. She calls:]

Angela: Who is it, darling?

Geoffrey: It's a Mr Death or something... he's come about the

     reaping... [To Reaper.] I don't think we need any at the

     moment.

Angela: [appearing] Hallo. Well don't leave him hanging around

     outside darling, ask him in.

Geoffrey: Darling, I don't think it's quite the moment...

Angela: Do come in, come along in, come and have a drink, do. Come

     on...

          [She returns to her guests.]

     It's one of the little men from the village... Do come in,

     please. This is Howard Katzenberg from Philadelphia...

Katzenberg: Hi.

Angela: And his wife, Debbie.

Debbie: Hallo there.

Angela: And these are the Portland-Smythes, Jeremy and Fiona.



Fiona: Good evening.

Angela: This is Mr Death.

          [There is a slightly awkward pause.]

     Well do get Mr Death a drink, darling.

          [The Grim Reaper looks a little startled.]

Angela: Mr Death is a reaper.

Grim Reaper: The Grim Reaper.

Angela: Hardly surprising in this weather, ha ha ha...

Katzenberg: So you still reap around here do you, Mr Death?

Grim Reaper: I am the Grim Reaper.

Geoffrey: [sotto voce] That's about all he says... [Loudly] There's

     your drink, Mr Death.

Angela: Do sit down.

Debbie: We were just talking about some of the awful problems

     facing the -

          [The Grim Reaper knocks the glass off the table. Startled

          silence.]

Angela: Would you prefer white? I'm afraid we don't have any beer.



Jeremy: The Stilton's awfully good.

Grim Reaper: I am not of this world.

          [He walks into the middle of the table. There is a sharp

          intake of breath all round.]

Geoffrey: Good Lord!

          [The penny is beginning to drop.]

Grim Reaper: I am Death.

Debbie: [nervously] Well isn't that extraordinary? We were just

     talking about death only five minutes ago.

Angela: [even more nervously] Yes we were. You know, whether death

     is really... the end...

Debbie: As my husband, Howard here, feels... or whether there is...

     and one so hates to use words like 'soul' or 'spirit'...

Jeremy: But what *other* words can one use...

Geoffrey: Exactly...

Grim Reaper: You do not understand.

Debbie: Ah no... obviously not...

Katzenberg: Let me tell you something, Mr Death...

Grim Reaper: You do not understand!



Katzenberg: Just one moment. I would like to express on behalf of

     everyone here, what a really unique experience this is...

Jeremy: Hear hear.

Angela: Yes, we're *so* delighted that you dropped in, Mr Death...

Katzenberg: Can I finish please...

Debbie: Mr Death... is there an after-life?

Katzenberg: Dear, if you could just wait please a moment...

Angela: Are you sure you wouldn't like some sherry?

Katzenberg: Angela, I'd like just to say at this time...

Grim Reaper: Be quiet!

Katzenberg: Can I just say this at this time, please...

Grim Reaper: Silence!!! I have come for you.

          [Pause as this sinks in. Sidelong glance. A stifled

          fart.]

Angela: ... You mean to...

Grim Reaper: ... Take you away. That is my purpose. I am Death.

Geoffrey: Well that's cast rather a gloom over the evening hasn't

     it?

Katzenberg: I don't see it that way, Geoff. Let me tell you what I



     think we're dealing with here, a potentially positive learning

     experience...

Grim Reaper: Shut up! Shut up you American. You always talk, you

     Americans, you talk and you talk and say 'Let me tell you

     something' and 'I just wanna say this', Well you're dead now,

     so shut up.

Katzenberg: Dead?

Grim Reaper: Dead.

Angela: All of us??

Grim Reaper: All of you.

Geoffrey: Now look here. You barge in here, quite uninvited, break

     glasses and then announce quite casually that we're all dead.

     Well I would remind you that you are a guest in this house

     and...

          [The Grim Reaper pokes him in the eye.]

Grim Reaper: Be quiet! You Englishmen... You're all so fucking

     pompous and none of you have got any balls.

Debbie: Can I ask you a question?

Grim Reaper: What?

Debbie: ... How can we all have died at the *same* time?

Grim Reaper: [pointing] The salmon mousse! [They all goggle.]



Geoffrey: [to Angela] Darling, you didn't use tinned salmon did 

     you?

Angela: [unbelievably embarrassed] I'm most dreadfully

     embarrassed...

Grim Reaper: Now, the time has come. Follow... follow me...

          [Geoffrey suddenly runs forward with a revolver. He

          looses four shots at the Grim Reaper from about three

          feet. They pass through him. Pause. Everyone is rather

          embarrassed.]

Geoffrey: Sorry... Just... testing... Sorry... [He sits.]

Grim Reaper: Come! [Out of their bodies, spirit forms arise and

     follow the Grim Reaper.]

Angela: The fishmonger promised me he'd have some fresh salmon and

     he's normally *so* reliable...

Jeremy: Can we bring our glasses?

Fiona: Good idea.

Debbie: Hey I didn't even eat the mousse... [They follow the Grim

     Reaper out of the house.]

Angela: Honestly, darling, I'm so embarrassed... I mean to serve

     salmon with botulism at a dinner party is social death...

Jeremy: Shall we take our cars?



Geoffrey: Why not?

          [Slightly to the Grim Reaper's surprise, they follow him

          up to heaven in a Porsche, a Jensen and a Volvo.]

Grim Reaper: Behold... Paradise!

          [Heaven bears a striking resemblance to a Holiday Inn.]

Mr Hendy: I love it here, darling.

Mrs Hendy: Me too, Marvin.

Receptionist: Hello. Welcome to Heaven. Excuse me, could you just

     sign here, please sir? Thank you. There's a table for you

     through there in the restaurant. For the ladies...

Fiona: [reading the box of chocolates that has been handed to her]

     'After Life Mints'.

Receptionist: Happy Christmas.

Debbie: Oh is it Christmas today?

Receptionist: Of course madam, it's Christmas, *every* day, in

     Heaven.

Debbie: How about that?

          [A restaurant in Heaven. It is full of all the characters

          who have died in the film. Plus some of the naked girls,

          because... well, we don't have to give a reason, do we?]

Tony Bennett: Good evening ladies and gentlemen, it's truly a real



     honourable experience to be here this evening a very wonderful

     and emotional moment for all of us, and I'd like to sing a

     song for all of you: [sings] 

     It's Christmas in Heaven: all the children sing

     It's Christmas in Heaven

     Hark hark those church bells ring'

     It's Christmas in Heaven

     The snow falls from the sky...

     But it's nice and warm and everyone

     Looks smart and wears a tie

     It's Christmas in Heaven

     There's great films on TV...

     'The Sound of Music' *twice* an hour

     And 'Jaws' I, II, *and* III

     There's gifts for all the family

     There' toiletries and trains...

     There's Sony Walkman Headphones sets

     And the latest video games!

     It's Christmas It's Christmas in Heaven

     Hip hip hip hip hip hooray

     Every single day

     Is Christmas Day!

     It's Christmas It's Christmas in Heaven

     Hip hip hip hip hip hooray



     Every single day

     Is Christmas Day!'

          [But before we get to the end of this chorus the TV set

          is switched off and the whole picture collapses into a

          little spot and we pull out to find that we have been

          watching a TV set in front of the Middle of the Film

          lady.]

                             THE END

                           OF THE FILM

Lady Presenter: [briskly] Well, that's the End of the Film, now

     here's the Meaning of Life.

          [An envelope is handed to her. She opens it in a 

          business-like way.]

     Thank you Brigitte. [She reads.]... Well, it's nothing

     special. Try and be nice to people, avoid eating fat, read a

     good book every now and then, get some walking in and try and

     live together in peace and harmony with people of all creeds

     and nations. And finally, here are some completely gratuitous

     pictures of penises to annoy the censors and to hopefully

     spark some sort of controversy which it seems is the only way

     these days to get the jaded video-sated public off their

     fucking arses and back in the sodding cinema. Family

     entertainment bollocks! What they want is filth, people doing

     things to each other with chainsaws during tupperware parties,

     babysitters being stabbed with knitting needles by gay

     presidential candidates, vigilante groups strangling chickens,

     armed bands of theatre critics exterminating mutant goats -

     where's the fun in pictures? Oh well, there we are - here's



     the theme music. Goodnight.
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Monty Python´s

The Meaning of Life

AN ACROBAT WRITES

Seldom in the history of mankind has there been an attempt to

explain the Eternal Question in quite such a stimulating and

provocative way as in Monty Python's The Meaning of Life. It

leaves Mary Poopins standing and makes Bobby Vee's 'Rubber

Ball'  seem  almost irrelevant. Who are these  philosophers  of

fun,

those wacky Wittgensteins of wit? and why does their message

ring so true even in these days of hyperinflation and massive

trade deficits?

Graham Chapman, a Leicester man, rose to fame in the

Cambridge University 'shitties' team which toured Ghana in the

mid-sixties  in  an  unsuccessful attempt  to  popularize  this

skillful

game*. Even as a youth Graham had been concerned with major

philosophical  questions. Not content to room  the  streets  of

Market

Harborough abusing freemasons like normal children of his age,

Graham wanted something more, something deeper, something

that woukd last. As his choirmaster recollects, 'Graham would

always be asking "why?", even at weekends. With his expressive

face and arrow through the neck kit, it was always likely that

Graham would go into comedy. It was through comedy that

Graham met his fellow philospher - John Cleese. John, born of

Jungian stock on the seafront at Weston-Super-Mare, spent the

first  thirty-six years of his life perfecting  a  very  clever

trick. But like

any other healthy normal boy, John wanted to know what life was



all about - why hair grew under his arms and what you would

call an Archbishop if you met him in a train. 'I remember him

being endlessly inquisitive,' recalls Arthur Sporritt, who  ran

a

sweetshop near John's home. He'd want to know all the

constituents  of  liquorice and why so  few  toffees  were  cut

cleanly

at the end. Sometimes we'd be up until 3 or 4 in the morning

answering  all his questions. It must have stood John  in  good

stead

because in the 1960's he was made Head of Comedy on the

North Sea Oil Rigs and has never looked back. His colleague

Eric   Idle  is  a  philospher's  philospher.  His  provocative

theories

and  super  dinner parties have endeared him  to  thinkers  the

world

over.  Whilst most adults of his age are out windsurfing,  Eric

is

more  likely to be found at work theorising, trying desperately

to

get to the bottom of it all. Someone who once taught Eric is

confident that he will find the answer. 'Eric was a very

determined boy . . . when everyone lese said "No", Eric would

say  "Yes".  That's how he lost his front teeth.' Descartes  is

his

hero. 'René was doing what Python's doing now two hundred

years ago', says Eric's answering machine.' Another Cartesian

thinker   is   rugby-playing,  non  pipe-smoking  gourmet   and

raconteur

Terry  Jones, who used to argue for Wales, until injury  forced

him

into  premature  retirement. Rubbing his nose  ruefully,  Terry



recalls

'I  went  in  a  bit  hard against England I  suppose.  I  said

something

about The Royal Family having less English blood than

Papadopolos,  and I don't remember anything after that.'  Terry

in

fact fled from Wales early in his life, dragging his father and

mother, much against their will, to live in Esher, Surrey. One

Esher man who remembers Terry well is Laurence Phipps. Another

is Ronald Cheddington. Terry is the only member of the Python

team who has seen a Flying Saucer. Terry Gilliam, who has

based his philosphical method on the works of Bruce Lee, is the

most active of all the Python thinkers. Born in Minneapolis, he

has

been imbued with a passion for knowledge throughout his life.

Not  content with mastering the spelling of 'Corn Flakes' Terry

now

wants to make his own film. He has an engaging air of

wonderment and innocence which has endeared him to many

producers. Terry is continually probing, challenging, testing

himself.  Never  satisfied with just being good  at  something.

Terry

wants to be the best, and he can now reverse quite large family

saloon cars into very tight spaces, backwards, up a hill.  This

is

the  sort  of man he is. Michael Palin, on the other  hand,  is

often

mistaken for a woman., but his soft voice and 48 inch bust

conceals  a hard, tough, shrewd little thinker. As his  chemist

says,

'If Michael comes into the shop and asks for Interdens, I don't

stop to ask why.' Michael comes from the tough Sheffield school

of  philosphy. It's difficult to define their ideas  precisely,



but they

regard logical positivism as 'fucking rubbish' and Spinoza's

definition of Substanc as 'crap'. Michael brings to the group a

tight intellectual discipline and a rather shabby brown Mini.

The team wrestled for many months and weeks before they came

to lay down the basic principles on which Monty Python's The

Meaning  of  Life is based. Now you have it in  your  hand.  At

first

it  may  not be easy to follow the thread of their gist.  Don't

worry,

philosphy is never easy, otherwise everyone would be at it.

Listen again and again. Buy another couple of records - it may

help. Above all don't give up. Don't just dismiss this album as

inconsequential comoc rubbish. Humour was a stage that the

Python team went through on the road to self-realisation. Now

they are there. Now they are prepared to share with you all the

fruits  of  their  enquiries. This is why we  have  asked  your

record

store owner to stock Monty Python's The Meaning of Life under

Philosphy. Thank you.

'Shitties' involves the retention of coins between the buttocks

and their

delivery into a beer mug from a height of 24 inches or more.

Other Great Philosophy L.P´s

Ethics (after Dark) - Koo Stark and Brian Redhead

Great Motivist, Deontological and Consequence Theories

 (Various Artists K-Tel)

Free Will - My Way - Frank Spinoza

Deductive Logic - Richard Clayderman

Bishop Berkeley's Theory of Immaterialism - narrated by



Donald Sinden.

(End of record sleeve)
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Congratulations

Michael  Palin: Congratulations, record buyer! You are now  the

proud owner of the first soundtrack album ever to be introduced

by  live  fish!  Apart  from some copies  of  Shane...in  South

America.

(Fish Intro)

(Meaning of Life Song)

(Birth)



Fried Babies

Michael Palin: Somewhere in the world, a baby is born every 1.7

seconds. This means, that in the time it takes to fry an egg in

a  conventional  frying pan, over 137 babies  have  been  born.

Unless you like your egg really crispy and golden brown on  the

outside like I do, in which case you could have over 200 really

crispy, fried babies. Or, if you're cooking on gas, about  194.

But  of  course  the real problem, is that  by  far  the  great

majority  of these fried eggs are born in areas least  able  to

support them.

(The 3rd World)

BBC News

Michael  Palin:  But the tragic events of No.  42  did  not  go

unobserved by the neighbors.

Radio:  This  is the BBC home service. Here is  the  news:  The

British  invasion  of Russia ended quietly yesterday  with  the

unconditional surrender of Moscow to Lieutenant Simon Pring. In

Düsseldorf,  the  Brititsh pair Nanet and  Napoleon  Hardcastle

have  won everything they possibly could have entered for.  And

British weather has been named by Climate Magazine as the  best

in the world.

GC: Look at them...



Martin Luther

Michael Palin: The Adventures of Martin Luther! An exciting and

controversial examination of the protestant reformer whose  re-

assessment  of  the role of the individual in Christian  belief

skook  the foundations of a post-feudal Germany in the grip  of

the sixteenth cent-

(Growth & Learning)

(WW I)

Tea of 1914-1918

Michael  Palin:  So tea was taken in the heart of  France.  The

dying  rays of the summer sun drimted on fresh sliced  cucumber

sandwhiches  and  caught the rought textured  richness  of  the

Garibori  biscuits. The sound of crackling brandy snaps  filled

the  still air. The soldiers chattled over their Swiss roll and

spread  thick  butter upon their scones. Squatties  passed  the

milk  to  ... and Colonel offered apricot jam to their  batman,

generals  and runners sat down to crumpet together.  The  Great

Tea of 1914-1918 had begun.

Fish: They haven't said...

[   ]



Terry Gilliam

TG: Hello, this is Terry Gilliam welcoming you to side two.  Of

course  you  won't  be seeing my animations on  this,  being  a

record. My normal contributions is of course mainly visual, and

one  of  the  things  I'm  most proud  and  to  happy  of  have

contributed to the film is opening sequence about Pirate Clark.

Now,  this began years ago when I was really quite a young man,

about 45-46, ah, I remembered coming home from a ...

(Accountancy Shanty)

Warrior Accountance

Michael Palin: So the intepid warrior accountance cruised  away

into  the  sunset, keeping alive the highest ideals of  British

courage  and  dedication. Ideals tested many times  before,  on

even fircer battlefields. The Zulu wars 1888.

JC: Morning...

[   ]

Man: Yes, sir!

Search for missing leg

Michael  Palin:  All that day and much of the next  night,  the

search  party  pursued  their quest for Perkin's  missing  leg.



Deeper  and  deeper  into the jungle they  went,  waiting  with

incredible  patience for their servants to cut  down  the  huge

trees  and  savagingly twisted arners. They found the  legs  of

many  creatures, including a matching pair belonging to a Swiss

missionary and a almost hairless left leg, identifiable only by

a  faded Victory Brand socks suspender. The next morning  found

them with fifteen legs, only one of them British, and none  the

same  colour  as Perkin's. Worse still, they were entering  the

darkest,  densest part of the whole soundtrack album, legendary

middle of side two, blowing panic written on it. They beagn  to

hallucinate, dreaming in their wildest moments they were  Henry

Kissinger's uncle and aunty.

Lady: Hi!

[   ]

"What's that?"

Woman: Live organ transplants? What's that?

Waiter: Well, that's, uh...kind of a blink.

(Live Organ Transplants)

[   ]

Waiter: ...a hose.

Michael Palin: 23 courses later.

Waiter: Finally monsieur...

[   ]

Woman: I didn't even eat the mousse!



The Final Journey

Michael Palin: So death took them down the last road. The final

journey from which there is no return, when the meaning of life

itself would finally be revealed.

Reaper: Behold Paradise!

[   ]

Album Dedication

Michael Palin: This album is dedicated to fish the world  over.

In   seas,  on  plates,  in  ponds,  restaurants,  kitchens  or

aquariums,  shelves  or  buckets.  In  lakes  and  streams  and

freezers, to all those silent unsung fish who have given  their

lives  of  countless centuries so that other, bigger  fish  may

live.  In  the hope of this album, we promote a new  spirit  of

harmony  and  understanding, in the oceans of the world,  every

dollar  or pound or peso or don spent on the purchase  of  this

record  will  go  towards helping fish and all who  love  them.

Thank you.

Fish: That was terrific!

[   ]

No piranhas



Michael  Palin: I've been asked to add that none of  the  money

will   go   to   piranhas  or  hammerhead   sharks   or   their

relatives...or  sea  urchins...or those  rather  strange,  flat

things  with  huge, illuminous eyes, but you only  found  those

about 40,000 feet down.



           Title: Galaxy Song
            From: Monty Python's The Meaning of Life
  Transcribed By: unknown

<spoken>
Whenever life gets you down, Mrs. Brown, 
And things seem hard or tough, 
And people are stupid, obnoxious or daft, 
<sung> 
And you feel that you've had quite eno-o-o-o-o-ough, 
 
Just remember that you're standing on a planet that's evolving 
And reolving at nine thousand miles an hour. 
It's orbiting at nineteen miles a second, so it's reckoned, 
The sun that is the source of all our power. 
Now the sun, and you and me, and all the stars that we can see, 
Are moving at a million miles a day, 
In the outer spiral arm, at fourteen thousand miles an hour, 
Of a galaxy we call the Milky Way. 
 
Our galaxy itself contains a hundred million stars; 
It's a hundred thousand light-years side to side; 
It bulges in the middle sixteen thousand light-years thick, 
But out by us it's just three thousand light-years wide. 
We're thirty thousand light-years from Galactic Central Point, 
We go 'round every two hundred million years; 
And our galaxy itself is one of millions of billions 
In this amazing and expanding universe. 
 
<waltz> 
 
Our universe itself keeps on expanding and expanding, 
In all of the directions it can whiz; 
As fast as it can go, that's the speed of light, you know, 
Twelve million miles a minute and that's the fastest speed there is. 
So remember, when you're feeling very small and insecure, 
How amazingly unlikely is your birth; 
And pray that there's intelligent life somewhere out in space, 
'Cause there's bugger all down here on Earth! 
                       



           Title: Every Sperm Is Sacred
            From: Monty Python's The Meaning of Life
  Transcribed By: unknown

There are Jews in the world, there are Buddhists,
there are Hindus and Mormons and then
there are those that follow Mohammed  -but-
I've never been one of them.
I am a Roman Catholic
and have been since before I was born,
and the one thing they say about Catholics is
they'll take you as soon as you're warm.
You don't have to be a six-footer.
You don't have to have a great brain.
You don't have to have any clothes on, you're
a Catholic the moment dad came
...Because...
Every sperm is sacred,
every sperm is great,
If a sperm is wasted,
God gets quite irate.  (2x)
Let the heathens spill theirs,
on the dusty ground.
God shall make them pay for
each sperm that can't be found.
Every sperm is wanted,
every sperm is good.
Every sperm is needed,
in your neighborhood.
Hindu, Taoist, Mormon,
spill theirs just anywhere
but God loves those who treat their
semen with more care.
(misc choruses)
Every sperm is useful,
every sperm is fine.
God needs everybodies,
mine, and mine, and mine.
Let the pagans spill theirs
on mountain hill and plain.
God shall strike them down for
each sperm that's spilled in vain.
(misc. choruses and finale)



<<<<<<<<<< MONTY PYTHON SINGS >>>>>>>>>>

========================================

              ACCOUNTANCY SHANTY

========================================

It's fun to charter an accountant

And sail the wide accountan-cy,

To find, explore the funds offshore

And skirt the shoals of bankruptcy.

It can be manly in insurance:

We'll up your premium semi-annually,

It's all tax-deductible,

We're fairly incorruptible,

We're sailing on the wide accountan-cy!

========================================

Composers:        Eric Idle / John Du Prez

Authors:                Eric Idle / John Du Prez

Virgin Records 1989

MONT D1

========================================

========================================

             ALL THINGS DULL & UGLY

========================================

All things dull and ugly,

All creatures short and squat,

All things rude and nasty,

The Lord God made the lot.



Each little snake that poisons,

Each little wasp that stings,

He made their brutish venom,

He made their horrid wings.

All things sick and cancerous,

All evil great and small,

All things foul and dangerous,

The Lord God made them all.

Each nasty little hornet,

Each beastly little squid,

Who made the spikey urchin,

Who made the sharks, He did.

All things scabbed and ulcerous,

All pox both great and small,

Putrid, foul and gangrenous,

The Lord God made them all.

AMEN.

========================================

Composer:        Trad.

Author:        Eric Idle

Virgin Records 1989

MONT D1

========================================

========================================

 ALWAYS LOOK ON THE BRIGHT SIDE OF LIFE



========================================

Some things in life are bad

They can really make you mad

Other things just make you swear and curse

When you're chewing on life's gristle

Don't grumble, give a whistle

And this'll help things turn out for the best ...

And ...

(music slides into the song)

... Always look on the bright side of life ...

(whistle)

... Always look on the bright side of life ...

(whistle)

If life seems jolly rotten

There's something you've forgotten

And that's to laugh and smile and dance and sing

When you're feeling in the dumps

Don't be silly chumps

Just purse your lips and whistle _ that's the thing.

And ...

... Always look on the bright side of life ...

(whistle)

Come on.

(others start to join in)

... Always look on the bright side of life ...

(whistle)

For life is quite absurd

And death's the final word



You must always face the curtain with a bow

Forget about your sin _

Give the audience a grin

Enjoy it _ it's your last chance anyhow.

So always look on the bright side of death

Just before you draw your terminal breath

Life's a piece of shit

When you look at it

Life's a laugh and death's a joke, it's true

You'll see it's all a show

Keep 'em laughing as you go

Just remember that the last laugh is on you

And always look on the bright side of life ...

(whistle)

Always look on the bright side of life ...

(whistle)

Come on guys, cheer up.

Always look on the bright side of life ...

Always look on the bright side of life ...

Worse things happen at sea, you know.

Always look on the bright side of life ...

I mean _ what have you got to loose?

You know, you come from nothing _

You're going back to nothing.

What have you lost? Nothing!



Always look on the bright side of life ...

(fade)

========================================

Composer:        Eric Idle

Author:        Eric Idle

Virgin Records 1989

MONT D1

========================================

========================================

                        BRIAN SONG

========================================

Brian ... the babe they called Brian

Grew ... grew, grew and grew,

Grew up to be,

Grew up to be,

A boy called Brian

A boy called Brian.

He had arms and legs and hands and feet

This boy whose name was Brian

And he grew, grew, grew and grew

Grew up to be

Yes he grew up to be

A teenager called Brian

A teenager called Brian.

And his face became spotty

Yes his face became spotty



And his voice dropped down low

And things started to grow

On young Brian and so

He was certainly no

No girl named Brian

Not a girl named Brian.

And he started to shave

And have one off the wrist

And want to see girls

And go out and get pissed

A man called Brian

This man called Brian

The man they called Brian

This man called Brian.

========================================

Composer:        Andre Jacquemin / Dave Howman

Author:        Michael Palin

Virgin Records 1989

MONT D1

========================================

========================================

           BRUCE'S PHILOSOPHERS SONG

========================================

Immanuel Kant was a real pissant

Who was very rarely stable,

Heidegger, Heidegger was a boozy beggar

Who could think you under the table,



David Hume could out-consume

Wilhelm Freidrich Hegel.

And Wittgenstein was a beery swine

Who was just as schloshed as Schegel.

There's nothing Nietzche couldn't teach ya

'Bout the raising of the wrist,

Socrates, himself, was permanently pissed.

John Stuart Mill, of his own free will,

On half a pint of shandy was particularly ill,

Plato, they say, could stick it away,

Half a crate of whisky every day.

Aristotle, Aristotle was a bugger for the bottle,

Hobbes was fond of his dram,

And Rene Descartes was a drunken fart,

"I drink, therefore I am."

Yes, Socrates, himself, is particularly missed.

A lovely little thinker,

But a bugger when he's pissed.

========================================

Composer:        Eric Idle

Author:        Eric Idle

Virgin Records 1989

MONT D1

========================================



                  volume 2 of 5 volumes

========================================

                  I LIKE CHINESE

========================================

Spoken        The world today seems absolutely crackers,

Intro:        With nuclear bombs to blow us all sky high,

                There are fools and idiots sitting on the trigger,

                It's depressing and it's senseless and that's why ...

Intro:        I like Chinese,

                I like Chinese,

                They only come up to your knees,

                Yet they're always friendly,

                And they're ready to please.

Verse:        I like Chinese,

                I like Chinese,

                There's nine hundred million of them in the

                world today,

                You'd better learn to like them,

                That's what I say.

Chorus:        I like Chinese,

                I like Chinese,

                They come from a long way overseas,

                But they're cute and they're cuddly,

                And they're ready to please.

Verse:        I like Chinese food,

                The waiters never are rude,

                Think of the many things they've done to impress,



                There's Maoism, Taoism, I Ching and Chess.

Chorus:        So I like Chinese,

                I like Chinese,

                I like their tiny little trees,

                Their Zen, their ping-pong,

                Their yin and yang-ese.

Verse:        I like Chinese thought,

                The wisdom that Confucious taught,

                If Darwin is anything to shout about,

                The Chinese will survive us all without any doubt.

Chorus:        So I like Chinese,

                I like Chinese,

                They only come up to your knees,

                Yet they're wise and they're witty,

                And they're ready to please.

Verse:        (In Chinese)

Chorus:        I like Chinese,

                I like Chinese,

                Their food is guaranteed to please,

                A fourteen, a seven, a nine and lychees.

Chorus:        So I like Chinese,

                I like Chinese,

                I like their tiny little trees,

                Their Zen, their ping-pong,

                Their yin and yang-ese.

Fade:        I like Chinese,



                I like Chinese ...

========================================

Composer:        Eric Idle

Author:        Eric Idle

Arranger:        John Du Prez

Virgin Records 1989

MONT D1

========================================

========================================

               CHRISTMAS IN HEAVEN

========================================

Spoken Intro:        GOOD EVENING LADIES AND

                        GENTLEMEN. IT'S TRULY A

                        REAL HONOURABLE EXPERIENCE

                        TO BE HERE THIS EVENING. A

                        VERY WONDERFUL AND WARM AND

                        EMOTIONAL MOMENT FOR ALL

                        OF US. AND I'D LIKE TO SING

                        A SONG FOR ALL OF YOU.

It's Christmas in Heaven,

All the children sing,

It's Christmas in Heaven,

Hark hark those church bells ring.

It's Christmas in Heaven,

The snow falls from the sky ...

But it's nice and warm and everyone

Looks smart and wears a tie.



It's Christmas in Heaven,

There's great films on TV ...

"The Sound of Music" twice an hour

And "Jaws" I, II and III.

There's gifts for all the family,

There's toiletries and trains ...

There's Sony Walkman Headphone sets

And the latest video games.

It's Christmas, it's Christmas in Heaven,

Hip hip hip hip hip hooray,

Every single day,

Is Christmas day.

It's Christmas, it's Christmas in Heaven,

Hip hip hip hip hip hooray,

Every single day,

It's Christmas day.

========================================

Composer:        Eric Idle

Author:        Terry Jones

Virgin Records 1989

MONT D1

========================================

========================================

            DECOMPOSING COMPOSERS

========================================

Intro:        Right ho, darling.  Yeh, be home about



                8:30.  No, no I'll go on a bike.

Verse:        Beethoven's gone, but his music lives on,

                And Mozart don't go shoppin' no more,

                You'll never meet Liszt or Brahms again,

                And Elgar doesn't answer the door.

                Schubert and Chopin used to chuckle and laugh,

                Whilst composing a long symphony,

                But one hundred and fifty years later,

                There's very little of them left to see.

Chorus:        They're decomposing composers,

                There's nothing much anyone can do,

                You can still hear Beethoven,

                But Beethoven cannot hear you.

Verse:        Handel and Haydn and Rachmaninov,

                Enjoyed a nice drink with their meal,

                But nowadays no-one will serve them,

                And their gravy is left to congeal.

                Verdi and Wagner delighted the crowds,

                With their highly original sound,

                The pianos they played are still working,

                But they're both six feet underground.

Chorus:        They're decomposing composers,

                There's less of them every year,

                You can say what you like to Debussy,

                But there's not much of him left to hear.

Finish:        Claude Achille Debussy, died 1918.



                Christophe Willebald Gluck, died 1787.

                Carl Maria von Weber, not at all well 1825,

                        died 1826.

                Giacomo Meyerbeer, still alive 1863,

                        not still alive 1864.

                Modeste Mussorgsky, 1880 going to parties,

                        no fun any more 1881.

                Johan Nepomuk Hummel, chatting away nineteen

                        to the dozen with his mates down the pub

                        every evening 1836,

                        1837 nothing.

========================================

Composer:        Michael Palin

Author:        Michael Palin

Arranger:        John Du Prez

Virgin Records 1989

MONT D1

========================================

========================================

               OLIVER CROMWELL

========================================

Spoken:        THE MOST INTERESTING THING ABOUT

                KING CHARLES I IS THAT HE WAS 5'6"

                TALL AT THE START OF HIS REIGN, BUT

                ONLY 4'8" TALL AT THE END OF IT ...

                BECAUSE OF ...



Oliver Cromwell, Lord Protector of England

PURITAN

Born in 1599 and died in 1658

SEPTEMBER

Was at first

ONLY

MP for Huntingdon

BUT THEN

He led the Ironside Cavalry at Marston Moor

in 1644 and won

Then he founded the new model army

And praise be, beat the Cavaliers at Naisby

And the King fled up North, like a bat to the

Scots.

Spoken:        BUT UNDER THE TERMS OF JOHN PIMM'S

                SOLEMN LEAGUE AND COVENANT, THE

                SCOTS HANDED KING CHARLES I OVER

                TO ...

Oliver Cromwell, Lord Protector of England

AND HIS WARTS

Born in 1599 and died in 1658

SEPTEMBER

But alas

OY VAY!

Disagreement then broke out

BETWEEN

The Presbyterian Parliament

And the Military who meant

To have an independent bent.

And so ...

The 2nd Civil War broke out



And the Roundhead ranks

Faced the Cavaliers at Preston banks

And the King lost again, silly thing

STUPID GIT

Spoken:        AND CROMWELL SENT COLONEL PRIDE

                TO PURGE THE HOUSE OF COMMONS OF

                THE PRESBYTERIAN ROYALISTS,

                LEAVING BEHIND ONLY THE RUMP

                PARLIAMENT ...

Which appointed a High Court at Westminster Hall

To indict Charles I for ... tyranny

OOOHHH!

Charles was sentenced to death

Even though he refused to accept

That the court had ... jurisdiction

SAY GOODBYE TO HIS HEAD.

Poor King Charles laid his head on the block

JANUARY 1649

Down came the axe, and ...

Spoken:        IN THE SILENCE THAT FOLLOWED, THE

                ONLY SOUND THAT COULD BE HEARD

                WAS A SOLITARY GIGGLE, FROM ...

Oliver Cromwell, Lord Protector of England

OLE

Born in 1599 and died in 1658

SEPTEMBER

Then he smashed

IRELAND



Set up the Commonwealth

AND MORE

He crushed the Scots at Worcester

And beat the Dutch at sea

In 1653 and then

He dissolved the rump Parliament

And with Lambert's consent

Wrote the instrument of Government

Under which Oliver was Protector at last

The end.

========================================

Music:        Polonaise No. 6 in Ab

Composer:        Frederic Chopin

Author:        John Cleese

Virgin Records 1989

MONT D1

========================================

========================================

             ERIC THE HALF A BEE

========================================

Intro:        Take it away Eric the Orchestra Leader ...

Orch

Leader:        A-one, two, a-one two three four

                (Piano - introductory flourish)

Lead

Singer:        (Speaks to piano accompaniment)



                Half a bee, philosophically,

                Must ipso facto half not be.

                But half a bee, has got to be,

                Vis a vis its entity.

                        - D'you see?

                But can a bee be said to be

                Or not to be an entire bee,

                When half the bee is not a bee,

                Due to some ancient injury.

                        - Singing! ...

All sing:        La di di, one two three,

                Eric the Half a Bee.

                A B C D E F G

                Eric the Half a Bee.

Lead

Singer:        Is this wretched demi-bee,

                Half asleep upon my knee,

                Some freak from a menagerie?

All shout:No! It's Eric the Half a Bee.

All sing:        Fiddle di dum, fiddle di dee,

                Eric the Half a Bee.

                Ho ho ho, tee hee hee,

                Eric the Half a Bee.

Lead

Singer:        I love this hive employ-ee-ee,

                Bisected accidentally,

                One Summer afternoon by me,



                I love him carnally.

All sing:        He loves him carnally ...

Lead

Singer:        Semi-carnally.

                (Speaks)

                The End.

Voice:        Cyril Connolly?

Lead

Singer:        No, semi-carnally.

Voice:        Oh.

All sing:        (Quietly)

                Cyril Connolly.

                (Ends with elaborate whistle)

========================================

Composer:        Eric Idle

Author:        Eric Idle / John Cleese
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                      FINLAND

========================================

Chorus:        Finland, Finland, Finland,

                The country where I want to be,

                Pony trekking or camping,

                Or just watching TV,

                Finland, Finland, Finland,

                It's the country for me.

Verse:        You're so near to Russia,

                So far from Japan,

                Quite a long way from Cairo,

                Lots of miles from Vietnam.

Chorus:        Finland, Finland, Finland,

                The country where I want to be,

                Eating breakfast or dinner,

                Or snack lunch in the hall,

                Finland, Finland, Finland,

                Finland has it all.

Verse:        You're so sadly neglected,

                And often ignored,

                A poor second to Belgium,

                When going abroad.

Chorus:        Finland, Finland, Finland,

                The country where I quite want to be,

                Your mountains so lofty,

                Your treetops so tall,

                Finland, Finland, Finland,

                Finland has it all.



Repeat:        Finland, Finland, Finland,

                The country where I quite want to be,

                Your mountains so lofty,

                Your treetops so tall,

                Finland, Finland, Finland,

                Finland has it all.

Fade...        Finland has it all ...

========================================

Composer:        Michael Palin

Author:        Michael Palin

Arranger:        John Du Prez
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========================================

========================================

               GALAXY SONG

========================================

Intro:    WHENEVER LIFE GETS YOU DOWN,

          MRS. BROWN, AND THINGS SEEM

          HARD OR TOUGH, AND PEOPLE ARE

          STUPID, OBNOXIOUS OR DAFT AND

          YOU FEEL THAT YOU'VE HAD QUITE

          ENOUGH ...

Just remember that you're standing

On a planet that's evolving,

And revolving at 900 miles an hour,



That's orbiting at 19 miles a second,

So it's reckoned,

A sun that is the source of all our power.

The sun and you and me

And all the stars that we can see,

Are moving at a million miles a day

In an outer spiral arm,

At 40 000 miles and hour,

Of the Galaxy we call the Milky Way.

Our Galaxy itself

Contains 100 billion stars

It's 100 000 light years side by side,

It bulges in the middle,

16 000 light years thick

But out by us it's just 3 000 light years wide.

We're 30 000 light years

From galactic central point,

We go round every 200 million years

And our galaxy is only

One of millions of billions

In this amazing and expanding Universe.

As fast as it can go,

At the speed of light you know,

12 million miles a minute,

And that's the fastest speed there is.

So remember when you're feeling

Very small and insecure

How amazingly unlikely is your birth

And pray that there's intelligent



Life somewhere up in space

Because there's bugger all down here on Earth.

========================================

Composer: Eric Idle / John Du Prez

Author:   Eric Idle
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========================================

                  HENRY KISSINGER

========================================

Henry Kissinger

How I'm missing yer

You're the doctor of my dreams

With your crinkly hair

And your glassy stare

And your machiavellian schemes

I know they say that you are very vain

And short and fat and pushy

But at least you're not insane

Henry Kissinger

How I'm missing yer

And wishing you were here

Henry Kissinger

How I'm missing yer

You're so chubby and so neat



With your funny clothes

And your squishy nose

You're like a German par-o-quet

All right so people say that you don't care

But you've got nicer legs than Hitler

And bigger tits than Cher

Henry Kissinger

How I'm missing yer

And wishing you were here.

========================================

Composer:        Eric Idle

Author:        Eric Idle

Arranger:        John Du Prez
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========================================

          KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND TABLE

========================================

We're Knights of the Round Table,

We dance when ere we're able,

We do routines and chorus scenes

with footwork impeccable.

We dine well here in Camelot,

we eat ham and jam and spam a lot.

We're Knights of the Round Table,

Our shows are formidable,



But many times we're given rhymes

that are quite unsingable.

We're Opera mad in Camelot,

We sing from the diaphram al...o...o...o...t.

In war we're tough and able,

Quite indefatigable,

Between our quests, we sequin vests,

and impersonate Clark Gable.

It's a busy life in Camelot,

I have to push the pram a lot.

========================================

Composer:        Neil Innes

Author:        Graham Chapman / John Cleese
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========================================

               LUMBERJACK SONG

========================================

                I'm a lumberjack

                And I'm O.K.

                I sleep all night

                And I work all day.

Chorus:        He's a lumberjack

                And he's O.K.

                He sleeps all night



                And he works all day.

                I cut down trees

                I eat my lunch

                I go to the Lavotory

                On Wednesday's I go shopping

                And have buttered scones for tea.

Mounties:        He cuts down trees

                He eats his lunch

                He goes to the Lavotory

                On Wednesday's he goes shopping

                And has buttered scones for tea.

Chorus:        He's a lumberjack

                And he's O.K.

                He sleeps all night

                And he works all day.

                I cut down trees

                I skip and jump

                I like to press wild flowers

                I put on women's clothing

                And hang around in bars.

Mounties:        He cuts down trees

                He skips and jumps

                He likes to press wild flowers

                He puts on women's clothing

                And hangs around in bars

Chorus:        He's a lumberjack

                And he's O.K.



                He sleeps all night

                And he works all day.

                I cut down trees

                I wear high heels

                Suspendies and a bra

                I wish I'd been a girlie

                Just like my dear pappa.

Mounties:        He cuts down trees

                He wears high heels

                Suspendies ... and a bra?

                ... He's a lumberjack

                And he's O K A Y

                He sleeps all night

                And he works all day.

                ... He's a lumberjack

                And he's O K A Y

                He sleeps all night

                And he works all day.

                He sleeps all night

                And he works all day.

========================================

Composer:        Terry Jones / Michael Palin

Author:        Terry Jones / Michael Palin

Arranger:        Fred Tomlinson
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========================================

             THE MEANING OF LIFE

========================================

Why are we here, what's life all about?

Is God really real, or is there some doubt?

Well tonight we're going to sort it all out,

For tonight it's the Meaning of Life.

What's the point of all this hoax?

Is it the chicken and the egg time, are we just yolks?

Or perhaps we're just one of God's little jokes,

Well ca c'est the Meaning of Life.

Is life just a game where we maek up the rules,

While we're searching for something to say,

Or are we just simply spiralling coils,

Of self-replicating DNA?

In this life, What is our fate?

Is there Heaven and Hell? Do we reincarnate?

Is mankind evolving or is it too late?

Well tonight here's the Meaning of Life.

For millions this life is a sad vale of tears,

Sitting round with nothing to say,

While scientists say we're just simply spiralling coils,



Of self-replicating DNA.

So just why, why are we there?

And just what, what, what, what do we fear?

Well ce soir, for a change, it will all be made clear,

For this is the Meaning of Life

-  c'est le sens de la vie,

This is the Meaning of Life.

========================================

Composer:        Eric Idle / John Du Prez

Author:        Eric Idle
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========================================

              MEDICAL LOVE SONG

========================================

Inflammation of the foreskin

reminds me of your smile,

I've had ballanital chancroids

for quite a little while,

I gave my heart to NSU

that lovely night in June,

I ache for you my darling,

and I hope you get well soon.

My penile warts, your herpes,

my syphilitic sores,

Your moenelial infection,



how I miss you more and more.

Your dobie's itch, my scrumpox,

our lovely gonorrhea,

At least we both were lying,

when we said that we were clear.

Our syphilitic kisses

sealed the secret of our tryst,

You gave me scrotal pustules

with a quick flick of your wrist.

Your trichovaginitis

sent shivers down my spine,

I got snail tracks in my anus

when your spirochetes met mine.

Gonoccocal urethritis,

sreptococcal ballinitis,

Meningo myelitis,

diplococcal cephalitis,

Epididimitis,

interstital keratitis,

Syphilitic choroiditis,

and anterior u-ve-i-tis.

My clapped out genitalia

is not so bad for me,

As the complete and utter failure

every time I try to pee.

My doctor says my buboes

are the worst he's ever seen.

My scrotum's painted orange

and my balls are turning green.



My heart is very tender

though my parts are awful raw,

You might have been infected

but you never were a bore.

I'm dying for your love my love

I'm your spirochaetal clown,

I've left my body to science

but I'm afraid they've turned it down.

Gonoccocal urethritis,

sreptococcal ballinitis,

Meningo myelitis,

diplococcal cephalitis,

Epididimitis,

interstital keratitis,

Syphilitic choroiditis,

and anterior u-ve-i-tis.

========================================

Composer:        Eric Idle / John Du Prez

Author:        Graham Chapman / Eric Idle

Arranger:        John Du Prez
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========================================

                     MONEY SONG

========================================

                I've got ninety thousand pounds

                in my pyjamas,



                I've got forty thousand French francs

                in my fridge.

                I've got lots of lovely lire,

                Now the Deutschmark's getting dearer,

                And my dollar bills would buy

                the Brooklyn Bridge.

Chorus:        There is nothing quite as wonderful as money,

                There is nothing quite as beautiful as cash,

                Some people say it's folly,

                But I'd rather have the lolly,

                With money you can ma-ake a splash.

Finale:        There is nothing quite as wonderful as money

                (chorus sings money money money)

                There is nothing like a newly minted pound

                (money money money)

All:                Everyone must hanker

                for the butchness of a banker

                It's accountancy that makes

                the world go round

                (round round round)

                You can keep your Marxist ways

                For it's only just a phase

                For it's money makes the world

                go round

                (money money money money

                money money money money

                money)



========================================

Composer:        John Gould

Author:        Eric Idle / John Gould

Arranger:        Fred Tomlinson
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========================================

          PENIS SONG

========================================

(NOT THE NOEL COWARD SONG)

Good evening ladies and gentlemen.

Here's a little number I tossed off recently in the Caribbean.

Isn't it awfully nice to have a penis,

Isn't it frightfully good to have a dong?

It's swell to have a stiffy,

It's divine to own a dick,

From the tiniest little tadger,

To the world's biggest prick.

So three cheers for your Willy or John Thomas,

Hooray for your one-eyed trouser snake,

Your piece of pork, your wife's best friend,

Your Percy or your cock,

You can wrap it up in ribbons,

You can slip it in your sock,

But don't take it out in public,



Or they will stick you in the dock,

And you won't come back.

========================================

Composer: Eric Idle

Author:   Eric Idle
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          NEVER BE RUDE TO AN ARAB

========================================

Never be rude to an Arab,

An Israeli, or Saudi, or Jew,

Never be rude to an Irishman,

No matter what you do.

Never poke fun at a Nigger,

A Spik, or a Wop, or a Kraut,

And never put down ...

(Explosion!)

========================================

Composer:        Terry Jones

Author:        Terry Jones

Arranger:        John Du Prez
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========================================

                   SIT ON MY FACE

========================================

Sit on my face and tell me that you love me

I'll sit on your face and tell you I love you too

I love to hear you o-ra-lise

When I'm between your thighs

You blow me away.

Sit on my face and let my lips embrace you

I'll sit on your face and then I'll love you truly

Life can be fine if we both sixty nine

If we sit on our faces

In all sorts of places

And play till we're blown away.

========================================

Composer:        Harry Parr Davies

Author:        Eric Idle

Arranger:        John Du Prez
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                        SPAM SONG



========================================

Lovely spam, Wonderful Spa-a-m,

Lovely Spam, Wonderful S Spam,

Spa-a-a-a-a-a-a-am,

Spa-a-a-a-a-a-a-am,

SP-A-A-A-A-A-A-AM,

SP-A-A-A-A-A-A-AM,

LOVELY SPAM,

                LOVELY SPAM,

LOVELY SPAM,

                LOVELY SPAM,

LOVELY SPA-A-A-A-AM ...

SPA-AM,

SPA-AM,

SPA-AM,

SPA-A-A-AM!

========================================

Composers:Michael Palin / Terry Jones /

                Fred Tomlinson

Author:        Michael Palin / Terry Jones

Arranger:        Fred Tomlinson
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            EVERY SPERM IS SACRED

========================================

Dad:                There are Jews in the world,



                There are Buddhists,

                There are Hindus and Mormons

                and then,

                There are those that follow

                Mohammed,

                But I've never been one of them ...

                I'm a Roman Catholic,

                And have been since before

                I was born,

                And the one thing they say

                about Catholics,

                Is they'll take you as soon as

                you're warm ...

                You don't have to be a six-footer,

                You don't have to have a

                great brain,

                You don't have to have any

                clothes on _

                You're a Catholic the moment

                Dad came ...

                Because ...

                Every sperm is sacred,

                Every sperm is great,

                If a sperm is wasted,

                God gets quite irate.

Children:        Every sperm is sacred,

                Every sperm is great,

                If a sperm is wasted,



                God gets quite irate.

Child:        Let the heathen spill theirs,

                On the dusty ground,

                God shall make them pay for,

                Each sperm that can't be found.

Children:        Every sperm is wanted,

                Every sperm is good,

                Every sperm is needed,

                In your neighbourhood.

Mum:                Hindu, Taoist, Mormon,

                Spill theirs anywhere,

                But God loves those who treat

                Their semen with more care.

Men Neighbours:Every sperm is sacred,

                        Every sperm is great,

Women Neighbours: If a sperm is wasted,

Children:                God gets quite irate.

Priest:                Every sperm is sacred,

Bride & Groom:        Every sperm is good,

Nannies:                Every sperm is needed,

Cardinals:        In your neighbourhood.

Children:                Every sperm is useful,

                        Every sperm is fine,

Funeral Cortege:God needs everybody's,

First Mourner:        Mine!

Lady Mourner:        And mine!

Corpse:                And mine!



Nun:                Let the Pagan spill theirs,

                O'er mountain, hill and plain,

Statues:        God shall strike them down for

                Each sperm that's spilt in vain.

Everybody:Every sperm is sacred,

                Every sperm is good,

                Every sperm is needed,

                In your neighbourhood.

                Every sperm is sacred,

                Every sperm is great,

                If a sperm is wasted,

                God gets quite irate.

========================================

Composer:        David Howman / Andre Jacquemin

Authors:        Michael Palin / Terry Jones
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                TWO LEGS

========================================

Intro:        AND NOW MR. TERRY GILLIAM WILL SING

                FOR YOU "I'VE GOT TWO LEGS"

I've got two legs from my hips to the ground

And when I move them they walk around

And when I lift them they climb the stairs



And when I shave them they ain't got hairs

I've got two ...

========================================

Composer:        Terry Gilliam

Author:        Terry Gilliam
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========================================

                   I'M SO WORRIED

========================================

I'm so worried about what's happening today,

In the Middle east you know,

And I'm so worried about the baggage retrieval

system they've got at Heathrow.

I'm so worried about the fashions today,

I don't think they're good for your feet,

And I'm so worried about the shows on TV

that sometimes they want to repeat.

I'm so worried about what's happening today

you know,

And I'm worried about the baggage retrieval

system they've got at Heathrow.

I'm so worried about my hair falling out,

And the state of the world today,



And I'm so worried about being so full of doubt

about everything anyway.

I'm so worried about modern technology,

I'm so worried about all things that they dump in

the sea,

I'm so worried about it, worried about it,

worried, worried, worried ...

I'm so worried about everything that can go wrong,

I'm so worried about whether people like this song,

I'm so worried about this very next verse,

it isn't the best that I've got.

And I'm so worried about whether I should go on

or whether I shouldn't just stop.

I'm so worried about whether I ought to have stopped,

And I'm so worried because it's the sort of thing

I ought to know

And I'm so worried about the baggage retrieval

system they've got at Heathrow.

I'm so worried about whether I should have

stopped then,

I'm so worried that I'm driving everyone

round the bend,

I'm so worried about the baggage retrieval

system they've got at Heathrow.

I'm so worried about the baggage retrieval

system they've got at Heathrow.

========================================

Composer:        Terry Jones



Author:        Terry Jones

Arranger:        John Du Prez
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           Title: I like Chinese
            From: Monty Python's Contractual Obligation Album
  Transcribed By: Daniel Rich <drich@research1.bgsu.edu>

(spoken)
The world today is absolutely cracked.
With nuclear bombs to blow us all sky high.
There's fools and idiots sitting on the trigger.
It's depressing, and it's senseless, and that's why...

(singing)
I like chinese,
I like chinese,
They only come up to you knees,
Yet they're always friendly and they're ready to to please.

I like chinese,
I like chinese,
There's nine hundred million of them in the world today,
You'd better learn to like them, that's what I say.

I like chinese,
I like chinese,
They come from a long way overseas,
But they're cute, and they're cuddly, and they're ready to please.

I like chinese food,
The waiters never are rude,
Think the many things they've done to impress,
There's maoism, taoism, eging and chess.

I like chinese,
I like chinese,
I like their tiny little trees,
Their zen, their ping-pong, their ying and yang-eze.

I like chinese thought,
The wisdom that Confusious taught,
If Darwin is anything to shout about,
The chinese will survive us all without any doubt.

So, I like chinese,
I like chinese,
They only come up to you knees,
Yet they're wise, and they're witty, and they're ready to please

Wo, I chumba run,
Wo, I chumba run,
Wo, I chumba run,
Ne hamma, Ne hamma, Ne hamma chi chen.

I like chinese,
I like chinese,
They're food is guaranteed to please,
A fourteen, a seven, a nine and li-chese

I like chinese, 
I like chinese, 
I like their tiny little trees,
Their zen, their ping-pong, their yin and yang-eze



I like chinese,
I like chinese,
(fade out....)



           Title: Finland
            From: Monty Python ...Sings
  Transcribed By: unknown

 
                             FINLAND
                             =======
 
Chorus : Finland, Finland,  Finland.
         The country where I want to be,
         Pony trekking or camping,
         Or just Wacthing TV,
         Finland, Finland, Finland. 
         It's the country for me.
 
Verse : You're so near to Russia.
        So far from Japan,
        Quite a long way from Cairo,
        Lots of miles from Vietnam.
 
Chorus : Finland, Finland, Finland.
         The country where I want to be,
         Eating breakfast or dinner,
         Or snack lunch in the Hall,
         Finland, Finland, Finland.
         Finland has it all.
 
Verse: You're so sadly neglected,
       And often ignored.
       A poor second to Belgium,
       When going abroad.
 
Chorus : Finland, Finland, Finland.
         The country where I quite want to be,
         Your mountains so lofty,
         Your treetops so tall,
         Finland, Finland, Finland.
         Finland has it all.
 
Repeat : Finland, Finland, Finland.
         The country where I quite want to be,
         Your treetops so tall,
         Finland, Finland, Finland.
         Finland has it all.
 
Fade : Finland has it all ...



           Title: Ode to Henry Kissinger
            From: unknown
  Transcribed By: Davina Tung <davina@ocf.berkeley.edu>

Henry Kissinger, I've been missin' yer
You're the doctor of my dreams
With your crinkly hair and your glassy stare
And your Machiavellian schemes

All right, so people say that you don't care
But you've got nicer legs than Hitler and bigger tits than Cher
Henry Kissinger, how I'm missin' yer
And wishing you were here



           Title: Medical Love Song
            From: Monty Python's Contractual Obligation Album
  Transcribed By: Rich Holmes (rich@suhep.bitnet)

            Inflammation of the foreskin
            Reminds me of your smile
            I've had balanital chancroids
            For quite a little while
            I gave my heart to NSU
            That lovely night in June
            I ache for you, my darling,
            And I hope you'll get well soon

            My penile warts, your herpes,
            My syphilitic sore,
            Your monilial infection
            How I miss you more and more
            Your *dobies itch my *scrum-pox
            Ah, lovely gonorrhea
            At least we both were lying
            When we said that we were clear

            My clapped-out genitalia
            Is not so bad for me
            As the complete and utter failure
            Every time I try to pee
            I'm dying from your love, my love,
            I'm your spirochetal clown
            I've left my body to science,
            But I'm afraid they've turned it down

            Gonococcal urethritis
            Streptococcal balanitis
            Meningomyelitis
            *Diplococcal *catholitis
            Epidydimitis
            Interstitial keratitis
            Syphilitic coronitis
            And anterior *ureitis.

                                    -- Graham Chapman



           Title: The Rhubarb Tart Song
            From: unknown
  Transcribed By: Jonathan Partington ( JRP1%CAM.PHX%UK.AC.CAM.ENG-ICF@AC.UK )

 
I want another slice of rhubarb tart.
I want another lovely slice.
I'm not disparaging the blueberry pie
But rhubarb tart is oh so very nice.
A rhubarb what? A rhubarb tart!
A whatbarb tart? A rhubarb tart!
I want another slice of rhubarb tart!
 
The principles of modern philosophy
Were postulated by Descartes.
Discarding everything he wasn't certain of
He said 'I think therefore I am a rhubarb tart.'
A rhubarb what? A rhubarb tart!
A Rene who? Rene Descartes!
Poor nut he thought he was a rhubarb tart!
 
Read all the existentialist philosophers,
Like Schopenhauer and Jean-Paul Sartre.
Even Martin Heidegger agrees on one thing:
Eternal happiness is rhubarb tart.
A rhubarb what? A rhubarb tart!
A Jean-Paul who? A Jean-Paul Sartre!
Eternal happiness is rhubarb tart.
 
A rhubarb tart has fascinated all the poets.
Especially the immortal bard.
He caused Richard the Third to call on Bosworth Field:
'My kingdom for a slice of rhubarb tart!'
A rhubarb what? A rhubarb bard!
Immortal what? Immortal tart!
As rhymes go that is really pretty bard!
 
                        -- John Cleese



           Title: I Like Traffic Lights
            From: unknown
  Transcribed By: unknown

        [VERSE 1]
        I like traffic lights, 
        I like traffic lights, 
        I like traffic lights,
        No matter where they've been.

        I like traffic lights, 
        I like traffic lights, 
        I like traffic lights,
        But only when they're green.

        [CHORUS 1]
        He likes traffic lights, 
        He likes traffic lights, 
        He likes traffic lights, 
        No matter where they've been.
        
        He likes traffic lights, 
        He likes traffic lights, 
        He likes traffic lights, 
        He likes traffic lights, 
        But only when they're green.
        
        [VERSE 2]
        I like traffic lights, 
        I like traffic lights, 
        I like traffic lights, 
        That is what I said.

        I like traffic lights,
        I like traffic lights, 
        I like traffic lights, 
        But not when they are red.
        
        [CHORUS 2]
        He likes traffic lights, 
        He likes traffic lights, 
        He likes traffic lights, 
        He likes traffic lights, 
        That is what he said.

        He likes traffic lights, 
        He likes traffic lights, 
        He likes traffic lights, 
        He likes traffic lights, 
        But not when they are red.

        [VERSE 3]
        I like traffic lights, 
        I like traffic lights, 
        I like traffic lights, 
        Although my name's not Bamber.

        I like traffic lights,
        ...oh God...



           Title: I'm So Worried
            From: Monty Python's Contractual Obligations Album
  Transcribed By: R. "Gumby" Preston ( KL791C@GWUVM.BITNET )

 
I'm so worried about what's hapenin' today, in the middle east, you know.
And I'm worried about the baggage retrieval system they've got at Heathrow.
I'm so worried about the fashions today, I don't think they're good for your
    feet.
And I'm so worried about the shows on TV that sometimes they want to repeat.
 
I'm so worried about what's happenin' today, you know.
And I'm worried about the baggage retrieval system they've got at Heathrow.
I'm so worried about my hair falling out and the state of the world today.
And I'm so worried about bein' so full of doubt about everything, anyway.
 
I'm so worried about modern technology.
I'm so worried about all the things that they dump in the sea.
I'm so worried about it, worried about it, worried, worried, worried.
 
I'm so worried about everything that can go wrong.
I'm so worried about whether people like this song.
I'm so worried about this very next verse, it isn't the best that I've got.
And I'm so worried about whether I should go on, or whether I should just stop.
 
(pause)
 
I'm worried about whether I ought to have stopped.
And I'm worried about, it's the sort of thing I ought to know.
And I'm worried about the baggage retrieval system they've got at Heathrow.
 
(longer pause)
 
I'm so worried about whether I should have stopped then.
I'm so worried that I'm driving everyone 'round the bend.
I'm worried about the baggage retrieval system they've got at Heathrow.
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                             Your

                       Be A Great Actor

                              Kit

                               

       This is your "Be A Great Actor Kit". It contains:

              __________________________________

(i) An action-packed script. (ii) A diagram of suggested foot-

                         movements to

 suit any home. (iii) A full selection of props and make-up on

                          our cut-out

    sheet. (iv) Full preliminary instructions for dramatic



                          behaviour.

              __________________________________

     Yes! now you too can bring the glitter and glamour of

                     Shaftesbury Avenue to

your lounge. Follow these simple instructions and impress your

                          friends at

  parties and Masonics; or try it with your wife, and see her

                      watch entranced as

 you become Richard Attenborough and Ian McKellen rolled into

                         one - in the

                 privacy of your own bathroom.

              __________________________________

 Look after this kit. It could be your passport to theatrical

                       fame. Remember -

              evn Rod Steiger started somewhere!

                               

                            Play 1:

                        A Taste of Evil

               by a very good bearded playwright

                               

                      Dramatis personae:

              Montague   de  Vere......................A   zany

Marxist Tycoon

            Sergeant Spencer

            Superintendent Donaldson........Police Officers

                 Cyril     Prepuce............................A

gardener and a humanist

George.......................................Anthea's brother

Anthea.......................................George's sister

              Wong-Fu-Sun............................A   German



Sinophile

               Kel    Nagle...................................A

Golfer

                 Colin     Caldwell...........................A

lapsed Hindu

            "Monkeyglands" Johnson.........A.T.V Quizmaster

              Dolores   E.  Mozart....................A   Winch

Operator

            "Tiny Mike" O'McGear

            Abdul Karim

            Mrs. Thatcher

              Arnold   Weinstock    ...................Not   in

this Play

            Miss World 1968

            Don Partridge

            Paul and Barry Spinoza

                             Act I

                           Scene One

  A  Police  Station in Repton,  SERGEANT

  SPENCER  is at his Desk; SUPERINTENDENT

  DONALDSON enters left.

SPENCER: Morning, super.

DONALDSON: Morning, wonderful.

SPENCER: Nasty business up at the Towers,

sir.

DONALDSON: Oh yes, what's happened?

SPENCER: Montague's shot himself.

DONALDSON: Dead?

SPENCER:    'Fraid    so    sir,    blood



everywhere...

DONALDSON: Alright Spencer, get onto  the

  Yard   while   I  get  round   to   the

  Towers...He turns to go.

SPENCER:  Are you going past a  sweetshop

on the way, sir?

DONALDSON:  Yes,  I think so...I'm  going

  the  pretty  way, up through Tinkerbell

  Wood.

SPENCER: Get us some jelly babies sir.

DONALDSON: O.K.

  He exits.

                           Scene Two

  The   Morning   Room  at  the   Towers.

  MONTAGUE  lies  in  a  pool  of   blood

  behind    a    heavy   curtain    which

  completely  conceals his  body.  ANTHEA

  and GEORGE are pacing the room.

ANTHEA: Don't torture yourself George.

GEORGE:   (slamming  the  door   on   his

fingers) I'm sorry, my dear.

ANTHEA:  Ever  since we  arrived  at  the

Towers,  I've  had this terrible  feeling

of...

GEORGE:  (putting his head in  the  piano

  and  dropping  the lid on  it)  ...  Of

  what, my dear.

ANTHEA:  I don't know it's as though...as

though...

  The  door  to  the garden opens.  Cyril

  enters  holding a smoking gun, a  blood



  stained  assegai, a tangled  length  of

  nylon  stocking, a gas oven,  an  empty

  bottle  of  poison, a  book  of  famous

  murders, and an acid bath.

CYRIL:  I've  just  been  re-laying   the

crocquet lawn

               (To be continued)

                            Play 2:

                All Quiet on the Western Front

  Adapted by Jeff Astle and Jean Genet. From an idea by Allan

                            Clarke

                               

                      Dramatis personae:

             Charles  De  Vere Flyffe..................A  young

subaltern

              Belinda   Fforbes-Ttrenchh..............A   young

public-school girl

              Ratzo   Rizzo...................................A

character in Midnight Cowboy

            Dougie Trimble

            Father Olaf O'Hara S.J.

            Mireille Biggs    .........T.V Qiuzmasters

            Harry "Four Eyes" Da Vinci

            Milos Gorman

                'Sapper'     McGough..........................A

young sapper.

                             Act 1

                           Scene One



BELINDA: Oh Charles! Charles! Charles!

YOU: (joyfully) Belinda!

BELINDA: Oh Charles!

YOU:   (happily,  yet  with  a  hint   of

anxiety) Belinda!

BELINDA:  I  never thought  I'd  see  you

again.

YOU:  (cryptically, with the merest trace

of forced insouciance) I'm on leave.

BELINDA:  Oh that's wonderful  news...but

why? Are you-

YOU: (abruptly, almost defiantly, with an

unaccustomed annoyance) yes.

BELINDA: Where?

YOU:     (deliberately    and     without

bitterness) In the toe.

BELINDA: Oh no!

YOU:  (enquiringly, yet with  a  hint  of

  profound  emotion  detectable   through

  the mask of innocence) Belinda?

BELINDA: Yes Charles?

YOU:  (a strange diffidence mingling with

tenderness) I love you.

BELINDA: I love you too.

YOU:  (cautiously, affecting a delicately

studied nonchalance) But -

BELINDA: But What?

YOU: (tersely, yet softly, with a hint of

  weariness  in a voice from  which  time

  has  erased  the hard edges  of  anger)

  It's been shot off.

BELINDA: Shot off?



YOU: (momentarily pausing only to achieve

  a  deliberate flatness as if in  silent

  reproach of her incredulity) Shot off.

BELINDA: Completely?

YOU:  (helplessly, yet proudly,  a  tell-

  tale  suggestion  of  remorse  severing

  the  thin thread of hope that has until

  this moment survived despite itself)

  I'm afraid so.

BELINDA: Oh Charles.

YOU:  (beseechingly, longingly, with only

  a  slight  querulousness in  the  voice

  betraying  a  hint of the  anxiety  and

  self-doubt   which  he  has  inevitably

  suffered) Belinda!

BELINDA: Charles!

YOU:  (wistfully  and  imploringly,  with

  overtones  of melancholy and  quizzical

  introspection  clouding the  once-eager

  freshness  of his passionate  emotions)

  Belinda!

BELINDA: Charles!

YOU: (half-crying, half-laughing, with  a

  violent  passivity,  redolent  of   the

  self-mockery  of  a  primeval  anguish,

  expressing in a word, all the  extremes

  of  human  emotion, all the  levels  of

  attainment  to  which  the   mind   can

  aspire  in  the eternal quest  for  the

  elusive    goal   of   self-perfection)

  Belinda!

CURTAIN:

(a sheet or travelling rug will do).



                COVER NOTES By STANLEY BALDWIN

    Hello. Well, I was extremely pleased

and honoured to be asked to write the

credits for this cd, not only because I

believe that it is vital in this day and

age for members of the older generation to

keep pace with the dynamic and exciting

ideas of youth, but also for the money.

    Well, here goes - the splendid cast

was headed by Richard Tauber and Edith Eva

- I'm sorry....I lost my notes .. ah, yes

- the cd was written and performed by John

Cleese, Graham Chapman (I wonder if he's

any relation to the Chapman I

knew)...er...Eric Idle, Terry Jones,

Michael Palin(I wonder if he's any

relation to the Chapman I knew) with

special star-guest award-winning feature

performance by the lovely Carol Cleveland

and the boisterous Terry Gilliam(who, I

believe, is foreign - tho' of course

absolutely none the worse fot it, there's

no question of any stigma here...oh, no).

Where am I, oh yes...the very fine music was written and

arranged by my old friend, Fred Tomlinson - how are you

Fred?... and of course the songs were sung by the Fred

Tomlinson Singer - and jolly gay they are too... oh dear... the

songs of course. The cover of the cd, including this little

note of mine was designed and well... I'm not quite sure what



the word is... laid out, I suppose... designed and laid out

(that doesn't sound absolutely right... but, still) designed

and laid out by Terry Gilliam with the help of another lady,

Katy Hepburn... oh dear... another lady besides Carol Cleveland

is what I meant... sorry about that... I think I'll finish this

in the morning.

Saturday morning

    The cd was produced by Terry Jones and Michael Palin, but

is none the worse for that - I've heard many cds far worse than

this - so don't worry Terry and Michael... er...now... where

was I... oh yes... some very useful information here - the

record was recorded (sorry about the repetition there) the

record was recorded at the Marquee Studios in the heart of

London's sleazy Soho area - where I believe you can now get -

and the engineer was none other than my old friend, Colin

Caldwell* who served with me in the Sudan - he had his leg shot

off twice, and I'm very surprised to hear he's gone into record

production. He was very ably assisted, not only by Will Roper

(no relation to the Roper of Roper's Glue) but also by 17 stone

8 lb. Tony Taverner, a British national since birth, both of

whom went without the normal bodily functions for 26 days in

order to prepare this platter....is that the hip word now?+

    Well, I think this is almost the end of my little piece.

I'd like to say how much I've enjoyed writing it - hope I

haven't left anyone out. I do go on a bit, I know - but I

sincerely hope that you get as much pleasure from listening to

it as I have from...er...from...er...from also listening to

it.... oh dear... that's not a very good way to end, is it.

* Probably his grandson - ed.

+ No - ed.



                          POST OFFICE

                           TELEGRAM

     Prefix. Time handed in. Office of Origin and Service

                     Instructions. Words.

LOVED YOUR HAMLET AT THE NATIONAL DARLING. WISH

I HAD A QUARTER OF YOUR TALENT. HERES TO ANOTHER

TRIUMPH. SEE YOU FOR A DRINK AFTERWARDS =

SIR JOHN GIELGUD +

For  free  repetitions  of doubtful words telephone  "TELEGRAMS

ENQUIRY"  or call, with this form at office of delivery.  Other

enquiries  should be accompanied by this form, and,if possible,

the envelope.

                          POST OFFICE

                           TELEGRAM

     Prefix. Time handed in. Office of Origin and Service

                     Instructions. Words.

LOVED YOUR THREE SISTERS AT THE COURT DARLING .

YOU HAVE MORE TALENT IN YOUR LITTLE FINGER .

THAN SARA BERNHARDT HAD IN THE WHOLE LEFTHAND

SIDE OF HER BODY . A THOUSAND GOOD WISHES .

SEE YOU AFTERWARDS FOR A DRINK =

DAME EDITH BEVANS +

For  free  repetitions  of doubtful words telephone  "TELEGRAMS

ENQUIRY"  or call, with this form at office of delivery.  Other

enquiries  should be accompanied by this form, and,if possible,

the envelope.



TRONDHEIM HAMMER DANCE

(F. TOMLINSON)

PUBLISHED BY KAY GEE BEE MUSIC

LIBERTY BELL

(SOUSA ARR. A. W. SHERRIF)

PUBLISHED BY DE WOLFE MUSIC LTD.

FANFARE OPENING

(D. LAREN)

PUBLISHED BY DE WOLFE MUSIC LTD.

FORMAL PRESENTATION

(K. PAPWORTH)

PUBLISHED BY DE WOLFE MUSIC LTD.

CONTESANA PADAWANA

(TCHAIKOVSKY)

PUBLISHED BY PUBLIC DOMAIN

CONTESANA PADAWANA

(TCHAIKOVSKY)

PUBLISHED BY PUBLIC DOMAIN

CONTESANA PADAWANA

(TCHAIKOVSKY)

PUBLISHED BY PUBLIC DOMAIN

CONTESANA PADAWANA

(TCHAIKOVSKY)

PUBLISHED BY PUBLIC DOMAIN



MAN OF POWER

(J.TROMBEY)

PUBLISHED BY DE WOLFE MUSIC LTD.

MAN OF POWER

(J.TROMBEY)

PUBLISHED BY DE WOLFE MUSIC LTD.

GOLD LAME

(K. PAPWORTH)

PUBLISHED BY DE WOLFE MUSIC LTD.

SOUTHERN BREEZE

(A. MAWER)

PUBLISHED BY DE WOLFE MUSIC LTD.

SOUTHERN BREEZE

(A. MAWER)

PUBLISHED BY DE WOLFE MUSIC LTD.

SOUTHERN BREEZE

(A. MAWER)

PUBLISHED BY DE WOLFE MUSIC LTD.

SOUTHERN BREEZE

(A. MAWER)

PUBLISHED BY DE WOLFE MUSIC LTD.

SPAM SONG

(MONTY PYTHON)

PUBLISHED BY KAY GEE BEE MUSIC

SPAM SONG



(MONTY PYTHON)

PUBLISHED BY KAY GEE BEE MUSIC

SPAM SONG

(MONTY PYTHON)

PUBLISHED BY KAY GEE BEE MUSIC

SPAM SONG

(MONTY PYTHON)

PUBLISHED BY KAY GEE BEE MUSIC

BAHAMA PARAKEET

(A. MAWER)

PUBLISHED BY DE WOLFE MUSIC LTD.

HOUSE OF FASHION

(STANLEY BLACK)

PUBLISHED BY DE WOLFE MUSIC LTD.

CIRCUS TUMBLE

(K. PAPWORTH)

PUBLISHED BY DE WOLFE MUSIC LTD.

FANFARE A

(MAJOR J HOWE)

PUBLISHED BY DE WOLFE MUSIC LTD.

MYSTERY DRUMS

(P. KNIGHT)

PUBLISHED BY DE WOLFE MUSIC LTD.

MYSTERY PLACE

(P. KNIGHT)



PUBLISHED BY DE WOLFE MUSIC LTD.

MYSTERY PLACE

(P. KNIGHT)

PUBLISHED BY DE WOLFE MUSIC LTD.

MYSTERY DRUMS

(P. KNIGHT)

PUBLISHED BY DE WOLFE MUSIC LTD.

ODE TO EDWARD

(J. TROMBEY)

PUBLISHED BY DE WOLFE MUSIC LTD.

ODE TO EDWARD

(J. TROMBEY)

PUBLISHED BY DE WOLFE MUSIC LTD.

IN STEP WITH JOHANN

(R. WALE)

PUBLISHED BY DE WOLFE MUSIC LTD.

KNEESE UP MOTHER BROWN

(WESTON/LEE)

PUBLISHED BY PETER MAURICE/

EMI-KEITH PROWSE MUSIC

                               

                         EFFECTS SHEET

(End record sleeve.)

Contradiction



Host:  With me now is Norman St. John Polevaulter, who for  the

last   few  years  has  been  contradicting  people.  St.  John

Polevaulter, why do you contradict people?

Norman St. John Polevaulter: I don't!

Host: But you... you told me that you did.

Norman St. John Polevaulter: I most certainly did not!

Host: Oh. I see. I'll start again.

Norman St. John Polevaulter: No you won't!

Host: Ssh! I understand you don't contradict people.

Norman St. John Polevaulter: Yes I do!

Host: And when didn't you start contradicting them?

Norman St. John Polevaulter: I did! In 1952!

Host: 1952.

Norman St. John Polevaulter: 1947!

Host: 23 years ago.

Norman St. John Polevaulter: No!

<GONG>

**** end of file CONTRA PYTHON 9/19/87 ****

Penguin on TV

Transcribed from : Another Monty Python CD.

Parts played by : John Cleese(1), Graham Chapman(2) and Terry

Jones(3)

1: Oh dear, the radio's exploded.

2: Oh. Well, what's on the television then?



1: Looks like a penguin.

2: No, didn't mean what was on the TV set, I meant what

program.

1: Oh! Well, I'll switch it on.

2: It's ddd that penguin being there, ain't it.

1: What's it doing there?

2: Standin'!

1: I can see that!

2: If it laid an egg, it would fall down the back of the

television set.

1: We'll have to watch that. Unless it's a male.

2: Oh, I hadn't thought of that.

1: It looks fairly butch.

2: Perhaps it's from nextdoor.

1: NEXT DOOR!? Penguins don't come from NEXT DOOR, they come

from the

 Antarctis.

2: BURMA!!

1: Why did you say Burma?

2: I panicked.

1: Perhaps it's from the zoo.

2: Which zoo?

1: How should I know which zoo, I'm not Doctor Bloody

Bernovski.

2: How would Doctor Bernovski know which zoo it was from?

1: He knows everything.

2: Hmmm. I wouldn't like that. That would take all the mystery

out of life.

1: Anyway, if it was from the zoo, it'd have "Property of the

zoo" stamped

 on it.

2: No it wouldn't! They don't stamp animals "Property of the

zoo". You can't



 stamp a huge lion.

1: They stamp them when they're small.

2: What happens when they molt?

1: Lions don't molt.

2: No but penguins do. THERE(!), I've run rings around you,

logically.

1: OH, INTERCOURSE THE PENGUIN!

3: Hello. Well, it's just after eight o'clock and time for the

penguin on top

 of your television set to explode.

2: 'ow did he know that was going to happen?

3: It was an inspired guess. And know...

Neville Shunt

Neville  Shunt's latest West End Success, "It all  Happened  on

the  11.20  from Hainault to Redhill via Horsham  and  Reigate,

calling  at  Carshalton Beeches, Malmesbury,  Tooting  Bec  and

Croydon  West,"  is  currently appearing at the  Limp  Theatre,

Piccadilly. What Shunt is doing in this, as in his earlier nine

plays,  is  to express the human condition in terms of  British

Rail.

Some  people have made the mistake of seeing Shunt's work as  a

load  of  rubbish about railway timetables, but  clever  people

like me who talk loudly in restaurants see this as a deliberate

ambiguity,  a  plea for understanding in a mechanised  mansion.

The  points  are  frozen,  the  beast  is  dead.  What  is  the

difference? What indeed is the point? The point is frozen,  the

beast  is  late out of Paddington. The point is  taken.  If  La

Fontaine's  elk would spurn Tom Jones the engine  must  be  our



head,  the dining car our aesophagus, the guards van  our  left

lung,  the  cattle truck our shins, the first class compartment

the  piece  of  skin  at the nape of the  neck  and  the  level

crossing   an  electric  elk  called  Simon.  The  clarity   is

devastating. But where is the ambiguity? Over there in  a  box.

Shunt  is  saying the 8.15 from Gillingham when in  reality  he

means the 8.13 from Gillingham. The train is the same, only the

time  is  altered.  Ecce homo, ergo elk. La Fontaine  knew  its

sister and knew her bloody well. The point is taken, the  beast

is  moulting,  the  fluff gets up your nose.  The  illusion  is

complete;  it  is  reality, the reality  is  illusion  and  the

ambiguity  is  the only truth. But is the truth,  as  Hitchcock

observes,  in the box? No, there isn't room, the ambiguity  has

put  on weight. The point is taken, the elk is dead, the  beast

stops   at  Swindon,  Chabrol  stops  at  nothing,  I'm  having

treatment and La Fontaine can get knotted.

Spam

Man: Morning.

Waitress: Morning.

M: Well, what you got?

W: Well, there's egg and bacon; egg, sausage and bacon; egg and

spam;

 egg, bacon and spam; egg, bacon, sausage and spam; spam,

bacon,

 sausage and spam; spam, egg, spam, spam, bacon and spam; spam,

 sausage, spam, spam, spam, bacon, spam, tomato and spam; spam,

spam,

 spam, egg and spam; (vikings start singing in background)

spam, spam,



 spam, spam, spam, spam, baked beans, spam, spam, spam and

spam.

Vikings: Spam, spam , spam, spam, lovely spam, lovely spam.

W (cont): or lobster thermador ecrovets with a bournaise sause,

served

 in the purple salm manor with chalots and overshies, garnashed

with

 truffle pate, brandy, a fried egg on top and spam.

Wife: Have you got anything without spam?

Waitress: Well, there's spam, egg, sausage and spam. That's not

got

much spam in it.

Wi: I don't want any spam!

M: Why can't she have egg, bacon, spam and sausage?

Wi: That's got spam in it.

M: It hasn't got as much spam in it as spam, egg, sausage and

spam has it?

Wi: (over vikings starting again) Could you do me egg, bacon,

spam and

 sausage without the spam then?

Wa: Ech!

Wi: What do you mean ech! I don't like spam!

V: Lovely spam, wonderful spam....etc

Wa: Shut up! Shut up! Shut up! Bloody vikings. You can't have

egg, bacon

 spam and sausage without the spam.

Wi: I don't like spam!

M: Sh dear, don't cause a fuss. I'll have your spam. I love it.

I'm

having spam, spam, spam, spam, spam, spam, spam, baked beans,

spam,

spam, spam and spam. (starts vikings off again)



V: Lovely spam, wonderful spam...etc

Wa: Shut up! Baked beans are off.

M: Well, can I have her spam instead of the baked beans?

Wa: You mean spam, spam, spam, spam, spam, spam, spam, spam,

spam,

spam, spam, and spam?

V: Lovely spam, wonderful spam...etc...spam, spam, spam! (in

harmony)

1Stake your Claim

             from "Monty Python's Previous Record"

Game  Show Host: Good evening and welcome to Stake Your  Claim.

First  this  evening we have Mr Norman Voles of  Gravesend  who

claims he wrote all Shakespeare's works. Mr Voles, I understand

you claim that you wrote all those plays normally attributed to

Shakespeare?

Mr.  Voles: That is correct. I wrote all his plays and my  wife

and I wrote his sonnets.

Game  Show  Host: Mr Voles, these plays are known to have  been

performed in the early 17th century. How old are you, Mr Voles?

Mr. Voles: 43.

Game  Show  Host:  Well, how is it possible  for  you  to  have

written plays performed over 300 years before you were born?

Mr. Voles: Ah well. This is where my claim falls to the ground.

Game Show Host: Ah!

Mr.  Voles: There's no possible way of answering that argument,

I'm  afraid.  I  was  only  hoping  you  would  not  make  that

particular  point, but I can see you're more than a  match  for

me!

Game Show Host: Mr Voles, thank you very much for coming along.



Mr. Voles: My pleasure.

Game  Show Host: Next we have Mr Bill Wymiss who claims to have

built the Taj Mahal.

Mr. Bill Wymiss: No.

Game Show Host: I'm sorry?

Mr. Bill Wymiss: No. No.

Game Show Host: I thought you cla...

Mr.  Bill  Wymiss: Well, I did but I can see  I  won't  last  a

minute with you.

Game Show Host: Next...

Mr. Bill Wymiss: I was right!

Game  Show  Host: ... we have Mrs Mittelschmerz of  Dundee  who

cla... Mrs Mittelschmerz, what is your claim?

Mrs.  Mittelschmerz (Graham Chapman in drag): That I can burrow

through an elephant.

Game  Show Host: (Pause) Now you've changed your claim, haven't

you. You know we haven't got an elephant.

Mrs. Mittelschmerz: (Insincerely) Oh, haven't you? Oh dear!

Game  Show Host: You're not fooling anybody, Mrs Mittelschmerz.

In  your letter you quite clearly claimed that...er...you could

be  thrown off the top of Beachy Head into the English  Channel

and then be buried.

Mrs. Mittelschmerz: No, you can't read my writing.

Game Show Host: It's typed.

Mrs. Mittelschmerz: It says 'elephant'.

Game  Show  Host:  Mrs Mittelschmerz, this is an  entertainment

show,  and I'm not prepared to simply sit here bickering.  Take

her away, Heinz!

Mrs. Mittelschmerz: Here, no, leave me alone!

(Sound of wind and sea).

Mrs. Mittelschmerz: Oooaaahh! (SPLOSH)



Sill no sign of land (Lifeboat)

(Scene: The interior of a ship. Seagulls are crying.)

(groans and coughs)

1: Still no sign of land. How long is it?

2: That's a rather personal question, sir. (low voices)

1:  You  stupid git. I meant how long is it that we've been  in

the lifeboat? You've destroyed the atmosphere now.

2: I'm sorry.

1: Shut up. Start again.

1: Still no sign of land. How long is it?

2: 33 days, sir.

1: Thirty-three days?

2:  We  can't go on much longer. (low voices) I didn't think  I

destroyed the atmosphere.

1: Shut up.

2: Well, I don't think I did.

1: 'Course you did.

2: (aside, to 3) Did you think I destroyed the atmosphere?

3: Yes I think you did.

1: Shut up. Shut up!

1: Still no sign of land. How long is it?

2: 33 days, sir.

4: Have we started again? [slap]

1: STILL no sign of land. How long is it?



2: 33 days, sir.

1: Thirty-three days?

2:  We can't go on much longer, sir. We haven't eaten since the

fifth day.

5: We're done for, we're done for!

1: Shut up, Maudling.

2: We've just got to keep hoping. Someone may find us.

6: How we feeling, Captain?

C: Not too good. I...I feel so weak.

2: We can't hold out much longer.

C:  Listen...chaps...there's still a  chance.  I'm...done  for,

I've...got  a  gammy  leg and I'm going fast;  I'll  never  get

through. But...some of you might. So...you'd better eat me.

?: Eat you, sir?

C: Yes. Eat me.

?: Iiuuhh! With a gammy leg?

C:  You  didn't eat the leg, Thompson. There's still plenty  of

good meat. Look at that arm.

5: It's not just the leg, sir.

C: What do you mean?

5: Well, sir...it's just that -

C: Why don't you want to eat me?

5: I'd rather eat Johnson, sir!

?: So would I, sir.

C: I see.

?: Then that's decided...everyone's gonna eat me!

?: Uh, well.

5: What, sir?

?: Go ahead, please, but I won't -

?: Oh nonsense, sir, you're starving; tuck in!

1: No, no, it's not that.

?: What's the matter with Johnson, sir?



1: Well, he's not kosher.

5: That depends how we kill him, sir.

1:  Yes,  that's true. But to be perfectly frank I...I like  my

meat a little more lean. I'd rather eat Hodges.

?: Oh well, all right.

5: I still prefer Johnson.

C: I wish you'd all stop bickering and eat me.

1:  Look.  I tell you what. Those who want to can eat  Johnson.

And  you, sir, can have my leg. And we make some stock from the

Captain, and then we'll have Johnson cold for supper.

Crew:  (cacophonous)  Hmm, yes, good idea, excellent  thinking,

very good, I don't suppose we could have Hodges in the morning,

jolly good idea, etc.

**** end of file LIFEBOAT PYTHON 10/23/87 ****

Undertaker

Man: Um, excuse me, is this the Undertakers?

Undertaker: Yep that's right, what can I do for you squire?

M: Um, well, I wonder if you can help me. Uh, my mother has

just died

 and I'm not quite sure what I should do.

U: Oh well, we can help you. We deal with stiffs.

M: Stiffs.

U: Now there's three things we can do with your mum. We can

bury her,

 burn her, or dump her.

M: Dump her?

U: Dump her in the Thames.

M: What?



U: Oh, did you like her?

M: Yes!

U: Oh well we won't dump her then. Well, what do you think.

Burn her

 or bury her.

M: Well, um, which would you recommend?

U: Well, they're both nasty. If we burn her she gets stuffed in

the

 flames; crackle, crackle, crackle; which is a bit of a shock

if she's

 not quite dead, but quick. And then you get a box of ashes

which you

 can pretend are hers.

M: Oh.

U: Or, if you don't want to fry her, you can bury her, and then

she'll

 get eaten up by maggots and weevels; nibble, nibble, nibble;

which

 isn't so hot, if as I said, she's not quite dead.

M: I see, um, well, I'm not very sure she's definately dead.

U: Where is she?

M: She's in this sack.

U: Let's have a look. Umm, she looks quite young.

M: Yes, she was.

U: (calling) Fred.

Fred: Yes?

U: I think we've got an eater.

F: I'll get the oven on.

M: Um, uh, excuse me. Um, are you suggesting we should eat my

mother?

U: Yeah, not raw, we'd cook her. She'd be delicious with a few

french



 fries, a bit of brautaline stuffing, delicious!

M: What? Well, actually I do feel a little bit peckish. No, I

can't.

U: Look, we'll eat your mum and if you feel a bit guility about

it

afterward we can dig a grave and you can throw up in it.

M: Alright.

_______________________________

1   Game Show Host:                John Cleese

    Mr. Voles:                Michael Palin

    Mr. Bill Wymiss:               Graham Chapman
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1. SIT ON MY FACE

Cast:

Choir: Monty Python

Choir:

Sit on my face, and tell me that you love me

I'll sit on your face and tell you I love you, too.

I love to hear you oralize

When I'm between your thighs

You blow me away

Sit on my face and let my lips embrace you

I'll sit on your face and let my love be truly

Life can be fine if we're both 69

If we sit on our faces at losses of places and play



'Till we're blown away

2. ANNOUNCEMENT

Cast:

Announcer: Eric Idle

Announcer: This record has been skillfully crafted by British comedians using ancient 
wellworn, classical handtool jokes. It 

has been specially designed to sit at the back of your record collection amongst the old 
Frank Sinatra albums to be brought out 

and split up when you get divorced. Any complaints about the humorous quality of this 
album should be addressed to British 

Airways, Ingraham's Drive, Greenwich .

3. HENRY KISSINGER

Cast:

Singer: Eric Idle

Singer:

Henry Kissinger, how I missinger

For the doctor of my dreams

---

or lots of people say that you don't care

But you've got nicer legs than Hitler

And bigger tits than Cher

Henry Kissinger, how I Missinger

and wishing you were here

4. STRING



Cast:

Adrian Wapcaplet: John Cleese

Mr. Simpson: Eric Idle

Adrian Wapcaplet: Aah, come in, come in, Mr....Simpson. Aaah, welcome to Mousebat, 
Follicle, Goosecreature, Ampersand, 

Spong, Wapcaplet, Looseliver, Vendetta and Prang!

Mr. Simpson: Thank you.

Adrian Wapcaplet: Do sit down--my name's Wapcaplet, Adrian Wapcaplet...

Mr. Simpson: how'd'y'do.

Wapcaplet: Now, Mr. Simpson... Simpson, Simpson... French, is it?

Mr. Simpson: No.

Adrian Wapcaplet: Aah. Now, I understand you want us to advertise your washing powder.

Mr. Simpson: String.

Adrian Wapcaplet: String, washing powder, what's the difference. We can sell *anything*.

Mr. Simpson: Good. Well I have this large quantity of string, a hundred and twenty-two 
thousand *miles* of it to be exact, 

which I inherited, and I thought if I advertised it--

Adrian Wapcaplet: Of course! A national campaign. Useful stuff, string, no trouble there.

Mr. Simpson: Ah, but there's a snag, you see. Due to bad planning, the hundred and twenty-
two thousand miles is in three 

inch lengths. So it's not very useful.

Adrian Wapcaplet: Well, that's our selling point! "SIMPSON'S INDIVIDUAL STRINGETTES!"

Mr. Simpson: What?

Adrian Wapcaplet: "THE NOW STRING! READY CUT, EASY TO HANDLE, SIMPSON'S INDIVIDUAL EMPEROR 

STRINGETTES - JUST THE RIGHT LENGTH!"

Mr. Simpson: For what?

Adrian Wapcaplet: Uuuh..."A MILLION HOUSEHOLD USES!"

Mr. Simpson: Such as?

Adrian Wapcaplet: Uhmm...Tying up very small parcels, attatching notes to pigeons' legs, 
uh, destroying household pests...

Mr. Simpson: Destroying household pests?! How?

Adrian Wapcaplet: Well, if they're bigger than a mouse, you can strangle them with it, and 
if they're smaller than, you flog 

them to death with it!



Mr. Simpson: Well *surely*!....

Adrian Wapcaplet: "DESTROY NINETY-NINE PERCENT OF KNOWN HOUSEHOLD PESTS WITH PRE-SLICED, 

RUSTPROOF, EASY-TO-HANDLE, LOW CALORIE SIMPSON'S INDIVIDUAL EMPEROR STRINGETTES, FREE 

FROM ARTIFICIAL COLORING, AS USED IN HOSPITALS!"

Mr. Simpson: 'Ospitals!?!?!?!!?

Adrian Wapcaplet: Have you ever in a Hospital where they didn't have string?

Mr. Simpson: No, but it's only *string*!

Adrian Wapcaplet: ONLY STRING?! It's everything! It's...it's waterproof!

Mr. Simpson: No, it isn't!

Adrian Wapcaplet: All right, it's water resistant then!

Mr. Simpson: It, isn't!

Adrian Wapcaplet: All right, it's water absorbent! It's...Super Absorbent String! "ABSORB 
WATER TODAY WITH 

SIMPSON'S INDIVIDUAL WATER ABSORB-A-TEX STRINGETTES! AWAY WITH FLOODS!"

Mr. Simpson: You just said it was waterproof!

Adrian Wapcaplet: "AWAY WITH THE DULL DRUDGERY OF WORKADAY TIDAL WAVES! USE SIMPSON'S 

INDIVIDUAL FLOOD PREVENTERS!"

Mr. Simpson: You're mad!

Adrian Wapcaplet: Shut up, shut up, shut up! Sex, sex sex, must get sex into it. Wait, I 
see a television commercial - There's 

this nude woman in a bath holding a bit of your string. That's great, great, but we need a 
doctor, got to have a medical opinion. 

There's a nude woman in a bath with a doctor--that's too sexy. Put an archbishop there 
watching them, that'll take the curse 

off it. Now, we need children and animals. There's two kids admiring the string, and a dog 
admiring the archbishop who's 

blessing the string. Uhh...international flavor's missing...make the archbishop Greek 
Orthodox. Why not Archbishop 

Macarios? No, no, he's dead... never mind, we'll get his brother, it'll be cheaper... So 
there's archbishop Macarios, his brother 

and a doctor in the bath with this nude woman, two doctors and a dog....

5. NEVER BE RUDE TO AN ARAB

Cast:



Singer: Terry Jones

Singer:

Never be rude to an Arab,

An Isreali, or Saudi, or Jew.

Never be rude to an Irishman,

No matter what you do.

Never poke fun at a Nigger,

A Spic, or a Wop, or Kraut.

And never poke fun at ...

<KABOOM>

6. I LIKE CHINESE

Cast:

Singer: Eric Idle

Singer (spoken):The world today seems absolutely cracked. With nuclear bombs to blow us 
all sky high. There's fools and 

idiots sitting on the trigger. It's depressing, and it's senseless, and that's why...

Singer (singing):

I like chinese,

I like chinese,

They only come up to your knees,

Yet they're always friendly and they're ready to to please.

I like chinese,

I like chinese,

There's nine hundred million of them in the world today,

You'd better learn to like them, that's what I say.



I like chinese,

I like chinese,

They come from a long way overseas,

But they're cute, and they're cuddly, and they're ready to please.

I like chinese food,

The waiters never are rude,

Think of the many things they've done to impress,

There's maoism, taoism, eging and chess.

So, I like chinese,

I like chinese,

I like their tiny little trees,

Their zen, their ping-pong, their ying and yang-eze.

I like chinese thought,

The wisdom that Confucius taught,

If Darwin is anything to shout about,

The chinese will survive us all without any doubt.

So, I like chinese,

I like chinese,

They only come up to your knees,

Yet they're wise, and they're witty, and they're ready to please.

Singer: All together!

Chinese Choir:

Wo, I chumba run,

Wo, I chumba run,

Wo, I chumba run,

Ne hamma, Ne hamma, Ne hamma chi chen.



I like chinese,

I like chinese,

Their food is guaranteed to please,

A fourteen, a seven, a nine and li-chese

I like chinese, 

I like chinese, 

I like their tiny little trees,

Their zen, their ping-pong, their ying and yang-eze

Singer and Chinese Man (with a sqeaky voice):

I like chinese,

I like chinese,

They only come up to your knees

(fade out....)

7. BISHOP

Cast:

Bishop of Leicester: Michael Palin

Recording Coordinator: John Cleese

Man I: Eric Idle

Man II: Graham Chapman

Bishop of Leicester: It is the dawn of time. This earth we know so well is a smoldering, 
inhospitable place. No plants grow, 

no creature can survive. The hard, uncrackable rocks that form our mountain ranges our 
being crushed and folded by forces 

that will take millions of years to shape. These are the forces! This is the power that 
drives the hand that drinks "Treadmill", 

the mighty lager, with the world's first great taste of fish!

Recording Coordinator: Bishop, don't say "of fish".

Bishop of Leicester: Uhm?

Recording Coordinator: Don't say "of fish" in the end. It doesn't mean anything.



Bishop of Leicester: Ah, no, I see, fine. No "of fish". Right!

Recording Coordinator: Just go from "these are the forces".

Bishop of Leicester: Right.

Recording Coordinator: I'll give you a green.

Bishop of Leicester: What?

Recording Coordinator: I'll give you a green light.

Bishop of Leicester: Oh, right, thank you! (Music starts again) These are the forces! This 
is the power that drives the band 

that drinks...

Recording Coordinator: Hand!

Bishop of Leicester: Of course! Sorry! Sorry! Can't think what came over me!

Recording Coordinator: Well, start again.

Bishop of Leicester: What?

Recording Coordinator: Well, start again, bishop. Same place.

Bishop of Leicester: Oh, right. These are the forces! This is the power that drives the 
hand that drinks "Treadmill", the 

mighty lager, with the world's first great taste of fish! Oh, damn! Sorry! Sorry!

Recording Coordinator: All right, just a moment.

Bishop of Leicester: I'm terribly sorry, I remembered the hand, but forgot the...

Recording Coordinator: Yes, yes, that's all right. John, can we edit out the "of fish"?

John: Yeah.

Recording Coordinator: Good. That's fine, thank you, bishop.

Bishop of Leicester: All right, is it? Good! Terribly sorry about the silly slip. I don't 
know what came over me.

Man I: Who is he? (In a low voice)

Man II: Bishop of Leicester, I think. (In a low voice too)

Man I: Well, why couldn't we get Bath and Wells?

Man II: He's doing frozen peas for Nigel.

Man I: Lucky bastard! He's so good.

Man II: Have you seen the Bishop of Wooster? Marvellous! He did an entire Snippety Dippedy 
gift catalog promo on one 

ski!

Man I: Really? Sshh! Here she comes!

Bishop of Leicester: Ah, how was it? All right?



Man I: Marvellous!

Man II: Excellent!

Bishop of Leicester: --- a bit of a mess.

Man I: Sorry?

Bishop of Leicester: Well, all that stuff about the dawn of time and the rocks developing 
over millions of years, you know, 

not quite A-1 theory without, you know?

Man I: It's only a commercial

Bishop of Leicester: Oh, yes, yes, of course, course, I'm not criticizing, it's just, uhm, 
well...I mean, uh, not quite the 

Creations we see it...

Man I: Well, good-bye.

Bishop of Leicester: Good, good, fine, and the...and the cheque will be...

Man I: ...with your agent on Tuesday.

Bishop of Leicester: Marvellous! Marvellous! Thank you so much! Oh, and sorry about the 
"of fish", huh! You'd be able to 

move that away, will you?

Man I: Yes, we can move that.

Bishop of Leicester: Oh, good. Wonderful what you can do nowadays, eh?

Man I: Yes, indeed!

Bishop of Leicester: Well, toodebay!

8. MEDICAL LOVE SONG

Cast:

Singer: Graham Chapman

Man: ---

Se¤or Baresby: ---

Man: The doctors are here, Se¤or Baresby.

Se¤or Baresby: Oh, t‚rrifique.

Singer:

Inflammation of the foreskin



Reminds me of your smile

I've had balanital chancroids

For quite a little while

I gave my heart to NSU

That lovely night in June

I ache for you, my darling,

And I hope you'll get well soon

My penile warts, your herpes,

My syphilitic sore,

Your monilial infection

How I miss you more and more

Your *dobies itch my *scrum-pox

Ah, lovely gonorrhea

At least we both were lying

When we said that we were clear

My clapped-out genitalia

Is not so bad for me

As the complete and utter failure

Every time I try to pee

I'm dying from your love, my love,

I'm your spirochetal clown

I've left my body to science,

But I'm afraid they've turned it down

Singer and Choir:

Gonococcal urethritis

Streptococcal balanitis

Meningomyelitis

*Diplococcal *catholitis

Epidydimitis

Interstitial keratitis



Syphilitic coronitis

And anterior *ureitis.

9. FAREWELL TO JOHN DENVER

Cast:

Newscaster: Graham Chapman

Newscaster: The item which follows has been omitted on legal advice. (Long Pause) Uhm, 
once again we apologize for that 

pause in the record which was ... original item being omitted on legal advice. However, 
I'm pleased to say we can now go on 

with the record, so here we are with Finland, Finland!

10. FINLAND

Cast:

Singer: Michael Palin

Announcer: Graham Chapman

Singer:

Finland, Finland, Finland, the country where I want to be

Pony trekking or camping or just watching TV

Finland, Finland, Finland, it's the country for me

Yes only to Russia, so far from Japan

Quite a long way from Cairo, lots of miles from Vietnam

Finland, Finland, Finland, the country where I want to be

Eat breakfast or dinner or snacklunch in the hall

Finland, Finland, Finland, Finland has it all

You're so sadly neglected and often ignored

A mere second to Belgium when going abroad

Finland, Finland, Finland, the country where I quite want to be

Your mountains so lofty, your treetops so tall



Finland, Finland, Finland, Finland has it all

--- !

Finland, Finland, Finland, the country where I quite want to be

Your mountains so lofty, your treetops so tall

Finland, Finland, Finland, Finland has it all

Finland, Finland, Finland, Finland has it all

Announcer: If you've enjoyed hearing this song, and would like to know more about Finland, 
why not ring Mr. Griffiths of --- 

Hempstead. He and his charming wife Edna would be glad to answer any of your questions and 
who knows, may show you 

some of their unrivaled collection of Scandinavian credit cards.

11. I'M SO WORRIED

Cast:

Singer: Terry Jones

Singer:

I'm so worried about what's happenin' today, in the Middle East, you know.

And I'm so worried about the baggage retrieval system they've got at Heathrow.

I'm so worried about the fashions today, I don't think they're good for your feet.

And I'm so worried about the shows on TV that sometimes they want to repeat.

I'm so worried about what's happened today, you know.

And I'm worried about the baggage retrieval system they've got at Heathrow.

I'm so worried about my hair falling out and the state of the world today.

And I'm so worried about bein' so full of doubt about everything, anyway.

I'm so worried about modern technology.

I'm so worried about all the things that they dump in the sea.

I'm so worried about it, worried about it, worried, worried, worried.

I'm so worried about everything that can go wrong.



I'm so worried about whether people like this song.

I'm so worried about this very next verse, it isn't the best that I've got.

And I'm so worried about whether I should go on, or whether I should just stop.

(pause)

I'm worried about whether I ought to have stopped.

And I'm worried because, it's the sort of thing I ought to know.

And I'm so worried about the baggage retrieval system they've got at Heathrow.

(longer pause)

I'm so worried about whether I should have stopped then.

I'm so worried that I'm driving everyone 'round the bend.

I'm worried about the baggage retrieval system they've got at Heathrow.

12. I BET YOU THEY WON'T PLAY THIS SONG ON THE RADIO

Cast:

Singer: Michael Palin

Singer:

I bet you they won't play this song on the radio

I bet you they won't play this new [ ] song

It's not that it's [ ] or [ ] controversial

Just that the [ ]-ing words are awfully strong

You can't say [ ] on the radio or [ ] or [ ] or [ ]

You can't even say I'd like to [ ] you someday

Unless you're a doctor with a very large [ ]

I bet you they won't play this song on the radio

I bet you they daren't [ ]-ing well program it

I bet you the [ ]-ing old program directors



Will think it's a load of horse[ ]

13. MARTYRDOM OF ST. VICTOR

Cast:

Storyteller: Michael Palin

Storyteller: And it came to pass that Saint Victor was taken from this place to another 
place, where he was lain upon pillows 

of silk and made himself to rest himself amongst sheets of muslin and velvet. And there 
stroked was he by maidens of the 

Orient. For sixteen days and nights stroked they him, yea verily and caressed him. His 
hair, ruffled they. And their fingers 

rubbethed they in oil of olives, and runneth them across all parts of his body for as much 
as to soothe him. And the soles of 

his feet licked they. And the upper parts of his thigh did they anoint with the balm of 
forbidden trees. And with the teeth of 

their mouths, nibbleth they the pointed bits at the top of his ears. Yea verily, and did 
their tongues thereof make themselves 

acquainted with his most secret places. For fifteen days and nights did Victor withstand 
these maidens, but on the sixteenth 

day he cried out, saying: "This...is fantastic! Oh...this is terrific!" And the Lord did 
hear the cry of Victor. And verily came 

He down and slew the maidens. And caused their cottonwool bugs to blow away, and their 
Kleenex to be laid waste utterly. 

And Victor, in his anguish, cried out that the Lord was a rotten bastard. So the Lord sent 
an angel to comfort Victor for the 

weekend. And entered they together the jaccuzzi. Here endeth the lesson

14. HERE COMES ANOTHER ONE

Cast:

Singer: John Cleese

Advisor: Michael Palin

Singer:

Here comes another one



Here it comes again

Here comes another one

When will it ever end?

I know what Evan is

I've not seen one before

But here comes another one

And here comes a Budgyman

But here comes another one

Thank not I'm not a luncheon

Singer: That's it, is it?

Advisor: Obviously, it would be better with a full orchestra

Singer: Yes, yes, I suppose it would.

(Violent, boombastic music starts playing)

Singer:

Here comes another one

Here it comes again

Here comes another one

When will it ever end?

(Music slows)

Singer:

Here comes another one

Here it comes again

Here comes another one

When will it ever end?

15. BOOKSHOP

 

Cast:



Customer: Graham Chapman

Proprietor: John Cleese

Customer: (entering the bookshop) Good morning.

Proprietor: Good morning, sir. Can I help you?

Customer: Er, yes. Do you have a copy of "Thirty Days in the Samarkand Desert with the 
Duchess of Kent" by A. E. J. 

Eliott, O.B.E.?

Proprietor: Ah, well, I don't know the book, sir....

Customer: Er, never mind, never mind.   How about "A Hundred and One Ways to Start a 
Fight"?

Proprietor: ...By?

Customer: An Irish gentleman whose name eludes me for the moment.

Proprietor: Ah, no, well, we haven't got it in stock, sir....

Customer: Oh, well, not to worry, not to worry. Can you help me with "David Coperfield"?

Proprietor: Ah, yes, Dickens.

Customer: No....

Proprietor: (pause) I beg your pardon?

Customer: No, Edmund Wells.

Proprietor: I... *think* you'll find Charles Dickens wrote "David Copperfield", sir....

Customer: No, no, Dickens wrote "David Copperfield" with *two* Ps. This is "David 
Coperfield" with *one* P by Edmund 

Wells.

Proprietor: "David Coperfield" with one P?

Customer: Yes, I should have said.

Proprietor: Yes, well in that case we don't have it.

Customer: (peering over counter) Funny, you've got a lot of books here....

Proprietor: (slightly perturbed) Yes, we do, but we don't have "David Coperfield" with one 
P by Edmund Wells.

------------------Detta finns inte p† min CD!!!------------------------

Customer: Pity, it's more thorough than the Dickens.

Proprietor: More THOROUGH?!?

Customer: Yes...I wonder if it might be worth a look through all your "David Copper- 
field"s...



Proprietor: No, sir, all our "David Copperfield"s have two P's.

-----------------------------------------------

Customer: Are you quite sure?

Proprietor: Quite.

Customer: Not worth just looking?

Proprietor: Definitely not.

Customer: Oh...how 'bout "Grate Expectations"?

Proprietor: Yes, well we have that....

Customer: That's "G-R-A-T-E Expectations," also by Edmund Wells.

Proprietor: (pause) Yes, well in that case we don't have it. We don't have anything by 
Edmund Wells, actually: he's not very 

popular.

Customer: Not "Knickerless Knickleby"? That's K-N-I-C-K-E-R-L-E-S-S.

Proprietor: (taciturn) No.

Customer: "Khristmas Karol" with a K?

Proprietor: (really quite perturbed) No....

Customer: Er, how about "A Sale of Two Titties"?

Proprietor: DEFINITELY NOT.

Customer: (moving towards door) Sorry to trouble you....

Proprietor: Not at all....

Customer: Good morning.

Proprietor: Good morning.

Customer: (turning around) Oh!

Proprietor: (deep breath) Yesss?

Customer: I wonder if you might have a copy of "Rarnaby Budge"?

Proprietor: No, as I say, we're right out of Edmund Wells!

Customer: No, not Edmund Wells - Charles Dikkens.

Proprietor: (pause - eagerly) Charles Dickens??

Customer: Yes.

Proprietor: (excitedly) You mean "Barnaby Rudge"!

Customer: No, "Rarnaby Budge" by Charles Dikkens. That's Dikkens with two Ks, the well-
known Dutch author.

Proprietor: (slight pause) No, well we don't have "Rarnaby Budge" by Charles Dikkens with 
two Ks, the well-known Dutch 



author, and perhaps to save time I should add that we don't have "Karnaby Fudge" by Darles 
Chickens, or "Farmer of Sludge" 

by Marles Pickens, or even "Stickwick Stapers" by Farles Wickens with four M's and a 
silent Q!!!!! Why don't you try W. 

H. Smith's?

Customer: Ah did, They sent me here.

Proprietor: DID they.

Customer: Oh, I wonder...

Proprietor: Oh, do go on, please.

Customer: Yes...I wonder if you might have "The Amazing Adventures of Captain Gladys 
Stoutpamphlet and her Intrepid 

Spaniel Stig Amongst the Giant Pygmies of Beckles"...volume eight.

Proprietor: (after a pause for recovery) No, we don't have that...funny, we've got a lot 
of books here...well, I musn't keep you 

standing here...thank you,--

Customer: Oh, well do, do you have--

Proprietor: No, we haven't. No, we haven't.

Customer: B-b-b-but--

Proprietor: Sorry, no, it's one o'clock now, we're | closing for lunch--

Customer: Ah, I--I saw it--

Proprietor: I'm sorry--

Customer: I saw it over there! I saw it...

Proprietor: What? What? WHAT?!?

Customer: I saw it over there: "Olsen's Standard Book of British Birds".

Proprietor: (pause; trying to stay calm) "Olsen's Standard Book of British Birds"?

Customer: Yes...

Proprietor: O-L-S-E-N?

Customer: Yes....

Proprietor: B-I-R-D-S??

Customer: Yes.....

Proprietor: (beat) Yes, well, we do have that, as a matter of fact....

Customer: The expurgated version....

Proprietor: (pause; politely) I'm sorry, I didn't quite catch that...?

Customer: The expurgated version.



Proprietor: (exploding) The EXPURGATED version of "Olsen's Standard Book of British 
Birds"?!

Customer: (desperately) The one without the gannet!

Proprietor: The one without the gannet-!!! They've ALL got the gannet!! It's a Standard 
British Bird, the gannet, it's in all the 

books!!!

Customer: (insistent) Well, I don't like them...they wet their nests.

Proprietor: (furious) All right! I'll remove it!! (rrrip!) Any other birds you don't 
like?!

Customer: I don't like the robin...

Proprietor: (screaming) The robin! Right! The robin! (rrrip!) There you are, any others 
you don't like, any others?

Customer: The nuthatch?

Proprietor: Right! (flipping through the book) The nuthatch, the nuthatch, the nuthatch, 
'ere we are! (rrriiip!) There you are! 

NO gannets, NO robins, NO nuthatches, THERE's your book!

Customer: (indignant) I can't buy that! It's torn!

Proprietor: (incoherent noise)

Customer: Ah, I wonder if you have--

Proprietor: God, ask me anything!! We got lots of books here, you know, it's a bookshop!!

Customer: Er, how 'bout "Biggles Combs his Hair"?

Proprietor: No, no, we don't have that one, funny!

Customer: "The Gospel According to Charley Drake"?

Proprietor: No, no, no, try me again!

Customer: Ah...oh, I know! "Ethel the Aardvark goes Quantity Surveying".

Proprietor: No, no, no, no, no,...What? WHAT??????

Customer: "Ethel the Aardvark goes Quantity Surveying".

Proprietor: "Ethel the Aa--" YES!!!YES!!! WE'VE GOT IT!! (throwing books wildly about) I-
I've seen it somewhere!!! I 

know it!!! Hee hee hee hee hee!!! Ha ha hoo ho---WAIT!! WAIT!! Is it?? Is it??? 
(triumphant) YES!!!!!! Here we are, "Ethel 

the Aardvark goes Quantity Surveying"!!!!! There's your book!! (throwing it down) Now, BUY 
IT!!!

Customer: (quickly) I don't have enough money.

Proprietor: (desperate) I'll take a deposit!

Customer: I don't have ANY money!

Proprietor: I'll take a check!!



Customer: I don't have a checkbook!

Proprietor: I've got a blank one!!

Customer: I haven't got a bank account!!

Proprietor: RIGHT!!!! I'll buy it FOR you! (ring) There we are, there's your change, 
there's some money for a taxi on the way 

home, there's your book, now, now..

Customer: Wait, wait, wait!

Proprietor: What? What?!? WHAT?!? WHAT???!!

Customer: I can't read!!!

Proprietor: (staggeringly long pause; very quietly) You can't...read. (pause) RIGHT!!! Sit 
down!! Sit!! Sit! Sit down!! Are 

you sitting comfortably??? Right!!! (opens book) "Ethel the Aardvark was hopping down the 
river valley one lovely 

morning..." (fade out)

16. DO WHAT JOHN

Cast:

Choir: The Fred Tomlinson Singers

Choir:

Do what John, do what John

Come again, do what

Do what John, do what John

Do what, do what, do what

Do where John, Do where John

---

Do what John, do what John

Come again, do what

Do what John, do what John

Do what, do what, do what

Do where John, Do where John

---



17. ROCK NOTES

Cast:

Newscaster: Eric Idle

Newscaster: Rex Stardust, lead electric triangle with Toad the Wet Sprocket has had to 
have an elbow removed following their 

recent successful worldwide tour of Finland. Flamboyant ambidextrous Rex apparently fell 
off the back of a motorcycle. "Fell 

off the back of a motorcyclist, most likely," quipped ace drummer Jumbo McCluney upon 
hearing of the accident. Plans are 

already afoot for a major tour of Iceland. Divorced after only eight minutes, popular 
television singing star, Charisma, changed 

her mind on the way out of the registry office, when she realized she had married one of 
the Donkeys by mistake. The 

evening before in L.A.'s glittering nightspot, the Abitoir, she had proposed to drummer 
Reg Abbot of Blind Drunk, after a 

whirlwind romance and a knee-trembler. But when the hangover lifted, it was Keith Sly of 
the Donkeys who was on her arm 

in the registry office. Keith, who was too ill to notice, remained unsteady during the 
short ceremony and when asked to 

exchange vows, began to recite names and addresses of people who also used the stuff. 
Charisma spotted the error as Keith 

was being carried into the wedding ambulance and became emotionally upset. However, the 
mistake was soon cleared up, and 

she stayed long enough to consummate their divorce. Dead Monkeys are to split up again, 
according to their manager, Lefty 

Goldblatt. They've been in the business now ten years, nine as othergroups. Originally the 
Dead Salmon, they became for a 

while, Trout. Then Fried Trout, then Poached Trout In A White Wine Sauce, and finally, 
Herring. Splitting up for nearly a 

month, they re-formed as Red Herring, which became Dead Herring for a while, and then Dead 
Loss, which reflected the 

current state of the group. Splitting up again to get their heads together, they reformed 
a fortnight later as Heads Together, a 

tight little name which lasted them through a difficult period when their drummer was 
suspected of suffering from death. It 

turned out to be only a rumor and they became Dead Together, then Dead Gear, which lead to 
Dead Donkeys, Lead Donkeys, 



and the inevitable split up. After nearly ten days, they reformed again as Sole Manier, 
then Dead Sole, Rock Cod, Turbot, 

Haddock, White Baith, the Places, Fish, Bream, Mackerel, Salmon, Poached Salmon, Poached 
Salmon In A White Wine Sauce, 

Salmon-monia, and Helen Shapiro. This last name, their favorite, had to be dropped 
following an injunction and they split up 

again. When they reformed after a recordbreaking two days, they ditched the fishy 
references and became Dead Monkeys, a 

name which they stuck with for the rest of their careers. Now, a fortnightlater, they've 
finally split up.

Telephone: [Ring]

Newscaster: Uh-oh. Hello.

Man: Hello.

Newscaster: Yes?

Man: What do you think of Dead Duck?

Newscaster: What do I think of Dead Duck?

Man: Or Lobster?

Newscaster: Lobster...?

18. MUDDY KNEES

Cast:

Singer: Graham Chapman

Singer:

Muddy knees have got me on a quiver

Muddy knees have got me all aglow

Muddy knees have sent me for a paper

To a newsagent here I know

Muddy knees have got me on a quiver

Muddy knees have got me all aglow

Muddy knees have sent me for a paper

To a newsagents near here that I know



Muddy knees have got me on a quiver

Muddy knees have got me all aglow

Muddy knees have sent me for a paper

To a newsagents near here that I know

Them muddy knees

Them muddy knees

Them muddy knees

Them muddy knees

Them muddy knees

Them muddy knees

Them muddy knees

Them muddy knees

Them muddy knees

Them muddy knees

Them muddy knees

19. CROCODILE

Cast:

Newscaster: Eric Idle

Brian Goebbels: Terry Jones

Newscaster II: Michael Palin

Barry Loothesom: Eric Idle

Sergeant Major Harold Duke: Terry Jones

Gavin Morolowe: Michael Palin

(Background music: Sportscast intro)

Newscaster: And right now it's time for athletics, and over to Brian Goebbels in Paris.

Brian Goebells: Hello, well you join us here in Paris just a few minutes before the start 
of today's big event: the final of the 

Men's-Being-Eaten-By-A-Crocodile event. I'm standing now by the crocodile pit where-
AAAAAAHHHHH!



(FX: Crocodiles eating, French exclamations and sirens)

Newscaster II: Ah. Well I'm afraid that we've lost Brian Goebbels, so while 
they're...they're sorting that out, we have a report 

from Barry Loothesom in Lughtborrow on the British preparations for this most important 
event.

Barry Loothesom: Here at Lughtborrow are the five young men chosen last week to be eaten 
by a crocodile for Britain this 

summer. Obviously, the most important part of the event is the opening 60 yard sprint 
towards the crocs. And twenty-two 

year old Nottingham schoolteacher Gavin Watterlow is rated by some not only the fastest 
but also the tastiest British morsel 

since Barry Gordon got a bronze at Helsinki. In charge of the team is Sergeant Major 
Harold Duke.

Sergeant Major Harold Duke: Aww, well, you not only got to get in that pit first, you 
gotta get EATEN first. When you land 

in front of your croc, and 'e opens his mouth, I wanna see you right in there. Rub your 
'ead up against 'is taste buds. And 

when those teeth bite into your flesh, use the perches to thrust yourself DOWN his 
throat...

Barry Loothesom: Duke's trained every British team since 1928, and it's his blend of 
gymnastic knowhow, reptilian expertise 

and culinary skill that's turned many an un-appetizing novice into a crocodilic banquet.

Duke: Well, our chefs have been experimenting for many years to find a sauce most likely 
to tempt the crocodile. In the past, 

we've concentrated on a fish based --- sauce, but this year, we are reverting to a simple 
bernaise.

Barry Loothesom: The British team are worried because Olympic regulations allow only the 
competitor's heads to be sauced. 

Gavin Morolowe...

Gavin Morolowe: Yes, well, I mean, (clears throat) you know, four years ago, everyone knew 
the Italians were coating the 

insides of their legs with bolinaise, the Russians have been marinating themselves, One of 
the Germans, Biolek, was caught 

actually putting, uh, remolarde down his shorts. And the Finns were using tomato flavoured 
running shoes. Uh, I think there 

should either be unrestricted garnishing, or a single, Olympic standard mayonnaise.

Barry Loothesom: Gavin, does it ever worry you that you're actually going to be chewed up 
by a bloody, grey crocodile?

Gavin Morolowe: The only thing that worries me, Jim, is being the first one down that 



gully.

Barry Loothesom: Well, the way things are going here at Lughtborrow, it looks as though 
Britan could easily pick up a place 

in the first seven hundred. But nothing's predictable in this tough, harsh, highly 
competitive world where today's champion is 

tomorrow's crocodile shit. And back to you, in the studio, Norman.

20. DECOMPOSING COMPOSERS

Cast:

Singer: Michael Palin

[Canon in D major - Johann Pachelbel (1653-1706)]

Singer: Right-ho, darling, yeah, I'm gonna be about 8:30. Nah, I'm not gonna buy it

Singer:

Beethoven's gone, but his music lives on,

And Mozart don't go shopping no more.

You'll never meet Lizst or Brahms again,

And Elgar doesn't answer the door.

Schubert and Chopin used to chuckle and laugh,

Whilst composing a long symphony.

But one hundred and fifty years later,

There's very little of them left to see.

The decomposing composers,

There's nothing much anyone can do.

You can still hear Beethoven,

But Beethoven cannot hear you.

[Symphony No. 5 in C minor, Op. 67 - Ludwig van Beethoven (1770-1827)]



Handel and Haydn and Rachmaninoff

Enjoyed a nice drink with their meal.

But nowadays no one will serve them,

And their gravy is left to congeal.

Verdi and Wagner delighted the crowds

With their highly original sounds.

The pianos they play are still working,

But they're both six feet underground.

The decomposing composers,

There's less of them every year.

You can say what you like to Debussy

But there's not much of them left to hear.

Singer: Claude Akil Debussy. Died, 1918. Christof Viliborg Kralk. Died, 1787. Carl Maria 
von Weber. Not at all well, 1825. 

Died, 1826.

[Swan Lake - Peter Tchaikovsky]

Singer: Giacommo Meiabier. Still alive, 1863. Not still alive, 1864. Modest Mussorgsky. 
1880, going to parties.

[---]

Singer: No fun anymore, 1881. Johann Neopok Hummel. Chattin' away 19 'an a dozen with his 
mates down at the Pub every 

evenin', 1836. 1837, nothing.

21. BELLS

Cast:

Husband: Graham Chapman



Wife: Terry Jones

(Sound: Church bells, lots of them, ringing.)

Husband: I wish those bloody bells would stop.

Wife: Oh, it's quite nice dear, it's Sunday, it's the church.

Husband: What about us atheists? Why should we 'ave to listen to that sectarian turmoil?

Wife: You're a lapsed atheist, dear.

Husband: The principle's the same. Bleedin' C.V.! The Mohmedans don't come 'round here 
wavin' bells at us! We don't get 

Buddhists playing bagpipes in our bathroom! Or Hindus harmonizing in the hall! The 
Shintoists don't come here shattering 

sheet glass in the shithouse, and shouting slogans-

Wife: All right, don't practice your alliteration on me.

Husband: Anyway, when I membership card and blazer badge back from the League of 
Agnostics, I shall urge the executive to 

lodge a protest against that religious racket! Pass the butter knife!

Wife: WHAT??

Husband: PASS THE BUTTER KNIFE!! (pause) THANK YOU! IF ONLY WE HAD SOME KIND OF MISSILE!

Wife: 'OLD ON, I'LL CLOSE THE WINDOW.

Husband: WHAT?!

Wife: I SAID, I'LL CLOSE THE WINDOW!

(Sound: Window closing, bells get faint, but are still there)

Husband: If only we had some kind of missile, we could take the steam out of those bells.

Wife: Well, you could always use the number 14 - The-St. Joseph-the-somewhat-divine-on-the-
hill ballistic missile. It's in the 

attic.

Husband: What ballistic missile would this be, then?

(Sound: Bells begin to get increasingly louder)

Wife: I made it for you, it's your birthday present!

Husband: Just what I wanted, 'ow nice of you to remember, my pet. 'ERE!



Wife: WHAT?

Husband: THOSE BELLS ARE GETTING LOUDER!

Wife: WHAT?

Husband: THOSE BELLS ARE GETTING LOUDER!!

Wife: THE BELLS ARE GETTING LOUDER! OOOH, LOOK!

Husband: WHAT?

Wife: THE CHURCH, IT... ITS COMING CLOSER! ITS COMING DOWN THE 'ILL!

Husband: WHAT A LIBERTY!

Wife: ITS TURNING INTO OUR LANE! 

Husband: Straight through the lights of cause!

Wife: TYPICAL, WELL, YOU BETTER GO PUT IT OUT OF IT'S MISERY.

Husband: WHERE'S THIS MISSILE, THEN?

Wife: IT'S IN THE ATTIC. PRESS THE BUTTON MARKED CHURCH!

Husband: 'OW DO I AIM IT?

Wife: OH; IT AUTOMATICALLY HOMES IN ON THE NEAREST PLACE OF WORSHIP!

Husband: BUT THAT'S ST. MARKS!

Wife: IT ISN'T NOW, LOOK!! OH, ITS OP'NING THE GATE.

Husband: WHAT? USE THE MEGAPHONE!

Wife: IT'S OP'NING THE GATE!! 

Husband: OH, POP UP THE AIRING CUPBOARD!

Wife: 'HURRY UP, ITS TRAMPLING OVER THE AZALIAS!

(Sound: Missle launch, explosion, bells diminish)

Husband: Did I 'it it?

Wife: Yes, right up the aisle.

Husband: Well, I've always said, There's nothing an agnostic can't do if he really doesn't 
know whether he believes in anything 

or not.

22. TRAFFIC LIGHTS

Cast:



Singer: John Cleese

Singer:

I like traffic lights

I like traffic lights

I like traffic lights

No matter where they've been

I like traffic lights

I like traffic lights

I like traffic lights

I like traffic lights

I like traffic lights

But only when they're green

Man and Choir:

He likes traffic lights

He likes traffic lights

He likes traffic lights

No matter where they've been

He likes traffic lights

He likes traffic lights

He likes traffic lights

But only when they're green

Singer:

I like traffic lights

I like traffic lights

I like traffic lights

That is what I said

I like traffic lights

I like traffic lights

I like traffic lights

But not when they are red



Man and Choir:

He likes traffic lights

He likes traffic lights

That is what he said

He likes traffic lights

He likes traffic lights

He likes traffic lights

He likes traffic lights

He likes traffic lights

But not when they are red

Singer:

I like traffic lights

I like traffic lights

I like traffic lights

Although my name's not Bamber

I like traffic lights

I like traffic lights

I like traffic lights

I...

Singer: ...oh, God.

23. ALL THINGS DULL AND UGLY

Children's Choir:

All things dull and ug-ly,

All creatures, short and squat,

All things rude and na-sty,

The Lord God made the lot.



Each little snake that poisons,

Each little wasp that stings,

He made their prudish venom,

He made their horrid wings.

All things sick and cancerous,

All evil great and small,

All things foul and dangerous,

The Lord God made them all.

Each nasty little hornet,

Each beastly little squid,

Who made the spiky urchin?

Who made the sharks? He did!

All things scabbed and ulcerous,

All pox both great and small,

Putrid, foul and gangrenous,

The Lord God made them all.

Amen.

24. A SCOTTISH FAREWELL

Cast:

Scottish Singer: John Cleese

(Bagpipe Music)

Scottish Singer:

Herrre comes another one!

(Techno Music, then explosion)



Sida: 3

        Ingraham's Drive, Greenwhich?

Sida: 5

 Eging? va?!

Sida: 5

        Confucius Kung-Fu-Tzu or Kung-tzu 551-479 B.C. Chinese philosopher

Sida: 5

 li-chese?

Sida: 7

 *=os„kert

Sida: 10

        Customer: Graham Chapman

        Proprietor: John Cleese
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Dead Bishop on the Landing

Mother: (turning off radio) liberal rubbish! Klaus!

Klaus: Yeah?

Mother: Whaddaya want with yer jugged fish?

Klaus: 'Alibut.

Mother: The jugged fish IS 'alibut!

Klaus: Well, what fish 'ave you got that isn't jugged?

Mother: Rabbit.

Klaus: What, rabbit fish?

Mother: Uuh, yes...it's got fins...

Klaus: Is it dead?

Mother: Well, it was coughin' up blood last night.

Klaus: All right, I'll have the dead unjugged rabbit fish.

Voice over: One dead unjugged rabbit fish later:

Klaus:  (putting down his knife and fork) Well, that was really

'orrible.

Mother: Aaw, you're always complainin'!



Klaus: Wha's for afters?

Mother: Rat cake, rat sorbet, rat pudding, or strawberry tart.

Klaus: (eyes lighting up) Strawberry tart?

Mother: Well, it's got *some* rat in it.

Klaus: 'Ow much?

Mother: Three. A lot, really.

Klaus: Well, I'll have a slice without so much rat in it.

Voice over: One slice of strawberry tart without so much rat in

it later:

Klaus: (putting down fork and knife) Appalling.

Mother: Naw, naw, naw!

Son: (coming in the door) 'Ello Mum. 'Ello Dad.

Klaus: 'Ello son.

Son: There's a dead bishop on the landing, dad!

Klaus: Really?

Mother: Where's it from?

Son: Waddya mean?

Mother: What's its diocese?

Son: Well, it looked a bit Bath and Wells-ish to me...

Klaus:  (getting up and going out the door) I'll go and have  a

look.

Mother: I don't know...kids bringin' 'em in here...

Son: It's not me!

Mother:  I've got three of 'em down by the bin, and the dustmen

won't touch 'em!

Klaus: (coming back in) Leicester.

Mother: 'Ow d'you know?

Klaus: Tattooed on the back o' the neck. I'll call the police.

Mother: Shouldn't you call the church?

Son: Call the church police!

Klaus: All right. (shouting) THE CHURCH POLICE!!



(sirens racing up, followed by a tremendous crash)

(the church police burst in the door)

Detective: What's all this then, Amen!

Mother: Are you the church police?

All the police officers: (in unison) Ho, Yes!

Mother:  There's  another dead bishop  on  the  landing,  Vicar

Sargeant!

Detective: Uh, Detective Parson, madam. I see... suffrican,  or

diocisian?

Mother: 'Ow should I know?

Detective: It's tatooed on the back o' their neck. (spying  the

tart) 'Ere, is that... *rat tart*?

Mother: yes.

(pause)

Detective:  Disgusting! Right! Men, the chase  is  on!  Now  we

should all kneel!

(they all kneel)

All: O Lord, we beseech thee, tell us 'oo croaked Leicester!

(thunder)

Voice of the Lord: The one in the braces, 'e done it!

Klaus: It's a fair cop, but society's to blame.

Detective: Agreed. We'll be charging them too.

Klaus:  I'd  like  you  to  take the  three  by  the  bin  into

consideration.

Detective: Right. I'll now ask you all to conclude this harrest

with a hymn.

All:

All things bright and beautiful,

All creatures great and small,

All things wise and wonderful,

The church has nigged them all.



Amen.

**** end of file BISHOP PYTHON    8/30/87       ****

Ralph Melish

*** from Matching Tie & Handkerchief LP

*** transcribed from tape 11/16/87 Daniel Rich

<drich@research1.bgsu.edu>

Narator: June the 4th, 1973. It was much like any other

summer's day

 in Petersburg, and Ralph Melish, a file clerk at an insurance

 company, was on his way to work as usual when....(Dramatic

music)

 nothing happened.

 Scarcly able to believe his eyes, Ralph Melish looked down.

But

 one glance confirmed his suspicions. Behind a bush on the side

 of the road, there was no severed arm, no dismembered trunk of

a

 man in his late fifties, no head in a bag, nothing...not a

sock.

 For Ralph Melish, this was not to be the start of any trail of

 events which would not, in no time at all, involve him in

neither

 a tangled knot of suspicion nor any web of lies, which would,

had

 he been not uninvolved, surely have led to no other place than

 the central criminal court of the old baliff.

 (Sound of gavel banging)



 But it was not to be. Ralph Melish reached his office in

 Dallezll Street, Petersburg, at 9:05 am. Exactly the same time

 as he usually got in.

Secretary: Morning Mr. Melish.

Melish: Morning Enid.

N: Enid, a sharp eyed, clever young girl, who had been with the

firm

 for only 4 weeks, couldn't help noticing the complete absence

of

 tiny but teltale bloodstains on Mr. Melish's clothing. Nor did

 she notice anything strange in Mr. Melish's behavior that

whole

 morning! Nor the next morning. Nor at any time before or since

 the entire period she worked with that firm.

M: Have the new paper clips arived Enid?

S: Yes, they're over there Mr. Melish.

N: But for the lack of any untoward circumstances for this

young

 secretary to notice, and the total non-involvement of Mr.

Melish

 in anything illegal. The full weight of the law would have

 ensured that Ralph Aldis Mellish would have ended up like all

who

 challenge the fundemental laws of our society: in an iron

coffin

 with spikes on the inside.



Wife: Turn that thing off. You'll be late for the bus. It's

nearly

 half past nine.

Husband: It was indeed nearly half past nine.

W: Now off you go!

H: Off I went on a perfectly ordinary day....(fade out)

W: Oh, I'm so worried about him doctor.

Doctor: Yes. Yes, I know what you mean. I'm afraid he's

suffering

 from what we doctor's call whooping cough. That is, the

failure

 of the autonomic nervous section of the brain to deal with the

 nerve impulses that enable you and I to retain some facts and

 eliminate others.

W: Another dog?

D: Not for me thank you.

W: I'll have one last one.

D: (Spoken over barking and yelping) The human brain is like an

 enormous fish. It's flat and slimy, and has through which it

can

 see. (Gunshot, barking stops).

W: There we are.



D: Should one of these gills fail to open (sound of frying in

the

 background) the messages transmitted by the lungs don't reach

the

 brain. It's as simple as that.

W: Well, I'm a simple soul, I don't understand all that. All I

know

 is he's not the same man as I married.

D: Am I the man you married Mrs. Egis?

W: No, no. Get away. You'll get struck off

D: Come on, come on.

W: I can't. I'm eating dog.

D: Come on, just a quick examination.

W: No, get off, I'm married.

H: But, Dr. Quatt was a man of quite remarkable medical

insight, skill

 and determination. And within a few minutes, he had completely

 removed my wife's knickers.

W: Get out you! (door slams) oo, oo, doctor. Oh doctor Quatt.

D: Now, now. Put your tongue in my mouth.

W: No!

D: Oh, come on, come on. I've got your knickers.



(Music up and fade....)

Rightthinking People

(Gustaf Sjöblom Juni 1995)

GC:  I think all righthtinking people in this country are  sick

and tired of being told that ordinary, decent people are fed up

in this country with being sick and tired.

All: Yes, yes...

GC:  I'm  certainly not! And I'm sick and tired of  being  told

that I am.

?: Mrs. Havoc-Jones.

Mrs.  Havoc-Jones:  Well,  I meet  a  lot  of  people  and  I'm

convinced  that the vast majority of wrongthinking  people  are

right.

?:  There seems like a consensus there. Could we have the  next

question, please?

Woman:  I  would like to ask the team what changes  they  would

make if they were Hitler?

GC: Well, speaking personally, I would annex the Sudetenland.

?: Norman?

Norman:  I  think  I'd pay some Dutchmen to set  fire  to  Lord

Snowdon.

Elephantoplasty (Who cares)

(Gustaf Sjöblom Juni 1995)

JC:  Tonight on "Who Cares" we examine the frontiers of surgery



and  with us is the international financier Reginald Crisp  and

his  most  successful patient to date, the elephant Mr.  George

Humphries.

George Humphries: [Honk]

JC:   Mr.  Crisp,  the  surgery  on  Mr.  Humphries  is   truly

remarkable, but why an elephant?

GC: Well, that was just a stroke of luck, really. An elephant's

trunk  became available after a road acciden, and Mr. Humphries

happened to be walking past the hospital at the time.

JC:  And  what was Mr. Humphries reaction to the transplant  of

the elephant's organs?

GC:  Surprise  at first, then later chock and  deep  anger  and

resentment.  But his family were marvellous, they ghelped  pull

him through.

JC: How long was he in hospital?

GC:  Well, he spen the first three weeks in our intensive  care

unit, then eight weeks in the zoo.

JC:  I  see...is Mr. Humphries now able to lead a fairly normal

life?

GC:  No.  Oh, no, no. No. No, he still has to wash  himself  in

rather  a  special  way, he can only eat  buns,  and  he's  not

allowed  on  public transport. But I feel these are very  minor

problems...

JC: Uh-hu.

GC:  ...when  you consider the very sophisticated surgery  that

Mr. Humphries has undergone. I mean each of those feet he's got

now   weighs   more  than  his  whole  body  did   before   the

elephantoplasty, and the tusks are...

JC: Uh, some years ago you were the centre of controversy, both

from your own medical colleagues and from the church, when  you

grafted a pederast onto an Anglican bishop.

GC:  Well, that's the ignorance of the press, if I may say  so.

We've done thousands of similar operations, it's just that this



time  there  was  a bishop involved. I wish I could  have  more

bishops...

JC: Is lack of donors a problem?

GC:  There  just  aren't enough accidents. It's  unethical  and

timeconsuming to go out and cause them, so we have to  rely  on

whatever   comes  to  hand:  chairs,  tables,  floor   cleaning

equipment,  drying-up racks, pieces of pottery,  and  these  do

pose almost insurmountable surgical problems. What I'm sitting,

in  fact, is one of our more successful attempts. This is  Mrs.

Dudley. She had little hope of survival; she'd lost interest in

life,  but  along comes this very attractive mahogny fram,  and

now she's a jolly comfortable Chesterfield.

JC: Uh-hu, I see.

Cars outside: [Crash]

GC: Oh, excuse me! (runs away)

Word Association Football

Tonight's the night I shall be talking about of flu the subject

of  word association football. This is a technique out a living

much  used  in  the practice makes perfect of psychoanalysister

and  brother and one that has occupied piper the majority  rule

of  my  attention squad by the right number one two three  four

the last five years to the memory. It is quite remarkable baker

charlie how much the miller's son this so-called while you were

out word association immigrants' problems influences the manner

from  heaven in which we sleekit cowering timrous beasties all-

American  Speke, the famous explorer. And the really well  that

is  surprising partner in crime is that a lot and his  wife  of

the  lions'  feeding  time we may be c d  e  effectively  quite

unaware  of  the fact or fiction section of the Watford  Public



Library  that  we are even doing it is a far, far better  thing

that  I  do  now then, now then, what's going onward  christian

Barnard the famous hearty part of the lettuce now praise famous

mental  homes  for  loonies  like me.  So  on  the  button,  my

contention  causing all the headaches, is that unless  we  take

into  account of Monte Cristo in our thinking George the  Fifth

this  phenomenon the other hand we shall not be able  satisFact

or  Fiction  section of the Watford Public Library againily  to

understand  to  attention  when I'm talking  to  you  and  stop

laughing, about human nature, man's psychological make-up  some

story  the wife'll believe and hence the very meaning  of  life

itselfish bastard, I'll kick him in the balls upon the road.

                               

Cheese Shop

                               

                   *** The Cheese Shoppe ***

(a customer walks in the door.)

Customer: Good Morning.

Owner:  Good  morning,  Sir. Welcome  to  the  National  Cheese

Emporium!

Customer: Ah, thank you, my good man.

Owner: What can I do for you, Sir?

Customer:  Well,  I was, uh, sitting in the public  library  on

Thurmon  Street  just now, skimming through "Rogue  Herrys"  by

Hugh Walpole, and I suddenly came over all peckish.

Owner: Peckish, sir?

Customer: Esurient.

Owner: Eh?

Customer: 'Ee, Ah wor 'ungry-loike!



Owner: Ah, hungry!

Customer:  In  a nutshell. And I thought to myself,  "a  little

fermented curd will do the trick," so, I curtailed my Walpoling

activites,  sallied  forth,  and  infiltrated  your  place   of

purveyance to negotiate the vending of some cheesy comestibles!

Owner: Come again?

Customer: I want to buy some cheese.

Owner:  Oh,  I thought you were complaining about  the  bazouki

player!

Customer:  Oh,  heaven forbid: I am one  who  delights  in  all

manifestations of the Terpsichorean muse!

Owner: Sorry?

Customer: 'Ooo, Ah lahk a nice tuune, 'yer forced too!

Owner: So he can go on playing, can he?

Customer: Most certainly! Now then, some cheese please, my good

man.

Owner: (lustily) Certainly, sir. What would you like?

Customer: Well, eh, how about a little red Leicester.

Owner: I'm, a-fraid we're fresh out of red Leicester, sir.

Customer: Oh, never mind, how are you on Tilsit?

Owner:  I'm afraid we never have that at the end of  the  week,

sir, we get it fresh on Monday.

Customer: Tish tish. No matter. Well, stout yeoman, four ounces

of Caerphilly, if you please.

Owner:  Ah!  It's  beeeen on order, sir,  for  two  weeks.  Was

expecting it this morning.

Customer: 'T's Not my lucky day, is it? Aah, Bel Paese?

Owner: Sorry, sir.

Customer: Red Windsor?

Owner: Normally, sir, yes. Today the van broke down.

Customer: Ah. Stilton?

Owner: Sorry.



Customer: Ementhal? Gruyere?

Owner: No.

Customer: Any Norweigan Jarlsburg, per chance.

Owner: No.

Customer: Lipta?

Owner: No.

Customer: Lancashire?

Owner: No.

Customer: White Stilton?

Owner: No.

Customer: Danish Brew?

Owner: No.

Customer: Double Goucester?

Owner: <pause> No.

Customer: Cheshire?

Owner: No.

Customer: Dorset Bluveny?

Owner: No.

Customer: Brie, Roquefort, Pol le Veq, Port Salut, Savoy  Aire,

Saint Paulin, Carrier de lest, Bres Bleu, Bruson?

Owner: No.

Customer: Camenbert, perhaps?

Owner: Ah! We have Camenbert, yessir.

Customer: (suprised) You do! Excellent.

Owner: Yessir. It's..ah,.....it's a bit runny...

Customer: Oh, I like it runny.

Owner: Well,.. It's very runny, actually, sir.

Customer:  No  matter. Fetch hither the  fromage  de  la  Belle

France! Mmmwah!

Owner: I...think it's a bit runnier than you'll like it, sir.

Customer:  I don't care how fucking runny it is. Hand  it  over

with all speed.

Owner: Oooooooooohhh........! <pause>



Customer: What now?

Owner: The cat's eaten it.

Customer: <pause> Has he.

Owner: She, sir.

(pause)

Customer: Gouda?

Owner: No.

Customer: Edam?

Owner: No.

Customer: Case Ness?

Owner: No.

Customer: Smoked Austrian?

Owner: No.

Customer: Japanese Sage Darby?

Owner: No, sir.

Customer: You...do *have* some cheese, don't you?

Owner:  (brightly)  Of course, sir. It's a  cheese  shop,  sir.

We've got--

Customer: No no... don't tell me. I'm keen to guess.

Owner: Fair enough.

Customer: Uuuuuh, Wensleydale.

Owner: Yes?

Customer: Ah, well, I'll have some of that!

Owner:  Oh!  I  thought you were talking  to  me,  sir.  Mister

Wensleydale, that's my name.

(pause)

Customer: Greek Feta?

Owner: Uh, not as such.

Customer: Uuh, Gorgonzola?

Owner: no

Customer: Parmesan,

Owner: no



Customer: Mozarella,

Owner: no

Customer: Paper Cramer,

Owner: no

Customer: Danish Bimbo,

Owner: no

Customer: Czech sheep's milk,

Owner: no

Customer: Venezuelan Beaver Cheese?

Owner: Not *today*, sir, no.

(pause)

Customer: Aah, how about Cheddar?

Owner: Well, we don't get much call for it around here, sir.

Customer:  Not much ca--It's the single most popular cheese  in

the world!

Owner: Not 'round here, sir.

Customer:  <slight pause> and what IS the most  popular  cheese

'round hyah?

Owner: 'Illchester, sir.

Customer: IS it.

Owner: Oh, yes, it's staggeringly popular in this manusquire.

Customer: Is it.

Owner: It's our number one best seller, sir!

Customer: I see. Uuh...'Illchester, eh?

Owner: Right, sir.

Customer:  All  right.  Okay. 'Have you  got  any?'  he  asked,

expecting the answer 'no'.

Owner: I'll have a look, sir... nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnno.

Customer: It's not much of a cheese shop, is it?

Owner: Finest in the district!

Customer:   (annoyed)   Explain  the  logic   underlying   that

conclusion, please.

Owner: Well, it's so clean, sir!



Customer: It's certainly uncontaminated by cheese....

Owner: (brightly) You haven't asked me about Limburger, sir.

Customer: Would it be worth it?

Owner: Could be....

Customer: Have you --SHUT THAT BLOODY BAZOUKI OFF!

Owner: Told you sir....

Customer: (slowly) Have you got any Limburger?

Owner: No.

Customer: Figures. Predictable, really I suppose. It was an act

of  purest  optimism to have posed the question  in  the  first

place. Tell me:

Owner: Yessir?

Customer:  (deliberately) Have you in fact got any cheese  here

at all.

Owner: Yes,sir.

Customer: Really?

(pause)

Owner: No. Not really, sir.

Customer: You haven't.

Owner:  Nosir.  Not  a scrap. I was deliberately  wasting  your

time,sir.

Customer: Well I'm sorry, but I'm going to have to shoot you.

Owner: Right-0, sir.

The customer takes out a gun and shoots the owner.

Customer: What a *senseless* waste of human life.

**** end of file CHEESHOP PYTHON ****

Great Actors



Now it's time for Great Actors, introduced as usual by Alan

Semen.

Alan: Sir Edwin, which has been for you the most demanding of

the great

 Shakesperean tragic heroes that you've played?

Sir Edwin: Well, of course this is always a difficult one, but

I think the

 answer must be Hamlet.

A: Which you played at Stratford in 1963.

E: That's right, yes, I found the role a very taxing one. I

mean, er, Hamlet

 has eight thousand two hundred and sixty-two words, you see.

A: Really.

E: Oh yes. Othello's a bugger too, mind you--especially the

cleaning up

 afterwards, but he has nine hundred and forty-one words less

than Hamlet.

 On the other hand, the coon's got more pauses, sixty-two quite

long ones, as

 I recall. But then they're not so tricky, you see--you don't

have to do so

 much during them.

A: You don't.

E: No. No, not really. Andd they give you time to think what

sort of face

 you're going to pull during the next speech so that it fits

the words you're

 saying as far as possible.

A: How many words did you have to say as King Lear at the

Aldwitch in '52?

E: Ah, well, I don't want you to get the impression it's just a



question of the

 number of words... um... I mean, getting them in the right

order is just as

 important. Old Peter Hall used to say to me, "They're all

there already--

 now we've got to get them in the right order." And, er, for

example, you

 can also say one word louder than another--er, "To *be* or not

to be," or

 "To be *or* not to be," or "To be or not to *be*"--you see?

And so on.

A: Inflection.

E: And of course inflection. In fact, Lear has only seven

thousand and fifty-

 four words, but the real difficulty with Lear is that you've

got to play

 him all--you know, shaky legs and pratfalls and the dentures

falling out,

 'cause he's ancient as hell, and then there's that

heartrending scene when

 he goes right off his nut--you know, "bliddle dee dee diddle

deebibble dee

 dee dibble beep beep beep," and all that, which takes it out

of you, what

 with having the crown to keep on. So Lear is tiring, although

not difficult

 to act, because you've only got to do despair and a bit of

anger, and

 they're the easiest.

A: Are they? What are the hardest?

E: Oh... um, fear.

A: Fear?



E: Mmm, yes, never been able to get that--can't do the mouth. I

look all

 cross--it's a very fine line.

A: What else?

E: Apart from fear? Er, jealousy can be tricky... but for me,

the most

 difficult is being in love--you know, that openmouthed, vacant

look that

 Vanessa Redgrave's got off to a tee. Can't do that at all. And

also I'm

 frightfully awkward when I try that happy prancing, you know.

Which is a

 shame, really, because otherwise Romeo's quite good for me--

only three

 thousand and eight and quite a lote of climbing and kissing.

A: Sir Edwin--get stuffed.

E: I've enjoyed it.

Background to History

(Gustaf Sjöblom Juni 1995)

EI: The Background to History, Part Four.

GC: Good evening. One of the main elements in any assessment of

the  medieval open files farming system is the availability  of

oxen  for the winter plowing. Professor Tofts of the University

of Manchester puts it like this:

Professor Tofts:

The flowers in the winter...

GC: But of course, there is considerable evidence of open field



villages as far back as the 10th century. Professor Moorehead:

Professor Moorehead:

(sings)

GC:  This  is  not  to say of course that  the  system  was  as

sophisticated as it later came to be. I asked the Professor  of

Medieval Studies at Cambridge why this was.

Professor:  Why...may  not  have  been  a  ...a  stature   tree

obligation  but, uh...I mean...uh, a guy who's a freman  would,

uh,  was  obliged in the medieval system, to, uh,  to  do  boom

work,  yeah, that's right, yeah, as an example from the village

roles, uh, in 1313...

GC: And I believeyou were going to do it for us now?

Professor: That's right, yes.

Professor:

... the village roles ...(sings)

EI:  That  was  a  talk  on the open field  farming  system  by

Professor Angus Jones. Some of the main points covered in  this

talk  are  now available on a long playing record "The  Ronette

Sing Medieval Agrarian History".

Oscar Wilde's Party

(Gustaf Sjöblom Juni 1995)

Cast:

TJ: Prince of Wales

GC: Oscar Wilde

MP: George Bernard Shaw



JC: James McNeill Whistler

Woman:  London, 1892. 16 Tie Street, Chelsea, the residence  of

Mr. Oscar Wilde.

EI:  Mr. George Bernard Shaw! His Royal Highness The Prince  of

Wales.

TJ:  Oh,  my  congratulations, Wilde.  Your  play  is  a  great

success. The whole of London is talking about ya!

GC:  Your  Higness, there is only one thing in the world  worse

than being talked about and that is not being talked about.

All: [Hysterical Laughter]

TJ: Oh, very witty, Wilde, very, very, witty!

JC:  There  is  only one thing in the world  worse  than  being

witty, and that is not being witty.

All: [More Hysterical Laughter]

GC: I wish I had said that, sire.

JC: You will, Oscar, you will.

GC: Your Highness, d'you know James McNeill Whistler?

TJ: Yes, we played squash together.

GC: There is only one thing worse than playing squash together,

and  that  is playing it by yourself. [Long Silence] I  wish  I

hadn't said that.

JC: Well, you did Oscar, you did.

All: [Light Laughter]

TJ:  Well, you must forgive me, Wilde, but I must get  back  up

the palace.

GC: Your Majesty, you're lika a big dram doughnut with cream on

the top.

TJ: I beg your pardon!?

GC: Uh, it was one of Whistler's.

JC: I didn't say that!

GC: You did, James, you did.



TJ: Well, Mr. Whistler?

JC:  I-I  meant  Your Majesty, that, ahm, like a doughnut  your

arruval  gives us pleasure and your departure merely  makes  us

hungry for more.

All: [Laughter]

JC: Right, Your Majesty is like stream of bats' piss!

All: Whuh!?

TJ: What!?

JC: It was one of Wilde's.

GC: It certainly was not! It was Shaw's!

TJ: Well, Mr. Shaw?

MP:  I-I-I  merely meant Your Majesty that you  shoned  like  a

shaft of gold when all around is dirt.

All: Oooooh...

TJ: Oh, oh, very witty!

MP: Right! Your Majesty is like a dose of clap!

Woman: Oh, what!?

TJ: What!?

MP: ---

TJ: I beg your pardon!?

MP: It was one of Wilde's!

TJ: Ah, well, Mr. Wilde?

MP: Come on now, let's hear all about it!

GC: [Fart]

TJ: That's an excellent one! Very witty, Wilde!

James McNeill Whistler 1834-1903 U.S. painter. Whistler was

famous as a wit and as the author of The Gentle Art of Making

Enemies (1890).
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Embarassment

(Gustaf Sjöblom Juni 1995)

MP: Not this record! Not this record! Not this record!

EI: Are you embarrassed easily? I am. But it's nothing to worry

about.  It's  all  part of growing up and being  British.  This

course is designed to eliminate embarrassment

Dennis Moore

                         England, 1747

(Sounds of a coach and horses, galloping)

John Cleese: Stand and deliver!

Chapman: Not on your life (SHOT) ... aagh!

(Girl screams)



John Cleese: Let that be a warning to you all. You move at your

peril,  for  I have two pistols here. I know one of them  isn't

loaded  any  more, but the other one is, so that's one  of  you

dead  for  sure...or just about for sure anyway.  It  certainly

wouldn't be worth your while risking it because I'm a very good

shot.  I  practise every day...well, not absolutely every  day,

but  most  days in the week. I expect I must practise,  oh,  at

least  four  or five times a week...or more, really,  but  some

weekends, like last weekend, there really wasn't the  time,  so

that  brings  the  average  down  a  bit.  I  should  say  it's

definetely  a  solid four days' practice a week...At  least...I

mean...I reckon I could hit that tree over there. Er...the  one

just  behind that hillock. The little hillock, not the big  one

on  the...you  see the three trees over there?  Well,  the  one

furthest away on the right... (fade)

Money Programme

Eric Idle sits at a desk between Michael Palin and John Cleese.

He  begins  quietly  but becomes increasingly  agitated  as  he

speaks.

Eric  Idle:  Good evening, and welcome to The Money  Programme.

Tonight  on The Money Programme, we're going to look at  money.

Lots  of  it. On film, and in the studio. Some of  it  in  nice

piles, others in lovely clanky bits of loose change. Some of it

neatly  counted  into  fat  little  hundreds,  delicate  fivers

stuffed  into  bulging wallets, nice crisp clean  checks,  pert

pieces  of  copper  coinage thrust deep into  trouser  pockets,

romantic  foreign  money rolling against the thigh  with  rough



familiarity,  beautiful wayward curlicued banknotes,  filigreed

copper  plating cheek by jowl with tumbly ( ? ) rubbing  gently

against the terse leather of beautifully balanced bank books!!

(He looks around in surprised realization that he's panting and

screaming)

Eric Idle: I'm sorry.

(adjusts tie, darts eyes around room)

Eric Idle: But I love money. All money. (growing excited again)

I've always wanted money. To handle! To touch! The smell of the

rain-washed florin! The lure of the lira! The glitter  and  the

glory  of  the guinea! (stands up ) The romance of  the  ruble!

(stands  on chair) The feel of the franc! (stands on desk)  The

heel  of  the  deutschmark! (stomps foot) The  cold  antiseptic

sting  of  the  Swiss franc! And the sunburnt splendor  of  the

Australian dollar! (slaps knee)

(sings  the  rest while dancing across desk; Michael  and  John

just look at him blandly.)

I've got ninety thousand pounds in my bank account.

I've got forty thousand French francs in my fridge.

I've got lots and lots of lira,

Now the deutschmark's getting dearer,

And my dollar bill could buy the Brooklyn Bridge.

There is...

(enter a chorus of 5 men in women's pilgrim costumes)

...nothing quite as wonderful as money!



There is nothing quite as beautiful as cash!

Some people say it's folly, but I'd rather have the lolly (?),

With money you can make a splash!

(chorus  kneels ans sings "money, money, money" through  Idle's

solos )

There is nothing quite as wonderful as money!

There is nothing quite as beautiful as cash!

Everyone  must hanker for the butchness of a banker  (all  give

Italian Salute)

It's the currency that makes the world go round!

(a harp is wheeled across the stage but not played)

You can keep your Marxist ways, for it's only just a phase...

Money, money, money makes the world go round!

(play  money  falls  from above as chorus  reaches  a  glorious

crescendo)

Money! Money! Money! Money! Money! Money! Money! Money! Money!

(Fade up again)

Dennis Moore Continues

John  Cleese: What's the... the one like that with  the  leaves

that  are  sort of regularly veined and the veins go right  out

with a sort of um...

Girl: Serrated?

John Cleese: Serrated edges.



Id: A willow!

John Cleese: Yes.

Id: That's nothing like a willow.

John Cleese: Well it doesn't matter, anyway. I can hit it seven

times out of ten, that's the point.

Id: Never a willow.

John Cleese: Shut up! It's a hold-up, not a Botany lesson. Now,

no  false moves please. I want you to hand over all the  lupins

you've got.

Jones: Lupins?

John Cleese: Yes, lupins. Come on, come on.

Id: What do you mean, lupins?

John Cleese: Don't try to play for time.

Id: I'm not, but... the *flower* lupin?

John Cleese: Yes, that's right.

Jo: Well we haven't got any lupins.

Girl: Honestly.

John  Cleese: Look, my friends. I happen to know that  this  is

the Lupin Express.

Jo: Damn!

Girl: Oh, here you are.

John Cleese: In a bunch, in a bunch!

Jo: Sorry.

John Cleese: Come on, Concorde! (Gallops off)

Chorus (sings):

Dennis Moore, Dennis Moore, galloping through the sward,

Dennis Moore, Dennis Moore, and his horse Concorde.

He steals from the rich, he gives to the poor,

Mr Moore, Mr Moore, Mr Moore.

                               



Australian Table Wines

A  lot  of  people  in this country pooh-pooh Australian  table

wines. This is a pity, as many fine Australian wines appeal not

only to the Australian palette, but also to the cognoscenti  of

Great Britain.

"Black  Stump  Bordeaux"  is rightly praised  as  a  peppermint

flavoured Burgundy, whilst a good "Sydney Syrup" can rank  with

any of the world's best sugary wines.

"Chateau  Bleu", too, has won many prizes; not  least  for  its

taste, and its lingering afterburn.

"Old  Smokey,  1968" has been compared favourably  to  a  Welsh

claret,   whilst   the  Australian  wino  society   thouroughly

recommends a 1970 "Coq du Rod Laver", which, believe me, has  a

kick  on  it like a mule: 8 bottles of this, and you're  really

finished -- at the opening of the Sydney Bridge Club, they were

fishing them out of the main sewers every half an hour.

Of  the sparkling wines, the most famous is "Perth Pink".  This

is a bottle with a message in, and the message is BEWARE!. This

is  not  a wine for drinking -- this is a wine for laying  down

and avoiding.

Another good fighting wine is "Melbourne Old-and-Yellow", which

is particularly heavy, and should be used only for hand-to-hand

combat.

Quite  the  reverse is true of "Chateau Chunder", which  is  an

Appelachian  controle,  specially  grown  for  those  keen   on

regurgitation -- a fine wine which really opens up the  sluices



at both ends.

Real emetic fans will also go for a "Hobart Muddy", and a prize

winning  "Cuiver Reserve Chateau Bottled Nuit San Wogga Wogga",

which has a bouquet like an aborigine's armpit.

Argument Clinic

             From "Monty Python's Previous Record"

        and "Monty Python's Instant Record Collection"

Originally transcribed by Dan Kay (dan@reed.uucp)

Fixed  up  and  Added "Complaint" and "Being Hit  On  The  Head

lessons" Aug/ 87

by Tak Ariga (tak@gpu.utcs.toronto.edu)

The Cast (in order of appearance.)

    M= Man looking for an argument

    R= Receptionist                Girl

    Q= Abuser

    A= Arguer                    John Cleese

    C= Complainer                 Eric Idle

    H= Head Hitter

M: Ah. I'd like to have an argument, please.

R: Certainly sir. Have you been here before?

M: No, I haven't, this is my first time.

R:  I see. Well, do you want to have just one argument, or were

you thinking of taking a course?

M: Well, what is the cost?

R:  Well,  It's one pound for a five minute argument, but  only

eight pounds for a course of ten.



M: Well, I think it would be best if I perhaps started off with

just the one and then see how it goes.

R: Fine. Well, I'll see who's free at the moment.

 Pause

R: Mr. DeBakey's free, but he's a little bit conciliatory.

 Ahh yes, Try Mr. Barnard; room 12.

M: Thank you.

 (Walks down the hall. Opens door.)

Q: WHAT DO YOU WANT?

M: Well, I was told outside that...

Q:  Don't  give  me  that,  you  snotty-faced  heap  of  parrot

droppings!

M: What?

Q:  Shut your festering gob, you tit! Your type really makes me

puke, you vacuous, coffee-nosed, maloderous, pervert!!!

M:  Look,  I CAME HERE FOR AN ARGUMENT, I'm not going  to  just

stand...!!

Q: OH, oh I'm sorry, but this is abuse.

M: Oh, I see, well, that explains it.

Q: Ah yes, you want room 12A, Just along the corridor.

M: Oh, Thank you very much. Sorry.

Q: Not at all.

M: Thank You.

 (Under his breath) Stupid git!!

 (Walk down the corridor)

M: (Knock)

A: Come in.

M: Ah, Is this the right room for an argument?

A: I told you once.

M: No you haven't.



A: Yes I have.

M: When?

A: Just now.

M: No you didn't.

A: Yes I did.

M: You didn't

A: I did!

M: You didn't!

A: I'm telling you I did!

M: You did not!!

A:  Oh,  I'm  sorry,  just one moment. Is this  a  five  minute

argument or the full half hour?

M: Oh, just the five minutes.

A: Ah, thank you. Anyway, I did.

M: You most certainly did not.

A:  Look,  let's get this thing clear; I quite definitely  told

you.

M: No you did not.

A: Yes I did.

M: No you didn't.

A: Yes I did.

M: No you didn't.

A: Yes I did.

M: No you didn't.

A: Yes I did.

M: You didn't.

A: Did.

M: Oh look, this isn't an argument.

A: Yes it is.

M: No it isn't. It's just contradiction.

A: No it isn't.

M: It is!



A: It is not.

M: Look, you just contradicted me.

A: I did not.

M: Oh you did!!

A: No, no, no.

M: You did just then.

A: Nonsense!

M: Oh, this is futile!

A: No it isn't.

M: I came here for a good argument.

A: No you didn't; no, you came here for an argument.

M: An argument isn't just contradiction.

A: It can be.

M: No it can't. An argument is a connected series of statements

intended to establish a proposition.

A: No it isn't.

M: Yes it is! It's not just contradiction.

A:  Look,  if  I  argue with you, I must  take  up  a  contrary

position.

M: Yes, but that's not just saying 'No it isn't.'

A: Yes it is!

M: No it isn't!

M:  Argument is an intellectual process. Contradiction is  just

the  automatic  gainsaying of any statement  the  other  person

makes.

    (short pause)

A: No it isn't.

M: It is.

A: Not at all.

M: Now look.

A: (Rings bell)

 Good Morning.

M: What?



A: That's it. Good morning.

M: I was just getting interested.

A: Sorry, the five minutes is up.

M: That was never five minutes!

A: I'm afraid it was.

M: It wasn't.

 Pause

A: I'm sorry, but I'm not allowed to argue anymore.

M: What?!

A:  If  you  want me to go on arguing, you'll have to  pay  for

another five minutes.

M: Yes, but that was never five minutes, just now. Oh come on!

A: (Hums)

M: Look, this is ridiculous.

A: I'm sorry, but I'm not allowed to argue unless you've paid!

M: Oh, all right.

 (pays money)

A: Thank you.

    short pause

M: Well?

A: Well what?

M: That wasn't really five minutes, just now.

A: I told you, I'm not allowed to argue unless you've paid.

M: I just paid!

A: No you didn't.

M: I DID!

A: No you didn't.

M: Look, I don't want to argue about that.

A: Well, you didn't pay.

M: Aha. If I didn't pay, why are you arguing? I Got you!

A: No you haven't.

M: Yes I have. If you're arguing, I must have paid.



A: Not necessarily. I could be arguing in my spare time.

M: Oh I've had enough of this.

A: No you haven't.

M: Oh Shut up.

(Walks down the stairs. Opens door.)

M: I want to complain.

C:  You  want to complain! Look at these shoes. I've  only  had

them three weeks and the heels are worn right through.

M: No, I want to complain about...

C:  If  you  complain nothing happens, you might  as  well  not

bother.

M: Oh!

C:  Oh my back hurts, it's not a very fine day and I'm sick and

tired of this office.

(Slams door. walks down corridor, opens next door.)

M: Hello, I want to... Ooooh!

H:  No, no, no. Hold your head like this, then go Waaah. Try it

again.

M: uuuwwhh!!

H: Better, Better, but Waah, Waah! Put your hand there.

M: No.

H: Now..

M: Waaaaah!!!

H: Good, Good! That's it.

M: Stop hitting me!!

H: What?

M: Stop hitting me!!

H: Stop hitting you?



M: Yes!

H: Why did you come in here then?

M: I wanted to complain.

H:  Oh no, that's next door. It's being-hit-on-the-head lessons

in here.

M: What a stupid concept.

Dennis Moore is not

Choir: Dennis Moore, Dennis Moore is not in this bit

Burying the cat/Putting your budgie down

Transcribed from Monty Python's Previous Record

Mrs Premise   :   John Cleese

Mrs Conclusion:   Graham Chapman

Mrs ConclusionHello Mrs Premise!

Mrs Premise   Ooh, hello Mrs Conclusion!

Mrs ConclusionBusy day?

Mrs Premise   Busy!? I just spent four hours burying the cat.

Mrs ConclusionFour hours to bury the cat?

Mrs Premise   Yes, it wouldn't keep still, wriggling about,

'owling.

Mrs ConclusionOh, it's not dead then?

Mrs Premise   Oh no no, but it's not at all a well cat and as

we're going

        away for a fourtnight, I thought to better bury it

just to be



        on the safe side.

Mrs ConclusionRight, right. You don't want to come back from

Sorrento to a

        dead cat, do you?

Mrs Premise   Yes.

Mrs ConclusionWe've decided to have the budgie put down.

Mrs Premise   Oh, is it very old then?

Mrs ConclusionNo, we just don't like 'it.

Mrs Premise   Aww...How do they put budgies down?

Mrs ConclusionIt's funny you should ask that. I've been

reading a great big

        book on how to put your budgie down, and evidently

you can

        either hit them with the book, or you can shoot them

there,

        just above the beak.

Mrs Premise   Mmmm...Mrs Essence flushed hers down the loo.

Mrs ConclusionOh, that's dangerous, 'cause they breed in the

sewers and

        eventually you get huge evil smelling flocks of soil

budgies,

        flying out of peoples lavatories infringing their

personal

        freedom.

1Fish License

                               

    Transcribed 4/18/87 from Monty Python's Previous Record

Man:  (whistles a bit, then) Hello. I would like to buy a  fish

licence, please.



Postal Clerk: A what?

Man: A licence for my pet fish, Eric.

Postal Clerk: How did you know my name was Eric?

Man:  No,  no, no! My fish's name is Eric. Eric fish.  He's  an

halibut.

Postal Clerk: What?

Man: He is an halibut.

Postal Clerk: You've got a pet halibut?

Man:  Yes,  I  chose him out of thousands. I  didn't  like  the

others, they were all too flat.

Postal Clerk: You must be a loony.

Man:  I am not a loony. Why should I be tarred with the epithet

'loony'  merely because I have a pet halibut? I've  heard  tell

that  Sir  Gerald Nabarro has a pet prawn called  Simon  -  you

wouldn't call him a loony! Furthermore Dawn Pathorpe, the  lady

showjumper,  had  a  clam  called  Stafford,  after  the   late

chancellor. Alan Bullock has two pikes, both called Chris,  and

Marcel  Proust had an 'addock! So if you're calling the  author

of 'A la recherche de temps perdu' a loony, I shall have to ask

you to step outside!

Postal Clerk: All right, all right, all right. A licence?

Man: Yes!

Postal Clerk: For a fish.

Man: Yes!

Postal Clerk: You *are* a loony.

Man:  Look, it's a bleeding pet, isn't it? I've got  a  licence

for me pet dog Eric, I've got a licence for me pet cat Eric.

Postal Clerk: You don't need a licence for your cat.

Man:  I bleedin' well do and I've got one! Can't be caught  out

there!

Postal Clerk: There is no such thing as a bloody Cat Licence.

Man: Yes there is.



Postal Clerk: No there isn't.

Man: Is!

Postal Clerk: Isn't!

Man: I've bleedin' got one, look! What's that then?

Postal Clerk: This is a dog licence with the word 'dog' crossed

out and 'cat' written in in crayon.

Man: Man didn't have the right form.

Postal Clerk: What man?

Man: The man from the cat detector van.

Postal Clerk: The loony detector van, you mean.

Man: Look, it's people like you what cause unrest.

Postal Clerk: What cat detector van?

Man: The cat detector van from the Ministry of Housinge.

Postal Clerk: Housinge?

Man:  It  was  spelt like that on the van. I'm very  observant.

I  never  seen  so many bleedin' aerials. The  man  said  their

equipment could pinpoint a purr at four hundred yards, and Eric

being such a happy cat was a piece of cake.

Postal Clerk: How much did you pay for this?

Man: Sixty quid and eight for the fruit-bat.

Postal Clerk: What fruit-bat?

Man: Eric the fruit-bat.

Postal Clerk: Are all your pets called Eric?

Man: There's nothing so odd about that. Kemel Attaturk2 had  an

entire menagerie called Abdul.

Postal Clerk: No he didn't.

Man: Did!

Postal Clerk: Didn't!

Man: Did, did, did, did, did and did!

Postal Clerk: Oh all right.

Man:  Spoken like a gentleman, sir. Now, are you going to  give

me a fish licence?

Postal  Clerk: I promise you that there is no such  thing.  You



don't need one.

Man: In that case give me a bee licence.

Postal Clerk: A licence for your pet bee.

Man: Correct.

Postal Clerk: Called Eric? Eric the bee?

Man: No.

Postal Clerk: No?

Man: No, Eric the half bee. He had an accident.

Postal Clerk: You're off your chump.

Man:  Look,  if  you intend by that utilization of  an  obscure

colloquialism to imply that my sanity is not up to scratch,  or

even to deny the semi-existence of my little chum Eric the half

bee,  I shall have to ask you to listen to this. Take it  away,

Eric the orchestra-leader.

Eric Idle: A one, two, a one two three four!

Man (sings): Half a bee, philosophically,

    Must, ipso facto, half not be.

    But half the bee has got to be

    Vis a vis, its entity. D'you see?

    But can a bee be said to be

    Or not to be an entire bee

    When half the bee is not a bee

    Due to some ancient injury?

Chorus: La dee dee, one two three,

    Eric the half a bee.

    A B C D E F G,

    Eric the half a bee.

Man:Is this wretched demi-bee,

    Half-asleep upon my knee,



    Some freak from a menagerie?

    No! It's Eric the half a bee!

Chorus: Fiddle de dum, Fiddle de dee,

    Eric the half a bee.

    Ho ho ho, tee hee hee,

    Eric the half a bee.

Man: I love this hive, implore ye-ee,

    Bisected accidentally,

    One summer afternoon by me,

    I love him carnally.

Chorus: He loves him carnally,

    Semi-carnally.

Man: The end.

Postal Clerk:´Cyril Connolly?

Man: No, semi-carnally!

Postal Clerk: Oh.

Chorus: Cyril Connolly. (Whistle end of tune.)

Miss Anne Elk

    as transcribed by Tim Pointing, DCIEM <tim@zorac.arpa>

870914

            From "Monty Python's Previous Record"

            Cast:    Chris (Interviewer)

                Anne Elk



Chris: Good evening. Tonight: "dinosaurs". I have here, sitting

in the

    studio next to me, an elk.

    Ahhhh!!!

    Oh, I'm sorry! Anne Elk - Mrs Anne Elk

Anne:    Miss!

C: Miss Anne Elk, who is an expert on di...

A: N' n' n' n' no! Anne Elk!

C: What?

A: Anne Elk, not Anne Expert!

C: No! No, I was saying that you, Miss Anne Elk, were an , A-N

not

    A-N-N-E, expert...

A: Oh!

C: ...on elks - I'm sorry, on dinosaurs. I'm ...

A: Yes, I certainly am, Chris. How very true. My word yes.

C: Now, Miss Elk - Anne - you have a new theory about the

brontosaurus.

A: Can I just say here, Chris for one moment, that I have a new

theory

 about the brontosaurus?

C: Uh... Exactly... What is it?

A: Where?

C: No! No, what is your theory?

A: What is my theory?

C: Yes!

A: What is my theory that it is? Yes. Well, you may well ask

what is my theory.

C: I am asking.

A: And well you may. Yes, my word, you may well ask what it is,

this

 theory of mine. Well, this theory, that I have, that is to



say, which is

 mine,... is mine.

C: I know it's yours! What is it?

A: ... Where? ... Oh! Oh! What is my theory?

C: Yes!

A: Ahh! My theory, that I have, follows the lines that I am

about to

 relate. [starts prolonged throat clearing]

C: [under breath] Oh, God!

    [Anne still clearing throat]

A: The Theory, by A. Elk (that's "A" for Anne", it's not by a

elk.)

C: Right...

A: [clears throat] This theory, which belongs to me, is as

follows...

    [more throat clearing]

 This is how it goes...

    [clears throat]

 The next thing that I am about to say is my theory.

    [clears throat]

 Ready?

C: [wimpers]

A: The Theory, by A. Elk [Miss]. My theory is along the

following lines...

C: [under breath]God!

A: ...All brontosauruses are thin at one end; much, much

thicker in the

 middle and then thin again at the far end. That is the theory

that I

 have and which is mine and what it is, too.

C: That's it, is it?

A: Right, Chris!



C: Well, Anne, this theory of yours seems to have hit the nail

right on the

 head.

A: ... and it's mine.

C: Thank you for coming along to the studio.

A: My pleasure, Chris.

C: Britain's newest wasp farm...

A: It's been a lot of fun...

C: ...opened last week...

A: ...saying what my theory is...

C: ... Yes, thank you.

A: ...and whose it is.

C: Yes.... opened last week...

A: I have another theory.

C: Not today, thank you.

A: My theory #2, which is the second theory that I have.

[clears throat].

 This theory...

C: Look! Shut up!

A: ...is what I am about to say.

C: Please shut up!

A: which, with what I have said, are the two theories that are

mine and

 which belong to me.

C: If you don't shut up, I shall have to shoot you!

A: [clears throat] My xxx theory, which I posses the ownership

of, which

 belongs to...

    [Sound of a single gun shot]

A: [clearing throat] The Theory the Second, by Anne...



    [Sound of prolonged machine gun fire]

How to do it

Transcribed from Monty Python's Previous Record.

Alan     : John Cleese

Jackie   : Eric Idle

GC  : Graham Chapman (he's never given a name in the sketch)

AlanHello children!

Jackie   Hello!

GC  Hello!

AlanWell, last week we showed you how to be a gynaecologist,

and this week

    on "How to do it", we're gonna learn how to play the

flute, how to

    split the atom, how to construct box-girder bridges...

Jackie   Super!

Alan...and how to irrigate the Sahara and make vast new areas

cultivatable,

    but first here's Jackie to tell you how to rid the world

of all known

    diseases.

Jackie   Hello Alan!

AlanHello Jackie!

Jackie   Well first of all, become a doctor and discover a

marvellous cure for

    something and then, when the medical world really starts

to take notice

    of you, you can jolly well tell them what to do and make



sure they get

    everything right, so that there'll never be diseases

anymore.

AlanThanks Jackie, that was great!

GC  Fantastic!

AlanNow, how to play the flute. Well, you blow in one end and

move your

    fingers up and down the outside.

GC  Great Alan! Well, next week we'll be showing you how black

and white

    people can live together in peace and harmony and Alan

will be over in

    Moscow showing you how to reconcile the Russians and the

Chinese. Till

    then, cheerio!

AlanBye!

Jackie   Bye bye!

GC  Bye!

Eclipse of the sun

And  now<fanfare>for  the first time ever on  record<fanfare>we

proudly present the 1972 Eclipse of the sun! <fanfare>

Starring

John Cleese as Brian

Eric Idle as Peter

Graham Chapman as Jim

And

Terry Jones as the man with the megaphone

And as the narrator

Michael Palin



Brian     Well,  here we are at Lords, waiting for the  eclipse

of the sun...Peter.

Peter    Yes, the ground's in tip-top condition and I think  we

can expect some first rate   eclipsing this morning...Brian.

Brian     Well, we're certainly all looking forward to it  very

much up here...Jim.

Jim And to look at the eclipse of the sun through...

Peter    Of the sun through?

Jim Yes, to look at the eclipse of the sun through...

Brian    I don't understand.

Jim To look through, at the eclipse of the sun...

Brian    What?

Jim   I   haven't   finished...We  have  this   <ooh>   surely,

magnificent...

Brian    Absolutely.

Jim ...quite superb...

Brian    Hear, hear.

Jim Quite agree.

Peter    What?

Jim Eh...piece of smoked glass.

Brian    Absolutely.

Jim Which must be fully...<ooh>

Brian    <ooh> easily...

Peter    Must be!

Brian    Absolutely.

Jim No question.

Peter    Jolly good!

Terry    Start again!

Jim  Well,  here  we are at Lord's with this  piece  of  smoked

trout...

Peter    ...glass!

Jim  Oh, please?...oh, oh, glass!...waiting quite superbly  for



the eclipse of the sunlike object.

Brian     And  here,  if  I'm  very much  mistaken,  comes  the

eclipse.

Jim Yes, you are very much mistaken. Here it comes...Peter.

Peter    Yes, I can't see anyone stopping it now!

Brian    No, it's all over bar the shouting.

Jim  The  sands of time must surely be drawing to a  close  for

this plucky   solar...<thunder>...oh!?

Brian    Oh!?

Peter    Oh!?

Jim Oh.

Brian    Rain!

Peter    Rain!

Jim  Rain...Uh-hmm....Well, what a shame, the rain is beginning

to come down now here at     Lord's..

Brian    Light's going, too...

Peter    Yes, going really quite fast...

Jim Mind you, it's getting quite murky up here now...

Brian     You  can  hardly  see your glass  in  front  of  your

face...

Jim  What  a  shame.  Well, that's it  from  Lord's  then,  I'm

afraid, but we'll be back here again   the moment there is  any

sign of improvement.

Narrator Well, while we're waiting to take you back to  Lord's,

we  play  you  a recording     of Alistair Cook being  attacked

by a duck.

_______________________________

1   Man:                John Cleese

    Postal Clerk:             Michael Palin

2   Kemal Atatürk (Mustafa Kemal) 1881-1938; President i



Turkiet 1923-1938.



           Title: Great Actors

            From: Album "Matching Tie and Handkerchief"

  Transcribed By: Davina Tung <davina@ocf.berkeley.edu>

       Edited By: Adam Fogg <borg@agate.net>

*Now it's time for Great Actors, introduced as usual by Alan Semen.*

Alan: Sir Edwin, which has been for you the most demanding of the great 

      Shakesperean tragic heroes that you've played?

Sir Edwin: Well, of course this is always a difficult one, but I think the

           answer must be Hamlet.

Alan: Which you played at Stratford in 1963.

Sir Edwin: That's right, yes,  I found the role a very taxing one.  I mean,

           er, Hamlet has eight thousand two hundred and sixty-two words, you

           see.

Alan: Really.

Sir Edwin: Oh yes.  Othello's a bugger too, mind you--especially the cleaning

           up afterwards, but he has nine hundred and forty-one words less

           than Hamlet.  On the other hand, the coon's got more pauses,

           sixty-two quite long ones, as I recall.  But then they're not so

           tricky, you see--you don't have to do so much during them.

Alan: You don't.

Sir Edwin: No.  No, not really.  Andd they give you time to think what sort of

           face you're going to pull during the next speech so that it fits

           the words you're saying as far as possible.



Alan: How many words did you have to say as King Lear at the Aldwitch in '52?

Sir Edwin: Ah, well, I don't want you to get the impression it's just a

           question of the number of words... um... I mean, getting them in

           the right order is just as important.  Old Peter Hall used to say

           to me, "They're all there already-- now we've got to get them in

           the right order."  And, er, for example, you can also say one word

           louder than another--er, "To *be* or not to be," or "To be *or* not

           to be," or "To be or not to *be*"--you see?  And so on.

Alan: Inflection.

Sir Edwin: And of course inflection.  In fact, Lear has only seven thousand

           and fifty- four words, but the real difficulty with Lear is that

           you've got to play him all--you know, shaky legs and pratfalls and

           the dentures falling out, 'cause he's ancient as hell, and then

           there's that heartrending scene when he goes right off his nut--

           you know, "bliddle dee dee diddle deebibble dee dee dibble beep

           beep beep," and all that, which takes it out of you, what with

           having the crown to keep on.  So Lear is tiring, although not

           difficult to act, because you've only got to do despair and a bit

           of anger, and they're the easiest.

Alan: Are they?  What are the hardest?

Sir Edwin: Oh... um, fear.

Alan: Fear?

Sir Edwin: Mmm, yes, never been able to get that--can't do the mouth.  I look

           all cross--it's a very fine line.

Alan: What else?



Sir Edwin: Apart from fear?  Er, jealousy can be tricky... but for me, the

           most difficult is being in love--you know, that openmouthed,

           vacant look that Vanessa Redgrave's got off to a tee.  Can't do

           that at all.  And also I'm frightfully awkward when I try that

           happy prancing, you know.  Which is a shame, really, because

           otherwise Romeo's quite good for me--only three thousand and eight

           and quite a lote of climbing and kissing.

Alan: Sir Edwin--get stuffed.

Sir Edwin: I've enjoyed it.



           Title: The Word Association Sketch

            From: A Python Album

  Transcribed By: Dave Bregman

       Edited By: Bret Shefter

Tonight's the night I shall be talking about of flu the subject of word

association football.  This is a technique out a living much used in the

practice makes perfect of psychoanalysister and brother and one that has

occupied piper the majority rule of my attention squad by the right number

one two three four the last five years to the memory. It is quite remarkable

baker charlie how much the miller's son this so-called while you were out word

association immigrants' problems influences the manner from heaven in which we

sleek it cowering timrous beasties all-American Speke, the famous explorer.

And the really well that is surprising partner in crime is that a lot and his

wife of the lions' feeding time we may be c d e effectively quite unaware of

the fact or fiction section of the Watford Public Library that we are even

doing it is a far, far better thing that I do now then, now then, what's going

onward christian Barnard the famous hearty part of the lettuce now praise

famous mental homes for loonies like me.  So on the button, my contention

causing all the headaches, is that unless we take into account of Monte Cristo

in our thinking George the Fifth this phenomenon the other hand we shall not be

able satisFact or Fiction section of the Watford Public Library againily to

understand to attention when I'm talking to you and stop laughing, about human

nature, man's psychological make-up some story the wife'll believe and hence

the very meaning of life itselfish bastard, I'll kick him in the balls upon the

road.



           Title: Aa Athiest's Sunday Brunch

            From: Monty Python's "Contractual Obligations" Album

  Transcribed By: R. "Gumby" Preston ( KL791C@GWUVM.BITNET )

 

 

(Sound: Church bells, lots of them, ringing.)

 

Man: I wish those bloody bells would stop.

Wife: Oh, it's quite nice dear, it's Sunday, it's the church.

M: What about us atheists?  Why should we 'ave to listen to that

   sectarian turmoil?

W: You're a lapsed atheist, dear.

M: The principle's the same. The Mohmedans don't come 'round here

   wavin' bells at us! We don't get Buddhists playing bagpipes in our

   bathroom! Or Hindus harmonizing in the hall! The Shintus don't

   come here shattering sheet glass in the shithouse, shouting slogans-

W: All right, don't practice your alliteration on me.

M: Anyway, when I membership card and blazer badge back from the

   League of Agnostics, I shall urge the executive to lodge a protest

   against that religious racket! Pass the butter knife!

W: WHAT??

M: PASS THE BUTTER KNIFE!! (pause) THANK YOU! IF ONLY WE HAD SOME

   KIND OF MISSILE!

W: 'OLD ON, I'LL CLOSE THE WINDOW.

M: WHAT?!

W: I SAID, I'LL CLOSE THE WINDOW!

 

(Sound: Window closing, bells get faint, but are still there)

 

M: If only we had some kind of missile, we could take the steam out

   of those bells.

W: Well, you could always use the number 14-St. Joseph-the-somewhat-

   divine-on-the-hill ballistic missile.  It's in the attic.



M: What ballistic missile would this be, then?

 

(Sound: Bells begin to get increasingly louder)

 

W: I made it for you, it's your birthday present!

M: Just what I wanted, 'ow nice of you to remember, my pet.

   'ERE!

W: WHAT?

M: THOSE BELLS ARE GETTING LOUDER!

W: WHAT?

M: THOSE BELLS ARE GETTING LOUDER!!

W: THE BELLS ARE GETTING LOUDER! OOOH, LOOK!

M: WHAT?

W: THE CHURCH, IT.. ITS COMING CLOSER! ITS COMING DOWN THE 'ILL!

M: WHAT A LIBERTY!

W: ITS TURNING INTO OUR LANE! WELL, YOU BETTER GO PUT IT OUT OF

   IT'S MISERY.

M: WHERE'S THIS MISSILE, THEN?

W: IT'S IN THE ATTIC. PRESS THE BUTTON MARKED CHURCH!

M: 'OW DO I AIM IT?

W: IT AUTOMATICALLY HOMES IN ON THE NEAREST PLACE OF WORSHIP!

M: BUT THAT'S ST. MARKS!

W: IT ISN'T NOW, LOOK!! OH, ITS OP'NING THE GATE.

M: WHAT? USE THE MEGAPHONE!

W: IT'S OP'NING THE GATE!! 'HURRY UP, ITS TRAMPLING OVER THE AZALIAS!

 

(Sound: Missle launch, explosion, bells diminish)

 

M: Did I 'it it?

W: Yes, right up the aisle.

M: Well I've always said, There's nothing an agnostic can't do if

   he really doesn't know whether he believes in anything or not.



           Title: Stake Your Claim

            From: Monty Python's Previous Record

  Transcribed By: Jonathan Partington ( JRP1@PHX.CAM.AC.UK )

Game Show Host (John Cleese):  Good evening and welcome to Stake Your Claim.

                               First this evening we have Mr Norman Voles of

                               Gravesend who claims he wrote all Shakespeare's

                               works.  Mr Voles, I understand you claim that

                               you wrote all those plays normally attributed to

                               Shakespeare?

 

Voles (Michael Palin): That is correct. I wrote all his plays and my wife and I

wrote his sonnets.

 

Host: Mr Voles, these plays are known to have been performed in the

early 17th century. How old are you, Mr Voles?

 

Voles: 43.

 

Host: Well, how is it possible for you to have written plays

performed over 300 years before you were born?

 

Voles: Ah well. This is where my claim falls to the ground.

 

Host: Ah!

 

Voles: There's no possible way of answering that argument, I'm

afraid. I was only hoping you would not make that particular

point, but I can see you're more than a match for me!

 

Host: Mr Voles, thank you very much for coming along.

 

Voles: My pleasure.



 

Host: Next we have Mr Bill Wymiss who claims to have built the Taj

Mahal.

 

Wymiss (Eric Idle): No.

 

Host: I'm sorry?

 

Wymiss: No. No.

 

Host: I thought you cla...

 

Wymiss: Well I did but I can see I won't last a minute with you.

 

Host: Next...

 

Wymiss: I was right!

 

Host: ... we have Mrs Mittelschmerz of Dundee who cla... Mrs

Mittelschmerz, what is your claim?

 

Mittelschmerz (Graham Chapman in drag): That I can burrow through an elephant.

 

Host: (Pause) Now you've changed your claim, haven't you. You know

we haven't got an elephant.

 

Mittelschmerz: (Insincerely) Oh, haven't you? Oh dear!

 

Host: You're not fooling anybody, Mrs Mittelschmerz. In your letter

you quite clearly claimed that ... er ... you could be thrown off

the top of Beachy Head into the English Channel and then be

buried.

 

Mittelschmerz: No, you can't read my writing.



 

Host: It's typed.

 

Mittelschmerz: It says 'elephant'.

 

Host: Mrs Mittelschmerz, this is an entertainment show, and I'm not

prepared to simply sit here bickering. Take her away, Heinz!

 

Mittelschmerz: Here, no, leave me alone!

 

(Sound of wind and sea).

 

Mittelschmerz: Oooaaahh! (SPLOSH)



           Title: THE DECOMPSING COMPOSERS

            From: Monty Python's Contractual Obligations Album

  Transcribed By: R. "Gumby" Preston ( KL791C@GWUVM.BITNET )

Beethoven's gone, but his music lives on,

And Mozart don't go shopping no more.

You'll never meet Lizst or Brahms again,

And Elgar doesn't answer the door.

 

Schubert and Chopin used to chuckle and laugh,

Whilst composing a long symphony.

But one hundred and fifty years later,

There's very little of them left to see.

 

The decomposing composers,

There's not much anyone can do.

You can still hear Beethoven,

But Beethoven cannot hear you.

 

Handel and Haydn and Rachmaninoff

Enjoyed a nice drink with their meal.

But nowadays no one will serve them,

And their gravy is left to congeal.

 

Verdi and Wagner delighted the crowds

With their highly original sounds.

The pianos they play are still working,

But they're both six feet underground.

 

The decomposing composers,

There's less of them every year.

You can say what you like to



But there's not much of them left to hear.

 

Claude Akil Debussy.  Died, 1918.

Christof Viliborg Kralk.  Died, 1787.

Carl Maria von Weber.  Not at all well, 1825.

                       Died, 1826.

Giacommo Meiabier.  Still alive, 1863.

                    Not still alive, 1864.

Modest Mussorgsky.  1880, going to parties.

                    No fun anymore, 1881.

Johann Neopok Hummel.  Chattin' away 19 'an a dozen with his friends down at

                       the Pub every evenin', 1836.

                       1837, nothing.



           Title: THE MEN'S-BEING-EATEN-BY-A-CROCODILE CONTEST

            From: Monty Python's Contractual Obligations Album

  Transcribed By: R. "Gumby" Preston ( KL791C@GWUVM.BITNET )

 

 

(Background music: Sportscast intro)

Newscaster: And right now it's time for athletics, and over to Brian

            Goebells in Paris.

Goebells:   Hello, well you join us here in Paris just a few minutes before the

            start of today's big event:  the final of the Men's-Being-Eaten-

            By-A-Crocodile event.  I'm standing now by the crocodile pit where-

            AAAAAAHHHHH!

 

(FX: Crocodiles eating, French exclamations and sirens)

 

Newscaster: Ah. Well I'm afraid that we've lost Brian. While they're sorting

            that out, we have a report from Barry Loothesom in Lughtborrow on

            the British preparations for this most important event.

Loothesom:  Here at Lughtborrow are the five young men chosen last week to be

            eaten by a crocodile for Britain this summer.  Obviously, the most

            important part of the event is the opening 60 yard sprint towards

            the crocs.  And twenty-two year old Nottingham schoolteacher Gavin

            Watterlow is rated by some not only the fastest but also the

            tastiest British morsel since Barry Gordon got a bronze at

            Helsinki.  In charge of the team is Sergeant Major Harold Duke.

Duke:       Aww, well, you not only got to get in that pit first, you gotta

            get EATEN first.  When you land in front of your croc, and 'e opens

            his mouth, I wanna see you right in there.  Rub your 'ead up

            against 'is taste buds.  And when those teeth bite into your flesh,

            use the perches to thrust yourself DOWN his throat...

Loothesom:  Duke's trained with every British team since 1928, and it's his

            blend of gymnastic knowhow, reptilian expertise and culinary skill

            that's turned many an un-appetizing novice into a crocodilic



            banquet.

Duke:       Well, our chefs have been experimenting for many years to find

            a sauce most likely to tempt the crocodile.  In the past, we've

            concentrated on a fish based sauce, but this year, we are reverting

            to a simple bernaise.

Loothesom:  The British team are worried because Olympic regulations allow

            only the competitor's heads to be sauced.  Gavin Morolowe...

Morolowe:   Yes, well, I mean, (clears throat) you know, four years ago,

            everyone knew the Italians were coating the insides of their legs

            with bolinaise, the Russians have been marinating themselves, One

            of the Germans, Biolek, was caught actually putting, uh, remolarde

            down his shorts.  And the Finns were using tomato flavoured running

            shoes.  Uh, I think there should either be unrestricted garnishing,

            or a single, Olympic standard mayonnaise.

Loothesom:  Gavin, does it ever worry you that you're actually going to be

            chewed up by a bloody, grey crocodile.

 

Morolowe:   The only thing that worries me, Jim, is being the first one down

            that gully.

Loothesom:  Well, the way things are going here at Lughtborrow, it looks as

            though Britan could easily pick up a place in the first seven

            hundred.  But nothing's predictable in this tough, harsh, highly

            competitive world where today's champion is tomorrow's crocodile

            shit.  And back to you, in the studio, Norman.

 



           Title: Elephantoplasty

            From: Matching Tie & Handkerchief

  Transcribed By: Davina Tung <davina@ocf.berkeley.edu>

Announcer (John Cleese): Tonight on Who Cares? we examine the frontiers of

   surgery.  With us is the international financier and surgeon Reg LeCrisp and

   his most successful patient to date, the elephant Mr. George Humphries. 

   (Elephant trumpets.)  Mr. LeCrisp, the surgery on Mr. Humpries is truly

   remarkable, but--why an elephant?

LeCrisp (Terry Jones): Well, that was just a stroke of luck, really.  An 

   elephant's trunk became available after a road accident, and Mr. Humphries

   happened to be walking past the hospital at the time.

A: And what was Mr. Humphries' reaction to the transplant of the elephant's

   organs?

L (interspersed with trumpeting): Surprise at first, then later shock, and

   deep anger and resentment.  But his family were marvelous, they helped pull

   him through--

A: How long was he in hospital?

L: Well, he spent the first three weeks in our intensive care unit, and then 

   eight weeks in the zoo.

A: I see...  Is Mr. Humphries now able to lead a fairly normal life?

L: No.  Oh, no, no.  No--he still has to wash himself in a rather special way,

   he can only eat buns, and he's not allowed on public transport.  But I feel

   these are very minor problems--

A: Mm hmmm.

L: --when you consider the very sophisticated surgery which Mr. Humphries has

   undergone.  I mean, each of those feet he's got now weighs more than his

   whole body did before the... elephantoplasty, and the tusks alone--

A: Er, some years ago you were the center of, er, controversy both from your 

   own medical colleagues and from the Church when you grafted a pederast onto

   an Anglican bishop.

L: Well, that's ignorance of the press, if I may say so.  We've done thousands



   of similar operations, it's just that this time there was a bishop involved.

   I wish I could have more bishops, I--

A: Is lack of donors a problem?

L: There just aren't enough accidents.  It's unethical and time-consuming to go

   out and *cause* them, so we're having to rely on whatever comes to hand--

   chairs, tables, floor-cleaning equipment, drying-out racks, pieces of 

   pottery... and these do pose almost insurmountable surgical problems.  What

   I'm sitting on, in fact, is one of our more successful attempts.  This is

   Mrs. Dudley.  She had little hope of survival, she'd lost interest in life,

   but along came this very attractive mahogany frame, and now she's a jolly 

   comfortable Chesterfield.

A: Mm hmm.  I see.

(Sound of car crash--sirens blaring)

L: Oh--excuse me... (Rushes out.)



           Title: Lifeboat Sketch

            From: Monty Python's Previous Record

  Transcribed By: Jonathan Partington (JRP1@PHOENIX.CAMBRIDGE.AC.UK)

 

(Scene:  The interior of a ship. Seagulls are crying.)

 

(groans and coughs)

 

1: Still no sign of land.  How long is it?

2: That's a rather personal question, sir.

(low voices)

1: You stupid git.  I meant how long is it that we've been in the lifeboat?

   You've destroyed the atmosphere now.

2: I'm sorry.

1: Shut up.  Start again.

 

1: Still no sign of land.  How long is it?

2: 33 days, sir.

1: Thirty-three days?

2: We can't go on much longer.

(low voices)

    I didn't think I destroyed the atmosphere.

1:  Shut up.

2: Well, I don't think I did.

1: 'Course you did.

2: (aside, to 3) Did you think I destroyed the atmosphere?

3: Yes I think you did.

1: Shut up.  Shut up!

 

1: Still no sign of land.  How long is it?

2: 33 days, sir.

4: Have we started again? [slap]



 

1: STILL no sign of land.  How long is it?

2: 33 days, sir.

1: Thirty-three days?

2: We can't go on much longer, sir.  We haven't eaten since the fifth day.

5: We're done for, we're done for!

1: Shut up, Maudling.

2: We've just got to keep hoping.  Someone may find us.

 

6: How we feeling, Captain?

C: Not too good.  I...I feel so weak.

2: We can't hold out much longer.

C: Listen...chaps...there's still a chance.  I'm...done for, I've...got a

   gammy leg and I'm going fast; I'll never get through.  But...some of you

   might.  So...you'd better eat me.

?: Eat you, sir?

C: Yes.  Eat me.

?: Iiuuhh!  With a gammy leg?

C: You didn't eat the leg, Thompson.  There's still plenty of good meat.

   Look at that arm.

5: It's not just the leg, sir.

C: What do you mean?

5: Well, sir...it's just that -

C: Why don't you want to eat me?

5: I'd rather eat Johnson, sir!

?: So would I, sir.

C: I see.

?: Then that's decided...everyone's gonna eat me!

?: Uh, well.

5: What, sir?

?: Go ahead, please, but I won't -

?: Oh nonsense, sir, you're starving; tuck in!

1: No, no, it's not that.



?: What's the matter with Johnson, sir?

1: Well, he's not kosher.

5: That depends how we kill him, sir.

1: Yes, that's true.  But to be perfectly frank I...I like my meat a little

   more lean.  I'd rather eat Hodges.

?: Oh well, all right.

5: I still prefer Johnson.

C: I wish you'd all stop bickering and eat me.

1: Look.  I tell you what.  Those who want to can eat Johnson.  And you,

   sir, can have my leg.  And we make some stock from the Captain, and then

   we'll have Johnson cold for supper.

Crew:  (cacophonous)

        Hmm, yes, good idea, excellent thinking, very good, I don't suppose

        we could have Hodges in the morning, jolly good idea, etc.



           Title: Rock Notes

            From: Monty Python's Contractual Obligations Album

  Transcribed By: R. Preston ( KL791C@GWUVM.BITNET )

Newscaster:

 

Rex Stardust, lead electric triangle with Toad the Wet Sprocket has had to

have an elbow removed following their recent successful worldwide tour of

Finland. Flamboyant ambidextrous Rex apparently fell off the back of a

motorcycle. "Fell off the back of a motorcyclist, most likely," quipped ace

drummer Jumbo McCluney upon hearing of the accident. Plans are already

afoot for a major tour of Iceland.

 

Divorced after only eight minutes, popular television singing star, Charisma,

changed her mind on the way out of the registry office, when she realized

she had married one of the Donkeys by mistake. The evening before in LA's

glittering nightspot, the Abitoir, she had proposed to drummer Reg Abbot

of Blind Drunk, after a whirlwind romance and a knee-trembler. But when

the hangover lifted, it was Keith Sly of the Donkeys who was on her arm

in the registry office.  Keith, who was too ill to notice, remained

unsteady during the short ceremony and when asked to exchange vows, began

to recite names and addresses of people who also used the stuff. Charisma

spotted the error as Keith was being carried into the wedding ambulance

and became emotionally upset. However, the mistake was soon cleared

up, and she stayed long enough to consummate their divorce.

 

Dead Monkeys are to split up again, according to their manager, Lefty

Goldblatt.  They've been in the business now ten years, nine as other

groups.  Originally the Dead Salmon, they became for a while, Trout.

Then Fried Trout, then Poached Trout In A White Wine Sauce, and finally,

Herring.  Splitting up for nearly a month, the re-formed as Red Herring,

which became Dead Herring for a while, and then Dead Loss, which reflected



the current state of the group.  Splitting up again to get their heads

together, they reformed a fortnight later as Heads Together, a tight little

name which lasted them through a difficult period when their drummer was

suspected of suffering from death.  It turned out to be only a rumor and

they became Dead Together, then Dead Gear, which lead to Dead Donkeys,

Lead Donkeys, and the inevitable split up.  After nearly ten days, they

reformed again as Sole Manier, then Dead Sole, Rock Cod, Turbot, Haddock,

White Baith, the Places, Fish, Bream, Mackerel, Salmon, Poached Salmon,

Poached Salmon In A White Wine Sauce, Salmon-monia, and Helen Shapiro.

This last name, their favorite, had to be dropped following an injunction

and they split up again.  When they reformed after a recordbreaking two

days, they ditched the fishy references and became Dead Monkeys, a name

which they stuck with for the rest of their careers. Now, a fortnight

later, they've finally split up.

(telephone ringing)

Hello.

"Hello"

Yes?

"What do you think of Dead Duck?"

What do I think of Dead Duck?

"or Lobster?"

Lobster?...

 



           Title: Anagrams

            From: "Monty Python's Brand New Papperbok"

  Transcribed By: Jonathan Partington

      An announcement Because of the Anagrams dispute it has been decided to

      devote the rest of this space to a page specially written for people who

      like figures of speech, for the not a few fans of litotes, and those

      with no small interest in meiosis, for the infinite millions of

      hyperbole-lovers, for those fond of hypallage, and the epithet's golden

      transfer, for those who fall willingly into the arms of the metaphor,

      those who give up the ghost, bury their heads in the sand and ride

      roughshod over the mixed metaphor, and even those of hyperbaton the

      friends.  It will be too, for those who reprehend the malapropism; who

      love the wealth of metonymy; for all friends of rhetoric and syllepsis;

      and zeugmatists withsmiling eyes and hearts.  It will bring a large

      absence of unsatisfactory malevolence to periphrastic fans; a wig harm

      bello to spoonerists; and in nosmall measure a not less than splendid

      greeting to you circumlocutors.  The World adores prosopopeiasts, and

      the friendly faces of synechdotists, and can one not make those amorous

      of anacoluthon understand that if they are not satisfied by this, what

      is to happen to them?  It will attempt to really welcome all splitters

      of infinitives, all who are Romeo and Juliet to antonomasia, those who

      drink up similes like sparkling champagne, who lose nothing compared

      with comparison heads, self-evident axiomists, all pithy aphorists,

      apothegemists, maximiles, theorists, epigrammatists and evengnomists.

      And as for the lovers of aposiopesis -- !  It will wish bienvenu to all

      classical adherents of euphuism, all meta thesi stic birds, golden

      paranomasiasts covered in guilt, fallacious paralogists, trophists,

      anagogists, and anaphorists; to greet, welcome, embrace asyndeton buffs,

      while the lovers of ellipsis will be well-met and its followers

      embraced, as will be chronic worshippers of catachresis and supporters

      of anastrophe the world over.
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The tale of the Piranha Brothers

                               

  From episode 1 of series 2 of Monty Python's Flying Circus

     (similar to the one on "Another Monty Python Record")

Transcribed from Monty Python's Big Red Book (the new hardback

                           edition)

1

Last  Tuesday  a reign of terror was ended when  the  notorious

Piranha  brothers, Doug and Dinsdale, after  one  of  the  most

extraordinary  trials in British legal history, were  sentenced

to  400  years imprisonment for crimes of violence. We examined

the  rise  to power of the Piranhas, the methods they  used  to

subjugate  rival gangs and their subsequent tracking  down  and

capture by the brilliant Superintendent Harry 'Snapper'  Organs

of Q Division.

Doug  and Dinsdale Piranha were born, on probation, in a  small

house  in Kipling Road, Southwark, the eldest sons in a  family

of  sixteen. Their father Arthur Piranha, a scrap metal  dealer

and  TV  quizmaster, was well known to the police,and a  devout

Catholic. In 1928 he had married Kitty Malone, an up-and-coming

East End boxer. Doug was born in February 1929 and Dinsdale two

weeks later; and again a week after that. Someone who remembers

them well was their next door neighbour, Mrs April Simnel.

"Oh yes Kipling Road was a typical East End Street, people were



in  and  out of each other's houses with each other's  property

all day. They were a cheery lot. Cheerful and violent. Doug was

keen  on boxing, but when he learned to walk he took up putting

the  boot  in  the groin. He was very interested in  that.  His

mother  had  a  terrible job getting him to come  in  for  tea.

Putting  his  little boot in he'd be, bless him. All  the  kids

were  like that then, they didn't have their heads stuffed with

all this Cartesian dualism."

At  the age of fifteen Doug and Dinsdale started attending  the

Ernest  Pythagoras  Primary School  in  Clerkenwell.  When  the

Piranhas left school they were called up but were found  by  an

Army Board to be too unstable even for National Service. Denied

the  opportunity to use their talents in the service  of  their

country,   they  began  to  operate  what  they   called   'The

Operation'... They would select a victim and then  threaten  to

beat  him  up  if he paid the so-called protection money.  Four

months  later they started another operation which  the  called

'The  Other  Operation'. In this racket they  selected  another

victim and threatened not to beat him up if he didn't pay them.

One  month later they hit upon 'The Other Other Operation'.  In

this the victim was threatened that if he didn't pay them, they

would  beat  him  up.  This for the Piranha  brothers  was  the

turning point.

Doug  and Dinsdale Piranha now formed a gang, which the  called

'The  Gang' and used terror to take over night clubs,  billiard

halls, gaming casinos and race tracks. When they tried to  take

over  the MCC they were, for the only time in their lives, slit

up  a  treat.  As their empire spread however, Q Division  were

keeping  tabs  on  their  every  move  by  reading  the  colour

supplements.



One  small-time operator who fell foul of Dinsdale Piranha  was

Vince Snetterton-Lewis.

"Well  one day I was at home threatening the kids when I  looks

out through the hole in the wall and sees this tank pull up and

out  gets  one  of  Dinsdale's boys, so he comes  in  nice  and

friendly and says Dinsdale wants to have a word with me, so  he

chains  me  to the back of the tank and takes me for  a  scrape

round   to  Dinsdale's  place  and  Dinsdale's  there  in   the

conversation  pit  with  Doug and  Charles  Paisley,  the  baby

crusher,  and  two  film  producers  and  a  man  they   called

'Kierkegaard', who just sat there biting the heads of  whippets

and  Dinsdale  says 'I hear you've been a naughty boy  Clement'

and he splits me nostrils open and saws me leg off and pulls me

liver  out  and I tell him my name's not Clement and  then...he

loses his temper and nails me head to the floor."

Another  man who had his head nailed to the floor was  Stig  O'

Tracy.

Rogers: I've been told Dinsdale Piranha nailed your head to the

floor.

Stig:  No. Never. He was a smashing bloke. He used to  buy  his

mother flowers and that. He was like a brother to me.

Rogers:  But the police have film of Dinsdale actually  nailing

your head to the floor.

Stig: (pause) Oh yeah, he did that.

Rogers: Why?

Stig: Well he had to, didn't he? I mean there was nothing  else

he could do, be fair. I had transgressed the unwritten law.

Rogers: What had you done?

Stig:  Er...  well he didn't tell me that, but he gave  me  his

word  that it was the case, and that's good enough for me  with



old  Dinsy.  I mean, he didn't *want* to nail my  head  to  the

floor.  I  had  to  insist. He wanted to let me  off.  He'd  do

anything for you, Dinsdale would.

Rogers: And you don't bear him a grudge?

Stig: A grudge! Old Dinsy. He was a real darling.

Rogers:  I  understand he also nailed your  wife's  head  to  a

coffee table. Isn't that true Mrs O' Tracy?

Mrs O' Tracy: No, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no.

Stig: Well he did do that, yeah. He was a hard man. Vicious but

fair.

Vince Snetterton-Lewis agreed with this judgement.

Yes,  definitely he was fair. After he nailed me  head  to  the

table,  I  used to go round every Sunday lunchtime to his  flat

and  apologise, and then we'd shake hands and he'd nail me head

to  the floor. He was very reasonable. Once, one Sunday I  told

him  my parents were coming round to tea and would he mind very

much  not  nailing  my head that week and he  agreed  and  just

screwed my pelvis to a cake stand."

Clearly  Dinsdale inspired tremendous fear among  his  business

associates. But what was he really like?

Gloria Pules knew him intimately.

"I  walked out with Dinsdale on many occasions and found him  a

charming and erudite companion. He was wont to introduce one to

eminent  celebrities, celebrated American singers,  members  of

the  aristocracy and other gang leaders, who he had met through

his work for charities. He took a warm interest in Boys' Clubs,

Sailors'  Homes,  Choristers' Associations  and  the  Grenadier

Guards. "Mind you there was nothing unusual about him. I should



say  not. Except, that Dinsdale was convinced that he was being

watched  by  a  giant hedgehog whom he referred  to  as  'Spiny

Norman'. Normally Spiny Norman was wont to be about twelve feet

from  snout  to  tail, but when Dinsdale was  depressed  Norman

could  be anything up to eight hundred yards long. When  Norman

was  about Dinsdale would go very quiet and start wobbling  and

his nose would swell up and his teeth would move about and he'd

get very violent and claim that he'd laid Stanley Baldwin."

Rogers:  "Did  it  worry  you that he,  for  example,  stitched

people's legs together?"

Gloria: "Well it's better than bottling it up isn't it. He  was

a  gentleman, Dinsdale, and what's more he knew how to treat  a

female impersonator."

But  what  do  the criminologists think? We asked  The  Amazing

Kargol and Janet:

"It is easy for us to judge Dinsdale Piranha too harshly. After

all  he  only did what many of us simply dream of doing...  I'm

sorry. After all we should remember that a murderer is only  an

extroverted suicide. Dinsdale was a looney, but he was a  happy

looney. Lucky bugger."

Most  of  the  strange tales concern Dinsdale, but  what  about

Doug? One man who met him was Luigi Vercotti.

"I  had  been running a successful escort agency -- high class,

no  really, high class girls -- we didn't have any of *that* --

that  was  right out. So I decided to open a high  class  night

club  for the gentry at Biggleswade with International  cuisine

and  cooking and top line acts, and not a cheap clip joint  for



picking  up tarts -- that was right out, I deny that completely

--,  and  one  evening in walks Dinsdale with a couple  of  big

lads, one of whom was carrying a tactical nuclear missile. They

said  I had bought one of their fruit machines and would I  pay

for  it?  They  wanted three quarters of a  million  pounds.  I

thought about it and decided not to go to the Police as  I  had

noticed  that  the lad with the thermonuclear  device  was  the

chief constable for the area. So a week later they called again

and  told me the cheque had bounced and said... I had to see...

Doug.  Well, I was terrified. Everyone was terrified  of  Doug.

I've  seen grown men pull their own heads off rather  than  see

Doug. Even Dinsdale was frightened of Doug. He used... sarcasm.

He knew all the tricks, dramatic irony, metaphor, bathos, puns,

parody, litotes and... satire. He was vicious."

In  this  way,  by a combination of violence and  sarcasm,  the

Piranha  brothers by February 1966 controlled  London  and  the

Southeast of England. It was in February, though, that Dinsdale

made a big mistake.

Latterly  Dinsdale had become increasingly worried about  Spiny

Norman. He had come to the conclusion that Norman slept  in  an

aeroplane  hangar at Luton Airport. And so on  Feb  22nd  1966,

Dinsdale blew up Luton.

Even  the  police began to sit up and take notice. The Piranhas

realised  they had gone too far and that the hunt was on.  They

went  into hiding. But it was too late. Harry 'Snapper'  Organs

was on the trail.

"I decided on a subtle approach, viz. some form of disguise, as

the  old  helmet and boots are a bit of a giveaway. Luckily  my

years with Bristol Rep. stood me in good stead, as I assumed  a



bewildering  variety of disguises. I tracked them  to  Cardiff,

posing  as the Reverend Smiler Egret. Hearing they'd gone  back

to  London,  I  assumed the identity of a pork  butcher,  Brian

Stoats. On my arrival in London, I discovered they had returned

to  Cardiff, I followed as Gloucester from _King Lear_.  Acting

on a hunch I spent several months in Buenos Aires as Blind Pew,

returning through the Panama Canal as Ratty, in _Toad  of  Toad

Hall_. Back in Cardiff, I relived my triumph as Sancho Panza in

_Man  of  la Mancha_ which the "Bristol Evening Post" described

as  'a glittering performance of rare perception', although the

"Bath Chronicle" was less than enthusiastic. In fact it gave me

a   right  panning.  I  quote:  'as  for  the  performance   of

Superintendent  Harry  "Snapper" Organs as  Sancho  Panza,  the

audience  were  bemused by his high-pitched  Welsh  accent  and

intimidated  by his abusive ad-libs.' The "Western Daily  News"

said:  'Sancho Panza (Mr Organs) spoilt an otherwise impeccably

choreographed  rape  scene  by his unscheduled  appearance  and

persistent cries of "What's all this then?"'" Against this kind

of opposition for the Piranha Brothers the end was inevitable.

                            THE END

**** end of file PIRANHA PYTHON 3/28/88 ***

Gavin Millarrrrr writes:

   from "Monty Python's Big Red Book" (new hardback edition)

Gavin Millarrrrrrrrrr [John Cleese] writes:

Neville  Shunt's latest West End Success, "It all  Happened  on

the  11.20  from Hainault to Redhill via Horsham  and  Reigate,



calling  at  Carshalton Beeches, Malmesbury,  Tooting  Bec  and

Croydon  West,"  is  currently appearing at the  Limp  Theatre,

Piccadilly. What Shunt is doing in this, as in his earlier nine

plays,  is  to express the human condition in terms of  British

Rail.

Some  people have made the mistake of seeing Shunt's work as  a

load  of  rubbish about railway timetables, but  clever  people

like me who talk loudly in restaurants see this as a deliberate

ambiguity,  a  plea for understanding in a mechanised  mansion.

The  points  are  frozen,  the  beast  is  dead.  What  is  the

difference? What indeed is the point? The point is frozen,  the

beast  is  late out of Paddington. The point is  taken.  If  La

Fontaine's  elk would spurn Tom Jones the engine  must  be  our

head,  the dining car our aesophagus, the guards van  our  left

lung,  the  cattle truck our shins, the first class compartment

the  piece  of  skin  at the nape of the  neck  and  the  level

crossing   an  electric  elk  called  Simon.  The  clarity   is

devastating. But where is the ambiguity? Over there in  a  box.

Shunt  is  saying the 8.15 from Gillingham when in  reality  he

means the 8.13 from Gillingham. The train is the same, only the

time  is  altered.  Ecce homo, ergo elk. La Fontaine  knew  its

sister and knew her bloody well. The point is taken, the  beast

is  moulting,  the  fluff gets up your nose.  The  illusion  is

complete;  it  is  reality, the reality  is  illusion  and  the

ambiguity  is  the only truth. But is the truth,  as  Hitchcock

observes,  in the box? No, there isn't room, the ambiguity  has

put  on weight. The point is taken, the elk is dead, the  beast

stops   at  Swindon,  Chabrol  stops  at  nothing,  I'm  having

treatment and La Fontaine can get knotted.

****  end  of  file  TRAIN PYTHON (originally  MILARRRR  PYTHON



9/18/87) 5/10/88 ****

_______________________________

Sida: 9

1   "The tale of the Piranha Brothers" kan vara en parodi på

gangsterbröderna Kray.
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The page written for people who dislike anagrams

Transcribed 2/1/88 from "Monty Python's Brand New Papperbok"

Hello, and welcome to a page written entirely for people who dislike anagrams. Hi, anagram-
haters everywhere! Down with 

all words or phrases formed with the letters of another! This page is specially dedicated 
to all who hate and despise the 

pathetic practice of shuffling letters to form different meanings. Let us make one thing 
clear from the start, there will be no 

anagrams on this page at all. None whatsoever. So any anagram lovers can just turn to 
their own page, where they will find 

their pathetic practice sufficiently catered for. We want none of you here. For too long 
we anti-anagrammatists have had to 

put up with the smugness of those who possess the reprehensible ability to perceive 
concealed meanings hidden in words or 

phrases. Now no more; this page is guaranteed free from anagrams. So just you put your 
feet up and relax without worrying 

whether you are reading concealed anagrams or not. Don't you just hate those bores who can 
crack an anagram faster than 

they can pour the irate? I'm sorry. That wasn't an anagram. It was a typing error. It 
should of course have read 'I rate her 

pout'. Oh dear. I'm sorry again. That wasn't a typing error. It was a printer's slip. The 
phrase 'heat our tripe' should have read 

'I rape her tout'. Oh golly. Sorry. I'm afraid that owing to a mistake in the proof-
reading the phrase 'rip her eat out' has been 

wrongly corrected to 'ripe teat hour'. It should of course have read 'at trip out here'. 
Oh crikey. I'm terribly sorry but the 

phrase 'our pi theatre' which we wrongly informed you was 'the route pair' should have 
been printed 'rather I toupe'' and not 



'ripe hate hour'. Oh no. Drat the bally thing. I'm most frightfully sorry but the phrase 
'Report the A.U.I.' has been wrongly 

given as 'therapeutior', when it should quite obviously have read 'opiate hurter'.

Anagrams - A statement

It looks very much as though this page written especially for people who dislike anagrams 
has been sabotaged. It appears that 

someone has infiltrated the text at a crucial stage and tampered with the words, so that 
certain phrases have been red teal (7). 

We apologise to all haters of anagrams for the annoyance. It's all very ira tit gin r 
(10). But there you ear (3). What can neo 

od? (3-2). We are taking legal pests (5) to tup (3) the matter right but until then we can 
only loose a pig (9). The Tiredo (6).

The announcement for people who like figures of speech

Transcribed 2/1/88 from "Monty Python's Brand New Papperbok"

An announcement

Because of the Anagrams dispute it has been decided to devote the rest of this space to a 
page specially written for people 

who like figures of speech, for the not a few fans of litotes, and those with no small 
interest in meiosis, for the infinite 

millions of hyperbole-lovers, for those fond of hypallage, and the epithet's golden 
transfer, for those who fall willingly into 

the arms of the metaphor, those who give up the ghost, bury their heads in the sand and 
ride roughshod over the mixed 

metaphor, and even those of hyperbaton the friends. It will be too, for those who 
reprehend the malapropism; who love the 

wealth of metonymy; for all friends of rhetoric and syllepsis; and zeugmatists with 
smiling eyes and hearts. It will bring a 

large absence of unsatisfactory malevolence to periphrastic fans; a wig harm bello to 
spoonerists; and in no small measure a 

not less than splendid greeting to you circumlocutors. The World adores prosopopeiasts, 
and the friendly faces of 

synechdotists, and can one not make those amorous of anacoluthon understand that if they 
are not satisfied by this, what is 



to happen to them? It will attempt to really welcome all splitters of infinitives, all who 
are Romeo and Juliet to antonomasia, 

those who drink up similes like sparkling champagne, who losenothing compared with 
comparison heads, self-evident 

axiomists, all pithy aphorists, apothegemists, maximiles, theorists, epigrammatists and 
even gnomists. And as for the lovers 

of aposiopesis -- ! It will wish bienvenu to all classical adherents of euphuism, all 
metathesistic birds, golden paranomasiasts 

covered in guilt, fallacious paralogists, trophists, anagogists, and anaphorists; to 
greet, welcome, embrace asyndeton buffs, 

while the lovers of ellipsis will be well-met and its followers embraced, as will be 
chronic worshippers of catachresis and 

supporters of anastrophe the world over.

**** end of file ANAGRAM PYTHON 5/13/88 ****

HOW YOUR BODY WORKS by A. NOTHER DOCTOR

Transcribed 2/28/88 from Monty Python's Brand New Papperbok

The human body is indeed a wonderul thing. Its infinitely complex way of functioning would 
take a computer, working flat 

out, day and night, excluding Bank Holidays and Christmas, 3,971 years to work out. The 
slightest flicker of the eyelid, the 

smallest movement of the big toe, involves such extraordinarily complex processes that the 
average man, working flat out, 

excluding Bank Holidays and Christmas, but *including* weekends, would take 84,643 light 
years to work it out. If you can 

imagine an Airedale terrier jumping in and out of a watering can once every 7 minutes for 
12 years you have some idea how 

long that would take. And that's only one light year.

Even the most simple process that the body can perform -- like paying the doctor -- would 
take a piece of asbestos over 9 

billion years to work out. If you can imagine a man at a cocktail party congratulating the 
hostess on the avocado dip 40,000 

times every second for 2 1/2 hours twice a week for 28,000 years you can begin to realise 
what an extraordinarily wonderful 

thing the human body is.



To put it even more simply, if you can imagine a doctor leaving his lucrative Harley St. 
practice to a younger partner, and 

cruising round the world 4 times a year, drinking 3 bottles of champagne with a friend's 
wife every afternoon, and writing an 

article on How Your Body Works once every 96 days, you'll get some idea of why I was 
struck off the register. Good 

evening.

**** end of file BODY PYTHON 2/28/88 ****

FEAR NO MAN (Advertisement)

From Monty Python's Brand New Papperbok

FEAR NO MAN!

I'll make you a MASTER of LLAP-Goch, ...the Secret Welsh ART of SELF DEFENCE that requires 
NO INTELLIGENCE, 

STRENGTH or PHYSICAL courage. The FANTASTIC SECRETS of the SECRET world-famous method of 
SELF 

DEFENCE, kept secret for centuries because of their DEADLY POWER to MAIM, KILL, SMASH, 
BATTER, 

FRACTURE, CRUSH, DISMEMBER, CRACK, DISEMBOWEL, CRIPPLE, SNAP and HARM are now revealed to 
YOU 

in the English Language by a LLAP-GOCH master AT HIS OWN RISK, PROVIDED you promise to 
MAIM, CRUSH, 

DISEMBOWEL and so on ONLY in SELF DEFENCE. (This is just to cover ourselves, as you will 
understand.)

WHY "At his own risk?"

BECAUSE if his fellow masters of LLAP-GOCH DISCOVER his IDENTITY, they will PUNISH HIM 
SEVERELY for 

revealing the DEADLY secrets he had promised to keep SECRET, without giving them a piece 
of the ACTION, and also 

BECAUSE of the TERRIBLE risk of PUNISHMENT he runs under the Trades Description Act.



WHAT is LLAP-GOCH?

IT is THE most DEADLY form OF SECRET self-DEFENCE that HAS ever been widely advertised and 
available to 

EVERYONE.

WHY ALL the CAPITALS?

Because THE most likely kind OF person TO answer THIS sort OF advertisement HAS less 
trouble under-STANDING 

words if they ARE written in BIG letters.

WHAT is LLAP-GOCH again?

It is an ANCIENT Welsh ART based on a BRILLIANTLY simple I-D-E-A, which is a SECRET. The 
best form of 

DEFENCE is ATTACK (Clausewitz) and the most VITAL element of ATTACK is SURPRISE (Oscar 
HAMMERstein). 

Therefore, the BEST way to protect yourself AGAINST any ASSAILANT is to ATTACK him before 
he attacks YOU... Or 

BETTER... BEFORE the THOUGHT of doing so has EVEN OCCURRED TO HIM!!! SO YOU MAY BE ABLE TO 

RENDER YOUR ASSAILANT UNCONSCIOUS BEFORE he is EVEN aware of your very existence!

No longer need you feel WEAK, helpless, INDECISIVE, NOT fascinating and ASHAMED of your 
genital dimensions. No 

more need you be out-manoeuvred in political debate!! GOOD BYE HUMILIATION, wisecracking 
bullies, Karate experts, 

boxing champions, sarcastic vicars, traffic wardens; entire panzer divisions will melt to 
pulp as you master every situation 

without INADEQUACY. PROTECT YOUR LOVED ONES. You will no longer look pitiful and spotty to 
your GIRL 

FRIENDS when you leave some unsuspecting passerby looking like four tins of cat food! They 
will admire your MASTERY 

and DECISIVENESS and LACK OF INADEQUACY and will almost certainly let you put your HAND 
inside their 

BLOUSE out of sheer ADMIRATION. And after seeing more of your expert disabling they'll 
almost definately go to bed 

with you, although obviously we can't ABSOLUTELY guarantee this, still it's extremely 
likely and would make learning 

LLAP-GOCH really worthwhile although legally we can't PROMISE anything.



Why WELSH Art?

LLAP-GOCH was developed in Wales because for the average Welshman, the best prospects of 
achieving a reasonable 

standard of living lie with the acquisition of the most efficient techniques of armed 
robbery.

HOW do I learn?

No, you mean "How do YOU Learn." I know already.

HOW do You Learn?

You receive ABSOLUTELY FREE your own special personal LLAP-GOCH Picture Book with hundreds 
of 

PHOTOGRAPHS and just a very few plain, clear and simple, easy to understand words. Only a 
FOUR-SECOND WORK-

OUT Each Day! And you will be ready to HARM people!

* DEVELOP UP TO 38" BICEPS

* GROW UP TO 12" TALLER

* LOSE UP TO 40" OF FAT IN YOUR FIRST WORK-OUT!

* PROLONG YOUR LIFE BY UP TO 1,000 YEARS

* GO TO BED WITH UP TO ANY LUDICROUS NUMBER OF GIRLS YOU CARE TO THINK OF PROVIDING YOU 

REALIZE THIS STATEMENT IS QUITE MEANINGLESS AS THE PHRASE "UP TO" CLEARLY INCLUDES THE 

NUMBER "NOUGHT."

WHAT Does it Cost?

This, like LLAP-GOCH, is a SECRET but you will find out sooner or later, don't worry. MAIL 
DARING HAIR-RAISING 

MONEY-SAVING HALF-PRICE NO-RISK FREE-TRIAL COUPON NOW!

----------------------

O.K. Hounourable Master, I accept your daring, hair-raising, mindboggling, blood-curdling, 
no-risk, half-price, free-trial offer 



to reveal the secrets of LLAP-GOCH in a plain wrapper at once. Yes Master, I never again 
want to be 'Weak In The Knees' 

and 'Chicken Out' and 'Wet My Pants' when insulted and attacked. I agree never to abuse 
the principles of LLAP-GOCH or 

consult a lawyer. I am over 4. I have an extra Y chromosome. Bill me later. I understand 
that if I am not completely satisfied I 

have been had.

NAME _________________ AGE __ ADDRESS _____________

CITY _______________ STATE ____________ ZIP _______

Please also enroll me under your special Car Insurance Scheme. I understand that I do not 
have to sign anything to make this 

completely binding to me.

------------------------------------------------------------------------

**** end of file LLAPGOCH PYTHON         5/10/87                 ****

Travel Agent

From the third series of Monty Python's Flying Circus

From his copy of "Monty Python's Brand New Papperbok"

 

What's the point of going abroad if you're just another tourist carted around in buses 
surrounded by sweaty mindless oafs 

from Kettering and Coventry in their cloth caps and their cardigans and their transistor 
radios and their Sunday Mirrors, 

complaining about the tea - "Oh they don't make it properly here, do they, not like at 
home" - and stopping at Majorcan 

bodegas selling fish and chips and Watney's Red Barrel and calamares and two veg and 
sitting in their cotton frocks squirting 

Timothy White's suncream all over their puffy raw swollen purulent flesh 'cos they 
"overdid it on the first day." And being 

herded into endless Hotel Miramars and Bellvueses and Continentales with their modern 
international luxury roomettes and 

draught Red Barrel and swimming pools full of fat German businessmen pretending they're 
acrobats forming pyramids and 

frightening the children and barging into queues and if you're not at your table spot on 
seven you miss the bowl of Campbell's 



Cream of Mushroom soup, the first item on the menu of International Cuisine, and every 
Thursday night the hotel has a 

bloody cabaret in the bar, featuring a tiny emaciated dago with nine-inch hips and some 
bloated fat tart with her hair 

brylcreemed down and a big arse presenting Flamenco for Foreigners. And adenoidal typists 
from Birmingham with flabby 

white legs and diarrhoea trying to pick up hairy bandy-legged wop waiters called Manuel 
and once a week there's an excursion 

to the local Roman Remains to buy cherryade and melted ice cream and bleeding Watney's Red 
Barrel and one evening you 

visit the so called typical restaurant with local colour and atmosphere and you sit next 
to a party from Rhyl who keep singing 

"Torremolinos, torremolinos" and complaining about the food - "It's so greasy isn't it?" - 
and you get cornered by some 

drunken greengrocer from Luton with an Instamatic camera and Dr. Scholl sandals and last 
Tuesday's Daily Express and he 

drones on and on about how Mr. Smith should be running this country and how many languages 
Enoch Powell can speak and 

then he throws up over the Cuba Libres. And sending tinted postcards of places they don't 
realise they haven't even visited to 

"All at number 22, weather wonderful, our room is marked with an 'X'. Food very greasy but 
we've found a charming little 

local place hidden away in the back streets where they serve Watney's Red Barrel and 
cheese and onion crisps and the 

accordionist plays 'Maybe it's because I'm a Londoner'." And spending four days on the 
tarmac at Luton airport on a five-day 

package tour with nothing to eat but dried BEA-type sandwiches and you can't even get a 
drink of Watney's Red Barrel 

because you're still in England and the bloody bar closes every time you're thirsty and 
there's nowhere to sleep and the kids 

are crying and vomiting and breaking the plastic ash-trays and they keep telling you it'll 
only be another hour although your 

plane is still in Iceland and has to take some Swedes to Yugoslavia before it can load you 
up at 3 a.m. in the bloody morning 

and you sit on the tarmac till six because of "unforeseen difficulties", i.e. the 
permanent strike of Air Traffic Control in Paris - 

and nobody can go to the lavatory until you take off at 8, and when you get to Malaga 
airport everybody's swallowing 

"enterovioform" and queuing for the toilets and queuing for the armed customs officers, 
and queuing for the bloody bus that 

isn't there to take you to the hotel that hasn't yet been finished. And when you finally 
get to the half-built Algerian ruin called 

the Hotel del Sol by paying half your holiday money to a licensed bandit in a taxi you 



find there's no water in the pool, there's 

no water in the taps, there's no water in the bog and there's only a bleeding lizard in 
the bidet. And half the rooms are double 

booked and you can't sleep anyway because of the permanent twenty-four-hour drilling of 
the foundations of the hotel next 

door - and you're plagues by appalling apprentice chemists from Ealing pretending to be 
hippies, and middle-class 

stockbrokers' wives busily buying identical holiday villas in suburban development plots 
just like Esher, in case the Labour 

government gets in again, and fat American matrons with sloppy-buttocks and Hawaiian-
patterned ski pants looking for any 

mulatto male who can keep it up long enough when they finally let it all flop out. And the 
Spanish Tourist Board promises 

you that the raging cholera epidemic is merely a case of mild Spanish tummy, like the 
previous outbreak of Spanish tummy in 

1660 which killed half London and decimated Europe - and meanwhile the bloody Guardia are 
busy arresting sixteen-year-olds 

for kissing in the streets and shooting anyone under nineteen who doesn't like Franco. And 
then on the last day in the airport 

lounge everyone's comparing sunburns, drinking Nasty Spumante, buying cartons of duty free 
"cigarillos" and using up their 

last pesetas on horrid dolls in Spanish National costume and awful straw donkeys and 
bullfight posters with your name on 

"Ordoney, El Cordobes and Brian Pules of Norwich" and 3-D pictures of the Pope and Kennedy 
and Franco, and everybody's 

talking about coming again next year and you swear you never will although there you are 
tumbling bleary-eyed out of a 

tourist-tight antique Iberian airplane...

**** end of file TOUR PYTHON 3/28/88 ****



           Title: How Your Body Works

            From: Monty Python's Brand New Papperbok

  Transcribed By: Jonathan Partington (JRP1@PHOENIX.CAMBRIDGE.AC.UK)

 

The human body is indeed a wonderul thing.  Its infinitely complex way of

functioning would take a computer, working flat out, day and night, excluding

Bank Holidays and Christmas, 3,971 years to work out.  The slightest flicker of

the eyelid, the smallest movement of the big toe, involves such extraordinarily

complex processes that the average man, working flat out, excluding Bank

Holidays and Christmas, but *including* weekends, would take 84,643 light years

to work it out.  If you can imagine an Airedale terrier jumping in and out of a

watering can once every 7 minutes for 12 years you have some idea how long that

would take.  And that's only one light year.

 

Even the most simple process that the body can perform -- like paying the

doctor -- would take a piece of asbestos over 9 billion years to work out.  If

you can imagine a man at a cocktail party congratulating the hostess on the

avocado dip 40,000 times every second for 2 1/2 hours twice a week for 28,000

years you can begin to realise what an extraordinarily wonderful thing the

human body is.

 

To put it even more simply, if you can imagine a doctor leaving his lucrative

Harley St. practice to a younger partner, and cruising round the world 4 times

a year, drinking 3 bottles of champagne with a friend's wife every afternoon,

and writing an article on How Your Body Works once every 96 days, you'll get

some idea of why I was struck off the register.  Good evening.



           Title: It all happened on the 11:20 from Hainault

            From: Monty Python's Big Red Book

  Transcribed By: Steve Okay 

       Edited By: Adam Fogg <borg@agate.net>

                  

 

Scene: a stage representation of a traditional(?)  English sitting room.  An

       old man lies dead on the floor.  A man and a woman enter.

 

Woman: ...Anyways John, you can catch the 11:30 from Hornchurch and be at

       Leicester by 1:00, oh and there's a buffet car, and--(notices dead man)

       Oh!  Daddy!

John:  (looking equally shocked) My hats, Sir Horace!

Woman: Has he....been?

John:  Yes, after breakfast.  But that doesn't matter now, he's dead!

Woman: (distressed) Oh!, poor daddy....

John:  Looks like I shan't be catching the 11:30 now....

Woman: Oh, no, John! (insistant) You musn't miss your train!

John:  (sympathetically) How can I think of catching a train when I should be

       here helping you?

Woman: Oh, John, thank you. (cheerfully) Anyways you could always catch the

       9:30 tommorrow; it goes by Caton and Chipsdale.

John:  (Enthusiastically) Oh the 9:45 is even better!

Woman: Oh but you'd have to change at Lands Green.

John:  Yes, but there's only a seven-minute wait.

Woman: Oh yes, of course!  I'd forgotten it was Friday.  (returning to

       distressed tone of voice)  Oh... who could have done this?

 

(Enter Lady Patridge)

 

Lady Partridge: (flustered) Oh do hurry Sir Horace, your train leaves in 28

                minutes and if you don't catch the 10:15, you won't catch the

                3:45 which leaves at..(sees his body lying on the



                floor)  Oh!

John:  (solemnly) I'm afraid Sir Horace won't be catching the 10:15, Lady

       Partridge.

LP:    Has he been..??

Woman: (cheerily) Yes, after breaksfast!

John:  Lady Partridge, I'm afraid you can cancel his seat reservation.

LP:    (sits down in nearby chair despondantly) Oh, and it was back

       to the engine 4th coach along so that he could see the graveyard signs

       outside Swanborough.

John:  Not anymore, Lady Patridge, the line's been closed....

LP:    Closed?!--Not Swanborough!?

John:  I'm afraid so.

 

(Enter Inspector Davis through the same door as everybody else)

 

Davis: Roight, nobody move, I'm Inspector Davis of Scotland Yard.

John:  My word, you were here quickly, Inspector!

Davis: Yeah, I caught the 8:55 Pullman express from 'round Hornchurch.

All:   Oh, that's a very good train, yes, excellent, it's a wonderful line....

 

(Enter Tony through a garden window)

 

Tony:  Hello everyone!

All:   Tony!

Tony:  Where's Daddy?  (notices stiff)  Oh!  Has he been...?

All:   Yes, after breakfast!

Tony:  Then he....won't be needing his seat reservation on the 10:15?

John:  Exactly!

Tony:  As, I suppose, as his eldest son, it must go to me...(bends over towards

       body)

Davis: Just a minute, Tony.  (Tony backs off from body)

       There's a small matter of... murder!

Tony:  Oh but surely he just shot himself and then hid the gun!



L.P.:  (incredulously) How could anyone shoot himself and then hide the gun

       without first cancelling his reservation?

Tony:  Well, I must dash, or I'll be late for the 10:15!

Davis: (blocking him) I suggest you murdered your father for his seat

       reservation!

Tony:  I may have had the motive, Inspector, but I could not have done it.  For

       I have just arrived from Gillingham on the 8:13, and here is my

       restaurant car ticket to prove it!

Woman: But the 8:13 doesn't *have* a restaurant car!

John:  It's a standing buffet only!

Tony:  Did I say the 8:13?--I meant the 7:58 Stopping Train.

L.P.:  But the 7:58 arrived at Swindon at 8:19 owing to annual points

       maintainance at...Winsborough Junction!

John:  (interrogating) So how did you make the connection with the 8:13 which

       left 6 minutes earlier?

Tony:  Simple, I caught the 7:16 Forworth Special, arriving at Swindon at 8:09.

Woman: But the 7:16 only stops at Swindon on alternate Thursdays!

L.P.   SURELY you mean the Holiday-Maker Special!

Tony:  Oh yes!, how daft of me!, of course, I came on the Holiday-Maker

       Special, calling at Bedforth, Comer, Bendetton, Sutton, Wallingham and

       Gillingham.

Davis: (accusing)  *That's* Sundays Only!

 

(pause)

 

Tony:  DAMN!--Alright!, I confess.  I did it, I killed him for his reservation!

       But you won't take me alive!!!!  I'm going to throw myself on the 10:12

       from Reading!

John:  Don't be a fool, Tony!  Don't do it!...the 10:12 has the new narrow-

       traction bogeys!, you wouldn't stand a chance!

Tony:  Exactly!(runs out door)

(Dramatic Musical Swell)

(Curtains)



Gavin Millarrrrrrrrrr [John Cleese] writes:

 

Neville Shunt's latest West End Success, "It all Happened on the 11.20 from

Hainault to Redhill via Horsham and Reigate, calling at Carshalton Beeches,

Malmesbury, Tooting Bec and Croydon West," is currently appearing at the Limp

Theatre, Piccadilly.  What Shunt is doing in this, as in his earlier nine

plays, is to express the human condition in terms of British Rail.

 

Some people have made the mistake of seeing Shunt's work as a load of rubbish

about railway timetables, but clever people like me who talk loudly in

restaurants see this as a deliberate ambiguity, a plea for understanding in a

mechanised mansion.  The points are frozen, the beast is dead.  What is the

difference?  What indeed is the point?  The point is frozen, the beast is late

out of Paddington.  The point is taken.  If La Fontaine's elk would spurn Tom

Jones the engine must be our head, the dining car our aesophagus, the guards

van our left lung, the cattle truck our shins, the first class compartment the

piece of skin at the nape of the neck and the level crossing an electric elk

called Simon.  The clarity is devastating.  But where is the ambiguity?  Over

there in a box.  Shunt is saying the 8.15 from Gillingham when in reality he

means the 8.13 from Gillingham.  The train is the same, only the time is

altered.  Ecce homo, ergo elk.  La Fontaine knew its sister and knew her bloody

well.  The point is taken, the beast is moulting, the fluff gets up your nose.

The illusion is complete; it is reality, the reality is illusion and the

ambiguity is the only truth.  But is the truth, as Hitchcock observes, in the

box?  No, there isn't room, the ambiguity has put on weight.  The point is

taken, the elk is dead, the beast stops at Swindon, Chabrol stops at nothing,

I'm having treatment and La Fontaine can get knotted.



           Title: The Package Tour Complaint

            From: Monty Python's Brand New Papperbok

  Transcribed By: Jonathan Mestel ( AJM8@PHX.CAM.AC.UK )

 

What's the point of going abroad if you're just another tourist carted around

in buses surrounded by sweaty mindless oafs from Kettering and Coventry in

their cloth caps and their cardigans and their transistor radios and their

Sunday Mirrors, complaining about the tea - "Oh they don't make it properly

here, do they, not like at home" - and stopping at Majorcan bodegas selling

fish and chips and Watney's Red Barrel and calamares and two veg and sitting in

their cotton frocks squirting Timothy White's suncream all over their puffy raw

swollen purulent flesh 'cos they "overdid it on the first day."  And being

herded into endless Hotel Miramars and Bellvueses and Continentales with their

modern international luxury roomettes and draught Red Barrel and swimming pools

full of fat German businessmen pretending they're acrobats forming pyramids and

frightening the children and barging into queues and if you're not at your

table spot on seven you miss the bowl of Campbell's Cream of Mushroom soup, the

first item on the menu of International Cuisine, and every Thursday night the

hotel has a bloody cabaret in the bar, featuring a tiny emaciated dago with

nine-inch hips and some bloated fat tart with her hair brylcreemed down and a

big arse presenting Flamenco for Foreigners.  And adenoidal typists from

Birmingham with flabby white legs and diarrhoea trying to pick up hairy

bandy-legged wop waiters called Manuel and once a week there's an excursion to

the local Roman Remains to buy cherryade and melted ice cream and bleeding

Watney's Red Barrel and one evening you visit the so called typical restaurant

with local colour and atmosphere and you sit next to a party from Rhyl who keep

singing "Torremolinos, torremolinos" and complaining about the food - "It's so

greasy isn't it?"  - and you get cornered by some drunken greengrocer from

Luton with an Instamatic camera and Dr. Scholl sandals and last Tuesday's Daily

Express and he drones on and on about how Mr. Smith should be running this

country and how many languages Enoch Powell can speak and then he throws up

over the Cuba Libres.  And sending tinted postcards of places they don't



realise they haven't even visited to "All at number 22, weather wonderful, our

room is marked with an 'X'.  Food very greasy but we've found a charming little

local place hidden away in the back streets where they serve Watney's Red

Barrel and cheese and onion crisps and the accordionist plays 'Maybe it's

because I'm a Londoner'."  And spending four days on the tarmac at Luton

airport on a five-day package tour with nothing to eat but dried BEA-type

sandwiches and you can't even get a drink of Watney's Red Barrel because you're

still in England and the bloody bar closes every time you're thirsty and

there's nowhere to sleep and the kids are crying and vomiting and breaking the

plastic ash-trays and they keep telling you it'll only be another hour although

your plane is still in Iceland and has to take some Swedes to Yugoslavia before

it can load you up at 3 a.m.  in the bloody morning and you sit on the tarmac

till six because of "unforeseen difficulties", i.e.  the permanent strike of

Air Traffic Control in Paris - and nobody can go to the lavatory until you take

off at 8, and when you get to Malaga airport everybody's swallowing

"enterovioform" and queuing for the toilets and queuing for the armed customs

officers, and queuing for the bloody bus that isn't there to take you to the

hotel that hasn't yet been finished.  And when you finally get to the

half-built Algerian ruin called the Hotel del Sol by paying half your holiday

money to a licensed bandit in a taxi you find there's no water in the pool,

there's no water in the taps, there's no water in the bog and there's only a

bleeding lizard in the bidet.  And half the rooms are double booked and you

can't sleep anyway because of the permanent twenty-four-hour drilling of the

foundations of the hotel next door - and you're plagues by appalling apprentice

chemists from Ealing pretending to be hippies, and middle-class stockbrokers'

wives busily buying identical holiday villas in suburban development plots just

like Esher, in case the Labour government gets in again, and fat American

matrons with sloppy-buttocks and Hawaiian-patterned ski pants looking for any

mulatto male who can keep it up long enough when they finally let it all flop

out.  And the Spanish Tourist Board promises you that the raging cholera

epidemic is merely a case of mild Spanish tummy, like the previous outbreak of

Spanish tummy in 1660 which killed half London and decimated Europe - and



meanwhile the bloody Guardia are busy arresting sixteen-year-olds for kissing

in the streets and shooting anyone under nineteen who doesn't like Franco.  And

then on the last day in the airport lounge everyone's comparing sunburns,

drinking Nasty Spumante, buying cartons of duty free "cigarillos" and using up

their last pesetas on horrid dolls in Spanish National costume and awful straw

donkeys and bullfight posters with your name on "Ordoney, El Cordobes and Brian

Pules of Norwich" and 3-D pictures of the Pope and Kennedy and Franco, and

everybody's talking about coming again next year and you swear you never will

although there you are tumbling bleary-eyed out of a tourist-tight antique

Iberian airplane.....



.          Title: Crunchy Frog            From: Monty Python Live at the Hollywood Bowl  
Transcribed By: unknown       Edited By: Adam Fogg <borg@agate.net> Inspector: 'ELLO!Mr. 
Hilton: 'Ello. Inspector:  Mr. 'ilton?    Hilton:  A-yes? Inspector: You are the sole 
proprietor and owner of the Whizzo Chocolate Company?Mr. Hilton: I am, yes. Inspector: 
Constable Clitoris and I are from the 'ygiene squad, and we'd like            to have a 
word with you about your box of chocolates entitled the            "Whizzo Quality 
Assortment". Mr. Hilton: Oh, yes. Inspector: If I may begin at the beginning.  First there 
is the Cherry Fondue.            Now this is extremely nasty. (pause) But we can't 
prosecute you for            that.Mr. Hilton: Ah, agreed. Inspector: Then we have number 
four.  Number four: Crunchy Frog.Mr. Hilton: Yes. Inspector: Am I right in thinking 
there's a real frog in 'ere?Mr. Hilton: Yes, a little one. Inspector: What sort of 
frog?Mr. Hilton: A...a *dead* frog. Inspector: Is it cooked?Mr. Hilton: No. Inspector: 
What, a RAW frog?!?Mr. Hilton: Oh, we use only the finest baby frogs, dew-picked and flown 
from            Iraq, cleansed in the finest quality spring water, lightly killed,            
and sealed in a succulent, Swiss, quintuple-smooth, treble-milk            chocolate 
envelope, and lovingly frosted with glucose. Inspector: That's as may be, but it's still a 
frog!Mr. Hilton: What else? Inspector: Well, don't you even take the bones out?Mr. Hilton: 
If we took the bones out, it wouldn't be crunchy, would it? Inspector: Constable Clitoris 
et one of those!! We have to protect the public! Constable: Uh, would you excuse me a 
moment, Sir?   (exits) Inspector: We have to protect the public! People aren't going to 
think there's            a real frog in chocolate! Constable Clitoris thought it was an            
almond whirl!  They're bound to expect some sort of mock frog! Mr. Hilton: (outraged) MOCK 
frog!?!  We use NO artificial additives or            preservatives of ANY kind!  
Inspector: Nevertheless, I advise you in future to replace the words "Crunchy            
Frog" with the legend, "Crunchy, Raw, Unboned Real Dead Frog" if            you wish to 
avoid prosecution! Mr. Hilton: What about our sales? Inspector: FUCK your sales!  We've 
got to protect the public!  Now what about            this one, number five, it was number 
five, wasn't it?  Number five:            Ram's Bladder Cup. (beat) Now, what sort of 
confectionery is that?Mr. Hilton: Oh, we use only the finest juicy chunks of fresh Cornish 
Ram's            bladder, emptied, steamed, flavoured with sesame seeds, whipped            
into a fondue, and garnished with lark's vomit.  Inspector: LARK'S VOMIT?!?!?Mr. Hilton: 
Correct. Inspector: It doesn't say anything here about lark's vomit!Mr. Hilton: Ah, it 
does, at the bottom of the label, after "monosodium            glutamate". Inspector: I 
hardly think that's good enough!  I think it's be more appropriate            if the box 
bore a great red label: "WARNING: LARK'S VOMIT!!!" Mr. Hilton: Our sales would plummet! 
Inspector: (screaming) Well why don't you move into more conventional areas of            
confectionary??!!             (the constable returns) Inspector: Like Praline, or, or Lime 
Creme, a very popular flavor, I'm lead to            understand.  Or Raspberry Lite.  I 
mean, what's this one, what's             this one?  'Ere we are: Cockroach Cluster!  --  
Anthrax Ripple!  Constable: MMMMWWWAAAAAGGGGGHHHH!! (Throws up in helmet) Inspector: 
(continuing)  And what is this one: Spring Surprise?Mr. Hilton: Ah, that's one of our 
specialities.  Covered in dark, velvety            chocolate, when you pop it into your 
mouth, stainless steel bolts            spring out and plunge straight through both 
cheeks.  Inspector: (stunned) Well where's the pleasure in THAT?!?  If people pop a            
nice little chockie into their mouth, they don't expect to get            their cheeks 
pierced!!!  In any case, it is an inadequate            description of the sweetmeat.  I 
shall have to ask you to accompany            me to the station.Mr. Hilton: (shrugging) 
It's a fair cop. Inspector: And DON'T talk to the audience.                               



.          Title: The Tale of Sir Launcelot            From: Monty Python and the Holy 
Grail  Transcribed By: unknown As Sir Launcelot, the boldest and most expensive of the 
knights, lost his way in the Forest of Ewing, at nearby Swamp Castle, a celebration was 
underway.   Setting: A small garret room in the Tall Tower of Swamp Castle.          The 
King and his son the Prince.  King: (gesturing expansively out the window) One day, lad, 
*all* this will be       yours. Son: What, the curtains? King: No, not the curtains, lad!  
All that you can see, stretched out over the       'ills and valleys of this land.  
That'll be your kindom, lad. Son: But, Mother... King: Father, lad, Father. Son:  But, 
Father, I don't want any of that. King: Listen, lad:  I built this kingdom up from 
nuthin'.  When I started       here, all of this was swamp!  Other kings said it was 
*daft* to build a       castle in a swamp, but I built it all the same, just to show 'em!  
It       sank into the swamp.  SO, I built a second one!  That sank into the       swamp.  
So I built a *third* one.  That burned down, fell over, *then*       sank into the swamp.  
But the fourth one......stayed up.  And that's what       you're gonna get, lad:  the 
*strongest* castle in these islands. Son:  But I don't want any of that! I'd rather... 
King: Rather what? Son:  I'd rather...just...sing!......       <music up> King: Stop that!  
Stop that!  You're not going into a song while I'm here!       <music dies away>       
Now, listen, lad.  In twenty minutes you're gettin' married to a girl       whose father 
owns the biggest *tracts* of open land in England. Son:  But I don't want land! King: 
Listen, Alex... Son:  'Erbert... King: 'Erbert.  We live in a bloody swamp!  We need all 
the land we can get!! Son:  But... but I don't *like* 'er! King: don't like 'er?!?  What's 
wrong with 'er?  She's...  beautiful, she's...       *rich*, she's got...  
HUGE.............  tracts o' land... Son:  Ah...ah know.  But I want the girl that I marry 
to have...  a       certain...*special*...something...  <music up> King: Cut that out!!  
Cut that out.... <grabs the prince>       <music dies away>       You're marryin' Princess 
Lucky, so you'd better get used to the idea!       <slaps the prince>       GUARDS!!!  
<two guards come in>       Make sure the prince doesn't leave this room until I come and 
get 'im.       <starts to go> Guard 1: <repeating> Not to leave the room, even if you come 
and get 'im. Guard 2: *Hic* King:    Nono....  *Until* I come and get him. Guard 1: Until 
you come and get him, we're not to enter the room. King:    <stops> Nono, no... You *stay* 
in the room, and make sure *he*          doesn't leave. Guard 1: And you'll come and get 
him. Guard 2: *Hic* King:    Right. Guard 1: We don't need to do anything, apart from just 
stop him, entering the          room. King:    Nono.  *Leaving* the room. Guard 1: Leaving 
the room, yes. King:    All right? Guard 1: 'Right. King:    Right.  <goes out the door> 
Guard 1: Oh!  If if if uhhhh.... if if uhhhhh....  If if if we...... King:    <coming back 
in> Yes, what is it? Guard 1: Oh.  I-if.......     Oh.... King:    Look, it's quite 
simple. Guard 1: Uh..... King:    You just stay here, and make sure 'e doesn't leave the 
room.          All right? Guard 2: *hic* Guard 1: Oh, I remember!  Uhhhh, can he leave the 
room with us? King:    No...nono, no.   You just keep him in 'ere, and make sure... Guard 
1: Oh yes, we'll keep him in here, obviously, but if he *had*          to leave, and we 
*were* with him... King:    nononono just KEEP HIM IN HERE Guard 1: ...Until you or anyone 
else... King:    No, not anyone else, just me... Guard 1: ...Just you... Guard 2: *hic* 
King:    Get back. Guard 1: Get back. King:    All right? Guard 1: Right, we'll stay here 
until you get back. Guard 2: *hic* King:    <pause>  And, uh... make sure 'e doesn't 
leave. Guard 1: What? King:    <pause>  Make sure 'e doesn't leave! Guard 1: The 
prince?????? King:    Yes, MAKE SURE 'E DOESN'T LEAVE... Guard 2: *hic* Guard 1: Oh, yes, 
of course!!  I thought you meant him!  <motions towards          the second guard>  You 
know, it seemed a bit daft me having to guard          him when 'e's a guard... King:    
<pause> Is that clear? Guard 1: Oh, quite clear, no problems! Guard 2: *hic* King:    
Right. <starts to leave. The guards follow him>          Where are *you* going? Guard 1: 
We're coming with you! King: Nono, I want you to *stay* here and MAKE SURE 'E DOESN'T 
LEAVE! Guard 1: Oh, I see, right! Son:     <plaintively>  but father... King:    Shut your 
noise, you!  And get that suit on.  <leaves>  <music up> <king re-enters>          AND NO 
SINGING! Guard 2: *hic* King: Oh, go and get a glass of water.  (leaves)  The Prince looks 
at the guards.  They look at him.  He smiles.  They smile back.  He gets a pen a paper 
out.  He smiles at them.  They smile back. He scribbles something on it very fast, not 
looking at it.  He smiles at the guards.  They smile back.  The Prince gets a bow and 
arrow from the wall. He sticks the note on the arrow.  He smiles at the guards.  They 
smile back. He side-steps to the window.  He smiles at the guards.  They smile back. He 
shoots the arrow with the note out the window.  He puts down the bow. He smiles at the 



guards.  They smile back.  Guard 2: *Hic*  Meanwhile, at a nearby stream, Sir Launcelot 
approaches. We hear horse's hooves in the distance. Sir Launcelot appears, behind 
Concorde, who is banging two coconut halves together to make the noise of a horse.  
Launcelot: Ho! <they jump over the stream> Well taken, Concorde! Steady there,          
boy!          <an arrow whizzes through the air and embeds itself in Concorde> Concorde: 
(as he falls) Message for you, sir.  (he falls) Launcelot: Concorde!!  (spying the arrow) 
A note!  <reads> "To whomever finds            this note. Help. I am being held prisoner 
by my father who wishes           me to marry *against my will*!! Please please please 
please rescue           me.  I am in the Tall Tower of Swamp Castle."  <aloud> A quest! A           
damsel in distress!  Oh, Concorde, noble Concorde, you shall not have           died in 
vain!  <starts to draw sword> Concorde: I'm not quite dead yet, sir! Launcelot: (a bit put 
off) Well...you shall not have been...mortally wounded          in vain! <draws sword> 
Concorde: I think I could pull through, sir. Launcelot: (a bit more put off) Concorde, 
maybe you'd better stay here and          rest a bit, eh? Concorde: Oh, I think I could 
come with you, sir... Launcelot: No, no, Concorde, brave soul, you shall stay here, and 
I...I shall          undertake a perilous quest to win freedom for a maiden and eternal          
fame for myself. Farewell, Concorde!! <runs off, leaving Concorde          looking after 
him perplexedly>  Scene: The drawbridge of Swamp Castle.  Two guards standing here looking 
very        bored.  Off in the distance, they see Launcelot running towards them        
waving his sword in the air.  They look at each other, then back at        Launcelot. They 
seem confused.  He does not get any closer, though he        he keeps running.  The guards 
look at each other again.  One taps his        forehead.  They lean on their pikes and 
idly watch Sir Launcelot        still running towards them and getting nowhere.  They look 
at each        other.  Suddenly Launcelot appears right next to them and runs them        
both through.  They die, considerably surprised.         Launcelot runs through the 
castle, slicing, dicing, grating, mincing,        and otherwise generally killing the 
entire populace.  He fights his        way up to the Tower through the throngs of 
bewildered wedding guests.        He reached the Tower and throws open the door.  Guard 1: 
Hello!  Urggh.  <dies, run though> Guard 2: *Hic*  <also run through> Launcelot: <kneeling 
before the white-garbed figure in the room> Milady, here            kneels the humble Sir 
Launcelot of Camelot, Knight of the Round            Table, and I stand ready to deliver 
you from-- <sees it's a man,            gets up immediately>  Oh, I'm terribly sorry. Son: 
<claps hands delightedly> You got my note! Launcelot: Well, I got *a* note...let's not 
jump to conclusions... Son: I *knew* some one would read it and rescue me!  I've got a 
rope all ready!      <dispays shredded blanket made into rope>  Let's climb down! King: 
<barging in, quite upset>  What's all this!?!  <sees Launcelot> Are you       the one who 
killed all my guests? Son: He's come to rescue me! King: Shut your noise, you.  Well, what 
about it? Launcelot: <highly embarrassed>  Well, I suppose I may have got...a bit...            
carried away with the moment... King: Carried away?!?  Look, whoever you are, you not only 
ruined my wedding          reception, and caused me great mental anguish, but you killed 
the          bride's father and kicked the bride in the chest!  Now what sort of          
behavior is that???  Who are you, anyway? Launcelot: Well, I am Sir Launcelot of King 
Arthur's Court, and I-- King: King Arthur??  King-of-England Arthur?  And you're one of 
his Knights of       the Round Table? Son: I'm ready, Sir Launcelot!  <ties rope to table> 
Launcelot: Well...yes...and I'm awfully sorry about the fuss... King: Fuss? Nonsense!!  
Why, Sir Launcelot, consider yourself my honored guest,       please!  (quietly) Lots of 
land up by Camelot, eh? Launcelot: Well, I'm terribly sorry about killing all those 
people...and            kicking the bride... Son: Hurry, Sir Launcelot! <goes out the 
window> King: Don't worry about a thing, sir.  Just come downstairs with me, will you?       
I want to introduce you to everyone. Launcelot: Well, thank you....Thank you very much... 
<leaves> King: I won't be a minute, Sir Launcelot.... <goes to window, draws dagger> Son: 
(from outside)  Are you coming, Sir Launcelot?      <The King cuts the blanket-rope, which 
slithers out the window>      Aaaaaaaahhhhhhh!!!!!  (thump) King: (liltingly)  Coming, Sir 
Launcelot...  Sir Launcelot goes down the stairs. Upon recognizing him as the one who 
caused all the damage, the remaining guests shout such things as, "There he is!" and, 
"He's the one!" and, "Get him!" Launcelot draws his sword and goes beserk again.  King: 
Oh, bloody hell.  Launcelot is at last subdued before causing too much damage, save only 
kicking the bride again, and the King prepares to make a speech.  King: Ladies and 
gentlemen.  This man whom you see beside me is my own honored       friend, Sir Launcelot 
of Camelot.  He has come all this way just to--- Guest: He killed the bride's father!! 



King: Oh, come now! Let's not bicker and argue about 'oo killed 'oo! Sir       Lancelot 
has come to celebrate with me the joyful occasion of my son's       marriage to Princess 
Lucky.  Unfortunately, my son Herbert has just       fallen to his death from the Tall 
Tower.  (gasps) But, I like to think of       myself, not as having lost a son, but as 
having gained a daughter.  For,       since the father of the bride perished in most 
untimely circumstances.... Voice: He's not quite dead yet.... King: (thrown) Er...since 
her father has come so close to death as to be        considered dead... Voice: I think 
he's coming 'round! King: <whispers to a guard, who circles towards the back of the room, 
where the       father lies> Since her father, who, when it seemed he was just on the       
verge of recovery, suddenly felt the icy hand of death upon him... (thump) Voice: He's 
kicked off! King: Right...I should like the Princess to think of me as her own Dad. In the       
firm and legally binding sense.  And, as this is meant to be a wedding       day, I would 
like to welcome Sir Launcelot into my family, and give him       the hand of my new 
daughter in earnest token of my esteem for him and his       title.  <pause, some feeble 
applause from the guards> Launcelot: <taken aback>  Well, really, I must be going, I don't 
think-- King: Going?  Nonsense!  Why, how could you leave me at a time like this, so       
recently bereft of my only son? Concorde: <entering with Son>  He's not quite dead yet! 
(general reaction) King: Oh, bloody hell. Voice: But, how on earth did you survive the 
fall from the Tall Tower? Son: Well, I'll tell you...          <music starts> King: No! 
Wait! Stop that! <But it is too late> Guests:                 He's going to tell,                         
he's going to tell,                         he's going to tell,                         
he's going to tell!                          He's going to tell,                         
he's going to tell,                         he's going to tell,                         
he's going to tell! Concorde: Quick, sir, let's get out of here. This way. Launcelot: No, 
no. I need something more...more... Concorde: Dramatic, sir? Launcelot: Dramatic!  Right!  
This bell pull will do...  <grabs bell pull.            Runs up stairs.  Jumps in the air.  
Swings down towards the window.            Falls about twelve feet short, having not given 
himself a very good            start.  Swings back and forth for a short time.> Launcelot: 
Err...could someone give me a push?                                                                    
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